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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tuesday, 6 February 2018

ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 6 February 2018
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 12.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (12:04) — Order! We acknowledge
the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their
culture, their elders past, present and future, and elders
from other communities who may be here today.

CONDOLENCES
Hon. Stuart Richard McDonald, AM
The SPEAKER (12:04) — Members, I advise the
house of the death of Stuart Richard McDonald,
member of the Legislative Council for the Northern
Province from 1967 to 1979. I ask members to rise in
their places as a mark of respect to the memory of the
deceased.
Honourable members stood in their places.
The SPEAKER — Thank you, members. I shall
convey a message of sympathy from the house to the
relatives of the late Stuart Richard McDonald.

Hon. Arthur Andrew McCutcheon
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:06) — I desire to
move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death of the
Honourable Arthur Andrew McCutcheon and places on
record its acknowledgement of the valuable services rendered
by him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria as
member of the Legislative Assembly for the electoral district
of St Kilda from 1982 to 1992, Minister for Water Resources
and Minister for Property and Services from 1985 to 1987,
Attorney-General from 1987 to 1990, Minister for Local
Government from 1988 to 1989, Minister for Ethnic Affairs
from 1989 to 1990, Minister for the Arts in 1990, Minister for
Planning and Urban Growth from 1990 to 1991 and Minister
for Planning and Housing from 1991 to 1992.

Nearly 36 years ago in this place Andrew McCutcheon
rose to make his first speech as the newly elected
member for the district of St Kilda. His words on that
occasion, 27 April 1982, give us a really clear picture of
the newly elected member — smart, articulate,
passionate — but they also paint a picture of a man who
in every way lived his values. In his very first words to
this place Andrew spoke of the need to improve public
housing. He was passionate about that issue and he
knew about it firsthand from of course living in
Collingwood’s housing commission flats with his wife
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Vivienne and their young family. He spoke of good
planning, of balancing the new with the old. He knew
about that too from his time campaigning to save the
heritage of our inner-city working-class suburbs.
Andrew spoke of what he believed to be the true test,
the ultimate test, of any government — compassion. A
true believer in every sense, Andrew held himself to
that very same standard, because although he took on
many, many roles, as we have just heard in citing his
service, there were many and varied roles in his life
both as a politician and indeed beyond this place. He
was an activist, an architect, a Methodist minister, a
cabinet minister. Each role was underpinned by
Andrew’s fundamental commitment to fairness. He
understood the power of speaking up, first, of course,
on council and then in cabinet. He understood really
deeply and profoundly that good planning meant more
than simply approvals or amendments. It means access
and equality and inclusion, and that the built
environment and the way we provide for the future is
very much a part of the opportunities we afford so
many people across our community today and indeed
into the future.
Fundamentally, Andrew McCutcheon understood that
the true purpose of politics, the true purpose of the
contests and this institution, is about delivering for
people. Andrew’s work made our state better, made our
state fairer, more open, more imaginative. He made
Victoria a better state. To Vivienne, to his children
Louise, Kirsten, Simon and Nicola, and to everyone
who loved this very special person, you have our
deepest condolences at this time of sadness, but this is
also a time of reflection on a life well lived, a rich life
in its complexity, a rich life in its diversity, a rich life in
the way in which you can change the lives of others.
That is not sad; that is in fact uplifting and hopeful. I
am sure that his loving family, his former colleagues
and all of those who had the great privilege of knowing
and working with Andrew would take some comfort,
some significant comfort, from knowing that he was
being so well remembered for all that he contributed to.
I had the great honour and privilege of speaking at the
state memorial service for Andrew McCutcheon last
week down at St Kilda town hall, a fitting venue for this
amazing Victorian. I would finally like to share the
poem that I read at that memorial service. In some ways
it is in honour of those formative years that he spent
with Vivienne working in housing estates in Glasgow
South and then, in quite a remarkable communion of his
considerable passions, helping to rebuild an ancient
abbey off the coast of Scotland. These are, of course, the
words of Robert Burns:
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An honest man here lies at rest
As e’er God with His image blest;
The friend of man, the friend of truth,
The friend of age, and guide of youth:
Few hearts like his, with virtue warm’d,
Few heads with knowledge so informed:
If there’s another world, he lives in bliss;
If there is none, he made the best of this.

We are all as Victorians richer for the contribution that
Andrew McCutcheon made, and we are all
undoubtedly poorer for his passing.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:12) —
Andrew McCutcheon belongs to that limited,
sometimes controversial, club known as ‘planning
ministers’, and I am sure the member for Richmond
knows what I am talking about. You are damned if you
do and damned if you do not. No decision is a decision.
But despite the complexities and controversies of that
portfolio, Andrew McCutcheon was always held up as
one of the visionaries — one of the gentlemen — of
that portfolio.
In my time as planning minister I had the pleasure of
meeting almost all former planning ministers —
Maclellan, Hunt and Roper — but sadly I was unable to
meet Andrew. However, many, many people in the
sphere of government, in agencies and in the private
sector were highly complimentary of his vision, his
approach and his demeanour.
A Melbourne boy by birth, Andrew was ordained as a
Methodist minister in 1957 and was the local Methodist
minister in Collingwood from 1961 to 1969. He also
trained and practised as an architect. He became an
associate of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects — he was their vice-president in the
mid-1970s — and he became an affiliate of the Royal
Australian Planning Institute.
Forgive my focus on this aspect of his career, but
Andrew had a long lead-in to his time as planning
minister. He undertook a Churchill Fellowship in 1968
to study urban problems in North America, the United
Kingdom, Europe and Asia. He was a consultant in
urban and social planning from 1969 to 1976. He was a
member of the Town and Country Planning
Association from 1965 to 1972, and even became a
commissioner for the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works from 1975 to 1978 and a board
member himself from 1978 to 1982. That was the era
when the Board of Works was the key planning body
around Melbourne. They planned roads, railways, and
water and sewerage ways. They planned new suburbs
and growth boundaries, and they mapped out the way
Melbourne would grow, in a way akin to New York’s
famed Robert Moses. It was a very different era, but a
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more direct one when it came to planning our city and
indeed our state. Andrew stated that his background
made him well suited to take on the role of Minister for
Planning and Urban Growth from 1990 to 1992.
But his political career was longer than that and
certainly more diverse. After being elected the member
for St Kilda at the 1982 election Andrew McCutcheon
became the water resources and property services
minister from 1985 to 1987. He was the
Attorney-General under John Cain from 1987 to 1990.
He was a water minister, a local government minister,
an ethnic affairs minister and an arts minister —
certainly a fulsome political career. As the state’s chief
law officer he established local community-based legal
services. He developed mechanisms for disputes to be
resolved through conciliation at the neighbourhood
level rather than by having to go to court. He
introduced the Criminal Injuries Compensation Bill
1988, increasing the maximum award payable for pain
and suffering from just $7500 to $20 000, and he
encouraged the use of victim impact statements in our
courts. As Victoria’s water minister Andrew began the
process of moving away from base rate to consumption
rate for water pricing.
Retiring at the 1992 state election he chose a very
different career — a career of contrasts to this place and
one that many would say was certainly full of more
reward. He became a vigneron, which is not a bad way
to end your career after starting as a Methodist minister.
It is fair to say that after much work in the 1990s at this
career Andrew and his wife Vivienne made a really
good go of it and had a successful career in growing
grapes and producing wine. Andrew even found time to
do what he did best — advocate, this time in chairing
the Mornington Peninsula Vignerons Association. He
also represented Australia as a member of the Great
Wine Capitals Global Network.
It is easy for those outside of Parliament to forget that we
are people in a political role, not politicians who are
people. Andrew and Vivienne married in 1957 and had
four children: Louise, Kirsten, Simon and Nicola.
Andrew was a husband, father and grandfather to them,
their partners and six grandchildren who will dearly miss
him. I saw a notice in the paper about Andrew’s passing.
The last line of it echoed what many around this
Parliament have told me about Andrew when I have
asked about him, so I think I will conclude with it,
reflecting the views of all of those who I have asked who
knew him. They said, ‘We shall miss this fine man’.
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) (12:17) — I
acknowledge the McCutcheon family, who are with us
today. Andrew McCutcheon was a man of many parts.
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Born into a family of Methodists and the son of an
architect, he studied architecture and theology and
applied himself to using those skills for the enduring
benefit of his community. He became a Methodist
minister and in government a minister, as we have
heard, of many portfolios, including water resources,
property and services, ethnic affairs, local government
and the arts. As Attorney-General he was perhaps one of
the few attorneys-general who did not actually have a
legal qualification, which I think was an interesting
challenge for Andrew. Of course, as the Leader of the
Opposition has indicated, he was Minister for Planning
and Housing.
He also had a very distinguished career in local
government, where he served as a Collingwood
councillor for 17 years and was the mayor in 1975. Of
course he was a member of Parliament for St Kilda for a
period of 10 years, only entering Parliament at age 50,
so he was of quite mature years when he actually
entered Parliament. He was a commissioner for the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works and chair
of the Lower Yarra Advisory Committee. Of course in
his architecture practice he was vice-president of the
Royal Australian Institute of Architects, national chair
of Shelter and a board member of a swag of community
groups both large and small. Throughout his life he was
an avid sailor and in his later years an active winemaker
and indeed a painter of great skill as well. His life was a
rollcall of achievement — a life of compassion and
social justice, a life of commitment to making a real
difference in people’s lives, a life of creativity and ideas.
For 56 years Andrew was an active member of the
Australian Labor Party. He was part of that generation
that really reacted to the conservatism of the 1950s and
1960s and worked for change. We had Whitlam, Cain,
Hawke and Keating amongst many others — a
succession of strong leaders committed to reform and
who have built our economy and society into what it is
today. After 27 years out of power, this generation has
seen Labor hold government in Victoria for 25 of the
last 36 years.
Andrew McCutcheon made a big contribution
throughout that time, even if his quiet manner was
sometimes overshadowed by louder voices around him,
giving him perhaps a lower profile than he really
deserved. Andrew grew up in a strong Methodist family,
which taught him about justice, belief and commitment.
His father, Sir Osborn McCutcheon, was a successful
architect and a Methodist, so it was no surprise that his
son studied architecture and theology at the University
of Melbourne and worked as a young architect.
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In 1957 at 26 years of age he married Vivienne, and
they remained an inseparable couple for 60 years.
Vivienne was of course a social worker and went on to
lecture in social work at La Trobe University. His
formative years were spent with Vivienne working in
housing estates, as the Premier has said, in Glasgow
South and, in a remarkable conjunction of his
interests, helping to build the ancient Iona Abbey off
the coast of Scotland.
He had a great depth of knowledge and really
understood the issues of housing. He and Vivienne, as
we know, lived their social justice commitment because
they lived in the housing commission flats, as they were
called, in Collingwood for eight years helping his
fellow residents as a minister and of course really living
his values of social justice. In 1969 he was awarded a
Churchill Fellowship to study public housing, social
policy and urban renewal in Europe and the USA, and
when he returned he established a planning division in
his father’s highly regarded architectural firm Bates
Smart McCutcheon. This new venture prospered and
indeed flourished in the Whitlam era, winning projects
commissioned by the great urbanist Tom Uren as
Minister for Urban and Regional Development.
Like many others at the time, he renovated two historic
terraces to demonstrate the future direction of urban
renewal that the city needed to undertake. At the time
the housing commission, as we remember, had
sweeping plans to demolish many of Melbourne’s inner
suburbs to be replaced by freeways and high-rise public
housing. With great friends like Brian and Renate
Howe, Andrew and Vivienne helped the campaign to
stop the slum reclamation program, which saved big
parts of Carlton, Fitzroy and Collingwood which we
celebrate today. As mayor Andrew supported many
reforms to shake off the old style of Collingwood and
bring in a new vibrancy that has kept growing to this
day. Andrew played a central role in the community
campaign to stop the extension of the Eastern Freeway
to an eight-lane freeway through Collingwood,
providing wise counsel on strategy, if not getting the
result he actually hoped for.
His vision of course found a bigger canvas when he
was elected to represent the western municipalities on
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works,
which enabled him to start his work on reshaping
citywide planning. Like his close friend Evan Walker,
his predecessor as Minister for Planning, Andrew had a
great vision for our city and our state. He was part of
the sweeping changes that brought back colour and life
to the streets and imagination to architecture and put
people at the centre of planning.
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He surrounded himself with strong advisers, many of
whom, like Marcus Spiller, Adam Kilgour and Penny
Farrar, have gone on in their own ways to develop
stellar careers. I was privileged to work for him during
his time as Minister for Planning and learned a great
deal about how to get things done: taking an idea,
developing it, winning support and ultimately getting
cabinet approval. These were, as I reflect back now,
difficult times economically coming at the end of a long
period in government, but many small steps were taken
to cement the vision for change which was started by
Evan Walker.
Andrew retired at the 1992 election and started a whole
new venture in winemaking, working with his family
and neighbours to turn the whimsically named Ten
Minutes by Tractor into a highly regarded winery,
uniquely operated as a cooperative. Another retirement
focus for Andrew was his great love of painting. He
built up a significant body of work that recently
enjoyed a retrospective exhibition in Cheltenham. His
passion for change was never dimmed, and he
constantly campaigned and lobbied on issues, sending
endless emails.
His diagnosis with motor neurone disease came as a
great shock to all of us, and sadly the disease
progressed rapidly. But even in his final days he
devoted his energies to the world around him.
Indigenous issues had been a theme throughout his life,
but he became focused on the opportunity for change
opened up by the Uluru statement, which calls for a
treaty and a new relationship between black and white
Australians. Unable to speak and never having
previously written a song, he worked with music
therapist Anneliis Way in his last days in hospital to
write a song on Indigenous rights. What an
extraordinary thing! The song was called ‘Uluru, We
Look to You’. This was very movingly sung by his
family at the state memorial service last Tuesday at the
St Kilda town hall.
Andrew McCutcheon was a big picture thinker and a
quiet achiever. Because of him and his generation, the
inner city of Melbourne was saved, the lot of public
housing was greatly improved, Melbourne’s heritage
was preserved and a new generation of creative
architecture was inspired. If you want to see the legacy
of Andrew McCutcheon, it is all around you. To you,
Vivienne, and your family, I pay my deepest respect
and sympathy at this very sad time.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (12:26) — Thank you
very much, Speaker, and I join the condolence motion
on behalf of The Nationals. Andrew McCutcheon was
born in Melbourne in September 1931. He attended
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Wesley College and then had his tertiary education at
Melbourne University, where he obtained a bachelor of
architecture. As has already been said, he married
Vivienne in 1957, and they have one son and three
daughters. To say that Andrew had a truly interesting
life would almost be an understatement. He was an
architect, he was a minister of religion, he was a
planning consultant, he was a community organiser, he
was a vigneron and he was a politician.
Andrew was appointed to the Collingwood Methodist
Mission in 1961, and he was a Methodist minister in
that area from 1961 to 1969. Whilst there, he lived in a
housing commission flat with his wife and young
family. He was a member of the Town and Country
Planning Association; he was a member of the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects — he was actually
vice-president of its council for a number of years; he
was chairman of the Melbourne steering committee of
the Great Wine Capitals Global Network; and he was a
Collingwood councillor from 1965 to 1982, serving a
term as mayor.
Andrew as a young person was a keen sailor. He joined
his father in the Flying Fifteens on trips between
Mornington and Portsea, and as I understand it he won
a handful of Australian titles in that class.
After he became a Methodist minister and long before
he entered Parliament, Andrew lived and worked with
disadvantaged communities in Scotland. He helped
restore an 11th century abbey on the tiny isle of Iona.
Andrew entered Parliament in April 1982 and served
for 10 years, until that seat was abolished. He was
Minister for Water Resources, Minister for Property
and Services, and Attorney-General. His appointment
as Attorney-General created some controversy at the
time, particularly from the law fraternity who
effectively said, ‘How dare someone be appointed
Attorney-General who is not a lawyer?’. Andrew at the
time said:
They called me the architect-general, but I think that I was
able to bring an objectivity and lay perspective to the very
complicated criminal justice system. I was concerned that the
traditional adversarial court system created winners and losers
and therefore engendered a lot of destructive feeling in the
community.

Those comments might be worthy of being reflected on
by some of the lawyers in the house today. Having a
couple of bush lawyers as attorney-general might be a
good thing at some time in the future. He was Minister
for Local Government, Minister for Ethnic Affairs,
Minister for the Arts, Minister for Planning and Urban
Growth and Minister for Planning and Housing.
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The thing that I found interesting in reading Andrew’s
history was his career after politics. After politics
Andrew and Vivienne began thinking about the
15 acres of pasture they had owned for years at Main
Ridge. They planted it out with vines in 1993, and
Andrew made use of his skills and knowledge to assist
the Mornington Peninsula Vignerons Association, the
Victorian Wine Industry Association (VWIA) and the
Peninsula’s regional tourism body.
While he was serving on the VWIA, Melbourne was
approached by Bordeaux to become part of the Great
Wine Capitals of the world. Andrew facilitated
Melbourne’s involvement in the network to emphasise
the development of trade, winery tourism and
education. Even in the midst of all his external activities
Andrew still managed to run a successful wine
operation. A feasibility study he commissioned in 1996
showed that 15 acres did not constitute a viable wine
business, so again calling upon his lateral thinking, he
invited other small nearby operators to join him in a
cooperative. The three families in the cooperative
shared knowledge, machinery, promotion and the
winemaking skills of Ric McIntyre and Alex White.
Andrew said, ‘We met one day to discuss a joint name.
Someone described ourselves as being about
10 minutes by tractor apart, so that name seemed to be
appropriate’ — and remarkably it stuck. The business
continues to be highly successful and a highlight of the
region and has received many prestigious awards,
including coveted hats in the highly competitive The
Age Good Food Guide.
To say that Andrew had a life well lived would be an
understatement. Vale, Andrew McCutcheon. My
deepest sympathies to Vivienne and his family.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) (12:31) — Andrew McCutcheon passed away
aged 86. He brought to his life the broad vision of a
Christian activist intent on ensuring that God’s work is
as much done in this world as it is in the next. When
you hear the rollout of his activities, that work was
perhaps much more focused on this world.
He was a visionary architect, an outstanding student, a
Methodist minister, a theologian and a social activist
particularly focusing on the poorest and most
vulnerable of our society. He was a local government
reformer, he was a filmmaker and he was a champion
of public housing, making sure that the infant
community housing movement was advocated for. He
was also a champion of the homeless, he was an urban
planner and he was many other things.
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As we learned from his state memorial service, he was
also a father, a partner and a grandfather. He was pretty
much a Renaissance man of the 20th and 21st centuries,
and he was many of these things before he was the
member for St Kilda in 1982. We have heard that he
held eight different portfolios over his time as a
member of Parliament and part of the Cain government
in that time. Then in 1992, when the seat of St Kilda
was abolished, he retired and commenced an entirely
new career, as we have heard, as a particularly
successful vigneron on the Mornington Peninsula.
There again his strong collaborative nature shone
through with his establishment of the Mornington
Peninsula Vignerons Association and, as the Leader of
The Nationals has indicated, his linking of that region
and indeed Australia with the Great Wine Capitals
Global Network. All of this built on his successful
collaborative venture of Ten Minutes by Tractor.
During his time as the member for St Kilda and
beyond, Andrew’s support for many community groups
shone through. This was particularly the case when it
came to Indigenous communities, both locally and
more widely throughout Australia. In his time both as
an MP and well and truly afterwards, this support grew.
This led, in his time and with his support particularly in
the local St Kilda community, to the formation of Port
Phillip Citizens for Reconciliation, which he
established with then federal member Clyde Holding,
and that grassroots activist organisation continues going
from strength to strength to this day.
Andrew’s support for Indigenous leadership
empowerment grew throughout his life. Many visits to
the north of Australia and his own local community
strengthened this support for reconciliation with our
first peoples. Therefore it was a particularly Andrew
McCutcheon arrangement, as the member for
Richmond has indicated, that at the recent state
memorial service the original signed and beautifully
presented Uluru Statement from the Heart was
presented to the full St Kilda town hall. Andrew
McCutcheon’s life reflects some of those notions and
principles reflected in the Uluru Statement from the
Heart — that constitutional and government change
and structural reform can give a fuller expression to
what Australia can achieve as a nation. We as a nation
and as local communities have an obligation to pursue
those changes for social justice that cry out for action.
It was only when a diagnosis of motor neurone disease
was confirmed that Andrew began to slow down. His
dignity in dealing with this brutal condition was
reflected in one of the contributions at his state service.
Shortly before his death, all but restricted to a
wheelchair, with barely hand and finger movements left
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to accompany his razor-sharp intellect, he took a call
from former Premier John Cain. When asked how he
was, Andrew responded with an optimistic, ‘I couldn’t
be better’.
In a life so rich and varied, it is hard to land on
particular achievements because there are so many, but
for the sake of brevity I will focus on those that remain
a legacy to my community, which shares much of the
territory of the former seat of St Kilda. I knew Andrew
as my local member in the time of the Cain
government. His support for the most vulnerable in our
community shone through in his activities there. It also
shone through in some of his architectural work, as the
member for Richmond has indicated. To this day, in
Park Street, South Melbourne, his award-winning
designs, which show what medium, low-rise density
can achieve, continue to win awards and much praise
from our community.
At that time in St Kilda there was tension and conflict
as rooming house stock was beginning to be lost to
developers and renovators. Some 35 years later some
things have not changed that much. Andrew was not
content to simply sit back and allow market forces to
take away this housing stock, so to show the leading
role that government and community can play, he
worked in partnership with the then St Kilda City
Council and many other community groups and was
instrumental in the formation of the first St Kilda
community housing organisation, an organisation that
to this day is going from strength to strength in St Kilda
and beyond.
The direct line from his theological background and
thinking through to his lived, immersive form of
Christian activism and his focus on what we would
today call a housing-first approach — whereby a roof
over one’s head is important but not enough to combat
disadvantage — continues to shape our thinking in this
space. Along with this went a commitment to ensuring
that better services were available, supported and
provided to deliver better, more fulfilling lives.
Throughout his public policy life in St Kilda, he
displayed a preparedness to be bold rather than simply
being an administrator.
Regarding this well-lived life, one of the death notices
describes him as follows:
Architect, ordained minister, Labor parliamentarian, social
activist, accomplished sailor and vigneron … passionate
Collingwood supporter —

how that got through in St Kilda we still do not quite
understand —
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beautiful artist, creative thinker and generous friend.

On behalf of not just the communities of the former
district of St Kilda but indeed all Victorians, to
Vivienne, to her family, to Andrew’s legion of friends
and supporters, to those whose lives are better for
having shared theirs with him, our hearts go to you in
your time of sadness and mourning. But our hearts leap
when we see what an inspiration his life was to so
many. To those who loved him and to those who miss
him the most — his family — we say with certainty
that his continuing legacy, particularly through the
values he lived for, will endure. Vale, Andrew
McCutcheon.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (12:39) — I am honoured to
join in supporting the motion of condolence for Andrew
McCutcheon and to pay tribute to his legacy. Previous
speakers have described his extensive career and record
of service. As the sole current member whose time in
this house overlaps with Andrew’s, I want to reflect in
particular on Andrew as a person and the manner in
which he contributed to this place. At the time, of
course, I was a newly elected junior member of the
opposition, and he was an established minister in a
re-elected government. However, when I heard of his
passing my immediate recollections were of a kind,
gentle, decent soul, and of someone who sought
diligently to do his duty and to contribute to making the
community a better place.
In this house Andrew’s contributions were always
measured, considered and constructive. At times he
could be somewhat flustered by interjections, but he
did not allow himself to be distracted from the
substantive issues before him, and he always sought to
put his case on its merits despite the provocations he
often suffered. He also sought to work to get agreed,
sensible outcomes on his legislation, even to the
point — on at least one occasion — of having one of
his bills adjourned during the middle of the committee
debate in order to take on board concerns that had
been raised by the opposition and then bringing the
bill back on for debate together with an amendment
that addressed the opposition’s concerns.
Some might regard that as a sign of weakness in a
minister, but at the end of the day he got his bills
through the Parliament, he contributed to the good of
the community and he won credit for the government
for doing so. Of course the dynamics of the Parliament
are a bit different when the opposition of the day has a
majority in its own right in the other place, but
nonetheless Andrew McCutcheon’s very sensible and
constructive approach to his responsibilities is one that
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I can certainly commend to current and indeed to
future ministers.
In the period when our service overlapped between
1988 and 1992 Andrew held two principal portfolios,
those of Attorney-General and of Minister for Planning.
He had become Attorney-General in 1987 when the
then Attorney-General, Jim Kennan, had been moved to
the transport portfolio. He held the position of
Attorney-General until 1990 when Jim Kennan became
Attorney-General again and Andrew took on the
planning and other portfolios. As many newspaper
reports of the time record, Andrew was the first
Attorney-General in around 30 years not to have held
legal qualifications, and that did provoke some adverse
comment at the time, not only from the opposition but
from the bar council and, to a lesser extent, from the
law institute.
I suspect that when lawyers argue that the
Attorney-General should be a lawyer there are many
non-lawyers who regard that as simply wanting to keep
the law in a mates club that lesser mortals cannot join.
Perhaps that sentiment was reflected in the remarks of
the Leader of The Nationals earlier on in this motion.
Now is not the time to debate that issue, save to say that
in my view the law is very deeply embedded in much
of the day-to-day work of an Attorney-General, let
alone an Attorney-General’s particular and not very
well understood responsibilities as first law officer and
the important role on the one hand of upholding the
independence of the judiciary while on the other
striving to ensure that the judiciary upholds and applies
the law as laid down by Parliament on behalf of the
community. So I do think it is difficult for a non-lawyer
to hold the position of Attorney-General, and I think
Andrew McCutcheon had to tackle those difficulties.
He took office as Attorney-General when there were
considerable reservations about him taking that
position, but nonetheless he applied himself to it with
great diligence and conscientiousness. I think it is fair to
say that he earned respect from almost everyone with
whom he came into contact in that portfolio, whether
inside or outside of the law. As best I can recall and
ascertain from the record, he managed to avoid major
controversy during his time as Attorney-General, which
some may regard as quite an achievement in itself, yet
at the same time he carried on many of the important
aspects of the law that are necessary for an
Attorney-General to advance and many of which still
remain with us today.
In addition to the legislation that the Leader of the
Opposition mentioned, he introduced a range of
changes to sentencing law, he introduced legislation to
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make clear that police officers could assist applicants in
family violence intervention order applications and he
brought in legislation to transfer responsibility for
PERIN fine collections from the police to the sheriff’s
office. Fine collection reform remains an issue on
which both I and the current Attorney-General have
worked in more recent years and on which more work
remains to be done. So he pushed forward on this range
of significant issues as Attorney-General, and he was
also the first Attorney-General to have to grapple with
the issue of legislation that explicitly or implicitly
affects the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and
thereby amends the constitution.
Some longer serving members of this house in
particular will recall how notorious and controversial an
issue that was for many years. Andrew had the
misfortune of being the Attorney-General when that
issue first broke, and he had to bring in the first
legislation to grapple with it. When he moved on to
become minister for planning and take on some related
portfolios he was probably more in his element, given
his background in housing and community
development issues. Again he was highly regarded by
everybody who had dealings with him in that portfolio,
whether or not they agreed with him.
One controversial issue in the planning portfolio at that
time was that of dual occupancy and single-dwelling
covenants. Dual occupancy was an initiative of the then
government to try to promote urban consolidation and
greater urban density, but it was controversial,
particularly when Andrew sought to bring into the
house measures that would allow single-dwelling
covenants to be removed as part of the planning
process. That was fundamentally a clash of
philosophies: do you believe single-dwelling covenants
are private planning measures that get in the way of
good planning on behalf of the community, or do you
believe they are valuable property rights that should not
be arbitrarily taken away? It was a very fierce debate. It
was one which I was a particular protagonist in, given
the number of single-dwelling covenants in my
electorate, and there were a lot of heated and tense
exchanges in this house. Ultimately a compromise of
sorts was arrived at in a subsequent Parliament.
Throughout all of that heated debate and despite our
passionate disagreement on policy, Andrew was always
measured and sought to put his case on its merits. I
have to say in other respects within the planning
portfolio he advanced planning in a generally positive
direction, including the introduction of Viccode 1,
which was followed by Viccode 2, which laid the
groundwork subsequently for the Good Design Guide.
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Despite all of the differences of policy and philosophy
that I and other members on this side of the house had
with Andrew McCutcheon, I have always regarded him
as a man of principle and of sincerity. He will be
remembered with respect by all who knew him. The
Parliament is certainly a better place for him having
been a member, and his conduct as a member and as a
minister sets an example for us all. May he rest in peace.

back then, especially around the temporary
transferability of water rights. The debates were quite
varied, sometimes quite heated, especially within the
farming community in terms of how it was going to
affect them and their businesses. One of the things that
Andrew did do was consult with the farmers, with the
party and with industry, which then led to the Water Act
1989, which is still current today.

Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (12:47) — I rise to
remember the life of Andrew McCutcheon. Like others
in this place I was fortunate to attend his funeral. His
time as a member of this place was a small part of a
very rich and rewarding life. His time in this place was
notable not just for the portfolios he held, but also
because he managed to serve every single day in this
place on the Treasury benches, which is an enviable
record. It is a particularly notable achievement for a
Labor member of this place when you consider that
before his arrival the Victorian branch of the Australian
Labor Party had lost the previous nine state elections.

Andrew was very personable. He listened, and he
listened especially to the varied interests of people. If
you remember the rural policy committee back then,
you had Neil Young, you had Carole Marple and you
had Joe Helper, who were quite vocal, and he would
have that discussion and debate with them on the rural
policy committee. I think what did eventually come
through was extremely good and it has stood the test of
time, and that is what he wanted out of that process.

I did not know Andrew well, but I did have some
dealings with him in his capacity as the deputy chair of
the social enterprise SisterWorks. I sought a meeting
with Andrew and SisterWorks because I was really
interested in the work this organisation does because of
its ability to economically empower some of the most
vulnerable and disadvantaged women in our
community. SisterWorks works with women from
migrant, asylum seeker or refugee backgrounds to
become financially independent by encouraging them
to make handmade food or craft products, which were
often from their original culture, and then working with
these women to give them the support that they need to
sell those products.
I was incredibly impressed that nearly a quarter of a
century after leaving this place, Andrew was continuing
to contribute at a very local level, but one which had the
ability to make a profound difference to those impacted
and to significantly help and assist their communities.
For me, rising in this place today to place on the record
my thanks for his contribution is not just in recognition
of the time he served here, but for the time he served in
his community and the way that he made our society a
better place. My heartfelt condolences go to his wife,
Vivienne, and their children. Vale, Andrew
McCutcheon.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (12:49) — I pay my
respects to Andrew McCutcheon, to Vivienne and to
the family as well. I knew Andrew as the Minister for
Water Resources when I was the secretary of the
Agriculture and Rural Affairs Policy Committee. I
remember the discussions and the debates around water

He was a true gentleman. Vale, Andrew McCutcheon.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:51) — I move:
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the late
Honourable Arthur Andrew McCutcheon, the house now
adjourns until 2.00 p.m. today.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.52 p.m.
The SPEAKER took the chair at 2.02 p.m.

ASSISTANT CLERK COMMITTEES
The SPEAKER (14:02) — Order! Under section 18
of the Parliamentary Administration Act 2005, the
Acting Clerk of the Legislative Assembly has
appointed Mr Paul Groenewegen to be Assistant Clerk
Committees following the appointment of Mr Robert
McDonald as Deputy Clerk.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:03) — Can I advise
the house that the Minister for Consumer Affairs,
Gaming and Liquor Regulation and Minister for Local
Government will be absent from question time this
week and that the Attorney-General will answer in
her place.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Anzac Day
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:03) — My
question is to the Premier. The year 2018 marks the
centenary of the Armistice that ended World War I
after Australia suffered over 200 000 casualties on
foreign soil in that awful conflict. Premier, why are
you showing such disrespect to all of those who lost
their lives defending Australia and its values by
undertaking polling that questions the very nature of
Anzac Day and supports the undermining of our most
sacred national day?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:04) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. One of the
great honours and privileges of this job, and indeed the
Leader of the Opposition’s job, is to attend the Anzac
Day dawn service at the shrine —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Planning! The member for Ripon!
Mr ANDREWS — It is a moving and solemn
occasion. It is an occasion when all of us, from many
different backgrounds, of many different ages and
possibly with many different points of view as well,
come together in what is an act of national unity to
commemorate —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hastings and the Leader of the House! I warn members
I will not tolerate this level of shouting across the
chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — We come together at that
service and at services right across the state —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS — that allows those opposite to
shout people down —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ripon is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — We are being lectured about
respect by those opposite.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — It is my view, and the view and
policy of the government, that there is no need to
change any aspect of Anzac Day. There will be no
changes to any aspect of Anzac Day. What is more,
anyone attending Anzac Day services and any services
around that sacred time would know that crowds are up.
More people from every walk of life, every corner of
the state, every background and every perspective are
coming out to show their support for and their gratitude
to those who have made the supreme sacrifice and,
what is more, to show their gratitude for those men and
women of the Australian Defence Force who, this very
hour, serve in the defence of our freedom and liberty. I
think that answers the Leader of the Opposition’s
question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I repeat the warning to
members on both sides of the house to cease shouting
across the chamber.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:07) —
Premier, who authorised this deeply offensive polling
conducted from your own department, how much
taxpayers money was spent conducting it and will you
now apologise for the offence this fiasco has caused to
so many service men and women and their families?
Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER — The member for Hastings is
warned.

The SPEAKER — The member for South-West
Coast is warned.

Mr ANDREWS — in an act of unity to pay a
solemn tribute to all of those who have made the
supreme sacrifice —

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:07) — Thank you
very much, Speaker. There will be no changes made to
Anzac Day. There is no need to make any changes to
Anzac Day, despite the shouting and screaming of
those opposite.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew is
warned.

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat.
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question in terms of who authorised the poll and how
much money was spent conducting it. I therefore ask
you to ask the Premier to provide a written response.

Mr T. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER (14:07) — The member for Kew
will leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Malvern is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — A little leadership speech from
the member for Malvern!
As I said, Anzac Day is a sacred day. It is one where we
as a community —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Yan
Yean is warned.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question was very clear: who authorised the polling?
The Premier should answer the question as it was
asked. Who authorised this polling that came out of the
Premier’s own department? He needs to answer that for
Victorians and for service men and women. He needs
to answer the question of who authorised that polling.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do ask the Premier to
come back to answering the questions asked.
Mr ANDREWS — Let us have a respectful
discussion, shall we? The first I learned of the
survey — this piece of work — was when I read about
it on Sunday. It is not the government’s position nor
will it ever be.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — I warn members of this place
that I will remove members from the chamber without
warning if that level of shouting continues.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, I draw
your attention to sessional order 9 regarding the content
of answers. I submit to you that the Premier’s answer
has been non-responsive to all the elements of this

The SPEAKER — Order! I will take that point of
order on notice. There were, I think, three parts to the
question. I will consider that matter and report back to
the house.

Ministers statements: Melbourne Metro rail
project
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:10) — I rise to
update the house on the biggest public transport project
not only in Victoria but indeed across our country. It is
the biggest project since the city loop. The Metro
Tunnel, of course, is the project that today marked a
significant milestone with the completion of
construction of the acoustic shed that allows 24/7 work
to build that new Metro Tunnel project, taking our
busiest line out of the current city loop, providing the
turn-up-and-go services that every great city in the
world is entitled to. It is a project talked about by those
who are best at talking about things, but it is a project
being delivered by this government.
I am very pleased to update the house on that acoustic
shed, allowing that 24/7 work — 20 metres high,
70 metres long and 20 metres across — and allowing
the local community to be protected from dust and
noise and light. For that 24/7 work to continue, that will
begin very, very soon. That around-the-clock
construction is necessary of course because for four
long years we had around-the-clock indolence from a
government that delivered nothing at all.
Apart from more trains more often, 9 kilometres of
track and five new stations, this is also good for 7000
jobs — 7000 jobs on this project alone. The Minister
for Public Transport and I met with three young
engineering cadets starting out. They will look back on
this project in decades to come and be able to proudly
say that they got their professional start working on the
biggest project this state has ever seen — not talking
about it, delivering it. More trains more often is what
our city and state need — and 7000 jobs to boot.

War commemorative events study
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:12) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, your own
department’s research brief states that it sought to find
the social value of events such as Anzac Day and also
Remembrance Day to Victorians. Premier, with what
aim did your government conduct polling seeking to
question the social value of Remembrance Day? Is
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millions of Australians pausing on the 11th hour of the
11th day of the 11th month not considered significant
enough for you and your government?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will come to order. The member for Hastings has
already been warned.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:12) — As I said in
my previous answer, the government will make no
changes to Anzac Day whatsoever.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Warrandyte!
Mr ANDREWS — It is my view — always has
been, always will be — that it is a sacred occasion
where people from across our state are turning out in
record numbers to say thank you to those who gave
everything and to spare a thought for those who serve
in the defence of the freedoms, the liberties, the values
that we all share. It is an occasion that I would have
thought was beyond politics, but clearly it is not.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Ripon has been
warned already.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:13) —
Premier, the Social Value of War Commemorative
Events study by your department contains a number of
recommendations, one stating that your government
explores a gentle evolution towards the social inclusion
of more diverse stories as part of commemorative
events. Premier, if you want no changes, why did you
authorise your department to spend tens of thousands of
dollars on a 63-page report questioning whether Anzac
Day and Remembrance Day should be changed?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Eltham and the Minister for Veterans.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:14) — As I have
indicated, there will be no changes to these sacred and
solemn occasions, and I reject the significant leaps that
the Leader of the Opposition has taken. No changes
will be made. He might be upset about that, but no
changes will be made.
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Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, I asked the Premier very clearly why he and
his department authorised this. Why did the
government conduct polling? I have asked him very
clearly. He has not answered in his last three responses
why they conducted this polling. That is the specific
question that I asked the Premier, and I respectfully ask
you to bring him back to answering that specific point.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hastings has already been warned. My patience with
members is running very thin.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, I ask
that you rule the Leader of the Opposition’s point of
order out of order. It is almost beyond most of us to
know how he could have even heard the content of the
Premier’s answer, given the shouting and screaming
that was going on from their side of the chamber. The
Premier was being entirely relevant to the question, and
unlike the Leader of the Opposition, who spent
Australia Day on his phone, the Premier has been
entirely relevant to —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will come to order. The house will come to
order. I do not uphold the point of order. The Premier is
being relevant to the question asked. I cannot direct the
Premier how to answer the question.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, there will be
no changes to those solemn occasions that
commemorate the service of so many and honour the
service of those who are in the Australian Defence
Force right now.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance again, my question asked: ‘Why did you
authorise your department?’. The Premier has
responded in his answer three times, ‘There will be no
changes’. That is not an answer to ‘Why did you
authorise your department?’. Again I respectfully put to
you that the Premier is not answering the question that
was put to him, and I ask you to bring him back to that
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members will be aware
that it is not my role to enforce that ministers or the
Premier answer particular questions, only that they
adhere to the standing orders and the procedures of
this place.
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Mr ANDREWS — I was attempting to answer the
question. As I was indicating, there will be no change to
these sacred and solemn occasions. No authorisation or
approval was provided by me — none whatsoever. I
think that deals with your question.
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the Opposition looking up during the Australia Day
ceremony? The federal education minister has said
phones should be banned. Maybe the Leader of the
Opposition should take his advice.

Australia Day
Ministers statements: education funding
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) (14:17) —
I rise to update the house about the Andrews Labor
government’s investment in our schools. Just last week
we announced our new anti-bullying and mental health
initiative. That includes a $4.8 million investment in
new mental health support and a dedicated suicide
prevention program.

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:20) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, you have done
nothing to stop councillors, including Labor and Greens
councillors on the Darebin, Yarra and Moreland
councils, from disrespecting Australia Day and refusing
to hold citizenship ceremonies on 26 January. Premier,
why are you refusing to legislate —
Honourable members interjecting.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte has been warned.
Mr MERLINO — That is the equivalent of
40 000 hours of additional mental health support in our
schools. This is all part of this government’s investment
to make Victoria the Education State.
When making decisions about funding schools and
respecting teachers, governments are guided by their
values — some might say, Australian values. It is not
an Australian value to slash $1 billion from our schools.
It is not an Australian value to terminate the education
maintenance allowance and Fresh Fruit Friday. It is not
an Australian value to go to war with our teachers.
We inherited an education system starved of funds and
attacked by ideological zealots. When it comes to those
opposite, nothing has changed. We have made inroads
towards breaking the link between poor outcomes and
disadvantage. Those are our values. We are making
sure respect is discussed and practised in our schools.
Those are our values. Part of this is to ensure students
are focused and are not distracted by their phones
because we know that apart from helping them learn,
putting their phones away is a sign of respect. But not
everyone leads by example.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (14:19) — The member for
Warrandyte will leave the chamber for 1 hour.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.
Mr MERLINO — Not everyone leads by example.
There are some who, even on our national day, are
distracted by their devices. Just what was the Leader of

The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier is
warned.
Mr GUY — Why are you refusing to legislate to
ensure local councils recognise Australia Day on
26 January? Is it because, like the member for
Buninyong, you do not support the date either?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:21) — The answer
to the question is no. I have been very clear about the
fact that Australia Day, 26 January, should both be —
Mr Battin — Have you polled this?
Mr ANDREWS — We will come to those opposite
in just a moment in terms of respect for our national
day. It should be, and I believe it is in Victoria, an
acknowledgement of the past, a hopeful celebration of
our values today and a view to the future of
egalitarianism, inclusion, fairness, decency, decent
health and education systems, and the opportunity to
achieve all your dreams. In Australia and in Victoria
that is what Australia Day is all about.
I was very proud to be at the Melbourne town hall this
year, as I am every year, to hear Aunty Joy give a
poignant and a very powerful welcome to country,
making that point: acknowledging the past but also
calling on us to cherish and value the things that
define us and the things that make all of us hopeful
about the future. We then had a community parade, we
had some speeches, we had a great celebration of
everything it is to be Australian. I would think that it
was enthralling — it had my full attention as I was
given the great honour of reading out the affirmation of
Australian citizenship on behalf of all those assembled.
I read that oath even on behalf of those who were on
their phones at the time, Mr Respect.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! Members on both sides
will come to order.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, in relation
to the question and very clearly in relation to relevance,
I asked the Premier: why is he refusing to legislate to
ensure councils recognise Australia Day on 26 January?
The question was: Premier, why are you refusing to
legislate to ensure local councils respect Australia Day
on 26 January? That is what I asked. I ask you to bring
him back to answering this question.
Mr ANDREWS — On the point of order, Speaker,
the Leader of the Opposition has read part of his
question. I am assuming he wrote it, but he read part of
the question. He has forgotten the second half, where he
asked me a direct question and put it to me: ‘Is it not a
fact?’. Well, I have answered the question. The answer
to the question was ‘no’. I am now speaking about —
Mr Guy — Sit down!
Mr ANDREWS — Mr Respect over here! You
would be better to get back on your phone, mate.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order.
Mr ANDREWS — I was talking about our national
day. I was asked about our national day, 26 January. I
think the vast majority of people that were at that town
hall and town halls across Victoria — all sorts of
occasions, all sorts of community celebrations — were
far more focused —
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The SPEAKER — There is no point of order.
Mr ANDREWS — There were others who were on
their phones as well, being very critical that some were
not waving their flags enough, apparently, only to then
be rather embarrassed to learn that the Leader of the
Opposition — their leader — was not waving a flag; he
was on his phone. So thank you for the lecture on
respect. Keep them coming.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (14:26) —
Funding polling to question and redefine the meaning
of Anzac Day and Remembrance Day, and failing to
stand up for Australia Day on 26 January: Premier,
aren’t your policies in relation to Australia Day,
Remembrance Day and Anzac Day — questioning
those days’ relevance — fundamentally out of step with
the vast majority of Victorians?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Footscray is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:26) — I am certain
that the Leader of the Opposition did not listen to my
earlier answer. Perhaps he was on his phone again. I
reject each and every one of the ridiculous assertions
that the Leader of the Opposition has made, and I
would refer him to the earlier answers I have provided.
Mr GUY — By leave, I seek to table the
Department of Premier and Cabinet’s Social Value of
War Commemorative Events study. I ask if this can be
tabled forthwith.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (14:24) — The member for Ripon
will leave the chamber for 1 hour.
Honourable member for Ripon withdrew from
chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — I think it is fair to say that
everybody down there at town hall and at other
gatherings across the state were far more focused on
celebrating our national day than the Leader of the
Opposition, who was on his phone. Thanks for the
lecture on respect from someone who spent most of the
parade on his phone and whose colleague in the other
place —
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier’s answer needs to actually be factual, because
the member for Oakleigh was at Monash telling people
that we should question the day.

The SPEAKER — As all members know, there is
no ability to table documents in that manner, but you
may make it available to the house by handing it to
the clerks.

Ministers statements: employment
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (14:27) — I rise to update the house on
the number of young Victorians getting important work
on the Andrews government’s record infrastructure
boom. Over summer we reached a very important
milestone: 3500 apprentices, engineering cadets and
trainees getting work on our 80 strategic projects — our
more than $50 billion of infrastructure spending — a
very important milestone. That is 3500 cadets and
trainees getting great work experience on the job,
getting their ticket and their pathway to the future. They
were not the only apprentices doing a bit of work over
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summer. The favoured apprentice on that side, the
member for Kew, was also getting a good go — he has
been kicked out of school on the first day back.
Whether it is rebuilding our Education State, whether it
is our world-class transport system, whether it is
transforming our health care system or indeed
transforming our cultural institutions like the State
Library of Victoria, we are going to ensure that every
young Victorian has an opportunity to shine and shape
our future. Just last week I met student architect Sarah,
electrical apprentice Josh and engineering cadet
Aiden — young people having a real go. Not one of
them was on their phone playing Candy Crush or Angry
Birds; they were focused on the job of getting skills and
making sure they change and get a real opportunity.
There is only one Victorian they support: the member
for Kew. We support 3500 apprenticeships on a record
infrastructure boom. We are the jobs powerhouse. We
are making sure that young people share in every
success of the Andrews Labor government’s record
infrastructure boom and that we deliver, deliver, deliver.

Privatisation policy
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (14:29) — My
question is to the Premier. Last Tuesday on his
Facebook page the Premier posted that electricity and
essential services should never have been privatised. If
the Premier admits that privatisation has been a failed
experiment, will this Labor government support the
return of the electricity grid to public ownership,
starting with the interconnectors?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:30) — I thank the
member for Melbourne for her question. I would simply
put it to the member for Melbourne that to go back in
time is sadly not a facility that is open to people who are
in the real world. I know others may have a different
view, but the definition of space and time that all of us
are operating under means that you cannot go back.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, apparently you can!
Apparently you can go back.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members on both sides
will come to order.
Mr ANDREWS — The first point is that it would
seem that the opposition believe you can go back in
time. That is the first point. The second interesting
point, though, would be: given the pronouncements of
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the Leader of the Opposition that he thinks that
privatisation has been just fine for customers, why
would they want to go back? So you can go back, but
we do not need to, apparently; it is a very confused
position put by those opposite. The member for
Melbourne has essentially put it to us that we should
remove ourselves from the national grid, we should at
the same time nationalise all of our electricity assets,
including interconnectors, and we should essentially
suspend reality and take, I suppose —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Member for Caulfield!
Mr ANDREWS — every dollar that might be
available for hospitals, for schools, for public transport,
for roads and for just about everything and spend it
renationalising an asset that ought not to have been
privatised. I have got news for the member for
Melbourne: sadly, they were privatised, and I think
consumers are worse off because of it.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The members for
Brighton and Essendon are warned.
Supplementary question
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (14:32) — The
Premier says you cannot go back, but you can avoid
repeating the same mistakes that have been made in the
past. If the Premier admits that privatising public assets
like electricity has led to bad outcomes and higher
costs for Victorians, why is this government still
pushing forward with privatising even more of our
public assets, and will he now reverse some of these
decisions, such as the recent decision to give public
space at Federation Square to one of the world’s
biggest multinational companies?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (14:33) — I was certain
that the member for Melbourne was going in a
different direction, but seeing as she has landed at
Federation Square, I think it is a little bit of a stretch to
compare essential services like electricity, for
instance, to public space.
Mr Battin interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Yes, member for Gembrook. It
is curious to compare it with public space at Federation
Square, where there are already restaurants and bars. It
is a pretty commercial space now. Anyway, I think it is
a spurious comparison between electricity and a portion
of Federation Square with a footprint smaller than the
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existing building, a proposal supported by the original
architects and the state architect.

Ministers statements: Murray Basin rail
project
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(14:34) — I am pleased to update the house on a
significant milestone for the transformative Murray
Basin rail freight project, another regional rail project
delivered by another Labor government. Last week, for
the first time in nearly 20 years, trains returned to the
Ararat to Maryborough line. That is a significant step
forward in the project, with us backing in our primary
producers and of course creating jobs, particularly in
this part of regional Victoria. I am very proud to be part
of yet another Labor government that is once again
investing in our regional rail network. Members may
recall that it was a former government, the former
Kennett Liberal-National government, which ran down
our rail freight network and brought the network to its
knees. It took a Labor government to build it back up
again through investment and rebuilding.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — There appears to be some doubt in
the chamber. I would be happy for those opposite to
pull out their phones and check it out on Google if they
doubt that history.
It is Labor governments that invest in regional rail and
build it up, in stark contrast to those opposite, who cut
funding to rail and close country rail lines. They do not
like it. Consider our investment today: 87 more
VLocity trains; $1.6 billion for our regional rail revival
package; and restored funding to V/Line to fix the mess
that those opposite caused. We have been able to
deliver as a result of this investment over 600 more
services to the V/Line network. For those who spend a
bit of time on their phone, I would encourage them to
download the V/Line app. Maybe that is what the
Leader of the Opposition was doing on Australia
Day — doing a bit of trip planning on his phone and
working out how he can make the most of our
investment in regional rail as we build a stronger
regional rail network for regional Victoria.

Australia Day
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (14:36) — My question is
to the Minister for Industrial Relations. Given the
minister’s comments on radio 3AW when the minister
failed to support 26 January as Australia Day and with
Trades Hall Council supporting and organising an
Invasion Day rally where activists called for Australia
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to burn to the ground, can the minister guarantee that no
moneys given to Trades Hall by the government were
used to support this Invasion Day rally?
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial Relations)
(14:37) — I thank the member for his question. I might
just start off in my capacity as Aboriginal affairs
minister by acknowledging the views of Victorian
Aboriginal people and say that there is no surprise that
there were 40 000 people out on the street, just outside
here, on 26 January. That is a growing phenomenon
every year. People come out, wanting to have a
conversation around the future of Australia Day, and
they talk about many people in this community
suffering pain from the day that is Australia Day.
Of course there are many, many Victorians who want
to celebrate Australia Day, and this government
absolutely supports that and has been on the record as
saying that. But I say as Aboriginal affairs minister that
we actually listen to what Aboriginal Victorians have to
say, unlike the federal government, which has rejected
outright the Uluru statement, which has rejected any
sort of voice of Aboriginal people to the federal
Parliament and which has rejected any constitutional
change to actually recognise Aboriginals in our federal
constitution.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now proceeding to debate the issue. My
question was specifically about moneys given to Trades
Hall being used to fund Invasion Day rallies, and I ask
you to bring the minister back to answering that
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do ask the minister to
come back to answering the question.
Ms HUTCHINS — Obviously those opposite are
interested in culture wars rather than getting on and
listening to Aboriginal Victorians and putting their
voice at the heart and the centre of our future debates
and where we go. I do not know why the Leader of the
Opposition does not actually call his mates in Canberra
and put on the record why they should be listening to
Aboriginal Victorians in this state.
But to come back to the question about whether this
government has provided funding for this particular
rally on Australia Day, the answer is no. We do not
fund any rallies in this sort of vein. I am here as the
Minister for Industrial Relations and Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs, and I do not speak on behalf of the
Victorian Trades Hall Council. Maybe that question
about how they support that day is best asked of them.
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Supplementary question
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (14:39) — Given the
minister’s answer, will the minister guarantee that the
government will not fund and will immediately cease
any existing funding to organisations, including Trades
Hall, where they incite hatred about Australia,
Australians and national institutions that have built our
peaceful and tolerant democracy?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The members for
Eltham, Bellarine and Ferntree Gully!
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial Relations)
(14:40) — This government is committed to
reconciliation and to the self-determination of
Aboriginal people. Unlike those others, we have
actually made sure there is a seat at the table for
Aboriginal Victorians going forward, and I am very
proud of the work that we have done in the treaty space.
When it comes to our commitment around Aboriginal
affairs and the value that we have for our past and our
future, I do not think this side of Parliament can be
questioned about our determination.

Ministers statements: road infrastructure
projects
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (14:41) — I wish to take the opportunity to
update the house on some of the work we have done
during the break. We know we have had various
shutdowns across the state and we very much thank
the community for working with us. We know we had
to shut down Hoddle Street for a week. We know that
during that period of a week we were able to
undertake three months worth of work. There were
300 people on site working and they removed
4000 square metres of asphalt.
We also undertook night closures on the
CityLink-Tullamarine widening project. That tripled
our capacity to pour asphalt per hour, so during that
period of time we were able to pour 4000 tonnes of
asphalt, which were placed each night on the road. In
other words, there was enormous disruption across our
transport network and we very much thank the
community for accepting this, but we are very much
getting on with the job and getting those projects done
that the community expects from us. It is a bit like the
Monash closures near me. We know during that closure
period we had 31 000 hours of works on the Monash
over that Christmas break.
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Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I was
going to let the minister rant on, but not when he says
things which clearly are not true. He is required to tell
the truth in this place. The Monash is nowhere near
North Fitzroy, where he lives.
The SPEAKER — Order! That is not a point of
order. The member for Burwood will resume his seat.
Mr DONNELLAN — He is a bit like Johnny Cash
without a brain, sadly — always dressed in black but
with not much interesting to say.
During recent days we were able to start construction
on the West Gate tunnel project. We know how much
that is welcomed by the community. The two shafts are
going to be built by the tunnel boring machines. I do
note that over that period of time there was a bit of
blocking going on by the Liberal–Green coalition,
which is going to block the planning scheme
amendment. It is a bit like the Demtel steak knives
ad — there is so much more blocking to be done. We
know that the opposition leader will block anything —
any project.
The SPEAKER — The time for questions without
notice and ministers statements has expired.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, with
regard to question on notice 13 249, this is a question
that I asked about Australia Day. Australia Day has
already been and gone, but the minister still does not
have the capacity to answer my question. The answer
was actually due on 16 November 2017. Although
Australia Day has been and gone, I would still ask for
you to ask the minister to answer my question.
The SPEAKER — I will follow that answer up.
Mr Watt — On a further point of order, Speaker, I
have a question on a constituency question, 13 593.
That particular constituency question was to the
Minister for Planning about a housing development in
my electorate and what he intended to do now that it
had been rejected. The minister has already put in a
new planning scheme amendment but has not actually
answered my question. Once again, the minister was
required to answer the question on 15 December. He
has not answered the question. I do note that he has
actually taken some action, but I still think that you
should ask the minister to answer my actual question.
The SPEAKER — Thank you. I will follow that
matter up. I ask the member for Burwood, if he has a
number of items, to raise them as one point of order,
please.
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Mr Watt — I will go through all the rest in one
block. I have questions 13 637, 13 640, 13 662, 13 663,
13 665, 13 664, 13 669, 13 666, 13 667, 13 668,
13 670, 13 671, 13 677, 13 674, 13 675, 13 673,
13 676, 13 672, 13 678, 13 679, 13 680, 13681, 13 682,
13 683, 13 684, 13 685, 13 686, 13 687, 13688, 13 689,
13 690, 13 812, 13 834, and — you will be delighted to
know — the last one is 13 835. All of these are
overdue. All of these are relevant questions for my
electorate that I think the ministers should answer
because they are required to do that under the standing
orders. I would ask you to ask a bunch of ministers — I
could go through all the ministers, if you would like.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Burwood for that point of order, and I thank him for
raising them as one point of order. Can I ask the
member for Burwood before he leaves the chamber to
provide the clerks with those question numbers, just in
case they were not able to —
Mr Watt — All the question numbers are quite
easily found on the database as unanswered. Every
single question I have asked is beyond the time by
which they are required to be answered.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Burwood.
Ms Victoria — On a point of order, Speaker, can I
also bring to your attention that I have an unanswered
question from the Minister for Police, question 13 634.
The SPEAKER — I will follow that matter up as
well.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (14:47) —
(13 394) My constituency question is directed to the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety. Does the minister
support the narrowing of Beach Road between
Mentone and Mordialloc under plans by the City of
Kingston as a measure which will improve the safety of
the estimated 10 000 to 15 000 road cyclists who use
Beach Road on weekends and as consistent with
VicRoads policy for safer roads?

Broadmeadows electorate
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (14:47) —
(13 395) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Innovation and the Digital Economy. Is the minister’s
department collaborating with the Department of
Education and Training Victoria and other relevant
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state, federal and commercial partners to create an
innovation hub to re-establish a form of Silicon Valley
in Broadmeadows? This result can be achieved through
partnerships I have previously established and
initiatives identified in the strategy Creating
Opportunity: Postcodes of Hope, which invests in
attitude, education and opportunity, the attributes that
largely determine where we all end up in life.
Vocational education in secondary schools and the
broader community can be developed in collaboration
with the state-of-the-art St Joseph the Worker Trade
Skills Centre at Penola Catholic College in
Broadmeadows; a tech school can be established as part
of Kangan Institute; and sponsorship partners can be
pursued with local companies CSL and Kingspan, and
with companies I have previously secured through the
global learning village model: Microsoft, Intel, Cisco
Systems and the Ford Motor Company. Ford has
reinvested hundreds of millions of dollars in its
world-leading innovation centre in Broadmeadows.

Ovens Valley electorate
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (14:48) — (13 396)
My question is to the Minister for Education on behalf
of Kath Hemphill of Yarrawonga. Mrs Hemphill seeks
clarification around the spare seats that are unavailable
on a school bus route. Currently the bus transports
Yarrawonga students to Cathedral College in
Wangaratta. Mrs Hemphill’s two older sons travel on
the designated school bus, but her daughter, who has
joined them, as she started year 7 this year, has been
declined due to a lack of room on the bus. The V/Line
bus runs late, and there is a very high cost of $609 to
transport one child 45 minutes from Yarrawonga to
Wangaratta. Every day last year there were
approximately five empty seats on the bus, and this
year there have been up to 10 empty seats on most
days. Mrs Hemphill is seeking clarification. If the bus
coordinator at Wangaratta has a list that maintains that
the bus is full, why are there so many spare seats and
why can they not be accessed by new students?

Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (14:49) — (13 397) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Health and
Minister for Ambulance Services, and I ask: what are
the delivery time lines for the two new ambulance
branch stations in the Yan Yean electorate? The
Andrews government has committed to build new
ambulance stations in Diamond Creek and Mernda.
They are extremely important for Melbourne’s north, to
service the increased population growth. They are an
important part of the Andrews government’s significant
efforts, working with our paramedics, to reduce
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ambulance response times that are now the best in nine
years. In Whittlesea, on average, response times are
down by 32 seconds to now 12 minutes and 23 seconds
and in Nillumbik by 52 seconds to 14 minutes and
40 seconds. These two new branch stations will make a
huge difference in bringing those down even further.

Rowville electorate
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (14:50) — (13 398) The
question I wish to raise is for the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety. Minister, can you explain how a level
crossing removal at Noble Park will have any positive
benefit for local traffic congestion almost 10 kilometres
away from the corner of Stud and Wellington roads in
Rowville? Late last year I asked you a constituency
question about VicRoads’s plans for accommodating
extra local traffic from the 800-household development
at Kingston Links on the corner of Stud and Wellington
roads. I was very surprised to read in your reply that the
level crossing removal program would assist traffic
congestion. I had explained that Rowville drivers
struggle to reach major roads such as EastLink and the
Monash Freeway due to heavy local traffic. City-bound
commuters on EastLink and the Monash Freeway
completely bypass the nearest level crossing removal
site at Noble Park. Your reply contained no information
from VicRoads about Kingston Links. I am even more
disappointed that you did not take the time to read my
question and take it seriously enough to provide even
this level of detail to Knox residents.

Pascoe Vale electorate
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (14:51) —
(13 399) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Education, and the question I ask is: what work is
still necessary to ensure that Pascoe Vale Primary
School has access to reliable energy sources, and when
will this work be finished? Pascoe Vale Primary School
is one of the oldest schools in my electorate; it was
125 years old last year. It is a great school. It has
fabulous staff, more than 500 students and extremely
committed parents. However, the school, due to its age,
has had many maintenance problems over time. The
previous government commissioned two reports,
neither of which they did anything about, which found
that the plumbing, including the drainage and sewerage,
was in a state of disrepair; there was old, crumbling
plaster falling from the ceilings; and the stumping was a
mess. The current Minister for Education immediately
rectified these problems, but there is now a problem
with the electricity supply at the school, in particular the
age of the service providing that. So I ask: what work is
still necessary to fix it?
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Nepean electorate
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (14:52) — (13 400) My
question is for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change. Minister, have you requested or
received any advice or recommendations from the
Victorian Coastal Council in relation to your decision to
install a permanent rock wall on Portsea beach? There
is massive concern in the local community regarding
that decision amongst local businesses, conservation
groups and the community in general. They cannot
understand why the government has now permanently
closed their beach. We are all trying to understand the
technical advice that you were given to make the
decision to close that beach permanently.

Carrum electorate
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (14:53) — (13 401) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. My local community is eagerly awaiting
the duplication of Thompsons Road between
Frankston-Dandenong Road and Western Port
Highway. I am very pleased to see that works are well
underway on this tremendous project. My constituency
question concerns the local flora and fauna along the
new road corridor. Minister, what is being done to best
preserve the native flora and fauna in this area,
particularly the large river red gums?

South-West Coast electorate
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (14:53) —
(13 402) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Innovation and the Digital Economy in the other
place. I seek the latest information on how the minister
plans to improve mobile phone reception in the
South-West Coast electorate when the state government
goes it alone on mobile blackspot funding. I noticed
over the summer break the government said it was
pulling out Victorian funding from the federal
government’s program because it believes it can do a
better job for regional Victoria. I want to know exactly
how the government plans to do a better job and how
mobile phone service in my electorate will be
improved, given there are a number of blackspots
across South-West Coast.

Frankston electorate
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (14:54) — (13 403)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport and Minister for Major Projects, and I ask:
when will we be breaking ground on the
much-anticipated Frankston train station
redevelopment? There is certainly a buzz in the air in
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Frankston and in our community about the new Young
Street redevelopment and also the upcoming train
station redevelopment. The new station will be safer,
more accessible and more user-friendly. It will be a true
gateway to the peninsula and a place our community
can be proud of — something that we have been
looking forward to for over 40 years.
It is part of our investment in a better Frankston and
record investment in better public transport for Victoria.
Frankston has been fighting for this investment, and we
are actually delivering it right now — a new station, a
safer community and a better place to live. After years
of hard work it is definitely exciting to see the plans for
the new station. I cannot wait to see works start later
this year. This means more investment, more
opportunity and more confidence in Frankston than has
been given by any government in our history.

VICTORIAN INSPECTORATE and
INDEPENDENT BROAD-BASED
ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION
The SPEAKER (14:55) — Order! I wish to advise
the house that on 20 December 2017 I administered to
Eamonn Moran, the Inspector of the Victorian
Inspectorate, the oath required by section 26 of the
Victorian Inspectorate Act 2011.
I wish to advise the house that on 21 December 2017 I
administered to Robert Redlich, the Commissioner of
the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission, the oath required by section 31 of the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Act 2011.

ELECTRICITY SAFETY AMENDMENT
(ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SAFETY
SCHEME) BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (14:55) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 and to make consequential
amendments to the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 and for
other purposes.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (14:56) — I request
a further explanation of the bill. Is it in relation to fuses
or supply of energy?
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Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (14:56) — The
Electrical Equipment Safety Scheme Bill 2018 will
help improve public safety outcomes for household
electrical equipment and improve efficiencies for
Victorian and interstate regulators and industry through
the harmonisation of consumer electrical equipment
safety regulation.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

INTEGRITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (PUBLIC
INTEREST DISCLOSURES, OVERSIGHT
AND INDEPENDENCE) BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (14:56) — I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Protected Disclosure Act 2012, the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011, the Victorian
Inspectorate Act 2011, the Public Interest Monitor Act 2011,
the Ombudsman Act 1973 and the Parliamentary Committees
Act 2003 and make consequential amendments to other acts
to make Victoria’s integrity and accountability system clearer
and more efficient and to otherwise improve its operation and
for other purposes.

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (14:57) — I ask that the
minister provide a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (14:57) — I can
advise the member for Hawthorn that the bill addresses
concerns about the operation of the integrity and
accountability system raised by the IBAC of the
Victorian Inspectorate, the Public Interest Monitor, the
Ombudsman, the information commissioner and others
in response to the government’s 2016 discussion
papers. It is about resolving jurisdictional issues
between integrity bodies, modernising and clarifying
the Ombudsman Act to ensure that the Ombudsman
can effectively resolve complaints, investigate
maladministration, promote improved public
administration and make Victoria’s whistleblower
protection system stronger and more accessible to
encourage people to report corruption and public sector
wrongdoing.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion
The SPEAKER (14:58) — I wish to advise the
house that notices of motion 1 to 4 will be removed
from the notice paper unless members wishing their
notice to remain advise the Acting Clerk in writing
before 5.00 p.m. today.

PETITIONS

Tuesday, 6 February 2018
industrial developments on rural land, including
accommodation complexes.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (1995 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions be considered next day on
motion of Mr DIXON (Nepean).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE

Following petitions presented to house:

Flinders Street reserve, Rye
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula
draws to the attention of the house the need to protect, in
accordance with the state government biodiversity 2037 plan,
a valuable bushland reserve with very high conservation
significance located at 50 Flinders Street, Rye. This petition
therefore requests:
1.

the state government retain the land for public use; and

2.

protect this bushland reserve from future housing
subdivision, being a significant remnant of native
vegetation in an otherwise highly urbanised
residential area.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (212 signatures).

Mornington Peninsula planning
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula
draws to the attention of the house the need to protect the
Mornington Peninsula from inappropriate development by:
1.

removing ‘as of right’ approvals which now allow
three-storey developments and buildings up to 11 metres
high within our general residential zone;

2.

repealing recent changes which have expanded the
scope of VicSmart planning applications, removing
residents rights to be aware of future developments in
their neighbourhood;

3.

ensuring our existing design development overlays,
which prohibit three-storey developments within general
residential zones, are protected in perpetuity;

4.

implement mandatory controls to strengthen and enforce
the intent of our 2014 Mornington Peninsula Localised
Planning Statement to override, in unambiguous
language, any changes to the planning scheme, thereby
providing a clear direction for decision-making;

5.

protecting and strengthening local council control within
the green wedge zone and rural conservation zone by
limiting, or where necessary, preventing commercial and

Alert Digest No. 1
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) presented Alert
Digest No. 1 of 2018 on:
Audit Amendment Bill 2017
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017
Children Legislation Amendment (Information
Sharing) Bill 2017
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017
Marine and Coastal Bill 2017
Planning and Environment Amendment (Distinctive
Areas and Landscapes) Bill 2017
Primary Industries Legislation Amendment
Bill 2017
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and
Improving Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017
together with appendices.
Tabled.
Ordered to be published.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:
Accident Compensation Conciliation Service — Report year
ended 10 October 2017
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality
Authority — Report 2016–17
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Order under s 17D
granting a lease over Yarra Bend Park
Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010:

DOCUMENTS
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Education and Care Services National Further
Amendment Regulations 2017 under s 303
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Horsham — C64
Hume — C220

Report 2016–17 of the Education and Care Services
Ombudsman, National Education and Care Services
Freedom of Information and Privacy Commissioners
Financial Management Act 1994 — Budget Update 2017–18
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission —
Exposing and preventing corruption in Victoria — Special
report: IBAC’s first five years — Ordered to be published

Kingston — GC76
Knox — C150, C170, GC76
Latrobe — C85
Loddon — GC84
Macedon Ranges — C114

Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986 — Certificates
under s 7 (three documents)

Manningham — C113, GC76

Melbourne City Link Act 1995:

Mansfield — C40

Deed of Lease (Western Link Upgrade) — WLU
Company Lease
Deed of Lease (Western Link Upgrade) — WLU Trust
Concurrent Lease
Planning and Environment Act 1987:
Infrastructure and Development Contribution Levies —
Report 2016–17
Notices of approval of amendments to the following
Planning Schemes:
Ararat — C37
Banyule — C108, GC76
Bass Coast — C147
Boroondara — C243 Part 2, C262, C272, C273,
C298, GC80

Maroondah — GC76
Melbourne — C274, C314
Melton — C146, C147, C189
Moira — C77
Monash — C120
Moonee Valley — C180, C181, C185
Moorabool — C76
Moreland — C142, C159, C172, GC34, GC76
Mornington Peninsula — C204
Murrindindi — C57
Nillumbik — C108, GC76
Northern Grampians — GC84

Brimbank — C126 Part 2, C187

Port Phillip — C123, C150, C152, C153

Buloke — C33

Pyrenees — C30

Campaspe — C104

Stonnington — C132, C260, C261, C269

Cardinia — C223

Victoria Planning Provisions — VC142

Casey — GC87

Wangaratta — C68 Part 1

Colac Otway — C94

Wellington — C96, C97

Darebin — GC34, GC80

Whitehorse — C192

Frankston — GC76

Whittlesea — C198, C208, GC76

Glen Eira — C143, C154

Wyndham — C202

Glenelg — C94

Yarra — C185, C209, C210, C239, GC80

Golden Plains — C76

Yarra Ranges — C161, GC76

Greater Bendigo — C220

Professional Standards Act 2003:

Greater Dandenong — C182 Part 1, C194 Part 1,
C204, GC87

CPA Australia Limited Professional Standards Scheme
under s 14 (Gazette G3, 18 January 2018)

Greater Geelong — C327, C338, C351 Part 1,
C356, C357, C358, C369, C374

Instrument amending The Law Society of South
Australia Professional Standards Scheme under s 14
(Gazette G52, 28 December 2017)

DOCUMENTS
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Shrine of Remembrance — Report 2016–17, together with an
explanation for the delay
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Bail Act 1977 — SR 131/2017
Building Act 1993 — SR 136/2017
Climate Change Act 2017 — SR 134/2017
Corrections Act 1986 — SR 133/2017
County Court Act 1958 — SRs 142, 143/2017
Family Violence Protection Act 2008 — SR 144/2017
Fines Reform Act 2014 — SR 129/2017
Infringements Act 2006 — SR 130/2017
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — SRs 128, 144/2017
Marine (Drug, Alcohol and Pollution Control) Act
1988 — SR 137/2017

Tuesday, 6 February 2018
Victorian Energy Efficiency Target Act 2007 —
Notice of Declaration of Discount Factors.

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were tabled by the Acting Clerk in accordance with
an order of the house dated 24 February 2015:
Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other Measures)
Act 2017 — Sections 4, 5, 13, 14, 16, 18(2) and (3), 25, 28 to
30, 39 to 41, 43 to 48, 52, 54, 59(2) and 85 — 31 January
2018 (Gazette S443, 19 December 2017)
Children and Justice Legislation Amendment (Youth Justice
Reform) Act 2017 — Parts 1 and 5, Division 1 of Part 6, s 40,
Division 2 of Part 8, ss 60 and 61 and Parts 10 and 12 —
30 November 2017; Sections 59, 62 and 63 — 20 December
2017; Divisions 1 and 2 of Part 2, Division 1 of Part 4, s 22,
Division 4 of Part 4 and ss 34, 35, 37 and 39 — 26 February
2018 (Gazette S406, 28 November 2017)
Environment Protection Act 2017 — Sections 1, 2, 4, 30, 31
and 32 — 1 January 2018 (Gazette S433, 12 December 2017)
Fines Reform Act 2014 — Whole Act — 31 December 2017
(Gazette S443, 19 December 2017)

Marine Safety Act 2010 — SR 138/2017
Road Safety Act 1986 — SRs 139, 140, 141/2017
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR 135/2017
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 —
SR 132/2017
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994:
Documents under s 15 in relation to Statutory Rules 122,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139,
140, 141, 142, 143, 144/2017
Documents under s 16B in relation:
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 —
Declaration of Certain Animals to be Prohibited
Pest Animals, Controlled Pest Animals, Regulated
Pest Animals, or Established Pest Animals
City of Greater Geelong Act 1993 — Notice of
Greater Geelong City Council Mayoral and Deputy
Mayoral Allowances Alteration
City of Melbourne Act 2001 — Notice of
Melbourne City Council Lord Mayoral, Deputy
Lord Mayoral and Councillor Allowances
Alteration
Education and Training Reform Act 2006 —
Ministerial Order No 969 — Procedures for
Suspension and Expulsion of Students in
Government Schools 2018
Environment Protection Act 1970 — Guidelines
for modifications to water corporation sewage
treatment plants exempt from works approvals
Road Safety Act 1986 — Order declaring offences
against the laws of other States and Territories to
be corresponding interstate drink-driving offences

Fines Reform Amendment Act 2017 — Part 2 and ss 113, 125
and 126 — 21 December 2017 (Gazette S443, 19 December
2017); Part 3 — 11 January 2018 (Gazette S7,
10 January 2018)
Gambling Regulation Amendment (Gaming Machine
Arrangements) Act 2017 — Parts 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10 and
Divisions 1 and 2 of Part 8 (except s 90) — 20 December
2017 (Gazette S443, 19 December 2017)
Justice Legislation Amendment (Court Security, Juries and
Other Matters) Act 2017 — Part 2 — 2 January 2018
(Gazette S416, 5 December 2017)
Parks and Crown Land Legislation Amendment Act 2017 —
Whole Act — 15 December 2017 (Gazette S433,
12 December 2017)
Ports and Marine Legislation Amendment Act 2017 — Part 1,
s 11 and Part 6 — 18 December 2017; Sections 4, 5, 10, 12 to
27, 30, 31, 33 and 39 to 42 and Part 4 — 31 December 2017;
Sections 34 to 38 — 31 January 2018 (Gazette S433,
12 December 2017)
Renewable Energy (Jobs and Investment) Act 2017 —
Whole Act — 15 December 2017 (Gazette S433,
12 December 2017)
Sentencing Amendment (Sentencing Standards) Act 2017 —
Whole Act (except Parts 3 and 4 and s 42) — 29 November
2017 (Gazette S406, 28 November 2017); Remaining
provisions — 1 February 2018 (Gazette S28,
30 January 2018)
Transport Legislation Amendment (Road Safety, Rail and
Other Matters) Act 2017 — Section 76 and Part 4.2 —
1 January 2018; Parts 3.2 and 3.3 — 31 January 2018
(Gazette S443, 19 December 2017).
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Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(15:03) — By leave, I move:

Messages read advising royal assent to:
That Mr Noonan be appointed a member of the
Accountability and Oversight Committee.

19 December 2017
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry
Amendment (Further Reforms) Bill 2017
Corrections Legislation Further Amendment
Bill 2017

Motion agreed to.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON MEMBERS FOR
TARNEIT AND MELTON
Establishment

Crimes Legislation Amendment (Protection of
Emergency Workers and Others) Bill 2017
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Amendment (Medically Supervised Injecting
Centre) Bill 2017
State Taxation Acts Further Amendment Bill 2017
Transport Legislation Amendment (Road Safety,
Rail and Other Matters) Bill 2017
20 December 2017
Domestic Animals Amendment (Puppy Farms and
Pet Shops) Bill 2017.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Audit Amendment Bill 2017
Children Legislation Amendment (Information
Sharing) Bill 2017
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017
Marine and Coastal Bill 2017
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and
Improving Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE
Membership
The SPEAKER (15:03) — I wish to advise the
house that I have received the resignation of Mr Staikos
from the Accountability and Oversight Committee
effective from today.

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (15:03) — I
desire to move, by leave:
(1) A select committee be appointed to inquire into and
report on all matters relating to the conduct of the
member for Tarneit and the member for Melton in
relation to their claiming of second residence allowances
and their subsequent resignations as Speaker and Deputy
Speaker, including:
(a) all claims they have made for second residence
allowances;
(b) whether they were entitled to make those claims
and whether it was appropriate for them to do so;
(c) the documents and other materials they provided in
support of their claims;
(d) whether any of the documents and other materials
they provided were false or misleading;
(e) whether the statements, documents and other
material they have made or provided in relation to
their claims are consistent with statements,
documents or other material they have made or
provided in relation to their electoral enrolment and
in relation to any entitlement or liability in relating
to any residential property, including regarding
stamp duty, land tax, income tax or council
entitlements or liabilities;
(f)

what repayments of second residences allowances
have been made by each member;

(g) whether either member used their office as Speaker
or Deputy Speaker to assist in the procurement of
an allowance to which they were not entitled;
(h) whether each member has complied with the
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests)
Act 1978; and
(i)

whether any threats were made to either member,
or any inducements offered to them, to resign their
office;

(2) the committee is to make recommendations on:
(a) whether either the member for Tarneit or the
member for Melton should be dealt with by the
house for contempt or breach of privilege;
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(b) whether the house should require the member for
Tarneit or the member for Melton to make any
repayment, or further repayment, in respect of any
allowance they may have claimed;
(c) whether any material or findings arising from the
inquiry should be provided to the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission, the
State Revenue Office, the Australian Electoral
Commission, the Victorian Electoral Commission
or any other body; and
(d) what measures should be taken by the house to
restore its standing in the eyes of the community
following the damage caused by the conduct of the
former Speaker and Deputy Speaker;
(3) the committee will consist of four members from the
government party nominated by the Leader of the
House, three members from the opposition nominated
by the Leader of the Opposition and one member from
the Australian Greens nominated by the member for
Prahran;
(4) the members will be appointed by lodgement of the
names with the Speaker no later than 4.00 p.m. on the
sitting day following the motion being agreed to;
(5) the first meeting of the committee must be held no later
than 12 noon on Tuesday of the week following the
sitting week in which the motion is agreed to;
(6) the committee may proceed to the despatch of business
notwithstanding that all members have not been
appointed and notwithstanding any vacancy;
(7) four members of the committee are to constitute a
quorum of the committee;
(8) the chair of the committee will be a non-government
member and the deputy chair will be a government
member;
(9) the committee will advertise its terms of reference and
call for submissions and all such submissions received
by the committee will be treated as public documents
unless the committee otherwise orders;
(10) the committee may commission persons to investigate
and report to the committee on any aspects of its inquiry;
(11) the committee will present its final report to the
Assembly no later than 24 May 2018;
(12) the presentation of a report or interim report of the
committee will not be deemed to terminate the
committee’s appointment, powers or functions; and
(13) the foregoing provisions of this resolution, so far as they
are inconsistent with the standing orders and sessional
orders or practices of the Assembly will have effect
notwithstanding anything contained in the standing or
sessional orders or practices of the Assembly.

Leave refused.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(15:07) — I move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 5.00 p.m. on Thursday,
8 February 2018:
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017.

In making a few comments on the government business
program for our first week of the parliamentary year, I
welcome everyone back. I hope everyone is refreshed.
It is pretty clear from the desultory effort of those
opposite that it was not a summer of policy work going
on by those opposite over the last few weeks. They
were obviously having a pretty good holiday, sitting
back, having a few drinks with umbrellas in them
maybe and cooling their heels. Not a lot of policy work
went in over the summer, but I am pleased to assure the
house that the government did not rest over summer.
We have been working incredibly hard, which is why
you have seen bills introduced today by my
colleagues — important bits of legislation, significant
detailed pieces of legislation that we have been
beavering away on over the summer that will come on
for debate in the coming weeks — and of course the
three bills that I have just mentioned to the house that
are on the government business program this week.
Given the bills that are on the government business
program this week, I anticipate the opposition might
have the chance to get in there and have a bit of a say. It
might even give them a chance to reflect on how,
during their time in government, they failed in some of
these policy areas, how they cut funding to Victoria
Police and how we saw the crime rates going up during
their time in government.
But isn’t it a good thing that under our government we
have seen funding go into Victoria Police — more
police, more support — and the crime rate going down?
That is what happens when you invest in resources and
do not undermine the office of the Chief Commissioner
of Police as of course those opposite engaged in when
they were in government. This justice bill and the bail
amendment bill might be a good chance for those
opposite to explain some of their behaviours in
government. You never know, they might support these
measures that the government is introducing to
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strengthen support for victims and to strengthen the bail
legislation — work that is going on around the clock by
this government in this policy area and indeed by so
many others across government.
I always contribute to these debates with an optimistic
tone. I do hope that this government business program
is supported. But we have just seen the effort of the
Leader of the Opposition — he had everyone gathered
around him, and they were all in here expecting
something big and expecting something important —
go off with more of a whimper than a bang in terms of a
contribution to advancing the policy debate here in the
Victorian Parliament and amongst the Victorian
community. That reflects the lazy efforts of those
opposite. They are more interested in picking a fight
than they are in doing the hard policy work to advance
a proposition. They are more interested in going down;
no road is too low for those opposite in terms of the
sorts of arguments that they want to run in the Victorian
community and the way they want to try and tear at the
fabric of the Victorian community. It does not matter
whether they are trying to pick an argument with our
teachers, who do great work in our public schools,
whether they are trying to pick a fight with local
governments or whether they are trying to make up
stories about Australia Day and Anzac Day and tell fibs
about the positions of this government. There is no road
too low for those opposite.
Personally I think it is great that the opposition have
pinned their colours to the mast this early in the year,
because I think this is what we can expect and what the
Victorian community can expect. They are not going to
do the hard work. They are not going to present policy
suggestions. They are not going to put alternate policy
positions forward for this Parliament or the community
to consider. No, that is where they are going to go.
I do hope, though, that those in the chamber can support
this government business program because it has
important legislation to support and protect the
Victorian community and also to support workers in our
community through the Labour Hire Licensing Bill,
which reflects the strong work that the Minister for
Industrial Relations has been doing in this space for
quite some time. You never know, if time permits we
might get to a motion that I think is item 11 on the
government business program. We might have some
time to revisit that debate, because if you want to have
an argument about values and about supporting services
for the Victorian community and cutting services for the
Victorian community, I think that is a debate that is well
worth having as well during the course of this week.
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Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (15:12) — If you ever
wanted a demonstration of a government out of touch
with reality, it was provided by the speech given by the
Leader of the House. To have the nerve to suggest that
the government has been active over summer and the
opposition has been doing nothing is almost the exact
opposite of the truth. Since the start of the Christmas
break, week after week, almost day after day, it has
been the opposition parties that have been setting the
agenda in this state, putting forward initiative after
initiative to tackle the problems that the government
will not even admit exist — problems of gang violence,
problems of other crime and lawlessness, better support
for our police force and better support for our
sentencing regime. The member for Hawthorn along
with Mr O’Donohue, a member in the other place, and
the Leader of the Opposition day after day have been
spelling out what a Guy government will do to make
Victoria safe again.
Where were the government to be seen during all of
that time? They were nowhere to be seen. Indeed we
had the bizarre spectacle on one occasion where the
Premier, the Deputy Premier and the Leader of the
House were all on leave at the same time and the poor
Minister for Police was struggling even to know who
the Acting Premier was. I think she had a punt on the
Leader of the House, and it turned out to be the
Treasurer. If you ever wanted a demonstration of a
government in disarray, it was that. The senior echelon
of the government disappeared on leave at the same
time, leaving the other ministers to carry the can, not
even knowing what was going on. That is a government
that is asleep at the wheel and ignoring the needs of the
Victorian community.
To see the very modest business program the
government has put forward this week — albeit that
there are other matters happening as well — shows
either other bills are not in a position to proceed or they
feel they need to pace themselves given the paucity of
other legislation on their program. It is a further
demonstration of a government that is out of touch with
reality and that is tired, worn down and in disarray.
We oppose the government business program. We
oppose it principally because of the failure of the
government yet again to tackle the manifest injustice,
the manifest outrage, of the very serious allegations of
rorting and abuse of office that are still outstanding
against the former Speaker and the former Deputy
Speaker. Up until now the government has used the
feeble excuse that this was a matter that was subject to
Victoria Police investigation. That was not a good
reason for this house to fail to commence to take action
as these were not matters before the courts. But now
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even that feeble excuse is gone and there is no reason
whatsoever why the house should not proceed to do
what it should have been doing months ago, which is to
properly investigate those matters.
Certainly we do not want to see the government turn
around and say, ‘Well, Victoria Police have looked at it,
they are not going to proceed with charges, therefore
we should not do anything’, because we saw from the
example of the member for Frankston in the previous
Parliament, if not from myriad other examples and
from first principles, the fact that responsibility of this
house to deal with abuse of office and allegations of
that against its members is separate from criminal
proceedings — it can and should proceed even in the
absence of criminal proceedings. That was certainly the
standard and the conduct that the then Labor opposition
expected in the previous Parliament. It was a standard
and process that the then coalition government upheld,
and this government should be doing the same and
ensuring that these allegations are referred to a select
committee of this Parliament. Whether to a special
select committee as moved by the Leader of the
Opposition or whether to the Privileges Committee, the
matter needs to be dealt with.
It is a disgrace and an embarrassment to this Parliament
that week after week the government is refusing to deal
with this. This is a point that we make over and over
again, but it is a point that needs to be made over and
over again. How can the community have any respect
for and confidence in this Parliament, let alone in the
government, when these sorts of rorts and abuse
allegations are not being dealt with? In volume, in size
and in the amount of taxpayers money involved they far
exceed the allegations that were made against the
member for Frankston in the previous Parliament. Yet
while the then Labor opposition thought that the
allegations against the then member for Frankston
needed to be pursued with the utmost vigour and were
very serious indeed — and they did need to be pursued,
and they were pursued and dealt with — it seems to be
an entirely different story when it is members of the
Labor Party who are involved, be it the red shirts rorts
or the allegations against the members for Melton and
Tarneit. While the government is refusing to allow the
Leader of the Opposition to proceed this week with his
motion, we oppose the business program.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (15:17) — I am pleased
to add my support to the government business program
as outlined by the Leader of the House. Can I say firstly
that it was pleasing — it is always regretful but also
pleasing — to hear the contributions on the condolence
motion earlier today in relation to the Honourable
Andrew McCutcheon, a very substantial figure in
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public life in Victoria. There were also of course the
reflections on Stuart McDonald, someone who under
former Treasurer Brumby and others played a
significant role. He was put back in harness, if you like,
for the good of the community in regional Victoria and
undertook some substantial roles under the Bracks and
Brumby governments in particular, despite his broader
contribution to Victorian politics as well.
Can I say also, though, that in outlining several of the
bills that the Leader of the House has talked about I am
also looking forward to the opportunity, I would hope,
to discuss the item listed at 11 under the orders of the
day, particularly around the cost audit, because I think
that is something that we will reflect on many times
throughout this year.
I had cause to reflect on it last week with our daughter
starting school — just like the many Victorian families
across the state with children starting school. Our
daughter started at Rosanna Golf Links Primary School,
a school that is currently undergoing a
multimillion-dollar redevelopment thanks to the
Andrews government. We worked our way around
some of the new areas and some of the work and
construction that is underway for the 550 students at the
school and their families. Just around the corner at
St Martin of Tours Primary School there are more
capital redevelopment works going on.
In relation to the cost audit matter that is listed on the
notice paper, I noticed that it goes to the sorts of
infrastructure investment and services investment in
Victoria that we did not see under the previous
government. When we are talking about investment and
cuts and costs, the cost audit is something that we will
look forward to having a discussion about if time
permits as we work our way through what is a busy
schedule of legislation over the course of the week.
In particular, as we concluded our kindergarten
experience over the past couple of years at Interlaken
Kindergarten, I reflected on the Take a Break program,
a $1.9 million program for occasional care that was cut
by the Baillieu government. As I reflected on children
starting school and going back to school, I was
reminded of the services that matter to families in our
community, the services that are important to continue
and that have support of course from the Andrews
government. They are also part of that cost audit. I do
not mind just touching again on what is stated on the
notice paper in relation to the cost audit:
That this house notes:
(1) the Liberal-Nationals coalition have confirmed they will
undertake a cost audit if they win the 2018 election;
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(2) the devastating cuts and job losses in the public service
when the Liberal-Nationals were last in government;
and
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may have been entered into to ensure that the member would
continue to receive the second residence allowance.

It goes on to say:
(3) the grave risk to services and jobs following a
Liberal-Nationals cost audit.

Of course we all understand that cost audits mean cuts.
People understand that that is what cost audits under
conservative governments mean for Victorian families.
Can I say also that I am looking forward to some
discussions in relation to and some commentary on the
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017
and of course the Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill
2017. In particular what I am reminded of are some of
the significant achievements that we have seen play out
in the Ivanhoe electorate just recently in relation to the
5634 shifts since January 2016 that police custody
officers have acquitted in my local electorate and
particularly out at the Heidelberg station. The
government has also fully acquitted 400 recruited
police custody officers across the state. If as a result of
those dedicated police custody officers being in place
we have got now some 5634 shifts at Heidelberg station
that free up police to be on the streets, that is a
significant win for resourcing our community.
Certainly in my electorate it is a program that we have
fully acquitted and delivered. It is a program that goes
to many of the justice legislation bills that we will be
discussing this week. It provides greater capacity for
police to do the job which they are trained to do, and it
also provides employment opportunities for those in the
community to make a contribution as police custody
officers. We launched that policy in opposition with the
member for Mulgrave, now the Premier. We launched
it in Heidelberg, we have delivered it in Heidelberg and
it is of great benefit. That is what happens when you
continue to listen and invest in what matters to local
communities.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (15:22) — I rise to speak
on behalf of the Greens on the government business
program. I am at a bit of a loss as to why the
government is not choosing to refer the members for
Melton and Tarneit to the Privileges Committee or to
the select committee that is being proposed by the
opposition. I want to read from the Review of Members
Second Residence Allowance: Phase 1, which was
undertaken by PwC for the Audit Committee in
March 2017. I want to read out the findings for the
member for Melton or part of it:
Viewed from the perspective of the average person on the
street, an objective observer, a position could be taken that the
arrangement in this period with the member’s close family

From a reputation risk perspective for Parliament, the
arrangement may be construed as non-prudent, non-arm’s
length, potentially non-commercial (low ‘rent’), and arguably
opportunistic, designed to ensure continued enjoyment of the
second residence allowance.

This is pretty serious stuff, and I understand from
previous parliaments that matters like this have been
referred to the Privileges Committee to further
investigate and to recommend a sanction, if any is
warranted, and for this chamber to then vote on that
said recommendation. The government has chosen not
to do that for almost a year now. They previously cited
an ongoing police investigation as the reason why they
have not done that. None of the government speakers so
far have offered up any reason as to why that is not
occurring now. The police investigation has concluded.
I see no reason why this government is not now
referring those members to the Privileges Committee,
apart from the fact that whatever political cover or
political advantage that may be gained from not
referring those members is being put ahead of the
integrity of this Parliament.
I would ask members of the government to reflect on
the standard that they are setting for future parliaments
on matters like this, because the message that they are
sending is that their members get to play by different
rules to everyone else. That if you are a member of the
government, perhaps if you are a Speaker or a Deputy
Speaker, then you do not have to face the same
consequences of your actions as everyone else would. I
would ask the government to reflect on the approach
they are taking and refer those members to the
Privileges Committee.
Mr Pearson — Why would we listen to you?
You’re a sellout, afraid of the working class.
Mr HIBBINS — What a sorry state we are in. On
this serious matter we have got the petty interjections of
another member of the government, the member for
Essendon. The Greens will not be supporting the
government business program. We would be urging the
government to reflect on the course of action that it has
taken and refer those two members.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (15:26) — It is a
privilege to begin the final year of the 58th Victorian
Parliament with bills that will protect community
safety, will protect against sexual abuse and will
protect workers from the exploitation operating in the
shadows of workplace laws. This government
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business program defines why Labor matters and
builds on the Andrews government’s record of getting
things done.
This is the critical proposition that I want to take up with
the manager of opposition business. Let us set out the
facts here: the record stands in high contrast to the failed
one-term coalition government and its attempts today to
divide the community through its culture wars. Here we
go again. This is low politics. This is the low road to
divide the community to try to win power. There it is,
from day one, established right here. I am calling it out
from day one and I want it on the record. We have seen
these plays before. We have heard the Leader of the
Opposition make claims about the world’s most livable
city being like Johannesburg. Are you kidding? Is this
really how low this year will go?
So let us put it up. I referenced it in my inaugural
speech seven years ago: the chain reaction of race,
rights and taxes is the way to divide the community.
That is taken out of the Republican Party handbook,
going all the way back to the Reagan administration.
This is nothing new. This is just the way it is being
played out again. I have put it on the record, and the
challenge is there. Are we going to have the first
election where multiculturalism will not be supported
by all sides of the Parliament? There it is: come in and
defend it. I want to see the Leader of the Opposition
make the claim — does he support it or not? You
cannot walk both sides of this barbed wire fence. You
cannot be doing that.
This government business program goes to how the
government has been able to set up what it has done. I
referenced it in my first contribution when the Andrews
government came to power. Life is short; government
is shorter. Let us get on and do things. You have seen
the way the Premier and the Treasurer have driven a
triple-A economy — sound financial management, the
biggest infrastructure that the state has ever seen,
Melbourne Metro — defining how jobs and
opportunity can go right throughout the state. Not
talking down to rural and regional Victorians, as the
Kennett government did, as the toenails. They do not
refer to them in that way. They do not diminish people
in that way. They are trying to create jobs right
throughout the state of Victoria.
Remember how we had a do-little government for four
years? The button they hit was the snooze button for
four years. That is the snooze proposition that we have
heard. Let us make sure that we actually address the
facts and remember that the strategy they had was that
they were going to backend their term, and try and do
all the announcements in the final year.
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Look at that in contrast to what the Andrews Labor
government has delivered right through its first three
years. That is the key proposition. That still rankles the
more considered, thoughtful members of the coalition
because they know that here it is again. We have got the
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017 to strengthen
the Bail Act 1977, clarifying and strengthening bail
decision-making processes with an emphasis on
community safety. So we are getting this done. Last
May the government announced that it would introduce
a second wave of bail reforms to cover the more
complex matters, including giving police more powers
to remand and clarifying the unacceptable risk and
reverse onus tests. This is getting that issue done.
The next proposition is making sure that there is safety
from sexual abuse. That is obviously incredibly
important and is one of the propositions coming out of
the Betrayal of Trust report, which came out of the
landmark inquiry done by this Parliament that had
bipartisan support and has now stood in good stead for
two parliaments and three premiers. So let us get that
done in the public interest.
Then there is the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017. This
bill will crack down on dodgy operators to protect
Victorian workers. That is why the Labor government
is introducing a universal licensing scheme to protect
workers across all sectors from labour hire providers
who are not doing the right thing and taking care of
their workers.
In finishing, I want to acknowledge Andrew
McCutcheon’s fine duties as a parliamentarian and
minister.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (15:31) — I rise to
speak on the government business program. I might just
respond to some of the comments the member for
Broadmeadows made, particularly on multiculturalism.
My father came to this country in 1949 as a
17-year-old. He survived Nazi occupation in Greece.
He then survived the civil war between the nationalists
and the communists. He came to this country and
worked hard. He raised a family, created a business and
created wealth. He taught his sons to respect Australia
and the rule of law that this country has. If there are
certain people who are not interested in that in this
country and do not want to respect our values and the
rule of law in this country, then they need to be called
out. I am not going to have the member for
Broadmeadows lecture me on multiculturalism,
because I am a product of multiculturalism. My father
and my mother have taught me to respect Australia and
its rules and laws. That is what I do. If someone does
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not want to, there are plenty of planes leaving this
country on a daily basis if they want to get on one.
As far as the government business program goes, it is a
very light program considering the last sitting week was
in December. We could have had a lot more bills being
debated this week. We have only got three bills up: the
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017 and the
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017. It is not a massive
program. The government should be dealing with the
members for Tarneit and Melton. As the member for
Box Hill and the member for Prahran have mentioned,
the police investigation is finished. There is nothing
stopping the Parliament, either through the Privileges
Committee or through the select committee, as moved
by the Leader of the Opposition, investigating the very
poor behaviour of the members for Melton and Tarneit
and then this Parliament dealing with those members.
With the government not wanting to do that and in
essence continuing to almost protect the members for
Tarneit and Melton over their rorting behaviour, it
undermines this Parliament and undermines this
institution. They should be dealt with as quickly as
possible. Put them before either the Privileges
Committee or the select committee and deal with them.
That is what the people of Victoria expect. The people
of Victoria see this sort of behaviour from politicians
and it makes them cringe. They do not like seeing that
sort of behaviour. It needs to be investigated and dealt
with appropriately.
As the government is not wanting to deal with the
members for Tarneit and Melton in any fashion and as
the manager of opposition business has said, the
opposition will not be supporting the government
business program.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (15:34) — (By leave) It
gives me no pleasure to rise to oppose the government
business program today, yet again. I think it is very
important that the Privileges Committee deals with the
outstanding issues in relation to the members for
Tarneit and Melton. I believe that the integrity of the
58th Parliament will in some ways rise or fall on
whether this issue is dealt with, because, as far as I am
aware, never before in a commonwealth Parliament has
a Speaker and a Deputy Speaker been required to
depart from their positions in circumstances such as
these. There are quite clearly circumstances that do
need to be investigated. The police have done their bit
and found that there are no charges to be laid, but there
are questions that remain arising from that
PricewaterhouseCoopers report that was done in 2016
that need to be looked into, and steps should be taken.
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There is a Privileges Committee. It exists. It should be
used. It is the appropriate committee to deal with the
issue and come to a decision one way or the other.
And if some sort of penalty or steps are to be taken,
they should be taken. I can imagine in five, 10 or
20 years time people will search documents to see
whether a Speaker or a Deputy Speaker has behaved
in this way in the past, and they will see that it
occurred in the 58th Parliament of Victoria. They will
look to see what the penalty was. They will look to see
what steps and what actions were taken, and they will
be astounded should they find that nothing happened.
So it is really important for the whole of this
Parliament. It ought not be seen as political party
issue. It should be seen as a question about the
integrity of this Parliament where there seems to be a
body of evidence to suggest that there has been
incorrect use of taxpayers money by two people.
It ought to be looked into and properly dealt with. It
would be very disappointing if that did not happen. I
think it would leave a black mark against this
Parliament into the future. The Privileges Committee is
already there and waiting to do the job. It was used in
the previous Parliament in relation to a parliamentarian
who, on a much smaller matter, was found to have
breached the rules.
The business program before us is a worthy one.
There are important bills to consider, and indeed there
are a number which I am interested in. The Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017 is the result of a government
inquiry in relation to those issues. As I understand it
people from the Shepparton area gave some evidence
about that because it relates to the registration of
contractors who are often getting together work gangs
to work on tomato picking, fruit picking and those
sorts of enterprises. We know that in some cases there
are unscrupulous contractors who are doing the
wrong thing.
This bill sets up a system whereby contractors have to
be registered and employers can only use a registered
contractor, so it sets up safeguards for a group of people
who are often seen as vulnerable. For instance, in
Shepparton we often have groups of people from
Vanuatu who come into the district and undertake
seasonal work. I am told that they often earn enough
money during that season to support themselves and
their families back home for the remainder of the year.
But they are very vulnerable to being exploited, and
that has happened in a number of circumstances. The
government inquiry showed that and tried to address it.
In this Parliament I would like to see this year as one in
which we are addressing really serious issues. I am
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concerned that we ought to understand what our job
here is and we ought to get on with it. These bills before
the house represent serious issues that need to be dealt
with. Our bail laws need amending. Our corrections
laws need amending. At the moment we live in a world
where there are very few consequences for young
people who are put on community correction orders.
There are many serious issues that need to be debated
and looked at throughout the course of this year, and I
hope we do them justice.
House divided on motion:
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MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Ronald Joseph Walker, AC, CBE
Mr EREN (Minister for Tourism and Major Events)
(15:46) — It is with great sadness that I acknowledge
the passing of Ron Walker. Ron was a great Australian
and Victorian who passionately loved Melbourne. A
former Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Ron was also the
chairman of the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth
Games Corporation, chairman of the Victorian Major
Events Company and a trustee of the National Gallery
of Victoria.

Ayes, 44
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms

Knight, Ms
Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 41
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hibbins, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

Motion agreed to.

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sandell, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

In 2003 Ron was awarded a Companion of the Order
of Australia for services to business, arts, tourism and
the community. He raised the profile of Australia
internationally, with significant benefits for tourism
and employment. His vision for and leadership of the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation made the
Australian Formula One Grand Prix and the
Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix two of the most
iconic sporting events in Australia. I extend my
sympathies to Ron’s family and friends.

Major George McLauchlan Logan
Mr EREN — In December 2017 Australia lost one
of its most active and proud veterans with the passing
of Major George McLauchlan Logan. George spent his
childhood in Scotland, moving to Australia with his
family in 1955. By 1956 he had enlisted in the army,
becoming an Australian while on active service during
the Malayan emergency in 1957. George said he first
got a real sense of being an Australian digger when
carrying fellow Australians killed in action. ‘At that
point’, he said, ‘I couldn’t be anything but Australian’.
George also served in Vietnam in dense jungle
inaccessible to helicopters, living mostly on weeds and
wild coriander. George’s unit carried their casualties
with them, despite being tracked by the enemy —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member’s time
has expired.

Eastfield Park, Croydon
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (15:47) — I rise today
to direct the Minister for Sport’s attention to Eastfield
reserve in my electorate of Croydon. Eastfield reserve
is home to Eastfield Cricket Club and South Croydon
Junior Football Club, both fantastic local clubs with
great membership and participation rates across junior,
senior and women’s teams, which are predicted to grow
significantly by 2021. Eastfield Cricket Club was first
established in 1973 and over time has seen an
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exponential growth in membership. In 2017 there were
127 players listed, up from a total of 74 players in 2014,
and current female participation is at 4 per cent and is
predicted to increase to 7 per cent in the near future.
South Croydon Junior Football Club had 270 registered
players in junior teams alone in 2017, with all teams set
to grow, including female participation, which stood at
6 per cent in 2017 and is projected to reach 16 per cent
by 2021.
For such dynamic clubs the clubrooms and social
facilities are not up to standard and as such preclude the
clubs from hosting a preferred range of functions and
activities associated with local sporting clubs, such as
sportsmen’s nights, fundraisers and so on. Maroondah
council is currently in the process of developing a
master plan of Eastfield reserve and is now seeking
community involvement and input for what they
foresee being a great outcome for the area. I encourage
all members of the cricket and football clubs as well as
local residents and regular users of the oval and its
facilities to go online and submit their views via the
council survey. Eastfield reserve has the potential to be
a terrific local facility. I look forward to working with
each club committee and Maroondah council to see that
an upgrade to the clubrooms is delivered. I would also
like to take the opportunity to congratulate Eastfield
Cricket Club on a great season and wish South
Croydon, both juniors and seniors, all the best for the
upcoming football season.

Australia Day awards
Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (15:49) — I rise
today to acknowledge the selfless contributions of
individuals in the Hobsons Bay community whose
commitment to improving the lives of others has earned
them recognition in this year’s Australia Day honours.
Dr Mukesh Haikerwal has been made a companion in
the general division of the Order of Australia, the
country’s highest civilian honour. The former World
Medical Association chairman and Australian Medical
Association president has faithfully served the people
of our local community for 27 years through his family
medical centre. Dr Roger Mee, who performed the first
paediatric heart transplant in Australia in 1988, was also
made an Officer of the Order of Australia for
distinguished service to medicine.
Warwick Norman’s contribution to improving
international maritime safety standards has long been
highly regarded across the globe. He has now been
made a Member of the Order of Australia in honour of
his pioneering work. Therese McKenney has received
an Order of Australia Medal for her tireless work across
the community. Therese is synonymous with the
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Newport Community Education Centre, where she has
spent the last three decades assisting individuals and
community groups from all walks of life while also
supporting the Rotary Club of Altona. Finally,
children’s author Andy Griffiths was named Hobsons
Bay Citizen of the Year for his outstanding service to
the community, in particular his work to promote
literacy in the Hobsons Bay area at the Willy Lit Fest.
My heartfelt congratulations and thanks goes to all of
these local people who contribute so much to Victoria.

Hon. Stuart Richard McDonald, AM
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (15:50) — Recently I
attended a service to celebrate the life of Stuart Richard
McDonald, AM. Stuart was born in Rochester and
attended Timmering East Primary School, Echuca High
School and University High School before completing
a bachelor of science with honours and then a masters
majoring in chemistry and metallurgy. He was heading
to England to do his PhD when his father took ill and
he returned to Timmering to run the family property.
His interest in the welfare of farmers led to his
involvement in the Australian Primary Producers Union
and the Victorian Farmers Union.
With Deputy Prime Minister ‘Black Jack’ McEwen as a
neighbour and a mentor Stuart entered the Victorian
Legislative Council in 1967 and served until 1979 when
a redistribution abolished his seat. Stuart continued his
role in public life as state and then federal president of
the National Party, chair of the Rural Finance
Corporation for 12 years and with many years of
service on the Rochester hospital board, including
being made a life governor twice. In 2003 Stuart was
appointed a Member of the Order of Australia for his
services to agribusiness and the Victorian Parliament, a
definite person of merit for that award. Vale, Stuart
Richard McDonald, AM.

Geelong electorate schools
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (15:51) — Those
opposite cut education funding to our schools and
TAFE, but we are getting things done. The people of
Geelong will not forget the shocking cuts to education
that saw no schools being built and existing schools
falling into disrepair. The funding cuts to our TAFE
sector by those opposite saw the demise of our
Gordon TAFE. The Andrews government has
invested in rebuilding our TAFEs. A builder has now
been appointed to rebuild Whittington Primary
School, Geelong High School is under construction
and the new tech school located at the Gordon TAFE
is now coming out of the ground and is due for
completion later this year.
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While on education, in my last speech in this place I
said that the Minister for Education and I had visited
Roslyn Primary School; I should have said Highton
Primary School, so I want to correct the record.
Works will commence at many of the schools in my
electorate this year: Matthew Flinders Girls Secondary
College, Belmont High School, Newtown Primary
School, Chilwell Primary School, Ashby Primary
School, Oberon Primary School, Fyans Park Primary
School, Newcomb Park Primary School — and the list
goes on.

Geelong region events
Ms COUZENS — Geelong has thrived over the
holiday period with many significant events at Kardinia
Park. We had Carols by Candlelight, the Big Bash
League and soccer. The Cadel Evans Great Ocean
Road Race and the Festival of Sails featured on
Geelong’s waterfront, and we saw the second year of
the National Cricket Inclusion Championships in
Geelong. We had the Oates Victorian Open on the
weekend. All of these events give Geelong the
economic boost that it needs.

Emerald Secondary College
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (15:53) — I rise on
behalf of Emerald Secondary College. I was up at
Emerald Secondary College during the school holidays
and met the principal. One thing I found quite
interesting was that people from the school, particularly
parents, are sick of hearing the comeback from a
government that has done nothing with education in my
electorate. They keep saying, ‘You guys were in
government for four years; what did you do?’. That
probably has some ring in the first 12 months, but once
you start getting towards the end of that four-year
period and you still have not done anything, especially
after 14 out of 18 years in government, it starts to
become a bit of a joke, and my community are treating
it is just that way.
Emerald Secondary College have a major issue with one
of their buildings. They have a roof that leaks. They
have a septic tank that a few weeks ago was discovered
to be open, and that is causing a safety concern for
students and teachers. What was the answer from the
Minister for Education about a school that services his
own electorate? ‘We were left a basket case.’ Minister,
it takes only 2 minutes to come across the border and
visit Emerald Secondary College. It would take you
hardly any time at all to come and meet principal Jodie
Doble and the students there and to understand the
concerns that have been raised at that school and how
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they need to be fixed. To offer $500 000 in maintenance
was simply a joke when what you needed to do was
actually put $5 million on the table to rebuild the facility
to ensure the students have a safe environment.

Michael Gordon
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (15:54) —
Michael Gordon gave voice to people rarely heard and
people without power. The former political editor of the
Age was insightful and authentic. His peers honoured
his dedication with the highest accolade, the 2017
Walkley Award for Most Outstanding Contribution to
Journalism. The citation noted:
The overwhelming impression Gordon left — with both his
by-line and his presence — was of decency, integrity, fairness
and balance. Even when he was working at the epicentre of
influence, he held himself outside the media pack. And his
compassion shone through as he fought to give voice to the
underdogs. He was the first Australian journalist to gain
access to the detention centre on Nauru; he spent time in
remote communities listening to our first peoples, and won a
Walkley for his coverage of Indigenous affairs in 2003.

Son of newspaper legend Harry Gordon, Michael
persuaded by fact and evidence rather than dismissing
with scorn. He could be critical but was not cruel. This
was how Michael earned credibility and defined
himself. Sir Gus Nossal observed:
Michael’s journalism carries messages of hope and optimism
without underestimating the scale of problems and
challenges.

News, like politics, never sleeps. Retiring from the daily
churn, Michael was enjoying new challenges when he
died in the surf he cherished. My condolences go to his
wife Robyn and children, Scott and Sarah. Michael
Gordon’s legacy is he made journalism matter.

Ronald Joseph Walker, AC, CBE
Ms ASHER (Brighton) (15:56) — I wish to pay
tribute to Ron Walker. I was Minister for Tourism and
Major Events when Ron was chairman of the Australian
Grand Prix Corporation. I worked very closely with Ron
from 1996 to 1999 and from 2010 to 2014. In my
capacity as Minister for Innovation in the last term of
government that the coalition enjoyed, I worked closely
with Ron over issues such as medical research, in which
he was interested well in advance of contracting cancer
himself. He was a man who was devoted to Victoria. He
worked tirelessly without payment to advance Victoria’s
cause. He will be sadly missed.
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Federation Square
Ms ASHER — I was a member of the cabinet
subcommittee which had an oversight of the Federation
Square project, and I was also the minister responsible
for that project from 2010 to 2014. I am very
disappointed that the Labor Party is progressing down
the track of changing the design of Federation Square, a
very important public space. In my view they have sold
out to an American commercial interest. I am in favour
of commercial operations at Federation Square, but I
think this project is incompatible with the public
purposes of Federation Square. This is meant to be
Victoria’s civic space for Victorians and visitors, and I
would urge the Labor Party to reconsider what I think is
a very bad decision.

Emergency services
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (15:57) — On Saturday,
6 January 2018, at around 2.30 p.m. on a day of total
fire ban, a fire burnt through 29 hectares of The Pines
Flora and Fauna Reserve and private land in Carrum
Downs, leaving one home uninhabitable and damaging
other properties. The temperature was 41 degrees. The
fire was intense, burning through coastal heathland.
Smoke, embers and flames impacted residents,
including those along Darnley Drive, Blue Wren Rise
and Flora Park Way. Homes were being impacted
within half an hour of the fire starting, so response
times were absolutely critical, and I am so proud to say
that all of our emergency services and agencies were
absolutely up to the task.
Around 300 firefighters and 28 units, including eight
aircraft, responded, containing the fire in about 5 hours.
Crews from Skye fire brigade, Carrum Downs fire
brigade and Patterson River fire brigade — my local
brigades — were on the ground and did an absolutely
incredible job. I want to commend them for their
outstanding work in protecting the local community. I
have heard only praise from local residents for the
commitment and bravery shown by them during what
was a very frightening afternoon. They were joined by
other Country Fire Authority (CFA) brigades, including
Frankston and Langwarrin, and Metropolitan Fire
Brigade brigades, as well as firefighters from Forest
Fire Management Victoria and crews with Ambulance
Victoria and Victoria Police.
This was an exercise in coordination, cooperation and
commitment. It shows too why this government invests
in our CFA and emergency services and provides
important funding and resources, more jobs, new fire
trucks and tankers and new fire stations. We do not cut
CFA funding like the coalition, who when they had the
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opportunity to show their support for our CFA instead
ripped out $66 million in CFA funding.

Privatisation policy
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (15:59) — It is time to turn
the page on the era of privatisation and neoliberalism in
Victoria. For the past 25 years Victorian governments
have been privatising public assets like energy,
transport, the training sector, social services and even
prisons. The current government has sold off the port of
Melbourne. Now they want to sell off the land titles
office, public housing estates, disability group homes
and even Federation Square. And what have we got for
it? An energy system that is broken, a public transport
system that cannot cope with demand, a TAFE and
training sector trashed by dodgy private providers,
public housing run-down and now being sold off,
inequality rising and wage growth low.
I am glad the Premier has finally realised privatising
energy was a bad idea. Now he needs to end his sell-off
agenda and this failed ideology. Yes, we need to restore
public ownership of our energy system. Yes, we need to
put public transport back in public hands. Yes, we need
a massive investment in public housing, not a sell-off.
We need essential services back in public hands,
running for the public good for the public interest.

Australia Day awards
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:01) — I would like to
pay tribute to those from my electorate who were
honoured in Australia Day honours. Johannes Chitty
received an OAM for services to parachuting. He has
done many things over many decades, including
co-authoring a medical journal article entitled Forensic
Analysis of Parachute Deaths, and it has really
contributed to amazing safety improvements in this
adventurous sport. Marilyn McQualter of Whittlesea
was awarded an OAM for service to the community of
Whittlesea in groups too many to mention. Nillumbik’s
longest serving councillor and twice mayor and
Australian Local Government Women’s Association
state president, Helen Coleman, received a Jagajaga
Australia Day award from Jenny Macklin.
I was pleased to attend the Nillumbik Australia Day
awards and see a great friend of mine and netball
champion Susan Taylor, who also lives in Doreen,
become Citizen of the Year. Young Citizen of the Year
was also a Doreen resident, Emily Jetten, who founded
the Feel Good Ethical Market in Diamond Creek. The
Senior Citizen of the Year was John Chenhall, an RSL
stalwart. It is just amazing that he got this award. Men’s
shed powerhouses Leigh Marshall and Jim Gundrum
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shared the Volunteer of the Year award.
Congratulations to all.

Wire rope barriers
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (16:01) — I want to
take issue with the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety’s comments in describing local emergency
services workers who have raised concerns about the
wire rope barrier installation as banjo-playing
conspiracy theorists and dingbats. This included the
Country Fire Authority’s (CFA) deputy chief fire
officer, Trevor Owen, who in the same week raised
concerns over the wire rope barrier installation. The
issue is not around their safety as it is clear that in
appropriate locations they provide a higher level of
safety; it is around the rushed manner of the installation
and that it is proceeding without discussions with locals
and emergency services. It is a shame the minister has
no respect for the paramedics and CFA volunteers who
have raised their concerns. They do not deserve these
comments from him, and he should apologise.

Australia Day awards
Mr T. BULL — Congratulations to the locals who
received awards at the Australia Day ceremonies,
particularly Gerry Ciavarella, Jack Peterson, Aislin
Jones and the team from Mallacoota’s winter ‘Saltstice’
festival, who received East Gippsland shire-wide
recognition. In the Wellington shire, Stratford’s Steve
Pendrick and Heyfield’s Thomas Crosbie along with
the organisers of the Sale to Sea kayak challenge were
honoured.

Far Out Fishing Charters
Mr T. BULL — I wish to congratulate the Far Out
Fishing Charters crew on their swift rescue of two men
off Lakes Entrance on Sunday evening. In a strong
run-out tide, the kayakers were taken out the entrance.
Had it not been for the quick response from the Far Out
Fishing Charters crew, the result would have almost
certainly been disastrous. Their quick thinking and
quick action is to be commended.

Lakes Entrance parkrun
Mr T. BULL — Also a very quick well done to
Lakes Entrance parkrun organisers. Congratulations to
Hayley Cowie for a great weekend.

Beaumaris Secondary College
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (16:03) — It was
a pleasure to last week join with the wonderful
community of Beaumaris Secondary College, a school
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that the Andrews Labor government saved entirely and
the site of which has been used as a 7–12 standalone
school. It was of course the former Leader of the
Opposition, the Premier today, who stood there in 2013
and pledged to save this school. A $20 million
investment has seen this fantastic school —
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member for Mordialloc has misled the
house. At the last state election the coalition committed
some $7 million to an ongoing role for the Beaumaris
High School campus —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — No,
there is no point of order there.
Mr Thompson — and the co-investment of
$15 million or so by the Melbourne Cricket Club. I
welcome the reinvestment in the school.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — There is
no point of order. Please sit down.
Mr RICHARDSON — We have a pulse from the
member for Sandringham! The member for
Sandringham is absolutely misleading the house.
The Andrews Labor government saved this school as a
7–12. All the parents and all of the teachers were
celebrating the school’s achievements with this
government because we saved this site and we support
the students and protect those students.
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member for Mordialloc has again misled
the house. I invite him to review the coalition’s
commitment to the Beaumaris High School site in 2014.

Prison capacity
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (16:05) — This statement
condemns Labor’s rushed and desperate announcement
that they will extend prison facilities at Lara. The
announcement of Labor’s fourth Minister for
Corrections, Gayle Tierney, seems to have been written
on the back of an envelope. The minister could not say
how much the prison extension would cost, how much
was budgeted for the project, where the money was
coming from, when the project would be built or even
how many actual prison beds an extension would
provide. Nor could the minister provide any
information about the acquisition of land needed for the
project. Like residents in Werribee, people in Lara have
had this announcement dumped on them without any
detail to go on.
Minister Tierney said in her announcement:
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… we’re planning for that growth now.

She also said:
Planning for growth in the prison population is what good
governments do.

However, back in 2015 the Andrews government were
warned by Ombudsman Deborah Glass that Victorian
prisons would reach maximum capacity by 2019, even
with the opening of the 1000 new beds at the
coalition-funded Ravenhall prison. When the coalition
signed the $670 million Ravenhall contracts in 2014,
Minister Tierney was deeply critical of the coalition for
spending money on new prisons. This did not stop the
minister describing her great pleasure and delight when
she opened Ravenhall last year.
Victorians are outraged by lenient prison sentences that
are sometimes less than half those in New South Wales.

Frankston youth services
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (16:06) — Last week
the Andrews Labor government announced funding of
$256 000 for our Frankston youth to help them reach
their full potential. Thank you to the minister in the
other place, Jenny Mikakos, MP, for meeting with the
wonderful Frankston Youth Council to announce
$12.3 million statewide for Engage! grants for 2018–
20, including, as I said, that $256 000 in grants for
Frankston. That includes $120 000 for SalvoCare
Eastern youth services to run their eight-week trades
and life skills programs for 15 to 21-year-olds who are
at risk of long-term unemployment.
You have really got to hand it to a minister who comes
to the workplace of people who have just started their
jobs to personally welcome them into their new
employment. Thank you, Jenny. You came and
welcomed 20 new child protection workers into
Frankston, and this is of course part of the Labor
government’s $72.2 million investment in this area.

Australia Day awards
Mr EDBROOKE — Australia Day was a great day
to welcome 96 new citizens to our vibrant Frankston
community at the Frankston City Council citizenship
ceremony. Congratulations to our 2018 award winners,
including Frankston City Citizen of the Year, Cheryl
Myers; Frankston City Senior Citizen of the Year,
Hilary Poad; and Frankston City Young Citizen of the
Year, Eilis Peters. I wish all our new citizens a
prosperous future.
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Queen’s Baton Relay
Mr EDBROOKE — The Queen’s Baton Relay is
in Frankston this weekend. Thirty years after her
sensational gold medal win, Frankston is delighted to
cheer on Debbie Flintoff-King again. The gold
medallist is just one of the incredible baton-bearers who
will be making history on 11 February when she carries
the Queen’s baton through Frankston.

Australia Day awards
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) (16:08) — It was a pleasure
to once again be involved in this year’s Australia Day
celebrations. It is a day that acknowledges the original
inhabitants and celebrates the contributions of people
from more than 240 countries who have peacefully
settled here and are working hard to make Australia the
envy of the world. Early in the morning I attended an
Australia Day breakfast at Wandin public hall before
heading off to the Yarra Ranges Shire Council Australia
Day citizenship and community awards. Maximum
crowds attended a Wandin Rotary’s breakfast, testament
to the welcoming good humour and delicious food. All
joined in with gusto to sing the national anthem and
toast Australia. It was a pleasure to witness Valmae
Gaudion receive the well-deserved Rotary community
services award. Congratulations to Wandin Rotary, who
are fantastic volunteers in our community, on providing
another terrific Australia Day event.
Congratulations to Mount Evelyn resident Jill Ludwell,
who was included on the illustrious Australia Day
honours list for 2018. She has been acknowledged for
her influence and many years of service to the
conveyancing profession, receiving a Medal of the
Order of Australia.

Alan Murphy
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (16:09) — I rise to
congratulate Alan Murphy, who received a Medal of
the Order of Australia in the Australia Day honours.
Alan is the closest thing to royalty that Essendon has
produced, and his previous long-running newspaper
column, ‘Murphy’s Law’, was a must read for anyone
interested in local news in Essendon. Alan is incredibly
fortunate to be supported by his wife, Jan, and together
they make a great team. Alan, on behalf of Nicole and
myself, congratulations. I could not imagine a more
worthy recipient.

African-Australian community
Mr PEARSON — Many times I have risen in this
place to place on the record my thanks for the
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magnificent contribution the African-Australian
communities make every single day in my electorate.
There have been many comments over the course of the
summer recess about the alleged offences of
representatives from these communities. While I cannot
comment on specific cases, all I can ask of all of us is
that we not condemn an entire continent for the actions
of a few. All I can do as a member of this place is
pledge that every day I will work to ensure that
African-Australian children start school on an equal
footing to their peers; that if they live in public housing,
it is safe, clean and modern housing; that they go to the
very best state schools; that they have the opportunity
to study at university or TAFE; and that at the end of
this journey there is a well-paying and secure job
waiting for them. Every day I am working to ensure
that African-Australians have the opportunity for
meaningful economic and political participation in
Australia. How many of you are prepared to join me in
this noble cause?
I know that those opposite have no interest, because if
they form government after the next state election, they
will cut initiatives like the education maintenance
allowance, they will cut the school breakfast clubs
program, they will cut schools, they will cut TAFE.

Government performance
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) (16:11) — Victorians have
a choice come November this year: a choice between
Victoria’s backward slide under the Premier and a clear
plan of leadership under the Liberal-Nationals — a plan
to restore confidence and pride in our state; to take
Victorians forward and not ride roughshod over them as
this government has done; to put Victorians first for a
change and treat them with respect rather than the
bullying we have seen and witnessed from this
government; to make sure our justice system reflects
community expectations; to offer real solutions to deal
with those issues that Victorians worry about, like
escalating violence, the out-of-control cost of living, the
massive congestion on our roads; and to end the war on
our Country Fire Authority volunteers.
Over the Christmas period, while the leaders of this
government all went on holidays at the same time,
Victorians wanted and needed leadership — they were
facing shocking crime — and it was the
Liberal-Nationals that provided it. It was the
Liberal-Nationals who were out leading on the policy
front to deal with the reality of what Victorians were
experiencing and feeling, the reality that this
government will not acknowledge.
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The Premier will not acknowledge the crime crisis. He
will not acknowledge the high cost of living
Victorians are battling with or that our roads are so
congested that they take away valuable time from
families and friends. He will not acknowledge that he
has forced up the cost of living for every household,
every hospital and every school and community
organisation. He will not acknowledge or accept the
reality of everyday Victorians.

Fairy Hills Kindergarten
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (16:12) — Fairy Hills
Kindergarten was built in 1954 with one playroom and
had a second playroom added several years ago. The
facility is not designed to support children with physical
disabilities to participate in indoor-outdoor play. A
child of a long-term local family who is wheelchair
bound is enrolled for 2019. The child’s access needs
have highlighted the lack of an all-abilities kindergarten
to support children of all abilities to experience and
access the same educational start to a lifelong learning
journey in my Ivanhoe electorate.
I was pleased to confirm that my representations to the
Minister for Early Childhood Education, the
Honourable Jenny Mikakos, MLC, on behalf of the
parents and committee of Fairy Hills Kindergarten and
the Banyule Disability and Inclusion Advisory
Committee, has been successful in securing a
$350 000 grant as part of the Andrews government’s
$18 million in capital funding provided through the
children’s facilities capital program.
Fairy Hills Kindergarten in Ivanhoe is one of
28 projects across Victoria to share in funding from the
Andrews Labor government. A further $100 000 is
required to complete the capital works at Fairy Hills,
and I am working closely with Banyule City Council to
secure those remaining funds in its upcoming budget. I
have been advised that works will begin immediately
regardless to make sure that we will be ready in 2019 to
cater for wheelchair-bound enrollees at Fairy Hills
Kindergarten.
Our daughter concluded her kindergarten experience
last year. We know the value of early years education.
The Liberal Party cut the Take a Break program by
$1.9 million. Shame on them for the cuts to occasional
care programs.

Life Saving Victoria
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (16:14) — In the
2016–17 Life Saving Victoria annual report, Partnering
for Success, there are a number of statistics which I
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think are important to take on board: 45 people lost
their lives by drowning, which was a 20 per cent
increase on the 10-year average; 32 per cent of fatal
drownings occurred in bay, beach and ocean waters;
74 per cent of people that drowned in boating incidents
were not wearing a life jacket; and 20 per cent of
drowning deaths in 2016–17 involved alcohol.
In terms of the great work undertaken by Life Saving
Victoria, the organisation had 33 159 volunteer
members, they undertook 519 rescues and
1655 first-aid incidents were addressed. There were
10 825 nippers in the 2016–17 season, and 2462 public
training courses and workshops were held. I pay tribute
to the members of Life Saving Victoria and club leaders
in the local Sandringham electorate.

Southmoor Primary School
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (16:15) — During these
recent school holidays the Andrews Labor government
completed a $2.5 million upgrade of Southmoor
Primary School, a fantastic upgrade that involved a
number of permanent modular buildings which were
manufactured in Dandenong and installed at the school
in just 12 days. In doing so, we managed to provide a
brand-new prep wing and a brand-new art room, which
will serve the school community well for many years
into the future.
Mr Wells — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
out of respect, I have waited until the end of members
statements.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — I
appreciate that.
Mr Wells — The member for Sandringham was on
his feet for some time calling for a point of order. It is
my understanding that if a member is on his or her feet,
they can call for a point of order. You refused to accept
it for some time. I am wondering if you could clarify
why that situation occurred, because it would be
difficult for the Chair to anticipate what the member’s
point of order was actually going to be.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — I will
just take some advice from the clerks. I thank the
member for Rowville for the point of order.
The member for Sandringham, I initially did not see
you. I apologise for that. Then I was made aware that
you were calling for a point of order. I was under the
impression that points of order are not called during
members statements, so I sought clarification from the
clerks. I was advised that they are, and I then called you
to make your point of order.
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Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 December 2017; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (16:18) — I am pleased
to rise and speak this afternoon on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. It is of
course a bill which covers a range of different matters
and brings them all together in the one bill. I can say at
the outset that we will not be opposing the bill. For the
most part, the bill reflects recommendations which are
largely non-contentious out of work that the Victorian
Law Reform Commission has undertaken, that the
Betrayal of Trust inquiry undertook and that also the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse undertook in its work, which it
concluded last year.
The bill is aimed predominantly at victims and their
experience in particularly the trial process, but it also
touches upon some other matters which I will address
in general terms during the course of my remarks. I will
address the issues that I wish to talk about in the order
in which they appear in the bill.
The first matter that I want to talk about comes under
part 2 of the bill, which deals with sexual offences and
forensic information, in particular clause 4 of the bill,
which is headed ‘Effect of intoxication on reasonable
belief’. The purpose of this clause is to insert a provision
that provides some cover to eligible defendants where
medicinal cannabis has had an effect on reasonable
belief. I make these comments not as a signal of any
opposition to what is proposed because, as I have said,
we are not opposing this bill at all. I just wanted to flag
for the government the need to ensure that this provision
does not operate more widely than, say, drugs that are
prescribed by a registered medical practitioner. We
know that under section 36B of the Crimes Act 1958
there are a range of circumstances which relate to the
effect of intoxication where it is self-induced. It provides
that a self-induced state will not disqualify somebody
from the defence, as it were, if a person has consumed a
prescribed drug in accordance with a prescription from a
registered medical practitioner. That language in relation
to prescribed medication is very tight.
I just wish to flag a cautionary note for the government
in relation to medicinal cannabis, because the operation
of the proposed subclause (ca), which clause 4 will
insert into section 36B(2) of the Crimes Act, appears to
be looser language than that which applies to prescribed
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substances. We know that in relation to
section 36B(2)(c), it will apply to somebody who has
used a form of medication in accordance with the
direction of a person who prescribed it. So it is very
tight. The language that is proposed in clause 4 is not as
tight, although its purpose may be identical. I can
foresee some circumstances where there might be a
dispute in a trial over whether somebody’s use of
medicinal cannabis was in accordance with the
purposes for which a patient medicinal cannabis access
authorisation was executed. I just urge the government,
in relation to this, to keep an eye out for whether there
are any cases, or even likely cases, where the absence
of that precise language may have a dispositive effect in
a trial. But as I said, we do not oppose it and we think it
serves a desirable purpose to clarify that section 36B of
the Crimes Act will apply to somebody who consumes
medicinal cannabis in circumstances where that affects
reasonable belief for the purposes of any offences under
that section.
The next section I want to address relates to juvenile
records in relation to fingerprints and other samples
such as DNA samples. I just wish to flag that we do
support this. We think that it is important in some
circumstances to retain more information than is
currently retained in relation to serious forms of
juvenile offending, in that it may be important to retain
it for any later contingencies. I note that clauses 8 and 9
of the bill, for example, which deal with juvenile
records and forensic information from juveniles are, in
our view, tight in language, which we find acceptable.
But it does point to the need more broadly to start
looking at the interaction between serious juvenile
offending and the adult jurisdiction. We generally are
looking at opportunities to ensure that what we see as a
particular crisis in youth offending is being greeted with
reasonable measures to ensure that that serious level of
offending — for example, here we are talking about a
level 4 offence, which carries a 15-year maximum, a
very serious offence — does involve some more
serious consequences for those who might engage in
that very serious and violent behaviour.
Moving through the bill, next I just want to address the
issue of publications. As we know, under the Children,
Youth and Families Act 2005 there are very strict
obligations in relation to the publication of details. We
saw last year some cases which were profiled in the
media, where victims of crimes committed by juveniles
were unable to talk about their searing experiences. It is
their call, of course, if the victim decides whether they
wish to discuss their personal circumstances in the
media, but currently the law does not allow that when
the crime has been committed by a juvenile. We think
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that is unfair, and I said that on behalf of the coalition at
the time.
We are pleased to see that although in our view it does
not match what we have committed to do in terms of
relaxing a number of the publication provisions — I
will say a bit about that in a moment — it does allow
for the publication of a report of a proceeding in the
criminal division of the court, which is the Children’s
Court, that contains particulars likely to lead to the
identification of a witness in the proceeding if the
witness is a victim or alleged victim and is or above the
age of 18 years at the time of publication. It has in there
some safeguards that will not identify a particular venue
of the Children’s Court and that will not identify a child
or other party to the proceeding or a witness in the
proceeding, other than a witness who is wanting to
disclose their own particulars. So it cannot be invoked
by a juvenile; it can only be invoked by an adult. We
think that is appropriate at this stage. And it has some
other safeguards, which I have mentioned.
We are concerned that the government is not moving
more broadly on relaxing some of the publication
provisions when you have circumstances arising under
the Children, Youth and Families Act. We announced
in late 2016 and further in 2017 that if we are elected
later this year, we will change the Children, Youth and
Families Act to allow publication of details, for
example, that would identify a serial violent offender
who is a juvenile. Let us say, for a 17-year-old who is
committing serious violent crimes, we think the public
has a right to know. Now, that will not be an
unencumbered right to publish material, but the act
would be amended, if we were to be elected, to ensure
that although the court has and retains overall oversight
of the provisions, the tenor of the legislation would be
geared more favourably towards publication in those
circumstances.
We have also announced that we will amend the act so
that where an adult goes on to commit serious crimes,
in circumstances where that person has committed
serious offences as a juvenile, that prior history will be
available for publication again in certain and regulated
circumstances, but as with the other provisions we will
not oppose those sections.
New part 8.2A, ‘Ground rules hearings and
intermediaries’, deals with perhaps a more significant
part of what the bill is looking to do. It proposes the
introduction of ground rules hearings which are about
the court convening hearings of the parties to organise
beforehand matters around the giving of evidence and
the way the trial will be conducted, particularly where
you are likely to have witnesses who are under the age
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of 18 or who are suffering from a cognitive impairment
of one form or another. Those measures couple with the
use of intermediaries. They arise out of
recommendations of the Victorian Law Reform
Commission, and I accept that there is broad support
for these, and we support them. But as with the issue
around intoxication where medicinal cannabis is
concerned, I just want to flag that I can foresee some
logistical difficulties where the use of ground rules
hearings and intermediaries could cross over
boundaries that might potentially interfere with the
conduct of a party’s case, and that needs to be observed
very closely.
Again, I am saying this not in opposition to the bill,
because we support it, but it could operate in a way
which could adversely affect one party, whoever that
might be. For example, in the case of intermediaries, as
the government’s supporting materials to the bill note,
they are not an advocate and they are not the
interpreter; they are there to assist the giving of
evidence. That is highly desirable, but it comes with the
risk that in doing that there is potential tension between
the formally retained advocates for parties in
proceedings and how an intermediary interacts with the
witness, either at the police interview stage or in the
giving of formal evidence during trial. It is readily
foreseeable that there could be disputes and probably
will be disputes between legal counsel for either party
or parties on how those intermediaries act and also with
the ground rules hearings.
So, as with the matters I addressed earlier, it is going to
be really important to watch how these operate in
practice. We all want to achieve the same thing: we all
want victims and in particular witnesses who are under
the age of 18 or suffering from a cognitive impairment
to be able to participate meaningfully in the trial
process, but that then comes with, I think, a real
determination to ensure that it does not adversely
prejudice the interests of any party in those
proceedings. That is going to be a not insignificant
objective in these provisions, but we support them and
we support their purpose.
I should note as part of this that the ground rules
changes do affect the rule in Browne v. Dunn, and not
everyone will be happy with this. As I said, we do
support this measure. The rule in Browne v. Dunn in
very simplistic terms is about requiring a party who
intends to call a witness or to raise at some point
during the trial, through evidence, an adverse matter to
take the opportunity to put that to the party that would
be adversely affected by that tendering of evidence.
That has been a longstanding rule and very much a
part of our justice system forever, and this will change
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that. So it is going to be very important to note that
this could come — if it is not managed well — at the
risk of some prejudice. It is not about whether the
change should be introduced; it is more about how we
are going to manage the introduction of this change,
given that everybody is familiar with this rule and it is
going to mean a fairly significant change to the way
we conduct trials.
One matter I did want to note in relation to
intermediaries is that I think it is really important that
the people who are appointed as intermediaries have the
appropriate mix of credentials and skills — that they
understand the very delicate interaction and relationship
between assisting a witness and not interfering with the
trial process itself. I note that proposed section 389H
provides for a panel of intermediaries. It provides that:
(1) The Secretary of the Department of Justice and
Regulation must establish a panel of persons who the
Secretary is satisfied are suitable persons to be appointed
as intermediaries.
(2) A person must not be on the panel unless the person—
(a) has a tertiary qualification in psychology, social
work, speech pathology or occupational therapy; or
(b) has other prescribed qualifications, training
experience or skills.

The qualifications and skills referred to in paragraph (a)
do not trouble me so much. In terms of ‘other
prescribed qualifications’ in paragraph (b), they are
anything that the government may wish to prescribe,
and that does carry with it some risk that we could add
to that list of people whose skills do not quite achieve
what we want to achieve through these changes. So I
think the nature and skill of intermediaries will be
tested in this process, and it is just really important to
have the right mix of skills on that panel. I have already
mentioned that it should be very clear to intermediaries
that they are not there to be advocates in a cause.
I now wish to move to amendments proposed to the
Sentencing Act in relation to previous good character.
We strongly support this measure, so we are at one with
the government on this. This arose out of the royal
commission into child abuse, and none of us would ever
countenance anyone who was in a position to exploit
their status in the community or in an institution for the
purposes of abusing children, sexually or otherwise, and
then to rely on that supposed good character in the
mitigation of a sentence. We think it is wholly
appropriate that courts should not be able to consider
previous good character where that good character has
enabled the commission of such heinous crimes in our
community. We strongly support that one too.
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Turning now and finally to the government’s proposal
to amend the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996.
Out of the Betrayal of Trust inquiry came a
recommendation that the limitations which beset
victims on the path towards compensation should be
removed as far as possible. I think we all share that
objective. No-one should have to live with what was
done to them without having access to a scheme of
compensation that can at least alleviate some of the
financial and other burdens that they suffer and
continue to suffer from. The government is proposing
that the two-year time limit for victims who suffered at
the hands of an abuser when under the age of 18 should
be removed, and we think that is entirely appropriate
and we strongly support it.
I should say that you may be aware, Acting Speaker,
that the opposition has made a series of announcements
in relation to victim support and we propose to
dismantle as far as possible a range of time limitations
that confront victims. We know that victims are often
not in a position to turn their minds to the opportunities
to obtain compensation. For many victims that is the
last thing that will come to their mind. They are trying
to deal with the fallout from a brutal, traumatic
experience and often they only come to the realisation
of the opportunities for this through the intervention of
others who might advise and alert them to these
opportunities. But they take a good deal of time to even
turn their minds to seeking assistance. Many victims do
find themselves on the wrong side of limitation periods,
so we have announced a range of measures which will
make it easier for victims to seek compensation, even if
they are out of time, by extending the time periods. We
will not limit our commitments to victims as much as
this bill from the government does, but that said, this
change will make it easier for many victims. It is
consistent with a Betrayal of Trust inquiry
recommendation and we think it is wholly appropriate
that it be supported.
That concludes my remarks on the bill. As I said, we
are not opposing it and we think that these measures
will certainly assist victims in the criminal trial process.
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) (16:37) — I am pleased
to speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Victims) Bill 2017. This bill contains some really
important changes that are relevant to all parts of
Victoria. Unfortunately any bill that responds to
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, or in
fact the inquiry into the handling of child abuse by
religious and other non-government organisations, the
Betrayal of Trust report, has a particular relevance to
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my home city of Ballarat. I will confine my
contribution today to just a couple of areas of the bill.
One part of this bill that I want to discuss in some detail
is the removal of good character considerations in
sentencing child sex offenders. The bill details that in
sentencing an adult offender:
… for a child sexual offence, a court must not have regard to
the offender’s previous good character or lack of previous
findings of guilt or convictions if the court is satisfied the
offender’s previous good character or lack of previous
findings of guilt or convictions was of assistance to the
offender in the commission of the offence.

I think this change is critically important and will better
deliver justice in Victoria. As the member for Hawthorn
clearly articulated, for a person who used their previous
good character to assist in the commission of a child
sexual offence to then claim that their previous good
character should be considered in sentencing is just
perverse. It is wrong that the very thing that assisted an
offender to commit a child sexual offence, in this case a
perception of good character, could be taken into
account in sentencing. The very tool they used to
manipulate — that is, their good character — should
not be used as a mitigating factor in sentencing.
It is also a terrible slap in the face to victims of a child
sexual offence for the offender to make any claim
whatsoever to having a previous good character. I
cannot even imagine what it must be like for a victim
survivor to hear a submission as to the good character
of the person who offended against them. The Betrayal
of Trust report provides valuable context to this part of
the bill before us, and I just want to quote from it:
Religious and non-government organisations that provide
care to children traditionally have been held in high esteem,
with its representatives being trusted and respected members
of the community. In these environments, children were made
vulnerable to criminal child abuse in the following ways:
The environment in which the child was living in the
institution or boarding school was such that opportunity
to criminally abuse children arose with no adult to
whom a child could complain.
In some circumstances, there was the opportunity for
perpetrators to ingratiate themselves with families,
ensuring access to the children.
The experiences of victims reveal that in both instances
perpetrators were able to take advantage of their revered
position and ensure that victims either did not reveal their
abuse or were not believed when they attempted to do so.

The report goes on to say that the systematic nature of
such abuse in the Ballarat diocese was undeniable.
Therefore this matter has real importance to my
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community, where clergy and other religious members
used their supposed good character to prey on children.
I also want to address the introduction of intermediaries
into the justice system to facilitate communication with
vulnerable witnesses. The Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse
recommended in its Criminal Justice report that
intermediaries be introduced by all states. The royal
commission’s report picks up on the fact that Victoria
was already on the way to introducing a scheme where
intermediaries assist vulnerable witnesses. The most
recent state budget funded a pilot program for
intermediaries and this bill provides the framework
within which intermediaries will operate.
Intermediaries will be independent and will be required
to have a tertiary qualification in psychology, social
work, speech pathology or occupational therapy or
some other prescribed qualification, training or skills.
The role of intermediaries will be to facilitate
communication between an under-age person or a
person with a cognitive impairment and someone who
is questioning them. This bill sets out the role of
intermediaries: explaining to a witness the questions
asked of them to enable those questions to be
understood, and explaining the witness’s response to
the questioner so the answer can be understood.
Importantly, the bill provides that:
An intermediary is an officer of the court and has a duty to act
impartially when assisting communication with the witness.

Accompanying the introduction of intermediaries will
be ground rules hearings that will be required where
an intermediary is appointed, or in other
circumstances determined by a court. The lawyers
acting for the prosecution and the accused must attend,
and if the accused is not represented, they must attend
themselves. The appointed intermediary is also
required to attend a ground rules hearing. The hearing
can bring a vulnerable witness’s communication
capacity to the attention of lawyers and judicial
officers. The ground rules hearing may make or vary
any direction for the fair and efficient conduct of the
proceeding. This can go to the manner and length of
questioning of a vulnerable witness.
The Attorney-General in his second-reading speech
spoke of intermediaries and ground rules hearings as
facilitating a ‘less stressful experience for the witness
and a more efficient trial’. Of course I am in favour of a
court’s time being used efficiently and in witnesses
being able to give complete, coherent and accurate
evidence. However, I am especially pleased that the
Attorney-General mentioned the stress on witnesses.
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I have previously worked at the Ballarat Centre
Against Sexual Assault (CASA) as well as at
WestCASA and have seen the damage that sexual
offending does to a person. I can only imagine the
additional difficulty a child or a person with a cognitive
impairment could have understanding questioning or
having their evidence understood. In both of those
CASAs we of course also saw children as well as adults
who have various disabilities.
When witnesses to terrible events, and particularly
victim survivors, give evidence, it is an immensely
difficult thing. Any person who saw victim survivors
give evidence to the parliamentary inquiry into the
handling of child abuse by religious and other
organisations or to the royal commission could see the
toll it took on those people. I was privileged to support
someone through the inquiry process and indeed saw
again firsthand the trauma that played out not only to
the immediate victim but also to the entire family and in
fact out to the community as well. If intermediaries help
to facilitate the communication of a witness’s evidence
so that evidence, as the Attorney-General said, is as
complete, coherent and accurate as possible, it will
indeed help to bring offenders to justice. Anything that
reduces the toll on victims who are giving evidence to a
court, while maintaining important protections in our
justice system, absolutely has my full support.
I just want to quickly mention the provisions in the bill
that will remove the requirement that victims must
make a victims of crime application within two years of
the crime. This is important because disclosing child
sexual abuse is an enormously difficult thing for victim
survivors, and disclosure is most likely to happen years
after the abuse. The difficulty for victim survivors
disclosing their abuse was addressed by the royal
commission, and I quote:
One of the most common barriers to disclosure we heard
about in private sessions, which is also supported by research,
was shame or embarrassment. These feelings can overwhelm
a victim and have a silencing effect that can last for many
years or decades. Of survivors who told us about disclosure
during their private session, feeling ashamed and embarrassed
was more common for survivors who told us they had
disclosed in adulthood … than those who told us they had
disclosed in childhood …

When these feelings of shame overwhelm a victim, it is
hardly surprising that reporting often occurs years after
the abuse. The current two-year time limit is unfair and
inappropriate, particularly considering the pattern of
disclosure of child sexual abuse.
I want to thank the Attorney-General for his genuine
commitment to the victims of historical sexual abuse
and note that there is support for this bill across the
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chamber. I want to quickly thank Ballarat CASA, all
the agencies that support victim survivors and people
like Professor Caroline Taylor who support and
resource victim survivors.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (16:47) — It is a great
privilege to rise today to speak on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. Again in
this place we are speaking of important changes to
legislation, particularly looking at how we can improve
the legislative framework to protect younger people
who are victims of sexual abuse.
It is always difficult to talk about the instances that lead
to the need to change legislation, and at this point I
would like to acknowledge the parliamentarians who
were part of the Betrayal of Trust inquiry, which took
place in the last Liberal and Nationals government and
led to so many recommendations which will improve
the legislative framework and security for our younger
people, particularly around child abuse and particularly
within institutions.
I would like to acknowledge the good work of my
parliamentary colleagues Georgie Crozier in the other
place, former Nationals representative for Western
Victoria Region David O’Brien and the member for
Ferntree Gully, who was in the chamber only a couple
of minutes ago — he is coming back to speak on this
bill, I understand. I have spoken extensively to these
MPs about the harrowing stories they heard during the
Betrayal of Trust inquiry. It is certainly shocking, I
think, at any level to think that this type of abuse has
been happening within Victoria, within our
communities, but we know that it has been happening.
Unfortunately it will continue to occur, but through
legislation such as this we hope that there will be a
tighter framework and that there will be sufficient
safeguards to ensure that we pick it up quickly if it does
occur but mostly to ensure that it does not occur and
that young people’s lives are not permanently destroyed
through the actions of older people, sometimes in
positions of authority, who prey on some of the most
vulnerable people within our community.
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offences, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 to provide
ground rules hearings and to provide for intermediaries
and the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996 to
remove the two-year limitation period for childhood
victims of sexual and violent offences to make an
application.
There are very strong provisions in this bill, but we also
have some concerns around the wording of the clauses,
which could be interpreted as being too loose and may
require a stronger position or definition to ensure that
we can efficiently protect younger people who have
been sexually abused. We also would like some
elements in the legislation to go further, and I would
like to take the opportunity to go into detail around that.
The main area of concern with this legislation is within
clause 4, which is in relation to determining the effect of
intoxication on reasonable belief, specifically in relation
to the medicinal cannabis legislation which was taken
through Parliament last year. We want to make sure that
there is absolutely no leeway and ability for people to
falsely use as a defence that they have self-induced
intoxication due to the use of medicinal cannabis. I think
we need to make sure that this is really, really tight,
because we will have a number of people who we
assume will be able to access medicinal cannabis in the
state of Victoria in the near future.
There is not a clear link that would put prescribed
medicinal cannabis in the same line as other
pharmaceutically prescribed drugs. For example, there
is no requirement for an individual to have proved that
they have taken an authorised medicine — being
medicinal cannabis — in accordance with the
pharmaceutical recommendations; for example, that
they took the correct dose in the correct regime, which
therefore would show that they are within a
recommended level of influence of cannabis. That
needs to be tightened up because I would hate to think
that we have somebody who has been accused of and
charged with a sexual offence who then can use
self-induced intoxication of medicinal cannabis to get
out of that charge or to perhaps reduce their sentence if
they are found guilty.

I also would like to acknowledge the Victorian Law
Reform Commission and the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse for their
extensive work to provide recommendations which will
provide a safer Victoria for younger people and ensure
that they are not sexually abused.

This is a very important element of the bill. It is
important that we do get this right because if somebody
did, for example, use this defence which resulted in
them not being charged, that obviously would be a
devastating result for the victim in that instance.

This bill will amend the Crimes Act 1958 in relation to
sexual offences and the destruction of fingerprints and
DNA samples from children. It also amends the
Sentencing Act 1991 in relation to child sexual

We do strongly support elements of this bill. Obviously
looking at the stories of victims in some instances, we
do find that victims do want to keep their
confidentiality and privacy, and for their name not to be
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in the public arena. However, in some instances,
victims want to be able to tell their story in a step
towards their own wellness and to help ensure that
other people who are in a similar situation may see the
signs and have confidence to be able to follow a
pathway that would break that. This is in relation to, as
I said, clause 24, which will allow adult victims or
alleged victims of crimes committed to children to
share their stories and remove the current restriction on
the publication of a report likely to identify a victim.
Restrictions on identifying details of accused children
will be maintained. This is quite reasonable and fair.
I also strongly support clause 33, which prohibits the
court when sentencing an offender to carnal historical
child sexual offences from having regard to previous
good character or lack of previous convictions.
Somebody who preys on children for their sexual
gratification cannot possibly say that they are a good
person and have been a good person in the community.
It is the lowest of the low acts to think that, for your
own sexual pleasure, you are willing to put at risk a
young person’s future. We know sexual assault of
young people can create enormous psychological
trauma that they sometimes will carry throughout their
life and limits their ability to live their life. I cannot by
any means at all think that anybody should be judged to
have good character just because they have never
committed an offence or have never been caught
committing a child sexual offence before. I strongly
support clause 33.
In relation to clause 37, I do support clause 37 in
relation to victims of physical or sexual abuse occurring
when the victim was under the age of 18 years and that
they may make an application to the Victims of Crime
Assistance Act 1996 at any time after the occurrence of
the act of violence, thereby removing the two-year
limitation period. We know that so many times we have
heard the story that somebody was not willing to come
forward or had blocked out the memories of child
sexual abuse until later years. I think it is quite
reasonable that that two-year limitation period be
removed, as was clearly outlined by the member for
Hawthorn, who made an earlier contribution and quite
articulately outlined the Liberal and Nationals’ position.
This does not go as far as we would like. However, it
is pleasing that there has been some step towards
removing that limitation and making it fairer for
younger people and people who have been sexually
abused to access victims of crime assistance. In
summary, we do support elements of the bill and we
are taking a not-opposed position because we would
like the government to take the opportunity to listen to
our feedback and tighten up some of those key
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elements of the bill to ensure that younger people are
better protected from sexual assault and violence into
the future.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (16:57) — One of
the horrendous insights that we gained into child sexual
abuse in the Betrayal of Trust inquiry was that what can
happen is this terrible transfer of guilt, where the
perpetrators can have no sense of guilt but those who
are the victims feel the shame and bear it like a shadow
that can blight their lives. Perpetrators can often remain
unrepentant while some of the victims do not survive.
This was one of the critical insights into how this level
of manipulation occurred and the grooming that
happened, not just of victims but of families and
friends, where people who were child sexual abusers
were ingratiating their way into a position of trust.
Sometimes men claiming to represent God were
committing foul crimes against children that were once
hanging offences in this state. The other part to that was
we had religious denominations and other institutions
that were protecting paedophiles through cultures of
concealment. There was wilful blindness, codes of
silence and noble cause corruption. By that I mean this
misplaced sense of loyalty to an institution above
justice for the individual. This really went to the heart
of how this happened for so long without it actually
being brought to accountability and scrutiny.
Now, after two parliaments and three premiers, I want
to again commend the Andrews government’s
Attorney-General, the member for Keysborough, for
bringing in this piece of legislation. It goes directly to
the proposition that child sex offenders will no longer
be able to rely on their previous good character, or
assumed good character, to fight for lighter sentences.
This means teachers, priests and other community
leaders convicted of child sex offences will no longer
be able to claim they are of good character when
seeking more lenient sentences in Victorian courts.
Perpetrators have in the past used their positions of
power and trust and their standing in their
community — their status — as part of the commission
of their crimes. That will no longer be able to be used to
mitigate their sentences.
Just think about how this has gone right through and
how they have been able to lead these double lives and
betray our most vulnerable — our children, who are
innocent. That is a critical point. They were all innocent
and they were manipulated into these positions. That is
why this legislation is important and why another part
of the recommendations of the Betrayal of Trust inquiry
is being enacted.
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I do want to acknowledge the bipartisanship that we
had all the way through this process in the Family and
Community Development Committee. I acknowledge
my colleagues, the member for Thomastown, the
member for Ferntree Gully, who is in the chamber, and
in the upper house Georgie Crozier, who was chair, and
other MPs who have now left, including Andrea Coote
from the Liberal Party and David O’Brien from the
National Party.
I also acknowledge the Baillieu-Napthine and Andrews
governments and the attorneys-general of those
governments, the member for Box Hill and the current
Attorney-General, for the way in which this Parliament
has at least restored a measure of trust in institutions,
because it has been incredibly difficult for people who
have been let down so many times in their lives. I have
a constituent who is still going through the trauma of
having to address these matters and the subsequent
impact that that has had on her life and her family’s life.
If you think of the ripple effect that it has right
throughout communities and organisations, you get
some sense of the measure of the damage. The evil that
men do lives on after them. That is the critical point.
This bill contains a number of reforms to the criminal
justice system, with a particular focus on improving
the experience of witnesses and victims. The Andrews
government is taking action to make sure that victims
and witnesses receive the right support and assistance
at every point. Victims and witnesses of violent crime
have experienced traumatic events, and the court
process often requires them to revisit that experience
with harrowing repercussions. I remember during one
of the hearings of the Betrayal of Trust inquiry there
was a man who came all the way to the table and
wanted to disclose. It had been an incredible burden
on him and he could not do it. He got up and he ran
out. So we stayed on to make sure that he could
possibly be convinced to come back. And he did, and
he testified, and by bearing witness you could almost
see that the weight of the world had physically been
removed from his shoulders and it had made such a
difference. So that is a firsthand account of the
psychology and the dynamic and the visceral response
that people have to this.
I remember there was a woman who was aged 87. She
revealed her childhood trauma for the first time. In all
the different manifestations she spoke quietly and just
addressed this. She had never spoken to anybody else in
her life about this. This was an incredible inquiry to be
a part of in order to find out the facts and the evidence,
what had happened, how it had been covered up —
because this was the cover-up that killed — how it had
happened for so long and what needed to change.
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This is an important part of how we as the institution of
the Parliament give back at least a measure of trust to
people. I want to acknowledge the member for
Hawthorn for his contribution that looks at how we do
this in a bipartisan way. I think it is important that we
were able to put this beyond partisanship and provide
what the Betrayal of Trust inquiry ultimately
became — a blueprint for the subsequent national royal
commission — and it provided these insights to the
community as well.
We should never forget that children were innocent,
and their courage in testifying as adults was inspiring
and their fortitude humbling, because when you
actually meet people who have been through this — we
had Anthony and Chrissie Foster come into the
Parliament during the debate of another piece of
legislation — you realise the significance this has.
Some people have been able to compartmentalise it —
that is probably the best description. Other people bear
it like a shadow, and some people have not been able to
survive it. In bringing this bill into the Parliament, we
are making it easier for witnesses and making it easier
to get redress at any time, and this is important. I know
that all the victims are still waiting to find out what the
national redress scheme will deliver. I think if we look
back, nearly all the recommendations of the Betrayal of
Trust inquiry have now been implemented. It is just this
final issue about redress that we are looking at from a
national perspective and from the state’s perspective in
Victoria. That is the final proposition to be resolved for
a number of people.
I do think that we will all look back at different things
that we may have done, but for the 57th and
58th parliaments of Victoria we will actually be able to
say that we were able to be bipartisan on this issue. And
it will make an incredible difference to all these people,
because we have at least given them their voice again.
We have heard them, we have responded and we have
restored at least a measure of trust in the institution of
the Parliament of Victoria.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (17:07) — I rise to join the
debate on the Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims)
Bill 2017. We have heard from several speakers already
that the key focus here is to improve the experiences of
witness and victims in the criminal justice system. This
bill amends four acts: the Crimes Act 1958 is amended
in relation to sexual offences and the destruction of
fingerprints and DNA samples from children, the
Sentencing Act 1991 is amended in relation to child
sexual offences, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 is
amended to provide ground rules hearings and to
provide for intermediaries and the Victims of Crime
Assistance Act 1996 is amended to remove the
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two-year limitation period for childhood victims of
sexual and violent offences to make an application.
There has been a lot of talk in the community and a lot
of focus on crime. We are hearing dreadful stories at
the moment about carjackings, invasions and threats
against people. What have not really been talked about
a lot until the last decade or maybe a little bit less are
offences around child sex abuse. We have had
successive governments now, certainly in this state,
tackling this issue. The Napthine government produced
the Betrayal of Trust report, and recommendations from
that have flowed through the Napthine and Andrews
governments.
At a federal level we had the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, and
recommendations were made in reports tabled by
governments. These works span many volumes,
looking at the lives of those impacted, what happened
at the time and what has happened since. These have
influenced and impacted the recommendations going
forward. They provide a very, very valuable context for
us. We have also had the Victorian Law Reform
Commission looking at areas around victim support.
There are a number of very important clauses I want to
talk about. I am going to start with clause 25, which
introduces ground rules hearings and intermediaries.
This is based very much on the work of the law reform
commission as well as the royal commission and is
supported through the Victorian Court of Appeal. This
clause introduces a two-year pilot program for ground
rules hearings and for intermediaries for persons under
18 or persons with cognitive impairment. It is interesting
that the Victorian Law Reform Commission report
suggested that the use of intermediaries be for people
under 16, not under 18, and people with a disability. We
see that there is a little bit of difference here.
I want to talk about the role of intermediaries because I
think it is really quite important to note what the role is
and how it is to function. The role of the intermediary is
as an officer of the court. They are not an advocate for
the alleged victim. Being an officer of the court requires
impartiality, but you can imagine how this might play
out when you have somebody who is there to assist
children or those with an impairment to give evidence.
This is a skill in itself because there cannot be leading
questions. To be very impartial you cannot lead or
direct, but you have to have that skill and capability to
help children or those with an impairment to put the
right information on the table. An advocate is
somebody who is pushing along those lines and
supporting the victim, so this is an independent role that
has to be able to deal with the advocates who will be
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there at the time. That will require a great deal of skill
and sensitivity. It is important to note that an
intermediary is not an interpreter.
I think it is very important that we look at the sorts of
skills and the people who are employed in those roles.
As we know, there is a two-year pilot here. It is
important that intermediaries get children to open up
and speak freely about what has happened. We need to
make sure that the people who are going to be doing
this do have the skills. They may be assisting somebody
who has had a cognitive impairment all their life — a
congenital impairment — or somebody who has
perhaps suffered a head injury as a result of a crime.
There will be different types of impairment and
different reasons for cognitive impairment.
A ground rules hearing is a pre-trial process looking at
the comprehension and communication needs of
vulnerable witnesses. I think the establishment of
these ground rules up-front is a good thing. They will
be set at the pre-trial, and they will address things such
as perhaps how cross-examination is going to be
undertaken. But more importantly they are there to
help to understand and to get on the record
straightaway the limitations and the vulnerabilities of
witnesses and others.
I draw on the work that I have been involved with as
part of the Family and Community Development
Committee. We have reported on abuse in the disability
sector. We also reported on services for those on the
autism spectrum. It is very important to understand the
limitations of the people who are going to be in that
room. For somebody with autism, for example, the
question may be, ‘What are you painting?’, and they
might say, ‘The sky’, whereas you might have been
expecting an answer about a landscape or a house. It is
a very succinct answer. The question might be, ‘Do you
have a train ticket?’, and the answer might be, ‘Yes’,
rather than their realising that we actually want to see it.
So it is really important that these types of impairments
are brought to the table at the start.
For people with autism, lights, noises and things that
are going on at the time might affect them and can play
a large role. There are, as I mentioned, the literal
responses to questions. Also, some people are not
communicative, and if they are not communicative,
how do you communicate with them and how do they
get their point across? These are things that are
sometimes missing, and we certainly made
recommendations about this in our committee reports.
Clause 37 relates to the removal of a two-year restriction
for victims of crime under the age of 18 to access
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compensation. A 14-year-old victim might, when they
are 20 or much older, have had time to digest and
understand. They might be more mature and want to
pursue the matter at that time. This is appropriate, and it
is certainly something that we support.
But this legislation is not just relevant to children. At
the moment victims of crimes such as murder, terrorism
and home invasion, and those affected by emergencies,
disasters and other critical incidents rarely receive the
immediate support they need in the aftermath of a
traumatic event. Sometimes it takes too long for the
formal victim support services to be activated and to
kick in, despite everybody understanding and accepting
that early intervention and counselling can help victims,
and secondary victims, come to terms with the trauma
they have suffered.
As has been outlined by the member for
Broadmeadows, many victims continue to suffer
long-term trauma, including anxiety, depression and
post-traumatic stress disorder, as a result of their
harrowing experience. That was something noted in the
Betrayal of Trust report. We think that for too long
victims have been treated as second-class citizens in a
justice system that has sometimes been all about
defending the rights of criminals, irrespective of the
harm and damage they have caused to their victims.
It is pleasing that the coalition is going forward with a
policy that will extend the period for victims of crime to
make applications for variations of financial assistance
from six years to 15 years. This will apply in
exceptional circumstances if medically supported, and
it will be 10 years in all other cases.
I think the bill before the house is important as it takes
us forward to a degree. Perhaps it does not quite go far
enough, but I certainly understand that there is support
for this. The coalition are adopting a not-opposed
policy. There have been a couple of issues of concern
raised by our lead speaker, the shadow
Attorney-General and member for Hawthorn, but also
there are some areas around the role of the intermediary
and the ground rules that really need to be thought out
up-front. It will be good to watch that and see how it
goes in this trial period for people with particular
conditions. Every trial will involve people who have
different conditions, and one lot of rules will not fit all.
I think there is room for these ground rules and
intermediaries to work well.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (17:17) — It gives
me great pleasure to speak on the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. This is obviously a
very, very important bill, and I am proud that it is our
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government that is introducing it. I do note that the
former Attorney-General, the member for Box Hill, did
request an inquiry from the Victorian Law Reform
Commission (VLRC) I think a month before the last
election. In typical coalition style, they left things until
the end and left unfinished business. But to his credit at
least he made the referral to the Victorian Law Reform
Commission, which is one of the sources of
information we have to inform the good work that has
gone into developing the bill.
This is clearly a bill about improving the experiences of
victims, witnesses and of course their families. There are
quite a few elements to this bill, but I just want to pick
up on four principal elements. Introducing a role for
intermediaries, the ground rules hearings process,
strengthening the sexual offences laws and providing
some consistency in relation to those laws and the
evidence of good character provisions this bill seeks to
institute are the four areas I am particularly interested in.
I note that the Attorney-General in his second-reading
speech covered comprehensively the importance of
the role of intermediaries to assist victims to ‘give
their best evidence’. I think that is a really good turn
of phrase. It is their evidence and they should be
assisted to give it — not somebody else’s evidence
and not a misunderstanding of that evidence, but their
evidence — ensuring that it is complete, coherent and
accurate. As I said, reducing the role of intermediaries
was called for by the 2016 VLRC report The Role of
Victims of Crime in the Criminal Trial Process. It was
also called for by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse and in
a case in the Court of Appeal last year. This is a big
part of our response to those courts. Obviously the
role of intermediaries has been covered off by a
couple of previous speakers, but it is vital to achieve
fair representation and substantive equality for people
with difficulties with their cognitive ability — and
child victims particularly. If this bill passes the
Parliament, the role of the intermediary will be to
communicate questions, as the Attorney-General
said in his second-reading speech, to the witness
and also to communicate the answers from the
witness to the person or the party who asked the
question in the courtroom.
The second area which I think is, pardon the pun,
groundbreaking but very, very prudent not only for
minimising victim retraumatisation but also for the
efficacy of the criminal justice system and a smooth
trial is the ground rules process for the hearings. It will
be a pre-trial process where all parties, including the
judge, are involved, and they basically set the ground
rules, including, as the Attorney-General said, the
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manner and content of the cross-examination. That will
take into account the comprehension capacity and
communication needs of the witnesses, particularly
vulnerable witnesses, because that is where these
ground rules hearings are intended to be used.
This bill also seeks to strengthen the law in relation to
sexual offences with a range of reforms — I will not
go into them — as outlined by the Attorney-General
in his contribution. One that does interest me is greater
access by victims to assistance. The Victims of Crime
Assistance Act 1996 will be amended to ensure
victims of child abuse are given additional access
opportunities to the financial assistance to be provided
through that process.
The fourth element that I want to cover off is one that I
think is very, very important and one that I am
surprised has not been, to my understanding, enshrined
in statute previously, though it may have been exercised
by judges in relevant cases. The bill seeks to prohibit a
court from taking into account an offender’s past good
character or lack of prior convictions if those things
were material enablers, in effect, for the offender to
commit the very offences that he or she is fronting up
for in court. I think it is vital, because otherwise it is
absolutely an abuse of law and process to be lenient on
someone or to exempt someone from some level of
responsibility when it is perhaps demonstrated or
proven that they used that good name to actually
perpetrate those offences. So this is potentially closing a
loophole, and in my view that is fundamental in an
effort to support victims and their families and
vulnerable witnesses.
We have a proud record in relation to achievements in
assisting victims, and I think the VLRC report was
actually quite effective in painting a bit of a quick
history of the role of victims in the adversarial criminal
justice system. I quote from the report:
The fact that the victim is not a party traditionally meant that
the victim had no formal role in the criminal trial process,
unless as a witness for the prosecution.

It goes on to say in another paragraph:
Fair trials are in the public interest, as well as the accused’s
interest. While it remains crucial that laws and procedures
ensure the accused receives a fair trial, fairness to the accused
does not preclude recognition of the victim’s interest.
… Procedures and rights that regulate the contest between the
prosecution and defence have been supplemented by reforms
that allow for the victim’s interest to be taken into account,
although only to the extent that fairness permits in an
adversarial system.
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It is pretty fundamental, and many people would be
surprised that the evolution of the criminal justice
system and court trial process actually started with
effectively the victims barely having a role in the
process that is actually brought to the court because of
the harm done to them. So I am really pleased that the
evolution of thought has got to the point where we are
actually directing and amending, with the advice of
course of the courts and judiciary, really quite old,
historic and important trial processes to ensure victims
do not get retraumatised.
Nobody chooses to be a victim. It is incumbent upon us
to ensure that there are less victims because of
investments we are making in police, investments we
are making in mitigating family violence and
investments we are making in a whole range of other
things, but it is also incumbent upon us to make sure
that they are not retraumatised in an archaic, adversarial
criminal trial process. I am not saying it is all archaic,
but there are elements that have been archaic. I am very
pleased with the excellent report provided by the
VLRC, but I am also pleased with this government’s
and the current Attorney-General’s further reference to
the VLRC last year, when the Attorney-General asked
it to review and consider how to improve the
experience of all victims who engage with the Victims
of Crime Assistance Tribunal. That report is due in the
middle of the year.
There is a lot more to do to protect victims and to open
up true access to funds, relief and compensation for
victims but also to ensure that we construct a society
which is civil, respectful and supported in terms of
mitigating crime and mitigating family breakdowns so
that we do not have victims or as many victims in the
first place. I am proud of the Labor government’s
achievements in a whole range of areas from social
policy and criminal justice to parole boards and bail
laws, which are creating a safe society. Evidence of that
is declining crime rates for the first time in 12 years. I
commend the bill to the house and I thank the
Attorney-General.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (17:27) — I am really
pleased to be joining the debate on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. Across
the other side of this chamber there has been no
appearance, Your Worship — no appearance. For all
the fire and fury that we hear in the media from those
opposite and the whipping up of fear while saying that
they stand on the side of victims, let Hansard record
that I am the fourth government speaker on this bill and
those on the other side were not able to muster more
than three. That is despite all their fire and fury, all their
fear tactics, all their misrepresentation of crime
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statistics, and the shameful and false comparison of this
most livable city which, like many other great cities,
has its issues with crime, which we are addressing. But
the other side shamefully compared this great city —
the most livable city — with a city that has many
difficulties: Cape Town. That is what the Leader of the
Opposition did.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms GREEN — Johannesburg, I beg your pardon.
Thank you. It was Johannesburg, and he made that
comparison. We have had the interference from Peter
Dutton in Queensland, and unlike any —
Mr Burgess interjected.
Ms GREEN — You could have had your say,
member for Hastings, and actually stood in your place
and spoken on this bill before me, so don’t you
interject. You could have gotten up and spoken on
behalf of victims in your community.
Mr Scott — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
there is an interjection across the table, which is
disorderly.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — Order!
Interjections of that nature are disorderly. The member
for Yan Yean to continue, without assistance.
Ms GREEN — Thank you, Acting Speaker. The
Leader of the Opposition also could have had the
opportunity to speak on this bill right now. If he wanted
to actually make a contribution on this debate, if he was
actually serious, if he actually had any bona fides about
sitting in the Premier’s chair and if he actually did want
to be tough on crime and tough on the causes of crime
and wanted to ensure that victims are cared for, he and
his team would be speaking on this bill. It is an abject
disgrace that he has welshed it and that he is not
interested at all.
Back to that Peter Dutton person from Queensland —
how dare he! He will not even set foot in this state but
will massively overreach and say that, for people in this
state, it is not safe to go out for dinner. I went out for
dinner last Saturday night and I went out last
Wednesday night.
Ms Kealy — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
note that the speaker who is currently debating the
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017 has
significantly strayed from the debate. This has been
quite focused. I think everyone has been quite
respectful in actually speaking on victims of crime,
particularly children who have been sexually assaulted
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and victims of sexual assault. I really do ask the
member to come back to the debate and the bill that is
before us.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — There
are a number of provisions within the bill and the
debate has been fairly wideranging in order to cover
those matters, but I would encourage the member for
Yan Yean to return to some of those aspects of the bill.
Ms GREEN — Thank you. I am more than pleased
that the member for Lowan has gotten to her feet, and
in her point of order she said that this bill pertains to
children, and children who have been victims of crime
and victims of sexual crimes. Rather than get up to raise
a point of order and silence me, she could have gotten
up and spoken herself.
Ms Kealy — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
perhaps if the member for Yan Yean had been more
attentive she would have noticed that I was actually the
lead speaker for the National Party and that I spoke for
a full 10 minutes in regard to this bill. Perhaps if she
had some interest, she would like to go back and read
my contribution in Hansard.
Ms GREEN — I do apologise to the member for
Lowan. I was in an important meeting pertaining to
Plenty and Yan Yean roads, in my electorate,
immediately prior to 5 o’clock. I do commend her for
having the courage to speak on this bill when other
members of the opposition have not.
I grew up in the Western District of Victoria, and I saw
firsthand what happened to victims. I commend the
members, particularly the member for Thomastown and
the member for Broadmeadows, who worked so
diligently in the parliamentary committee and on the
report, Betrayal of Trust. The most fundamental thing
that we can do as legislators is to support the measure in
this bill that seeks to address what has occurred — that
the perpetrators of those heinous, heinous crimes, those
betrayals of trust, have been able to use their supposed
good character and lack of priors to mitigate the
sentence that was applied to them for their crimes. I
really want to commend the committee for that work
and the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses
to Child Sexual Abuse at the federal level, which has
seen these matters come to light. I could not support
more strongly that measure in this bill.
I will just remind the house that I have spoken many
times on matters pertaining to these terrible crimes. I
grew up in the Ballarat diocese, and I knew personally
Father Gerald Ridsdale, Father Claffey and that terrible
piece of work, Brother Dowlan. I saw the violence that
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Brother Dowlan used to perpetrate in hitting boys
across the head — boys who were the same age as
me — when we were doing musical performances
together. Those people should rot where they are.
People like them should never be able to claim good
character when it was in fact their supposed good
character and their position in the community that
allowed them to undertake those horrible, horrible
crimes. I support that measure, particularly in memory
of the victims who are no longer with us or those who
have not been able to speak.
On the matter of whether victims are able to get redress,
I am very pleased to see that there is a measure in the
bill that takes away the two-year time limit that victims
have previously had to apply for compensation. As we
have heard, as we have read in the Betrayal of Trust
report and as we have seen in the matters before the
royal commission, it can be many, many decades
before these crimes are reported or before victims are
even able to speak, whether they have been supported
or not. So this is a very sensible amendment.
I am proud to be part of a government that is tough on
crime, tough on the causes of crime and compassionate
to victims. As we heard earlier today in the condolence
motion, Andrew McCutcheon, a previous
attorney-general, was a visionary in looking at
restorative justice, changing the operation of
community legal services and providing support for
victims. I commend the bill to the house, and I decry
the opposition, which has stopped speaking on this bill.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (17:37) — I am
pleased to make a contribution to the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. I would like to
comment in a bit more detail on clause 37, which
amends the time for making application. It reads:
“(1A) Despite subsection (1), an application may be made by
a victim at any time after the occurrence of an act of
violence consisting of physical abuse or sexual abuse if
the act occurred when the victim was under the age of
18 years.”.

It was on Sunday that I met with a group of friends
from 30 years ago. I had occasion all those years ago to
represent the legal interests of a young boy who was
charged with a police matter in his teenage years. In
that interview I was seeking information as to who
might have been able to provide references. I made
some suggestions as to people in his community who
might have been able to assist. I mentioned the parish in
Oakleigh, where multiple offences have subsequently
been established as having taken place. Upon my
mentioning that possible source of reference, the young
fellow looked at his mother and she looked at him. It
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was unusual, but the prospect of a reference from that
source was discounted. It was only two days ago that I
found out the reason why, when I spoke with the
mother of this person who was young at the time and
now is the father of a number of children. The mother
noted that he had never recovered from that incident at
that time and that there was an issue in relation to his
sense of self-worth, self-regard and self-respect.
At the same time in the district there were others whose
lives were tragically affected. The Foster family were
neighbours of ours, and we knew them well. Their
parents were very near neighbours of ours in another
time and another place. We saw the unfolding journey
as people have described the tragic impact and sought
to obtain justice within the political process when at
certain levels there was a level of incredulity. Great
work has been undertaken by this house, including
members serving in this place today, bringing forward a
range of key recommendations which would advance
the welfare of people.
The removal of the time limit for making application for
children under the age of 18 will be of support to some
people. I might add that the son of a former member of
this house was assaulted by someone, not from a clergy
background but from within the scouting movement
from a similar region. That particular case went to the
County Court, and the offender was convicted and
jailed. The concern that parents have for the welfare and
wellbeing of their children is continuing and enduring.
In the case that I mentioned earlier it had taken some
three decades before this young person was able to
speak with his mother and narrate what had happened.
In terms of the bill before the house, there are a
number of good reforms that have been undertaken
that are not opposed by the opposition. I trust that they
will help make a difference to the lives of children to
better protect them and that for those who have
suffered at the hands of predators and assailants their
life journey contexts may be made better by reforms
passed by this chamber.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (17:43) — It is my
pleasure to rise in support of the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. It is very challenging
indeed to follow on from such an emotional
contribution from the member for Sandringham.
This bill has a number of elements which will amend
legislation to protect and support victims of crime, with
a focus on improving the experiences of witnesses and
victims in our criminal justice system. At the core, as
we have heard from other speakers, this bill responds to
many of the recommendations contained in a number of
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reviews, including the review of the Open Courts Act
2013, the Family and Community Development
Committee’s inquiry into the handling of child abuse by
religious and other non-government organisations,
which of course produced the Betrayal of Trust report,
the report of the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sex Abuse and the Victorian Law
Reform Commission’s Role of Victims of Crime in the
Criminal Trial Process report.

This bill marks the final stage of significant reforms
contained in the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences)
Act 2016. This act has reformed over 50 sexual
offences to make them as clear, simple, consistent and
also effective as possible to better protect people from
sexual offending. The bill we are discussing provides
both protections and benefits to victims of sexual
offences, ensuring that such protections and benefits
apply to victims of all relevant sexual offences.

The bill in front of us today acts to better support and
protect victims. The elements of it that I am most
interested in, as many others have been, are the
components that serve to protect victims of child sex
abuse. I have stood in this place many times before and
talked about the scourge of child sex abuse, and I have
discussed how it has unfortunately impacted many
families across my electorate of Dandenong. This has
been most publicly brought to light through the royal
commission’s inquiries into the horrific and sadly
systemic cases of clergy abuse associated with the Holy
Family parish and attached school in Doveton, which
spanned many, many decades. These historical acts
were committed against the most vulnerable people in
our community — young children, and
overwhelmingly young children of a low
socio-economic background. They were perpetrated by
those who were in trusted and highly respected
positions in the community.

The bill amends the definition of sexual offence in the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009, making clear that the
definition applies to both current sexual offences as
well as repealed and common-law sexual offences,
including common-law rape and other serious offences
such as involving a child in sex work. This is an
important aspect of the bill, as sexual offences, as many
of us know, can often take years to be reported or to
come to light. This bill ensures that victims of historical
sex offences will now have the same protections
available in the court process as the victims of more
recent sexual offences.

Much of the commentary about the abuse suffered by
children at the hands of clergy at Holy Family has
focused on Father Peter Searson, but it should be noted
that he was not the only perpetrator at that parish.
Sadly, Holy Family has been described as being a
dumping ground for paedophile priests over a number
of years. I know that the parish and the school
community have sought to rebuild that reputation into
something far more positive in more recent times.
There are indeed these days some very good people
there who have to deal with what is no doubt a very
traumatic and terrible legacy from that parish.
The wicked actions of Peter Searson and others have
come to light through various inquiries, as I have said,
and justice has been a long time coming for the many
victims of abuse and indeed victims of other similar
abuse across our state. I know other members have
spoken about the impact on their communities. While
nothing can take back the unspeakable experiences of
those impacted by these crimes, as representatives in
this place we must do all we can to support and protect
the victims, survivors and witnesses in their courageous
quest for justice. I am pleased that this objective is very
much at the heart of the bill before us today.

Secondly, the bill expands the criminal offence of
failure to disclose a sexual offence committed against a
child under the age of 16 years to include an obligation
to disclose child pornography offences. This
amendment will help to better protect vulnerable
children involved in the creation of what without any
hesitation can be best described as abhorrent images
and sometimes videos as well.
Another amendment included within this bill relates to
the removal of good character considerations in the
sentencing of child sex offenders. I feel that this one in
particular is extremely important. The bill will exclude
courts from having regard to an offender’s good
character or lack of prior convictions if that factor was
of assistance to the offender in committing the offence.
Essentially the bill will prevent offenders who have
used their reputational status in the community to
commit sexual offences from then using that
community profile and using that good reputation as
evidence of good character for the purposes of seeking
leniency in sentencing. Any reasonable member of our
community — and probably all in this place — would
rightly be dismayed to think that somebody could use a
position of trust and good character as a vehicle to
commit unspeakable crimes against children and then
be able to claim that position or that reputation to
alleviate their punishment. It is just perverse, and I
think we can all agree on that. I welcome this
amendment which will close that loophole. I know that
there will be many in our community who will see that
as a righting of a very significant wrong.
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Another part of the bill I would like to speak about is
the introduction of an intermediaries scheme pilot
program and the use of ground rules hearings in
criminal proceedings. The intermediaries program will
assist vulnerable witnesses, particularly complainants,
helping them to give their best evidence. It will reduce
trauma and distress for these witnesses. We know that
giving evidence as a witness can be a very distressing
thing to do. Core processes can in and of themselves be
quite confronting and distressing, so anything we can
do to alleviate that is indeed a positive step forward.
Intermediaries are skilled communication specialists
who will help facilitate communication between a
witness and the court. Importantly an intermediary is an
officer of the court rather than an advocate for the
witness and has a duty to act impartially. This program
will better support witnesses in what can often be, as I
said, a very difficult and emotional process. It is also
expected though that it will improve the efficiency of
the court process, which of course is always a welcome
initiative when we know that there are a lot of strains on
our court processes and our court system. So any
efficiency gain is a good thing.
The other court proceeding aspect addressed in this bill
is the introduction of ground rules hearings. This is a
pre-trial process which involves all parties and the
judge to consider issues such as the manner and content
of cross-examination. The process will also help ensure
the fair and efficient conduct of the proceeding. Again,
I go back to my comments about improving the
efficiency of court proceedings and the value and
benefit that delivers to our community more broadly.
There are a number of other aspects of this bill I could
speak about, but rather than embark upon those in
greater detail, I will wind up my contribution by
talking about the great raft of work this government
has done regarding, in particular, the
recommendations of the Betrayal of Trust report and
addressing what for many in this place — sometimes
for very personal reasons and other times because of
the people we encounter in our day-to-day lives — is
an incredibly traumatic issue, and that is the one of
child sexual abuse. It seems that this is an issue that
keeps rearing its head. It keeps coming to the fore,
whether it be in our community interactions or in the
media, and we have seen it, sadly, again in the context
of the Catholic Church more recently.
It is so important that we in this place — all of us,
irrespective of where we sit in politics — take these
issues very seriously and do what we can to address the
issues in a meaningful way for victims who have
already been affected by these crimes but also to
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prevent these crimes from taking place in the first place.
I know that there has been a significant body of work
done to this end, and I am very proud to have been part
of the government that has done that work. I commend
this bill to the house.
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (17:53) — I
am pleased to rise to speak on the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017, although ‘pleased’ is
perhaps not the right term, because it is a difficult
subject that this legislation deals with, as we just heard,
particularly from the member for Sandringham, who
gave a very heartfelt contribution. When I say I am
pleased to speak on the bill, I truly wish that we did not
have to pass this sort of legislation, because it is not the
sort of thing that we like to deal with in our society. I
commend the house for dealing with it through this
legislation, through many other pieces that have come
before the house in the last few years and also through
what is at least in part the source of this legislation, the
Betrayal of Trust report, which was initiated in the
previous government.
Members from this side were on that committee — the
member for Ferntree Gully; Georgie Crozier, in the
other place; and my former colleague, David O’Brien,
who was also in the other place. From speaking to
David in particular when I shared an office with him I
know just how much of an impact sitting through those
public hearings and the evidence that was presented
through the process had on him, as it would on anyone,
I am sure, because what that inquiry and subsequent
inquiries, including the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse,
revealed to the public was a series of heinous crimes. It
was not only the heinous crimes but the heinous activity
that went on particularly in the Catholic Church and
also in other organisations throughout the community.
Like many others in this place, and as I have said
before, I am a Catholic — although not a particularly
good one — and this issue is a great shame. In fact I am
ashamed at times as to what occurred through the
hierarchy of the church with respect to child sexual
abuse and abuse more generally. Other members have
spoken particularly of the Ballarat diocese, which was
perhaps the epicentre of some of this activity.
It is a difficult subject, but as I mentioned, through the
member for Sandringham’s contribution and also
through the Betrayal of Trust report we have heard that
it has largely been a bipartisan effort. That is why I
thought the contribution just before by the member for
Yan Yean was a somewhat unedifying rant which did
her no credit. When the opposition is not opposing the
legislation, her standing up and abusing those on this
side for a good 4 or 5 minutes did her no credit
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whatsoever. She also talked about crime and this
government being tough on crime and supportive of
victims. That is not something we would agree with
from a bipartisan perspective, but I think with respect to
family violence and with respect to child sexual abuse
there certainly has been at least a non-partisan approach
to these issues. That has been reflected in the number of
pieces of legislation that have gone through this place
with respect to these issues.
I have said before on these sorts of bills, a number of
them also implementing recommendations from the
Betrayal of Trust report, that it is the most critical job of
us in this place to protect our citizens, and the most
important job in particular is to protect our children.
Anything we can do to improve the protection of our
children is important. That is why I was pleased to read
clause 33, and I echo the comments made by the
member for Dandenong with respect to clause 33,
which prohibits a court when sentencing an offender in
relation to current or historical child sex offences from
having regard to previous good character or lack of
previous convictions.
I think in many respects that gets to the heart of the
crimes that were committed by many of the clergy,
because they relied on that trust and they relied on that
apparent good character and their clean record. This is
going back to a time where a priest was someone who
was assumed to be almost above the rest of us in some
respects and so had a level of trust within the
community. That is why I think it was apt to name the
parliamentary inquiry Betrayal of Trust. It is up there
with the situation of crooked cops — they are supposed
to be people who are held in high esteem. Whether they
are police officers who are on the take or whether they
are priests or clergy who are betraying that trust, it is
somehow, to me at least, far more serious when
someone like that commits a crime because they are
meant to be someone we can trust. So I think clause 33
in particular is welcome in that it makes sure that
someone cannot hide behind that position or that
previous good character if they have actually
committed such a serious offence.
I would also just mention clause 4. Previous opposition
members speaking on the bill outlined our concern that
clause 4 with respect to medicinal cannabis is a little
unclear and could in fact be tighter. I reflect on the
debate that we had on medicinal cannabis in 2016, if I
am not mistaken, in which those opposite were quite
rightly hailing the decision to introduce it and very
strongly supporting it. It was not opposed by us on this
side, but I did make a comment at the time that it
concerned me somewhat that the introduction of
medicinal cannabis use subverted the usual processes of
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the Therapeutic Goods Administration to make sure
that the product was safe, that it had efficacy and that
we had considered all the necessary elements.
I know that there was a significant report into medicinal
cannabis before it was introduced, but I did comment at
the time in the debate that I hoped that a future
Parliament would not find problems with it. I guess this
amendment is perhaps one minor area where we are
dealing with unintended consequences of that original
legislation. As I say, it is relatively minor, but having to
make these amendments after the fact highlights the
point that I was making — that medicinal cannabis was
perhaps introduced with undue haste. We have
highlighted that that particular clause could be tighter.
There is a concern that it potentially could be abused by
someone overdosing on their medicinal cannabis, and
so that is a concern that we have with this legislation.
Finally, I just mention briefly in passing clause 37,
which provides that victims of physical or sexual abuse
that occurred when the victim was under the age of 18
may make an application under the Victims of Crime
Assistance Act 1996 at any time after the occurrence of
the act of violence, which removes the current two-year
statute of limitations period. Previous speakers on this
side have indicated how that could have been taken
further, but I think that is a sensible amendment given
that obviously someone who is a child and who has
been a victim is not necessarily in a position to be able
to make an application that soon after they turn 18 or
after the offence has occurred, and so I think removing
that is a good thing.
Again this legislation, having stemmed from the work
of the Betrayal of Trust inquiry, from the royal
commission into child sex abuse and from the work of
the Victorian Law Reform Commission, I think is
continuing a trend that has seen us take a bipartisan
approach to strengthening the law to protect the most
vulnerable, particularly to protect children, and I am
pleased that this process continues — may it ever be so.
As I said from the outset, it would certainly be far
preferable if indeed this house did not need to pass such
legislation because these crimes did not exist.
Unfortunately they do, and I am pleased to be part of a
Parliament that is actually moving to address them and
pleased that we are not opposing this legislation.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (18:03) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017. Like a
number of other members, I have been in the chamber
for the majority of the debate, and like others who have
gone before me, I do want to acknowledge the
contribution made by the member for Sandringham. It
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was an extremely heartfelt, emotional contribution, and
I think that it helped to demonstrate the recognition
amongst members of just how profound an impact
these heinous offences have on individuals. We all
come to this place with a different experience and with
different lives. We have worked in different professions
and different occupations. For the member for
Sandringham to be able to talk a little bit about his past
life, his experience and what he saw, and appreciating
the profound impact that traumatic event had on a child
and how that reverberates through that child’s life into
their adult years, was a very good contribution.
The bill contains a number of elements. I am quite
drawn to the provisions around intermediaries because
there was funding of $2.6 million in the last budget to
introduce intermediaries to assist in obtaining evidence.
I think the issue with intermediaries and the reason I am
quite interested in this element of the legislation is that
when people give evidence, or are required to
participate in that process through a different shared
experience and different learned experience, they have
different abilities in the way in which they respond to
that experience.
A case in point is, for example, if one of us as members
were asked to give evidence in a case, we would have a
fair level of confidence, some more so than others.
Those of us who have a legal background would
probably be more confident than those who do not. But
we would be broadly comfortable with procedure and
procedural fairness, and have a good understanding of
what is fair and reasonable conduct and what is not. But
clearly that is not the case for all witnesses.
Where you are dealing with children, where you are
dealing with cognitive impairment, those are both
factors which require a more specialised response. The
work of the intermediaries has really come about
through the work of the royal commission. It is
interesting to note too that you do need that specialist
support and assistance because the ability of people
with cognitive impairment to reason, to rationalise the
situation is often impaired.
I am indebted to Paper No. 4 in a series of research
papers produced by Corrections Victoria which looked
at the Victorian adult prison population. That analysis
of a sample size of around 200 prisoners found that
two-thirds of male prisoners and approximately
three-quarters of female prisoners might have an
acquired brain injury. These are just estimations based
upon whether someone has abused alcohol, whether
someone has abused drugs or whether someone has
been involved in a car accident or a workplace accident.
When you are seeing those high rates of incarceration
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with people who look like they have an acquired brain
injury and you are then getting someone with an
acquired brain injury and you are asking them to
participate in a judicial process, in a legal process, it is
only fair and reasonable — if you want the truth, if you
want to get good advice and you want to know what
has happened and you are asking a person to make a
witness statement — that they have a level of comfort,
support and confidence to be able to give that advice.
As the Attorney-General’s second-reading speech
indicates, the intermediary is not an advocate for a
witness. There will be others like the Office of the
Public Advocate, or a solicitor or barrister from
Victoria Legal Aid or privately commissioned by a
victim having access to those other resources. No, this
is about having someone who is an independent officer
of the court able to provide that advice, and I think that
is a really important initiative.
Moving forward, there are changes to the way in which
forensic information and fingerprints will be collected
from juveniles. Certainly when you are looking at fairly
low level ranges of offences from juveniles and they
become rehabilitated and they go off to become fully
functioning members of society, there is no real need
for that material to be retained. The changes before the
house relate to where there are very serious, violent
offences where the penalty would be at least 15 years
imprisonment.
I have talked about Jerry Madden before. It was a very
good discussion and engagement with Jerry Madden,
who was a former Republican representative of the
state legislature of Texas. He participated in a
videoconference with members of this place and the
other place plus external people where he talked about
his experience in the state legislature of Texas and the
fact that in the 1990s there was an increased crime rate,
there were increasing incarceration rates and there was
a really high rate of recidivism. He, along with a
colleague from the Democrats, set about looking at
trying to reform the prison system in Texas. He talked
about there being two classes of prisoners: those who
were knuckleheads — his word — and those who you
had every reason to be fearful of and scared of. From
Jerry’s perspective, in the first category there was a
need to make sure there was pretty good training and
skilling up of that prisoner workforce and there was
support for them when they got out of prison, and in the
latter category that there was an appropriate corrections
response put in place to make sure that they could not
come out and hurt people again.
When you are looking at this particular provision
before the house, clearly there are some people — it
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would not matter if they were 15 or 25 or 35 — who
have some underlying issues which make them a
danger and a menace to society. If you are a juvenile
and you have committed an offence that is punishable
by at least 15 years imprisonment, I think your chances
of rehabilitation and your chances of being able to
become a functional, well-adjusted, reasonable member
of our community are somewhat diminished. Therefore
I think it is an entirely appropriate legislative response.
Others have spoken about the good character
provisions. I think this is an absolutely sensible and
worthy change that is before the house. Clearly there
are people in our society and in our community who
have historically used their position as community
leaders or as a trusted friend of a family to then build up
the trust of a vulnerable person or a vulnerable family
through so-called good deeds in order to ingratiate
themselves. But their motivation from the get-go has
been to commit a heinous crime, a heinous offence.
Ensuring that we remove that recourse, where they turn
around and say that they committed this heinous crime
but do not forget all the good things they have done, is
warranted and goes back to the work of the royal
commission and the Betrayal of Trust inquiry.
I do not have long to speak, but one thing I would say,
which is an admission on my behalf, is that when the
former state government announced the Betrayal of
Trust inquiry I felt that it was the wrong response. I
felt that what was required was a royal commission —
a properly, fully funded royal commission — to
investigate these crimes. We got there federally in the
end, and I think the royal commission has done a
fantastic job in exposing this and coming up with
some very sensible recommendations, but I do want to
acknowledge the great work that was done by the
Betrayal of Trust committee in its deliberations. I
think that work has had a profound influence on our
state and some really important initiatives have come
out of that inquiry.
This is a really important piece of legislation that is
before the house. I am so pleased to be a member of this
government, which is righting the wrongs of decades
past. We are providing a safer Victoria for some of the
most vulnerable members of our community, our
children. I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WYNNE
(Minister for Planning).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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BAIL AMENDMENT (STAGE TWO)
BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 December 2017; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (18:15) — I am pleased
this evening to be able to rise and speak on the Bail
Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017. I wish at the outset
to circulate some amendments. Under standing orders I
wish to advise the house of amendments to the Bail
Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017 and request that
they be circulated.
Opposition amendments circulated by
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) under standing orders.
Mr PESUTTO — Here we are. We are nearly
14 months after the Bourke Street tragedy, one of the
worst incidents that Australians, in particular
Melburnians, have ever suffered. We on this side of the
house thought that after the gravity of such an incident
bail changes would have been an urgent priority for this
government, and you may recall that for weeks on end
we urged the government to put bail reform at the top
of its list of bills to bring into this house.
Here we are, 14 months later, and we have got the
second of what have been two tranches of changes to
the bail act, neither of which has commenced. Certainly
this one is still going through the house — that is
understandable — but the first tranche of amendments
passed last year and has a default commencement date
of 1 July of this year. You have to wonder why it has
taken so many months to put the important matter of
bail reform before this house. So I am moving an
amendment that the commencement date for both bills
be brought forward to 30 March of this year, and I do
foreshadow that I will need to move a motion to extend
the scope of this current bill to enable both amendments
to be made. Of course the amendment to the
commencement date of this bill follows from the
amendments I have circulated, but the amendments in
paragraph 3, which provide that the commencement
date for the Bail Amendment (Stage One) Act 2017 be
brought forward to 30 March 2018, will require me to
move a motion that extends the scope of the bill.
I propose to move:
1.

Clause 2, line 16, omit “1 October 2018” and insert
“30 March 2018”.

2.

Page 31, after line 17 insert the following heading—
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“Part 5—Amendment of Bail Amendment
(Stage One) Act 2017”.
NEW CLAUSE
3.

Insert the following New Clause to follow clause 29 and
the heading proposed by amendment number 2—
‘A Commencement
In section 2(2) of the Bail Amendment
(Stage One) Act 2017, for “1 July 2018”
substitute “30 March 2018”.’.

It has reached a point where you have the extraordinary
intervention of a magistrate, Magistrate Ross Maxted,
who last week expressed the frustration that I know he
and his colleagues in the judiciary feel about the delays
around bail. Magistrate Maxted actually expressed
frustration because he felt that the person appearing
before him in a bail matter should have been denied
bail but under the laws as they are at the moment he
had no choice. He fulminated against the delay of this
government. We had the Attorney-General on the
Friday of last week in an interview on 3AW radio with
Neil Mitchell pushing back on the magistrate as if this
delay was the magistrate’s fault.
You have to ask what the government has been doing.
Bourke Street was profound enough. It should not
have needed any prodding from us or anyone else to
amend the bail laws, and yet you have this
extraordinary intervention by a member of the
judiciary — fairly unprecedented, I have to say. The
government has been quite willing to move with other
bills in this house, and if we were to compare the
types of bills it has placed priority on in this house
over the last 14 months, I think we would find that
most people would choose bail as a more urgent
priority to address. Ever since Bourke Street we have
seen example after example of people being granted
bail when they should not be granted bail, so we
express our extreme disappointment that the
government has resisted at all events an earlier
commencement of these reforms — and I say reforms
advisedly because our overall position on the tranche
that is before the house now and the first tranche of
bail reforms is that we were happy to wave them
through but we want to make it clear that we find the
approach to bail reform that the government has
adopted to be piecemeal.
When you look at the combined effect of stages 1 and 2
of the bail reform, the changes that were in the first bill
and now this bill will not change things all that much. I
am certain that these changes, when they finally do
commence — whenever they commence — will not
actually change the culture and will not change
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outcomes to the extent we need them to. The tests,
although they have been clarified and reconfigured, are
largely the same, and I will come to those in a moment.
I do give the government some limited credit for
extending the scope of the reverse onus test to expand
the range of offences that fall within the category of
offences where the defendant must demonstrate either
exceptional circumstances or, under this bill and the
first bill, compelling reasons, but we feel those changes
are piecemeal. We have committed publicly to
rewriting the Bail Act 1977. It will be a real, genuine
and comprehensive overhauling of bail in this state.
People should not have to live with the risk that this
lottery of bail imposes on them whereby at any one
time there are many people out on bail who should not
be out on bail — and I have had that confirmed in
briefings I have received on the operation of bail over
the last 12 months. In fact there are so many people on
bail it is difficult for law enforcement authorities to
actually monitor them, and so we live, as I said, with a
cruel lottery whereby people are living with exposure to
people who have shown by their actions that they are
quite capable of committing fairly serious offences in
our community. That is not to say that we displace the
presumption of innocence, but we know that too many
people with very violent histories, including histories of
not complying with their bail, are getting bail.
We are going to change that. We are going to let our
reforms be driven determinately by three principles.
There is going to be a strong and real presumption of
remand for people who commit violent offences. We
are going to reverse this government’s changes that
legalise the breaching of bail for people under 18, a
change which we resisted as steadfastly as we could
and which sent a signal to a young cohort of would-be
offenders that you can breach your bail without
committing an offence. Decriminalising that breaching
of bail was one of the worst things this government
could have done, and it did do it.
Thirdly, we will make sure that this revolving door of
bail breaching will come to an end. If you breach your
bail under our system, you will not get it again. It is
going to be ‘no prisoners’ on this one for us as far as we
are concerned. We are going to put community safety
first. We are not going to allow people to continually
seek and obtain bail, and make a mockery of our justice
system. I can promise Victorian people that.
Turning to the bill, there are a number of issues I do
want to address in the context of my opening remarks.
The first thing I wanted to talk about was proposed
section 3AAA, which deals with surrounding
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circumstances. On its face it is obvious enough, and as I
said, we do not oppose these. But section 3AAA
proposed in clause 5 of the bill sets out a whole range
of things that bail decision-makers are to take into
account — whether it is someone who is in a reverse
onus situation, such as exceptional circumstances or
compelling reasons, or even somebody who is facing
the unacceptable risk test. Those surrounding
circumstances set out at paragraphs (a) through to (h)
include things like the nature and seriousness of the
alleged offending; the strength of the prosecution case;
the accused’s criminal history; the extent to which the
accused has complied with conditions of an earlier
grant of bail; whether the accused was on bail for some
other offence; the accused’s personal circumstances,
associations, home environment and background; any
special vulnerability of the accused; and the availability
of treatment or bail support services.
There are a whole range of circumstances that go on to
include any known view or likely view of an alleged
victim and the length of time the accused is likely to
spend in custody if bail is refused, bearing in mind — I
will just stop on that point — if you weaken your
sentencing laws, then people are less likely to serve
time in a custodial setting and can therefore more easily
argue that they should be entitled to bail. That has an
important consequence for our system. It also includes
in paragraph (m):
whether the accused has publicly expressed support for a
terrorist act or a terrorist organisation …

I raise those examples of what is in the surrounding
circumstances because when you go to clause 7 of the
bill, which deals with the reconfigured test for bail, we
come to surrounding circumstances. I should first point
out that in coming to those reconfigured tests, there are
diagrams in clause 6 of the bill which set out the way
the tests are to be applied. For example, for somebody
who is accused of a schedule 1 offence, such as murder
or something like that, there will be a presumption
against bail. They will have to show exceptional
circumstances for bail being granted, and the bail
decision-maker has to take into account surrounding
circumstances. That is mirrored in the case of
schedule 2 offences essentially. You have an
unacceptable risk test which imposes on the prosecution
an onus to show that the person constitutes an
unacceptable risk.
The reason I go through these is that, even in the case of
schedule 1 and 2 offences where the government boasts
that there will be exceptional circumstances and
compelling reasons that an accused will have to
overcome, the bail decision-maker will be still be
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entitled to look at the surrounding circumstances. The
problem we have with the way the government has
framed surrounding circumstances is there is no greater
or lesser weight on any factors that relate to community
safety or any factors that relate to the accused’s prior
offending, whether on bail or in other circumstances.
That is very different to the approach we want to take in
terms of bail reform.
We want community safety, prior offending while on
bail and non-compliance with bail conditions to be
elevated in the range of factors. In the surrounding
circumstances, all these factors are in the mix. There is
no guidance in the definition of surrounding
circumstances as to how important one factor is over
another. The government will say, I expect, that the
articulation of overall principles in the act and in a
couple of other sections will condition the way bail
decision-makers approach their task. I hope they do, but
there is no guarantee that they will. That is the problem
we have with that.
Although the government is saying that these
reconfigured tests for the granting of bail will toughen
up the system, and they may in a piecemeal fashion,
they are not going to constitute the cultural and legal
changes that we need if we really want to start putting
community safety first. Even in the case of the
unacceptable risk test in proposed section 4E, all that
the government has done in relation to community
safety is to reorder the list of factors stipulated in
paragraph (a) of proposed section 4E(1), where it talks
about the risk that the accused would, if released on
bail, endanger the safety of any person, commit an
offence while on bail, interfere with a witness or fail to
surrender himself or herself into custody. Those factors
are being reordered, but there is no real change in
emphasis in a substantive way that follows from the
government’s changes. We will not oppose these
because they are likely to make a fairly modest and
underwhelming improvement to what is in the Bail Act
1977 at the moment, but nobody should be under any
misapprehension that this constitutes real bail reform.
I want to turn to one of the key features of this second
tranche of bail reform, which relates to police remand.
Police have said to me and many people have said to
me over the last couple of years that police remand
would actually assist police in circumstances where it
might be very late in the evening or very early in the
morning, and there is no access to a court or a bail
justice or no ready access to one. It would be easier, it
has been put to me, if police were able to remand
someone for a reasonable period so that the person can
be brought before a court or bail justice at the earliest
opportunity after the expiration of that period. That all
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makes sense, and to that extent we do not oppose what
the government is proposing in clause 14, which relates
to police remand. But how much will it change the
system is the question.
The first thing to note about proposed section 10AA,
which relates to police remand, is that it only applies to
schedule 1 offences. Schedule 1 offences are defined to
include some schedule 2 offences, but that still leaves a
whole range of very violent offences for which police
will not be able to remand someone. That is something
that has not been noted in the public debate, and I can
understand well why the government has not publicly
acknowledged that, because when you look at that and
the operation of schedule 1, even with the definition
that incorporates some schedule 2 offences, that is
actually quite narrow.
There is also another interesting implication about what
the government is proposing in relation to police
remand. It does not apply to an arrested person who is a
child, a vulnerable adult, an Aboriginal person or a
person arrested on an infringement warrant issued
under the Infringements Act 2006. We could have a
debate around whether in every circumstance each one
of those categories should be excluded, but let us put
that to one side, because we are not going to oppose
that section.
What I do point out is that there is a real possibility that
you will have quite a large number of disputes between
arrested persons and their lawyers or representatives
and Victoria Police, because of the question of who
decides who is vulnerable. Whilst ostensibly the bill
purports to place that in the hands of an appropriate
officer of Victoria Police, I can see ample opportunity
for fairly vexed disputes between the accused and their
representatives and the police over whether somebody
is a vulnerable adult, whether somebody is Indigenous
or any other circumstance that can arise under these
scenarios. The bill is not clear on how that will
ultimately be resolved. It does say in the bill that police
will have those powers, but I am not completely
confident, I have to confess, that this is not ripe for real
dispute and uncertainty. It may mean that the police
will err and overcorrect on this and perhaps risk
defeating some of the purposes of this bill.
I also note that it will leave bail justices with a large
number of cases to contend with, but in particular they
will be dealing with the more acute cases, where you
have children, vulnerable adults, Indigenous or those
arrested under infringement warrants. Do they have the
training, skills and support to be able to do that? I say
that as somebody who over the last three years has met
and spoken to many bail justices who feel let down by
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this government. I do not know why this government
has it in for bail justices, but I can tell you that just
about every bail justice I speak to does not feel that they
have the support of this government. It may well be that
this government just has it in for the volunteer ethic —
that everything has to be bureaucratised or
professionalised to the point where we do not have
volunteers, whether it is the Country Fire Authority,
whether it is the State Emergency Service, whether it is
justices of the peace, whether it is bail justices.
These are people, let us remember, who will get a call
at 3 in the morning and jump in a car and drive
150 kilometres or more and back to deal with a bail
matter. These are the sort of people we want to have
serving our community. Why would we want to make it
harder for them? That is the kind of salt-of-the-earth
ethic that we want to promote and exalt in our
community, and yet we make it harder for them, it
seems. They certainly feel that this government does
not have their back on this. What we know from this
bill is that they are going to be left with the most acute
cases and that it seems that the introduction of police
remand is not going to be the profound solution that this
government has professed it to be.
I do want to talk about other clauses as well. I think it is
important, and to this extent, I do welcome that
clause 17 provides that bail decision-makers who grant
bail for a person accused of a schedule 2 offence — they
are still very serious offences; it could be manslaughter
or child homicide — must provide a statement of
reasons for granting bail. I think that will be a salutary
change to the system. I think when decision-makers
generally are required to furnish written reasons for
something, even if they are not detailed reasons, it
improves the quality of decision-making. It will
certainly place on all bail decision-makers that onus we
want in the case of bail, because I can readily imagine
that people who are making decisions on bail and who
are confronted with some evidence or submissions that a
person represents a real risk will not be able to easily
dismiss that if they have to commit their reasons to
writing. I think that is very important. We welcome that
change that is being made.
In relation to bail for an accused who is already on two
undertakings of bail, we do not oppose what the
government is proposing there — that is, a person who
breaches bail having been given bail three times must
be effectively brought before a court if they are to seek
bail again. I just point out that this is one of the things
that is at the heart of our policy on bail reform. We are
sick and tired, and I think Victorians are sick and tired,
of seeing people get bail, breach it and continue to get
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bail. That just has to stop. There have to be some
consequences for people who breach their bail.
We will not oppose this change, but we think it is, in
the words I used before, piecemeal and likely to be
ineffective in really making the kind of cultural changes
that we need to see if we want our community to be
safer with a better bail system. I note the government is
proposing to adopt in this bill recommendation 33 of
Paul Coghlan’s report to clarify that courts can grant or
refuse bail to an accused who appears on summons. I
do acknowledge and accept that there has been a great
deal of uncertainty around what bail decision-makers
can do in relation to people appearing on summons, and
we think that that provision is appropriate.
I also note that the government’s youth justice
amendments are intended to deliver some technical
changes to support its Children and Justice Legislation
Amendment (Youth Justice Reform) Act 2017. I can
understand why the government is not conceding that it
missed a few things when it brought in that bill and it
needs to tidy up the work around the bill. We will not
stand in the way of that. We only ask that the
government gets its house in order to make sure that
when it passes these bills they are in a state ready to be
implemented.
I go back to my amendments. They are very simple,
and I say to the government: do you think that there is
any more urgent a matter than bail reform? I expect that
the government will say, ‘Our agencies need time to
make the changes necessary to adapt to the new bail
system’. I doubt that very much. In fact ‘doubt’ is a
word I use charitably.
These two tranches — the first tranche of bail reforms
and this — will not change the bail system in the way
we think it should. As I said, it is piecemeal, so we are
not talking about a whole new system of bail under
what the government is proposing. It is a matter of great
curiosity as to why agencies need so long to adjust to
these changes. They are really a reformulation of what
is already there, and as I have pointed out, a number of
the sections actually just reorder what is there. So I
cannot understand why this bill has a default
commencement date of 1 October. I read in some
media that the Attorney-General has said he is aiming
for an April start date; 30 March is not that much of a
stretch beyond that.
I heard him say on radio last Friday that 1 July looked
like a good date. Those were not his words, but to
paraphrase he said 1 July would be the date for both
bills. But even that is well into the future, and we
cannot understand why, when we look at the totality of
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all of these changes, the government needs so much
time. I wish I could give the government some marks
for what it has done, but on delay I give the government
zero out of 10. Do the substantive changes not only in
this bill but in the first tranche of bail changes go far
enough? Not nearly.
I finish by reminding Victorians that if you want real
bail reform, you have to look to the Leader of the
Opposition and the Liberal-Nationals because we are
the only team that will deliver an overhaul of the bail
system. If you want more of the same — and sadly that
is what this bill and the first tranche is going to
deliver — then the Premier and his team will give
Victorians more of the same. But they will continue to
live with the risk that people will be granted bail and
continue to breach bail. On that note I conclude my
contribution.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (18:40) — I am
pleased to speak on the Bail Amendment (Stage Two)
Bill 2017. This is a very important bill, and it does what
this government always does, which is complete the
agenda that we have set. This bill seeks to implement
the remainder of the government’s response to the
legislative recommendations outlined in the first report
of the Coghlan bail review. This follows the most
comprehensive review of bail this state has seen —
tranche 1. It is galling but quite pathetic to hear the
opposition — and I will get to them in a moment — use
adjectives like ‘piecemeal’, when their time in office
was characterised by exactly that adjective.
But first: this very, very important bill. This bill seeks
to clarify and strengthen the bail decision-making
process, with an emphasis on community safety. It
comes from a very distinguished source: a former
director of the Office of Public Prosecutions, a former
Supreme Court judge —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — Exactly. The bill also
comes from a former Court of Appeal judge. This bill
seeks to reformulate and clarify how the test for bail
should be applied, and that relates directly to
recommendations 2, 3 and 5 of Justice Coghlan’s
review. He found there was confusion over the
application of the tests for bail.
The bill seeks to require an adult accused who is
already on two undertakings of bail for indictable
offences to be brought before a court in relation to a
particular serious offence. I will explain a bit more
about that later. That is recommendation 15 of
Justice Coghlan’s review. It seeks to introduce a police
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remand system to enable police to remand an adult
accused until a court is available to hear the accused’s
bail application and to enable a court to place an
accused who appears before it on summons on bail or
remand. It does a few other important things.
Just a bit more detail: the review found that regarding
the three tests for bail — unacceptable risk, exceptional
circumstances and show cause, which will now become
show compelling reason — there was confusion around
their application and that that was leading to outcomes
which were undesirable. That process is strengthened
by this bill. I will get to the implementation that the
shadow minister referred to. It is part of the reason we
require a little bit of time for implementation in terms
of training and a whole range of other things. As the
Attorney-General said in his second-reading speech,
Mr Coghlan found there was great deal of uncertainty
about how these tests combine to work in practice, such
as the order in which to apply the tests where two tests
are applicable to an accused.
The police remand provisions are really, really
important. The bill will give senior police officers the
power to remand an accused without the accused being
able to make further application to a bail justice. There
is, however, a provision that if police consider that it
would be impractical to bring the accused before a
court before the expiration of 48 hours, then the
accused will be able to seek bail from a bail justice.
The other important provision relates to bail for an
accused on two undertakings of bail. I think the
community would have an expectation that this would
already apply. With the mess left to us by the
opposition it does not apply, but it will if this bill
succeeds through the Parliament. Under this bill a
person who is already on two undertakings of bail with
respect to indictable offences must be brought before a
court for bail in relation to any further offending
comprised of a relevant schedule 2 offence, and that is
defined to include all offences in schedule 2 other than
those relating to low-level offences, these being
indictable offences of lesser seriousness. That is a very,
very important provision.
There is a lot in this bill, but I just want to remind the
chamber and the Victorian people that this is stage 2 of
a very comprehensive review and reformulation of the
bail system. I just remind the chamber that the first
tranche of our response to Mr Coghlan’s review was
that we passed in this Parliament the Bail Amendment
(Stage One) Act 2017. This made, amongst many
others, the following amendments: decision-makers,
including magistrates and judges, will now be required
to place a higher priority on community safety when
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making bail decisions; bail will be refused for more
offences, including aggravated home invasion and
aggravated carjacking — unless there are of course
exceptional circumstances — in line with murder and
terrorism; and there will be a presumption against bail
for many more offences, including rape, kidnapping,
armed robbery, intentionally or recklessly causing
serious injury with gross violence, and culpable driving
causing death. That is a profound change.
There is a whole category of offences that did not
belong under that test of presumption against bail, and
because of this government implementing stage 1 they
will now be part of that test, that higher threshold.
People who commit serious indictable offences while
on bail, summons, parole, under sentence or at large
will not be granted bail unless they can prove there are
exceptional circumstances. Only a court will be able to
make those bail decisions.
For the opposition spokesperson to come and say this
is piecemeal is galling on two fronts. Firstly, it is not.
Not only did the Attorney-General describe this in his
second-reading speech but I have also just described
how stage 1 in itself was comprehensive, let alone
stage 2. What is more galling is that these muppets
opposite, this group opposite, when Jill Meagher was
murdered on the streets of Brunswick under their
watch, took over 12 months to get a review back from
their review process. It took over 12 months to get the
Callinan review back — and they are talking about
time delays! This pathetic excuse for an amendment
by the opposition does not even constitute half a page.
This is how serious the opposition is about bail
reform. They cannot even come up with amendments.
That gives me —
Mr Gidley — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
know it would not have been the intention of the
member for Oakleigh to politicise the tragedy in
relation to Jill Meagher, but I take offence at that
comment. I take it as a reflection on the
Liberal-Nationals opposition. While it may not have
been his intention, I would seek for it to be withdrawn.
Mr Wynne — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the rules of the house are that if it is a personal
imputation against an individual, it would need to be
withdrawn, and I did not hear a personal imputation
against any member of the house.
Mr Burgess — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, my recollection of the standing orders is that if
a member of the house takes offence, it must
immediately be withdrawn.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — It is
normally a matter of personal offence, but I will in this
case ask the member to come back to the bill.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — Thank you, Acting
Speaker. So not only did they absolutely abrogate their
responsibility and waste 12 months of Victorians’ time
in not plugging some of the biggest holes in the bail
system with that profoundly devastating example, but
when they did actually act on something, something
absolutely ridiculous, the baseline —
Mr Burgess — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
are you going to allow this speaker to continue to
politicise this terrible tragedy in Victoria’s history?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
There is no point of order. I will ask —
Mr Burgess — We have already taken a point of
order on this. I would reassert the point of order and ask
you to ask the member to stop politicising such a tragic
event just for political advantage, which I think is an
absolute disgrace —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
There is no point of order —
Mr Burgess — And although it is in keeping with
his —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — I ask
the member to sit down. There is no point of order.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — When the opposition
actually tried to make some changes when they were in
government the most high-profile change was baseline
sentencing. They committed to it prior to the election.
This is about timeliness. Four years later they actually
got it through, and it was kicked out —
Mr Burgess — Speaker, I direct your attention to
the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — The
member’s time has expired.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (18:50) — Given the
opposition have claimed this an issue that they care so
passionately and deeply about, that they cannot even
turn out a second speaker on this bill is very
disappointing indeed, just as it was disappointing to
hear the heckling of the previous speaker, the member
for Oakleigh, who was making some very valid points
in his contribution. It was somewhat rich to have those
opposite make claims that he was in some way
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politicising the content of this legislation when they
themselves have done nothing but politicise law and
order not only in this term of government but pretty
much throughout the history of their party. It has been
the one thing that they have leaned on: generating fear.
It is their specialty. The member for Mount Waverley
sits over there and smirks. He was smirking as he
looked at the member for Oakleigh and said, ‘You’re
politicising this’. If only his constituents could see just
how disingenuous he was when he made those remarks.
It was appalling, simply appalling.
Mr Gidley — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker — on two points — firstly, the member for
Dandenong is misleading the house in relation to that
matter, but secondly, even if that is upheld, I take
offence again at the politicisation of that tragedy based
on that comment. I take offence at the politicisation of
the Jill Meagher tragedy by the member for
Dandenong, who referred to me as the member for
Mount Waverley, and I ask for it to be withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
There is no point of order. There is no personal offence
taken here.
Mr Burgess — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
it is obvious that the members of the government have
missed the point here. The member for Dandenong has
got up and said that us criticising their poor attempts at
bail and their slack laws is somehow politicising bail,
but then when they bring up and try to politicise a
tragedy, somehow that is not politicising. So this is a
complete misunderstanding of what politicisation is.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — The
member for Hastings, in determining what is —
Mr Burgess — It is the opposition’s job to show
where the government has failed —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — The
member for Hasting will resume his seat —
Mr Burgess — And this government has
absolutely —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — The
member for Hasting will resume his seat. There is no
point of order.
Mr Gidley — On a further point of order, Acting
Speaker, I would ask you to review the record. As a
member of this house I was specifically named in that
contribution by the member for Dandenong. I took
offence at that and I asked, through the Chair, to have
that withdrawn. You indicated in your ruling that there
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was no point of order, notwithstanding the point of
order that I had made. I would ask for —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) — If the
member has taken personal offence, I will ask the
member for Dandenong to withdraw.
Ms WILLIAMS — I withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Thank you. The member for Dandenong to continue.
Ms WILLIAMS — Now to get on to the substance
of the bill, because it is a very important piece of
legislation before us today. As we have heard others
say, the government is overhauling the bail system in
Victoria to improve community safety. We have heard
discussed many times before in this place the
Coghlan review.
We know that Justice Coghlan found that our bail
system is arguably the most onerous in Australia, and
that is contrary to what those opposite often try to
peddle. These reforms before the house today will
make it even stronger. They will make it harder than
ever for people accused of violent crimes and very
serious crimes to get bail, and the bill will strengthen
bail tests to ensure that the risk to community safety is
given a higher priority when deciding whether to grant
bail, which we know is in line with community
expectations.
The Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017
implements the remainder of the actions outlined in our
response to the first report of the Coghlan bail review. It
follows an initial stage of bail reforms that were
contained in the Bail Amendment (Stage One) Bill
2017, which we passed last year. This bill will amend
the Bail Act 1977 to do a few things, including
reformulate and clarify how the test for bail should be
applied. It will also introduce a police remand system to
enable police to remand an adult accused until a court is
available. It will require a person — other than a child,
an Aboriginal person or a vulnerable adult — accused
of certain serious offences who is already on two
undertakings of bail for indictable offences to be
brought before a court in relation to any further bail
decision. It will also provide an express power for the
court to bail or remand a person appearing on
summons, and it will make other minor and technical
amendments to the Bail Act.
By way of background, there are currently three tests to
be applied in determining whether a person should be
released on bail. They are the unacceptable risk test, the
exceptional circumstances test and the show cause test.
The exceptional circumstances and show cause tests
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will become the show compelling reason test after the
commencement of the Bail Amendment (Stage One)
Act 2017. The latter two are collectively known as the
reverse onus tests and apply only to persons accused of
certain very serious offences.
Justice Coghlan in his review found that there was a
great deal of uncertainty over how these tests combine
to work in practice, including, for example, some
confusion over the order in which the tests should be
applied where two tests are applicable to an accused. So
the bill will clarify the tests for granting bail by setting
out when each of the unacceptable risk, show
compelling reason and show exceptional circumstances
tests will apply. It will reword the unacceptable risk test
to emphasise the importance of the consideration of an
accused’s potential risk to community safety and will
introduce a non-exhaustive list of factors relevant to
each of the unacceptable risk, show compelling reason
and show exceptional circumstances tests.
The bill also requires a relevant reverse onus test to be
applied first, so an accused who fails a reverse onus test
will be refused bail, meaning there will be no need to
apply the other test — that is, the unacceptable risk
test — afterwards. This differs somewhat from the order
of applying bail tests that Justice Coghlan recommended
as it requires bail decision-makers to apply the harder
tests first. By doing this it avoids bail decision-makers
spending time applying two tests when the second test
for unacceptable risk is simply not necessary, and it
therefore adds some efficiency to the system.
The bill will introduce a new system of police remand,
as I have also outlined. Under the bill senior police
officers will have the power to remand a person in
custody for up to 48 hours until a court is available to
hear their application for bail. Where police refuse bail,
an accused will be required to be brought before a court
as soon as practicable and the accused will not be able
to make a further application to a bail justice within the
48-hour time frame. If police consider that it would be
perhaps impracticable to bring the accused before a
court before the expiration of that 48-hour period, the
accused will be able to seek bail from a bail justice.
There are a number of other elements of this bill that I
could discuss, but as time is of the essence, I want to
wrap up by saying how pleased I am to be part of a
government that has taken such a considered approach
to reform in the law and order area and that has not only
made a strong response in terms of our policing
commitments and our commitments around bail and
other elements relating to the courts but has also
actively addressed the causes of crime. That is
something those opposite have failed to address since
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time immemorial, which is often what leads to these
issues. I have said this in this place before. There is a
lead time to the sorts of challenges that we are
witnessing, and that comes from the previous
government —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time
appointed by sessional orders for me to interrupt
business has now arrived. The honourable member may
continue her speech when the matter is next before
the chair.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Populous place permits
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) (19:00) — (13 404) I
rise to ask the Minister for Police to intervene to stop
populous place permits (PPP) leaping from being free,
as they currently are, to having a charge of around $430.
The Australian Great War Association (AGWA) have
contacted me with regard to their concerns that the new
charge for PPPs could severely reduce the number of
historic displays they are able to conduct and potentially
force their volunteer-run organisation to collapse.
The AGWA and up to 10 similar Victorian
organisations put on historical re-enactments at
community events throughout Victoria to honour the
sacrifices made by our service men and women. They
dress in World War I uniforms which they pay for
themselves, use props that look like those from the
period and fire weapons from the era, specifically
303 rifles, as part of their displays. As I have said, they
are a volunteer-led, not-for-profit organisation. They
are enthusiasts who take their roles as historians very
seriously. They help educate the broader community
about some of the circumstances our Anzacs were
faced with, and they do between 10 and 20 honour
guards and blank firing guards each year.
Each display requires a PPP due to the use of guns.
Currently the PPP is free for their category. However, a
review of those fees and a regulatory impact statement
suggest their type of PPP will now come at a huge cost.
The bottom line on page 87 of the police policy and
governance document entitled Firearms Regulations
2018: Regulatory Impact Statement shows that the
current fee is $0, but it also shows two options moving
forward. Option 1, full cost recovery, is $431.10, and
option 2, partial cost recovery, is $333.90. So the
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government, to save a few thousand dollars a year, may
be asking volunteers to pay to conduct a community
service — on each and every occasion.
At this point I need to also point out that there is no
charge to the RSL or school that is hosting the group.
Funds are derived from affordable membership fees, so
their only option would be to cancel some displays or
start charging the likes of RSLs and schools, many of
which simply cannot afford that expense. But the
members cannot afford to pay for a PPP either. They
already pay for their tunics, trousers, boots, hats,
webbing, paraphernalia, rifles, rifle cabinets and firearm
licences. These items cost the members between $2000
and $3000 each, and their licences require renewal.
Their membership fee covers the cost of the public
liability insurance and operating costs.
If AGWA are required to pay for populous place
permits, Victorians may miss out on seeing an
impressive re-enactment of the lives of our Anzacs and
the equipment they used. The Anzacs did so much to
define how our young Australian federation was
portrayed on the world stage, so continuing to bring
their memory to life is an important and valuable role.
So again, I ask the Minister for Police — who I am
pleased is in the house — to have a heart and not allow
volunteer organisations to be charged prohibitive fees
for populous place permits.

Macedon electorate employment
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (19:03) — (13 405) The
matter I wish to raise on the adjournment is for the
attention of the Premier, and the action I seek is that he
join me in the Macedon electorate to see firsthand the
jobs that are being created by the government’s
investment in local infrastructure and through the
support that it is providing to businesses, including
regional payroll tax breaks.
During a recent business walk through Riddells Creek I
paid a visit to Raysett Constructions. It was great to
chat with director Eddie Mueller about the number of
government construction contracts they have, including
the redevelopment of the Kyneton courthouse and
extensive improvements to Woodend Primary School.
There could be no better example of the impact the
government’s commitment to getting things done is
having in regional Victoria.
Last year I visited Barker Trailers, a company that
employs around 200 people across two sites at
Maryborough and Woodend. This business is
benefiting from our cuts to payroll tax.
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In January I had the pleasure of taking a sneak peek at
the new Kyneton Primary School, being built by the
Lloyd Group. This project employs upwards of
20 people across a range of trades, and it was terrific to
meet Kyneton local and concreter Taylah, who was
thrilled to be working on this project next door to her
old school, Our Lady of the Rosary Parish School. Only
Labor knows how important it is to invest in
job-creating projects across the state, and nothing gives
me greater pleasure than seeing our local bakeries and
cafes bursting at the seams with workers in hi-vis vests.
I know the Premier also likes to see Victorians hard at
work on these very important infrastructure projects
across the state, and I look forward to welcoming him
to my electorate.

North-east rail line
Ms RYAN (Euroa) (19:05) — (13 406) My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Public Transport, and the action I seek is that she meet
with train travellers in my electorate who are sick to
death of being treated as second-class citizens by the
minister and the city-centric Andrews government.
In April last year the Premier visited Wangaratta and
said that he would buy new trains for the north-east line
if the federal government fixed the track. The federal
government did that — they invested $140 million —
but we are still waiting for any outcome from the
Andrews government.
I have some firsthand accounts this evening for the
minister. The first is from David Watson from
Seymour. The minister might be familiar with him
since this correspondence was addressed and sent
directly to her. David writes:
I wrote to you on 7 January (copy attached) about the Albury
line train service, or lack of it, to which you are yet to reply.
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Visitors from Perth had pre-booked and paid and train was
cancelled over Christmas period. We had to drive them to
Benalla for connecting train.

Julie Allen, who lives between Violet Town and
Bendigo, raised her concerns about the filthy state of
the trains, the confusion between Myki and paper
tickets and the lack of punctuality. She said:
Santa could not use this train line because it’s not reliable. He
would miss the date.
…
The old steam train was more reliable and efficient, and it ran
on time.

Laura Ranger from Tallarook uses the Seymour service
five days a week to travel to university in Melbourne.
On 11 January this year, after a long day of placement,
she caught the 4.32 p.m. Shepparton service. She said:
There were no seats available, common for this service in my
experience, and the air conditioning had broken down in
34 degree heat. I had to stand, along with 12 other passengers
in my carriage alone who stood or sat on the floor. The
carriage was crowded and hot, which resulted in sweat
literally rolling down my back and legs. I stood from
4.38 p.m. until it arrived at Wallan at 5.29 p.m. This means
that I was standing sweating for close to an hour. This is
unacceptable and I am saying this as I am a healthy, fit,
21-year-old woman and I found the amount of standing in the
heat difficult after a long day. What about some of the other
commuters forced to stand, who are older and less able?

The air conditioning fault on that train still has not been
fixed because just 2 hours ago I received an email from
Leeanne Moran, who caught the same service. She said:
Hello, can you please note and pass on to the engineer that the
first carriage of the 4.32 Shepparton train is very hot and —

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Bentleigh electorate schools
More cancellations today, apparently due to locomotive
failure.
Two standard gauge locomotives are required to operate the
daily timetable and V/Line has four.
V/Line’s pathetic response to a colleague says that three are
under repair.
I rather impatiently await your response to my letter and
reiterate these three points made in it:
1)

I questioned, ‘What is going on and what is being done
about it?’.

2)

I said, ‘All pretence must now cease’.

3)

I want to hear only from you, not V/Line or PTV.

Susan Edwards from Euroa said:

Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (19:08) — (13 407) My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Deputy
Premier and Minister for Education, and it concerns the
Andrews Labor government’s current planning for
secondary school provision in East Bentleigh. The
action I seek from the minister is that he ensures land is
acquired for a secondary school on the East Village or
Virginia Park site.
It has been my greatest honour as a member of
Parliament to work with schools in my electorate to
secure a record $48 million for local school
upgrades — a proud record indeed, because we on this
side of the house understand that few things are more
important than investing in education. Our local area is
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one with some very popular schools. Indeed, for many
families the schools are the primary reason for moving
to Bentleigh in the first place.

It did not address any of the issues I raised, but rather
embarked on a political rant totally irrelevant to the
problems facing Gippsland commuters.

This of course means that our schools grow at a very,
very fast rate indeed. Our area is expected to have more
than 1000 extra secondary students by 2021, and our
biggest secondary college, McKinnon, currently has
around 2200 students. Each and every year at
McKinnon there are nearly 400 year 7s enrolling, so the
school is expected to continue to grow for some time.
At the same time it has one of the smallest enrolment
zones in Melbourne.

During 2017 the inconvenience that Gippsland V/Line
passengers were subjected to was totally unacceptable,
given the benefits of the projects causing the disruption
will flow almost entirely to metro passengers. This
complete disregard for Gippsland V/Line commuters
has continued into 2018 and has become a massive
issue. Those travelling from Gippsland to Melbourne
every day for work are subjected to an extra 3 hours a
day in travel time. They are unable to arrive at work
with consistent punctuality and are having their pay
docked, with some losing 1 to 2 hours of pay each day.
Because they are not given timely notice of the change
to services, they are unable to put in place alternative
arrangements for the period of disruption, such as
annual leave or time off.

The proposed redevelopment of 24 hectares of industrial
land in East Bentleigh presents us with a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to provide another school
or campus in the area. The Victorian Planning Authority
and Glen Eira City Council have been working closely
on a structure plan for the site, and I understand that will
be finalised shortly. Through this process there is an
opportunity for the acquisition of a 1.2-hectare site for a
school, and at a recent community workshop hosted by
the Victorian School Building Authority the possibility
of a vertical school was discussed.
Both McKinnon and Bentleigh secondary colleges have
been rebuilt by Labor governments over the years. In
stark contrast you would have to go back in history a
very long way to find a new building provided to these
schools by a former Liberal government. In fact the
East Village-Virginia Park site is located within a
stone’s throw of the old Murrumbeena High School
closed by the Kennett government in the 1990s, which
has contributed directly to the problem we have with
secondary school provision in the area today — another
example of that fact that while Labor invests in
education, the Liberals cut to the bone. Only Labor can
be trusted to deliver a secondary school at the East
Village site, and I call on the minister to ensure that
land is acquired for that purpose.

Gippsland rail services
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (19:11) —
(13 408) I raise a matter for the Minister for Public
Transport, and the action I seek is that the enormous
disruption currently being experienced by Gippsland
V/Line passengers be investigated and addressed by
Public Transport Victoria. I raised this matter in an
adjournment debate in August last year because at that
time Gippsland V/Line passengers were experiencing
unprecedented disruption to their daily commute.
Trains were being replaced by buses often at very short
notice or with no advance warning at all. The minister’s
response to last August’s adjournment was a disgrace.

With the upgrade of the Monash Freeway, buses are
often diverted off the freeway, which adds more time to
the trip to work or home. When Gippsland passengers
are transferred to buses at Pakenham during the
peak-hour commute to Melbourne, Pakenham
passengers swamp the Gippsland coaches, taking up
Gippsland passengers’ seats or completely filling
Gippsland buses before Gippsland passengers have
time to walk from the rail terminal to the coach pick-up
point. And it really rubs salt into the wounds of
Gippsland people when you take into account that the
Metro Trains passengers pay less for their train or bus
ticket than Gippsland passengers.
As a solution, it has been suggested that when the trains
are not running, express bus services during peak hour
to and from the major towns in Gippsland would
overcome this problem. In other words, start treating
Gippslanders with a bit of fairness, equity and, God
forbid, some priority, given the distance of their
commute. I and my fellow Gippslanders do understand
the reason and the need for some disruption to services,
but I plead with the minister on behalf of all
long-suffering Gippsland rail travellers to at least have
the communication of proposed changes advised early
and often and to look at alternatives in the way buses
are deployed that would alleviate some of the pain
being imposed on Gippsland rail users.

Hampton Park Primary School
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (19:13) —
(13 409) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Education and concerns Hampton Park Primary School.
The action I seek is that the minister visit the school to
join me in opening their new state-of-the-art facilities
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and see how staff and students are benefiting from their
new learning spaces. Hampton Park Primary School
was the first school in the local area, and it has just
celebrated its 96th birthday. The Andrews Labor
government made it possible for the school to
modernise and have access to new science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, and art learning spaces,
and a resource hub for specialist programs, as well as
eight new teaching spaces and an administrative wing.
The local community and I campaigned for years to
secure funding, and it was no surprise that only Labor
was willing to commit to the project. Whilst the school
looks a little different physically from when it opened
back in 1922, it has remained consistent in providing
excellent education for its students, teaching them the
basics and beyond, equipping them to be resilient
young people able to tackle this rapidly changing and
challenging world. I look forward to seeing all that they
will accomplish in their brand-new facilities. I hope that
the minister can come down to Hampton Park to see the
new facilities and meet the terrific staff and students. I
know he will be really welcome. We are all very
thankful for his hard work and support.

AusNet Services
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (19:15) — (13 410) I
wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Industrial Relations. The action I seek is for the
minister to intervene in an ongoing industrial dispute
between AusNet Services and the Electrical Trades
Union that is preventing people in my electorate from
moving into their dream homes. Wodonga is one of just
two locations in the state subjected to work bans after
enterprise bargaining agreement negotiations between
the parties broke down in late November last year.
Would-be home owners were told the dispute was
likely to be resolved by mid-January 2018. The latest
advice we have is that it may be March at the earliest.
Builders I have spoken to suggest that at least 30 homes
are simply awaiting connection, with the owners unable
to move in because they cannot provide a certificate of
occupancy. More homes will join the queue in coming
weeks. This is now affecting home owners who should
be in their dream homes, builders who expected to
receive final payments and tradies, who are having to
hire generators and in some instances are even walking
away from jobs because there is no electricity.
The horror stories are mounting. One owner stopped
work on his home because he could not afford the $100
a day it cost for a generator. Yackandandah’s Robyn
King is a mother of three who is now contemplating
living in a tent on her property. She and her husband
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were due to move in very shortly, on 19 February.
AusNet have told them that this will not be happening.
They apologised for the inconvenience but could not
give any idea when they might be connected. The
family is renting a home and had already given notice
to vacate the house and move into their new home in
Osbornes Flat. The house they are renting is going to be
sold. This is a hardworking family with three
school-age children, looking likely to be homeless in a
matter of weeks. As Robyn said to me last week, they
should be excited about their future in their new home,
but it is quite the opposite. They are just another
casualty caught in the crossfire.
I am not arguing ideology. I am fighting for those
people just wanting to move into their own homes and
builders and their tradies who are a vital part of an
industry and our economy. The Property Council of
Australia estimates that they contribute more than
10 per cent of the economy in the Benambra district,
and tradies and all other associated and related
industries are part of the more than 7000 workers
employed directly and indirectly in the industry in the
Benambra district.
It is unfortunate, but the story and the saga continue. I
have not taken sides here. I just want the best for the
people of Benambra. Both the company and the union
need to come back to the table sooner rather than later.
Failing that, this needs the Andrews government and its
industrial relations minister to bring this dispute to a
head. Let us not take this lightly. These people are
really suffering. They are a disputed third party and
desperately need assistance from the government of the
day. Let us get to the table; let us sort it out.

Seaford ambulance station
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (19:18) — (13 411) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Ambulance
Services, and the action I seek is for the minister to join
me in visiting Seaford ambulance station to thank the
paramedics there for their outstanding work. My
electorate has seen some fantastic improvements in
ambulance response times, thanks to the record funding
boosts and major health reforms of the Andrews Labor
government. Ambulance response times in the city of
Frankston and the city of Kingston have improved
significantly. I am very proud that the Andrews Labor
government is delivering significant improvements in
ambulance response times, with a Productivity
Commission report showing that Victoria is the only
state in Australia to improve ambulance response times
over the past year. Minister, I ask that you join me in
visiting the hardworking paramedics of the Seaford
ambulance station.
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Maryborough courthouse
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (19:18) — (13 412) My
adjournment matter is for the Attorney-General, and the
action seek is that he come to the Maryborough
courthouse with me on a court sitting day to see for
himself the inadequacy of his government’s response to
the safety and repair issues there. The Shire of Central
Goldfields has the second highest rates of family
violence offences in Victoria. Most of these matters are
heard in the local Magistrates Court. This courthouse
has part of its ceiling falling down. We know this
because the security guards the government funded
instead of fixing the facility now operate out of the
room previously locked because the roof had collapsed.
Half of the front door is nailed shut — too bad if people
need to leave in a hurry. Rooms off the side of the court
are filled with old registers or are otherwise off limits to
staff, legal counsel, victims and accused, so they all
mill around outside.
This government funded refurbishment of the Kyneton
Magistrates Court in the marginal Labor-held seat of
Macedon, but for Maryborough only part-time security
guards have been supplied. This courthouse has a court
users group, many eloquent victims prepared to speak of
their lived experience and me, all wanting to show the
Attorney-General just how urgent and how great the
need is.

Fairy Hills Kindergarten
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (19:20) — (13 413) The
action I seek for my adjournment matter concerns the
Minister for Early Childhood Education in the other
place. Can I firstly start by thanking Minister Mikakos
for the $350 000 capital grant for Fairy Hills
Kindergarten in Ivanhoe, which will go a very long way
towards the $450 000 that is required to make it an
all-abilities kindergarten. We have children enrolled for
2019 who require wheelchair access. It is a kindergarten
that through this capital grant — a fund that has
provided $18 million for 28 kindergartens across
Victoria this past year — will now be able to make
those capital improvements to provide services
particularly to those from my electorate attending Fairy
Hills Kindergarten and to ensure that students who are
enrolled who need wheelchair access in 2019, these
capital works are done.
We are about $100 000 short. I am working hard with
Banyule City Council to ensure that those funds are
made available in their budget this year. I am sure they
will come to the party. They understand the value of
kindergarten and early years services. Also regarding the
capital works that are going to get underway, we will
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make sure and we give assurances to those families that
they can enrol their kids for 2019 and there will be access
for children of all abilities at Fairy Hills Kindergarten.
I say thanks to the Fairy Hills Kindergarten parents and
the kinder committee. I also say thanks to the Banyule
disability advocacy committee, which has raised these
issues as well. We put a good case forward. As the
parent of a daughter who completed two years of
preschool at the end of last year at Interlaken
Kindergarten, Rosanna, I understand, like everyone here
who has a family or who understands the value of early
years education, how that prepares them for school. It is
vital that that opportunity is available for all parents and
all kids in every kindergarten across the state. This
contribution of $350 000 to Fairy Hills Kindergarten
will go a very long way to making sure that access is
available for every child in Ivanhoe so they can attend
preschool and get the education that they need.
I will also reference Minister Mikakos and her great
campaigning work regarding the $1.9 million cut to the
Take a Break program, which was for occasional care.
It was a program that was cut by the Baillieu
government, which demonstrated their lack of capacity
to understand the needs of families and young children
in the Ivanhoe electorate. This program shows the
support we offer to preschools in Ivanhoe.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Responses
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (19:23) — I
thank the member for Bayswater for raising this
important issue. She is correct that as part of the RIS,
the regulatory impact statement, which is out for
consultation and was in fact developed in partnership
largely with the firearms consultative committee, which
has all of the key firearms groups involved, there was a
proposal put forward in relation to a permit cost and a
cost recovery component for the first time. We have
had conversations with the groups who are concerned
about that, and I think we can find a resolution that will
satisfy them. We are in conversation with those groups
now in relation to that, so I am pretty sure that people
will be happy with the outcome of that.
A number of other members have raised a number of
other issues, and I will refer those matters on to the
relevant ministers.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house
now stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.24 p.m.
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2.

repealing recent changes which have expanded the
scope of VicSmart planning applications, removing
residents’ rights to be aware of future developments in
their neighbourhood;

3.

ensuring our existing design development overlays,
which prohibit three-storey developments within general
residential zones, are protected in perpetuity;

4.

implement mandatory controls to strengthen and enforce
the intent of our 2014 Mornington Peninsula Localised
Planning Statement to override, in unambiguous
language, any changes to the planning scheme, thereby
providing a clear direction for decision-making;

5.

protecting and strengthening local council control within
the green wedge zone and rural conservation zone by
limiting or, where necessary, preventing commercial and
industrial developments on rural land, including
accommodation complexes.

The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

BLACK SATURDAY
The SPEAKER (09:33) — Before members leave
the chamber I wish to remind the house that today
marks the anniversary of the devastating 2009
bushfires, which affected communities across the state.
I ask the house to take a moment to pause and think of
those communities and the lives lost during those
devastating fires.
I invite all members to stand in their places and join me
in a minute’s silence.
Honourable members stood in their places.

By Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (109 signatures) and
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (28 signatures).

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Olympic Village Primary School
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents and supporters of suburb 3081 in
general and West Heidelberg in particular draws to the
attention of the house that the Olympic Village Primary
School, a campus of Charles La Trobe P–12 College, has
been provided in May 2017 with sufficient funding to
develop a master plan for a new school building on the
current school site.

Mornington Peninsula public transport
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula
draws to the attention of the house the legacy of
underinvestment in our public transport services and requests
a complete service review to identify, fund and resolve
shortfalls to enable public transport on the Mornington
Peninsula to align with PTV’s minimum service level,
including but not limited to:
1.

bus route changes to ensure all business, commercial,
educational and all residential areas are properly
serviced with the timetable they need, and in particular:
bringing route 788 bus (Frankston to Portsea) to a
20-minute timetable, extending route 783 bus
(Frankston to Hastings) service and reconfiguring
Mornington North bus services;

2.

find and invest the $6 million allocated in the 2014
budget for Mornington Peninsula bus infrastructure, but
which has never been seen;

3.

provide bus access direct to Frankston Hospital from all
points around the peninsula;

4.

a cross-peninsula service from Hastings to Rosebud, and
another from Hastings to Mornington;

5.

provide bus services to our key tourism destinations with
intrapeninsula shuttles in peak season;

6.

provision of express commuter services of major bus
routes directly to Frankston station and Monash
University Peninsula campus;

7.

update all bus route signage to reflect current standards
across all bus routes.

Much of the current building is reaching end-of-life and needs
to be updated to meet community requirements.
We believe that this new building will support the students
and their families and give them hope and pride in their
education. Every student is important and has the civil right to
equal access to quality facilities.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria commit to fund the rebuilding of a new
Olympic Village Primary School through the budget in 2018
or earlier; this will insure the equal opportunities for all our
children in 3081.

By Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (255 signatures).
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Mornington Peninsula planning
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula
draws to the attention of the house the need to protect the
Mornington Peninsula from inappropriate development by:
1.

removing ‘as of right’ approvals which now allow
three-storey developments and buildings up to 11 metres
high within our general residential zone;

By Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (185 signatures) and
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (218 signatures).
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Flinders Street reserve, Rye

Australia Day public holiday

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula,
draws to the attention of the house the need to protect, in
accordance with the state government biodiversity 2037 plan,
a valuable bushland reserve with very high conservation
significance located at 50 Flinders Street, Rye. This petition
therefore requests:

The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house the current debate around Australia Day.

1.

the state government retain the land for public use; and

2.

protect this bushland reserve from future housing
subdivision being a significant remnant of native
vegetation in an otherwise highly urbanised
residential area.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (122 signatures).

Jetty Road, Rosebud
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the electorate of Nepean draws
to the attention of the house the extremely dangerous traffic
conditions at the intersection of Jetty Road, Rosebud, and the
terminus of the Mornington Peninsula Freeway.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria, in accordance with the VicRoads
Point Nepean Road Study, urgently approve funding for the
Jetty Road overpass in order to relieve the congestion on
local roads at the current terminus of the Mornington
Peninsula Freeway.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (102 signatures).

Mornington Peninsula Freeway
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the electorate of Nepean,
draws to the attention of the house
1.
2.

3.

4.

the need for urgent noise attenuation works along the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway;
since the opening of Peninsula Link, traffic volumes
have increased dramatically, adding considerably to loss
of amenity for residents living along the freeway route in
the Nepean electorate;
recent works in the southbound lane near the Safety
Beach Country Club neglected to utilise available
sound-deadening materials or technology, which has
increased the noise levels being suffered by residents;
we ask for the installation of either earthen berms, a
sound-deadening road surface, noise-attenuating
barriers, planting of sound-deadening trees or a
combination of all these solutions to reduce the noise
to an acceptable level for all residents from Safety Beach
to Rosebud.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (11 signatures).

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria use its best endeavours to change the
Australia Day holiday from 26 January to 1 January, to be
celebrated on 2 January, to commemorate Federation Day of
Australia. This will recognise the date of federation, extend
the holiday period and minimise economic disruption.

By Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) (2 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Mornington be considered next day on
motion of Mr MORRIS (Mornington).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Nepean be considered next day on
motion of Mr DIXON (Nepean).

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003:
Government response to the Accountability and
Oversight Committee’s Report on the Inquiry into
education, training and communications initiatives of
Victorian oversight agencies
Government response to the IBAC Committee’s Report
on a framework for monitoring the performance of the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 — SR 5
Corrections Act 1986 — SR 3
Domestic Animals Act 1994 — SR 1
Road Safety Act 1986 — SR 6
Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and Supervision)
Act 2009 — SR 4
Wildlife Act 1975 — SR 2
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rules 1, 2, 3, 4.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Wire rope barriers
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (09:38) — To the
frustration of many South Barwon residents, in lieu of
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roads being upgraded, potholes being fixed, median
strips being cut, problem intersections being upgraded
and lines being painted, we see wire rope barriers being
installed in areas that do not need them as there is either
nothing to hit or they are already covered by existing
barriers in many cases.
I have no issue with the installation of wire rope barriers
where appropriate and in accordance with established
guidelines. However, this government is installing them
on many roads where they are unnecessary and are
actually creating safety issues. Drivers in many locations
have no room to pull over safely and if they have to are
at risk of being struck by oncoming traffic. These
barriers are also causing problems for emergency
services where they cannot find a break in the barriers to
turn or to fight a fire. This can delay police, ambulances
and the Country Fire Authority in circumstances where
every minute matters.
A good example of where Transport Accident
Commission funds were used wisely in the past was the
upgrade to the intersection of Kidman Avenue and
Torquay Road, Belmont, which had a notorious history.
This was signalised and the pavements were raised to
slow traffic, and it has no doubt prevented countless
accidents. After all, isn’t that what we are supposed to
be doing — actually endeavouring to prevent accidents
in the first place?
Residents simply want their roads fixed and money spent
wisely, not on these wire rope barriers where they are not
necessary. But this government is obsessed with spin and
the perception of activity, and it is relentlessly rolling out
these wire rope barriers rather than upgrading and
maintaining our roads and intersections to actually
prevent accidents from occurring in the first place.

Bendigo West electorate sporting facilities
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (09:39) — Thanks
to the Andrews Labor government’s record investment
in sport, women and girls across Bendigo and
Castlemaine will finally have access to female-friendly
facilities. I was pleased to join the Minister for Sport
recently to announce $100 000 in funding for a new
pavilion at Wesley Hill Recreation Reserve. The
reserve is home to the Castlemaine Football Netball
Club, the Castlemaine District Netball Association and
the Castlemaine Cycling Club. Together they have a
combined membership of over 1000 people, including
around 300 women and girls. The current facilities are
old and tired, and there are no female facilities. The
new pavilion will feature flexible unisex change rooms,
unisex umpire change rooms, a first-aid room, a kiosk
and storage facilities for all three sporting groups.
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We also announced $100 000 for much-needed
female-friendly facilities at Queen Elizabeth Oval in
Bendigo. Despite having more than 125 female
members, the Sandhurst Football Netball Club has no
dedicated female facilities near the netball courts. The
new facility will feature two female change rooms for
the netballers, unisex umpire change rooms, accessible
facilities, a first-aid room and storage.
These two pavilions are part of over
100 female-friendly projects across the state benefiting
from this government’s $120 million Community
Sports Infrastructure Fund, including $14 million to
build much-needed female-friendly facilities. We want
to make sure that female sports players across Victoria
never again have to use makeshift facilities like getting
changed in cars or travelling long distances to use
female toilets. This policy has been extremely well
received across the regions and supported by sporting
clubs and local governments. The question is: will the
Lib-Nats cut it?

Wire rope barriers
Ms RYAN (Euroa) (09:41) — I today call on the
Premier and the Minister for Roads and Road Safety to
immediately review the tragic death of a young woman
whose car hit a wire rope fence on the Calder Freeway
last week. I have been told that the wire rope barrier
was installed behind a fixed rail W-beam, which
resulted in the driver crashing and sliding along the
rope barrier and into the end of the rail barrier.
In December I stood in this house and asked the
minister to halt the rollout of wire rope barriers until
fears about safety could be addressed, and in January I
wrote to him again outlining my concerns. I have since
been told that the minister’s rushed rollout of wire rope
barriers has resulted in projects which do not meet
safety standards and that there are not enough people to
inspect and supervise the works. Trevor Owen, the
assistant chief officer for the south-east region of the
Country Fire Authority, has also gone public with his
concerns. On 10 January he said:
Treating one safety risk can create another. Long-distance
wire rope barriers along our major roads will have a
consequence on firefighter safety and delay access to fires in
some cases along roadsides.

If that was not enough, last Friday my office received a
phone call from a motorist travelling on the Hume
Highway to Melbourne who saw that people were
mowing the median strip between the dual
carriageways with push mowers because they could not
get tractors behind the wire rope barriers. Instead of
investigating these concerns or agreeing to my request
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to halt the rollout, the minister’s response was to label
country people ‘dingbats’.

Pink Stumps Day
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs)
(09:42) — On Sunday I was privileged to be able to
attend the very first Pink Stumps Day hosted by
Sydenham Hillside Cricket Club. It was held in my
electorate at the Hillside Recreation Reserve, where the
women’s team faced off against Westmeadows Cricket
Club. I am pleased to report that the event was a
resounding success, raising money for the McGrath
Foundation to support breast cancer care and education.
I thank the players involved, in particular Olivia Liron,
Catherine Morrow, Kerry Scandolera, Lara Srbinovski,
Anna Calabretta, Sophie Barlas, Michelle Morrow,
Vicki Kokkinidis, Caitlyn Twentyman, Hannah,
Maddison Lorimer and Maryanne Marsh along with the
club secretary, Bernard Morrow, and the cricket team
coordinator, George Barlas.
I am also happy to confirm that the Sydenham Hillside
women were victorious in their game against
Westmeadows, but their respect on the day for the
people that they honoured — cancer survivors and their
families — was very encouraging. I encourage the
Hillside Sydenham community to get behind this cause
and donate. Certainly the Victorian government is
investing in our local health, with investment in the new
Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital. We
have invested $3.45 billion more than the Liberals did
in their last term of government — an increase of
20 per cent in our health budgets despite federal
government health cuts.

Mornington Peninsula Freeway
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (09:44) — No doubt many
honourable members visited the Mornington Peninsula
over the summer break. Due to the high level of
congestion on the Mornington Peninsula Freeway, you
would have had plenty of time as you crawled along to
study the new wire rope barriers that are being installed
on the freeway from Peninsula Link right through to
Rosebud. There have been a number of issues with the
project, which is still not complete. These include signs
saying that the project would start in July, yet it did not
commence until September. There has been massive
vegetation removal, with the removal of all vegetation
on the median strip for the entire length of the
freeway planned. This removal saw the mulching of
not only the vegetation but all the wildlife and fauna
that lived in this vegetation. This part of the project
has been temporarily halted following local protests so
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that work will not continue until a wildlife
management plan is implemented.
This same section of freeway is the only section of
freeway in Victoria running through a built-up
residential area without sound barriers. This vegetation
removal removed the only sound-deadening material to
protect residents. Questions remain as to whether there
will be barriers in the central part of the freeway as only
the side run-off barriers have been erected. If so,
emergency services have said to me they are concerned
about access issues, especially the ability to make
U-turns within the freeway reserve. The wire barriers
will contribute to road safety, but as is typical of this
government the implementation has been fraught with
mistakes and has treated affected locals, and wildlife in
this case, with contempt.

St Kilda Beach
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) (09:45) — St Kilda Beach is not only our most
visited and most loved beach, it is also one of the most
democratic and accessible of all the nation’s iconic
beaches. Yet it is under threat, as Victoria Police, Life
Saving Victoria and Ambulance Victoria have pointed
out, from unregulated alcohol binge drinking and
related antisocial behaviour — behaviour that has seen
the attraction of neo-Nazis and waves of backpacker
flash mobs variously descend on the beach and seek to
undermine its accessibility and amenity for locals and
visitors alike.
Tonight the City of Port Phillip will consider the issues
of the amenity and safety of the beach through
regulating an alcohol-free dry zone. The accessibility
and the safety of our beach for everyone, the
consistency of bans and their applications to similar
iconic beaches demands that the council address the
unenforceable dog’s breakfast of their current
regulations. These regulations ban drinking in some
places in St Kilda and actually channel this behaviour
onto the foreshore; or if there are regulations, they start
and finish at varying times with varying applications
and unclear consequences making them unintelligible
let alone unenforceable. The end result is the
channelling of binge drinking into the most frequented
and unregulated part of St Kilda.
We all love St Kilda and its edgy feel, but when
5000 people descend on the foreshore leaving tonnes of
trash and thousands of dollars of damage in clean-up
there is nothing edgy about it. The state government has
stepped up and funded its end of the bargain with
CCTV and bollards; it is now time for council to do its
bit to stand up and support our frontline agencies.
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Timber industry
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (09:47) — The
recent protest action orchestrated by the Goongerah
Environment Centre in East Gippsland on Granite
Mountain has once again deprived hardworking timber
families of more than 10 days income. The timber
workers that were affected were going about their
legitimate, lawful occupation, but the safety of their
workplace was completely compromised by protesters
with no regard for the law, no regard for the safety of
forest workers and no regard for their own welfare.
There is no basis for the protest action; 98 per cent of
old-growth forests is already set aside in reserves and
parks and any remnant individual trees found in areas to
be harvested that are over 2.5 metres in diameter are
retained. This was clearly an illegal and illegitimate
protest, so why did the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change take 10 days to have
the protesters removed?
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and child health centres. Starting this week, term one
classes have begun. The community hub will offer a
range of facilities including computer rooms and
classrooms, meeting rooms, a communal lounge and
kitchen, play spaces and child-care facilities.
The Sussex Neighbourhood House team have put
together a fantastic program for term one, including
classes in yoga, pottery, creative writing, dance,
sewing, computers, bookkeeping and guitar and
keyboard. Over the past couple of weeks in particular
the team at the Sussex Neighbourhood House, led by
their excellent manager, Vic Issell, have moved all of
their facilities from the old site in Sussex Street to this
new site. It certainly is an exciting time for the
community and I wish them all the very best in their
transition to their new home. The new home is also
beside the Pascoe Vale pool and will be a shared
location with the new branch of the Moreland toy
library. I wish all of those who are tenanting this new
facility the very best.

Black Saturday

AusNet Services

Mr BLACKWOOD — Today, 7 February, marks
the ninth anniversary of Black Saturday. Many in my
community were directly and indirectly affected by the
events of that day and some still struggle with the
psychological impact of the disaster. Thankfully the
resilience of the community has underpinned the
amazing recovery that most have made as through hard
work, enormous community goodwill and assistance,
businesses and personal property have been restored
and replaced.

Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (09:50) — AusNet
Services have really fallen to a new low. First, their
industrial action has prevented hundreds of new
buildings from being connected in north-east Victoria.
This needs to be negotiated, and I acknowledge that
they have limited control over this situation. But now,
in a situation over which they have 100 per cent
control, they have made a decision to cut off power
during the busiest time for some of Wangaratta’s
largest and most progressive businesses. I find it
appalling that AusNet have refused to negotiate a more
practical time, including potentially a weekend timeslot,
to replace a power pole. AusNet needs to treat our
businesses as customers instead of just cash cows. One
particular company in Wangaratta, which employs in
excess of 100 staff, will shut down in the middle of
their busiest time of the year. AusNet’s refusal to
negotiate with customers shows an arrogance that our
country businesses are tired of.

All in our community will be forever grateful for the
efforts of our volunteers and career emergency services
men and women whose efforts certainly saved lives and
property. Without their professionalism, courage and
dedication the devastation of Black Saturday would
certainly have been far worse. The work of the
Warragul community church, service clubs and many
other volunteer groups and individuals who provided
thousands of hours of volunteer assistance for the
recovery effort will never be forgotten.

Sussex Neighbourhood House
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (09:48) — This
week marks an exciting new chapter for the Sussex
Neighbourhood House. After 26 years at its former
home in Sussex Street, Pascoe Vale, and after a
fantastic contribution from the Andrews Labor
government, the Sussex Neighbourhood House has
moved to its new home. It will share its new facilities
with the Cumberland Road and Turner Street maternal

An AusNet spokesperson claims an existing pole that is
somewhere between 25 and 40 years old needs to be
replaced on a weekday — not on a weekend, when it
would inconvenience far fewer businesses. I appeal to
the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change to intervene and support businesses to ensure a
balanced outcome. AusNet have lost sight of the reason
that they exist, and I am shocked that they will not
listen. No offer has been made to consider changing the
date, nor has an offer been made of an alternate power
supply. There has merely been a straight-out rejection
of alternatives. I urge the minister for energy to step in
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to ensure that AusNet are compelled to consider major
clients before maintenance work is scheduled, and I
appeal to AusNet to reconsider the timing of this
maintenance work.

Botanic Garden, and he works with volunteers, work
for the dole co-ordinators and the Aboriginal
community to put Melton on the map. Thank you also
to Jill, his wife, and all the other volunteers.

Youth programs

Del Leggett, OAM, is Moorabool Citizen of the Year.
She has made a long-term contribution to the
community through her work as a councillor, shire
president, justice of the peace, Djerriwarrh Health
Services board member and chair, as well as many
other community organisations. Many would know her
as an active 50-year Labor Party member as well. Her
award is well-deserved.

Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (09:51) — Over the
past two weeks I have been pleased to visit all points of
my electorate to announce six projects that will share in
$600 000 funding for local youth initiatives. This
includes programs that assist Indigenous youth to
connect to community and country, mentoring to
provide positive role models for vulnerable young
people, support for people with disability to engage in
the arts and the development of local youth advisory
committees to develop youth policy and activity spaces.
It was fantastic to meet many of the young people
involved in the Ballarat, Moorabool and Golden Plains
shires who will have a key role in developing the
projects and have a direct say in the decisions that affect
their lives. I commend all involved in these projects.

First home owner grant
Mr HOWARD — I am also pleased to see that the
Andrews government is making it easier for young
people in regional Victoria to build and live in their
own community. Since Labor doubled the first home
owner grant in regional Victoria, we have seen almost
three times as many people receive the grant. Across
Ballarat, Moorabool and Golden Plains, 138 grants
have been awarded to first home buyers. This means
more young people in my electorate have achieved their
dream of owning their own home. I am certainly very
excited about these great projects that the Andrews
government is supporting.

Australia Day awards
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (09:52) — Today I
acknowledge the Australia Day award winners from
Melton and Moorabool. Sharie May Castillo is Melton
Young Citizen of the Year. She arrived in Australia in
2013 and became a school leader at Staughton College,
where she organised many events and worked with
many organisations.
Jane Sultana is Melton Woman of the Year; she has
worked tirelessly to advance the status of women,
especially advocating against violence. Lesley Jenner is
the Melton access and inclusion leader; she has worked
on the disability advisory committee and with
Djerriwarrh Health Services, to name two. John
Bentley, who is a friend of mine, is Melton Citizen of
the Year; he is president of the Friends of the Melton

Corey Williams is Moorabool Young Citizen of the
Year; he has worked through the scouts to help people
ranging from the young to those in their twilight years
through his volunteering. Congratulations also to the
Linking Melton South volunteers and the Black Nite
Black Lite volunteers for all their hard work.

Andrzej Korab
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (09:54) — It is with a
heavy heart that I rise today to speak about a great man
who contributed so much, not only in the Polish
community but also in the wider Victorian
community — Mr Andrzej, or Andrew, Korab. Andrew
Korab, who passed away in January this year, was a
shining example of the success of Victoria’s
multicultural community. After migrating to Australia
Andrew combined his Polish heritage with the
Australian values he held dearly. He worked very hard
to give back to the community. This was shown
through his many years of presidency of the Polish
Sporting, Recreation and Community Association Inc.
in Albion in my electorate. Under Andrew’s leadership
the club became a meeting place for a number of local
groups from diverse nations and religious backgrounds.
One of Andrew’s greatest achievements was helping to
bring the Polish and Jewish communities together. The
two communities, which at times have different
opinions, were able to hold discussions over sensitive
issues. Although not easily resolved, through the
commitment of Andrew, trust and friendship have been
able to grow, laying the groundwork for further
cooperation and understanding between the two
communities.
I personally am very proud to call Andrew a friend and
to have worked with him over many years to make the
restoration and upgrade of the Polish club in Albion a
reality. Although Andrew will not be able to see the
result and countless other goals that he had for the club,
hand in hand we will work together to continue his
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work and legacy. My deepest condolences to Andrew’s
family and friends, and members of the Polish
community.

Black Saturday
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (09:55) — Today marks the
ninth anniversary of Black Saturday, which devastated
communities across the Eildon district. It is important
that we never forget those who lost their lives, those
who survived and those who were there for our
community in its time of greatest need. My thoughts are
with those families, friends and communities today.

John Ridley
Ms McLEISH — I was delighted to see John
Ridley of Warburton made a Member of the Order of
Australia in the Australia Day honours list. John has
been a marvellous contributor to his community in
many varied facets, both locally and broadly. John
currently sits on the board of the highly acclaimed
Melbourne International Comedy Festival and chairs
the lesser known but unique Australian Tapestry
Workshop. His ability to get things moving and make a
difference was evident in his involvement with the
Melbourne Forum.
Politics are also close to John’s heart: he has held key
positions within the Liberal Party and with MPs. Most
pleasing is that a president of the National Union of
Australian University Students leaned towards the right.
I know both John and I, along with many others in the
area, look forward to Warburton becoming a key tourist
destination and eagerly await the development of the
old Sanitarium factory.
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a nearly $48 million Andrews Labor government
school capital investment in our area.
We have just completed a $2.5 million upgrade of
Southmoor Primary School, providing a new prep
wing, art room and works on the main building. We are
well into construction of a new Victorian certificate of
education centre at McKinnon Secondary College,
which is set to open in the middle of the year.
Construction has begun on Bentleigh Secondary
College’s STEAM centre as well as two additional
indoor courts. Construction has also begun on the new
gymnasium at Tucker Road Bentleigh Primary School
and stage 2 of Valkstone Primary School’s
redevelopment.
Works are also well underway on the refurbished
performing arts centre at Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
College Bentleigh, made possible with a $500 000 grant
from our non-government schools capital fund. We will
soon commence construction on the complete rebuild of
Bayside Special Developmental School and the upgrade
of Berendale School — a substantial investment in
special education in our area — as well as new sport and
recreation facilities at McKinnon Primary School and
Moorabbin Primary School.
All of this has been funded in the first three budgets of
the Andrews Labor government. By contrast, no school
upgrades in the Bentleigh electorate were funded in the
first three budgets of the former Liberal government.
I also take this opportunity to welcome the new
principal of Ormond Primary School, Kerri McLeod,
and the new principal of Southern Autistic School,
Bruce McPhate. I look forward to working with both
of them.

Wire rope barriers
Ms McLEISH — I urge the government to halt,
review and re-evaluate the rollout of the wire rope
barrier project. The fact that the government has
launched a far-reaching media campaign suggests that
they know that there are concerns and angst within the
communities about the barriers and their effect locally
on communities and road users. Constituents tell me
they are not opposed to the barriers per se but more to
the mass rollout, which appears to be non-strategic and
in spots that are not dangerous. This is seen as very
wasteful. Fixing the road surfaces is a higher priority.

Wire rope barriers
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (09:58) — Last Wednesday I
put up a photo on Facebook of a car beside a wire rope
barrier. Over 109 000 people saw the post; 4811
reacted, including 2863 comments. Here is a flavour
of them.
John Munro of Ararat wrote:
Shifting harvesters along these roads with wire barriers is
bloody dangerous as there is not enough room to safely travel.

Thea Allan of Maryborough wrote:

Bentleigh electorate schools
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (09:57) — The start of
the new school year has been met with a lot of
excitement in the Bentleigh electorate, with the
construction of several upgrades taking place as part of

In some places, like at Flagstaff between Carisbrook and
Maryborough, I actually feel afraid as I drive past.

Dave Wainwright of Stawell wrote:
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More thought needs to be put into where they are installed,
I’m sure in certain circumstances they could be good … a bit
like installing pink bats, no thought gone into it.

Dianne Brown of Miners Rest wrote:
I don’t understand why they could not be put further out to
leave room for the driver to pull over. People with children
have all sorts of reasons to have to pull over.

Nancy Egan of Carisbrook wrote:
Wire rope barriers also hinder the CFA getting in to fight a
fire from the road.

Maree Cullen of Donald wrote:
What happens if an ambulance needs to get into an accident
on the other side? How far do they have to go before they
can cross?

Lisa Esmore of St Arnaud wrote:
That money could have been used towards fixing our country
roads, which really need work.

Many thousands of people have told me they are not
happy with how this program is being rolled out. I ask
the Minister for Roads and Road Safety: are all these
people banjo-playing dingbats, as you characterise
anyone who questions this program?

Taradale and Castlemaine emergency services
brigades
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (10:00) — On
19 December a ferocious storm made its way through
central Victoria, and the small township of Taradale in
my electorate was particularly affected. On a recent
drive around town with Country Fire Authority (CFA)
captain Robert Schomacker, I was shocked by the
devastation wrought by this short but very frightening
severe weather event. While I extend my thanks to the
incident controllers from the Castlemaine Victoria State
Emergency Service (SES) and to all SES crews and
CFA brigades involved on that night, I want to give
special thanks to the Taradale CFA brigade. Taradale
volunteers worked tirelessly through the night, some
not even aware of the storm’s impact on their own
homes, and continued to support their community
through Christmas and beyond.
The Taradale brigade is a small and inclusive brigade
with an active membership, an energetic youth brigade,
a commitment to honouring their history and a request
for a new truck. I am very proud of this government’s
record investment in our emergency services
volunteers, including an additional $60 million to the
CFA to deliver the training, equipment and facilities
our firefighters need. As a local MP in a high
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bushfire-risk region and on the anniversary of Black
Saturday, I pledge to continue to support my local
brigades in their mission to keep our community safe.

Carmel Clemson
Ms THOMAS — Congratulations, Carmel
Clemson, on receipt of your OAM in the Australia Day
honours and for your tireless community activism
through your volunteer work with Woodend Lifestyle
Carers Group, the Gisborne Cemetery Trust, Gisborne
Christmas Festival Committee, GREAT Gisborne
Gazette, Bullengarook Bellows and as a justice of the
peace, a civil celebrant and a councillor for the Shire of
Macedon Ranges.

Wire rope barriers
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (10:01) — This
government has a crazy contagion. It is spreading wire
rope barriers across the width and breadth of country
Victoria with scant regard for common sense,
practicality and the real needs of road safety on our
rural roads. In a crazy quest to waste more money in the
roads portfolio, hot on the heels of spending $1 billion
not to build a road in Melbourne’s east, this minister is
now spending $1 billion to create an unnecessary
hazard on many of our rural roads. Despite VicRoads’s
own documents from September 2016 suggesting
4-metre setbacks from the road’s edge for wire rope
barriers, this government is allowing wire rope barriers
to be installed less than 30 centimetres from the edge of
the roadway. Country drivers, who are crying out for
potholes to be filled, killer intersections to be improved,
roadways to be mown and looked after and passing
lanes to be installed, are gasping in disbelief at the
profligate waste of money that is being rolled out on a
daily basis from one end of Victoria to the other.
In an act of desperate politics, the roads minister has
called worried mothers too scared to pull over with
sick children, transport drivers unable to get off the
roadway to check loads, Country Fire Authority and
emergency services workers trying to save lives and
protect property a bunch of ‘banjo-playing whingers’.
Can I tell the minister that the over 50 000 people that
have contacted us over this roadway madness are not
whingers. Can I tell the minister that deaths and
potential injuries caused on sections of road that are
up to 3 metres under size because of his cobweb of
wires are not whinges. Minister, when you chose to
rip up contracts and waste $1 billion, at least you did
not hurt anyone.
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Prisoner of war memorial service, Ballarat
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) (10:03) — Bill Rudd,
aged 100; Jack Bell, 100; Col Hamley, 98; Colin
Fraser, 98; Bruce Clifton, 94; Bill Wilkie, 93; David
Manning, 93; Jim Elwood, 96; and Eric ‘Jonno’
Johnson, aged 98, are the ex-prisoners of war (POWs)
who attended the 14th anniversary service at the
memorial in Ballarat on Sunday. They are all owed our
gratitude and our respect.
Andrew Corlette told the story of his father, Major
Dr Ewan Corlette, Australian Medical Corps. It was an
extraordinary story of an extraordinary man and an
example of the tens of thousands of stories about
Australians whose internment is commemorated by the
memorial: men and women who showed the courage to
serve their country; soldiers, airmen, sailors and nurses
who showed determination to endure incarceration and
suffering at the hands of their captors.
The 14th service at this national memorial was a
solemn occasion, and my thanks go to all involved in
organising this day and in collecting the stories of our
more than 36 000 Australian prisoners of war. The
memorial trustees are to be congratulated for their
commitment to remembering and honouring the men
and women who experienced the kind of atrocities at
the hands of their captors that we can only barely
imagine. I would encourage everyone to visit the
memorial in Ballarat and pay tribute to those brave men
and women. Names continue to be added, so if you are
aware of a relative who was a POW, please get in
contact with the trustees.

South-West Coast electorate roads
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (10:04) — It
has been a summer of discontent in South-West
Coast — discontent with the government and its
failings on rural and regional roads. We have got
potholes forming in potholes and road surfaces
crumbling and falling apart. They are dangerous and
putting lives at risk. These are roads that people have to
use every single day. They are roads that school buses
use. They are roads that carry huge volumes of freight
to market — freight that boosts the state’s economy by
enormous amounts. But is this government’s answer to
spend money on roads to fix them properly to improve
safety for users and efficiencies for farm businesses?
No. Instead they spend millions of dollars on wire rope
barriers beside the potholes and crumbling surfaces in
an effort to improve safety, and when they do attempt
to fix a road it falls apart within a matter of weeks. It is
illogical and yet another example of stupidity and a lack
of common sense from this government.
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If you raise legitimate concerns about this policy, you
get called names like dingbat or you are called a
banjo-playing conspiracy theorist. This is completely
unbecoming behaviour for a minister of the Crown and
shows how this inner-city government views the
concerns of rural and regional Victoria. Are all the
people who have contacted my office about this issue
dingbats? Is the mother worried about not being able to
pull her car over safely when her child is sick in the
back seat a dingbat? Is the Country Fire Authority
captain concerned about a lack of access to roadside
grassfires a banjo-playing conspiracy theorist? The
minister must apologise for his disgusting
generalisations of regional Victorians as hicks and
conspiracy theorists and roll out the wire rope barriers
where they are appropriate but not forget to fix the
roads first.

Sunbury electorate construction projects
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (10:06) — The year 2018
will be a year of construction and delivery in the
Sunbury electorate. Here are just some of the projects
that are or will be underway, creating jobs and making
our community even better throughout 2018: the
Sunbury global learning centre construction; the
Melbourne-Lancefield Road upgrade; the Gap Road
and Horne Street signalisation; a new Tullamarine
men’s shed; the Boardman Reserve upgrade; the
Sunbury College upgrade; the Sunbury Downs College
upgrade; the Salesian College upgrade; the Tullamarine
Primary School upgrade; the Sunbury and Macedon
Ranges Specialist School upgrade; the Kismet Park
Primary School upgrade; the Diggers Rest Primary
School upgrade; the Sunbury Heights and Sunbury
Downs shared community facility construction; the
Sunbury recycled water treatment plant upgrade; the
Vineyard Road shared bike path; the new warm water
pool at the Sunbury aquatic centre; and the Sunbury
BMX, scooter and skate pavilion upgrade, which is a
fantastic project.
Compare this to four years of nothing under the
previous Liberal government, who were only good for
one thing, and that is cuts — cuts to health, cuts to
education and of course to jobs.

Australia Day awards
Mr J. BULL — I would like to take this opportunity
to congratulate all of those who became our newest
citizens at the Hume City Council Australia Day
ceremony. I would also like to congratulate the winners
of the following awards: Hume Citizen of the Year,
joint winners Jason Moore and Ricky Byers; Hume
Young Citizen of the Year, Michelle Grover; and the
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Hume Community Event of the Year, the Craigieburn
Anzac Day service. All nominees and winners should
be extremely proud, and our community thanks you.

Sunbury electorate emergency services
Mr J. BULL — I would also like to take this
opportunity very briefly to thank our emergency
services, which over summer responded to two
grassfires in Sunbury. I congratulate you on all of your
hard work and response. Thank you.

Broadmeadows funding
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (10:07) — I call
on the Leader of the Opposition to put back the money
that he took out of Broadmeadows in the reverse Robin
Hood strategy he did as Minister for Planning. This was
an outrageous rort on people.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: sustainability and
operational challenges of Victoria’s rural and
regional councils
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (10:08) — I am pleased to
have this opportunity, following my members
statement, to rise and speak on the interim report of the
inquiry into the sustainability and operational
challenges of Victoria’s rural and regional councils.
This report, which was tabled by me as the committee
chair on 12 December 2017, is a report that I think
certainly sets the foundation for the final report, which
will be tabled by the end of March.
I would like to briefly take this opportunity to thank
those members of Parliament who have participated in
the committee process. I certainly thank the deputy
chair, Mr Simon Ramsay in the other place, the
member for Thomastown, the member for Mordialloc,
the member for Polwarth, and Mr Luke O’Sullivan and
Mr Daniel Young in the other place. It is important of
course to thank those in the secretariat who play an
important role in this committee work. I would like to
acknowledge and put on the record thanks to Dr Chris
Gribben, Annemarie Burt, Sarah Catherall and Kieran
Crowe for their support right through the process in
terms of getting this committee report tabled last year.
The report is an interim report, and therefore there is a
whole lot more to come. But through this process of
looking at the sustainability and operational challenges
of our rural and regional councils a number of things
were quite clear. The report identifies numerous
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processes via which those municipalities are operating,
and there are certainly a number of differences between
rural and regional councils and their city counterparts.
We looked at the state of Victoria’s regional councils as
a starting point and the challenges that those councils
face. But there are also those responsibilities that vary,
and certainly as you move out into country areas — I
know, Deputy Speaker, that you would be quite
familiar with a number of these issues — which involve
areas of large scale and a number of long roads, you see
things like roadside weed and pest management. These
are things that many of the metropolitan councils do not
have to consider, but a number of these rural and
regional councils are looking at and paying for a
number of these programs. It is certainly worth noting
that there are a number of impacts owing to recent
changes, the way that councils are responding to these
changes and of course the rating and review system.
We received 67 individual and organisational
submissions, and the survey looked at what we consider
to be 48 regional councils. Public hearings were
undertaken in Melbourne, Traralgon, Wycheproof,
Kerang, Shepparton, Bendigo and Colac, and the report
provides an overview of some of the questions that
were asked during those hearings. As I mentioned, we
looked at 48 municipalities, and they were varied. I
mentioned the variation or differentiation. Some had
fewer than 3000 residents in the whole municipality,
and the larger ones had over 230 000 residents. The
municipalities varied in size from 13 square kilometres
to over 22 000 square kilometres. That goes back to the
geography and the size of those councils.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all those who
submitted to the committee and attended public
hearings. I believe some of the Parliament’s best work is
captured through the committee process — something
that does not receive enough media attention. While I
was out in some of these wonderful rural and regional
communities I experienced just how resilient, generous
and warm country Victorians are. All those who
presented to the committee were overwhelmingly
constructive and wanted to see their communities grow
and thrive. It is certainly heartening for a member of a
peri-urban community such as Sunbury to go out to
these communities and see some of the fantastic work
that is being done. There is no doubt that there are
challenges being faced, and the full report will identify a
number of opportunities and recommendations that we
can consider as a Parliament to improve the lives of
some of the best people in the state.
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Electoral Matters Committee: conduct of 2014
Victorian state election
Ms ASHER (Brighton) (10:13) — I wish to make a
few comments in relation to the Electoral Matters
Committee report entitled Inquiry into the Conduct of the
2014 State Election, dated May 2016. I refer members to
page 145 of that report in the chapter headed ‘Political
campaigning at the 2014 Victorian state election’. I refer
to a committee finding, which states:
The committee finds that public property, such as fire trucks,
were used during the 2014 Victorian state election. It is
implausible to claim that there was only one decommissioned
fire truck used in the 2014 Victorian state election campaign,
given the number of fire trucks seen all over the state.

The committee went on to state the following:
The committee recommends that the public sector code of
conduct be amended to prohibit public sector workers using
government property, such as ambulances, fire trucks and
uniforms for political purposes and in election campaigns and
that penalties be developed for a breach of this type.

I was very interested to see the government’s response to
this particular recommendation. The government when it
tabled its response said that it supports in principle the
recommendation of the Electoral Matters Committee.
The government went on to say, and I quote:
The government supports the committee’s view that there is a
need for clarity regarding public sector employees’
obligations during election periods, including that employees
should not use government property for political purposes in
any context.

The government then referred this matter to the
Victorian Public Sector Commission. I followed up this
particular matter some time ago on behalf of the
Electoral Matters Committee and wrote to the Special
Minister of State asking what the outcome of that
referral to the public service commissioner was. The
minister wrote back to me in my capacity as chair in a
letter dated 25 September 2017, and he said as follows,
and I quote:
The former commissioner has advised that revised guidance
materials have been published. These reinforce the
requirements under the code that employees not use work
resources to pursue their own private interests, including
election-related activities.

I was very pleased to see that these guidelines had been
changed. The guidelines themselves now state, and I
am quoting from the Victorian Public Sector
Commission’s Guidance During Election Periods at
page 2, ‘Can employees use work resources for election
activities?’. The guidelines go on to say:
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… employees must not use work resources to pursue their
own private interests, including election-related activities. For
example, it is not appropriate to use the following public
resources for election-related activities:
a work photocopier to print election flyers;
government vehicles …
government-issued uniforms; or
work telephones and email accounts for election
purposes.

The guidelines then go on to say, and I quote:
Public officials using public resources for private activities,
including election-related activities, may be in breach of the
code of conduct, which could constitute misconduct, and may
result in disciplinary action.

So given that I was one of the members of Parliament
who was appalled by the use of public resources during
the 2014 election campaign, I was pleased that the
Electoral Matters Committee shared my concern over
these issues and made the recommendation that this
should not occur. I am pleased that the government
acknowledged that reform was needed, and I am
pleased that the matter was referred to the public sector
commissioner. However, of course with all of these
things the proof will be in the pudding.
While I am pleased to see the words now prohibiting
the use of public taxpayer-funded resources, of course
the issue is going to be that should this occur at the next
election — and I sincerely hope that it will not occur —
what would be the penalty? That is the absolutely
fundamental issue. However, it would be better in the
first place if employees of the state government did not
use fire trucks and ambulances and uniforms and these
types of things in election-related activity. So I am
pleased by the end result of this recommendation, but
obviously the key question for me as chair of the
Electoral Matters Committee is: what will the penalties
be should these indiscretions occur in the future?

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2016–17
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (10:18) — I refer
to the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
inquiry into the budget estimates for 2016–17 and
particularly to the contribution by the Minister for
Industry and Employment, who referred to how
working in collaboration presents an opportunity to
drive strategic results. I am continuing with my
contributions on the need to place critical issues in the
national interest above partisanship. This is important
not only at the state level but also in our relations with
the Australian government, and it is particularly relevant
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to my roles as Parliamentary Secretary for Medical
Research and Parliamentary Secretary for Small
Business and Innovation, and it highlights critical issues.
What I want to particularly address today is innovation.
Australia is in a $1.6 trillion global innovation race, where the
prize at stake is a bigger share of global wealth, better jobs,
and the best access to the products of innovation, such as new
health treatments.
…
Innovation is essential to create more economic and social
opportunities … With the resources investment boom easing,
and our population ageing, Australia needs to find new
sources of growth and improve productivity to maintain our
standard of living.

This is from the executive summary of the report titled
Australia 2030: Prosperity through Innovation. This is
the plan that has been driven and published to actually
address these issues. The report states:
The biggest growth opportunities will come from
knowledge-intensive companies that innovate and export, as
they are the most profitable, competitive and productive.
These companies will increasingly need to solve global
problems at scale. When they succeed, they will make a
substantial contribution to new jobs growth in Australia. This
will come through both direct employment and indirect jobs
throughout the economy from companies in their supply
chain or in the service economy for their workers.
Innovation will also be critical to the employment market in
Australia in 2030. Despite present fears about automation
eradicating jobs, by 2030 a shortage of workers is a more
likely problem than a shortage of jobs.

That is a critical proposition being put forward by the
Australia 2030 report on how we need to drive
innovation. As I address this issue, innovation has now
got a bad name. Innovation is basically evolution. We
have always innovated. We have always changed. We
have always looked at how we need to develop new
ways and new systems of creating goods and services
and using our resources.
This is the issue that I want to really emphasise. We had
our mining boom, we dug up our common wealth, we
added no value, we shipped it out and it is gone. If this
is our ideas mining boom, we need a better
collaborative approach and strategy between the federal
government and the Victorian government. I do want to
highlight that there are remedies to address this, and
one is a city deal for Melbourne’s north. We want the
same deal that Sydney’s west has and that has been
announced for Geelong.
I just make the point that Melbourne’s north is four
times the population of Geelong and is predicted to
match the current population of Adelaide within two
decades. This is a proposition where the Australian
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government can actually look at collaborating, because
there is a fantastic opportunity in Melbourne’s north to
particularly drive innovation, with its proximity to the
centre of the world’s most livable city. We have got the
blue-chip infrastructure already in place and we have a
lot of competitive advantages, so this would seem to me
to be the next rational and logical choice to be made in
the national interest.
On the Medical Research Future Fund, this is a total
fund of $20 billion. On merit, Victoria last year secured
more than 40 per cent of the funding for medical
research from the independent experts, the National
Health and Medical Research Council. This is the
critical point of change. Under the Medical Research
Future Fund, politics is now in play. I want to make sure
that it does not triumph over rational decision-making,
because this should be one of the greatest assets ever for
Victoria and our economy. We are the national leader,
we are internationally acclaimed and we have all the
institutions here through the Andrews government,
through the member for Altona as Minister for Health
and through the Science, Medical Research and
Technology Ministerial Advisory Panel, which I am
delighted to be a member of. We are trying to make sure
that we get the right reward for effort and on merit and,
in the national interest, drive this through Victoria.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2017–18
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (10:23) — I
am pleased to rise to speak on the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee report on the 2017–18 budget
estimates. There is a lot of material obviously covered
in the estimates process, but I want to talk particularly
about the community safety issues and crime that were
addressed both in the report but also at the public
estimates hearings last year. Particularly I am
concerned in my electorate of Gippsland South with the
South Gippsland area itself. The Shire of South
Gippsland and the Shire of Bass Coast policing areas
have some serious issues at the moment, and I want to
get my concerns on the record and call on the
government to take action.
The latest crime statistics figures that came out in
December for the year to September 2017 show an
increase in crime in the South Gippsland shire of
17.8 per cent. That is right: 17.8 per cent. That is an
increase year on year but it has also been increasing for
a number of years now, and we know of course that in
the overall figures for the time the Andrews Labor
government has been in power crime has gone up
12.5 per cent since 2014.
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In some more specific figures, in Leongatha itself drug
use and possession went up 55 per cent in that
12-month period. Admittedly that could be put down
to police doing a better job and arresting a number of
perpetrators, and that is certainly a good thing, but we
have had a number of high-profile crimes in South
Gippsland in the last couple of weeks, including an
aggravated burglary at a pub in Korumburra. I
understand there was another aggravated burglary at a
pub in Port Welshpool, and there are generally
speaking a number of burglaries and robberies. The
Poowong Consolidated School lost 23 laptops at the
end of last year, and to the credit of the police the
alleged perpetrators have been arrested and those
laptops returned.

30 per cent of the shifts that previously were available
to them in the South Gippsland shire. That is a
significant reduction in the police presence, and I am
getting regular complaints about people not seeing
police around — not seeing them out and about at
night — and about police not being available at the
counter so that when people want to report something at
their local station, the counter is always closed. This is a
significant concern, and I call on the government to
increase police numbers in the South Gippsland area to
deal with this particular problem, which is occurring
and particularly occurring at night.

But the concern is genuine. I had a meeting last week
with a number of Korumburra businesspeople who are
concerned about police presence and police activity. In
particular at night when on a normal weeknight,
Sunday to Thursday nights, across the whole of the
South Gippsland and Bass Coast areas there are two
divisional vans on patrol at any given time on night
shift. That is covering the area from effectively Hedley
or Gelliondale in the east of the South Gippsland shire
all the way through to Phillip Island. It does not take
too much thought to work out that if there is an incident
on Phillip Island, then all of South Gippsland is going
to be left totally uncovered.

Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (10:28) — I am
delighted to make a contribution today on the 2017–18
budget estimates report, a Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee report that was tabled in this
place in October of last year. I would like to draw the
house’s attention to figure 5.2 on page 80, which is
titled ‘Net debt, general government sector — current
and expected trend, 2011 to 2021’. The figures on the
table are in raw numbers. The table shows that net debt
will decrease from $22.3 billion in June 2017 to
$18.1 billion by June 2018, which is as a consequence
of the payment from the proceeds of the long-term lease
of the port of Melbourne, but that debt then is expected
to increase to $23.8 billion by June of this year and
reach $28.9 billion by the end of the forward estimates
period in June 2021.

Generally speaking we are a peaceful and low-crime
area in Gippsland, but there is a genuine concern that
the lack of a police presence, particularly overnight,
has been noted by criminals, and not only criminals
but also hoons, who know that at a certain time of
night they can go out and pretty much do what they
like because there is not going to be a car around.
They might be in Korumburra, Mirboo North or
Leongatha; there is a fair chance that the nearest car is
going to be in Wonthaggi, half an hour or more away.
This is becoming a real concern.
Likewise the offenders are also aware of the low police
presence. The evidence of the recent arrest shows that
they are coming out of south-eastern Melbourne, from
Pakenham and Cranbourne and those sorts of areas, and
hitting soft targets in South Gippsland. That is a real
concern, a genuine concern.
I think our local police do a fantastic job, but with their
numbers they are not able to adequately service our
region. What has happened as a result of the
introduction of the two-up policy, which I hasten to add
is supported by most officers — they do like having the
two-up policy — is that a significant number of shifts
have been cut. One estimate is that police have lost
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In raw numbers debt is growing, but it is important to
put this in the context of two things. The government
has a commitment to make sure that debt stays below
6 per cent of gross state product as the key threshold. It
is also important to note that the government is
continuing to invest and grow the economy. When you
have a set of circumstances where the public sector is
worth about 25 per cent of gross state product, the
public sector can play a key role in terms of driving
economic growth and activity in an economy. It is also
true that when the public sector sits on its hands and
does not make those investments, it can have an impact
on the private sector in that the private sector does not
have the confidence to spend either.
If you are looking at the level crossing removal
program, if you are looking at the Melbourne Metro rail
tunnel and if you are looking at the western distributor,
these are really significant projects. They are
billion-dollar projects. This is not just a sugar hit to the
economy for a brief period of time, this is a sustained
investment over many, many years which will ensure
that the benefits to the economy are quite profound.
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From a skills perspective too I think where you have
these sorts of projects coming to market, coming on
stream, there are opportunities for young people — for
apprentices, for new graduates — to get on board, to
start working on these projects and to potentially spend
10 or 15 years working on a particular project. I am
delighted that a young Somali engineer from my
electorate, Mohammed Mohammed, has been picked
up by the departments working on the Ballarat rail line
upgrade. If I look at Mohammed, he is 26, he is married
and he has a young child. He has struggled to get a job
because, frankly, as he said to me, ‘I’m black and I’m
Muslim and my name is Mohammed, and it’s really
hard to get a job’. But he has got a job now.
The wonderful thing is that through the government
making these sorts of investments we are growing the
economy but we are also creating a fairer and better
society because we are providing opportunities for
people who would otherwise be excluded from the
workforce to be engaged in the workforce, to work on
these projects and develop their skills. In Mohammed’s
case, I think that by the time he is in his mid-30s or by
the time he is 40 he potentially will have had 10 or
15 years working on really significant rail projects or
major transport infrastructure projects. If you look at it
from his perspective, he could do anything. This is a
wonderful opportunity for people like Mohammed.
It is also important, though, that the government is
making these sorts of investments. We need to make
these sorts of investments because of the rate of
population growth that is occurring in Victoria.
Melbourne itself grew by 147 000 people last year
alone. When you are seeing that level of population
growth, you see that the population is going up, as we
are seeing with high-rise construction in residential
infill areas, and that it is also going out. We know that
most of the well-paying jobs of the 21st century will be
overwhelmingly around the CBD of Melbourne, so
from a social equity point of view we need to have
good, reliable transport linkages from the outer suburbs
into Melbourne so that people can participate in this
great economic growth story.
You can compare and contrast that with what those
opposite did when they were in government. They did
not invest. The private sector saw those signals and
chose not to invest as well, and the economy stagnated;
it was a laggard. You need a strong government that is
prepared to invest to build a better and fairer society.
These sorts of projects and using our balance sheet
sensibly ensure that that occurs. That is what a
responsible government does.
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Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission Committee: performance
monitoring framework
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (10:33) — I would like to
speak on the report, The Performance of the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
and the Victorian Inspectorate — 2016–17. As chair of
the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission Committee, I am pleased to speak to the
fifth report of our committee. Under the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003, the committee has the function of
monitoring the performance of IBAC and the Victorian
Inspectorate. Members of the house will remember that
in November last year I tabled the framework for
monitoring the performance of IBAC. As I mentioned,
one of the duties of the committee is to monitor the
performance of IBAC and the Victorian Inspectorate,
and of course you have to have a framework to make an
assessment against. The committee appointed Professor
A. J. Brown to assist us to put together a framework,
which is one of the first in the world. It is difficult,
obviously, to judge the performance of an
anti-corruption body anywhere in the world, just as it is
difficult to judge the Victorian Inspectorate and to
understand how they are performing year on year. That
work was groundbreaking, and it has been picked up by
a number of overseas bodies which are looking at how
we actually put that framework together.
From the outset I would like to acknowledge both the
IBAC commissioner, Mr Stephen O’Bryan, QC, and
the inspector, Mr Robin Brett, QC, for their important
work in establishing their organisations as essential
parts of Victoria’s anti-corruption and integrity system.
In particular, under Commissioner O’Bryan’s
leadership, IBAC has become a mature anti-corruption
agency with a reputation for exposing corruption in
ways that have led to significant reforms in the
Victorian public sector. IBAC has also begun to play a
leading role in informing and educating the public
about corruption prevention, notably with its first
large-scale community anti-corruption campaign. As
the statutory terms of both the commissioner, Stephen
O’Bryan, and the inspector, Robin Brett, expired on
31 December 2017, I would like to congratulate them
and wish them well in their future endeavours. The
committee has already met with the new commissioner
and the new Victorian inspector and it looks forward to
working with them over their term.
The report gives an overview of the achievements of
IBAC and the Victorian Inspectorate during the year as
well as the challenges they faced in identifying,
investigating, exposing and preventing corruption and
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misconduct in Victoria and in ensuring compliance
with the law. IBAC’s achievements include the
assessment of allegations in a timely fashion, the
greater number of investigations it undertook and the
completion of important operations and inquiries. These
exposed significant corruption in some parts of the
public sector as well as misconduct and corruption risks
in the corrections system and Victoria Police.
IBAC has also expanded its education functions, which
the committee sees as a very important role, particularly
through its very successful community anti-corruption
campaign, which used a wide range of media channels.
In addition, IBAC plans to make greater use of digital
media and videos to educate Victorians about the harm
of corruption and how to prevent it.
IBAC faced a number of challenges, including with its
current electronic case management system, which it
is planning to replace, which is good news from the
committee’s point of view. IBAC is also keen to
enhance support for protected disclosure coordinators
so that whistleblowers have the confidence to report
wrongdoing in the public sector. The IBAC
commissioner has also emphasised that a
follow-the-dollar power would enable IBAC to better
investigate public sector corruption, which often
involves complex private sector financial
arrangements, so it is similar to the powers that the
Auditor-General has.
I would like to thank my committee colleagues for their
cooperative and bipartisan approach to the preparation
of this report: my deputy, the member for Footscray;
the member for Prahran, the member for Gippsland
South and the member for Mordialloc in this house; and
Jaclyn Symes and Simon Ramsay. Finally, I would like
to thank the secretariat for their hard work: Ms Sandy
Cook, executive officer; Dr Stephen James, research
officer; and Ms Justine Donohue, administrative
officer. I commend this report to the Parliament.

ELECTRICITY SAFETY AMENDMENT
(ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SAFETY
SCHEME) BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) tabled following
statement in accordance with charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Electricity
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Safety Amendment (Electrical Equipment Safety Scheme)
Bill 2018 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with the human rights set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill amends the Electricity Safety Act 1998 (the Principal
Act) to:
1)

provide for the regulation of the supply of certain
‘in-scope’ electrical equipment;

2)

provide for the regulation of persons (responsible
suppliers) who manufacture in or import into Australia
or New Zealand in-scope electrical equipment for the
purpose of supplying (or offering to supply) it in
Victoria;

3)

recognise the recording of responsible suppliers and
certain electrical equipment in a centralised, online,
national register (the register) established under the
Electricity Safety Act 2002 (Qld) (the Queensland Act);

4)

provide for the minister to declare substantially similar
laws from other states, territories or New Zealand to be
corresponding laws, and to recognise and facilitate
certain regulatory activity by regulators operating under
corresponding laws; and

5)

further provide for the regulation of the supply of
electrical equipment.

The bill also amends the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005 (the
ESV Act) to provide for the use and disclosure of information
by Energy Safe Victoria (ESV).
The bill does not extend the provisions of any corresponding
laws to persons in Victoria or adopt those laws. However, it
does extend the register established under the Queensland Act
to responsible suppliers operating in Victoria. For the reasons
outlined below, the requirements of the register do not raise
any human rights issues.
Human rights issues
Right to the presumption of innocence (section 25(1))
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty.
New division 7 creates a number of offences, which each
contain a series of exceptions (new sections 67, 67A, 67B,
67C, 67D, 67F, 67G, 67J of the principal act). Further
exceptions are also created by new section 62Q, which
provides that ESV may exempt a type or class of in-scope
electrical equipment, specific electrical equipment, or a
responsible supplier from certain requirements, breach of
which would otherwise constitute an offence. The penalties
established under the bill are financial in nature, being
60 penalty units in the case of a natural person, or 240 penalty
units in the case of a body corporate. I note that, generally, the
more severe the penalty, the more compelling the arguments
must be to limit the presumption of innocence.
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Under the Criminal Procedure Act 2009, where a defendant
wishes to rely on an exception, they are required to point to
some evidence which would establish facts suggesting a
reasonable possibility that the exception applies. Once a
defendant identifies that evidence, a prosecution authority
would need to disprove those facts beyond reasonable
doubt. By imposing an obligation on a defendant to point to
relevant evidence in order to avoid conviction, exception
provisions therefore impose what is referred to as an
evidential onus of proof.
However, in my view, and consistent with case law, these
provisions do not limit the right to be presumed innocent. The
burden of proof remains with the prosecution to prove each
element of the offence. Then, once the defendant has pointed
to some evidence to suggest that an exception applies, the
burden shifts back to the prosecution to prove the absence of
the exception raised. Imposing an evidential onus in this way
is reasonable. In most cases, the exceptions relate to matters
of which the defendant is likely to have greater knowledge
and be well placed to point to evidence. In some cases, if the
onus were placed on the prosecution (to prove as an element
of the offence) it would involve the proof of a negative, which
would be too onerous a burden for the prosecution to
discharge effectively. The exceptions in s 62Q (or their scope)
relate to matters likely to be known to prosecuting authorities
as well as defendants (such as whether and what type of
exemptions have been provided). Nevertheless, I consider that
it is reasonable to require participants in a regulated industry
to be sufficiently apprised of the standards applicable to them
that they are able to point to evidence that they may fall
within an exception to rules, breach of which would
ordinarily constitute an offence.
New section 62V of the principal act similarly imposes an
evidential onus of proof by providing that a court must accept
certain certificates that appear to be signed by the chief
executive officer responsible for the Queensland Act as proof of
the matters stated in them if there is no evidence to the contrary.
For the same reasons as outlined above, I do not consider that
such certificates limit the right to the presumption of innocence.
A defendant is entitled to put contrary evidence to suggest that
the content of a certificate is inaccurate, which the prosecution
is then required to rebut in order to prove otherwise (in addition
to the elements of any relevant offence). The legal onus
therefore remains with the prosecution.
Privacy (section 13)
Section 13 of the charter provides that a person has the right
not to have their privacy, family, home or correspondence
unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. Lawful and
non-arbitrary interferences with a person’s privacy will not
limit this right.
Requirement for responsible suppliers to register on register
Although the bill does not directly require persons to be
recorded in the register, the offence provisions under new
part 4 division 7 of the principal act (specifically new
sections 67 and 67A) prohibit a person who manufactures in,
or imports into, Australia or New Zealand in-scope electrical
equipment for the purpose of supply (or offer to supply) in
Victoria from supplying (or offering) such equipment unless
they are either registered, or they supply (or offer) the
electrical equipment with ESV’s approval. In practice
therefore, Australian and New Zealand importers and
manufacturers seeking to supply relevant electrical equipment
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in Victoria will be required to register. The register is created
by the Queensland Act, under which the information on it
must be ‘in electronic form available, on the internet, for use
by any person’ (section 48D of the Queensland Act).
Neither the bill nor the Queensland Act specify exactly what
information must be recorded in the register. However, the
‘equipment safety rules’ made under the Queensland Act
(section 48K) provide that the information to be contained in
relation to responsible suppliers is of a business nature (for
example, company name, trading name, registered business
address, business identification number and the name,
position and contact details of the responsible supplier’s
authorised officer) (rule 7.4–7.6). While some information
such as the name, position and contact details of a responsible
supplier’s authorised officer are personal in nature it is not of
the type that persons electing to engage in a regulated industry
would have an expectation of privacy over. Accordingly, in
my view the registration requirements do not engage the right
to privacy. In any event, to the extent that they might, the
purpose of the register is to provide a list of responsible
suppliers and in-scope electrical equipment to ensure uniform
safety standards in the supply of in-scope electrical
equipment. Requiring relevant details to be included on the
register is therefore directly linked to a legitimate purpose and
goes no further than is necessary; it is therefore neither
unlawful nor arbitrary.
Power for ESV to request and disclose information
The bill provides ESV with power to request certain
information from responsible suppliers. In particular, ESV
may issue a ‘show cause’ notice requesting a responsible
supplier to show cause why its registration should not be
cancelled. Additionally, new sections 67B, 67C and 67D of
the principal act require any responsible supplier to provide
documentary evidence or a certificate of conformity with
respect to certain electrical equipment. New section 7B of the
ESV Act in turn provides ESV with power to disclose to a
regulatory authority operating under a corresponding law any
information obtained in carrying out any function under part 4
of the principal act if the disclosure is necessary to enable the
regulatory authority to perform a function under the
corresponding law or is authorised by the person the
information relates to.
It is unlikely that any information obtained or disclosed by
ESV in this context would be personal in nature and, to the
extent that it may be, it is unlikely that a responsible supplier
would have any expectation of privacy with respect to it,
given the regulatory framework within which they are
choosing to operate. In my view, these provisions therefore
do not interfere with the right to privacy. In any event, the
circumstances in which the information can be obtained and
disclosed are confined and directly linked to the legitimate
objective of enabling a regulatory authority to perform a
function under a corresponding law; any resulting
interference is therefore neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
Finally, I note that this bill will improve safety outcomes for
Victorian electrical equipment users and regulatory
efficiencies for Victorian and interstate regulators and
industry. In this respect, the bill may enhance the right to life
and the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of life, provided for
in section 9 of the charter.
The Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio, MP
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
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Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (10:39) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
Electrical equipment is found in every Victorian household
and business, supporting our day-to-day activities.
It is so commonplace that it is easy for us to forget that
unsafe electrical equipment can pose a serious threat to the
end user. Physical injury or death can arise from electric
shock. Faulty goods can spark fires, leading to injury, death
and property damage.
It is for this reason that governments regulate such equipment
through safety protections.
In recent years, the market for consumer electrical equipment,
both in Victoria and throughout Australia, has been subject to
marked changes — with more and more electrical equipment
available from more places and suppliers.
Additionally, regulators do not always have access to sufficient
information about electrical equipment and its suppliers due to
multiple and incomplete databases, with the potential to delay
regulatory responses, such as product recalls.
Consumer safety is paramount. This is why the Andrews
Labor government is introducing this bill.
The bill will amend the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to
implement the electrical equipment safety scheme — a
harmonised scheme for participating jurisdictions in Australia
and New Zealand that will ensure that consistent safety
requirements are in place for relevant ‘in-scope electrical
equipment’. This will replace the separate jurisdictional
schemes which have operated independently of one another in
relation to the same electrical equipment.
By implementing the scheme, the risk levels for categories of
in-scope electrical equipment will be refined. Victoria
currently has a two-tiered system, divided between high-risk
or ‘prescribed’ electrical equipment, and low-risk or
‘non-prescribed equipment’. The bill will introduce a third
medium-risk category and will re-label the existing categories
as level 1 being low risk, level 2 being medium risk and
level 3 being high risk.
The bill will require manufacturers and importers of in-scope
electrical equipment in Australia or New Zealand, known as
‘responsible suppliers’, to register themselves and the level 2
and level 3 in-scope electrical equipment they supply in
Victoria on a central database. Exceptions to this requirement
will also be in place where appropriate — for example, where
equipment has already been registered in the database by a
registered New Zealand responsible supplier, who is a related
body corporate to the Australian responsible supplier.
The new registration requirement will enable industry to
register themselves and their equipment once in a single
database for the purposes of each participating jurisdiction,
replacing duplicative registrations in multiple databases.
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Registration will also require responsible suppliers to
acknowledge their responsibility for equipment safety. In
addition, the database will enable regulators to more readily
identify both suppliers of faulty or unsafe electrical
equipment, and to trace and remove hazardous equipment
from the market in a more timely manner. The sale of
unregistered in-scope equipment will be an offence.
The bill will also introduce a new requirement for responsible
suppliers and on-sellers of in-scope electrical equipment to
ensure that the equipment they offer or supply carries the
approved regulatory compliance mark. This will be the sole
safety approval mark that is recognised by participating
jurisdictions, replacing the confusing array of recognised and
unrecognised marks. Electrical equipment must not carry the
regulatory compliance mark if it does not satisfy the
applicable standards.
The bill will introduce new and amended offences in the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 to incentivise compliance with the
new obligations. The penalty for one of these offences will be
a maximum of 60 penalty units (or approximately $9500) for
individuals and up to 240 penalty units (or approximately
$38 000) for companies. The new penalties will also mean the
Energy Safe Victoria is able to better protect consumers.
Further, the bill will also provide Energy Safe Victoria with
new and improved powers, including an ability to issue
infringement notices in relation to the new offences and
continuation of a power to issue prohibition notices. Energy
Safe Victoria will also have the power to cancel registrations
and refuse, vary, suspend or cancel certificates, subject to a
right of review in the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. These powers will strengthen the ability of the
Victorian regulator to monitor and enforce compliance with
the electrical equipment safety obligations.
Finally, the bill includes transitional arrangements so that
certificates that are in place at the commencement of the bill
will remain valid for five years, and compliant equipment that
is in stock may be supplied or offered for supply for six
months from the bill’s commencement date.
This bill will improve safety outcomes for Victorian electrical
equipment users and regulatory efficiencies for Victorian and
interstate regulators and industry.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 21 February.

INTEGRITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (PUBLIC
INTEREST DISCLOSURES, OVERSIGHT
AND INDEPENDENCE) BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
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In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Integrity and
Accountability Legislation Amendment (Public Interest
Disclosures, Oversight and Independence) Bill 2018.
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill makes Victoria’s ‘whistleblower’ protection system
stronger, more accessible and more effective, by amending
the Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (PD Act), the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 (IBAC
Act), the Ombudsman Act 1973 (Ombudsman Act), the
Victoria Police Act 1994 (Victoria Police Act), the Victorian
Inspectorate Act 2011 (VI Act), and various other acts. Most
relevantly, the bill:
clarifies and simplifies the pathways for making public
interest disclosures;
extends the PD Act’s protections to ‘external
disclosures’ (public interest disclosures made to persons
and bodies outside of the Victorian integrity system) and
‘misdirected disclosures’ in limited circumstances;
establishes roles under the PD Act for the IBAC
Committee established under the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003, the chief municipal inspector
(CMI) appointed under the Local Government Act 1989,
the Information Commissioner (IC) appointed under the
Freedom of Information Act 1982 and the racing
integrity commissioner (RIC) appointed under the
Racing Act 1958, allowing these bodies to handle and/or
investigate public interest complaints; and
simplifies confidentiality obligations that apply to
people who make and handle public interest disclosures,
including to allow access to support services.
The bill further strengthens Victoria’s public sector integrity
and accountability system, by amending the IBAC Act, the
VI Act and various other acts. Most relevantly, the bill:
provides greater protection for individual rights by
ensuring IBAC’s public examinations are reserved for
the most serious investigations and by enshrining
procedural fairness safeguards in relation to the conduct
of the public examinations;
increases IBAC’s ability to obtain information by
allowing IBAC to override secrecy provisions in an
investigation and preventing the Crown from asserting
any privilege before IBAC in relation to all public
officers (not just Victoria Police personnel);
increases oversight of coercive powers by requiring an
audio or video recording to be made of a coercive
examination and provided to the Victorian
Inspectorate; and
requires complaints to the Victorian Inspectorate be
made in writing.
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Finally, the bill clarifies and modernises the Ombudsman Act.
Most relevantly, the bill:
expands the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to include
publicly funded bodies;
allows children aged between 10 and 16 years old to
voluntarily appear in an investigation;
provides the Ombudsman with greater power to share
information to integrity and law enforcement bodies;
simplifies the Ombudsman Act by referring directly to
the investigation powers rather than importing them
from repealed provisions of the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958; and
requires or allows a relevant support or assistance person
to be present at an investigation.
Human rights issues
The bill will promote the protection of rights under the charter
by encouraging and facilitating the disclosure and
investigation of a broader range of improper conduct in the
public sector, including improper conduct that is incompatible
with human rights. I consider the bill strikes an appropriate
balance between competing rights and interests, balancing for
example the right to freedom of expression and to expose
improper conduct, against rights to privacy and reputation.
Although the bill expands functions and powers that may
limit human rights under the charter, the bill provides
appropriate protections to promote human rights, and to
appropriately safeguard rights in situations where they might
be limited.
The bill engages human rights provided for in the charter, as
follows:
Protected Disclosure Act reforms
Right to privacy and reputation
Section 13 of the charter states that a person has the right not
to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with
and the right not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked.
The bill engages this right in a number of contexts, each of
which is discussed below.
The right to privacy protects a person from government
interference or excessive unsolicited intervention by other
individuals. However, this right can be subject to reasonable
limitation under section 7(2) of the charter. In particular,
interference with privacy will not be arbitrary if it is
reasonable in the circumstances and in accordance with the
charter. Any limitations of this right arising from the bill are
necessary to achieve the aims of the bill, and are reasonable
and demonstrably justifiable.
The bill includes important safeguards where the rights to
privacy and reputation may be limited. For example, the bill
provides investigating entities with the power to issue
confidentiality notices over information that would be likely
to prejudice a person’s reputation (clauses 52, 62 and 76).
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Clarifying circumstances in which a person can disclose
confidential information
The bill clarifies and broadens the circumstances in which a
person can disclose confidential information relating to
disclosures under the PD Act, including:
the identity of the person who made a public interest
disclosure;
the subject matter of the public interest disclosure; and
information that is the subject of a confidentiality notice
(which may include information about the assessment or
investigation of a public interest disclosure).
The bill permits a person to disclose such information to a
wider range of individuals and bodies for specified purposes
(e.g. to a health practitioner or employee assistance program
for the purpose of seeking support in relation to a public
interest disclosure). In the case of information the subject of a
confidentiality notice, this is subject to any direction by the
entity that issued the notice not to share information with a
particular person or body.
Allowing disclosure in this broader range of circumstances
may slightly increase the risk of reputational damage to a
person the subject of a public interest disclosure. However, in
my opinion, any limitation of the right to reputation is
reasonable and justifiable, given:
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or detrimental action) are not met, the discloser will not
receive the protections of the PD Act — subject to the
protections for ‘misdirected disclosures’ (see below).

Proposed new section 18 extends the PD Act’s protections to
‘misdirected disclosures’, so that some disclosures that are not
made in strict compliance with the PD Act’s procedures will
be protected. However, this will not increase the risk of
reputational damage to the person the subject of the disclosure
because, in addition to the safeguards outlined above, a
misdirected disclosure will only be protected if:
it is made to a body to which public interest disclosures
can be made under the PD Act (but is not the appropriate
body according to the act’s procedures); and
the discloser honestly believed that the body was an
appropriate body to receive the disclosure (i.e. the
discloser did not intentionally make the disclosure to an
inappropriate body).
These safeguards limit the potential for reputational damage
arising from a misdirected disclosure. In my view, any
limitation of the right by this amendment is justified in light
of the purposes of ensuring people who try in good faith to
report serious public sector wrongdoing in accordance with
the PD Act receive the act’s protection. In addition, any
limitation of the right is balanced against the right to freedom
of expression by providing further support to a person who
disclose inappropriate conduct.

the bill’s key objectives include clarifying and
simplifying confidentiality obligations;

Clause 21

the purpose of the amendment is to make it easier for
people who make disclosures to access welfare and
support services (which supports the right to liberty and
security of person under section 21 of the charter, by
enhancing people’s health and wellbeing and assisting
them to feel safe and secure following a disclosure); and

The bill protects ‘external disclosures’ about improper
conduct or detrimental action in limited circumstances. This
could include a disclosure to a journalist. An external
disclosure has the potential to cause reputational damage to an
individual the subject of the disclosure. However, in addition
to the safeguards described above, an external disclosure will
only be protected in the following limited circumstances:

the risk to a person’s reputation is limited, given the
limited circumstances and purposes for which the bill
permits confidential information to be disclosed.
Further, in the case of information the subject of
confidentiality notice, the entity that issued the notice
can direct that information not be shared with particular
individuals or bodies, further limiting any risk to a
person’s reputation.

the person making the external disclosure has already
made a public interest disclosure of substantially the
same information in accordance with the PD Act (and
did not make that disclosure anonymously);
the person was notified that their original disclosure was
determined to be a public interest complaint;
either:

Clause 9
The bill permits public interest disclosures to be made about a
public interest monitor and officers of the Victorian
Inspectorate (in addition to the range of public officers and
bodies about whom disclosures can already be made under the
PD Act). This has the potential to cause reputational damage to
these individuals. However, it remains the case that:
an unlawful attack on another person’s reputation will
not be shielded by the protections in the PD Act (e.g.
section 39 of the PD Act provides that protections do not
apply to a person who has knowingly or recklessly made
a false disclosure); and
if the statutory requirements for making a public interest
disclosure (including the requirement that disclosure is of
information that shows or tends to show improper conduct

the person was not notified about any action taken
in response to the original disclosure within
6 months of that notification, and the person has
contacted either the investigating entity (if known)
or the entity that assessed their disclosure (i.e.
IBAC, the Victorian Inspectorate or the IBAC
Committee) requesting advice on the progress of
the original disclosure and has not received a
response within 30 days; or
the investigation of the original disclosure was not
completed within 12 months after the notification
that their disclosure was determined to be a public
interest complaint, the person contacted the
investigating entity (if known) or the assessing
entity, and the investigation was still not completed
within a further 6 months.
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These safeguards limit the potential for reputational damage
arising from an external disclosure. In particular, the
requirement that the same information must already have
been disclosed in accordance with the PD Act and found to be
a public interest disclosure, and that the integrity system must
have failed to adequately respond to the disclosure,
significantly limits the risk of reputational damage.
In my opinion, any limitation of the right to reputation arising
from this amendment in the limited circumstances specified is
reasonable in light of the purpose of ensuring that serious
public sector wrongdoing can be addressed when the ordinary
system has failed to respond.
Permitting information sharing with law enforcement and
integrity agencies
The bill permits the Victorian Inspectorate, chief municipal
inspector, racing integrity commissioner and information
commissioner to share information about a public interest
disclosure with law enforcement and integrity agencies
including Victoria Police, the Director of Public Prosecutions,
the Australian Federal Police, interstate police forces and the
Commission for Children and Young People.
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divisions 7, 9, 10 and 11 of part 2 of the bill limit the
extent to which the IBAC Committee, CMI, IC and RIC
can disclose information relating to a public interest
complaint; and
proposed new sections 223BJ of the Local Government
Act 1989, 37T of the Racing Act 1958 and 61TJ of the
Freedom of Information Act 1982 permit the CMI, RIC
and IC to issue confidentiality notices (consistent with
the powers of the existing investigating entities —
IBAC, the Ombudsman and the Victorian Inspectorate).

These limitations on freedom of expression are necessary to
safeguard the confidentiality of information to which these
persons may be privy arising from their involvement in the
making or investigation of disclosures, or the performance of
their duties and functions, and the exercise of their powers.
This ensures that reputations are not unfairly damaged (and
therefore helps promote the right to privacy and reputation in
section 14 of the charter), protects the identities of disclosers,
and protects the integrity of investigations into public interest
complaints.
Right to liberty and security of person

Allowing these agencies to share information may limit the
right of privacy of a person involved in a public interest
complaint. However, any limitation is:
not arbitrary, as it will be prescribed by law; and
justified by the purpose of the amendment, which is to
ensure that criminal conduct and other serious
wrongdoing that is reported through a public interest
disclosure can be dealt with appropriately.
Right to freedom of expression
Section 15 of the charter provides that every person has the
right to freedom of expression which includes the freedom to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.
Section 15 also provides that special duties and
responsibilities attach to this right, and that lawful restrictions
may be necessary to respect personal rights and reputations,
and to protect public safety, order, health or morality.
The bill protects the right to freedom of expression by
repealing section 72 of the PD Act, which strictly prohibited
any person from disclosing certain information about a public
interest disclosure. The bill instead includes this information
in the list of specified matters in relation to which an
investigating entity may issue a confidentiality notice, where
required to prevent prejudice to the investigation or a person’s
safety, reputation or fair trial.
The bill also broadens the range of exceptions to confidentiality
obligations imposed under the PD Act or by way of a
confidentiality notice issued by an investigating entity.

Section 21 of the charter provides that every person has the
right to liberty and security. The bill protects this right by
including safeguards in provisions that carry the risk of
endangering a person’s safety. Specifically:
clause 24 clarifies a manager’s ability to take action to
ensure the safety of the workplace when a public interest
disclosure has been made;
clause 55 provides that IBAC may only refer a public
interest complaint to a new investigating entity where
IBAC considers that the referral would not increase the
risk to any person’s health, safety or welfare;
the bill provides investigating entities with power to
issue confidentiality notices over information that would
be likely to prejudice a person’s safety (new
section 223BJ(2)(b) of the Local Government Act 1989;
new section 37Q(2)(b) of the Racing Act 1968; new
section 61TG(2)(b) of the Freedom of Information Act
1982); and
new investigating entities are prevented from disclosing
information that would put a person’s safety at risk,
consistent with the safeguards in the existing
investigating entities’ legislation (new section 223BJ of
the Local Government Act 1989, new section 37T of the
Racing Act 1968; new section 61TJ of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982).
Integrity and accountability reforms
Right to privacy and reputation

However, a number of clauses in the bill engage the right to
freedom of expression by imposing confidentiality
obligations on individuals:
clause 30 provides that, except in limited circumstances,
a person to whom the IBAC Committee provides
information about an assessable disclosure must keep
confidential specified information about the disclosures;

Clause 111 and clause 127
The bill amends the IBAC Act to provide that, in response to
a power exercised under a search warrant or a witness
summons, or during an examination, the Crown cannot assert
any privilege, such as legal professional privilege or public
interest immunity, and any secrecy obligations on public
officers do not apply. This engages the right to privacy and
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reputation in section 13, as it may require persons to disclose
information they would not otherwise be required to disclose.
I consider that the limitation is lawful and not arbitrary, as it
will be prescribed by law. In addition, any limitation on the
right is reasonable and justifiable, given:

strengthening the Victorian Inspectorate’s oversight of
public examinations by providing the Victorian
Inspectorate with more time to consider IBAC’s reasons
for the decision to hold a public examination prior to
holding the examination.

a search warrant can only be issued where it is necessary
for the purposes of the investigation;

These safeguards enshrine IBAC’s obligation to uphold
procedural fairness by allowing a person to defend or
contribute to any statements made about them, or to have
particularly sensitive matters closed to the public, and they
ensure that there is adequate oversight of public examinations
to ensure they are used appropriately. I consider these
amendments ensure IBAC has adequate powers to operate
effectively and efficiently without unreasonably interfering
with an individual’s right to privacy and reputation.

IBAC can only disclose the information it obtains in the
course of an investigation in limited circumstances, such
as for the performance of its legislative duties, or for the
purposes of proceedings for an offence, with
unauthorised disclosure subject to a penalty of
120 penalty units or 12 months imprisonment or both;
IBAC can issue confidentiality notices if it considers
that disclosure of restricted matters would be likely to
prejudice an investigation, the reputation of a person, or
the fair trial of a person who may be charged with an
offence;
the purpose of the amendment is to prevent public
officers from using privilege and secrecy provisions to
avoid disclosing wrongdoing, and therefore enhances
IBAC’s ability to hold public officers and public bodies
accountable; and
the amendment does not affect a person’s right against
self-incrimination (which is already affected by
section 144 of the IBAC Act).
This limits the type of information that can be obtained, and
the circumstances in which it can be disclosed, so any risk to
the right to reputation is appropriately limited.
Clause 120 and 121
The bill promotes the right to privacy and reputation in
section 13 by introducing an additional limb to the threshold
for IBAC’s public examinations, and by increasing the
safeguards that protect the interests of an individual during
the course of a public examination.
Currently, a public examination may be held if it is in the
public interest and it will not cause unreasonable damage to a
person’s reputation, safety or wellbeing. The bill further adds
an additional limb to this threshold, allowing a public
examination only if it involves conduct that is serious or
systemic corrupt conduct, or serious or systemic police
personnel misconduct. This increases the protections for the
right to privacy and reputation for individuals who are
involved in IBAC investigations.
Public examinations carry a greater threat to the right to
privacy and reputation than other forms of investigation. I
consider any remaining limitation to the right to be
reasonable, as the bill introduces further safeguards to
mitigate this risk by:
enabling a person to apply to IBAC:
for leave to cross-examine a witness;
for permission to appear before IBAC as an
interested person; and
to have a public examination partly closed; and

Clauses 144, 145 and clause 163
The bill inserts a new requirement for the information
commissioner and the Ombudsman to make an audio or visual
recording of an examination involving the exercise of coercive
powers. The recordings must be provided to the Victorian
Inspectorate for review. This amendment limits the right to
privacy and reputation of that individual. However, in my
opinion any limitation of the rights are reasonable, and justified
by the purpose of the amendment, to enable the Victorian
Inspectorate to have oversight of the exercise of coercive
powers by the information commissioner and the Ombudsman.
In addition, the requirement to record compulsory examinations
helps to promote procedural fairness by having an accurate
record of the examination that can be used in any future
proceedings, and is consistent with the oversight provisions of
other integrity and accountability bodies.
To protect and promote the privacy interests of individuals,
the bill requires that audio or video recordings provided by an
entity for review by the Victorian Inspectorate must be
returned to that body, or destroyed, once considered no longer
necessary for the purpose of reviewing the material. This
reduces the risk that the information might be used or
disclosed for non-authorised purposes.
Clause 146
The Public Interest Monitor Act 2011 contains an offence for
a person who is or was a public interest monitor, or a person
who assists or assisted a public interest monitor, to disclose
information that they have obtained through their role. The
bill creates an additional exception to the offence, to permit
information to be disclosed to the Victorian Inspectorate
where it will assist in the performance of its duty to inspect,
audit and report on relevant records held by the Public Interest
Monitor, to ensure it is complying with prescribed
obligations. This limits the right to privacy and may be a
greater risk to reputational damage. I consider any limitation
of the rights arising from this amendment are:
reasonable given the risks to reputational damage are
limited, as the Victorian Inspectorate is subject to
confidentiality obligations; and
justified by the purpose of the amendment, which is to
promote compliance of the public interest monitor with
its statutory obligations.
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Rights in criminal proceedings
Section 25 of the charter provides that a person charged with
a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law. It also provides that a person
is entitled, without discrimination, to a number of minimum
guarantees, including that a person must be properly informed
of the nature and reason for a charge, must have adequate
time to prepare a defence and communicate with a lawyer or
advisor, and must be tried in person and be able to defend
themselves.
Clauses 116 and 130
The bill allows IBAC to defer a decision to investigate, refer
or dismiss a complaint or notification, if another body or
person is investigating the complaint or notification, the
subject matter of the complaint or notification is relevant to
the performance of the duties and functions of that body or
person, and it is appropriate for that body or person to
continue its investigation. For example, IBAC may defer a
decision with regards to a complaint that involves criminal
conduct which is already being investigated by Victoria
Police. Although an IBAC investigation into a complaint is
distinguishable from a criminal trial, deferring a decision in
relation to a complaint could be seen to engage the right to be
tried without unreasonable delay. To the extent that this right
may apply, I consider any limitation on the right to be
justified, as:
the purpose is to allow IBAC to defer an investigation to
let a more appropriate body investigate the matter before
taking any action;
the matter can only be deferred for up to 90 days, or
when the investigation is completed, whichever is
sooner, which ensures that a deferral is time limited;
IBAC can require the investigating person or body to
provide information regarding the investigation and any
action taken in respect of the investigation, to enable
IBAC to maintain its oversight role; and
IBAC may notify a complainant that the matter has been
deferred, so that they may be made aware that the matter
is being addressed.
If a complaint has been deferred, and IBAC has notified the
complainant, IBAC must also notify the complainant that it is
an offence to disclose the content of the notification. The
offence will be subject to a penalty of 60 penalty units or six
months imprisonment or both. The confidentiality obligation
limits the right to freedom of expression in section 15 of the
charter, which provides that every person has the right to
impart information and ideas of all kinds. I consider any
limitation of this right is a lawful restriction as permitted
under section 15(3) of the charter, as it is reasonably
necessary to ensure that information relating to the deferral of
the complaint that may inhibit or negatively impact IBAC or
the investigating body, or the investigation into the complaint,
is not disclosed.
In my opinion, the penalty for disclosing the content of the
notification is reasonable, given it must be sufficiently high to
deter people from ignoring the confidentiality requirement,
and the person will be informed in writing that they must not
disclose the information. In addition, it is consistent with
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other penalties under the IBAC Act for disclosing confidential
information.
Right to recognition and equality before the law
Section 8 of the charter provides that every person has the
right to recognition as a person before law and the right to
enjoy their human rights without discrimination. In addition,
it provides that every person is equal before the law, and is
entitled to protection without discrimination. The right
requires a person to be protected from discrimination, and
provides that measures taken to assist or advance a person
who is disadvantaged because of discrimination do not
constitute discrimination.
Clause 138 — new section 43A inserted
The bill provides that the Victorian Inspectorate may refuse to
consider a complaint unless it is made in writing, or if it is not
made in writing the complainant must provide a written
statement confirming the details of the complaint. This
requirement engages the right to equality before the law, as it
may inhibit people with accessibility requirements, such as a
person with vision impairment, from making a valid
complaint to the Victorian Inspectorate.
I consider any limitation on the right to equal and effective
protection against discrimination to be reasonable, given the
purpose of the amendment is to ensure it is clear to the
Victorian Inspectorate that a complaint is being made, and to
give clarity as to the content of the complaint. To advance the
interests of people with accessibility requirements, the
Victorian Inspectorate is able to develop processes, such as
providing a ‘talk to text’ service, to ensure people with
accessibility requirements are able to make their complaint in
writing. This is consistent with practices of other bodies that
require complaints to be made in writing.
Ombudsman Act reforms
The reforms to the Ombudsman Act will actively promote the
protection of rights under the charter by expanding the
Ombudsman’s power to consider charter issues in enquires or
investigations into administrative action. The bill permits the
Ombudsman to enquire into and investigate whether an
authority gave proper consideration to a human right set out
in the charter in the process of making a decision. This builds
on the Ombudsman’s existing function of enquiring into or
investigating whether an administrative action by an authority
is incompatible with any of the human rights set out in the
charter. This will clarify the Ombudsman’s role in relation to
the charter and encourage administrative decision-makers to
consider human rights.
The amendments to the Ombudsman Act promote and limit
the human rights set out in the charter in the following way.
Right to privacy and reputation
Expanding the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction
The bill expands the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to include
publicly funded bodies. This will increase the number of
people who are subject to the Ombudsman’s coercive powers.
The bill does not create or increase the coercive powers, it
merely expands the scope of people to whom the powers
apply. The use of coercive powers in an investigation, such as
compelling a person to disclose personal information about
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themselves or another person, or to produce a document or
thing, may limit the right to privacy and reputation in
section 13 of the charter. However, I consider any limitation
of the rights is reasonable and justifiable, given:

nominated by or acceptable to the child — or if no person is
nominated by or acceptable to the child, a person chosen by the
Ombudsman who is not involved in the subject matter of the
enquiry or investigation, and where practicable is:

the coercive powers are only applied in restricted
circumstances:

involved in the care or supervision of the child; and

when necessary to enable the Ombudsman to
effectively gather information to perform functions
under the Ombudsman Act; and
to enhance accountability and integrity of bodies
that are performing public services;
a person cannot be compelled to provide documents or
give evidence that they could not be compelled to give
in a proceeding before a court, including information
that is self-incriminating; and
the risk to a person’s reputation is limited, given the
Ombudsman can only disclose information in limited
circumstances.
In my opinion any limitation on rights imposed by the exercise
of coercive powers is necessary to enable the Ombudsman to
effectively obtain information and fulfil her functions.
In addition, the amendment aligns with the definition of a
‘public authority’ under the charter in accordance with
recommendation 24 of the 2015 review of the charter, which
provided that ‘[t]he Ombudsman Act 1973 (Vic) make clear
that the Ombudsman can consider human rights issues relating
to the administrative actions of all public authorities under the
charter, except police and protective services officers’.
Clause 163
The bill amends the Ombudsman Act to allow children aged
between 10 and 16 years old to provide information on a
voluntary basis to the Ombudsman or to voluntarily appear in
an investigation during an enquiry. As children aged between
10 and 16 years old might be less aware of the consequences
of appearing in an investigation by the Ombudsman, allowing
them to contribute to investigations has the potential to impact
the right to privacy and reputation of both the child and of
other persons. In my opinion, any limitation is reasonable and
justified as it allows children to play a role in holding public
services to account where it affects their interests, while
providing safeguards to promote the child’s right under
section 17(2) to such protection as is in his or her best
interests. I consider the amendments appropriately safeguard
the best interest of the child by:
requiring the Ombudsman to advise the child how the
information may be used;
providing that any answer, information or evidence
obtained from the child during the voluntary appearance
is not admissible in evidence against the child; and
requiring a child to be accompanied by a parent,
guardian or independent person.
The bill provides that, when a parent or guardian is not
available or not appropriate to accompany a child in a voluntary
appearance, a child must to be accompanied by an independent
person. An independent person is defined as a person

of the same gender as the child, or of the gender that the
child identifies as being.
Any limitation of the right to equality by the requirement that
the Ombudsman choose a person the same gender as the child
is justified on the basis that this is intended to promote the
best interests of the child. The intention is to ensure the child
is comfortable and adequately supported by the independent
person. In addition, the Ombudsman will only have to choose
an independent person in limited circumstances, where one
has not been nominated by the child.
The legislation currently requires people aged 16 and 17 to be
accompanied by a parent, guardian or independent person
when appearing before the Ombudsman. The bill does not
displace these protections, but provides a consistent definition
of ‘independent person’ for the purposes of appearances
before the Ombudsman by children, as outlined above.
Limiting the additional protections to children aged 10 to
16 years of age may limit the right not to be discriminated
against on the basis of age. However, this limitation is
justified, as it recognises the vulnerability of children and
ensures that their best interests are paramount. The bill’s
staged approach to safeguards reflects the increased
vulnerability of younger children participating in an
Ombudsman investigation.
Clause 170 and others
The bill provides the Ombudsman with greater
information-sharing powers, to ensure the Ombudsman can
work collaboratively with the public sector to resolve
complaints. The new provisions will:
allow the Ombudsman to share information with
specified integrity and law enforcement bodies, where it
is relevant and appropriate; and
require the Ombudsman to refer certain matters to other
bodies for assessment, where it would be more
appropriate for the matter to be dealt with by that body.
Allowing the Ombudsman to disclose or provide information
to other authorities engages section 13 of the charter, as it
limits the privacy of a person involved in matters being
considered by the Ombudsman, and may increase the risk of
reputational damage by increasing the number of people who
have access to potentially damaging information.
In my opinion any limitation is justified because:
the instances in which the information can be referred
are limited (as set out in the paragraph above); and
the limitation is balanced against the purpose of the
amendments to help to ensure public grievances are
dealt with effectively, by making relevant information
available to help the person or body perform their duties.
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In addition, the limitation of the right to privacy is minimised
due to restrictions on when information can be shared. For
example, a person must consent to the sharing of any personal
information.
Rights in criminal proceedings
Clause 163
The bill simplifies the drafting of the Ombudsman Act by
setting out the Ombudsman’s investigation powers in the act
rather than importing them from repealed provisions of the
Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958. The bill
provides offences, which mirror existing offences, for failing
to comply with a witness summons or failing to take an oath,
make an affirmation, or answer a question when required by
the Ombudsman, without a reasonable excuse.
These offences engage the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty in section 25, as a person is guilty of an offence
unless they can provide a reasonable excuse for committing
the offence. I consider that the reasonable excuse exception
does not limit the right, as the legal burden of proof is not
shifted to the accused. Instead, the accused can point to
evidence of a reasonable excuse, and the prosecution has the
burden of proving the absence of the reasonable excuse.
In addition, I consider that the bill promotes the right to be
presumed innocent until proved guilty, and the right to be
informed in detail of the nature and reason for the charge, as it
provides clarification as to the type of conduct that might
constitute a reasonable excuse. This means a person is more
likely to understand the reasons in which they might fail to
comply with the provisions without committing an offence,
thereby helping them to comply with the law and to provide a
defence if they are prosecuted for the offence.
Recognition and equality before the law
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Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because,
to the extent that some provisions may limit human rights,
those limitations are reasonable and demonstrably justified in
a free and democratic society.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (10:41) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
The Integrity and Accountability Legislation Amendment
(Public Interest Disclosures, Oversight and Independence)
Bill 2018 amends the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 (IBAC Act), Victorian
Inspectorate Act 2011 (VI Act), Public Interest Monitor Act
2012 (PIM Act), Ombudsman Act 1973 (Ombudsman Act),
Victoria Police Act 2013 (VP Act), the Protected Disclosure
Act 2012 (Protected Disclosure Act), the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003 (PC Act) and other related legislation.
This is an extensive bill that makes significant changes to
Victoria’s public sector integrity and accountability regime,
building on the improvements delivered by the Integrity and
Accountability Legislation Amendment (A Stronger System)
Act 2016 (Stronger System Act).
The bill gives effect to the seven principles guiding the
government’s integrity and accountability reforms, as follows:

Clause 163
The bill promotes the right to recognition and equality before
the law in section 8 of the charter, by ensuring persons who
might be more vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the
investigation process have support to assist them to
participate fully, and to understand any potential
consequences of their actions, by requiring that:
a competent interpreter is provided if it becomes
apparent that the person appearing does not have
sufficient knowledge of English to understand and
answer questions;
a parent, guardian or independent person to be present if
the person appearing is under 18 years old;
an independent support person be present if the
presiding officer believes the person appearing has a
mental impairment, or has received medical evidence
that the person has a mental impairment; and
the Ombudsman consider a request to allow a chosen
support person to be present during the appearance, to
provide emotional support to the person appearing.

Accountability: the bill promotes responsibility for the
actions and decisions of public officials and bodies by
encouraging people to report wrongdoing, and ensuring
serious wrongdoing is effectively investigated.
Independence: the bill strengthens the roles of key
integrity bodies and supports the investigation of serious
wrongdoing by investigating entities who are
independent from government influence and control.
Effectiveness: the bill ensures that each integrity body
has appropriate and proportionate powers that allow
them to achieve their objectives within the system. The
bill also makes the process of disclosure, notification,
assessment and investigation more streamlined and
effective.
Transparency: the bill provides clear and transparent
guidance on how complaints are to be treated by the
public sector and integrity bodies, and how integrity
bodies are overseen by the Victorian Inspectorate.
Collaboration: the bill will allow integrity bodies to
collaborate more effectively with each other and with
the public sector.
Cohesion: the bill resolves discrepancies between
integrity bodies’ jurisdictions and improves referral
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mechanisms, which will prevent the duplication efforts
between bodies and will help to ensure matters are
resolved in a timely, efficient manner.
Fairness: the bill provides additional safeguards to
protect the rights, safety and welfare of people who are
involved in an integrity body’s investigation, to ensure
that people are treated fairly and equally.
The bill also acquits the government’s commitments to resolve
jurisdictional issues between key integrity bodies and evaluate
the Protected Disclosure Act, and builds on the reforms
delivered by the government’s stronger aystem act to acquit the
government’s commitment to provide Victoria with a robust
and effective integrity and accountability system.
Finally, the bill implements recommendations made by the
IBAC Committee in its Strengthening Victoria’s Key
Anti-corruption Agencies? 2016 report (2016 report) and
Improving Victoria’s Whistleblowing Regime: A Review of
the Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic) (2017 report). The
bill also implements recommendations made by the
Accountability and Oversight Committee in its Report into
Victorian Oversight Agencies 2015–16 and the Inquiry into
Education, Training and Communications Initiatives of
Victorian Oversight Agencies (November 2017 report).
The bill also addresses recommendation 18 of the Victorian
Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission’s
(VEOHRC) 2015 report on sex discrimination and sexual
harassment in Victoria Police and recommendation 24 of the
2015 review of the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act.
I now turn to the bill.
Amendments to the IBAC Act
IBAC is Victoria’s principal anti-corruption agency. IBAC is
responsible for preventing, exposing and investigating corrupt
conduct by public bodies and public officers and misconduct
by Victoria Police personnel.
As part of its broad review of the integrity and accountability
system, the government explored opportunities for reform to
ensure that IBAC has the tools it needs to perform its
corruption fighting role, while maintaining appropriate
safeguards to protect the rights and long-term interests of the
people IBAC interacts with. The key reforms in the bill that
relate to IBAC will:
improve IBAC’s public examination function and
enshrine key procedural fairness safeguards in
legislation to better protect the rights of individuals;
increase the effectiveness of IBAC’s fact-finding powers
by preventing the Crown from claiming privileges in
relation to all public officers and overriding all public
officers’ statutory secrecy obligations; and
improve IBAC’s complaints handling by allowing
IBAC to defer a decision to investigate, dismiss or refer
particular complaints or notifications.
Improving IBAC’s public examination function
Public examinations are a key investigative tool that help
IBAC to fulfil its primary function of exposing public sector
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corruption. The government, through the stronger system act,
made key improvements to IBAC’s legislation by lowering
the investigation threshold to make it easier for IBAC to
investigate corrupt conduct. Following those reforms, the
government conducted extensive public consultation on the
broader integrity and accountability system, including
IBAC’s public examination function.
The community’s views on public examinations were diverse.
However, what was abundantly clear was the need to strike
an appropriate balance between IBAC’s extraordinary
powers, the benefits of public examinations and the greater
potential for an IBAC investigation involving public
examinations to unreasonably harm a person’s reputation and
right to privacy.
IBAC can currently hold a public examination if there are
exceptional circumstances, it is in the public interest to hold a
public examination, and a public examination would not
cause unreasonable damage to a person’s reputation, safety or
wellbeing.
The bill will add an additional requirement to better protect
the rights and welfare of individuals. When deciding whether
to hold a public examination, the bill will require IBAC to
consider on reasonable grounds that the conduct to be
investigated is serious or systemic corrupt conduct or serious
or systemic police personnel misconduct.
The effect of this amendment is to reserve IBAC’s public
examinations for the most serious investigations of major
public importance, particularly in light of IBAC’s improved
ability to pursue all corrupt conduct as a result of the stronger
system act. This reform strikes the appropriate balance
between allowing IBAC to expose corruption through public
examinations while protecting individuals’ rights and
long-term interests. It is also consistent with the requirement
for IBAC to prioritise investigation and exposure of serious or
systemic corrupt conduct.
The bill will also include legislative safeguards in relation to
IBAC’s public examinations to allow:
a person to apply to IBAC for leave to cross-examine a
witness;
an interested person to apply to appear at a public
examination before IBAC; and
a person to apply to IBAC to have a public examination
partly closed.
These reforms complement the existing common law
requirement for IBAC to act in accordance with the principles
of procedural fairness. IBAC will continue to exercise a broad
discretion to regulate its own proceedings.
Further, the bill will strengthen the Victorian Inspectorate’s
oversight of IBAC’s power to hold a public examination by
requiring IBAC to provide the Victorian Inspectorate with
reasons for deciding to hold a public examination 10 business
days, rather than 7 days, before a public examination is to be
held. This reform implements the IBAC Committee’s 2016
report recommendation to ensure that the Victorian
Inspectorate has sufficient time to oversee IBAC’s decision to
hold a public examination.
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Increasing the effectiveness of IBAC’s fact-finding powers
Privileges (including legal professional privilege and public
interest immunity) and other secrecy obligations can prevent
IBAC from gathering evidence when it is investigating public
sector corruption. Currently, the Crown cannot claim any
privilege in relation to Victoria Police personnel and only the
secrecy obligations that apply to Victoria Police personnel are
overridden.
The bill will allow IBAC to override all public officers’ (not
just Victoria Police personnel) statutory secrecy obligations
and abrogate the Crown’s privileges in relation to all public
officers. This will strengthen IBAC’s fact-finding powers and
improve the efficacy of IBAC’s investigations.
Improving IBAC’s ability to deal with complaints and
notifications
The bill will allow IBAC to defer its decision to investigate,
dismiss or refer a complaint or notification (other than a
public interest disclosure complaint) if IBAC considers that:
the complaint or notification is being investigated by a
specified person or body (e.g. the Chief Commissioner
of Police);
the subject matter of the complaint or notification is
relevant to the performance of the duties and functions
or the exercise of powers of that person or body; and
it is more appropriate for that person or body to
investigate the complaint or notification and it is
otherwise appropriate for the person or body to continue
its investigation.
IBAC will only be able to defer its decision for the duration
of the person or body’s investigation, or for 90 days after
IBAC receives the complaint or notification, whichever
occurs first.
This reform implements the IBAC Committee’s 2016 report
recommendation to give IBAC greater flexibility to deal with
complaints, but only in circumstances when it is appropriate
to do so (e.g. complaints involving criminal conduct that
Victoria Police are already investigating).
Amendments to the Victorian Inspectorate Act (VI Act)
The bill amends the VI Act to:
clarify the Victorian Inspectorate’s oversight of coercive
examinations by the IBAC, Ombudsman,
Auditor-General, the chief examiner and the information
commissioner; and
introduce a requirement that complaints to the VI be
made in writing, unless the Victorian Inspectorate
determines, that the complaint may be made otherwise
than in writing in the form of a written statement.
The Victorian Inspectorate was established to provide
oversight of other integrity, accountability or investigatory
bodies such as IBAC, Ombudsman, Auditor-General and the
chief examiner and to ensure compliance by such bodies with
their relevant legislative regimes.
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The bill clarifies the nature of the Victorian Inspectorate’s
oversight in relation to recordings and transcripts provided by
IBAC, Ombudsman, Auditor-General and the chief examiner.
It requires these bodies to provide the Victorian Inspectorate
with transcripts and recordings of any coercive examinations
and a written report three days after the issue of a notice to
produce or attend.
Clarification of the oversight of IBAC
The bill clarifies that IBAC is required to include in its report
to the Victorian Inspectorate:
the reasons for not informing a witness of the nature of
the matters the witness is to be questioned about; and
if IBAC has issued an ‘immediate appearance
summons’, the reasons why IBAC has abridged a notice
period.
This will promote greater transparency of IBAC processes,
enhance Victorian Inspectorate’s oversight and implement the
IBAC Committee’s 2016 report recommendation.
Clarification of the oversight of the information commissioner
There is currently no requirement in the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 or the Privacy and Data Protection Act
2014 for attendances to be audio or videorecorded. As such,
the bill requires the Information Commissioner to ensure that
an examination is audio or videorecorded. This requirement is
consistent with the other integrity, accountability or
investigatory bodies.
The bill also requires the information commissioner to
provide the Victorian Inspectorate with transcripts and
recordings of any coercive examinations and a written report
three days after the issue of a notice to produce or attend.
Amendments to the Parliamentary Committees Act
Establishment of an Integrity and Oversight Committee
Parliamentary oversight of the integrity and oversight bodies
is fragmented, with responsibility distributed across the IBAC
Committee, the Accountability and Oversight Committee and
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC). The
bill streamlines the parliamentary oversight of the integrity
and accountability system by merging the IBAC Committee
and the Accountability and Oversight Committee and
renaming that merged committee the Integrity and Oversight
Committee.
PAEC will continue to oversee matters relating to the
Auditor-General’s functions (e.g. audit priorities, annual
estimates) as this is consistent with its current role of
investigating and reporting to Parliament on matters related to
the financial management of the state.
Consolidating the IBAC Committee and the Accountability
and Oversight Committee will:
create a specialist committee with expertise on IBAC,
Ombudsman, information commissioner and the
Victorian Inspectorate, which will allow the Committee
to bring a more holistic approach to oversight of the
integrity system;
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create clearer lines of accountability to Parliament;
allow for more efficient parliamentary oversight, and
help to avoid double handling of matters and
fragmentation of oversight responsibilities; and
ensure that workloads between committees are better
distributed.
The Integrity and Oversight Committee will have the same
functions of the IBAC Committee and Accountability and
Oversight Committee. There will be no loss of coverage of
the issues considered by these two committees.
Providing IBAC, Ombudsman and the Victorian
Inspectorate with greater budget independence
This bill will amend the budget processes of the IBAC
Commissioner, Ombudsman and Victorian Inspector to
require:
the Ombudsman’s, IBAC’s and the Victorian
Inspectorate’s draft budgets to be determined in
consultation with the Integrity and Oversight
Committee;
the Ombudsman, IBAC and the Victorian Inspectorate
to prepare an annual plan to be considered in
conjunction with the draft budget by the Integrity and
Oversight Committee; and
the Ombudsman’s, IBAC’s and Victorian Inspectorate’s
annual appropriations to be specified in the Parliament
appropriation bill.
These reforms aim to strengthen the independence of these
bodies in a manner that accords with their status as
‘independent officers of Parliament’.
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agencies for the use of telephone intercepts and other covert
and coercive powers.
The bill will amend the PIM Act to clarify that a public
interest monitor or a person assisting a public interest monitor
may disclose confidential information to the Victorian
Inspectorate in accordance with the Victorian Inspectorate’s
oversight functions and to a lawyer for the purpose of
obtaining legal advice.
Amendments to the Ombudsman Act
The Ombudsman is a key part of the Victorian integrity
system and plays an essential role in resolving complaints
about the public sector.
The Ombudsman investigates maladministration by, and public
interest complaints about, public sector authorities. This can
include investigating individuals’ complaints about their
interaction with government and ‘own motion’ investigations
into systemic issues, leading to reports and recommendations
for change. The Ombudsman also investigates corrupt conduct
complaints on referral from IBAC.
The Ombudsman’s legislation has not undergone a significant
review since its enactment in 1973. While the Ombudsman
has acquired new functions in response to the changing role
of government and increasing demand for accountability in
public administration, some elements of the legislation have
not kept pace with changes to the public sector.
Concerns about the Ombudsman Act have been raised by
integrity bodies, community groups and members of the
public in response to a discussion paper released by the
government in 2016, as well as by the Accountability and
Oversight Committee in various reports and in the 2015
review of the Charter for Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2005 (charter).

The Ombudsman, IBAC and the Victorian Inspectorate will
no longer appear under the Department of Premier and
Cabinet’s annual appropriation. They will be vested with full
responsibility for the financial management and financial
services that support their annual appropriation allocation.
The reforms will strengthen their relationship with Parliament
and bring their budget processes in line with other
independent officers of Parliament, namely the
Auditor-General and the Parliamentary Budget Officer.

The bill addresses these concerns by introducing reforms to
modernise and clarify the Ombudsman’s legislation. The key
reforms in the bill are:

The bill will also require the Integrity and Oversight
Committee to appoint an independent performance auditor to
conduct a performance audit of the Ombudsman, IBAC and
Victorian Inspectorate at least every four years. This reform
will establish an effective performance monitoring regime to
improve the overall performance of the bodies. The
performance audit will identify areas of strength and
improvement to maximise the utilisation of taxpayers funds
and further increase and promote the accountability of these
offices. This reform will commence on 1 July 2020, to allow
the integrity agencies to undertake the necessary preparatory
work to acquit their financial responsibilities.

providing the Ombudsman with modern functions to
help the Ombudsman resolve complaints and promote
improved public administration, including an alternative
dispute resolution function and the ability to review
complaints-handling practices and procedures across the
public sector;

Amendments to the Public Interest Monitor Act
The principal public interest monitor and deputy public
interest monitors (public interest monitors) play a key role in
protecting the public interest by testing the content and
sufficiency of applications by law enforcement and integrity

clarifying the objectives of the Ombudsman Act;
providing the Ombudsman with clear jurisdiction over
complaints about publicly funded services, in alignment
with IBAC’s jurisdiction and the coverage of the charter;

allowing people aged 10–16 to provide information to
the Ombudsman on a voluntary basis, subject to
appropriate safeguards;
allowing the Ombudsman greater flexibility to refer
complaints, share information and collaborate with the
public sector; and
modernising and clarifying the provisions that establish
the Ombudsman’s investigation powers.
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Clarifying the objectives of the Ombudsman Act
The bill clarifies that the objectives of the Ombudsman Act
are to:
provide for the identification, investigation and exposure
of maladministration, and assist in the prevention of
maladministration;
assist with the identification, investigation, exposure and
prevention of improper conduct and corrupt conduct;
provide a timely, efficient, effective, flexible and
independent means of resolving complaints about
administrative actions of authorities;
assist in improving the quality of authorities’
administrative and complaints-handling practices and
procedures; and
facilitate the education of the Victorian community and
the public sector about matters related to the
Ombudsman’s functions.
The reforms in the bill are aimed at ensuring the Ombudsman
Act operates effectively and achieves these objectives. The
reforms also implement a recommendation in the
Accountability and Oversight Committee November 2017
report to provide the Ombudsman with a legislated education
function.
Providing the Ombudsman with jurisdiction over complaints
about publicly funded services
The bill gives the Ombudsman clear jurisdiction over bodies
performing public functions on behalf of the state, including
bodies that receive public funding, in line with the IBAC Act
(as amended by the bill) and the coverage of the charter.
An effective integrity and accountability system must oversee
all government services, including those delivered by the
private sector on behalf of government.
Providing the Ombudsman with modern functions
The bill provides the Ombudsman with two new functions, to
help the Ombudsman resolve complaints and promote
improved public administration:
allowing the Ombudsman to attempt to resolve
complaints (other than public interest complaints and
complaints about corrupt conduct) through mediation or
conciliation; and
allowing the Ombudsman to review the
complaints-handling practices and procedures of
authorities.
Participation in alternative dispute resolution will be
voluntary for all parties.
The complaints-handling practices and procedures review
function will help the Ombudsman to identify systemic issues
in complaints handling and proactively improve public
administration in Victoria. Following a review, the
Ombudsman will have the ability to make recommendations
and provide education or other assistance to help authorities
improve their complaints-handling practices and procedures.
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Allowing people aged 10 to 16 to provide information to the
Ombudsman
People under the age of 16 can make complaints to the
Ombudsman. However, currently, the Ombudsman Act
prevents a young person from providing additional
information after the complaint is made, even on a voluntary
basis. This makes it difficult for the Ombudsman to
investigate young people’s complaints.
The bill allows people aged 10–16 to provide information to
the Ombudsman on a voluntary basis, subject to a range of
safeguards in recognition of the special and vulnerable status
of children.
Providing the Ombudsman with greater flexibility to refer
matters, share information and collaborate with the public
sector
The bill broadens the Ombudsman’s powers to refer matters
to other public sector bodies for investigation. Importantly,
the bill ensures that the Ombudsman can refer matters that are
made to the Ombudsman in error and fall outside the
Ombudsman’s jurisdiction. The bill also allows the
Ombudsman to refer matters to the body the subject of the
complaint for resolution where appropriate.
The bill allows the Ombudsman to share information with
bodies to which the Ombudsman has referred a matter, and
with authorities to help them improve their administrative
practices and procedures. Finally, the bill allows the
Ombudsman to share personal information with an authority
with the person’s consent.
These changes will allow the Ombudsman to collaborate with
the public sector in resolving complaints and improving the
standards of public administration in Victoria.
Modernising the Ombudsman’s investigation powers
The Ombudsman’s investigation powers include summoning
documents and people, taking evidence on oath or affirmation
and entering and inspecting premises. Currently, some of the
Ombudsman’s powers are provided under a repealed part of
the Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958. To make
the Ombudsman Act more accessible and transparent, the
proposed bill inserts new provisions providing the
Ombudsman’s powers in the Ombudsman Act, without
substantially changing the scope or operation of the powers.
The bill also updates the service requirements for
confidentiality notices, witness summonses and other
documents under the Ombudsman Act.
Amendments to the Protected Disclosure Act
An effective system to protect and support people who
disclose public sector wrongdoing is essential to public sector
integrity and accountability. Such a system encourages people
to come forward with information about corruption and other
malpractice that, by its nature, would otherwise remain hidden.
The Protected Disclosure Act is intended to:
encourage people to disclose public sector wrongdoing;
protect people who disclose wrongdoing from penalties
and reprisal; and
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provide confidentiality protections in relation to the
subject matter of disclosures and the identities of people
who make disclosures.
Since its introduction, a range of bodies have raised concerns
that the act is complex and overly prescriptive, and may
actually deter people from making disclosures in some cases.
Many of these concerns were noted in the IBAC Committee’s
2017 report. The bill addresses these concerns and brings the
act closer into line with Australian and international best
practice standards, including by:
making the Protected Disclosure Act more accessible;
making it easier to make a disclosure and receive the
act’s protections, by protecting more disclosures,
simplifying the procedures for making a disclosure;
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including in the definition of improper conduct all
serious professional misconduct and criminal conduct
committed in an official capacity (instead of only
corruption-related criminal offences and misconduct).

The effect of the bill will be that a person can make a public
interest disclosure about a broader range of serious public
sector wrongdoing, including corrupt conduct, criminal
conduct, serious professional misconduct, substantial
mismanagement of public resources, and conduct involving a
substantial risk to a person or the environment. Less serious
or trivial complaints will be excluded, to ensure that the act’s
protections only apply in appropriate circumstances.

broadening the range of independent, expert bodies that
investigate disclosures; and

The bill also balances the broader definition of improper
conduct by allowing a person to opt out of the act’s
protections within a reasonable time after making a
disclosure, and allowing IBAC, with the discloser’s consent,
to determine that a matter would be better dealt with outside
of the public interest disclosure system.

better supporting people who make disclosures,
witnesses and others involved in the system.

Protecting disclosures about public interest monitors, the
Victorian Inspector and Inspectorate

Making the Protected Disclosure Act more accessible
The bill changes the title of the Protected Disclosure Act to
the Public Interest Disclosures Act 2012, in recognition of the
important role that these disclosures play in ensuring the
highest standards of public sector conduct. The bill moves
away from the use of the term ‘whistleblower’, which has
widely recognised pejorative connotations.
The bill also adopts the more accessible terminology of
‘public interest disclosure’ and ‘public interest complaint’ to
describe disclosures and complaints that are protected by the
Protected Disclosure Act, consistent with every other
Australian jurisdiction and with best practice standards.
Protecting more disclosures about serious wrongdoing
The bill expands the range of ‘improper conduct’ that a
person can disclose under the Protected Disclosure Act to
capture all serious wrongdoing, provides for disclosures about
improper conduct by a broader range of public officers and
bodies, and protects disclosures to persons and bodies outside
the integrity and accountability system in limited
circumstances.
Expanding the range of ‘improper conduct’ that can be
reported under the Protected Disclosure Act
The Protected Disclosure Act protects disclosures about
‘improper conduct’ by public sector bodies and officials.
The definition of ‘improper conduct’ has been widely
criticised for being too narrow and for being complex and
difficult for an ordinary person to apply.
The bill broadens the types of improper conduct that a person
can disclose in a public interest disclosure and simplifies the
definition by:
removing the complex and prohibitive general threshold
that, to be improper conduct, wrongdoing must
constitute a criminal offence or grounds for dismissal;
more clearly setting out the categories of improper
conduct in the Protected Disclosure Act; and

The bill amends the Protected Disclosure Act to allow a
person to make a public interest disclosure about improper
conduct by a public interest monitor to the Victorian
Inspectorate. The Inspectorate will assess and, where
appropriate, investigate these disclosures.
The bill also creates pathways for the making and
investigation of public interest disclosures about improper
conduct by the Victorian Inspector and inspectorate officers.
A person will be able to make a disclosure about the
Victorian Inspector or Inspectorate officers to the IBAC
Committee (or the Integrity and Oversight Committee, when
established) of Parliament or to the Presiding Officers of
Parliament.
The Committee will play a ‘clearing house’ role in relation to
public interest disclosures about the Victorian Inspector and
inspectorate officers — similar to the role that IBAC plays for
most other public interest disclosures. When a Presiding
Officer receives a disclosure that may be a public interest
disclosure, they will be required to notify the matter to the
committee for assessment. The committee will assess whether
a disclosure that is made or notified to the committee is public
interest disclosure and, if it is, engage an independent person
to investigate. Following their investigation, the independent
person will report to the committee, the responsible minister
and, if the disclosure is about an inspectorate officer, the
Victorian Inspector.
Protecting ‘external disclosures’ about improper conduct in
limited circumstances
The bill protects a person who discloses improper conduct to
a body or person outside of the Victorian integrity system
(e.g. a journalist) in limited circumstances. This will bring the
act into line with Australian and international best practice
standards.
The bill will extend the act’s protections against liability,
detrimental action and defamation action to a person who
discloses improper conduct to any person or body where the
person has previously made a public interest complaint in
accordance with the act and the integrity system has failed to
respond to that complaint. Currently, a person who makes a
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disclosure in these circumstances (e.g. a person who
complains to their local member of Parliament that their
disclosure has not been investigated after 12 months) could be
subject to civil or criminal penalties, disciplinary action or
defamation action for making that complaint.
It is appropriate to only protect a person in relation to an
external disclosure in limited circumstances, given the risk
that a disclosure to a body or person outside of the integrity
system could damage a person’s rights or reputation, or
compromise an integrity body’s investigation.
Simplifying procedures
The bill simplifies and clarifies the key steps that a disclosure
must work through to receive the act’s protections.
Making it easier to make a disclosure
Part 2 of the Protected Disclosure Act sets out the procedures
that a person must follow when making a disclosure to
receive the act’s protections. The bill replaces the whole of
part 2 to provide more and simpler pathways for making a
disclosure under the act. The new part 2 takes a flexible, ‘no
wrong door’ approach, helping to ensure that genuine
disclosures are identified and assessed under the act rather
than excluded because of non-compliance with complex
procedures.
New part 2 includes provisions allowing more disclosures to
be made to the Ombudsman and the Victorian Inspectorate. It
is still intended that IBAC will be the primary receiving entity
for public interest disclosures. However, the bill permits a
broader range of disclosures to be made to the Ombudsman
and Victorian Inspectorate to provide as many pathways as
possible for a person to disclose improper conduct.
The effect of these reforms will be that more disclosures
make their way into the system and are notified to the correct
body for assessment, referral and investigation. These reforms
address criticism that the act’s prescriptive disclosure
procedures frustrate and deter people who may wish to report
improper conduct.
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Broadening the range of investigating entities
Ensuring that complaints about public sector improper
conduct are independently and impartially investigated by
expert integrity bodies encourages people to report
wrongdoing, ensures that wrongdoing is exposed and
adequately addressed, and increases public confidence in the
integrity and accountability system.
Currently, public interest complaints can be investigated by
IBAC, the Ombudsman, the Victorian Inspectorate and
Victoria Police. The bill expands this range of bodies to allow
appropriate public interest complaints to be investigated by the
chief municipal inspector, the Victorian information
commissioner and the racing integrity commissioner. This
reform will help to ensure that complaints are efficiently and
effectively investigated by the most appropriate integrity body.
Better supporting disclosers
Simplifying confidentiality obligations and ensuring
confidentiality obligations do not prevent a person from
seeking support
The Protected Disclosure Act imposes strict confidentiality
obligations on disclosers and people who receive disclosures.
The confidentiality obligations are intended to protect
disclosers’ identities, individuals’ rights and reputations, and
the integrity of any investigation. However, the obligations
are complex, overlapping and overly restrictive, with
inconsistent exceptions.
The bill streamlines and clarifies confidentiality obligations
under the Protected Disclosure Act and related acts by:
removing a blanket prohibition on the disclosure of
procedural advice about the progress of a disclosure
under the Protected Disclosure Act (e.g. the fact that a
disclosure has been notified to IBAC for assessment);
providing investigating entities with flexibility to prohibit
disclosure of procedural advice where appropriate (as is
already the case for more substantial information about
the subject matter of the disclosure); and

Clarifying when disclosures must be notified for assessment
The bill clarifies that a body need only refer a disclosure to
IBAC, the Victorian Inspectorate or the Committee (as
appropriate) for assessment under the Protected Disclosure
Act if it appears to involve improper conduct or detrimental
action taken in reprisal for making a public interest disclosure.
This will simplify the process for notifying disclosures for
assessment.
This will particularly assist the Chief Commissioner of Police
in determining when to notify complaints by police personnel
about other police personnel for assessment under the act.
Previously, the act required the Chief Commissioner of Police
to notify any police-on-police misconduct complaint to IBAC
for assessment. This has caused significant delay and
prevented Victoria Police from dealing effectively with
complaints, many of which did not relate to improper conduct
or detrimental action (e.g. complaints that concerned isolated
or less serious workplace issues). The changes in the bill will
allow the chief commissioner to deal with these less serious
complaints under normal police misconduct processes.

providing clear and consistent exceptions to
confidentiality obligations under the act and related acts.
The bill also provides exceptions to confidentiality notices to
allow disclosers and others involved in a disclosure to share
confidential information, subject to any direction from the
entity that issued the notice, for the purpose of:
seeking support from medical practitioners, confidential
employee assistance programs and trade unions;
making a workers’ compensation claim to WorkSafe
Victoria; and
making an application to the Fair Work Commission
and related legal proceedings.
To ensure these changes have their full benefit, it is expected
that investigating entities will provide clear guidance with
confidentiality notices that set out people and bodies with
whom information can be shared, and any directions or
authorisations relevant to the notice.
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The bill also allows receiving entities to provide confidential
information to these people and bodies, with the discloser’s
consent, to help support the discloser.
Providing clear, consistent rules around disclosing
confidential information will better support disclosers and
others involved in a disclosure (e.g. witnesses), while still
protecting disclosers, individuals’ rights and reputations, and
any investigation.
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who report wrongdoing often serve the public interest ahead
of their own interests. The reforms in the bill will help to
ensure those people are supported and have their voices
heard.
The bill represents a big step forward in providing Victoria
with a robust and effective public sector integrity and
accountability system.
I commend the bill to the house.

Protecting a discloser against legal costs awards when
seeking compensation under the act
A discloser can seek compensation under section 47 of the
Protected Disclosure Act for injury, loss or damage suffered
in reprisal for having made a public interest disclosure.
However, the risk of having legal costs awarded against them
if their claim were unsuccessful may deter people from
seeking compensation for detrimental action or from making
a disclosure in the first place.
To ensure that people are not deterred from reporting improper
conduct by the risk of having legal costs awarded against
them, the bill provides that, where a discloser seeks damages
from a person who has taken detrimental action against them
under section 47, the discloser will not pay costs unless:
the discloser’s claim was vexatious; or
the discloser did not conduct the litigation reasonably.
This reform implements recommendation 17 of the IBAC
Committee’s 2017 report.
Conclusion
This bill significantly improves the integrity, oversight and
whistleblower protection system in Victoria.
The bill improves IBAC’s public examination function by
requiring it to consider whether corrupt conduct is serious or
systemic before it holds a public examination, and providing
additional safeguards. This reform will better protect the
rights and welfare of individuals while preserving the use of
public examinations for matters of major public importance.
Additionally, the bill clarifies and enhances the Victorian
Inspectorate’s oversight functions and parliamentary
oversight of the integrity and accountability system. The
improvements made will promote greater compliance and
understanding of processes by integrity bodies and the public
of the oversight framework.
The bill also significantly improves the legislation that
governs the Victorian Ombudsman, who plays an essential
role in raising the standards of our public administration and
supporting our community by providing an accessible and
effective avenue for complaints about government services.
The bill provides the Ombudsman with modern functions that
will facilitate collaboration with the public sector and
empower the Ombudsman to resolve complaints efficiently,
flexibly and effectively.
The bill makes it easier to report wrongdoing in the public
sector and better supports people who do so. It is essential to
public sector integrity that people who are aware of
wrongdoing feel safe and supported in coming forward with
information, and know that their complaint will be effectively
and impartially investigated. This bill recognises that people

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 21 February.

BAIL AMENDMENT (STAGE TWO)
BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 February; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (10:42) — In the
time afforded to me, which is not very long, I am
aware, I will finish by wrapping up on what I was
saying yesterday, which was a reflection and some
commentary on the contributions made to the debate. I
was saying that bad policy has consequences, and there
has certainly been an impact stemming from the
Baillieu-Napthine governments’ underinvestment in
education, in health and in social services and of course
from their failure to create jobs. As I said, there are
certainly consequences of that underinvestment, and
those consequences sometimes have a lag in time
before they become apparent. The Andrews
government has in no small way been dealing with
many of those consequences. We are doing just that; we
are rectifying the inaction and underinvestment which
was the hallmark of the Baillieu-Napthine governments
and which is exactly what those opposite seek to
impose on the Victorian people yet again. This bill is a
demonstration of just a small component of the work
we have been doing in what is a very large body of
work, including working to address the causes of crime.
I commend the bill to the house.
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) (10:43) — I revel in
the opportunity to talk on this topic today — to talk
about law and order, bail and what is happening in this
state on a day that Victorians woke up to the news that
a 17-year-old thug who had deliberately and
maliciously kicked a police member in the face has
been let out of custody after only one month. There is
no conviction recorded against him. I was listening to
the radio on the way in this morning, and the
Attorney-General apparently called in — according to
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the announcers — to say that Victoria Police had not
asked for a custodial sentence. But as Wayne Gatt, the
secretary of Police Association Victoria, so rightfully
said it is not up to the police to ask for a particular
sentence or a custodial sentence; it is up to the judiciary
to impose the correct sentence. But what is the correct
sentence? This particular juvenile thug has priors for
car theft and home invasion — again, no convictions.
Remember this was an unprovoked attack, and it was
not even this delinquent who was being arrested at the
time when he assaulted the police officer. I expected the
book to be thrown at a person like him, and I am not
alone. This is a joke. The only problem is it is not funny
and nobody is laughing.
Victorians are sick to death of the crime tsunami. It is
not happening in other states. The figures do not lie.
The fact is since the Andrews Labor government took
charge in late 2014 crime has gone through the roof.
Victorians do not feel safe, and it is a vicious cycle. The
bill before the house is around bail. When the Andrews
Labor government changed bail laws early in their
term, taking away penalties for youths who reoffended
whilst on bail, there were no additional charges that
could be laid against a minor for breaching bail. That
was certainly a turning point. Remember the Moomba
riots? I do not think anybody can forget those. The
Liberals and Nationals warned at the time — we told
the government that this would happen — that if bail
laws were weakened, there would be ramifications. I
would rather not be standing here today saying, ‘We
told you so’, but we did.
I would rather be living in a state where law and order is
based on personal responsibility and respect — respect
for our selfless men and women in blue, for our elders,
for those in authority, for teachers and for each other. I
am so pleased to be part of a team led by the Leader of
the Opposition that is promising to bring back a police
in schools program. I am so proud to say we will take
steps to toughen bail laws; to introduce the presumption
of remand for violent offenders, not bail; and to say that
if you breach bail there is no second, third or even fourth
chance — you are in jail. We will be reinstating the
offence of breaching bail for juveniles.
But for the time being let us look at why I feel so
passionate and angry today. Apart from that young thug
getting away with a slap on the wrist for deliberately
assaulting a police officer, I am angry at what is
happening in my own neighbourhood. It is a beautiful
area, and in my patch things have gone wrong. Since
Labor was elected crime is up by a whopping 34 per
cent in Bayswater North, by 44.2 per cent in Wantirna,
by over 53 per cent in Boronia and by nearly 55 per
cent in Kilsyth South. But what about a ridiculous
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56.2 per cent rise in The Basin? The hardworking,
honest people of the Bayswater district, along with all
Victorians, have had enough — enough of a feather
being used when a sledgehammer is needed.
Labor have been in government in Victoria for 14 out
of the last 18 years, and they have been responsible for
the laws and regulations of this state. They have
appointed the judges, they have directed the way bail
justices and parole boards work, they have appointed
the people who write the reports, and they have made
so many legislative mistakes. They have been in charge
but not in control of our juvenile detention centres —
how can playing violent video games and rewarding
rioters with soft drinks and pizza be seen as even
vaguely appropriate?
This bill tinkers around the edges again; it tries to plug
some absolutely gaping holes. After letting the horses
bolt, the Labor government is trying to shut the gate.
This bill, which has been far too long in coming, is
just baby steps forward. Belatedly it is implementing
the remaining recommendations of the first Coghlan
report following the Bourke Street attack — that was
13 months ago. In a government media release of
12 December last year was a comment attributed to
the police minister:
This has been a long-awaited reform between the Police
Association and Victoria Police and it will give the police the
powers they need to remand serious offenders in custody until
a court can hear a bail application.

The first part is right, Minister: this is long awaited. The
Bourke Street tragedy took place 13 months ago, and
the Andrews crime tsunami started way back at the end
of 2014. Only the Liberals and Nationals have the want,
interest and skills to fix the bail system that Labor has
weakened over the past few decades.
This is a long overdue but underwhelming piece of
legislation. It has loopholes. It cannot and will not help
those who have already been victims of crimes in the
last three years under the Andrews Labor government
and successive Labor governments before them whose
socialist, left-wing attitudes are weak as water when it
comes to personal responsibility. This bill reduces the
role of bail justices, irretrievably handballing what
should be in their hands back to the police and the
courts. It will not be irretrievable once we come back in.
I want to place on record my sincerest thanks to the
police men and women, especially those who serve out
of Boronia, Knox and Croydon. I admire your tenacity,
your dedication and your absolute professionalism,
especially in the current political climate where your
work is constantly being undermined. I will not oppose
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this bill because the baby steps it takes are better than
nothing, but the bill is long awaited and it is a
disappointment.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (10:50) — This is one of a
suite of many bills that we are bringing to this
Parliament that are tough on crime and also tough on
the causes of crime. I spoke on a justice bill yesterday
which is part of the action that this government is
taking in a very collegial way, led by our
Attorney-General and our police minister, who are very
engaged in this work. I do not think we saw that with
the previous government.
With this particular bill, the Bail Amendment (Stage
Two) Bill 2017 that is before the house, there was a lot
of talk. I have been in the Parliament now for 15 years,
and there was a lot of talk during the previous
Parliament about being tough on crime and about
taking action on things. We had the Callinan review,
which was brought about by the previous government,
and we supported that action at the time because it
came at the time of that horrific tragedy — the loss of
Jill Meagher — that just moved everyone in Melbourne
and Victoria so much, especially because she worked in
the media. I think that everyone could just see Jill as
being their wife, their daughter or their sister. It was the
right thing to do, which was why we immediately said
we would support the previous government in anything
that was required, because the perpetrator of that
horrific crime was a recidivist and on bail at the time.
It was quite disappointing to see that two years on, at
the time of the election, a lot of those proposals had not
actually been enacted. Now it is five years or more
since the sad loss of Jill Meagher and those opposite are
running a huge scare campaign, manipulating figures
and trying to say that this is not a safe place and that
this government does not take these matters seriously.
Nothing could be further from the truth. There is an
absolute long lead time. When you have an increase in
crime there is a long lead time before the actual causes
of that come out — when you cut services to the
community, when you close TAFE colleges, when you
remove VCAL coordination, when you cut government
schools and when you do not build new schools in
growth corridors.
I heard the Leader of the Opposition being interviewed
by Jon Faine yesterday, being incredibly belligerent and
bullying — it really was Jeff Kennett junior, I felt —
attacking the man rather than actually responding to the
issue, trying to manipulate figures and trying to throw
fuel on the fire to say that there is a crisis in the criminal
justice system in this state. He has been incredibly
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irresponsible in the commentary he has made. This is
the world’s most livable city, and yet he made
comments comparing this fantastic city with a weak
state and a state that has had enormous problems for
many decades as a result of the apartheid regime. The
comparison he made was between Melbourne and
Johannesburg, which has a huge murder rate and a huge
road toll and is a hugely violent society. That is hugely
irresponsible and is beneath someone who would seek
the great office of Premier and seek to lead this state. I
decry that comparison.
One of the things that the Leader of the Opposition kept
saying to Jon Faine on ABC radio yesterday morning
was, ‘Jon, go to the outer suburbs. It is lawless out
there. It is terrible’. Let us see what the architecture
might be behind some of what is lacking and what he is
trying to present as lacking in the outer suburbs and in
the growth suburbs. That man, the Leader of the
Opposition, was the Minister for Planning under the
previous government. He was also a member for
Northern Metropolitan Region in the other place. He
supposedly represented my electorate. He tried to
represent my electorate in 2002, but fortunately for the
community I beat him. He had to wait another four
years to get into Parliament.
But in the previous government the Leader of the
Opposition was the Minister for Planning. Not one
dollar of community infrastructure came to my
community. In the fastest growing postcode in the state
and in the country, in Mernda and Doreen, he did
nothing. We had no secondary schools delivered. We
had no expansion of public transport. In fact we had
cuts. We also had the closure of a TAFE campus in the
then Leader of the Opposition’s electorate. He was
completely and absolutely silent on that. He was one of
the local MPs, but he rarely set foot in the place. His
office was in Rosanna. In fact we had almost no
presence from that government in what was the most
populous electorate in the state up to the last state
election, with 70 000 electors off the back of an average
now of 37 000, which is the mean that has been set by
the Electoral Boundaries Commission — almost double
what was required.
Did the Leader of the Opposition stand up for that
community at any stage? Did members of his
government stand up for that community? No. There was
a community campaign for a new police station to be
built at Mernda which was led by Tom Joseph, who has
now been elected to Whittlesea City Council. Tom
Joseph was a member of the Liberal Party, but he has
completely walked away from the party because the then
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the member
for Rowville, would not even meet with them. He would
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not set foot in the place. The member for Williamstown
behind me knows full well that when he was the shadow
minister and then when he was the minister he met
repeatedly with that community. When the member for
Bendigo East was the shadow minister they met
repeatedly with that community because we are engaged
in talking to people about what their needs are.
However, the Leader of the Opposition did nothing, and
there was no police station built. We have now built a
police station there. It is operational. You can see on the
ground that we have reopened the TAFE, we have got
two secondary colleges now in that postcode and kids
can connect in to learning. But I think there is a
connection to that time. The Leader of the Opposition is
trying to whip up fear in Tarneit and in the south-east.
He wants his lobster mobster mates in the south-east —
mates of Inga Peulich, a member in the other place —
to get in, and they are running a false and misleading
campaign around law and order in this state. I decry
their campaign.
We absolutely have our eyes on the game. We have
restored funding to TAFE. We have reopened TAFE
campuses. We actually give a damn about young
people. We also give a damn about the victims of crime
and about those who are impacted by crime. Yesterday
we saw that those opposite could not even stand up to
speak on a criminal justice bill because they are so
involved in looking at their phones and doing the
numbers for who is going to be the leader of their party.
Why wouldn’t they want to change a leader who sits
down and has dinner with organised crime figures, who
was a complete failure as a planning minister and did
nothing for our growing suburbs and who is now crying
crocodile tears and saying he cares about communities
in our growing suburbs and their safety? They do not
care. We do care. We are making changes.
I commend the bill to the house. This Bail Amendment
(Stage Two) Bill —
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Sentencing reform
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:01) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, I refer you to the
teen thug who, despite kicking a policeman in the face,
has been freed without conviction after serving only
one month in custody — this just one month after you
boasted that teen thugs would feel the full force of the
law. Premier, given that you refuse to introduce
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mandatory minimum sentencing, what do you have to
say to the hardworking men and women of Victoria
Police who are sick and tired of being spat on, kicked
and punched, with little or no consequence from the
government?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:02) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. I think every
Victorian would be concerned to think that any member
of Victoria Police could be injured during the course of
their duties, particularly when those injuries are
sustained as a result of a cowardly, shameful attack.
As the Attorney-General has indicated today, the advice
to government is that no submission was made by
prosecutors as to a custodial sentence. I think many
Victorians would be concerned that no conviction was
in fact recorded and that a custodial sentence was not
imposed. What I would indicate to the Leader of the
Opposition and those opposite, who seem unconcerned
with the answer to the question they have asked, is that
prosecutors — it is a matter for them — are free to
appeal both the issue of the conviction and/or the nature
of the sentence that was imposed.
And what is more, not only would I remind those
opposite that that is a matter for prosecutors, I would
respectfully suggest — I do in fact hope — they have a
very close look at this case in relation to the recording
of a conviction which did not occur and the sentence
which was imposed. It is open to prosecutors, if they
believe that to be inadequate, to appeal both the
conviction and the sentence. I hope — and indeed I
think we can all be confident — that prosecutors will
have a very close look at that.
I would remind the Leader of the Opposition that in
relation to offences against police and any mandatory
minimums in relation to a custodial sentence, the laws
passed by the previous government and supported by
the then opposition did not cover minors.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I take the opportunity to
warn the members for Williamstown and Footscray, the
Attorney-General, and the members for Ferntree Gully,
Caulfield, South Barwon and Warrandyte. I will not
have the level of shouting that occurred in the chamber
yesterday.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:04) —
Premier, despite shocking youth gang riots over
summer and police continuing to be treated like
punching bags, you have returned from a two-month
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break from sittings with no plans to toughen sentencing
laws against these kinds of offenders. Premier, why is
polling people about the future of Anzac Day more
important to you and your government than is
protecting our police?
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widening project; the Hurstbridge line; the Mernda line;
regional rail revival; 1200 schools; dozens of hospitals.
In other words, for those opposite, who I am sure are a
bit baffled by such a list of hard work and achievement,
we get things done. That is what we do — we get
things done.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:05) — The Leader
of the Opposition has forgotten all the different reforms
that have been made by this government that he in fact
voted for. There has been wideranging reform in
relation to bail, parole, sentencing and youth justice.
Let me go to just one issue. Those opposite want to talk
about orders. Community correction orders (CCOs)
available for people who have been found guilty of
offences as serious as rape — that is what we inherited
from those opposite, and we have put an end to that.
And what is more, not only will we resource police, not
only have we made sure that CCOs are not available
for, I think, a dozen serious crimes, we will add to that
list so that those who commit the most serious crimes
have to go inside.

Ministers statements: West Gate tunnel project
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:06) — I am very
pleased to rise to update the house on progress made on
the West Gate tunnel project, a long-overdue alternative
to the West Gate Bridge, a vital second river crossing,
something talked about by many but being delivered by
this government. Only this government is getting on
and delivering the jobs, the infrastructure and the
certainty that we need —

There are tens of thousands of Victorians in work today
because we have not wasted our time in office. We are
putting it to good use and good effect —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern is warned.
Mr ANDREWS — That sits in stark contrast to
those who built nothing, stand for nothing and would
again build nothing if they were ever to slip back into
government.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:08) — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour. He has already been warned.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:08) — The member for
Williamstown will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Williamstown withdrew
from chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Kew is warned.
Mr ANDREWS — as communities and economies.
And of course we are getting those trucks out of local
roads, again something that has been talked about by
many people — talked about by many, many people for
a long time — delivered by a Labor government.
There are literally tens of thousands of jobs across our
entire infrastructure, our construction agenda. Tens of
thousands of jobs: 50 level crossings, and we are ahead
of schedule; the West Gate tunnel project; the
Melbourne Metro Tunnel; all the work that is going on
ahead of hopefully being able to sign contracts for the
north-east link, giving those roads back to local
residents; the CityLink Tulla widening; the Monash

The SPEAKER — The member for Gembrook can
be accommodated if he wishes to leave the chamber
as well.

Youth justice system
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (11:09) — My question is
to the Premier. Over summer, Victorians have been
shocked by a number of serious incidents involving
youth gangs at places including Altona, St Kilda,
Williams Landing, Torquay, Werribee, Docklands and
the Ecoville centre in Tarneit. Despite all the tough talk
two years ago that the Premier would smash the gangs,
of the several hundred young people involved in these
incidents is it not a fact that only half a dozen or so
arrests have been made?
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The SPEAKER — Order! Members will come to
order. The member for Ferntree Gully has already been
warned.

Mr ANDREWS — You could go out for dinner
people who cannot go near a racetrack or cannot go to
the Crown Casino because they have been banned.

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:09) — I thank the
member for Box Hill for his question.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is now straying far and wide from the question
that was asked. If he wants to put a motion on notice to
debate the government’s sentencing and crime policy,
we would be happy to accommodate him. But I ask him
now to come back to answering the specific question
that I have asked about the number of arrests arising
from the youth riots over the summer.

The SPEAKER — The member for Yan Yean is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — Just a few moments ago, I was
being accused of blaming police. Now apparently
police have not, according to those opposite, made
enough arrests. That is apparently what those opposite
would submit to the people of Victoria — that Victoria
Police are not making, in their expert opinion, enough
arrests. I can inform those opposite that since May 2016
there has been something in the order of about
850 arrests that have been made of youth offenders —
that is, youth offenders that have been arrested.
Why is it that Victoria Police are in a position to make
more arrests to fight crime and to make our community
safer? That is because they have been resourced; they
have been given every single resource that the Chief
Commissioner of Police has sought. What is more,
whenever the chief commissioner has come and said, ‘I
need new technology. I need more resources, more
numbers. I need more support in no matter what area it
might be, including reforming our laws’ — not least of
which in relation to illegal firearms — this government
has given to the chief commissioner every single thing
he has sought and more.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier has now had ample opportunity to set a
context. My question was specifically about the number
of arrests made in relation to youth gang riots over
summer, and I ask you to ask the Premier now to start
answering that question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier was being
responsive to the question that was asked.
Mr ANDREWS — Again the contrast is very
clear — give police the resources they need and they
will make the arrests that are important and indeed
essential to fighting crime and making the community
safer. There is an alternative approach. You can try and
water down proposed firearms laws. You could cut
hundreds of white-collar expert staff that support our
sworn officers, including forensic staff.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Hastings is
warned.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier is being
responsive to the question that has been asked. I take
the opportunity to warn the member for Clarinda not to
shout across the chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, the best part of
850 arrests since May 2016, but apparently that is not
enough for those opposite. They would prefer to
criticise our police rather than support them. They
would rather cut their resources, try and water down the
laws they say they need and are a ‘game changer’. They
would rather be out for dinner with organised crime
than fighting organised crime.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General!
The member for Nepean!
Supplementary question
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (11:13) — The chief
commissioner has recently acknowledged on record
that Victoria has a serious street gang problem despite
the failed ‘smash the gangs’ pledge that the Premier
made following the Moomba riots back in 2016. Given
the Premier’s answer to my substantive question, will
he now take the opportunity to put on record the fact
that he admits and acknowledges that Victoria has a
problem with youth gangs, or does the Premier
continue to believe that residents in our growth areas
who live in constant fear of gang violence and
intimidation, including the 40 000 members of the
Casey Crime Page group on Facebook, are simply
making it up?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn! The Minister for Police! The member for
Ferntree Gully has already been warned and there will
not be further warnings.
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Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:14) — I thank the
member for Box Hill for his question. I do not know
that he has necessarily followed many of the comments
that I have made and many of the decisions that the
government has made that I think deal directly with the
issue of who is acknowledging and accepting an
understanding of the gang issues that we have in our
state. You do not fund a gang task force if you refuse to
acknowledge that there is a gang issue. I would have
thought that that was self-evident to the former
Attorney-General and member for Box Hill. You do not
fund more critical incident response teams or more
public order task force teams, you do not fund that gang
squad and you do not fund $2 billion worth of extra
police if you do not think that you inherited a crime
problem from those opposite. With crime going up and
up and up, every major —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, it is not now.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not tolerate that
level of shouting in the chamber. The Premier has
concluded his answer.

Ministers statements: West Gate tunnel project
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (11:16) — I rise to update the house on the
horror delays experienced by people using the West
Gate Bridge over the last 24 hours. Today at about
7.00 a.m. on an inbound lane on the West Gate
Freeway a truck broke down on its way into the city.
The impact on the network, to put it mildly, was
horrendous. Queues on the West Gate Bridge stretched
all the way back to Point Cook Road. The Tullamarine
Freeway was backed up and the Monash Freeway was
also having difficulties so the heavy haulage trucks
could not get through.
But what are the opposition doing today? What are the
opposition doing to deal with this serious issue? Of
course the only thing they are doing is joining together
with their mates in the Greens to put forward a
revocation motion in relation to the planning scheme
amendment which allows this vital project to get going.
We know that Matthew Guy simply does not care about
the people in the west. He is happy to —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will refer to
members of this place by their correct title.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER (11:17) — Order! The member for
Caulfield has been warned. He will leave the chamber
for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Caulfield withdrew from
chamber.
Mr Riordan interjected.
The SPEAKER — The member for Polwarth is
warned. The minister will refer to members in this
place by their correct title.
Mr DONNELLAN — We know that Matthew Guy
is the great big blocker. He wants —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will be sat
down unless he refers to members by their correct title.
Mr DONNELLAN — The Leader of the
Opposition, whatever we like to say, really just does not
want to get on with doing anything. He does not want
this major project to start. He does not —
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I think the
minister is forgetting to say that the people in my
electorate are going to pay for a road that they are
never, ever going to use, and he should explain why the
people of Burwood need to pay for a road they are not
going to use.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Burwood knows that is not an acceptable point of order,
and he has done it on more than one occasion. I warn
the member for Burwood not to take that opportunity
during question time.
Mr DONNELLAN — I know what the member for
Burwood’s local constituents think there, and they are
not very impressed with what the Liberal Party
delivered — a second-rater of the highest level.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Kew is warned.
Mr DONNELLAN — But let us be very clear: we
will not allow —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, this is
about the minister actually not adhering to the standing
orders. You do not get to use ministers statements to
actually have a go at members of the opposition,
particularly when the topic that he is talking about has
nothing to do with his portfolio or the performance of
the government.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition has already been warned. I ask the
minister to come back to making a ministers statement.
Mr DONNELLAN — This is blocking the
opportunities that all those people from the west expect.

Mandatory sentencing
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (11:19) — My question
is to the Premier. On 23 January, when asked if he
supported statutory minimum sentences for some
serious crimes, the chief commissioner said:
In some cases we’ve got to send a message. There’s a core of
offenders that just offend and when they’re not inside in
custody in the corrections system, they’re out there offending.

Premier, why are you steadfastly refusing to introduce
mandatory minimum sentences, which even the chief
commissioner is saying are very clearly needed?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:20) — I thank the
member for Hawthorn for his question. The first point I
would make is that we as a government have already
introduced a whole range of statutory minimums,
including for carjacking, home invasion and police
ramming. Perhaps I will get the Attorney-General to
write to the shadow Attorney-General and acquaint him
with all of those statutory minimums, many of which he
voted for but seems to have forgotten.
The second point I would make is that on a very
interesting episode on 3AW radio the shadow
Attorney-General, when pressed on just how mandatory
his mandatory sentencing proposals were — well, they
are not so mandatory after all. What is apparently
mandatory under those opposite is to cut the resources
available to the chief commissioner. What is mandatory
is to try and convince the community that you are a
little bit tougher than you actually are.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Bentleigh and the member for Geelong.
Mr Pesutto — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the chief commissioner has been crying out
for more statutory minimum sentences. He has said that
publicly. He wants the government to step up and
deliver statutory minimum sentences. Now, the Premier
just said in his answers before that he would give the
chief commissioner all the powers that he is seeking.
Well, here he is — just a few days — seeking more
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powers, and where is he? He is nowhere. Give the chief
commissioner what he has asked for.
The SPEAKER — Order! That was not a point of
order.
Mr ANDREWS — If only second chances
mattered, eh? I will just say to the shadow
Attorney-General, the member for Hawthorn: was it
you that drafted the amendments to gut the firearms
bill? Speaking of supporting the chief commissioner,
doing every deal they could do, crawling over broken
glass to try to gut the firearms bill, and then he comes in
here questioning this government’s record on support
for police command.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is both misleading the house and debating the
issue. I ask you to bring him back to answering the
question as to whether he will respond to the chief
commissioner’s call for greater mandatory minimum
sentences.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The Premier is being responsive, but I do ask
him to come back to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — I thank the not-so-mandatory
shadow Attorney-General for his question, and I would
say to him in the clearest possible terms: we have
always supported the chief commissioner and we
always will.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Macedon is warned. The Minister for Police is warned.
Supplementary question
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (11:23) — Also on
23 January this year the chief commissioner said that
police on the ground are frustrated with locking up the
same offenders time and time again, with many police
wanting tougher sentencing laws. He also said that he
has walked the streets of Tarneit, where shuttered
windows and deserted streets show a community
stricken by a fear of crime. Premier, will you finally
admit that your government being soft on crime for
three years has left our police force frustrated, the chief
commissioner hamstrung and our communities in
places such as Tarneit living in fear?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:24) — I again thank
the member for Hawthorn for his question. The answer
to his question is no, because his conclusions have no
basis in fact. If the not-so-mandatory member for
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Hawthorn wants to go out to the academy, he will see
something he has perhaps never seen before: the place
is full. It is full — 1000 trainees out there at the
moment — and have a guess why. It is not because we
cut the budget of Victoria Police, not because we
undermine and interfere with police command —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — and not because we saw the
Tristan Weston-type public administration but because
we have provided a new staffing allocation model, the
biggest resource boost the police have ever seen, the
sentencing that the police have spoken to us about —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Hawthorn has
been warned.
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Benalla will be the home of Victoria’s largest precast concrete
manufacturing facility —

to supply the West Gate tunnel project.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CARROLL — It will provide 400 jobs in the
north-east of Victoria — while the National Party carry
on their own conversation over there — that is a
massive investment. In fact the local mayor is quoted as
saying:
This is a massive investment and it’s one that Benalla’s been
waiting on for a long time …
… it’s … the biggest investment that Benalla’s seen at least
since Thales, the ammunition factory …

The question to the Deputy Leader of the National
Party and the leader is: are they going to continue to be
a silent coalition partner —
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr ANDREWS — including firearms laws that you
tried your very hardest to undermine and scuttle. Shame
on you for your record.

The SPEAKER (11:27) — Order! The member for
Macedon and the member for Kew will leave the
chamber for the period of 1 hour.

Ministers statements: West Gate tunnel project

Honourable members for Macedon and Kew
withdrew from chamber.

Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (11:25) — I rise to update the house on
the number of jobs being created by the West Gate
tunnel project, both in Melbourne and in our regions.
The $6.7 billion West Gate tunnel project is going to be
a game changer, not only in Melbourne and not only in
the western suburbs but also in regional Victoria. There
will be 6000 new jobs and 500 apprenticeships on the
back of our 3500 apprenticeships and cadetship
opportunities already in the pipeline through our
infrastructure. Importantly there will also be up to
150 jobs for our ex-auto workers, who those opposite
turned their back on. Also very close to the member for
Footscray and the member for Altona is Western
Chances, an important not-for-profit organisation in
Melbourne’s west that will provide scholarships which
will then lead into cadetships on the West Gate tunnel
project, giving young people in Melbourne’s west a
real opportunity.
The Premier spoke in his answer about people talking
about the West Gate tunnel project. Well, hot off the
press, literally dated today, the Benalla Ensign reads:
Jobs boost
Concrete investment thrills

Mr CARROLL — The local mayor in Benalla calls
it a game changer — the biggest precast facility to be
built in the regions. The Leader of the National Party
sits there silently. Is he going to stand up for jobs in the
north-east, jobs that the Deputy Leader of The
Nationals has in her electorate — an important game
changer in Melbourne and in regional Victoria — or
will the National Party do what they do, remain silent
and do nothing?

Hazelwood Pondage
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (11:27) — My question is
to the Minister for Resources. Minister, with the
Hazelwood power station now closed the future of
Hazelwood Pondage is also now in question, despite it
being an important asset for visitors and locals. There is
so much uncertainty because on the one hand the
government spruiks the benefits of fishing and
recreation activities on the pondage, yet on the other
hand Engie’s mine rehabilitation work plans include the
possible decommissioning and emptying of Hazelwood
Pondage as early as 2021. Minister, what guarantee will
your government give the people of the Latrobe Valley
that Hazelwood Pondage will remain open?
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Mr PALLAS (Minister for Resources) (11:28) — I
thank the member for Morwell for his question, and
also I recognise his interest in and concern about this
issue. The appropriate rehabilitation of the Hazelwood
mine site is of course of critical concern and importance
in the Latrobe Valley and to this government. We will
work through these issues in a considered, responsible
way, and we will do it in a way that aims to ensure that
we vent all these issues in a collaborative way with the
community. In that context I would be more than happy
to offer a briefing to the member for Morwell, with my
departmental officers, to give him an appreciation of
how this issue is being managed.
In respect of the issues specifically raised around the
lake option for the mine’s rehabilitation, the Hazelwood
mine fire inquiry noted there were many unresolved
issues associated with this matter about how the lake
option would be achieved. In response to that of course
the government has put aside some $12.6 million for
the Latrobe Valley regional rehabilitation strategy,
which will involve some quite extensive geotechnical
work, some groundwork and also surface water studies,
the assessment of the environmental impacts —
Mr Northe — On a point of order, Speaker, in terms
of relevance, I appreciate the minister’s response with
information, but my question went directly to what
guarantee the government will give to the people of the
Latrobe Valley in keeping Hazelwood Pondage open. I
do not believe the minister has addressed that specific
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The first part of the
minister’s answer was directly responsive to the
question asked. The minister to continue.
Mr PALLAS — I will just be clear to the member:
the government’s intention is to work through the
strategy. The strategy of course will deal with those
issues and will involve the engagement of the
community. We have established the Latrobe Valley
Mine Rehabilitation Advisory Committee. I have
appointed the first-ever Latrobe Valley mine
rehabilitation commissioner, Professor Rae Mackay, so
we will be getting on with this important job.
The assurance I can give the member and the assurance
I can give the member’s community is that the
government will work through the strategy in a way
that is collaborative, listening to the community about
the ways this can best be dealt with. But I am not going
to pre-empt any predetermined outcomes. That is why
we are consulting with the community. That is why we
have set up a process that directly involves experts and
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the community sitting down together to work these
issues through.
Supplementary question
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (11:31) — Minister, the
former coalition government committed $1 million to
undertake significant upgrades to assets and
infrastructure at Hazelwood Pondage, yet none of the
proposed works have ever taken place. Now, with the
pondage facing an uncertain future, it seems unlikely
that those works will proceed. Will any of this unspent
$1 million be used to assist pondage user groups such
as the Latrobe Valley Yacht Club and its members to
remain on site at the pondage so it can sustain important
yachting programs like Sailability, which provides an
important recreational opportunity for persons with a
disability?
Mr PALLAS (Minister for Resources) (11:32) — I
suppose the first point I would make in response to the
supplementary question is that I do not think the
member should necessarily be so negative about what
the long-term uses are. I am not going to pre-empt the
outcome of that process of community engagement.
The users of course will be a key part of this process, so
let us work through it responsibly and collectively. I
would make the point of course that we have seen
1000 jobs created in the Latrobe Valley and Gippsland
areas since we came to government as opposed to the
10 000 that were lost in that area when the previous
government were in power. We will not be turning our
back, like the previous government did, on Gippsland
and the Latrobe Valley.

Ministers statements: West Gate tunnel project
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) (11:33) — I rise to update
the house on the progress on delivering the West Gate
tunnel. Construction is underway on this vital second
river crossing. It is of course vital because it is a second
river crossing of freeway standard over the
Maribyrnong River, a much-needed alternative to the
West Gate Bridge, and it is happening now.
The West Gate Bridge was completed in 1978 and was
designed to carry 40 000 vehicles. Today it carries
more than 200 000 vehicles. That is not sustainable in
the long term. In the 2017 budget we identified an
investment of an additional $58.7 million in
maintenance of this vital facility, but of course it
recognises the vital economic and strategic importance
of the West Gate Bridge. The need for a second river
crossing cannot be denied, and that is why we are
getting it done. This project fulfils a strategic
imperative that was identified more than a decade ago,
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and of course no less than Sir Rod Eddington succinctly
said that:
… it’s really important that we do address the challenges in
that corridor …

and we get on with it, and that is what this government
is doing.
What those opposite are doing we can only seek to
speculate. Their political motivation in teaming up with
the Greens in a new teal coalition is simply to try and
stop a vital infrastructure project that is already
underway. It will risk thousands of jobs. The Victorian
Liberal Party has a tradition of economic indolence, but
now they are adding economic vandalism to this. The
jobs that are being created, the economic opportunity,
must be allowed to proceed.

Youth justice system
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:35) — My
question is again to the Premier. Premier, with more
than 20 riots in youth justice centres in Victoria in
2016 the government’s own figures now show that in
2017 there were even more assaults in these facilities
than the previous year; in fact it was up over 70 per
cent to 124 — the worst figures ever recorded.
Premier, aren’t these latest concerning figures more
evidence that the government has totally lost control
of our youth justice system?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:36) — I would make
two points to the Leader of the Opposition in answer to
his question. Firstly, no, and secondly, I have learned
long ago not to necessarily take as gospel figures
quoted by the —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, I do not take as gospel
anything that comes from you, so I will be more than
happy to refer the matter to the Minister for Corrections
and/or the Minister for Families and Children to
respond to the honourable member in writing.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:36) —
According to the government’s own figures, the second
half of last year saw the worst figures on record for
incidents at youth justice facilities — more assaults,
more behavioural incidents and more drug, alcohol and
self-harm incidents than ever before. Premier, given
your own figures show the youth justice system is
worse than ever before, what are you trying to do to
take back control of the system, or will you simply
continue a more-of-the-same approach, with riots,
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assaults and continued record abuse towards staff
simply being the norm?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:37) — Yes, the
workers’ friend over there. I would direct the
honourable member to my earlier answer as to
performance in our youth justice facilities. I will have
the relevant minister correspond with him. I will not for
a moment take anything he puts forward as accurate,
not for a moment. What I would say to the honourable
member, though, is that not only have we transferred
these responsibilities from the Department of Health
and Human Services to the Department of Justice and
Regulation, but we have also made very substantial
investments in our Parkville and Malmsbury
facilities — Malmsbury, a veritable gingerbread house
built by those opposite, which had to be fortified by this
government. What is more, Corrections Victoria staff
are in charge of security and good order, a profound
change that we have been criticised for but which I and
all my colleagues are proud to have made.

Ministers statements: public transport
infrastructure
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(11:38) — I am very pleased to update the house on the
progress the government is making on our major
transport projects. It may have missed the notice of some
in this house that we have got $30 billion worth of
construction projects underway here in Victoria on
29 major transport projects, and you can see them both in
metropolitan Melbourne and in regional Victoria. What
is more, thousands and thousands of people are working
on these projects, including hundreds of apprentices and
cadets who are getting their start, who are starting their
careers on our major transport project agenda.
There are many challenges in government to delivering
major transport initiatives, but we are facing a particular
challenge right now, a challenge that could keep
Victorians stuck in traffic and that could stop this flow
of jobs in the construction industry, and that challenge
is the determination of the Liberal Party and the
National Party to block and stop every single one of our
transport infrastructure projects. They did not undertake
these projects when they were in government, and they
are now trying to block and stop us from delivering
them during our time in government.
Can I present to the house some facts. In this
Parliament the Liberals and The Nationals have tried
to block and stop the Metro Tunnel. They have tried to
block and stop our level crossings. They have tried to
block and stop more trains on the Frankston line. All
up this is $13 billion of public transport projects —
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projects that are about delivering more trains and more
services. So far they have failed, but they are at it
again this week. They are at it again this week on the
West Gate tunnel project, this time teaming up with
their mates in the Greens, joining a new coalition with
the Greens to try and stop the West Gate tunnel. We
reject this approach, and we will keep delivering
infrastructure and jobs for Victoria.
The SPEAKER — Before calling the member for
Burwood on a point of order, I ask the member, if he
has a number of items he wishes to follow up, can he
please raise them as one point of order.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I raise a
point of order with regard to constituency questions and
also questions on notice that have not been answered by
relevant ministers. The first one is actually 13 249. It
was a question to the Minister for Local Government
some four months ago. I gave her three and a half
months notice before Australia Day to answer a
question about Australia Day, which she still has not
answered. I mean, four months is ridiculous —
absolutely ridiculous.
The SPEAKER — Order! Without the commentary
please. Member for Burwood, continue.
Mr Watt — I also have a point of order with regard
to question 13 593. That was a question to the Minister
for Planning about the Markham housing estate some
three and a half months ago. There has been a new
planning scheme amendment, and yet he has not even
answered the question from three and a half months ago.
It is ridiculous that the minister can go about putting in a
new planning scheme amendment and not treat this
house with any respect by answering my question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member not to
debate the point of order but to please continue with
other items he has.
Mr Watt — Further to the point of order, Speaker, I
have question 13 637. To assist the house I am not
going to go through every minister who has been
belligerent, why they are belligerent and on what
particular point they are belligerent and disrespectful to
this house. I will just refer to the questions.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ivanhoe
is warned.
Mr Watt — Question 13 637 is still unanswered.
Question 13 640 is still unanswered. I will just run
through the numbers to make it easier for the house:
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13 662, 13 663, 13 664, 13 665, 13 666, 13 667,
13 668, 13 669, 13 670, 13 671, 13 672, 13 673,
13 674, 13 675, 13 676, 13 678, 13 679, 13 680,
13 681, 13 682, 13 683, 13 684, 13 685 and 13 686. I
do apologise that I am taking so long, but I am not the
one not answering these questions. It is not as though I
do not answer these questions; it is the ministers who
are not answering these questions. Sorry, I lost track.
Where was I? I think I was at 13 687, 13 688, 13 689,
13 690, 13 812, 13 834 and 13 835.
All of these are questions that are unanswered and are
all well and truly past the deadline for when the
ministers are supposed to answer them. I did not
introduce these sessional orders. It is the government
that introduced them and it is the government’s
responsibility to —
The SPEAKER — Order! I am going to ask the
member for Burwood to resume his seat. I appreciate
that he has raised a number of questions and items for
us to follow up. We will do that and respond back to the
member. I thank the member for his point of order.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Rowville electorate
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (11:44) — (13 926) The
question I wish to raise is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change. Minister, what
assurances can you give Knox businesses that the
government has any plan to ensure reliable electricity
supply regardless of the weather? Businesses in my
electorate have contacted me following two power
outages in recent weeks. The first of these outages
lasted two days. One business with 33 local employees
was forced to cancel half a morning shift and all of an
afternoon shift, sending people home rather than have
them wait around until the lights came back on.
The business bore the cost of the loss of production that
day as well as still needing to cover the costs of the
employee wages. The outage was below the threshold
at which the owner could claim insurance, and the
business will have to carry those losses in full. Worse
still, they experienced another outage the following
week. Minister, a huge number of businesses in my
Rowville electorate, along with many in the south-east,
have lost valuable productivity as a direct result of
power outages on your watch.

Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (11:45) — (13 927) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Public
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Transport. What information can the minister provide to
update Yuroke residents on potential improvements to
bus services in the Yuroke electorate? In October 2016 I
was thrilled to provide Greenvale North residents with
access to public transport with the introduction of the
new 543 bus route. As the minister knows, more
improvements are required, particularly in the
Craigieburn area, the third fastest growing suburb in the
country, which was ignored by the former Liberal
government, with zero improvements provided to
services. Indeed the only change the Liberals made to
local services was to cut the weekend evening services
of the 901 bus, which was diverted from Roxburgh Park
shopping centre and railway station. The government is
committed to improving services, and I know residents
will appreciate an update from the minister.

Gippsland South electorate
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (11:46) —
(13 928) My question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and I ask: has the minister made a formal
request to the federal government for funding for the
completion of the duplication of the Princes Highway
from Traralgon to Sale? In the next 12 months we will
have completed the currently funded sections. There are
two sections remaining in the Princes Highway
duplication, and we need the funding provided by both
levels of government to finish this project. It has been
going for nigh on 10 years, and we need to get it
finished. I understand the project is worth about
$165 million. We have a history of this government
blaming the federal government for not providing
funding, and then we find out subsequently that they
have not even asked for it or put forward a business
case. We also need this government to commit
$33 million in the upcoming budget. So I ask again: has
the minister actually asked the commonwealth for
funding for this important project?

Ivanhoe electorate
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (11:47) — (13 929) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education
and Deputy Premier, and the question I seek a response
to is in relation to what information can be provided by
the minister to my constituents on the master plan
progress for Olympic Village Primary School in West
Heidelberg. Olympic Village Primary School is a
campus of Charles La Trobe P–12 College, which is in
my electorate. It is a school with a very long, strong and
proud history. I would like to commend the school
council and the local community, who have been very
clear in working with the government and the $500 000
that was provided by it in last year’s budget to conclude
the master planning work. I know that the next steps in
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the project of delivering a new school for the people of
Olympic Village in West Heidelberg are critical, and I
look forward to being updated on the progress of these
works by the minister.

Hastings electorate
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (11:48) — (13 930) My
question is to the Minister for Health. I am seeking
information on behalf of the Pearcedale community
about what can be provided to attract GPs to work in
the Pearcedale Medical Centre. The Pearcedale Medical
Centre is the only medical centre in this great little
town, and it faithfully provides a high level of care,
extended hours and emergency medical treatment to its
community. Many Pearcedale residents have told me
that this medical centre has been one of the best things
to happen to Pearcedale in recent years, not only for the
high level of medical care provided but also because of
the extra business that has been attracted as a result of
patients coming from other townships. Running a small
business is difficult enough under the current state
Labor regime, and when that small business
encompasses caring for the health and wellbeing of
local community residents, when it is in a regional area
and it is ignored by the Andrews government and when
attracting and retaining practitioners is so challenging, it
is all the harder.

Narre Warren South electorate
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (11:49) —
(13 931) My question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety and concerns Pound Road. I ask the
minister: what are the plans to construct a new
signalised crossing across Pound Road between
Anderson Close and Highland Avenue? This would
especially allow local residents to safely cross Pound
Road and access the Hampton Park Bowls Club, which
is a very popular venue. The posted speed limit is
70 kilometres per hour along Pound Road, but people
go a lot faster, and it is a very busy road, which means
that crossing it is incredibly difficult for local residents.
The safety and amenity of local residents has really
been undermined and put at risk in this area. I and
others have fought for this crossing on behalf of local
residents for a long time. I especially want to put on
record the work of Derek and Angela Gardner, who
have been on this case for a long time. I am hoping to
get some good news.

Shepparton electorate
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (11:50) — (13 932) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Innovation
and the Digital Economy in the other place. Minister,
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can you please advise what action is being taken to
appropriately assess and address the significant lack of
mobile phone reception in the Shepparton electorate
and to ensure my constituents receive the service they
deserve? I note the Victorian government has recently
taken steps to pursue their own mobile blackspot
program, separate from the federal government’s
existing scheme. Katunga is a town in my electorate
that was already identified as a priority area, and indeed
many constituents in that area have voiced their
concern about lack of coverage for years. Katandra
West is in a similar situation. In 2018 mobile phone
reception should not be a luxury. I and many of my
constituents hold grave concerns about what the poor
coverage could mean in an emergency when vital
safety information cannot be relayed to communities,
and I look forward to seeing what the government will
be doing about this.

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (11:51) — (13 933) I
direct my constituency question to the Minister for
Water, and I ask: what is the latest information on weed
eradication in the lower reaches of the Maribyrnong
River? I do want to place on the record my heartfelt
thanks to Judy Ingram and the Friends of the
Maribyrnong Valley for their tireless work in trying to
improve the water quality and amenity of the mighty
Maribyrnong River. Removing weeds will play a
critically important role in terms of improving the
ambience of the wonderful Maribyrnong River.

Bass electorate
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) (11:51) — (13 934) My
question is for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change. Minister, as you know, the
recycling industry has been thrown into turmoil with
the changes China has implemented in the importation
of recycled waste from Australia and other countries.
Our local waste contractors have been hit with the
debilitating news of income rebates being turned into
gate fees. In real terms this means a $80 per tonne
turnaround or $400 000 per annum taken from the
bottom line of one small family-run business.
Your government has sat on the ever-increasing
stockpile of money raised through landfill levies. You
have ignored repeated warnings about this impending
crisis, buried your head in the sand and not been
proactive on this matter, despite knowing for some time
of the Chinese dumping ban. Despite meeting with a
group of regional waste contractors, you have yet to
respond to their concerns, leaving their businesses at
severe financial risk and leaving ratepayers and local
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councils with uncertainty about their waste
management. Minister, what do you intend to do with
the recycled paper and plastics currently being collected
by our waste contractors?

Sunbury electorate
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (11:52) — (13 935) My
question is for the Minister for Sport. What are the
design and construction time lines for the Sunbury
skate, scooter and BMX pavilion? I had the wonderful
opportunity to join the mayor of the City of Hume a
couple of weeks ago to announce $100 000 from the
Andrews Labor government’s Community Sports
Infrastructure Fund, which will be used to partner with
the City of Hume to see this outstanding pavilion built.
There was genuine excitement and support around this
project, and it must be noted that the Sunbury BMX
Club is in fact the second-largest club in Victoria, with
over 170 members, and this pavilion cannot come fast
enough. I therefore ask the minister for the construction
and design time lines for this project, which will indeed
make a wonderful difference to all those who use the
BMX, scooter and skate park. It is a fantastic project.
Let us get on and get it done.

BAIL AMENDMENT (STAGE TWO)
BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (11:53) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Bail
Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017. A number of
members have spoken about this issue over the course
of the last day. The bill that is before the house —
Mr Katos interjected.
Mr PEARSON — The bill that is before the house
reflects the demands of modern society, I would say to
the member for South Barwon, and it reflects the work
of the Coghlan bail review, which came out of the
Bourke Street massacre.
I note that some of those opposite have criticised the
fact that this bill is now before the house 13 months
after the tragic events of Bourke Street. In response to
some of those criticisms, I would make a couple of
observations. The first is that this is the second tranche
of two pieces of work; the stage one bill was passed last
year. Secondly, I would say that when we are dealing
with the judiciary — and the record will show that I am
not a lawyer; I have no legal training — and we are
introducing legislation that impacts and impinges upon
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their sphere of influence, their territory, if we get it
wrong, if we are not quite right and we put forward or
impose upon the judiciary something that we think is
right and we have done so in haste, then that often
leaves the state exposed. Therefore we cannot be too
hasty when it comes to making significant changes that
the community demands and wants but that will have a
direct impact upon the legal fraternity and particularly
the judiciary.
We have had a series of legal bills that relate to
corrections and sentencing in the very brief time that I
have been here. But let us be clear about this. When a
bill like this comes before the house, the government
speaks, the opposition speaks, the crossbench speaks, a
vote is held, the bill passes this place and hopefully it
then passes the other place, and it is law. Our
engagement with the subject matter, with the material,
as members of this place, is relatively brief in the
scheme of things; it is finite. But members of the
judiciary have to live the changes we make here on a
day-to-day basis and they have to work with them on a
day-to-day basis. If there are flaws, errors and elements
of the legislation that we pass that they take exception
to and they have got good grounds to take exception to,
then that is a problem.
So to those opposite who have criticised the fact that it
has taken some 13 months to get the second tranche of
the reforms into legislation before the house, I would
caution them. We could have had a rush of blood, we
could have turned around and said, ‘Right. We’re going
to introduce legislation immediately’. If we had done
that, we may well have found ourselves in the situation
where the judiciary said, ‘This just does not work. We
cannot make this work. Go back to the drawing board’.
There are a couple of other points I would make too.
One is that this is part of a package of reforms. There
has been a series of reforms which the Premier alluded
to during the course of question time today and the
Attorney-General, who is at the table, has mentioned on
a number of occasions. This forms part of a broad suite
of reforms in this space. But it is also worth noting that
while it is important that we have a fully and properly
resourced Victoria Police force, we do ensure that the
judiciary have the necessary ability and some guidance
around what community expectations are in relation to
sentencing. Sentencing and creating a safe environment
goes beyond that. It goes beyond the statute book and
correctional facilities. It is about making the investments
that are a prerequisite for creating the great society.
It is about making sure that if children have a learning
difficulty, it is identified early. It is about making sure
that children — regardless of the postcode they live in,
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the size of their parents’ bank balance, the colour of
their skin, the god they believe in, whether they live in
private accommodation or rental accommodation or
public accommodation — have the opportunity to start
school on an equivalent standing with their peers. It is
about making sure that if a child has special needs or
requires additional assistance, they are not left behind. It
is about making sure that these children, as they
progress through the school system, are developing the
requisite skills and competencies in order to become
fully functioning members of society. It is about making
sure that particularly if an older sibling, for example,
works really hard and gets into university, there is a job
for that older sibling at the end of it and that their
15-year-old or 13-year-old brother or sister is not sitting
there with their 25-year-old sibling who is unemployed
and reaching the conclusion, ‘Why would I put myself
through that? Why would I work hard at school, why
would I get into university, if at the end of the day, there
will not be a job for me? Therefore I might just hang out
with my friends, and I might just decide to drop out of
school and I might just enjoy myself’.
If you are looking at trying to create a safe community,
you have to make sure you make those investments in
that key infrastructure, in those key educational
institutions like preschool, primary school, secondary
school and TAFE. It is about making sure that you are
making those investments, including in good quality
health care, so that if children do have learning
disorders or if there are issues facing those children,
they are addressed. The reality is that if you are a child
and you get into year 7 and your reading, writing and
numeracy skills are at prep or year 1 level, then there is
a very high likelihood that you will not finish high
school, that you will drop out at the first opportunity or
you might even drop out in year 7. I think that the
statistics would show that where there are low
education outcomes there is a correlation, that those
people are more likely to appear in either the juvenile
justice system or the adult correctional system.
The member for Bayswater in her contribution talked
about crime in her electorate. I guess Bayswater is a
long way from Essendon — there is no doubt about
that — but in my community we saw a drastic
reduction in crime over the course of the last
12 months. The crime rate in Ascot Vale dropped
13.5 per cent, in Essendon it was 19.1 per cent, in
Flemington it was 21.4 per cent, in Moonee Ponds it
was 2.6 per cent and in Strathmore it was 6 per cent.
These were significant drops in crime right across the
board in my electorate. Clearly there will be people in
my electorate who have been victims of crime and there
will be people in my electorate who are fearful of crime
and what they have seen and what they have read in the
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papers. But in my community people tend to get along
pretty well; there are pretty harmonious relations. I have
a very large African-Australian community that live in
the public housing estates in Flemington and Ascot
Vale. We do not have riots. We have really good
relations between Victoria Police at the Flemington
police station and the community.
It was not always like this, though. Ten years ago there
were many instances of conflict and confrontation
between particularly young Somali men on the
Flemington public housing estate and the sworn officers
at the Flemington police station. What was interesting
at that point in time was that the officers at the local
police station felt that the way forward was not more
conflict and more confrontation, but it was about
reaching out to the community leaders. What they did
was start inviting all the African-Australian community
leaders into the staffroom at the Flemington police
station on a monthly basis to eat Somali food and to
talk to the community leaders about what they were
seeing on the ground, what was happening on the
estate, what they were thinking about the young people
and what their hopes, dreams and aspirations for the
young people were. It helped to break down that
cultural divide between Victoria Police and the public
housing tenants. There is very little crime on the public
housing estate at Flemington, and there are really good
and harmonious relations between Victoria Police and
those communities, despite what you might read in the
papers and despite what others may say. Something
very special happened in Flemington a long time ago. It
worked, and it continues to work to this day.
When you have a government that is making serious
investments in employment programs, when you make
huge investments in terms of the secondary schools and
the primary schools in my area to create the Education
State, when you engage with the community from the
point of view of respect and you recognise that its
members are facing unique challenges because of
where they come from, the colour of their skin, the god
that they worship and because they are living in poor
public housing, when you have a government that
makes those sorts of investments, it leads to better
outcomes. It leads to a better and more cohesive
society. This bill should be seen in the broader context
of those initiatives. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (12:04) — I rise to speak
on behalf of the Greens to the Bail Amendment (Stage
Two) Bill 2017, which I understand makes further
changes to the bail system in response to the bail
review undertaken by Justice Coghlan, with this bill
really addressing issues with the bail system or
providing greater context around the decision-making
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process about whether to grant bail and around the
balance between the presumption of innocence and
community safety.
The Greens will be supporting this bill. Certainly it is
our hope that the bill will remove some of the
uncertainty around the granting of bail and will lead to
a better system that will make it more difficult for
serious offenders to be granted bail and not just result in
more people being held in remand, which is
problematic in itself.
There are a few areas where I think the bill is
inconsistent with the Coghlan review
recommendations, and I will be raising my concerns
about that. The bill specifies some new tests for when
the granting of bail needs to be applied, including more
detail that gives some direction in terms of how to
apply those tests. The bill introduces a system of police
remand, which will give senior officers the power to
remand people without the option of applying to a bail
justice, and this excludes vulnerable and/or Indigenous
adults and children. That applies to offences that are
low-level offences classified as schedule 1 and
low-level indictable offences. Under this system an
accused who has been refused bail will be unable to
apply to a bail justice as soon as possible and instead
will be brought before a court as soon as practicable or
else before a bail justice if the court is not available
within 48 hours.
The bill also looks at the definition of what a vulnerable
adult is, and that is clarified. People falling in those
categories will be exempt from police remand, with that
assessment to be made by the police, something which
we have got a few issues with. The bill also makes
some changes to the Children and Justice Legislation
Amendment (Youth Justice Reform) Act 2017. We will
be examining those further to make sure we have got
the full protection of the rights of children within the
justice system.
There are concerns around the police remand system. It
is preferable, as stated by Justice Coghlan in his report,
that police can remand people overnight rather than just
allow them to remain in custody until they can be seen
by a court as soon as practicable. So there are some
issues there. There is an issue in that in the absence of
the bail and remand court it is likely that potential
overcrowding at remand centres and police cells will
worsen when the intention is not necessarily for an
automatic increase in the number held in remand but to
make sure that we are targeting those serious offenders
to be held in remand.
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The second issue is the job of assessment being put
onto police officers to categorise accused people as
either vulnerable or not. These safeguard measures,
which are there to protect vulnerable members of our
community, really need the independence and expertise
required for making such important decisions. There is
a high number of people with mental health and other
vulnerabilities in our justice system, so we really need
to make sure that the people assessing an accused as to
whether or not they are vulnerable are appropriately
qualified. In Justice Coghlan’s report he did
recommend that the law enforcement assistance
program be reviewed and improved, because that is, as
I understand it, what the police are going to be relying
on to make these assessments. We do not want people
who are vulnerable — if the circumstances warrant
it — to be held in remand. Obviously we do not want
them erroneously held in remand.
With this legislation there is also a concern that the bail
reforms that the government is seeking to implement
are not being made in a holistic or logical manner. It
has sort of been a bits-and-pieces approach to the
recommendations from Justice Coghlan. The
government has been introducing them sporadically,
which really creates issues with how they then get
implemented. If it is being done bit by bit and it is not
clear when the next changes are due to be
implemented — rather than taking, say, a holistic
approach — it really does present a challenge for those
who have to administer the law. I think doing it
holistically or in one lot would be preferable to those
people who are actually having to administer the laws.
Additional matters that were raised by Justice Coghlan,
again, are not in this bill. There were recommendations
to remove minor offences from the court system that
stop people reoffending. There were further resources
recommended for the court integrated services program
and research to assess the program’s effectiveness. A
number of things that were raised in Justice Coghlan’s
report have not been implemented. It would be far more
preferable for the government to look at this measure in
a much more holistic way.
The Greens will be supporting this bill. Again, I point
out to the government that in implementing changes to
our bail system it would certainly be better to take up
Mr Coghlan’s recommendations, or respond to his
recommendations, in a much more holistic and fulsome
way. I think that would create not just a better bail
system but a better administered bail system as well.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (12:11) — I am pleased
to contribute to the debate on the Bail Amendment
(Stage Two) Bill 2017. This bill, as we have heard, has
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come about in response to the review undertaken by the
former Supreme Court judge and Director of Public
Prosecutions, the Honourable Paul Coghlan, QC. He
was asked to review our bail laws following the tragedy
in Bourke Street on 20 January 2017. As we know, that
tragedy claimed the lives of six people. We just
observed the first anniversary of that tragedy at a public
memorial at the Royal Exhibition Building. I went
along and saw family members of each of the six
victims bravely share their stories of care, compassion,
survival and community support that they have
received over the last 12 months, and of course their
thoughts on what lies ahead. Those are futures
obviously without these six beautiful people, but futures
that will honour and remember them and draw on the
memory of those six individuals. They were
22-year-old Jess Mudie, 33-year-old Bhavita Patel,
25-year-old Yosuke Kanno, 33-year-old Matthew Si,
10-year-old Thalia Hakin and three-month-old Zachary
Bryant.
Indeed our hearts did break on 20 January 2017 when
this tragedy took place and certainly my heart broke
again at the memorial one year on, particularly as we
watched those victims faces up on the big screen,
including the picture of little Zachary. Obviously
nothing is going to bring back those people. One year
on at the memorial we acknowledged the comments by
several family members that enough has been said
about the perpetrator. They want to talk about the
victims, and that is exactly what they are doing. Whilst
all the rest of us, their fellow Victorians, cannot
imagine their pain and suffering, we can and do extend
our thoughts, love, care and compassion to those
families, their loved ones and friends as they continue
their journey of recovery.
To that end no amount of scrapping in this chamber, no
amount of politicising human loss and grief and
suffering is going to do anything to bring back those
beautiful people. To be fair the coalition when in
government had the opportunity to review, reshape and
reform our bail laws. They made a start, but obviously
there is more to do. What we need to do now and what
this government is doing is responding to the very
considered, measured and careful recommendations put
forward by the eminent former justice and former
Director of Public Prosecutions who was tasked with
that most difficult of jobs — reviewing our bail laws.
I think it is important in this debate when we talk about
bail review that we properly articulate what bail is,
because of course our courts and our bail
decision-makers make hundreds of decisions every
week on bail. We never hear about most of those
decisions. Today when a person is accused of a crime
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they must be brought before a judge or a bail
decision-maker as soon as is practical after arrest. That
accused may make an application for bail and that
application may be granted with or without conditions
or it may be refused, but it is important to note at that
stage the accused is just that: accused of a crime. They
are not guilty, and it is a cornerstone of our criminal
justice system that a person is presumed innocent until
tried and convicted according to law. This is a
fundamental right that we respect here in Victoria and
in Australia. So in other words bail is not about whether
an accused person is guilty of an offence — that will
happen later in a court of law.
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clarify and strengthen the bail decision-making process
with an emphasis on community safety. By way of
illustration, clause 7 of the bill inserting a new
section 4E(1) provides:
(1) A bail decision maker must refuse bail for a person
accused of any offence if the bail decisionmaker is
satisfied that—
(a) there is a risk that the accused would, if released on
bail—
(i)

endanger the safety or welfare of any person;
or

(ii) commit an offence while on bail; or

I think sometimes this time lapse is part of the issue.
Whilst there is no common law right to bail, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to
which Australia is a signatory states that it shall not be
the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be
detained in custody but that release may be subject to
guarantees to appear for trial. In reality this is a really
difficult concept. Historically bail has been about
weighing up the likelihood of the accused failing to
appear later in court. But we know today bail is much
more than that. Bail is about balancing the right to be
presumed innocent — something that is enshrined in our
international obligations — against the very important
expectation of community safety. Depending on where
this balance lies, bail will either be granted or bail will
be refused. If it is refused, the accused will be placed on
remand and held in custody until the court date.
I should also point out, and I would like to put on the
record, that contrary to what the opposition would have
us believe there are actually more accused people on
remand now in Victoria than under the previous
coalition government. Justice Coghlan in his review
found that the Victorian bail system is arguably the
most onerous in Australia.

(iii) interfere with a witness or otherwise obstruct
the course of justice in any matter; or
(iv) fail to surrender into custody in accordance
with the conditions of bail; and
(b) the risk is an unacceptable risk.

In his bail review the Honourable Paul Coghlan stated:
I regard the specified factors … as being sound, but
recommend they be reordered so that primacy is given to
considerations concerning further offending and community
safety rather than a failure to appear in court.

We should not underestimate the significance of this.
The reordering that has taken part in this bill will now
make Victoria different to all other Australian
jurisdictions. In the equivalent provisions in all other
jurisdictions, the risk that an accused person poses to
community safety is actually listed after the risk that a
bailed accused will not attend their trial. So we are
turning that on its head and we are making it absolutely
clear that community safety is the first risk for
consideration on questions of bail when applying the
unacceptable risk test.

Some six months after the Bourke Street tragedy, in
June last year, the first tranche of amendments to our
bail laws were passed by this Parliament. Those
amendments introduced 16 recommendations put
forward in the Coghlan bail review. The second-reading
speech of that bill foreshadowed a second bill to
implement further changes in response to the Coghlan
bail review, and that is the bill before us today. This bill
will implement the balance of actions outlined in the
government’s public response to the first report of the
Coghlan bail review.

This measure alone will ensure that bail
decision-makers are in no doubt about what is
important and how to apply that test for bail. Before a
decision is made to grant bail, the risks to community
safety must first be considered. Even before this, for
schedule 1 offences, which are very serious offences,
bail will automatically be refused. It will only be
considered if the accused is able to show exceptional
circumstances. Even then, even if an accused shows
exceptional circumstances, a bail justice or a bail
decision-maker will still need to go on to consider
whether there are risks to community safety.

As background to that I should say that this government
believes that every part of Victoria’s criminal justice
system should operate so as to maximise community
safety, and indeed this bill is specifically drafted to

These tests are clear and they are strong. We
understand fully the need to maximise community
safety, and that is why this government is introducing
these amendments. It is also the reason this government
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is making record investments in our police and police
resourcing. We are investing in mental health, youth
justice and young offenders, because we know that we
cannot keep communities safe by policing and courts
alone. We need to also tackle the drivers of crime —
disadvantage and mental health. We need to make sure
that people are engaged in their communities, they have
job opportunities and they have access to education and
health services. I commend the bill.
Ms RYAN (Euroa) (12:21) — It is an honour to rise
today to speak on the Bail Amendment (Stage Two)
Bill 2017. The history of this bill is well-known. The
Bourke Street tragedy in January last year will possibly
go down in Victoria’s history as a critical moment that
has shaped our state, unfortunately for the worst. The
government announced their review of the bail system
following that event where six people died and
37 people were injured. That awful event that took
place last year was made even more tragic by the fact
that the alleged killer, Dimitrious Gargasoulas, had
been granted bail against the advice of Victoria Police
just five days before the attack. I think most people
would acknowledge that it is tragic that it takes an event
like that for the government to act on the concerns that
Victorians have about bail.
In the wake of the Bourke Street tragedy, the
government appointed the Honourable Paul Coghlan to
undertake a review of the bail system. Mr Coghlan was
asked to consider seven questions under the terms of
reference for the review. Among other things, he was
asked to consider how section 4 of the Bail Act 1977
would achieve a balance between the protection of the
community and the presumption of innocence, which
has been discussed at length during the course of this
debate, and also whether additional offences should be
added to the list of offences which place an accused
person into the show cause or exceptional
circumstances categories.
The second and final report was handed to the
government on 1 May 2017, but the bill before the
house today makes changes to implement the remaining
recommendations from the first Coghlan report after the
government introduced a first tranche of legislation. I
would point out that whilst the government says that it
has made great reforms to the bail system, in fact the
legislation that was passed by the house last year — the
first tranche of legislation — still has not been
implemented and will not come into effect until later
this year, as the shadow Attorney-General has pointed
out on numerous occasions.
Turning to the main provisions of this bill, clause 5
requires bail decision-makers to consider the concept of
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surrounding circumstances, including the seriousness of
the offence, the accused’s criminal history and whether
the accused was on bail or parole. Clause 4 defines
‘vulnerable adult’ as a person aged 18 years or more
who has a cognitive, physical or mental health
impairment that causes them to have difficulty in
understanding their rights or making or communicating
a decision. Clause 7 replaces existing tests for bail with
new, unacceptable risk, show compelling reasons and
show exceptional circumstances tests.
Clause 14 allows police to remand a person in custody
for up to 48 hours until a court is available, except for
children, Aboriginal persons and vulnerable adults.
Clause 18 allows courts to grant or refuse bail for
accused persons appearing on summons or application
by the prosecution or on their own motion. Clause 20
provides that only a court may grant bail to a person
accused of a schedule 2 offence, other than lower level
schedule 2 offences, who is already on two or more bail
undertakings. It does not apply to children, Aboriginal
persons or vulnerable adults. Clause 29 creates a
presumption of culmination in relation to a period of
detention imposed for escape from or property damage
to a youth justice facility, which of course we have seen
a great deal of in the last few months.
Despite these changes the opposition is concerned that
the government’s approach is still incremental. We
believe that community safety must come first, and the
government’s changes fall well short of that. As I
mentioned before, it took far too long to achieve even
these changes. The government has had almost four
years now to change the Bail Act and to implement the
reforms that Victorians across the community have
been calling for. If we look at the government’s track
record, it is evident that it simply has not been a priority
for it. I know this is causing great pain to the
Attorney-General, who is sitting at the table listening to
the debate, but that is the truth and that is the perception
among the wider Victorian community who are judging
this government harshly for their failure to respond to
community concerns.
Reform of the bail system should have been a top
priority for the government, not just based on
community perceptions but also based on evidence.
Back in September last year the Sentencing Advisory
Council released a report which showed that the
number of offences related to criminal breaches of bail,
sentencing orders and parole have almost doubled since
the Premier was elected. As the shadow
Attorney-General pointed out at the time, that means
that one in 10 criminals sentenced in Victorian courts
are now the result of convicted and alleged offenders
committing further criminal offences or seriously
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breaching conditions that are meant to keep the
community safe.
When the Coghlan review was first announced, I note
that the government said that it would introduce the
necessary legislation to make changes to the bail
system in the same year, which was of course last year.
The fact that we are debating this bill in 2018 reflects
the lack of attention to this issue shown by the
government and also poor management of the
government business program by the Leader of the
House and the chaos that has pervaded the house in the
last several years under her management.
We called on the Premier to act very quickly after the
Bourke Street tragedy. The Leader of the Opposition
and the shadow Attorney-General outlined a very clear
set of principles that we believed the government
needed to adopt, and we urged the government to
prioritise those and make them matters of urgency. The
first of those three principles was that the presumption
of remand for those charged with violent offences
should be introduced. We believe people who are
accused of violent offences should not simply be able to
walk back out onto our streets. The second principle
was that we wanted the government to amend the act to
introduce a ‘one strike and you’re out’ policy for
anyone who breached bail. The third principle was that
there should be a reinstatement of the offence of
breaching bail by juveniles, which of course the
Andrews government changed back in 2016,
significantly weakening our bail system.
We asked the government to introduce a system that
would see no more second chances and no more
excuses. We believe that that is what Victorians are
asking for. They have been asking for that for years.
They were asking for that before the Bourke Street
events in 2017. We have also outlined our plan to
rewrite the Bail Act 1977. I note that that was one of the
points that Justice Coghlan made in his review. He did
note at the time that it was outside the terms of
reference that the government had given him but that he
believed it was important to getting bail right and
getting the balance of bail right in this state, and that is
a recommendation made by Justice Coghlan which has
not been picked up by the government.
I think there is a perception among those on the
opposite side that the issues around bail, the issues
around law and order that we are seeing in this state, are
a media beat-up and that the media are driving an
agenda that is against the government, and I have to say
that I would urge those on the opposite side to pause
and listen to community sentiment, to look at the facts
and examine the statistics, because I think they would
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see that this is not a media beat-up. The crime statistics
reflect that — the crime statistics in my own area. Even
in country Victoria we are seeing drastic and extreme
increases in crime. In Benalla when the last crime
statistics came out we saw that since this government
came to power there has been a 10.9 per cent increase
in crime. In Mitchell it has been 42.9 per cent and in
Strathbogie 26.5 per cent. These are really serious and
concerning increases, and the government needs to act.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (12:31) — I am pleased
to rise to speak on the Bail Amendment (Stage Two)
Bill 2017. The government is overhauling the bail
system in Victoria to improve community safety. In his
review Justice Coghlan found that our bail system is
arguably the most onerous in Australia. Our reforms
will make it even stronger. We will make it harder than
ever for people accused of serious and violent crimes to
get bail, and as a result of the Bourke Street tragedy,
which we have heard quite a bit about today in this
place, we did act. We are getting on with it, and it is
what our communities expect us to do.
In Geelong there has been a lot of discussion, obviously,
about community safety, as there has been in other parts
of Victoria, but the feedback I have from my
community is yes, we are concerned about community
safety, but we are confident in what the Andrews Labor
government is doing. We are moving into a whole lot of
new programs and one in particular in Geelong, which is
focusing on those repeat offenders in our community
that do need that support and engagement to move away
from criminal activity and towards engaging in the
community. There are a lot of different programs being
rolled out in Victoria and, as I say, in particular I will be
watching one in Geelong with interest because it is
about that intervention, about giving young people a
place in our community and engaging them to keep
them out of the juvenile justice system.
There are a lot of things happening, and we are getting
on with it as a government, as opposed to those
opposite, who just want to criticise everything that we
put forward. But I think that my community is very
much aware of that, and they are, I think, very
supportive of the legislation that we have rolled out, the
programs we have rolled out and the increase in police
numbers that we have committed to. There are a whole
lot of things happening that are making our community
feel much more confident, and that will make a
significant difference to our community.
The Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017
implements the remainder of the actions outlined in the
government’s public response to the first report of the
Coghlan bail review. It follows the first stage of bail
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reforms, which were contained in the Bail Amendment
(Stage One) Bill 2017, which we passed last year. The
current bill amends the Bail Act 1977 to formulate and
clarify how the tests for bail should be applied;
introduce a police remand system to enable police to
remand an adult accused until a court is available;
require a person accused of certain serious offences,
other than a child, Aboriginal person or vulnerable
adult, who is already on two undertakings of bail for
indictable offences to be brought before a court in
relation to any further bail decision; provide an express
power for a court to bail or remand a person appearing
on summons; and make other minor and technical
amendments to the Bail Act.
There are currently three tests to be applied in
determining whether a person should be released on
bail. These are the unacceptable risk test, which applies
to all accused persons, and the exceptional
circumstances and show cause tests, the latter of which
will become the show compelling reason test after the
commencement of the Bail Amendment (Stage One)
Act 2017.
The latter two are collectively known as the reverse
onus tests and apply only to persons accused of certain
serious offences. Mr Coghlan in his review found that
there was a great deal of uncertainty over how these
tests combined to work in practice, such as the order in
which to apply the tests where two tests were applicable
to an accused.
The bill clarifies the tests for granting bail by setting out
when each of the unacceptable risk, show compelling
reason and show exceptional circumstances tests will
apply; rewording the unacceptable risk test to
emphasise the importance of the consideration of an
accused’s potential risk to community safety; and
introducing a non-exhaustive list of factors relevant to
each of the unacceptable risk, show compelling reason
and show exceptional circumstances tests.
The bill also requires a relevant reverse onus test to be
applied first. An accused who fails a reverse onus test
will be refused bail, meaning that there will be no
need to apply the unacceptable risk test afterwards.
This differs from the order of applying bail tests that
Mr Coghlan recommended as it requires bail
decision-makers to apply the harder test first and
avoids bail decision-makers spending time in applying
two tests where the second test for unacceptable risk is
not necessary.
The bill introduces a new system of police remand.
Under the bill senior police officers will have the power
to remand a person in custody for up to 48 hours until a
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court is available to hear their application for bail.
Where police refuse bail, an accused will be required to
be brought before a court as soon as practicable, and the
accused will not be able to make a further application to
a bail justice within the 48-hour time frame. If police
consider it would be impracticable to bring the accused
before a court before the expiration of 48 hours, then the
accused would be able to seek bail from a bail justice.
In line with Justice Paul Coghlan’s second report on the
bail system, the increased police remand powers will
not apply to children, Aboriginal people or vulnerable
adults. A ‘vulnerable adult’ for these purposes is an
adult with:
… a cognitive, physical or mental health impairment that
causes the person to have difficulty in—
(a) understanding their rights; or
(b) making a decision; or
(c) communicating a decision.

The reforms address further offending by an accused
who is already on bail by providing that a person who is
already on two undertakings of bail for indictable
offences must be brought before a court for bail in
relation to any further offending that is a relevant
schedule 2 offence as defined in the act. This
requirement will not apply to children, Aboriginal
persons or vulnerable adults, who will be able to seek
bail from police. If police refuse bail, they will be able
to see a bail justice. This exemption will ensure these
accused persons do not spend time in police custody in
circumstances where police or a bail justice can be
satisfied that bail ought to be granted. The exceptional
circumstances test will still apply to all these accused
persons, regardless of who the bail decision-maker is.
The bill implements recommendation 33 of
Mr Coghlan’s report by inserting a new section into the
Bail Act to clarify that courts can grant or refuse bail to
an accused who appears on summons. The new
provision provides that courts may, on application by
the prosecution or on their own motion, remand or
grant bail to an accused who is appearing on summons.
Mr Coghlan wrote that courts are currently bailing and
remanding persons who appear before them on
summons but that it was unclear whether there was a
legal basis to do so. In line with his recommendation,
this amendment provides this legal basis.
The presumptions against bail in this bill will apply to
children, as the government is committed to making it
harder for people alleged to have committed serious
offences, regardless of age, to get bail. Children will be
excluded from the new police remand power and, in
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some circumstances, will be able to have their bail
matter determined by police or bail justices rather than
a court. These exclusions are aimed at reducing the
time spent by children in custody prior to a bail
decision being made. They are not intended to make it
more or less likely for a child to get bail.
Those opposite want to argue that there are no longer
any consequences for children who breach their bail
conditions. That is just wrong. Our changes to the Bail
Act in 2016 in relation to the breach of bail offence were
due to concerns that it was causing children to be
needlessly held on remand for minor breaches of bail.
Our amendments made no change to the ability of
Victoria Police to arrest any child found to be breaching
bail conditions and bring them before the court. The
court then has the power to cancel bail and remand the
child, and that is happening. The Coghlan review made
37 recommendations in total. The restoration of the
offence for children breaching bail was not one of them.
The review received 115 submissions and held
39 consultation sessions with 34 different stakeholder
groups. Mr Coghlan provided his advice to government
on 1 May 2017. The government has released
volumes 1 and 2 of the Bail Review along with our
response in early May. The review made
37 recommendations in total. The government is
implementing or going beyond the recommendations in
the first report and conducting further consultation on
the longer term recommendations outlined in the
second report.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (12:41) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to speak on this Bail Amendment
(Stage Two) Bill 2017. As we know, this bill is part of a
tranche of reforms that are being brought forward by
the government to amend our bail laws. The Coghlan
report was released around May last year. I am pleased
to say that during the course of their investigations
members of the committee came to Shepparton and met
with a range of defence lawyers, bail justices and other
people — a number of them at my office because I was
very keen for our local community to be able to make a
contribution to what was an important piece of work,
given what was happening. We are not immune to any
of the problems that are being discussed and debated in
this Parliament around these issues in our
Shepparton-Mooroopna district in particular.
The bill itself is making a number of amendments
following on from the previous ones. In this particular
case this stage 2 bill will amend the Bail Act 1977 to
reformulate and clarify how the tests for bail should be
applied. It also introduces a system of police remand to
enable police to remand an adult accused and then bring
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them before the court at the earliest possible time. I
have had some concerns about that, given that in
regional areas there could be some 36 hours possibly
before you could bring a person before a court. We can
only see how that will play out as time goes on. It will
also require a person accused of serious offences, other
than a child, Aboriginal person or vulnerable adult who
is already on undertakings for indictable offences, to be
brought before the court in relation to any bail
decisions. It will provide an express power for a court
to bail or remand a person appearing on summons, and
it will make other minor and technical amendments.
One of the particular clauses that strikes me as being
useful is the one where the bill is setting out in
considerable detail what a magistrate or indeed
someone who is in a position to grant bail must take
into consideration. There is now quite a long list. One
of the ones that is of some concern to me is the length
of time an accused is likely to spend in custody if bail
is refused.
That raises a number of issues for me. I recall that back
around 2012–13 there were instances where the cells of
the Shepparton police station were full all the time.
There was great difficulty in getting people before the
court in a sufficiently timely fashion. Trials were being
delayed because it was not possible to get prisoners
relayed from prisons throughout the state to the court
on time. There were many things causing delays within
the system which were of considerable concern. I
believe a number of those concerns still exist today,
although my understanding is that at the moment the
cells in Shepparton have not had the extent of
overcrowding that they may have previously had.
I would like to say something about what has happened
over the summer and the political ramifications of it. I
have to say I was really disappointed in the response of
the federal government, and particularly the Prime
Minister, roundly turning on the Victorian government
and blaming it for African gang violence in Melbourne.
I think this use for political purposes in an election year
will not be lost on the people of Victoria. It is just so
easy to point the finger. It is really important that the
federal government is taken to task, and that applies
particularly to its immigration policies.
The fact is that refugees from countries that have often
been called failed nations — and a number of them
are — have for many years been at war internally and
are having really incredibly difficult times. People from
those countries are brought to Australia. They have
very little in the way of resources and support provided
to them. They have observed violence at every level,
with the destruction of the basic social fabric in their
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own countries: young boys were recruited as child
soldiers; women and children were abused, mutilated
and raped; and many have lived in camps for years.
Children and their parents have had no opportunity to
live in a peaceful way or in any way that really
resembles Australian life. The federal government
processes these people as refugees and places them in
our communities, but there is little or no thought given
to the notion of attaching funding to address the
extraordinary dysfunction and trauma that those people
have suffered. So here they are.
In relation to the African community that has been the
subject of so much media attention, I think we have to
face up to the fact that those young people have often
been through extraordinary excesses of violence in their
own countries and have little understanding of what we
might require as an orderly way to live. Similarly, even
if they were born here, that was the experience of their
parents. So we have to address those sorts of problems
at a very early stage.
In the absence of that support from the commonwealth,
what are the states to do? Are they to increase penalties,
lock more of them up, have even harsher bail
requirements? Do they build more prisons? We need to
look at what the solutions should be. I visited Parkville
youth detention centre in March last year. I had visited it
many times before on behalf of what is now Victoria
Legal Aid in my early days as a lawyer. I was really
struck by the number of young people who were black
or Indigenous. I was surprised to learn that of the
approximately 200 in detention at the time I visited
about half were on remand, so they had not even been
dealt with. Some of them were going to be there for up
to 12 months before they were dealt with. We should
think about the person facing these young people on a
bail application knowing that if they refuse bail the
young people may well be sitting in Parkville for up to
12 months before they get before a court. I am sure it is
a factor that must weigh heavily on the mind of such a
person, along with all the other things they have to
consider, and which they will of course be considering
in great detail when these amendments come in.
We know that the police have expressed great
frustration at the way the system is working. They see
the process as being like a revolving door — the same
people going in, the same people coming out. Offences
are committed, people are put on bail, and they
continue to commit offences. It must lead them to feel
extremely unhappy and anxious about the job they are
doing, and we know it does.
I would like to point out that so many offenders in these
cases are disadvantaged people. A report to come out
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shortly from the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office is
looking into managing rehabilitation services in youth
detention centres. Children and young people in
detention are some of the most disadvantaged in the
state and their needs are such that 45 per cent are
subject to past child protection orders and 19 per cent
are subject to a current order. Sixty-three per cent are
victims of abuse, trauma and neglect. Trauma
experienced by children, we know, can harm their brain
development and impair cognitive growth, creating
long-term problems. Twenty-four per cent have
intellectual impairments, and 30 per cent have mental
health issues. They mostly have low educational
attainment, aspiration and outcomes. I see that as being
absolutely a focus of what this Parliament should be
looking at. It is all about early childhood. It is about
giving young children and young people the
opportunity to avoid those sorts of situations.
One other issue I want to refer to before my time is up
relates to the Auditor-General’s report of February
2017, Managing Community Correction Orders. We do
have a problem in that there seem to be no
consequences very often for young children. Aside
from the 200 young people who might be sitting in the
Parkville centre at any time, we know that community
correction officers are not able to do the work that they
need to do. The changes in 2012 triggered an increase
in the number of offenders on community correction
orders, doubling from 5800 in 2013 to nearly 12 000 in
2016. Those figures are worrying.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (12:51) — The
Andrews Labor government has introduced the most
far-reaching reforms to bail in Victoria’s history.
Victoria Police, the courts and the corrections system
have asked for a proper lead-in time. The advice from
these key agencies to the government is that these bail
amendment bills be introduced together.
Public safety is priority one for the Andrews
government. That is why a record $2 billion has been
invested to recruit an extra 3000 Victorian police.
These are the key facts that the opposition is having
wilful blindness about and refuses to actually
acknowledge. The government is overhauling the bail
system to improve community safety. This goes back to
the review conducted by Justice Coghlan, who found
that our bail system is arguably the most onerous in
Australia. The reforms of the Andrews government,
brought by the Attorney-General, will make it even
stronger. It will make it harder than ever for people
accused of serious and violent crimes to get bail. The
bill will strengthen the bail tests to ensure that risk to
community safety is given a higher priority when
deciding whether to grant bail.
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The Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017
implements the remainder of the actions outlined in the
government’s public response to the first report of the
Coghlan bail review. The first stage of bail reforms
were contained in the Bail Amendment (Stage One)
Bill 2017, which was passed last year. This is the
second tranche, and it will deliver on the final
propositions. The bill amends the Bail Act 1977 to
reformulate and clarify how the test for bail should be
applied. It introduces a police remand system to enable
police to remand an adult accused in a court until the
court is available. It requires a person other than a child,
Aboriginal person or vulnerable adult accused of
certain serious offences who is already on two
undertakings of bail for indictable offences to be
brought before a court in relation to any further bail
decision. It also provides an express power for a court
to bail or remand a person appearing on summons. It
then makes a series of other minor amendments.
What are the tests? Currently there are three tests to be
applied in determining whether a person should be
released on bail. These are the unacceptable risk test,
which applies to all accused, the exceptional
circumstances test and the show cause test, the latter of
which will become the show compelling reason test
after the commencement of the Bail Amendment (Stage
One) Act 2017. The latter two are collectively known
as the reverse onus tests and apply only to persons
accused of certain serious offences. In his review
Mr Coghlan found there was a great deal of uncertainty
over how these tests combine to work in practice, such
as the order in which to apply the test where two tests
were applicable to an accused. The bill clarifies the
tests for granting bail. It sets out when each of the
unacceptable risk, show compelling reason and show
exceptional circumstances tests apply. That provides
the clarity.
Rewording the unacceptable risk test to emphasise the
importance of the consideration of an accused’s
potential risk to community safety, the bill also
introduces a non-exhaustive list of factors relevant to
each of the unacceptable risk, show compelling reason
and show exceptional circumstances tests. So it should
be known and understood what the tests are, what the
benchmarks are, how the tests can be applied and what
the level of scrutiny and accountability is.
The bill also requires the relevant reverse onus test to
be applied first. An accused who fails a reverse onus
test will be refused bail, meaning that there will be no
need to apply the unacceptable risk test afterwards. This
differs from the order of applying bail tests that
Mr Coghlan recommended as it requires bail
decision-makers to apply the harder test first — I just
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want to emphasise that: the harder test will be applied
first — and avoids bail decision-makers spending time
applying two tests where the second test for
unacceptable risk is not necessary.
The bill introduces a new system of police remand.
Under the bill senior police officers will have the power
to remand a person in custody for up to 48 hours until a
court is available to hear their application for bail.
On other points, where police refuse bail an accused
will be required to be brought before a court as soon as
practical, and the accused will not be able to make a
further application to a bail justice within the 48-hour
time frame. If police consider it would be impractical to
bring the accused before a court before the expiration of
48 hours, then the accused would be able to seek bail
from a bail justice. In line with Justice Paul Coghlan’s
second report into the bail system, the increased police
remand powers will not apply to children, Aboriginal
people or vulnerable adults. A vulnerable adult for
these purposes is an adult with a cognitive, physical or
mental health impairment that causes them to have
difficulty understanding their rights or making or
communicating decisions.
I want to address this issue of who are the people who
are in our criminal justice system. We can actually look
at what the Andrews Labor government is doing. Here
is the investment in policing at record levels. Here is a
whole raft of different reforms that have been made to
the system. Then we can have a look at what the
member for Shepparton has addressed as well regarding
who are the vulnerable people who are actually in jail. I
have made these calls for years. I have been pursuing
for nearly two decades these sorts of issues regarding
how we end the endless loop — the political and media
argument — about who was supposedly tough or weak
on crime. Why aren’t we smart on crime? That has
always been my call. Why aren’t we actually looking at
addressing the causes of crime? We know what they
are: they are poverty, they are unemployment and they
are disconnection. We know where half the crime
comes from: the postcodes of disadvantage. We know
and understand this. It has been historic.
The coalition opposition want to say this has happened
overnight on Labor’s watch. They are playing the chain
reaction politics of race, rights and taxes. It is straight
out of the Republican Party handbook. We have seen it
all before. We have seen it with Donald Trump taking it
to a whole new level. This is a strategy going all the
way back to the Reagan White House. It is a strategy
that they have used. The shadow Attorney-General is
showing some concern about this. He does not seem to
believe it. I am happy to loan him the book. I have got
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the book, Chain Reaction: The Impact of Race, Rights,
and Taxes on American Politics.
I was at the 1992 Democratic National Convention
when this came up.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McGUIRE — Yes, as a reporter. I analysed all
of this. Bill Clinton got the nomination. He was able
to outrun this proposition, but it was one of the key
things that brought down Hillary Clinton as well. It is
an analysis of US politics and what was going on, and
this is a strategy that has been laid out. I will even tell
you who the strategists are, because we know who
they are and we know the connection. I even put this
question to former Prime Minister John Howard
before he was the Prime Minister: when he started to
use the emblematic label word ‘battler’, did he want to
have ‘Howard’s battlers’ in the same way that there
were ‘Reagan’s Democrats’? Of course he confirmed
that it was his strategy.
I have followed this all the way through. I cited it in my
inaugural speech seven years ago. It is our duty to build
cohesion in communities, not to politically take
advantage of them. These are the historic issues that we
are now confronting. We know where crime lives — it
is the same place as disadvantage. Half the prisoners in
Victoria come from 6 per cent of postcodes. That is
from the Victorian Ombudsman. But I have known this;
I have grown up with this, and I understand it. These are
the issues that we must address now, and the Andrews
Labor government is looking at this right across the
whole sweep of what must be done. It is not just an
opportunistic attempt to use race, rights and taxes to
divide. We need to have a more informed, more mature,
more sophisticated approach to it, and that is really what
is being taken by the Andrews Labor government. There
will be further on this as this year progresses.
Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER — The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Western Victoria
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (14:03) — I rise today to
grieve loudly and mournfully about this ill-thinking
government’s desire to cover western Victoria with
wire. It is as if it is an attempt to resurrect the steel
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industry in this country by single-handedly using every
statistic, every excuse and every ill-fitting, lame
government approach to solving problems in western
Victoria. So what are we seeing rolling out at the
moment and under construction?
The Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change loudly touts jobs and opportunities in western
Victoria because of wind farms. What are we seeing
with the wind farm rollout? We are not seeing a
strategic, well-planned, well-thought-out approach to
energy supply in Victoria and the necessary benefits that
might flow; what we are seeing is a gold rush. There is a
rush to fill the voids, the spaces, the farmlands and the
landscape. The most pristine volcanic plain in the
world — not just the biggest in Australia but the
second-largest in the world — is going to be a sea of
turbines. But as if that was not bad enough, what they
have also decided to do is allow the wind farm
companies to build their own transmission lines.
So what is going to happen when you turn off the
highway anywhere in western Victoria? After you leave
Geelong you are going to be hit with an ocean of wire.
There is wire on every side of the road. It is not in line
with VicRoads guidelines for safety and for
maintenance and for keeping people in the best
condition on the roads. No; they are just rolling out
wire rope barriers from one end of Victoria to the other
and within 20 centimetres of the white line.
Tragically we saw what will probably be one of many
serious accidents on the weekend. Cars found
themselves wedged between barriers that are 3.5 metres
under the VicRoads recommendations — 3.5 metres
under what VicRoads’s own September 2016
guidelines are calling for regarding how far these things
should be from the road. Three and a half metres is one
whole car lane less available on our roads because of
this government’s ideological push. And what are they
basing that on? They are doing what they do with the
wind farm rationale. They are using statistics. We heard
the minister for roads out with his banjo this morning
on the front steps saying that roads will be 85 per cent
safer. He is making roads narrower, tighter and with
fewer opportunities for people to look after themselves.
He is using statistics there.
What we are seeing out west is the Minister for
Planning and the energy minister steamrolling through
permits and applications for wind farms from
companies having done at times dubious community
consultation. They are steamrolling local councils and
they are bribing local communities with a bit of money
here and there for footy clubs and other things. They
are throwing money around like lolly water, because
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you can throw money around like lolly water when it is
not your own money, when it is taxpayers money. They
are throwing it around, and what are we seeing? They
are putting up these wind turbines everywhere, across
beautiful landscapes. But that is not the crime in it,
because you can argue that there are some good reasons
for it. You can argue there is some benefit. But they are
putting up their own transmission lines. What we have
got now are wind turbines, and the people who did not
want them, the people who were not comfortable
having them nearby, are now living in an absolute sea
of transmission lines.
They are not just normal transmission lines that you see
along the side of the road, the sort that most of us
expect to see; these are massive structures in their own
right. Your average intertown transmission line stands
at about 10 to 15 metres tall on a wooden pole. You
could probably hope that that blends into the
environment a little bit. These things that the
government is allowing to spread without community
consultation, without feedback from local councils and
without any feedback from the local people who live in
and around them, are 30 metres tall. They are over
2 metres wide at the base. They are massive structures
in their own right. They get as of right approval; there
are no permits; there is no consultation. One lady rang
me in despair because she got home from holidays after
Christmas and could not believe that there was a
massive 30-metre tower sitting in her driveway. That
would not be so bad if that was the way people in
Melbourne got treated as well.
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covering western Victoria in what is the most
inefficient rollout of renewable energy ever to grace the
surface of the earth. We have got a situation where they
are not building the wind turbines because they are in
the best spots. They are not building them because they
are the windiest spots. In fact that is not me saying that;
that was the report last year presented on the efficiency
of wind farms in Victoria. For our biggest wind farm
22 per cent was all it produced of its capacity because it
is not in the best spot. It is poorly designed and not in
the right spot.
Do not take my word for it. One of the biggest
beneficiaries of this rollout of course is a company like
Keppel Prince in Portland. They are in fact providing
real jobs and they are probably doing a mighty job
producing their product, but guess what they say? They
agree with the National Wind Farm Commissioner,
because they are saying that we need more transmission
lines that take these things away from the concentration
and the clusters that we are getting in western Victoria.
Even the people that are manufacturing them, even the
people that this government rolls out as the reason we
have got to have wind farms, are saying that we are not
doing it well, we are not doing it in the right spots and
we are not doing it as well as we could. And yet, no, the
government are not listening to that because they want
to get, once again, the useless statistics. They want to
get to their 40 per cent figure of renewable energy at
whatever cost. They do not care what it is going to cost.

Anger turned to rage when I was driving down to
Melbourne the other day listening to that great friend of
the people who love wind turbines, Jon Faine, and my
God, the moral outrage that was expressed because
someone was adding an extra storey to an apartment
block in Northcote or Brunswick or somewhere. There
was complete outrage that an extra 3 or 4 metres had
been added to an apartment block. Out in my patch
literally hundreds of wind turbines are getting
30 metres, 50 metres or 60 metres added to their height.
No-one complains. There are no issues about that.
People can arrive home from holidays completely
unknowing that a 30-metre shiny, galvanised steel
tower was going to be plopped right in their driveway
without any warning and without any notice. This is the
disrespect of this government’s attempt to bring in
renewable energy at the absolute cost.

The cost that my communities are having to bear is that
not only do they lose the battle on having the wind
turbines — these almost 200-metre-high structures
looming over their backyards — but they have also got
to put up with the transmission lines because this
government, in its poor planning and its inability to
seize the opportunity to turn this mega-billion-dollar
industry and this mega-billion-dollar investment in rural
Victoria to its best advantage, is being taken advantage
of. The wind farm companies and those producing them
have got carte blanche on western Victoria. They are
able to do what they like how they like, and the people
of my electorate have no say whatsoever. No longer are
wind companies able to just walk into an area and bribe
people to take them, because people are now actively
saying, ‘No, I don’t care how much you’re going to pay
me to put these things up. The place I live in is special.
The environment I live in is special. This is my home,
and I do not want it covered in concrete and steel wires’.

They go on and on. In fact they bang on endlessly about
coal mines and they bang on about holes in the ground
out east that have provided employment, opportunity
and growth for Victoria for the last 60 years. They have
a problem with that, but they have got no problem with

This of course brings us back to this government’s
other great strategy — because it thinks it knows what
western Victorians and people in rural and regional
Victoria want — and that is wire rope barriers, one of
the most foolhardy, crazy concepts ever to grace
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VicRoads or a roads minister’s desk in a long, long
time. This policy is not based on fact. It is just based on
the mentality that ‘We’ve got $1 billion to spend and
we’re going to spend it’. It is a bit like when those
opposite first got into government and decided to spend
$1 billion not to build a road. Now they are spending
$1 billion to make people in western Victoria unsafe,
and that is a crime. Not only —
Mr Watt — Disgrace!
Mr RIORDAN — It is a disgrace. At least when
they spent $1 billion not to build a road, they did not go
hurting people and they did not go making volunteers,
Country Fire Authority emergency workers and
ambulance drivers feel unsafe. They did not go around
making sure that truck drivers, agricultural workers and
people on our highways and byways who have to pull
over to check loads or check on the condition of stock
that they might be carrying could not pull over
anymore. They did not make mothers, families and
people in cars who were with children that get carsick
or had to pull over feel unsafe. They did not make
people who had a flat tyre or some sort of emergency
that meant they had to pull over feel unsafe to do so.
No, this policy is madness.
There are kilometres and kilometres of green grassy
paddocks in winter and dry grassy paddocks in summer
protected by these barriers. People are driving past
them every day and they are going, ‘What the hell is
going on? What the heck is this government doing?’.
We have intersections down the road that need fixing
and, in my electorate, one intersection that has seen
three serious accidents in the space of three days,
including a fatality. People in that community have
been calling out for years for that intersection to be
fixed, but no. They will drive down the road and
suddenly see all the money required to fix that
intersection and more being spent protecting clear
paddocks from cars. It is just crazy. It is madness.
The priorities for people in regional and rural Victoria
are good, safe roads. The people of rural and regional
Victoria absolutely want this government to spend
$1 billion on road safety, but do they want their
roadways narrowed down with no safe pulling over
lanes? Do they want their roadways made so that
emergency vehicles have to drive 5, 6, 7, 10 kilometres
further to go and help someone on the other side of the
road? Do they want to prevent Country Fire Authority
brigades crossing paddocks to fight fires and keep
homes and properties safe? No, they do not.
They absolutely get the concept of putting a barrier up
to protect people from a tree, protect them from a
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bridge, protect them from a pole. There are a lot of
reasons you might put a wire rope safety barrier up. But
do you install it 20 centimetres from the edge of the
road and run it endlessly for kilometres so that there is
no safe pull-off, no safe access?
Let me make it very clear in this grievance debate. Not
only am I grieving about it, but I have never had so
many people contact me on an issue, and many of my
country colleagues are the same. Over 100 000 people
have complained about this one publicity stunt. It is
endless, it is relentless — it is every demographic.
Guess what everyone says: they will drive past this
complete mismanagement disaster every single day,
right up to the next election. They will drive past these
barriers leading up to the next election and they will
think of all of the crazy, ham-fisted, nonsensical things
for a government to waste money on. This is just a
disgrace. This is terrible. What this is leading to is a
mistrust and a frustration amongst the public when they
can drive down a major highway in western Victoria,
dodging potholes, having near misses at intersections,
and yet the government is continuing to roll out these
wire rope barriers.
In conclusion, it is a crying shame that this government
has seen fit to oversee such enormous spending in
regional Victoria with the most misguided and crazy
objectives. We are seeing money wasted on road
safety —
Mr Richardson — Towards Zero, mate.
Mr RIORDAN — You will never get close to zero
when you hem people in and give people no
opportunities to make themselves and their families
safe. That is just crazy. You are sitting there clearly
touting the banjo-playing Minister for Roads and
Road Safety’s concept of what road safety is, and it is
not safety.
We have this situation where people in western Victoria
and regional Victoria as a whole are feeling unsafe on
their roads. They are feeling closed-in, hemmed-in.
They are under siege with this government’s relentless
drive to cover the pristine beauty of western Victoria in
wire rope. It is either wire rope on the edge of the road
or wire rope in transmission lines that will zigzag from
one part of western Victoria to the other, hauling the
supposedly renewable energy that this government is
backing. It is not done with planning, it is not done with
foresight, and unfortunately it is creating a mess. Only
an elected Liberal-Nationals government will be able to
give confidence back to communities. Wire rope does
not need to be such a terror and a scourge on our state.
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Liberal Party performance
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (14:18) — I
recommend that the member for Polwarth get a copy of
The Wire. I think he would enjoy it.
I grieve for the state of Victoria if the characters
opposite ever occupy the Treasury benches again. We
have seen over the summer the Leader of the
Opposition, the member for Kew and the hunted Leader
of the Opposition in the other place — imagine having
David Davis after you so relentlessly — all dipping their
toes into the fetid waters of the culture wars. It seems
that despite what the Age might say today, those
opposite do want to make the next election about values.
Well, I would simply say to those opposite: that suits us
just fine. I am happy to spend the next nine months
talking about what we value and how we demonstrate
our values by how fairly and how decently we treat our
fellow Victorians, by talking about the things that we
do, particularly by comparison to the things that they did
not do, and by the things that we build, particularly by
comparison to the things that they cut.
I think that the values of the Liberal Party and their
coalition colleagues are clear in their every utterance
and in everything they do. They talk to Victorians about
cost-of-living pressures, yet in everything they do and
everything they say they seek to make it harder for
working people to make ends meet. To them every
wage increase is too great. To them every penalty rate
is nothing but a tax on small business. To them working
people who are fighting for a pay rise or fighting to
protect their jobs are nothing but thugs. That is the
rhetoric that comes from those opposite all the time.
Workers working to defend their pay, their conditions
and their jobs are always in the wrong if you are the
Liberal Party. They are never to be defended.
According to the Liberal Party, they never have a valid
point of view. That is so much so that they would not
just deny them their right to strike and not just deny
them their penalty rates, but indeed they would deny
them their right to protest at all. We have heard that
from the member for Hawthorn and others when they
talk about the reinstatement of their move-on laws.
We will see tomorrow when we debate the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017 whether those opposite have any
regard for the tens of thousands, the hundreds of
thousands, of Victorians who are in insecure work, who
are casuals without the ability to get a home loan,
dealing in many cases with labour hire companies that
do not provide best practice employment. We will see
tomorrow whether the Liberal Party has any regard for
the tens of thousands of Victorians who could be made
better off by this bill.
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We hear from the Liberals often about how much they
value free speech. We hear about the crushing weight
of section 18C, the crushing weight of political
correctness. We heard from the former federal
Attorney-General, Senator Brandis. In most respects I
had a great deal of regard for him, but we did hear him
make that terrible comment when he said people have a
right to be bigots.
You would expect at least that the coalition would have
some internal consistency about their views on free
speech. But we saw yesterday the sneering contempt in
which they held the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs
when she had the temerity to stand up in this place and
put on record the fact that she respected and had some
empathy for the fact that the symbolism and the issues
around Australia Day are difficult ones for many
Indigenous people. She had the temerity to stand up and
put that on the record — and they just sneered and
catcalled at her the whole time she was on her feet. It
reminded me of the rubbish that I read, unfortunately,
in the Daily Telegraph a week and a half ago from
Piers Akerman.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — I know. I apologise for reading it.
Piers Akerman effectively said that if you raise
questions about the best date for the celebration of
Australia Day, you hate Australia. How dare he and
how dare the Liberal Party!
It gets worse, though. Through the contributions in here
yesterday from the member for Box Hill and the things
we have heard from the member for Kew and from
others, we can see the true colour of what a Guy
government would be like. What they are saying to
Victorians — whether they be individuals or whether
they be organisations — is, ‘If we do not like your
politics and we do not like your opinions, you will be
defunded and you will be sacked’. If that is not
ridiculous enough, we had the former minister and
member for Doncaster, who is now the shadow
Minister for Health in the other place, have a go at the
member for Eltham because she was not waving her
flag vigorously enough at an Australia Day event.
Anyone who is acquainted with social media would
have seen that rarely has a member of Parliament been
subjected to so much ridicule for a tweet in their life.
Having done that, we now find out that the same party
wants to ban the Eureka flag from workplaces. I mean,
the party of free speech — give it a rest.
Everywhere you look there is a chasm in values between
the way members of the Liberal Party describe
themselves and the way they behave. They talk about
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jobs and infrastructure. They say they care about it; they
talk about providing employment for Victorians. But
they do not believe that job creation is their role, and
they have never given a modicum of support to the level
crossing removal program and the thousands of jobs that
come with it. They do not support it, they have never
been behind it and they cannot be trusted to complete it.
They will dump it and the jobs that go with it in the
same way that they today nailed their colours to the
mast on the West Gate tunnel when they lined up with
the Greens party to try and stop that project as well.
They say they want to make education a battleground
of the culture wars. We already know that young people
who might be vulnerable to bullying and abuse are just
unfortunate victims of the culture wars as far as the
Liberal Party is concerned. But if that is not enough, we
now have the member for Kew wanting to hand the
school curriculum over to the Institute of Public Affairs
(IPA). Well, that is going to be great for our kids, isn’t
it? Hand over the curriculum to the IPA. Who did they
trot out to support their policy — Kevin Donnelly,
Kevin Andrews’s former chief of staff; he might have
even been on the payroll here.
We know why that is what they want to talk about in
education, because what else in the education space are
they going to talk about — respect for teachers? I do
not think so. New school construction? There is not
much to talk about there. School maintenance, the
hoarding of Gonski money, cuts to the education
maintenance allowance, the decimation of TAFE?
There really is not a lot in the education space left for
them, so what we are left with are indeed the culture
wars. I would say to the member for Kew and others:
the schools that our children are taught in are no place
for these fetid culture wars. We do not need them, and
your values are most demonstrated when you want to
hand the curriculum over to the IPA.
Then there are really the most bogus of all their claims,
which are the credentials that they have on the question
of community safety. We hear a lot from the Liberal
Party about this, fairly endlessly — and not just the
state Liberal Party, I might say. But there are two facts
about the former Liberal government that are set in
concrete and are indisputable. They are these: they did
not fund and deliver any additional sworn police
officers during their four years in government. That is a
fact. The only police that were delivered during the
term of the last Liberal government were those that
were funded in John Lenders’s last budget in 2010.
That is the first fact. The second fact is that they did not
oversee a reduction in the crime rate at any point during
their four years in office. Not at any point in their four
years in office did it start to come down. It went up
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from day one and it just kept going up to a total
increase of 21.4 per cent over that four years.
But there is a lot beyond that which I think would
question their credentials and their values in the area of
community safety. The fact is, as the Premier made
clear today, the community correction laws, whilst well
motivated, were far too lax and far too lenient. They
were way too broad, and we had to toughen them up.
We do not talk about offences such as rape being
available for community correction orders (CCOs) in
the abstract. The fact is that people who were convicted
of rape were given community correction orders, and
we had to tighten up those laws.
They made an effort on bail — we do not deny that —
but it was a fraction of an effort. It was a
toe-in-the-water effort on bail and not a smidgen of
what our government has done and has had to do in
terms of toughening up our bail regime, by both the
first tranche of the Coghlan reforms and the second
tranche that we are debating at this stage and all of the
other changes that we have made in terms of carjacking
and home invasion where we had to tighten the bail
regime. Also in relation to terrorist offences, for those
who absconded, in every respect we have had to tighten
up and toughen up the things that were left to us. We
had to finish the job on parole reform. Even though the
former government had something like two and a half
years to do that, when we came to government a whole
lot of the parole reforms that had been recommended
were yet to be completed.
It took our government to give the police the resources
that they need. As the Premier said today, something
that the former government would never have seen is a
police academy that is full to the gills, chock-a-block,
with 3000 extra police coming out onto the street.
On sentencing their record is not great either. They put
in place a very last-minute attempt to acquit their
commitment in regard to baseline sentencing, even
though the legislation that they introduced was just a
fraction of what they had committed to and it was done
in such a rushed and half-hearted way that at the first
opportunity it was thrown out as being unable to be
given practical operation and as being completely
unworkable. That is their record on sentencing, on
CCOs, on bail, on parole, on police recruitment and on
the crime rate itself. So they really have nothing to
write home about.
Now they say to us, ‘Well, give us another chance.
Next time we’ll do mandatory sentencing’ — except
that now we know, following an interview on radio
3AW that I happened to be in the studio for, that the
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mandatory sentencing regime that they are proposing
might not be quite as mandatory as they might have led
us to believe. It is kinda sorta. If you tilt your head and
close one eye, it is kinda mandatory but not really
mandatory. For a party that touts itself as being the truth
in sentencing party, it is not really quite as they would
have us believe.
Meanwhile it is Liberals first and Victorians second.
They sit mute while people like Malcolm Turnbull and
Peter Dutton trash our city, our state and our reputation
in a completely dishonest way. The commonwealth’s
entire intervention in this space has all the hallmarks of
an all care, no responsibility approach, where facts do
not matter, where the implications of what damage is
caused to people and their communities do not matter at
all, where real damage is done to the employment
prospects of a whole lot of innocent young people,
where young kids at school are at greater risk of
victimisation, where there is no regard whatsoever for
the impact on small business, where there is no regard
whatsoever for the impact on our city’s standing in the
nation, no regard at all for the statistics or the facts, no
regard for the facts that show that we in fact have a
lower youth crime rate than Queensland or New South
Wales, no regard for the fact that our crime rate is
falling for the first time in six years and no regard at all
for the utter failure of commonwealth resettlement
policies. There is just an utterly political, ham-fisted
exercise in throwing excrement at the state of Victoria,
and members of the Liberal Party sit mute and in fact
cheer it on.
It is no surprise that it is happening. We all know the
Prime Minister is in the Leader of the Opposition’s
debt. We all know about the devil’s pact they have
made to trash our state at every opportunity, to starve
Victoria of infrastructure funding at every turn, to rip us
off as a settlement of that debt.
The Leader of the Opposition is complicit in that. We
heard yesterday the unbelievable performance on Jon
Faine’s show, reminiscent of his hero, Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, attacking the inquisitor, making up
numbers and denying the very statistics that he relied
on when they suited his political argument. For all of
those quarters when the Crime Statistics Agency’s
statistics supported his arguments he was happy to rely
on them. Now that they show the crime trend coming
down, all of a sudden he does not want to believe them
anymore. It is an argument with absolutely no
credibility after they tried to scuttle our firearms laws, it
is an argument with no credibility after they tried to
delay our youth justice reforms and it is an argument
with no credibility after they cut $60 million out of the
police budget in 2012.
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I have got to say that if we want to talk about values, let
us talk about values. It is little wonder that the only
thing the people of Victoria know about the Leader of
the Opposition is that he ate lobster and drank Grange
with a person who is not allowed on our racecourses
and not allowed in the casino. They know that because
in an argument about values, that kind of judgement
and that kind of conduct says far more about the values
of the Leader of the Opposition and their party than any
culture war they might want to wage.

Drug rehabilitation services
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (14:33) — I rise to grieve for
those in north-west Victoria who have got alcohol and
other drug issues and particularly those who are
suffering or attempting to recover from their ice
addiction. What is needed in north-west Victoria is a
residential rehab facility. This came into focus some
years ago when the scourge of ice arrived in the
northern Mallee and in particular in Mildura. The
community did not back away when the ice scourge
arrived, and the Northern Mallee Community
Partnership came up with something called Project Ice.
Project Ice initially began to give people information
about this scourge that was impacting on our
community. Over time they tailored that information
program to provide what people needed to know and to
track where the scourge of ice was going. It was not
long before it was in our sporting clubs, and then to
everybody’s disgust it turned up in our schools. The
finger was pointed strongly at the outlaw motorcycle
gangs for their involvement in the distribution of it. In
our time in government the laws were strengthened
around outlaw motorcycle gangs, and good policing did
curtail many of their activities. However, we are still left
with a problem of ice addiction within our community.
There are other drugs that are issues in our community
of Mildura, and we all know them and work with them.
If you are addicted to nicotine, there are patches and
various programs that will assist you with your nicotine
addiction. For alcohol, there are withdrawal facilities
and beds in hospitals, because alcohol withdrawal
certainly does need medical supervision at some point.
Then you have got Alcoholics Anonymous to follow to
help you fit back into your community. For heroin we
have methadone programs and for cannabis we have
programs, but this ice epidemic was new to us. There is
no silver bullet, as much as people want one. Those
addicted to ice were left, in many ways, with not too
many options in those early days. What we do know
about ice addiction — and in my experience I have
never seen any drug destroy lives as quickly as ice — is
that those who are addicted very quickly run out of their
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own money. Next they turn on their family and friends
over money and disconnect themselves from them, and
then they turn to crime.
As far back as October 2015 the issue started appearing
throughout the media in Mildura. The Sunraysia Daily
reported back at that time that the police were being
extremely active as well. Mildura police crime
prevention officer Leading Senior Constable Roger
Smith said thieves stole petty cash rather than larger
items from homes and cars to support their habit. They
would go out of their way to get something cashable
because they have got to keep their drug supply
coming. He said people spend $300 to $400 a day, and
they need to get that money. In about 90 per cent of
cases is it about small change money. They go past
everything else that is big and just ransack houses
looking for money.
Needless to say, our community was extremely
concerned at those sorts of activities and reports. We all
know that there is no single fix for the ice issue. Back in
2015 and 2016 when the scourge was at its peak in
Mildura we were certainly looking out for that single
fix. But there is no single effective way of doing it, and
we all know there are a number of steps required. One
is having police on the front line for intervention, but
also we need to look at people who need to be
rehabilitated and people need to be informed. It is that
rehabilitation process that we do need to look at.
In that period as well the initiative Project Ice was
started. I have to give those who worked on it a great
deal of credit for tackling this head on. Ken Lay was the
head of the National Ice Taskforce. He gave evidence
in Mildura. He was complimentary of what Mildura
had done, but he was very clear on what needed to be
done. Ken Lay said that a targeted, community-led
initiative like Project Ice had resulted in essential,
local-driven action and had had great success in
building strong relationships between agencies working
to tackle the problem and that including the police in
the network meant people knew where to go for
assistance. In Ken’s report, Mildura again was reported
to have not shied away. The work done by Project Ice
laid the foundation for the next phase of Mildura’s
response to ice.
Community-based programs were the next step.
Sunraysia Community Health Services took the lead in
developing a community-based program. Data suggests
that 80 per cent of those who want to get off ice
respond well to a community-based program. These
people need to be rehabilitated in their communities,
because after rehab they have to go and live in their
communities.
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In October 2016 Sunraysia Community Health Services
launched their non-residential program, which is called
Daybreak. The health service developed the Daybreak
program after winning a grant from the state
government as part of the Ice Action Plan. It was based
on Melbourne’s non-residential program called
Catalyst, which includes cognitive and behavioural
therapy and recreation and social activities, and
followed consultation with stakeholders across the
Mildura region, they being Mallee Family Care, Mallee
District Aboriginal Services and the Department of
Justice and Regulation. Back in October 2015 they
kicked it off with six people. Since that time there has
been quite a lot of people through that program.
In mid-2017 the community’s attention started to shift
to residential rehab. At that time the then shadow
minister, the member for Gippsland East, visited
Mildura to encourage the community and support them
where he could in residential rehab. Long-term
residential beds for drug addicts were the next piece in
the puzzle to tackle the ice scourge in Mildura. The
shadow minister met with the group that were working
in that direction and gave them some good information
and some good support, particularly when it moved
beyond Project Ice. With detox beds at Mildura
operational and Daybreak, a non-residential drug and
alcohol treatment program, running, the next step is of
course residential rehab.
We then had to look at some of the demands with
residential rehab. When you want advice about
residential rehab or almost anything to do with drugs,
you turn to Odyssey House. It is a very good place to
start. Odyssey House did write back to me in early 2017
to talk about the need for residential rehab in
north-western Victoria. We all know that they are a
leading international drug and alcohol support and
training organisation, so I do not think I need to talk a
great deal about their activities. I am sure they are
well-known to everybody because of the good work
they have done. In their letter to me they said:
Funding is an obvious hurdle when it comes to establishing
new programs such as Circuit Breaker. Significant upfront
capital is needed to purchase, adapt or construct a facility in
addition to ongoing funding to run the program.

The Circuit Breaker program was funded by some
money from the commonwealth government, but it is
provided on a restrictive year-to-year basis. What we do
know about Odyssey though is that they have a
residential facility. Odyssey House has run a short-term
rehabilitation program at its facility near Benalla.
Circuit Breaker is a six-week program for up to 15
people. What Odyssey did provide us was that first key
bit of information you need when you are looking at a
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program. They said in relation to north-western
Victoria that about 50 people from Mildura and the
Murray Plains region enter their residential rehab
facilities each year. Their best estimate is that there
might be 500 to 1000 people in this region requiring
residential rehabilitation each year. That is a significant
number of people who need help.
In 2017, with Daybreak operating, the need for
residential rehab ramped up. I have to give credit here
to Gary Castleman, a real estate agent and a Rotary
member in Mildura, who put his hand up to really push
this in 2017. With the Daybreak program settled and
operating the attention for rehabilitation facilities for
those who did not respond to the community-based
program needed to be addressed. The Rotary clubs in
Mildura, led by Gary Castleman, set about raising the
money to undertake a feasibility study for the
establishment of a residential rehab facility. Gary was
able to attract the funding to get a consultant, and in late
2017 a consultant was appointed.
With those dollars secured it was now time to undertake
the Sunraysia alcohol and drug needs and analysis
study. A consultant was appointed with the money
raised by the community. The successful consultant
was a group called 360Edge. We are getting ready to
come to the government with all the evidence we need
to support the need for this residential facility — to
determine the drug and alcohol issues impacting the
Mildura region, analyse the alcohol and other drugs
services, determine the service gaps focused on the
need for residential facilities, recommend a suitable
service model, develop a business case and develop a
communications strategy.
Professor Nicole Lee has been appointed by that group,
and she has been working in Mildura this week. She
had a public forum on Monday which I was unable to
attend due to travelling for Parliament, but Professor
Lee is the director of 360Edge and has been
undertaking those consultations. She says that the
current government is putting a lot of money into drugs
and alcohol treatment, so if Mildura is to have a chance
at this, now is the time to start that process. That is just
what Mildura is doing, and it is funding this needs
analysis. This needs analysis is being overseen by the
northern Mallee local drug action team, which is
chaired by Mildura councillor Simon Clemence, who is
also a veteran of Project Ice and a retired police
inspector. He and a small group of others are
supervising this study. As with all of our ex-policemen
who join our communities, he is very clear about what
he thinks should happen and how it should happen.
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There are a number of testimonies out there as well
about the need for residential rehab to be close to home.
Adam Thomson has been a marvellous ambassador for
Mildura in this area. He describes himself as a
recovering ice addict and reports in the Sunraysia Daily
that a drug rehabilitation centre in Mildura would have
eased the pressure on both himself and his family while
he was in rehab in Melbourne. He said:
To have been able to stay in Mildura and still get the level of
professional help I needed at the time would have been great.

That is Mildura’s case; they have worked very hard to
make their case. Now the Andrews government needs to
provide the funding for residential rehab in Mildura. The
community will make its case. It will be a strong case,
but provision for this needs to be in the next budget.
Alcohol and drugs are not just a city problem, they are a
problem all over Victoria, and it is time to end the
grieving in north-western Victoria and in Mildura when
it comes to residential rehab. Together the community
has done and is doing so much. The 360Edge report
will put it all together, but the evidence is already clear:
there is a need. The next step for ice action resources
should be for a residential facility in Mildura. It is time
to end the grieving of the families afflicted by this
scourge in north-western Victoria. A facility is needed
and is justified, and the paperwork is on its way.

Opposition performance
Ms WARD (Eltham) (14:47) — I also rise in grief. I
grieve for a party that continues to lose its way, a party
that does not know what it stands for. I am talking
about the Liberal Party and, to a degree, the National
Party. These two parties want to engage in ridiculous
culture wars, and in the Age today we read that:
Sometimes the issue isn’t the issue.

Pray tell, what is the issue? What does that mean, ‘the
issue isn’t the issue’? There are plenty of issues
confronting this state, as there were for the four years
that the coalition were in government. They were not
able to identify one of those issues, and that is why they
were in government for one term. If they paid attention
to what this government is doing, they would
understand what the issues of the day are and they
would understand what a real government does to
respond to those issues.
I see the member for Northcote is in the chamber. I
apologise to her on behalf of the coalition. I hope that
she has not been offended by the immature posturing
we have seen over Australia Day and the first peoples
of our country, who might want to discuss and
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converse about the date for Australia Day, being
unAustralian. To intimate that is just disgraceful, and I
apologise to the member for Northcote on their behalf
because it is shameful.
Why would you make flag-raising an issue on Australia
Day? Why would you go down that path? Why, on a
day when we are supposed to be united and supposed to
be together as one nation, would that be the one issue
you would focus on? Wouldn’t you concentrate on the
wonderful people who have decided to become
Australians, for which we are grateful? We are lucky to
have them. We are glad to have them. Why would that
not be your focus? Why would it be flag-waving? Why
would it be sending text messages and checking your
phone as people become Australian citizens?
Where is the respect? Dare I say, where are the
Australian values? Where are these values that the
Liberal Party are supposed to stand for? We see no
evidence of them. We see no evidence of the things that
concern Australians, that concern Victorians like
equality, like fairness — a fair go — like appreciating
and respecting hard work. Do we see that from those
opposite? We do not. We see them going around in
circles worrying about the issue that is not the issue.
Where is that going to get them? It is not going to get
them very far and it is certainly not going to get them
into government at the end of this year, because to get
into government you have to have policies, you have to
stand for something and you have to recognise the
issues that people really care about.
How does worrying, complaining and moaning about
someone’s enthusiasm for flag-waving help pay
someone’s electricity bills? How does it help them at
the cash register when they are checking through their
money to make sure that what they have in their pocket
matches what is on the screen in front of them? How do
those things help? How does it help their kids get into
school? How does it help the kids who may not get into
university who are not sure? How does it help them get
into TAFE or find other career paths? How can any of
that really resonate with people and the things that
matter to them? It does not.
What does resonate and what people in this state do
care about are things that this government is doing —
the actions that this government is actually undertaking
and delivering — not dithering, like those opposite did
for four years. We are delivering. Over 90 000 students
will enter schools over the next couple of years, and we
are delivering 56 new schools — that is 10 schools last
year, 11 schools this year.
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I see the member for Yuroke in the chamber; she has
one. The member for Yan Yean has two. No, she has
three — no, four. There are so many that we have lost
count. We have schools happening because schools are
important. Schools are the gateway. We start with our
kids. Schools are the gateway to achievement. They are
the gateway to having good outcomes for our kids, for
our community and for our state. It is by investing in
these schools that we get ahead as a state.
What did those opposite do for our schools in the four
years they were in government? They did nothing. We
are rolling out 1200 new school updates, and that
includes Montmorency Secondary College in my own
electorate, the school that the Leader of the Opposition
went to and did not advocate for in the four years that
they were in government, with a $14 million rebuild. It
is going to be a beautiful school, and guess what?
Nearly 300 kids have enrolled in that school this year. It
is a terrific school, with excellent teaching staff, and it
is going to have buildings that actually reflect how
good that school is.
Ms Green interjected.
Ms WARD — The member for Yan Yean is right.
Her stepdaughter goes there and it is a great school.
We have upgrades happening to Montmorency South
Primary School, another terrific school which is
bursting at the seams. It has a great principal and a great
school community. Montmorency is a great suburb.
They deserve good schools and we are building two, a
secondary and a primary school for them. We are
building a sports complex at Eltham High School,
another terrific school, a school where people work
really hard and where the teachers and the principal
care about outcomes for the kids. They want to make
sure that their kids have every opportunity possible. It is
this government that is delivering and it is this
government that is making that happen.
All of this rebuilding means that 5000 construction jobs
are being created, and that is just in education alone.
What does that mean? That means we have kids in
TAFE with jobs to go to. That means we have
apprenticeships. That means we have people who are
earning a good dollar so they can pay for their
mortgage, they can pay for their groceries and they can
pay for their kids school uniforms. These are the things
that matter to people and these are the things that
Victorians care about. They could not care less about
how often someone waved a flag. What they care about
is: how do my kids’ get through school? Is my school
good enough? Will my school support my kids? I can
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tell you that with a Victorian Labor government that is
exactly what will happen.
We have also managed to have a good relationship with
our teachers, which those opposite could not do for four
years. We have signed off the enterprise bargaining
agreement with our state school teachers, and they are
getting down to work and they are working hard. They
are good people. They are doing a great job and they
are worthy of respect.
But what do we see from those opposite? Disrespect for
our teachers. ‘Get rid of our teachers; there are too
many in schools. Do not pay them what they deserve’.
It is disgraceful. Instead they are classified as union
thugs. They are the things that matter to people. People
care when they are being called a union thug. They do
not care about any flag-waving. They care about being
insulted by people who actually want to govern them.
That is not how you win friends, and that is not how
you win votes.
We have $13.2 million in funding for the new
LOOKOUT education support centres, which provide
extra support for the 6000 students in out-of-home care
to help ensure that they stay in education. That is how
you start to get crime numbers down. That is how you
address youth issues. You make sure they stay in school
and you give them the scaffolding that they need to stay
in school. You give them opportunities, you give them
choices. You do not take those choices away, you do
not take those opportunities from them. You look after
them and you show that they matter. You get kids not
committing crimes because they know they matter.
Locking kids up is what you do at the end of that
journey. You do not even want to start that journey.
You do not want them going down the path of bad
choices and committing crimes. You want to get there
and give them the scaffolding that they need.
We have $148 million to help families pay for the costs
of camps, school excursions and sports days, and this is
available at both the primary and secondary levels. This
gives kids that opportunity and will make sure that no
kid stays back at school or stays at home on that day
because their parents cannot afford the cost of an
excursion — that trip to Sovereign Hill that gives them
invaluable history lessons, that trip to the zoo that can
be a science lesson, that trip to Scienceworks. We want
to make sure that they do not miss out on those things
and that they are actually supported and given
opportunities, despite how much money their parents
may or may not have. These are the things that matter
to Victorians. These are the things that they care about.
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Those opposite slashed services to schools: the
education maintenance allowance, which was a
disgraceful decision and for which they should be
deeply, deeply ashamed; the School Start bonus; and
breakfast clubs for needy kids. A happy kid is a kid
with a full belly. That is not a resentful kid, that is not
an unhappy kid. That is a kid who is going to sit in class
and listen, and that kid is going to get a better education
because their belly is full. With a hungry kid, that is not
going to happen —
Ms Green interjected.
Ms WARD — The hangry kid, exactly. This is how
we ensure that kids do not make bad choices. We give
them opportunities, we look after them and we show
them that we care about them. Those opposite closed
TAFEs and took away those opportunities for kids who
wanted to get into TAFE. Those opposite closed my
Greensborough TAFE, with some of the best views in
Melbourne. They saw it as a real estate opportunity
instead of what it really was, which was an education
and training opportunity. Your investment in that will
be tenfold what a real estate development would give
you. Investing in kids’ education and training will pay
back tenfold. Building flats there would not give kids
the opportunities that they really need. Our kids in the
north-east have been shown that this government cares
about them and that this government wants to give
them opportunities, and they are enrolling there.
We have so many terrific things happening at the
Greensborough campus at Melbourne Polytechnic. It is
fantastic. Our tech school is getting built there, yet
again creating even more opportunities. Eighteen
schools are involved in that campus. They are flocking
to it. They are so involved. Teachers and principals are
coming to meeting after meeting to help create this
incredibly vibrant and exciting centre of learning that
people are going to embrace and love. Again it is about
creating opportunity. That is what Labor governments
do. Labor governments create opportunity; those
opposite deny opportunity. That is exactly what they
do. They take away opportunity and they deny it. What
they want to do is silence people. They want to shut
people up, and it is just disgraceful.
They cut nearly $1 billion from education while they
were in government. How do they think anybody in this
state is going to get ahead? How do they think they are
going to have good employment numbers? How do
they think they are going to have good taxes when
people are not working and are not paying much tax?
How do they think they are going to get ahead and
prosper as a state when they ripped nearly $1 billion out
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of education? This state did not prosper. This state
ground to a halt. It ground to a halt. Nothing happened.
I will stand corrected — the only thing that happened
was cuts. There were policy deficit zones, so what did
they do? They cut because the only way they know
how to make a dollar is to take a dollar from someone
else. It is the only way they know how to make a dollar.
They cannot think of policy that creates an economy for
this state without taking money from someone else, and
that is exactly what they do. They have their hands in
the pockets of any other person that goes past,
especially those who are not in the leafy eastern
suburbs they represent, and they take money out of
their pockets.
What this means is we are educating and training our
kids and we are creating jobs for them. We have created
so many jobs in this state. We have created over
200 000 jobs in this state since we have been in
government. Those opposite could not even get to triple
figures. They could not even get to 100 000 jobs in the
four years that they were in government, and that
happened because of their cuts — not because of
investment, not because they were creating innovative
and good policies, but because they were slashing and
burning and taking away from people, because they
were putting their hands in people’s pockets.
Over this last summer we have carried out work on
some of our busiest roads, adding extra lanes to the
Monash, the Tullamarine and the ring-road. We have
removed an extra four level crossings, and the crossing
works on the Hurstbridge line continue to happen. They
are smashing it out, and it is fantastic. Improvements to
this train line have been such a long time coming, and I
know the member for Yan Yean joins with me in
saying how excited we are that this is happening and
how much we are looking forward to even more work
happening on our train line. My people and the people
in Yan Yean deserve a world-class train service — and
that is exactly what we want them to have. You do not
live 20-odd kilometres out from the city with a
substandard train service. You just cannot. It needs to
be as good as anybody else’s across the city, and this is
what we are delivering.
Level crossing removals are just one area where we are
creating thousands of jobs.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms WARD — We cannot even count them. That is
exactly right — so many we cannot count them. We
will have the regular train services that the member for
Yan Yean and I have campaigned so hard for and want
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dearly. Tram tracks have been replaced on Lygon
Street. Hoddle Street was ripped up overnight over six
or seven days and redone. Buildings were demolished
in preparation for the new Metro Tunnel, and the
Seymour, Shepparton and Geelong lines were
temporarily shut for improvement works.
We have been going like the clappers, and you need to
go like the clappers because this is what the people of
this state deserve. The people in this state work hard.
They work really hard. They pay their taxes, and they
want a government that invests in them, not a
government that cuts away from them. They want to
see their taxes at work. They want to see investment in
things that are happening around them to make sure
that the quality of their lives improves. They want
better transport times. They want better schools.
They want better health care. This is exactly what we
are delivering.
We have ended the ambulance crisis that those opposite
created. We solved the problem that they made. Our
paramedics have never been happier, and our response
times are the best in nine years, including in Nillumbik
and Banyule in my area. This is a terrific government,
and those opposite need to —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

26 January
Ms THORPE (Northcote) (15:02) — I rise to grieve
for all Victorians and Australians who believe
26 January is not a day of celebration. On 26 January I
attended the biggest Invasion Day rally Victoria has
ever seen. I marched side by side with more than
60 000 others in solidarity as well as those joining with
us in spirit. I want to acknowledge and thank the young
women of Warriors of the Aboriginal Resistance for
mobilising and uniting us in protest.
I have been attending Invasion Day marches since I
was five, and now as an elected representative for the
people of Northcote I will continue to represent the
voices of so many Victorians who want to acknowledge
26 January as a day of mourning. When I woke up on
26 January, my first thought was not whether I had
enough sausages for the barbecue. I thought about how
terrified my great-great-grandfather must have been,
hiding in a log with his brother as they watched their
parents being massacred. I thought about how he must
have felt seeing his children herded onto missions
where they were forced to stop talking their language
and had to live on rations in a prison camp.
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Being a Gunnai-Gunditjmara woman it is painful to
know we once had over 50 clans of the Gunditjmara.
Today just seven survive. And we are not alone. Of the
estimated 300 clans that once lived in Victoria, about
100 survive today. We were invaded and have resisted
and stood strong for 230 years since the arrival of the
First Fleet. Aboriginal people in this country have never
ceded their sovereignty. Aboriginal people have
recognised 26 January as a day of mourning long
before it became the national holiday it is today.

Aboriginal peoples. True self-determination is not
merely acknowledgement or recognition. It is action
and agency. It is clan-based treaties to ensure all family
groups have free, informed prior consent, in line with
the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples. The government has initiated a process to
develop treaties in Victoria. We have the opportunity
now to get this right. Unfortunately so far the
government’s process on treaty has been less than ideal.
It has failed to properly engage the clans.

It is the day our country was invaded, triggering the
systematic dispossession of our lands and genocide
against our people. It hurts to see such a public display
of celebration when all you feel is grief. We have a
system that fails us and a culture that rubs salt in the
wound by partying on a day that marks our
dispossession. We absolutely need a day to celebrate
everything we love about our Australian identity —
mateship, freedom, diversity and a fair go — but we
need a day for all Australians. To have part of the
country celebrating while another is in mourning
divides us, and the sooner we change the date, the
sooner we can move forward as a united people. We
cannot alter history, but we can learn from its mistakes.
The first step is telling the true history of our country.

With this honour the people of Northcote have
bestowed on me, the honour of being elected as a
representative of the people, I promise I will do
whatever I can to ensure that this government starts to
address the injustices against the first peoples of this
land. I will continue to speak out against the celebration
of the invasion of this land. I call for truth telling, so
that the depth of the atrocities can be heard and the
healing can really begin.

I believe that if people were to have a clearer
understanding of our country’s true history and the
atrocities that began as a result of 26 January, most
Australians would agree it is not a time to celebrate.
Here in Victoria, this Parliament has the power to
change the date. We hold the legislative responsibility
for the Public Holidays Act 1993. We also hold the
moral responsibility. The Premier has claimed to lead
the ‘most progressive government in the most
progressive state’, yet he has suggested that performing
an acknowledgement of country on 26 January makes it
A-OK to keep it as Australia Day. That is absolute
rubbish. A truly progressive government would agree
that the injustices of the past that continue today against
Aboriginal peoples should not be papered over with a
simple acknowledgement. A truly progressive
government would lead the country in action and
reform. It would change the date and campaign for
other states to follow.
But it is not just about a date. As well as cultural events
that unite rather than divide us, we need real policy
change that leads to better outcomes for Aboriginal
Australians. Australia continues to be the only
commonwealth country in the world to not have a
treaty or treaties with its first peoples. Here in Victoria I
stand with the tens of thousands who joined me in
protest on 26 January. There are now countless
Australians calling for true self-determination for

This is not the time for weak political hearts. I will fight
to ensure that the lie of terra nullius, the lie that this
land was vacant of people and all the injustice that went
with it, is finally rectified through treaties with the
clans. I know that one day we will set these things right.
We will heal the hurts and create a just system, so that
future generations of clan elders, women, men, youth
and children will be able to walk unburdened by the
pain of living in a country that has denied their
sovereignty. One day soon we will all be able to walk
forward together with equal footing and shared
understanding as Victorians.

Public sector funding and employment
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (15:09) — I am
delighted to — well, I am not delighted actually. I rise
to grieve. I grieve for the Victoria that will be, in the
event the coalition is elected to power later this year. I
refer to an article in the Sunday Herald Sun from
15 October last year, which indicated that an incoming
coalition government in Victoria would be committed
to a cost audit and review within a hundred days of
winning office.
Now, it is of course entirely up to an incoming
administration to determine how they choose to spend
their money — how they choose to spend it and what
they choose to spend it on. But the issue is that coalition
governments have a track record and a pattern of
behaviour in the state of Victoria when it comes to what
they do when they seize power. Bob Officer was
commissioned to do a commission of audit back in
1992, and that laid the foundation for what the Kennett
government chose to do in terms of seeking to sell off
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significant public assets, be they schools or hospitals. It
led to wholesale sackings of Victorian public servants.
It led to a complete restructure of the way in which this
state operated and functioned. Clearly it was done in a
way in which Victorians really had no knowledge of it
prior to 1992. I recall that when he was opposition
leader, Mr Kennett said that there will be no changes
for Victorians at all. They will wake up the next day
and it will all be the same — it will all continue on.
That was clearly not the case.
When the former Baillieu government was elected, we
had the Orwellian-named sustainable government
initiative, which again led to significant changes to the
way in which the state functioned and operated. There
were significant restructures. There was a significant
level of job losses and there were budget cuts.
It is entirely a matter for the opposition if they wish to
go down this path, to look at having a commission of
audit. That is indeed the right of any incoming
administration in what it chooses to do, of course. But
there are a number of questions. What would be the
terms of reference for such an audit? Who would carry
it out? What would be in scope and what would be out
of scope? What services would be cut? Would an
incoming administration guarantee that no schools
would be shut, despite what we know has happened
under previous coalition governments in Victoria?
What hospitals would be shut? What would be the
terms of reference? What would be in scope and what
would be out of scope? These are important questions, I
think, when people go to the polls later this year to
understand what a coalition government would look
like and what action it would embark upon.
From my perspective, when you look at and
characterise this administration compared to the
previous administration, it is indeed quite a cursory tale.
The reality is that the public sector in Victoria is worth
around 25 per cent of the state’s gross product.
Mr Morris — Do you mean a cautionary tale?
Mr PEARSON — The member for Mornington
asks: is it a cautionary tale? I do not think the previous
four years of the Napthine-Baillieu-Shaw governments
will stand out as a particularly illuminating exercise in
public administration in the state of Victoria. I think it
speaks volumes that it was your government that was
the first one-term government to be defeated in 60 years
in Victoria. That is indeed a significant record, and one
I would not have thought the member for Mornington
would have been particularly proud of. Perhaps if the
member for Mornington had have sat around the
cabinet table from day one, maybe such an event may
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have been avoided, but sadly the member for
Mornington languished on the back bench.
What is interesting is that when you consider 25 per
cent of the gross state product of Victoria, the state
government can have a significant role to play in the
way in which the economy is structured and functions.
What you can do when you have got that significant
input is you can try and then shape and influence what
the private sector does. If the public sector takes a
leadership role in terms of its investment, then you can
provide a level of confidence to the private sector to
invest. If you compare and contrast that with what
occurred under the previous administration, where you
looked at having a significant cutback or reduction on
government expenditure, where you did not have a
pipeline of activity — I think the Premier today in
question time talked about the fact that there was not a
major project finished nor was there one commenced in
terms of large infrastructure projects — then it makes it
very difficult for the private sector to invest. It makes it
very difficult if you are a worker in some of these
industries to have some degree of confidence in the
future when you are not quite sure where the next job is
coming from.
You can compare and contrast that with the exciting,
energetic and dynamic infrastructure program of this
administration, where significant levels of investment
that have been made over a number of years will
provide those great opportunities for people to get a job,
to develop some real, meaningful and transferable skills
and to be able to build a great future for themselves.
The reality is that when you are on a low to medium
income — if you are looking at average wages being
around $80 000 a year — a significant proportion of
that money goes in one door and goes out another.
People do save of course when they are on average
earnings. We are not suggesting people do not, but the
reality is that when you are a lower income earner you
have to spend a greater proportion of your income. It is
just a fact of the matter.
You have got to have a degree of confidence. If, for
example, you are working on a level crossing removal
program, if you are employed on the Melbourne Metro
rail tunnel, if you have got the confidence that you are
going to have five, 10 or 15 years work in front of you
and you are going to get some really good skills in the
process, then you are going to have the confidence that
you will be able to turn around and take your family out
to the pub on a Friday night and have a counter meal
and spend that money, or you might turn around and go
on a holiday or you might turn around and build an
extension on your property, because you look at the
world through a different lens. You are going to have
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far more confidence because you have got a degree of
confidence that the government will keep on investing.

Mr PEARSON — And who said the Liberal Party
was nothing more than a wax museum with a pulse?

It is similar in the private sector. If the private sector
gets that signal, knows that the government is serious,
knows that the government is prepared to invest, then
they too will invest. It is interesting. When you have got
this exciting level of deal flow, where you have got this
volume of major infrastructure projects — you will see
it around Australia — you will start to see some of the
best and brightest financial engineers or civil engineers
or architects or designers coming to Melbourne to bid
for these projects, because they will have the ability to
see that there will be a pipeline of activity. That means
that people have that level of confidence to come in and
invest. It is reflected in the economic growth rate, and,
as my good friend the member for Eltham indicated in
her earlier contribution, it is reflected in the
employment growth that is occurring.

We are going gangbusters. We are the envy of the
nation. We are the engine room of the nation. If that is
the sort of society we are going to create, and if that is
the sort of community we want, we need to have really
good public transport linkages for the outer regions and
regional Victoria into Melbourne. Indeed when Steve
Bracks resigned as Premier in 2007, he said the
proudest project he was involved in was the regional
rail services to the Latrobe Valley, Ballarat, Bendigo
and Geelong. If you look at the level of wealth creation
which has occurred in those regional centres as a result
of our making sure that people have the ability to come
to Melbourne, it has been extraordinary.

Melbourne is going gangbusters at the moment.
Melbourne as a city grew by 147 000 people last year
alone. We are adding a city the size of Canberra every
three years. It is an incredibly dynamic place to be, and
it is going extremely well. When you have got that level
of population growth, there is that opportunity to look
at finding ways in which you can use the proceeds from
that population growth to make the necessary
investments to keep the economy moving and to
improve the quality of the urban amenity of our area.
I note that the opposition have released a population
study. I think the tagline is ‘Not a city-state but a state
of cities’. I think that seems to be the mantra that they
seem to be going with. It will be interesting to tease out
what that would look like in a very practical way and in
a very practical sense. PricewaterhouseCoopers in early
2016 produced a report which looked at the postcodes
in Victoria. If you looked at each postcode as being
almost like a sovereign nation, then effectively what
you see is four or six superpowers all congregated
around the Hoddle grid, and then you start to see the
wealth dissipate. As people come to work in central
Melbourne and start to earn a lot of money, they
repatriate those funds back to where they live in the
outer postcodes. But the further you go out, leaving
aside a few notable exceptions in regional Victoria, you
are looking at abject poverty.
If you are talking about trying to create a fair and
equitable society, if you talking about having a way in
which the great economic benefits of a booming
economy can be evenly shared, then you really need to
have good public transport —
Mr Morris interjected.

Deputy Speaker, I do not have to tell you this; you see
this very well. You were working for former minister
Bob Cameron for all those years, and I think you could
attest with a great deal of sincerity and knowledge to
the changes that Bendigo experienced from the 1980s
to today. You are looking at an enormous amount of
economic activity in those regions and an enormous
amount of wealth that has been created. It is about
making sure that people who live in those areas can
participate in this great wealth story in Melbourne, that
they are not excluded because of where they live and
that they are not locked out because their parents do not
work or live in Melbourne. This is about making sure
that you have a really strong pipeline of activity, that
you can grow the economy and that you are providing
opportunities for people to get good skills and good
qualifications. You are then ensuring that people who
live in these areas can participate. That is the way you
create a fair, reasonable, just and equitable community.
I am really proud of what we have done as a
government over the last three years. I look at some of
the work we have been doing in my area to help people
who have struggled finding employment — people who
live in public housing, people who are long-term
unemployed and people who have African-Australian
heritage. These people would dearly love to have a
secure, well-paying job with a future but have struggled
because they might not have gone to a great school.
They might have experienced family violence. They
might have lived in a two-bedroom flat with seven
siblings and a mum and dad, and dad was working or
was not around and mum has had to try to raise the kids
herself on $400 a week. Can you really expect someone
who is living in that environment to get a really good
Australian tertiary admission rank and be guaranteed a
pathway to university? I am not saying they never do.
Clearly some do. But many do not, and it is only
because, as Warren Buffett would say, they lost the
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ovarian lottery — they were born into a family where
they never had a chance.
When you are confronted with that, you can look at it
and say, ‘What do you want to do?’. Do you walk past
it and think, ‘That’s a fair way for people to live’? No.
You turn around and you say, ‘We must do more. We
must do better. We must make those necessary
investments’. I was delighted that last year when the
member for Williamstown in his ministerial capacity
and I were down at the North Melbourne Huddle we
announced funding for these communities to try to help
people and to give them a hand up and an opportunity
to participate.
There is a great book called Why Nations Fail: The
Origins of Power, Prosperity and Poverty. Nations fail
when you have exclusive political institutions and
exclusive economic institutions. If you lock people out
of the political process and if you lock people out of the
economic process and basically say, ‘There’s no job for
you. There are no opportunities for you. You don’t
belong here. You’re not one of us. We don’t want you.
Go away’, if nations reach a point where that is their
narrative and their message, then those nations
historically fail. That is explained in the book Why
Nations Fail.
What concerns me is that when you look at the decision
of the coalition to talk about a commission of audit —
and I welcome the member for Mornington in his
capacity as the shadow Minister for Finance shedding
some light on what the terms of reference may be —
that is where they will take us. They will take us to an
exclusionary economy. They will lock people out. They
will run the economy into a ditch, which is what they
did last time. When it comes to strong financial and
economic management, state Labor in Victoria has got
the runs on the board. We have done this year after year
for the best part of 20 years, and we will continue to do
so. By doing that we can ensure that we create the great
society — a society of equality, of achievement and of
excellence. That is what we are doing every day. I
grieve for Victorians if those opposite land here on the
Treasury benches later this year.

Government performance
Mr WATT (Burwood) (15:24) — I rise to grieve for
the people of Victoria, but more particularly I rise to
grieve for the people in my electorate. At the start I
particularly grieve for the people of Ashburton, who
have been completely ignored by this government and
treated with utter contempt. I would like to recount a
conversation I had with the Minister for Planning only
some hours ago. His commentary made me think of a
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movie starring Helen Hunt and Sarah Jessica Parker.
Most of us would know the movie Girls Just Want to
Have Fun. There is a nice song in there called Dancing
in the Street. When the minister said to me that my
residents should be dancing in the street at the results of
the new planning scheme amendment that he put
through, I was a little bit in awe, firstly thinking about
the planning minister singing the song Dancing in the
Street, but more particularly because my residents have
not heard anything from this government since before
the planning scheme revocation on 16 November. They
have heard nothing from this government about the
Markham housing estate. I have a question that has
been unanswered since 16 November as to the
intentions of the government regarding that particular
development. The council heard nothing from this
government until they received an email the afternoon
before the planning scheme amendment was
reintroduced. I grieve for the people of Victoria,
particularly those in my electorate, because they have a
government that just does not get it.
When the planning scheme amendment was revoked in
November, I stood here and implored the government
to consult with the people of my electorate. I made the
point that the people in my electorate were looking for
consultation and had attempted to engage in some level
of consultation with the government, but the
government did not seem interested in that. The actions
of the government in the last week have proved that
point. The Minister for Major Projects stood in this
place and said that the action the member sought
around consultation was not one she agreed with, and
this was borne out just last week when this government
once again introduced a planning scheme amendment
to allow for a private sale of public land in my
electorate, which is almost identical to the plan that was
rejected by the Legislative Council. It is almost
identical to the plan that has been soundly rejected by
the people in my electorate.
I grieve, but I am also very saddened by that grief. We
have a government that just does not get it. We have a
minister who tells me that residents in my electorate —
residents in Ashburton — should be dancing in the
street at the results they have achieved with a
development that quite frankly is larger than the
original development that was put forward by the Labor
Party but which has less social housing than was put
forward by the Labor Party. The current minister thinks
we should be celebrating and that we should be dancing
in the street, despite the fact that there will be more
density, more units and less public housing.
In the conversation that I had with the Minister for
Planning he seemed quite genuine in what he was
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saying. I do not in any way suggest that the Minister for
Planning was not genuine in his belief. But that is the
scary thing: the Minister for Planning was quite genuine
in his belief that people in my electorate should be happy
about the fact that once again they have not been
consulted. He believes they should be dancing in the
street about the fact that the government once again has
not consulted, has not listened and has not taken into
account the views of the people of Ashburton, the people
of Burwood or the council — nothing. That is the really
scary thing: the government does not get it.
If you want people to be happy about the decisions you
make, maybe you should involve them and engage
them in those decisions. There is no reason for the
government to do this. The government should
understand that my community and the council are
happy to work with the government on this particular
site. I am happy to work with the government to bring
about a good outcome, but what the government
continues to do is ignore me, my electorate and what
was the responsible authority up until a week ago when
it comes to this particular site.
This is the modus operandi of this government. We are
not just talking about planning. If I look at my
electorate and I look at, say, the police in my electorate,
crime in my electorate is going up. It has gone up
significantly since this government came to power. Yet
I still have the Minister for Police saying to me that she
has not closed any police stations. Quite frankly if you
were to go down to the Burwood police station anytime
you like — you could probably have gone down there
anytime you liked in the last three years — you would
not find a police officer there. The only time you would
find anybody inside is when you have got cleaners
coming to dust it.
Once again I grieve for a government that just does not
get it. It has not listened and it does not understand. If
the Minister for Police is to be believed, if the Minister
for Police is being genuine in her thoughts that she has
not closed any police stations, then I and my electorate
wonder how the minister justifies saying there are no
closed police stations when the Burwood police station
does not have its doors open. I say February 2015 was
the last time I saw somebody there. Correspondence I
have got from the Minister for Police actually tells me
July 2015 was the last time somebody was actually in
the police station and people could see a police officer.
If you look at the Ashburton police station, once again
you see that there was a station there that was open
seven days a week. The minister will say she has not
closed the police station, but she has certainly
downgraded the police station such that you can go
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there only two days a week. Once again people in my
electorate are unable to report crime, yet crime over the
last three years has still gone up. That is even without
the capacity to report it locally. People will still report
crime — they will travel distances to report crime —
but they cannot do it locally at the police stations unless
they turn up on the two days that the Ashburton police
station is open.
I grieve for the people of Victoria because they have a
government that does not get it and does not want to get
it, that does not listen and does not want to listen. They
have a government that, while ranting and raving about
how great their proposal is to build a tunnel in the
western suburbs, does not seem to get that the people in
south-eastern suburbs like Burwood are going to end up
paying for a road they will never, ever use. Many in my
electorate will never use the tunnel that goes to the
western suburbs. Many will never use it, yet they will
still pay extra tolls for another dozen years over and
above what they are already paying on a road that they
do use. So why should the people of Burwood and
people in the south-eastern suburbs pay?
I see the Minister for Roads and Road Safety at the
table and I acknowledge the fact that the minister for
roads is actually a member of Parliament whose
constituency would use the road that I am talking about
but not the other road that is being built. They use the
road in the south-eastern suburbs. But I also understand
that the Minister for Roads and Road Safety himself
would never pay for this road in the western suburbs,
because he does not live in his own electorate. He does
not have to come from his own electorate to the city,
because he lives in North Fitzroy. So I understand that
for him it does not matter, but it does matter for people
like me and the people in my electorate. It does matter
that we are going to be slugged for extra money for
another dozen years to pay for a road that goes from
Footscray to Port Melbourne in the western suburbs. It
does not go anywhere near Burwood, so why should
people in my electorate have to pay for it? That is the
question that my electorate keep asking.
Why does the government keep ignoring us? Why does
the government want to punish us? Why does the
government ignore us when it comes to planning and
tell us that we should be dancing in the street? Why do
we have a government that ignores us when it comes to
law and order, safety and police numbers? Why are
they ignoring us when it comes to police stations? Why
have they closed the Burwood police station? Why
have they downgraded the Ashburton police station
from seven days a week to two days a week? Why are
we having to pay for a road that we will never use?
Why are those in the south-eastern suburbs being
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forced to pay extra tolls for a road that we will never
use? I wish that I had an answer. I wish that I had a
decent answer. But I do not have an answer and I have
not received a decent answer from anyone on the
government benches.
I have asked questions. I have asked questions of the
Treasurer about the road that my electorate will have to
pay for. I have asked the Minister for Police about
police stations. I have asked the Minister for Planning
about Markham estate in my electorate. The answers I
get are either non-existent, in the case of questions I
actually ask in the chamber, or that we should be
dancing in the street in Ashburton — that my residents,
the members of the Ashburton Residents Action Group,
people who live in Ashburton, should be dancing in the
street. I tell you, my residents may not be dancing in the
street but they certainly have been making a lot of
noise, even to the point where they have made a lot of
noise in the street, but it was not so much a dance as it
was a protest.
Unfortunately all of these concerns are not being
listened to by the government. I do not get it and my
constituents do not get it. We have got a development
that was originally 190 units and is now 200. What the
government clearly did was put in their ambit claim,
which was 252 units, and then slowly ratcheted that
down and said that we should be happy about the fact
that we are back to more units than there were
originally. What we do is start off with 80 social
housing units, then we bring that down to 60 and then
we ratchet that back up to 62 and say, ‘Well, you
should be happy. There are more social housing units,
there is less density, less height and less units’.
My electorate just does not buy it. They just do not buy
it. When you look at the way the government has gone
about this, it is typical of this government to ignore
everybody and just crash its way through. It is not a
way to govern. I have said this before: consultation is
not about ignoring those people that you are supposed
to be having a conversation with. If you are genuinely
consulting with people, you will listen to their concerns.
If you are genuinely consulting with people, you might
actually pick up the phone. You might actually pick up
the phone and have a conversation with the council, the
CEO, the mayor, any of the councillors or the member
of Parliament. You might actually organise to speak to
the constituents who are going to be immediately
affected — but not under this government.
Under this government about the only thing they will
do is organise a street party so that we can dance in the
street. I do not think any of my constituents will be
dancing in the street. I do not think I will be dancing in
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the street. I think that when my constituents take to the
street once again it will not be for dancing, but the
Minister for Planning might actually hear about it. I
think it is disappointing, and I grieve. I grieve for the
people in my electorate. I grieve for the entire state
because of the government that we have, the way they
have shown how they go about business and the way
they have shown their disregard for people right across
this state, not just in my electorate. Even though I have
some very pointed examples, it is not just my electorate
that the government has shown disregard for. It is
people right across the state. I grieve, but I have hope
because the election is coming soon.

Liberal Party
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (15:39) — I think the
election cannot come soon enough in Burwood. I
absolutely grieve for the way that the Liberal Party at
state, national and local levels has begun this election
year. They have come out of the blocks. They continue
to talk down our state and our city. They continue to
raise fear of crime yet take no responsibility at all for
their role and the role of their cuts in the seven-year
upward trend in crime, which is actually now being
arrested by the actions of this government. They have
actually dug further into their evil bag of tricks, down
into the scum and down into deep places which have
rarely been seen in Victoria.
Of the major parties in this state, the Labor Party and
the Liberal Party, the Liberal Party has a small-l
tradition and they are led by someone who was
Minister for Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship. Yet
what we have seen from the beginning of this year is
culture wars. Implicit in that is having a dig at those
who do not have as much as others, but underlying a lot
of that has been the colour of the skin. We have got
Peter Dutton comparing Melbourne to Johannesburg
and denigrating every person of African background,
whereas I see on the Mernda rail project that one of the
amazing cadet engineers who has been employed there
was a refugee. He has come to this country and has now
been given an opportunity. That is how you should
bring this community together, share in the wealth of
this community and keep Victoria the broad-minded
and thinking place that it has always been.
To get down into the gutter and say that it is wrong and
un-Australian for the oldest culture in the world and for
our first Australians to be able to have a conversation in
a democracy about Australia Day is beneath what was
once a small-l liberal party. The Leader of the
Opposition, who was once the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs and Citizenship, should absolutely
know better than this. He should not be deploying
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tactics that have been used in other countries, such as
the tactics that were used by Donald Trump to vilify
African Americans and denigrate them by saying that
the Ku Klux Klan are fine Americans. We saw recently
that a senator, a senator who has fought for this country,
has been caught distributing racist material that even
the UK Independence Party in the UK probably would
not distribute — even further right. Malcolm Turnbull,
who has always said he is a small-l liberal, and the
Leader of the Opposition are presiding over this
disgraceful bottom-feeding outfit.
The member for Eltham and I live in the Shire of
Nillumbik, and we were there on Australia Day. As it
started out, most of it was actually pretty good. We
continued to have the welcome to country, and
Uncle Ron Jones made a beautiful presentation, as he
always does. He informed us about how his family had
been separated and about the success of the Coranderrk
mission. Indigenous people had been herded onto the
Coranderrk mission, but they had turned it into a
productive farm. Then because it was productive the
Victorian government at the time had turned around
and said, ‘We’d better have none of that’. It was a very
long time ago, but it did happen. From that successful
enterprise that Indigenous people were running very
successfully — feeding themselves and selling produce
to the wider community — they were then divided up
on the basis of what colour they were. Families were
split up and sent to four corners of the state. It is not
wrong to talk about that and to hear about it on
Australia Day, and I want to say thank you to
Uncle Ron Jones for showing us that. That was great.
The member for Eltham and I were really moved in
hearing that, and I thought the Liberal Party members
that were there recognised that too. I thought they were
nodding along. I thought that was the focus of Mary
Wooldridge, in another place. I thought that might have
been the focus of the mayor, Liberal Party member
Peter Clarke. But embarrassingly he decided that there
should be a parade coming in on Australia Day. When
everyone was seated, instead of our first nations people
and the new citizens being the focus, we as elected
representatives were subjected to the embarrassment of
being paraded in behind the mayor, wearing his
mayoral chains. I kid you not — it is embarrassing in
the 21st century, and it was divisive and it was classist.
The member for Eltham and I have vowed we will
never do it again.
We thought that Ms Wooldridge actually agreed with
us and that she thought it was over the top that we were
paraded in and that the mayor and councillors were
treated as somehow up here, above the new citizens and
above Uncle Ron Jones, the representative of our first
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peoples. She was taking photos and I thought, ‘Gee,
that’s nice. She’s going to put something nice on
Facebook’, which I always like to do on Australia Day
to show the celebration and the coming together. But
we also heard Uncle Ron Jones talk about what they
had suffered, and it was important that everyone in the
room heard that. No, an elected member in another
place went on Twitter — I bet she thinks she is a twit
now — to denigrate another elected person because she
thought she was not waving the flag enough. Well, I
heard more important stuff there on that day from
Uncle Ron Jones, and I was not going to judge anyone
if they were holding their flag or if they did not wave it
as hard as someone else. Everyone always says, ‘Mary
Wooldridge, she’s not as bad as the others. She’s really
quite progressive’. No, she is part of these odious
culture wars, just like everyone on the other side who is
trying to create this division and is implicitly playing
the race card.
We know that they are going to continue with this
throughout the year. They have already said they are
going to do another audit. What that means is cuts.
Leopards never change their spots. In the four years
those opposite had on the government benches they
came in and did the Vertigan report. They did not even
have the courage to make it a public document. It
demonstrated for them that you needed to cut things
like health promotion, kids’ Free Fruit Friday and the
bus services to Kinglake.
Today is the ninth anniversary of Black Saturday. One
of the early things that those opposite did in
government was that rather than giving that community
a leg-up, they kicked them down further. They cut
community transport to that community — the
opportunity for people to get out of a stressed
environment. Some of them still do not have their own
transport. Young people need their own transport.
There were community transport programs that went to
three different townships out in the Kinglake Ranges.
Those on the other side are silent, but they cut those bus
services. Those are the sorts of mean-spirited things that
they did. Along with the more than 1000 bus services
per week that they cut in my electorate, they cut the
only lifeline that those young people and older people
without transport had. It was only a huge community
campaign and action from members on this side that
forced them to bring those services back.
Those opposite removed support for the business
incubator there, which was helping businesses get back
on their feet. There were also Victorian certificate of
applied learning coordination cuts across the state, but
those hit hardest were the kids who were still struggling
after the impact of Australia’s worst disaster. There are
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more bushfire-affected kids in high school now than
there were at the time of the fires. Why didn’t anyone
on the other side of the chamber stand up for those
people? So we know that that is what would happen if
those opposite got in again — they would be cutting.
They would not be opening a police station in Mernda.
I mentioned earlier today that when the Leader of the
Opposition was interviewed on the Jon Faine program
yesterday, I felt like I was listening to Jeff Kennett circa
1999 — and he was his disciple. He was talking about
supporting communities in the outer suburbs. Well,
when he was Minister for Planning he oversaw some of
the biggest and most rapid population growth in the
outer suburbs, and he delivered nothing to them. Now
he is going out there and playing politics in Cranbourne
and Tarneit, trying to raise fear and create division. But
what did he do as minister? He approved and oversaw
that population growth, and at the cabinet table he was
either unable to secure funding from the other ministers
or was unwilling to lobby for road funding, extensions
to public transport and new schools. Who is his
solution? Who is his great white hope now he is
opposition leader? This man who knows so much about
the outer suburbs and regional Victoria, who did he
choose to head up his population task force? The junior
woodchuck — the member for Kew.
The Leader of the Opposition had a crack at Jon Faine
yesterday, telling him that he is an inner-city person
who would not know up from down. What does that
make the member for Kew? He has only just left home,
for crying out loud, and he lives in Kew! What does he
know about the outer suburbs and regional Victoria,
and what does he know about public education, the
private school boy that he is? How dare he go into
government schools and say they are mediocre. Is he
going to lobby the feds and go, ‘Let’s not fund those
big-end-of-town schools. Let’s put it all into state
education’? Not on your Nellie! He will be sitting
around that cabinet table going, ‘How do we cut?’.
Even the head of the Catholic system is saying that the
system of funding private schools is broken. I am proud
that we have provided funding to schools that need it —
private and state. The Catholic system has had schools
built and supported by this government, and the other
side were not doing anything for anyone. The Leader of
the Opposition has actually been trying hard for a
while. He first ran for Parliament in 2002, so that was
his focus on Yan Yean.
An honourable member — How did that go?
Ms GREEN — He did not win. He had to wait
another four years to come into the Parliament. He had
to wait until 2010 to become a minister and be able to
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actually do anything around the table. He did nothing.
He does not care about Yan Yean now and he did not
care then. In 2010 the Liberal Party was elected to
government, and their promises were to fix the problems
and build the future. Instead they built the problems and
they fouled up the future. At that time they made not
one capital commitment to Yan Yean. The only time
they discovered it was when their government, their
bums on seats, their jobs and those white cars, depended
upon it, when Yan Yean became a notionally Liberal
seat. All of a sudden they wanted to talk to everyone in
the community and they were making promises to
everyone — promises that were not believed.
Do they care about Yan Yean now? I have not seen
hide nor hair of the Leader of the Opposition or any of
his frontbench. They have preselected a Liberal
candidate in Eltham, they have preselected a Liberal
candidate in Ivanhoe, they have preselected a Liberal
candidate in Sunbury and they have preselected a
Liberal candidate in Macedon. There is nothing in Yan
Yean. They cannot even have a candidate. I welcome
democracy. I welcome the contest of ideas. Unlike
those who want to gag people who do not agree with
them, I actually do welcome the contest of ideas. I want
them to be out there, saying that they give a toss about
the people that I represent and have represented for
15 years. I want them to step up, but they have not even
got anyone in the field. So the likelihood that they will
promise anything is nowhere. If they get in, it will mean
nothing for my community, it will mean more division
and it will mean cuts.
Question agreed to.

BAIL AMENDMENT (STAGE TWO)
BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (15:54) — I am
pleased to make a brief contribution on the Bail
Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017. The main purposes
of the bill are to make further amendments to the Bail
Act 1977 in relation to the grant or refusal of bail, to
empower police officers to remand in custody certain
persons who have been refused bail by a police officer,
to make procedural amendments to the Children, Youth
and Families Act 2005 in relation to how a child taken
into custody is to be dealt with if only a court may grant
bail to the child and to make amendments to certain
acts related to the Children and Justice Legislation
Amendment (Youth Justice Reform) Act 2017. The
opposition has already made a number of comments
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publicly and issued a number of press releases about
strengthening bail conditions for young offenders.
In terms of the bill before us, there was a review
undertaken by the Honourable Paul Coghlan, QC. He
made a comment where he stated:
I regard the specified factors in section 4(d)(ii) as being
sound, but recommend they be reordered so that primacy is
given to considerations concerning further offending and
community safety rather than a failure to appear in court.

There was commentary by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, in commenting on the new
section 4E(1), which provides:
A bail decision maker must refuse bail for a person accused
of any offence if the bail decision maker is satisfied that—
(a) there is a risk that the accused would, if released on
bail—
(i)

endanger the safety or welfare of any person; or

(ii) commit an offence while on bail;
(iii) interfere with a witness or otherwise obstruct the
course of justice in any matter; or
(iv) fail to surrender into custody in accordance with
the conditions of bail; and
(b) the risk is an unacceptable risk.

The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
undertook some analysis of the provisions, did a charter
analysis and observed commentary from the Supreme
Court of Ireland in a determination that they made,
noting also that Ireland is the only national court to take
a particular view in the matter in terms of the purposes
of bail. It is further noted in footnote 8 of the Alert
Digest by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee that:
In 1987, a majority of the United States Supreme Court
upheld a scheme allowing for pre-trial detention on the
ground of future dangerousness, albeit only for ‘the most
serious of crimes’.

The quote is from the case of US v. Salerno,
481 US 739 (1987).
In my legal journey I had occasion to represent people
on a number of occasions. In one case an individual had
been charged with criminal damage and was tried in the
Prahran Magistrates Court. This particular person had
kicked in the door of his local doctor’s surgery. In
presenting his case, it was pointed out to the court that
this person had an acquired brain injury, and the
magistrate on that occasion gave careful consideration
to matters. Regrettably the same person within a matter
of weeks was charged with attempting to kill the doctor
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whose surgery he was at. He was remanded in a cell at
the Prahran police station, was subsequently detained
and was not released on bail. There was a view taken
that he represented a future risk to the community.
Community safety is a very important matter. There
have been varying debates, whether one goes out for
dinner in Mansfield, in the west of Melbourne or in the
CBD, and apprehensions of concern for the welfare and
wellbeing of families strolling in the streets where there
may be people who are under the influence of alcohol
or crystal methamphetamine, where there are levels of
speed of behaviour or recklessness of behaviour that
can represent a risk. So there can be a strong sense of
apprehension on the part of people who may be in the
street. Whether that apprehension may or may not be
present at Mansfield as opposed to other parts of the
state, I contend that there are legitimate concerns on the
part of many people in the community regarding their
welfare and wellbeing.
The introduction of protective services officers (PSOs)
on Victorian public transport has had a great impact on
the sense of safety for those commuters travelling
between 6.00 p.m. and the last train. I note the regard
by members of my constituency who have used the
stations at Highett, Sandringham, Cheltenham and
Mentone. I have not reviewed the outcomes at
Moorabbin or the new Southland station. The regard of
locals has been one of great support for the role of
protective services officers where people have been
able to be chaperoned to their cars and the additional
role undertaken by the PSOs in observing behaviours in
the station precincts.
Once a constituent apprehended a graffiti artist on the
train and was disappointed that the station staff were
not obliged nor had immediate powers to apprehend
people who had committed major acts of vandalism on
the trains. So a citizens arrest by a local citizen was to
no avail. Now, with the role of the protective services
officers on station platforms with communications
systems and video facilities on the line, security has
been greatly uplifted.
In the Sandringham electorate, in terms of local crime,
there has been a major uplift in the role of graffiti on
public infrastructure. I pay tribute to multiple local
residents who have taken it upon themselves to assist in
the clean-up of graffiti in their own time, with their own
materials and with their own acquired paint. There are
diverse responsibilities for the removal of graffiti tags,
whether it be on Adshel bus shelters, on VicTrack land,
on United Energy poles and infrastructure, on
VicRoads junction boxes or on Australia Post
infrastructure. Each of those state and federal
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government departments, agencies and utility
companies have their own processes and protocols.
There is major concern regarding the impact of graffiti
on public infrastructure and concern about recidivist
behaviours. One concern recently raised was that if
someone was taken to court and there are multiple tags
of a particular name, then the person, if they are only
caught writing a tag once, may not be held liable for the
other tags, albeit they might be numerous and have to
be removed at great community cost. Therein is the
weakness, in my view, in the current legislation. The
current legislation does not empower people to be fully
held to account when there is a high probability that
they are the authors of other tags. One view that has
been advanced is that local groups may share a tag.
There is opportunity for courts to hold people to
account individually for their own tags and also for the
tags of others, if it is part of a coordinated campaign,
and for this to act as a stronger deterrent.
Great work has been done historically by the Friends of
Mentone Station and Gardens in addressing the role of
graffitiing and graffiti tags within the Mentone station
and gardens precinct. At the moment there is a very
strong group of committed local, civic-minded people
who are cleaning graffiti off public infrastructure and
along railway corridors. I believe that visionary work
can be undertaken so that the increasing use of graffiti
does not harm the soul of the local community. The
opposition does not oppose the Bail Amendment (Stage
Two) Bill 2017.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WYNNE
(Minister for Planning).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

LABOUR HIRE LICENSING BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 December 2017; motion of
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (16:05) — The Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017 is a bill that proposes to require all
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firms that provide labour hire services either in Victoria
or for Victoria to be licensed. There are extensive
provisions that seek to implement that purpose. The bill
contains an extended definition of labour hire services,
which includes the placing of workers to be employed
by an employer where the provider also arranges
accommodation, and the placing of independent
contractors where the provider also manages that
contract in addition to labour hire in the ordinary sense
of the word. The bill contains prohibitions on either the
offering or using of unlicensed labour hire services, and
it imposes large civil penalties for anybody breaching
those prohibitions. The bill proposes to establish a
labour hire licensing authority, which will consist of a
single commissioner appointed by the Governor in
Council together with inspectors and other staff. The
bill requires extensive information to be provided in all
licensing applications and a right for the licensing
authority to require any further information from
applicants that the authority specifies. The bill provides
that the details of all applicants are to be made public
and that any interested person specified in the bill will
be entitled to object.
The bill provides that a licence must be refused if the
applicant is not a fit and proper person within the
statutory definition, which is that a person is a fit and
proper person unless they or a body corporate of which
they are or were an officer has certain convictions, has
had a labour hire licence cancelled or has been
insolvent or disqualified under the Corporations Act
2001 within various time periods. The bill provides that
any licences that are issued may be subject to any
conditions determined by the authority. The licences
are proposed to be for a three-year period and must then
be renewed. The bill provides that fees to be specified
by regulation are to be paid for applications. The
government has indicated that these fee levels are to be
determined following a regulatory impact statement
process and are intended to achieve full cost recovery
for the regulatory scheme.
There are provisions requiring that specified
information must be provided to the authority annually
and also that licence-holders must notify of changes to
any information previously provided to the authority
within 30 days. There are provisions that the authority
may vary licence conditions at any time by giving
notice to the licence-holder. There is to be a register of
licence-holders that is to be publicly available, and also
to be made public are details of refused applications
and cancelled licences. The bill provides a right for
inspectors to enter premises to obtain documents and
other materials in order to ensure compliance with the
legislation and, by extension, given that compliance
with the legislation requires compliance with other
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employment-related laws, the bill will empower
inspectors to exercise their powers to ensure
compliance with all those other employment-related
laws that are specified in the bill.
There will be a right for licence applicants or objectors to
seek review by VCAT of any licence-related decisions
by the authority. There will be a right for the authority to
pass on information to any other relevant regulator.
Finally, in the bill there is capacity for regulations to
exempt from the definition of ‘providing labour hire
services’ any class of provider, any type of services or
any class of worker and also to deem when a worker
does work for a business or when a business is a host.
The bill purports to be a response to a genuine
problem, but instead the government is using that
genuine problem as an excuse to achieve an ulterior
and self-interested motive while at the same time
failing to properly advance the ending and prevention
of the genuine problem involved and protect those
who are being ripped off. The problem that the bill
purports to tackle is the fact that workers in some
sectors have been and may be continuing to be ripped
off by some labour hire operators in various sectors
alongside, of course, workers who are ripped off by a
minority of other employers.
One can read appalling accounts of, for example,
international backpackers who have been lured to
places such as Mildura on the promise of abundant and
well-paid work only to find that there is no work or that
there are disgracefully substandard accommodation
arrangements being provided by the labour hire
operator despite those backpackers being charged high
fees purportedly for being placed into employment, or
when work has been available a backpacker may have
undertaken that work for a considerable period and thus
qualified for an extended visa to stay in Australia, only
to find that the labour hire operator will not sign the
necessary certifications so that after all the work that
they have put in the backpacker is left powerless,
struggling to get an extension to their visa, and their
future plans are set at nought. By so refusing, that
dodgy labour hire operator may make it harder for that
backpacker to come back subsequently to give evidence
in the prosecution of that dodgy operator. This certainly
has been a serious problem in the horticultural sector,
and indeed there is evidence of a minority of labour hire
operators abusing workers, exploiting workers and
ripping them off in other sectors.
Those who deliberately rip off and defraud their
workers need to be and deserve to be hit hard by the
law. They should be facing criminal sanctions as well
as strong civil requirements to pay compensation. As is
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so often the case where there are abuses of the law and
criminal conduct, what is most needed and is best able
to stamp out shonky practices such as these is strong
and vigorous enforcement of the existing law. Then if
experience or careful analysis shows that enforcement
of the existing law is or would be insufficient, there
may also be a need and an opportunity for well-crafted
strengthening of aspects of the existing law. However,
what the government is doing here does nothing to
strengthen enforcement of the existing law, and it goes
way beyond anything that may be needed to strengthen
the existing law. In fact it goes way beyond the
preferred approach of the government’s own expert
inquiry which recommended a sector-specific licensing
arrangement with capacity to expand or reduce the
sectors that are covered.
That is set out in the final report of the Victorian inquiry
into the labour hire industry and insecure work, dated
31 August 2016, which is generally referred to as the
Forsyth inquiry, after Professor Forsyth who conducted
it. He set out at page 25 of his report, and I quote:
The problem requires a regulatory solution which addresses
each of these underlying causes: as the submissions of those
advocating increase regulation demonstrate, there is a wide
range of options available. In my view, a sector-specific
licensing scheme for labour hire operators is the best of
those options.

Recommendation 13 talks about advocating through the
Council of Australian Governments for a national
approach. Recommendation 14 is, quote:
I recommend that Victoria introduce a licensing scheme for
labour hire agencies, that is initially targeted at those
supplying labour in the following specific sectors: the
horticultural industry (including the picking and packing of
fresh fruit and vegetables), and the meat and cleaning
industries. I also recommend that capacity be provided within
the framework for the proposed Victorian labour hire
licensing system, allowing it to be expanded to cover other
industry sectors, or to be contracted in response to changing
(improved) practices in the regulated industries.

So that is what the government’s own expert inquiry
recommended, and it is well at odds with what is in this
bill, which, as I said at the outset, requires licences for
every firm in or for Victoria that carries out labour hire
activities regardless of industry sector.
The bill is also of course a Johnny-come-lately law.
The Forsyth inquiry was announced in September
2015, it was established in October 2015 and it
reported in August 2016. However, the bill before us
was not introduced into Parliament until December
last year. In the meantime commonwealth and state
regulatory agencies have already got stuck into
enforcing the existing law against shonky operators
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and with considerable success. The Forsyth report
itself sets out the beginning of that process, referring
to the fact that Taskforce Cadena was established in
July 2015 as, quote:
… a joint operation between the Department of Immigration
and Border Protection, Australian Customs and Border
Protection Services and FWO, to conduct operations targeting
visa fraud, illegal work and the exploitation of foreign
workers particularly in the labour hire industry.

As I have indicated, that task force has proceeded with
considerable success and indeed has turned around the
very grave and concerning situation that prevailed in
places such as Mildura. The current situation and the
history is summed up very well in a recent bulletin
issued by the Independent Contractors Australia
association to its members, and I quote:
The bill is supposedly a (long overdue) response to the exposé
by the ABC’s Four Corners program on 4 May 2015 about
the exploitation of migrant workers on some Australian
farms. What Four Corners exposed was illegal migrants,
working below legal pay rates and organised through some
small, illegal ‘labour hire’ businesses.
The Four Corners exposé prompted immediate investigation
of the farmers and labour hire companies by the Fair Work
ombudsman, federal police, immigration department and
Centrelink — as it should. What resulted was the closure of
several of the small labour hire companies as well as the
farmers being forced into agreements and binding
undertakings with the Fair Work ombudsman. In other words,
a big clean-up occurred.

The ICA bulletin then goes on, however, to encapsulate
what I referred to earlier as the ulterior motives and
potential for abuse that are being created by this bill.
Again I quote:
The Victorian bill pretends to address the problem of such
illegal worker exploitation by requiring labour hire businesses
to be licensed through a new Victorian authority. But when
the detail of the bill is examined, it doesn’t address potential
problems in the farming sector but instead regulates all labour
hire. The farming issue is an excuse for far-reaching
legislation to control an entire sector. This includes
professional recruitment companies, the entire consultancy
and IT sector and much more.
It’s a reintroduction of industrial relations laws by stealth into
Victoria that will deliver huge power to unions. Victorian
Labor is paying off its paymasters, the unions.

Later on the bulletin makes the point:
Think of what the Victorian mafia-like construction unions
will do when they can exercise control over who can run
construction labour hire! Watch the dirty anti-worker deals
that will be done!

Of course this is not just conjecture. Unfortunately there
are large numbers of persons within the union
movement who have well-established form on abuse of
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power and on ripping off workers. We have seen that
with the evidence and findings of the Royal
Commission into Trade Union Governance and
Corruption. We saw in particular with the Australian
Workers Union the conduct of Cesar Melhem and Bill
Shorten exposed in relation to Chiquita Mushrooms and
others. It became clear that the number one interest of
those union officials was securing greater membership
and greater revenue for their unions, and they were very
happy to sell out low-paid workers — indeed to see
them transferred into a labour hire operator, as long as it
was a union friendly labour hire operator. My
understanding is that the labour hire firm involved with
Chiquita Mushrooms was very close to the union.
In that context this bill creates enormous scope for
enhancement of union power by illegitimate means. It
creates an open-ended capacity for unions to object, and
to object in a way that puts enormous pressure on the
labour hire operators concerned, both in their initial
applications for a licence and indeed when their licence
is coming up for renewal. One only need think of the
situation where a labour hire firm nearing the end of its
three-year licence period is bidding for a big contract,
the potential customer wants some certainty that the
licence is going to be renewed in the contract period
and the relevant union knows that and knows that a
threat of putting in an objection and causing grief for
that licence renewal can do serious damage to the
business of the labour hire firm concerned.
The potential for misuse of this power by objectors, be
they frivolous, be they entirely lacking in merit, is huge.
Of course that can be used for all sorts of coercion,
either in terms of delivering union membership or
indeed for direct payments into union funds or into the
slush funds of the union officials concerned. Again, we
have seen from the trade union royal commission how
union officials such as Mr Melhem attached a great deal
of importance to luring funds into the slush funds that
they then used to advance their own personal and
political careers and the careers of their political allies.
What this bill does in purporting to tackle the
exploitation of workers by dodgy labour hire firms is to
give enormous power to various union officials for
them to exploit workers for their own advantage and the
advantage of their unions, both for extending
membership coverage and in securing direct payments
into union funds or slush funds.
The scope of the bill also threatens to do huge damage
to the flexibility and competitiveness of the Victorian
economy and thus to the ability of the Victorian
economy to create jobs for Victorians. The government
has completely failed to recognise the point that
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Professor Forsyth made repeatedly during the course of
his report that labour hire is an important component of
the effective operation of the Victorian economy. The
report, at page 17, finding 2.3, states:
There are various legitimate and sound commercial reasons
for Victorian businesses to utilise labour hire arrangements.
Labour hire enables a flexible approach to the engagement of
labour which assists businesses to deal with peaks and
troughs in demand, without some of the constraints associated
with engaging ongoing employees.

Labour hire is important for many competitive sectors
of the Victorian economy exposed to international or
interstate competition — horticultural, meat industries
amongst them, but also high-tech, high-skill sectors
such as the mining industry and information
technology — and to undermine the flexibility of those
sectors impedes their operation in Victoria, deters those
businesses from operating here, encourages them to
move interstate and risks us losing business and jobs
overseas or interstate. It also risks driving head office
jobs out of Victoria because it regulates
Victorian-based firms that might be supplying labour,
for example, into the mining industries in Western
Australia or the Northern Territory.
There are also a wide range of questions about the
technical definitions of coverage in the bill. The bill
applies to providers not just if they are in the business
of labour hire but if in the course of conducting a
business — that is, any type of business — they supply
individual workers to a host. Similarly, the definition
applies to a host wherever the worker performs work in
and as part of a business or undertaking of the host.
That raises a huge range of questions about when is
work in and part of the business of the host, and when
is it simply an outside worker on the premises of the
host. What if you have an in-house catering firm
running the cafeteria for professional offices? Are they
part of the business or undertaking of the host or are
they an independent business based in the same
premises? What about an in-house childcare service for
a large manufacturing or professional office?
A range of other very well established practices are also
likely to be caught by this bill. The secondment of
lawyers from law firms into their clients’ offices is a
very commonly occurring practice. It can help the
client, it can help the law firm with their workforce
management when they have got a quiet period. Does
that turn the law firm into a labour hire firm where they
need to be licensed? If that is the case, then this practice
will stop and that flexibility available in Victoria will
no longer be available. What about intragroup
employment arrangements? It is very common in
corporate groups for one subsidiary to be entirely
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responsible for the labour workforce and to make that
workforce available to other corporate entities within
the same group. That would seem to fall within the
scope of the definition of the bill. Is that the
government’s intention? Is the government saying,
‘Don’t worry about that; we’re going to exempt all that
by regulation’. If that is their answer, that also is highly
undesirable — that business practices are going to be
dependent upon regulation rather than having the
position clearly set out in the bill.
How is it going to operate in the public sector, for
example? Until we had the news breaking this afternoon
that the United Firefighters Union is apparently going to
urge its firefighters to oppose the new deal reached with
the Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) —
Mr M. O’Brien — No, it had to be fixed and he
fixed it. Remember?
Mr CLARK — Yes. We did have the Premier
telling us he had fixed it some time ago, but as I
understand the government’s grand plan, it was for paid
firefighters within the Country Fire Authority (CFA) to
have their employment transferred to the MFB and then
for the MFB to make those paid firefighters available to
the CFA to undertake work within the CFA. That, on
my reading of the bill, is going to turn the MFB into a
labour hire firm which is going to need a licence under
this bill. Is that what the government intends? Have
they even thought about that possibility?
Regarding the level of licence fees that are going to be
involved with this bill, there is supposed to be full cost
recovery. The government has given $8.5 million
towards its set-up. There are estimates of about
1000 labour hire firms in Victoria. That would make
the licence fee around $8500 per firm. That is going to
be a significant cost burden on many small businesses.
The red tape burden under this bill is prodigious, both
for initial applicants and in terms of the ongoing
information requirements on licence-holders.
The fact that there is so much discretion given to the
commissioner, both to require information and to
impose conditions on licences and to vary those
conditions at any time, makes businesses very
dependent on administrative discretion and on
inappropriate delegation of legislative power. These are
illustrations of bad legislation that I thought every
member of this house would accept, and indeed they
are set out in legislation as principles for the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee to consider.
The right of any union to object or threaten to object, as
I referred to earlier, is an open invitation to corruption,
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particularly when licences last for only three years. On
top of all of these risks and harm, there is the failure of
this bill to actually effectively fix the problem that it
purports to set out to tackle, because like any law
enforcement you have got to be able to effectively
apply the law. It is no use having the law just on the
statute books if you cannot actually make people
comply with it. The Forsyth review itself refers to the
fact that in the UK, for example, it is being identified
that increasingly, and I quote:
… there has been a change in the nature of non-compliance
with labour market regulation over the last 10 years, with a
shift from abuses of employment regulation towards
increasingly organised criminal activity engaged in labour
market exploitation.

When you have got organised crime being at the source
of dodgy, shonky or rip-off labour hire operators, they
are just going to simply ignore the law, and that is a
problem that the government fails to recognise in so
many areas of law enforcement. The legislation turns
out to be a burden on the law abiding, while the
criminals simply ignore it.
These concerns are not just concerns of the opposition.
They are concerns of reputable employer organisations.
The Victorian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VCCI) have made clear their concern about and
opposition to this legislation. They have written to the
coalition saying, and I quote:
The Victorian chamber does not support the introduction of a
licensing scheme for labour hire operators.
Victorian chamber members operating in the labour hire
sector have highlighted the significant effort and resources
they already devote to ensuring compliance with extensive
legal requirements and have expressed concern at the
financial and administrative burden of having to comply with
an additional licensing scheme.
There is already significant regulation of the employment of
temporary and other employees under a range of legislation.
What is needed is more education and support for employers
and employees, quick and efficient complaint resolution
options for employees and employers, targeted compliance
and enforcement activity by regulators and effective
prosecution of employers who consistently and wilfully
breach labour laws.
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the definition of labour hire providers and workers, the
licence period and other matters.
Similarly, the Australian Industry Group has provided
the opposition with comments that confirm:
Ai Group opposes the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017 and
considers that it presents a severe and punitive overreach
across all industries beyond what is commonly understood as
labour hire. Ai Group opposes unlawful practices in the
labour hire industry but the vast majority of labour hire
operators are reputable and comply with relevant laws. We
are therefore unconvinced of the need for a licensing scheme
and the scheme proposed will only disrupt industry with
uncertainty, delay and cost.

They go on to reinforce the scenario that I referred to
earlier about the potential for abuse. Again I quote:
A services company who is covered by the scheme as a
provider of labour hire services is undertaking work on a
major government infrastructure project. Its licence is about to
expire and it applies to the licensing authority for a renewal of
the licence. The licensing authority is required under the bill to
publish on its website that the services company has applied to
renew its application. A union has had a grievance with this
particular service company and notifies the licensing authority
of its objection to the renewal of the licence. This creates
uncertainty for the head contractor who commences searching
for another licensed provider to do the work (preferably one
who is within their first year of a licence term).

So this is a bill that threatens enormous damage to the
Victorian economy, not only in the view of the
opposition but in the view of many reputable employer
bodies who have looked closely at it. The coalition
opposes this bill. What is needed is a strong and
effective crackdown on shonky operators, supplemented
by targeted legislative changes as needed. This is an
ill-considered, ideologically motivated bill which will
end up hurting more workers than it helps. It will
undermine key Victorian industries and destroy jobs and
livelihoods. It will not tackle the organised criminal
exploitation of workers but instead will create an
open-ended opportunity for blackmail and corruption by
dodgy and self-serving union officials.

The scheme proposed in the bill goes significantly further
than what was recommended by the 2016 independent
inquiry into the labour hire industry and insecure work,
chaired by Professor Anthony Forsyth. In particular, it
imposes licensing requirements on all labour hire firms, not
just those in the meat, horticulture and cleaning industries.

Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (16:34) — It took a
long time, but we finally heard the member for Box
Hill’s position this. Quite frankly, how predictable was
that? I have been in this place for more than 10 years,
and I have not heard the Liberal conservative side of
politics ever do anything to advance the cause of
working people. In fact the only thing they are ever
interested in doing is ripping apart the safety nets that
exist for working people, even when there is
exploitation and obviously abuse of power in
workplaces of the worst kind.

VCCI’s letter goes on to raise specific concerns about
fee levels, red tape, the objection process, the scope of

I am very proud to be on the Labor side and I am sure
other members on this side will make a contribution

A new licensing scheme will impose significant costs on the
majority of compliant firms operating in the sector.
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with great pride, because I only have to look at the ALP
national platform to understand when they say that we
on this side of politics, on the Labor side, see the world
through the eyes of those without privilege, without
power and without title when we look at workplaces.
Those people who are most vulnerable are those people
in insecure employment. You need look no further than
those people who are engaged through labour hire
organisations in terms of the types of exploitation that
we see happening year in, year out.
We have to look back no further than to the ABC
Four Corners program titled ‘Slaving away’, which in
fact came after Labor in opposition promised an
inquiry into insecure work. But that program exposed
for us all how disgusting the situations are that we
have here in Australia, in fact in our own state, where
workers are being exploited — international workers
coming to our country.
I congratulate the National Union of Workers for the
work that they did in exposing how a group of
international workers — I think Taiwanese workers
working in the food industry — were exposed to the
worst of all situations. Not just poor working conditions
but allegations of sexual abuse, for goodness sake,
and — at least the member for Box Hill acknowledged
this — the sorts of conditions where workers were
threatened that they would be deported if in fact they
came forward and said anything. I want to congratulate
the ABC Four Corners program. I want to congratulate
the union movement, in particular the National Union
of Workers, for the work that they did to put this issue
firmly on the national agenda.
What did the Minister for Industrial Relations do the
day after that program? What she did and what this
government did was show decisive leadership. We
made it absolutely clear that we would have a very
fulsome inquiry following our election commitment
and that is exactly what happened. If you look at the
inquiry that occurred, it did absolutely engage
people — not just here in Melbourne, but right across
regional Victoria where there is a very big problem. In
fact in total 695 written submissions were received by
the inquiry; 604 of these were from individuals with the
remaining 91 from organisations. There were
113 public hearing sessions over 17 days in
metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria. There
were 221 individual witnesses that came forward
during those sessions.
What we understand from those sessions is that, sadly,
many of those workers had to show great courage to
come forward, notwithstanding their vulnerability, and
make clear they were being exploited. That must be a
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very hard thing for a worker to do — understanding
that some of those workers would have been in a
situation where they would have been identified. What
we know with working people is that it takes a lot of
guts to come forward and actually make clear that they
are being exploited.
What they said throughout the course of the inquiry
were things such as there were no protections offered —
simple protections that we would expect in a workplace
such as safety equipment when people were asked to
perform a task. Award rates were not paid for workers.
No payslips were provided and, where payslips were
provided, workers may have found a situation where
their rate was cut. There were situations where people
were asked to operate power tools with no training, as
an example. Obviously no overtime was paid. Money
was taken out for uniforms without consent. It was a
dossier, I suppose, of the things that we already
understood may have been occurring, but with that sort
of response, governments are absolutely required to act,
and that is what this government is doing.
Yes, people make fun, and I heard the member for the
Box Hill run through the dossier of anti-union lines that
usually come from the member for Box Hill. But I
remember clearly, as a former official of the Transport
Workers Union, going out to the airport and talking to a
group of labour hire workers working for a firm called
Aerocare. Now I knew back then, pre-2007, that what
Aerocare was engaged to do out at the airport by way of
labour hire was to simply undercut the wages and
working conditions that had been established through
good collective bargaining over many years. But when
you are saving wages through contract arrangements,
what you also do is start cutting corners around safety.
It was no surprise to me when I picked up a news report
from ABC in August last year that talked about the Fair
Work Commission actually rejecting the Aerocare
collective agreement which the Transport Workers
Union called poverty-line wages. Why? Because you
had this contractor splitting shifts, which had workers
sleeping on the ground between shifts — unbelievable
conditions — and you saw safety being cut. I want to
congratulate the Transport Workers Union for the work
that they have done — people such as Tony Sheldon
and John Berger — for making it clear that this is not
just an issue about wages and working conditions.
When you cut safety standards in the transport industry
and when you cut safety standards for aeroplanes, it can
have catastrophic circumstances. Their work, along
with other unions, has been outstanding here.
When the labour hire industry inquiry was finished,
there were some interesting reflections made. I want to
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congratulate people such as Matt O’Connor, the deputy
secretary of Industrial Relations Victoria. He made clear
that the labour hire industry actually does make a
substantial contribution to the Victorian economy. He
also said that labour hire enables flexible approaches to
the engagement of workers, which assist in building a
workforce to manage peaks and troughs. He said it
really was in the interests of good operators in the labour
hire contract sector to have a level of regulation around
those that were taking the labour hire sector on a
pathway to the bottom. But similarly he also concluded
that there was major exploitation and in fact illegal
activity. This was reaffirmed of course by
Professor Anthony Forsyth, the chair, who did indicate
that there was evidence of a two-tiered employment
system in Victoria with lots of insecure working
arrangements. This led to this bill under the leadership
of this government and this minister.
I listened to the member for Box Hill talk about this bill
not tackling the problem. Of course it tackles the
problem, because what we will end up with here, based
on the passage of this legislation, is a new commissioner
that will be focused on enforcement and compliance.
We will end up with a new authority. Its focus will be
on enforcement and compliance. And we will end up
with a situation where those who break the law will find
it almost impossible to continue on in a business where
they are supplying labour to workplaces.
This is an exceptionally good step that has been taken
by the Victorian government, where no leadership has
been shown by the commonwealth government. They
have vacated the space in relation to looking to support
workers, but who could be surprised about that?
Because, as I said from the outset, when it comes to the
political divide that exists in this state, we all know on
the Labor side that governments have a strong
responsibility to protect and advance the interests of
workers, particularly where it has been identified that
exploitation exists. And make no mistake, we know
through this inquiry that there is wholesale exploitation
and, in the worst cases, abuse of very, very vulnerable
workers. It is left to this side of the Parliament — the
Labor government with our proud Labor history — to
bring into this place a bill that will absolutely reverse
that and give better rights to vulnerable workers.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (16:44) — I rise to
speak on the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017. I note
the previous speaker, the member for Williamstown,
talked about what they are doing with this bill and the
fact that he was proud to be on the Labor side of
politics. Can I say that I am actually proud to be on this
side of politics, and I am proud to have been an
employer who has employed hundreds of people in the
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horticulture industry before I entered this place. I have a
very good understanding of the labour hire issues of
particularly seasonal workers and the fact that it is not
just a straight job where you go to work 40 hours a
week every week of the year. It is variable in its
demand. There is a real challenge for the horticulture
industry and some other industries that use contract
labour as to how you manage that variable demand for
work. I think the member for Williamstown misses the
point around that when he slams the issue of labour hire
companies so much, because they are there to help
industries that have a variable demand for labour.
If you think about a fruitgrower, some of the
fruitgrowers in Swan Hill who are constituents of mine
will have a variety of fruit that is ripe at a particular
time. They will want 40 or 50 pickers for five days, six
days or three days to pick that fruit when it is at its peak
so they can send it to the markets so that we can enjoy it
when we buy it. More importantly, they can actually
have it in perfect condition to win export markets
overseas. They want that large labour force quickly,
and then they might have very little work for a week
while they are waiting for the next variety to ripen, but
the orchardist down the road or in the next district may
be just out of time a fraction with their varieties and
they can utilise that labour. It is nigh on impossible for
individual growers to manage that surge capacity in
labour. That is where labour hire companies have come
to the fore in horticulture.
Mr Noonan interjected.
Mr WALSH — You are opposed to labour
companies. If you actually read this bill and look at the
draconian rules you are putting in place, you are out
there to destroy labour hire companies. You are there to
destroy labour hire companies with what you are
putting in place here with the costs and the
administrative burden that you have there. That cost
will flow through to growers, and their competitiveness
in the market will be ruined because of what you are
proposing with this particular legislation.
Mr Noonan interjected.
Mr WALSH — No-one is condoning not paying
the right rates and not providing the right working
circumstances, but you do not need this bloated
bureaucracy that you are proposing. You do not need
the costs that are going to be put onto employers that
will cost jobs and cost international competitiveness,
particularly in the horticulture industry.
As I was saying, those labour hire companies are there
to help manage that surge capacity that those in the
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horticulture industry in particular need to manage their
business. As I stated, I am very proud of the fact that in
my farming life I would have employed literally
hundreds, if not thousands, of people on a casual basis
in our tomato-growing enterprise. A lot of younger
people got their first job in their school holidays or their
university holidays working for us, and they were very
happy with being able to take that work. A lot of
mothers in particular, who could not get work in a rural
area, could come along and earn money out of that
particular work to help send their kids to university.
These are the sorts of things that will make it very
difficult for people to do so in the future. I think the
member for Williamstown in his contribution has totally
missed the point around labour hire companies. There is
a very real need for them. What they do not need is
legislation that actually puts in place the Labour Hire
Licensing Authority. It will cost to have a labour hire
licensing commissioner and inspectors monitor the
implementation of these things. And there is the fact that
it is going to be self-funding. As the member for Box
Hill asked: is it going to be $5000, is it going to be
$10 000, is it going to be $20 000 per labour hire
company that people are going to have to pay to be part
of this particular new legislation and regime? Because
those costs will be passed back to those who can least
afford it, and that is the employers who are competing on
a world market with Chile, South Africa and those other
countries. We run the risk of those costs actually putting
us out of overseas markets at that particular time.
If you think about the legislation, if you go to the
second-reading speech, it talks about the fact that if a
licence is granted, people who do not want a licence
granted to a labour hire company can object to it, and
that objection will have to be taken to VCAT. So if there
is someone who has a labour hire company, and a
disaffected employee wants to be mischievous and takes
an objection to someone having a licence to operate a
labour hire business, that business then gets tangled up in
a long, convoluted process in VCAT. It could take a lot
of time. How are they going to provide people for those
particular businesses over that time? They will lose their
contacts and they will be out of business. The licences
are only valid for up to three years. Again, if you are in
business, one of the key things is having the certainty to
operate over a longer period of time so you can set up
the infrastructure and the contacts to run a business.
Three years is too short a time for a business to actually
establish themselves and have that longevity to put
themselves in a place to be viable into the future.
The authority may impose conditions on the licence, and
the licences may be varied, suspended or terminated. If
this bill is passed, this Parliament will be passing
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legislation that is going to set up this new Labour Hire
Licensing Authority that has the power to impose any
conditions it likes on a business. I must admit that I am
not in favour of giving carte blanche to some
yet-to-be-formed authority as to what rules they may put
in place around the operation of labour hire companies. I
think that is just very poor business practice.
I am a cynic when it comes to the Labor Party — I will
admit that before anyone interjects — but I will bet
London to a brick that the Labour Hire Licensing
Authority and the labour hire licensing commissioner
will have strong links with the union movement or will
be active members of the Labor Party to qualify for
these particular jobs. I do not believe that the genuine,
honest labour hire operators will get a fair hearing at all
when you have effectively got authorities that are going
to be stacked with Labor operatives and with union
operatives so that this is effectively an entree to those
operators. I know that the National Union of Workers
has been very keen to get involved in the horticulture
industry, trying to get involved in the packing sheds and
the picking operations. The argument that they are using
is, ‘You do the right thing by us. We are actually aiming
ourselves at the supermarkets, but we can’t get into the
supermarkets, so we’re going to do it via the growers’.
Once they get into the grower’s operation, once this
authority is set up and once those inspectors are there
monitoring what is going on, I will bet London to a
brick with that cynicism I have got that there will be
information flow between those inspectors and the
union organisers as to where they should go to actually
sign up members and exploit this whole situation.
I am very proud to be part of an opposition that is
opposing this legislation, because I think it is absolutely
draconian. It reflects the old world employment values
of those on the other side of the house. This is about
their concept of some set workplace, some set factory,
where people go along for a set number of hours for a
set number of days a week and where it is a very
regulated system.
Contract labour hire businesses manage the new world
and the flexibility in the workplace. I have spoken at
length about horticulture, but it is also in the meat
industry and it is also in the IT sector. It is not
necessarily only about the lower-paid jobs in the
workplace; it is also about the higher-paid jobs in the IT
sector and other places where they actually want a
group of people for a period of time to do a job and
then they do not need them for a period of time or do
not need them at all in the future. A labour hire business
can offer longer-term employment by having other
contracts for those people to go to work on.
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In my view this is old world legislation by an old world
Labor Party that is not focused on the new types of
employment, the new workplace and the flexibility that
is needed in the workplace, particularly for those
businesses that have variable demand for labour. I
oppose the legislation.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:54) — I take great
pleasure in joining the debate on the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017. ‘Call me a cynic’ — quelle
surprise! The National Party do not support anything to
do with the safety of workers — not one thing. They do
not support a fair rate of pay or anything to do with
safety. Do you know what it reminds me of? No-one in
this place could possibly be unaware of that awful,
awful exposé by Four Corners showing the
exploitation of overseas workers in our fresh food and
poultry industries. If the member for Murray Plains
does not know about that, he must have been living
under a rock. But no, he does not want to refer to that.
He wants to cast aspersions and say we are the party of
the old and looking over our shoulders. Give me a
break, National Party.
What it reminds me of is when a previous
Attorney-General, the former member for Niddrie, Rob
Hulls, introduced working with children checks and the
National Party were opposed to those: ‘It’ll be the end
of the world. It’ll be terrible for people on farms’. But
what we now know is that we need even better
protection for children.
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actually weeding and all of that. She was such a
tightwad that she would not let us start until 8 o’clock
because she wanted to see us. A number of people had
heat-related stress. She was a tightwad in bringing the
water around. She would count out the biscuits at
morning tea. But that is absolutely nothing — that was
a grower. Some of these unscrupulous labour hire firms
have taken worker exploitation to a new degree.
I think the member for Murray Plains was probably
educated in the same faith as me. I actually recall a
papal encyclical called Rerum Novarum, the right of
workers to organise. Late in the 19th century Pope Leo
XIII said it was important to organise the workforce to
protect against the excesses of capitalism. In what we
have before us here — and it is our responsibility to
protect the most vulnerable — we are protecting against
the excesses of capitalism. We are actually protecting
growers as well because there is going to be a
framework so there will not be cowboys in the industry.
Mr Walsh — How much does that cost?
Ms GREEN — ‘How much does that cost?’, from
the architect of the Office of Living It Up, money
that —
Mr Walsh — You’re getting desperate.
Ms GREEN — No, I am not desperate at all. It is
always, ‘Do as I say, not as I do’. The other thing I do
remember is that the National Party always opposed
safety. Anytime we brought forward any occupational
health and safety bills or anything to do with training
for Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers — I recall
numerous bills in this place, numerous volunteers —

It is up to us as legislators to protect the most
vulnerable, and what that Four Corners program
showed was that overseas workers are vulnerable and
they are being exploited. The member for Murray
Plains said he had been a producer — a fruit grower. I
believe he grew tomatoes. I lived in Mildura, and I
picked my fair share of fruit. It was what every teenager
did to get a bit of extra money, and I did it just as I left
school too. I picked wine grapes. I worked with
vegetables. I picked zucchinis. I picked rockmelons. I
picked watermelons, button squash and oranges. It was
tough, backbreaking work.

Ms GREEN — I am not biting. I am proud to have
been awarded 10 years service in the CFA, but anyway,
it is not about me; it is actually about the National Party
and the Liberal Party never standing up for the most
vulnerable. They never stand up for the most
vulnerable.

As the member for Murray Plains would know, it is the
norm in summertime that you start pre-dawn, when it is
still dark — so you do not want to be having the
curtains faded. You get up because you try to get as
much work done as you can before that hot Mallee sun
starts burning the bejesus out of you. I worked for a
grower in McCracken Street, Red Cliffs. This grower
was such a tightwad, and she did not actually want to
get up early — she was a bit lazy — but she did not
trust us to get out there and do the work without her
having a look at us. We were not just picking; we were

I recall that when I was in the Office of Rural Affairs
we proposed to the Labor government — I was a
public servant in those times — that we introduce
rollover protection for tractors to protect farmers and
to address the fact that people working on farms, who
are generally the owners and the families, were the
most likely to be killed and injured in a workplace
accident. Did the National Party support it then?
Constantly they say that safety is about excess
regulation. I go back to the CFA. They would say,
‘We don’t want accredited training for volunteers’.

Mr Walsh interjected.
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Well, since the Linton bushfire we have lost one
firefighter on the job during a fire. But after those
firefighters died at Linton they opposed the
introduction of national accredited training. They
could not care less whether it is people being paid for
work or not being paid for work, they are not
interested in safety and they are not interested in
protecting the most vulnerable.
The member for Williamstown mentioned the workers
at the airport. I have many people living in my
electorate who work at the airport. The idea that you
would have baggage handlers working on four-hour
split shifts and have them sleeping on hessian bags in
rat-infested situations because they cannot afford to go
home — why on earth would anyone cut workers pay
and safety in this situation of security issues that we
have across the world in aviation? If you have got an
unhappy workforce — I mean, seriously? If you are
getting slack on letting people in and out, is that really
what we should be doing in the 21st century?
I also want to talk about Les Butterworth, who was a
constituent of mine. He was the most beautiful,
beautiful man. He was well respected across football
circles throughout the northern suburbs. He was a
plasterer. He had his own business. He came to see me
and said, ‘Danielle, I’m the president of this plasterers
association. We’re all small business owners. I’m
devastated by what I’m seeing happening in safety in
plastering and in cladding, and I’m devastated seeing
the overseas workers being exploited and the
undercutting that is going on’. It is just like when we
needed working with children checks to be stronger
after we discovered that there had been childhood
exploitation going on for generations: 10 years after Les
Butterworth was blowing the whistle on poor cladding
practices, exploitation of workers and lack of safety, we
had the case of the Lacrosse building and we had the
Grenfell Tower tragedy.
But if you are on the other side, you will always deny
that there is any problem — ‘It’s about union power’. It
is not; it is about treating with respect the most
vulnerable when they go to work to earn a living. They
have portrayed us as anti-labour hire — we are not —
and as though we do not understand seasonal work. Of
course we do — many of us have done it. The minister
has done an awesome job, those involved with the
inquiry have done a great job and I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr WATT (Burwood) (17:04) — I rise to speak on
the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017. From the outset I
want to make it very clear that we are opposing this bill,
and for good reason: this bill gives more power to
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Labor mates and their union buddies at the expense of
labour hire firms and workers. You just have to ask
yourself: do you trust the government when it comes to
giving more power to their union mates? I do not and
most people I know do not, and for very good reason.
This bill places an unnecessary burden and unnecessary
paperwork and administrative costs on labour hire
businesses. In relation to the costs that will be borne by
labour hire businesses, the member for Box Hill
mentioned that it is intended to be a cost recovery
model, with $8.5 million in costs and approximately
1000 labour hire businesses that will be caught up. We
are talking about $8500 for a licence to have a labour
hire business — $8500 per person.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr WATT — If it is not 1000, then quite frankly
we are looking at a lot more. I am concerned by the
costs that are going to be borne, I am concerned about
the capacity for people to be able to get a job and to be
able to work, and I am concerned that the government
is just creating more red tape unnecessarily. The bill
goes way beyond the recommendations of the
government’s own inquiry into labour hire — well
beyond — which recommended only an
industry-specific licensing scheme initially targeted at
the horticultural industry and the meat and cleaning
industries, with the capacity to expand to contract sector
coverage. What we are talking about is a government
taking what might have seemed like a good idea and
going about trying to make sure that their union mates
get more power. If you look at the history of their union
mates, some of them have found their way into
Parliament. Members on the other side talk about
protecting workers, and then we hear that it is the
unions and their Labor mates, some of whom have
made their way into here, that have been ripping off
workers for years.
The bill ignores Forsyth’s concern about ensuring that
the impact on the large proportion of reputable labour
hire operators is minimised. There is a whole group of
people who are reputable who are going to be unfairly
targeted by this bill. The member for Box Hill in his
contribution talked about a whole bunch of people or
groups or entities that might be caught up in this bill.
I have been listening to contributions of the members
opposite and no-one opposite has been able to deny or
satisfy the concerns that were raised by the member for
Box Hill. The member for Box Hill talked about what
could happen if the government get their way and push
through some of their reforms. If the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) needs to get workers from the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB), is the MFB a labour
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hire company? I would like to think that members
opposite might consider that and actually give answers
to those questions. It is a very serious concern as to who
gets caught up in labour hire. It is quite a broad
definition. This sweeping definition of labour hire
providers and workers may catch many practices not
generally regarded as labour hire. Some of those, as I
said, the member for Box Hill has raised, and I have
raised the MFB.
Relying on regulations to prevent unintended
consequences or exempt certain sectors or classes of
businesses creates uncertainty. We are legislators. If
you want to introduce some legislation, you should do
it here and not rely on some minister to introduce
regulations that we may not have the power or the
capacity to deal with as a Parliament. I am very
concerned when the government takes this attitude of,
‘Just trust me’. We know the history of this
government. We know the history of some of the
members of this government. We know that we cannot
trust this government because we know this
government lies. So why would we then trust this
government or the minister or the Premier when it
comes to this? The bill does not deal with that. There
are no protections for those businesses that are
legitimate, those businesses that will be caught up or
those sectors that will be caught up. The government
says, ‘But we didn’t intend for that to be the case, so
don’t worry about it. We’ll just get this regulation over
here and we’ll deal with it’. I for one do not trust the
government. I for one do not trust that the minister will
be able to do the job properly. I for one do not trust that
the Premier will make sure that those people who
should not be caught up in a bill of this kind are not
caught up in a bill of this kind. It is very concerning.
What we have seen through the Royal Commission into
Trade Union Governance and Corruption is that the top
priority for unions is revenue. I look at this and see that
this bill makes it so much easier for the union
movement to increase their revenue and membership,
but it also introduces the capacity for unscrupulous
types to put pressure on legitimate labour hire
companies who want work and want to be able to go
about their business. It makes it so much easier for
unscrupulous people, whether they be in the union
movement or any other unscrupulous people, to put
pressure on legitimate labour hire firms to bend to the
will of somebody else.
It seems to be a high priority of this government to look
after its mates at the expense of everybody else. I do not
know why the government seems to think that the
electorate is not awake to the fact that the government is
looking after its mates, not looking after the average
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worker and not looking after the average Victorian. I for
one do not think that we should accept this.
When I first saw the bill I was very concerned, and I am
still very concerned. Nothing I have heard on this bill
from any member opposite has satisfied me in relation to
all the issues that have been raised. I listen to members
opposite, and members opposite stand there and talk
about how those on this side might be anti-worker. We
are not anti-worker when we are actually trying to make
sure that people can get on with their jobs, get on with
work and get on with their business. Businesses need to
make sure that they can just get on and help workers
work. The government’s introduction of piles and piles
of red tape ensuring that businesses cannot get on and do
their job of employing people and making it difficult for
workers to actually get a job and sustain their job is not
the way that we think the government should operate.
We are very concerned about the fact that the
government has not actually paid attention to an inquiry
that it set up. They have not listened to the
recommendations, they have not taken notice of that
report, they have not listened to the people and they
have not listened to legitimate concerns. I hope that
members opposite will actually listen to some of the
concerns raised by those in the opposition. I hope that
those people opposite did take time to listen to the
contribution of the member for Box Hill and actually
took heed of some of the things that he talked about.
The member for Box Hill referred to legal practices and
the fact that some of their work practices will be caught
up here. He talked about the fact that the MFB might be
caught up if they have workers going to the CFA. Some
businesses have structures that allow a certain sector to
hire employees and share those amongst the
organisation, and these organisations are all going to be
caught up. The minister at the table talked about that.
He accepted the fact that there are 1000 such businesses
that could be caught up. A licence fee is $8500, and that
is only for a three-year licence. It seems a pretty short
time for such a licence. It will mean that operators will
not have the necessary certainty that they need to
continue their operation, to be able to employ people —
to actually give people a job.
We are deeply concerned about the bill, concerned
enough to say that we are actually going to oppose it.
This bill needs to be opposed; it needs to be stopped.
I for one support the member for Box Hill in all of
his efforts.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (17:14) — I rise
to speak on this bill, and I am proud to speak on this bill
and in support of this bill. First of all, I want to issue
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some congratulations to my colleague the Minister for
Industrial Relations for her hard work and her care in
bringing this bill forward. I think it does her great credit.
I want to congratulate Professor Anthony Forsyth for the
labour hire licensing review that he conducted and the
recommendations that he provided to government. I want
to congratulate the 695 individuals and organisations that
made submissions to that review for their passionate
stories about insecure work, about underpayment of
wages, about never being able to get a home loan
because of the precarious nature of their employment and
about examples of shonky practices that are all too
common in some parts of the labour hire sector.
I also want to congratulate the many, many workers and
unions who provided testimony, including my own
union, the National Union of Workers (NUW), a union
that I was proud to serve as an industrial officer, assistant
secretary and state secretary for 13 and a half years and
which I remain a proud member of. They, amongst all
unions, I think, are the union that has pushed hardest for
this legislation and the union that has probably had the
deepest experience of dealing with workers in precarious
situations due to the abuse by some disreputable labour
hire companies of the power that they have.
I just want to indicate to the house a little bit about my
own history. It is well known and I have never tried to
hide the fact that I am a former state secretary of the
NUW, a role I had for a couple of years, and I had four
years as assistant secretary before that. But for the seven
years before that, between 1993 and the year 2000, I was
the union’s industrial officer. As the industrial officer I
had a range of responsibilities. I had responsibility for a
lot of the work in the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission, as it then was, organising the workers in
the manufacturing parts of the dairy industry in factories
all over the state, and I had particular responsibility for
dealing with the labour hire companies where members
of the NUW were employed.
I have to say that the landscape of labour hire back then
was very different to the landscape of labour hire today.
Back then the labour hire landscape was dominated by
a few well-known companies — companies that most
of us would remember and would have heard of — like
Adecco or its predecessors, Adia and Ecco; Drake, or
Drake Overload as it was originally; Skilled
Engineering; and Forstaff. Beyond those companies
there were not too many labour hire providers. There
were a few smaller providers, but Adecco, Forstaff,
Skilled and Drake had the lion’s share of the blue-collar
labour hire work in Victoria. There were a number of
other providers that did more clerical and white-collar
work, but they were four companies that had the lion’s
share of the work.
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Indeed I remember many a colourful exchange with the
now member for Ferntree Gully when he was an
employee of Adecco and I was the industrial officer for
the NUW. He and I have reminisced about that on many
occasions. But even back then, when there were only a
handful of labour hire providers in the state, there was a
strong view and a strong case for labour hire licensing
because a number of disreputable companies were
beginning to emerge, and in fact the reputable labour hire
companies wanted a licensing scheme. They did not
want the disreputable companies starting to jump up out
of the blocks as they were trying to do. They were trying
to peddle their wares by offering employers lower wages
and conditions by saying that they could take shortcuts to
try and pick up business.
The reputable companies wanted a labour hire licensing
scheme way back then, and it is of great regret to me that
it did not happen. I remember in fact appearing before a
Victorian parliamentary inquiry many, many years ago,
probably in the late 1990s or early 2000s; I do not recall
exactly when it was. I do recall who a number of the
members of that committee were. I remember Tony
Robinson was on that committee, Ronnie Bowden was
on that committee and Maxine Morand was on that
committee. I remember giving evidence before the
committee back then about why a labour hire licensing
scheme was necessary in order to root out some of
underpayers, the disreputables — those who would want
to exploit workers and thereby undercut the reputable
agencies that were doing the right thing, that were
making sure that people were paid the right wages and
that workers were not being exploited.
What has happened since then of course is the labour
hire market has exploded. The member for Burwood
made that point when he said that there are something
like 1000 labour hire agencies. That explosion has
coincided with all of the things that we are seeing
today: wages being suppressed, people feeling insecure
in their employment and people feeling that their jobs
are very precarious and that they have no job security.
They do not spend, they find it hard to get a mortgage
and the economy suffers as a result of that. People talk
about the damage to the economy. There is no greater
damage to the economy and to the sense of wellbeing in
the community than insecure work and suppressed
wages, and those characteristics have coincided with
the explosion of labour hire and the fact that many,
many of those labour hire agencies only get business by
exploiting workers and peddling the fact that they can
do it more cheaply, do it by cutting corners and do it by
exploiting workers.
So I say to the opposition, I implore you for just
5 minutes: put aside your obsession with us, put aside
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your obsession with unions, put aside the ideology, put
aside your hair-trigger response to any piece of
legislation that might benefit workers — the
hair-trigger response that in every case the workers are
wrong, their representatives are wrong, the labour
movement is wrong and the employers are somehow
being disadvantaged or somehow going to be done over
by these changes. Just put those prejudices and that
instinctive reaction aside for 5 minutes and think about
the workers who are the victims of the dodgy labour
hire companies.
The member for Burwood talked about legitimate
labour hire companies. This is not a problem for
legitimate labour hire companies. If things today are
like they were back when the last labour hire inquiry
was held, the legitimate employers, the legitimate
providers, will not have a problem with the dodgy
shonks being run out of town. They should not have a
problem with that. Those that are doing the right thing
have nothing to fear from this.
So think about those workers in the fruit picking
industry who are being horribly exploited, think about
the workers in the poultry industry at places like Baiada
and think about the reputable labour hire companies
that at least back in the early 2000s were more than
happy for there to be a labour hire licensing scheme
because they knew that they would pass muster and the
bottom feeders would not. Think about the workers at
places like A & G Lamattina & Sons, which was raided
by the Fair Work Commission. There is a story from
15 November 2016 about workers in the vegetable
industry, an industry which grows broccoli, cabbage,
carrots, celery, parsnips, silverbeet and lettuce. The Fair
Work Commission allowed a raid of that company
because the workers were being so transparently and
horribly exploited. I am not always a great believer in
coincidence, but get that: A & G Lamattina & Sons
were raided for exploiting workers and — what a
coincidence, Deidre Chambers — the opposition
opposes labour hire licensing. What a coincidence.
I implore the opposition: put aside for 1 minute your
hair-trigger response, your instinctive response, that
everything that is put forward by the Labor Party, the
trade union movement and the workers that they
represent is something that you have to oppose because
that is what every instinct in your body tells you. Just
put that instinct aside for 1 minute and think about the
workers, think about those who are being exploited,
think about those who are in insecure work and who are
underpaid. Those workers will benefit from a scheme
like this and the reputable companies will benefit from
a scheme like this. The only ones that have anything to
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fear are the distributable bottom feeders, who we ought
to be putting tighter controls on.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (17:24) — It is a
pleasure to rise and make a contribution to the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. This bill will have
implications relating to many industries that operate in
rural and regional Victoria, from the horticulture sector
down in East Gippsland, in the Lindenow Valley in my
own patch, right up to the other end of the state where
we have the citrus and grape industries that exist up
around the Mildura district.
I note the comments from the Attorney-General that the
opposition to this bill is an instinctive reaction, that it is
a hair-trigger reaction to anything that is put up by the
government in relation to jobs. I disagree with that
because there are some genuine concerns that industry
groups have raised in relation to elements of this bill. I
think as an opposition we have every right to flag those
concerns when we think something can be modelled
and done better.
I agree with what the Attorney-General said — and let
me state it up-front — that all employees do need to be
paid the right wage, they need to be paid in full and they
need to have their rights looked after and preserved. We
also need to have a workforce with the correct approvals
and visas in place, especially when we are talking about
seasonal workers who are so important to our various
industries right across rural and regional Victoria. We
do rely very, very heavily on them as part of our local
economy in electorates like mine.
It is true that we certainly have had some labour hire
companies that in the past have not adhered to the
regulations that they should have. It is also clear that we
have had many labour hire companies that have been
very good in their adherence to the requirements and
that have developed very strong, reputable experiences
with their workforce, and they have that respect.
This bill will result in potentially reduced job
opportunities and a reduction in the growing industries
that are so important to our economy. One grower in a
rather large company put to me last week that we need
to be careful with the balance here — that while we
need to look after the workers’ rights and we need to
make sure that companies are adhering to the law, we
do not need to put in place a structure that will become
administratively burdensome for those companies that
have legitimately in the past been doing the right thing
and put a whole bunch of requirements on them that
they have not had to previously adhere to because they
have been doing the right thing.
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One of the concerns that was raised with me by one of
the major growers in my electorate was that they rely so
heavily on these reputable labour hire companies. We
certainly do not want their administration costs
becoming too great, and we certainly do not want to
make them so great that at some stage in the future we
are forcing some of the labour hire practices to be
carried out underground, for want of a better description.
This bill does go in some cases a long way beyond the
recommendations of the Forsyth inquiry which, as the
member for Box Hill pointed out in his contribution,
recommended licensing for specific sectors only. One
of the clear solutions to the exploitation of workers by a
handful of shonky operators that I think all members of
the house agree we have to have is to apply the existing
Fair Work laws. We may need more regulation and
more requirements, but we certainly do not want
overkill in this sector. We absolutely do need to protect
workers’ entitlements, but we also need to have a good
environment for businesses to operate in. This is not
about wanting rights and protections for our seasonal
workers. It is about having the appropriate protections
while not massively increasing the costs and therefore
increasing the challenge to the viability of existing
reputable operators.
As was pointed out, again by the member for Box Hill,
of concern is that some of these reputable operators
may now face a very high level of licence fees. They
will obviously be passed on; there is no doubt about
that. One of the elements of this will be what those
licence fees to operators actually are. I understand that
in the bill briefing the opposition had access to there
was no information on what these licensing fees would
be for these companies, which is an area of concern that
has been flagged.
As this scheme is intended to be self-funding, and I
would assume that the costs for such an oversight body
would likely run into millions of dollars, the fee to
business per licence is going to be very, very high. That
is why from an opposition perspective we are very,
very keen to hear and understand what those charges to
these companies will be. As I said, unfortunately the
department could not provide an estimate of the
intended licence fee when the opposition was briefed.
How can we possibly make an informed decision on
this when we do not know what the impost to business
is going to be? One element of this is that, yes, we have
to look after the workers’ rights.
Ms Ward interjected.
Mr T. BULL — Absolutely we have to look after
the workers’ rights. I am not arguing with that. But we
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need to know what the impost to business is going to
be in relation to licensing fees. I think that is very,
very fair for anyone who has a business in this sector
to understand.
Another concern is that a three-year licence period is
very short. Dealing with having only a three-year
licence, successful businesses need to invest and to
develop. Having tenure of a three-year licence with no
certainty beyond that would make it difficult for any
company owner to invest and expand with the
confidence that their business is going to continue.
In finishing up, more certainty is required around these
areas. I would hope, if this bill is to pass this house, that
while it is between houses the government could
consider providing that missing information around
what the licence fees will be before this bill in fact
becomes law. These are very pertinent issues that are
important to the sector, and I would like to think that
the government could take that on board and provide
this sector with more open information about what the
cost imposts will be should this bill pass.
Ms WARD (Eltham) (17:32) — I rise quite happily
to speak on this bill. It surprises me no end that those
opposite yet again do not see how they need to stand up
for the rights of workers and ensure that people actually
take home a reasonable pay packet but they are quite
happy to flood themselves with ideology that does not
actually put meals on anyone’s tables. I will quote from
The Grapes of Wrath, page 315:
‘S’pose you got a job a work, an’ there’s jus’ one fella wants
the job. You got to pay ’im what he asts. But s’pose they’s a
hunderd men’. He put down his tool. His eyes hardened and
his voice sharpened. ‘S’pose they’s a hunderd men wants that
job. S’pose them men got kids, an’ them kids is hungry.
S’pose a lousy dime’ll buy a box a mush for them kids.
S’pose a nickel’ll buy at leas’ somepin for them kids. An’ you
got a hunderd men. Jus’ offer ’em a nickel — why, they’ll kill
each other fightin’ for that nickel’.

You might think that a book written 80 years ago —
Steinbeck’s novel was written so long ago, in the
1930s —
Mr Pearson — A classic.
Ms WARD — Indeed, member for Essendon, a
classic. You might think it would be far away from this
place. Let me read to you from the transcript of a closed
hearing in Mildura that was part of the inquiry:
We have so many illegal boarding houses in [Mildura] that
the CFA is very, very concerned that there are power boards
on power boards on power boards, and it’s only a matter of
time with these families cooking their meals at night where
there’s an overload of power and the next thing the CFA is
going in to drag out 20 charred bodies.
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Unfortunately many workers were bonded to their
accommodation and were told that they could not
choose where they lived. One worker said that they felt
like a prisoner. This could almost be something straight
out of Steinbeck. These are the kinds of conditions that
we saw in the 1930s American dustbowls. This is not
good enough for this state, and it is not good enough for
this country.
Those opposite bang on about Australian values. Where
are their Australian values when it comes to fairness
and a fair go? Where are their Australian values when it
comes to people being paid properly for their day’s
labour so they can actually feed their children, pay their
bills and pay for their accommodation? I see nothing
from those on the other side. All I see are
mealy-mouthed platitudes and their ideologies, which
do not actually help anybody.
This is a licensing scheme which will protect workers
across all sectors from labour hire providers that have
been operating in the shadows of workplace laws. Our
bill is similar to legislation in Queensland and South
Australia, so I really do not know what those opposite
are afraid of or indeed what they think they are
protecting. Today’s Sydney Morning Herald quotes a
recent report by Foodbank:
… 1.5 million families have skipped a meal in order to feed
their children first.

The article continues:
A recent Foodbank survey found 652 000 Australians are
receiving food assistance every month, with 27 per cent of
them being children — in the last 12 months alone there has
been a 10 per cent surge in the number of individuals seeking
food relief from charities.

One of the reasons Foodbank found that is:
… over the past five years, earnings have not kept pace with
growth in rental prices …

In fact earnings, as we know, are stagnant and are not in
keeping with the cost of living. For anybody in this
place to think it is reasonable to argue for people to
have reduced wages or for people’s wages to not be
protected is ridiculous and shows that they are so out of
touch with what is going on in the streets of Melbourne
and Victoria it is not funny.
The Fair Work ombudsman has commenced litigation in
the Federal Court against a Brisbane labour hire business
that has allegedly underpaid 10 employees more than
$14 000 through an unlawful, unpaid work experience
program. What they did was get people, including two
19-year-olds, to go out to businesses and work anywhere
from three to 24 days in what was regarded as work
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experience. The labour hire firm charged the businesses
that these people went to, took the money and did not
pay the workers because it was ‘work experience’. These
are the kinds of things that we want to protect Victorians
against, and these are the kinds of things that those
opposite do not think are a problem.
Back to the inquiry, someone from my patch in the
northern suburbs said:
I was employed through a labour hire agency in my current
job. My hourly rate of pay as a casual worker in no way
reflects offset for sick leave, annual leave or public holidays
or access to salary packaging. I am being paid almost the
same hourly rate as my colleagues but the agencies are
charging the employer close to double what I earn. How was
that reflective of award conditions being met? In my type of
work employees can be exposed to quite extreme personal,
emotional and verbal abuse and threats from clients, family
under social stress or who are personally belligerent. As an
OH&S rep I have seen workplace intimidation occur where
employees are put under implicit pressure to work with such
clients by managers. As a casual, your industrial rights and
status in a workplace are viewed and treated sometimes as
just that — casually.

That is how I say those opposite are treating Victorian
workers — they are treating them casually. They are
not treating them as important. They are not paying
regard to the importance of money in the pockets of
these people. They are not concerned with their wages,
because if they were, they would stand up for them, just
as we are doing. If they were, they would have joined
with the Labor Party and the union movement and
opposed changes to penalty rates. But no, they
celebrated the cutting of penalty rates.
And what have we found? We have found that penalty
rate cuts have not created jobs and have not put more
money in people’s pockets. What we have found is that
workers are actually getting less hours than more and
they are getting paid less. A survey of 1351 workers by
the University of Wollongong and Macquarie
University has found that there has been no short-term
increase in average weekly hours worked by
employees. Fair Work justified their decision to cut
penalty rates by arguing that a reduction in penalty rates
would result in more trading hours, would result in
people earning more money and would result in more
jobs. What has happened is the reverse. Some workers
actually experienced a drop in the number of penalty
rate hours they worked in the first two months after
they were reduced. There are estimates that up to 15 per
cent of all retail workers who are employed on Sundays
worked 9 per cent fewer hours between June and July.
So their ideology, yet again, has not stacked up. Yet
again their ideology has been found wanting — 19 per
cent of retail employees and 14 per cent of hospitality
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employees are intending to leave their industries in the
coming years because they are getting paid so badly
and their conditions are not good enough. That is a
huge chunk going out of a workforce. And do you
know what, Acting Speaker Graley? I know that this
will not come as any surprise to you: the majority of
people affected by this are women.
The person I quoted earlier from the northern suburbs
was a single mum. She was a single mum working for a
labour hire company that is not paying her well, that is
not giving her job security and that is not looking after
its employees. So why would you not want to support
legislation that actually does that? Why would you say
that it is not a problem? Why would you say that labour
hire companies need to be protected? Wouldn’t you say,
‘Labour hire companies need to do the right thing’?
There are labour hire companies who are doing the right
thing, but as we have seen through the nearly
700 submissions that were received, there are plenty of
labour hire companies who are not doing the right thing.
We need to put protections in place to make sure that
they do, because the people of Victoria, the workers of
Victoria are well and truly worth protecting — they are
well and truly worth looking after.
The fact that those opposite do not see that fills me with
absolute dismay. The fact that they are so caught up in
their ridiculous culture wars — as I said earlier today,
their ‘issues that are not issues’ — just shows what a
policy-deficit zone they are and how out of touch they
are with the average Victorian who just wants to get
ahead — the average Victorian who just wants to work
hard and who wants to be paid properly and who wants
to live their life. These are people who do not want to
be slaves to employers; these are people who want to be
able to go to their kids’ footy games; these are people
who want to support their daughters at netball training;
these are people who want to see their friends. These
are not people who want to be at the beck and call of
their employer 24 hours a day and not be paid
appropriately for that labour. That is what we on this
side are about.
Those over there want to continue to bang on about
how much they hate unions. Well, good on you! Hate
unions as much as you want, but you know what? A,
they are not going anywhere, and B, they look after the
people who need it, because without them we would
not have things like maternity leave, we would not have
things like holiday pay, we would not have things like
sickness leave, we would not have things like
weekends, we would not have superannuation and we
would not be fighting for family violence leave,
amongst other things. Unions are there to help look
after workers, and to keep calling them thugs just
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shows how narrow-minded and bigoted those opposite
really are. Only bigots would come up with those
ridiculous insults time and time again without actually
knowing who they are talking about.
As I have said in this place before, my husband, the
teacher, the unionist — he is not a thug. The ambo
down the road from me — he is not a thug. The nurse,
one of my close friends in Eltham — she is not a thug
either. They are all unionists and they are all members
of a union, and they are that because they believe that
as a collective they are stronger. I tell you what, against
those opposite you have to be a collective, because all
they care about is the individual. All they care about is
taking money out of the pockets of Victorians, and they
should be ashamed of themselves.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (17:42) — It
gives me great pleasure to rise to contribute to this bill
before the house. Firstly, can I say I stand here as a
proud former employee in the labour hire sector — a
sector that employs tens of thousands of people across
Victoria. I, on this side of the house, actually
congratulate people that have decided to set up their
own business, employ people and provide people with
employment opportunities. Of course those opposite just
think that I am going to support businesses that want to
rip wages and conditions away from employees.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr WAKELING — I have been listening with
interest to those opposite in terms of their contributions.
The contribution of the member for Eltham is in no way
related to the operation of labour hire for the purposes
of this legislation. Let me just explain one thing. In
Victoria the employment conditions of people in the
private sector are governed by federal legislation.
Under the federal legislation if an employer does not
pay their employee in accordance with the appropriate
award or enterprise agreement, that employer has
breached their legal obligation. Whether you are
employed by a labour hire company, whether you are
employed by a supermarket, whether you are employed
in a factory or whether you are employed to work in a
bottle shop — you are all covered by the same piece of
legislation. All companies in the state of Victoria have a
legal obligation to pay people accordingly.
Through the briefing there was no evidence provided of
systematic breaches by labour hire companies that
demonstrated a need to create this piece of legislation.
To pick up the comments that were made by the
member for Eltham — and this issue was raised in the
briefing — if in fact the inspectorate identifies an
organisation that is underpaying their staff, that
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inspectorate has no power to deal with the issue. All
that inspectorate will do is refer the matter to the
appropriate authority, which is governed by the federal
government. So this has got nothing to do with wages
and the conditions of employees of labour hire
companies. If an employee chooses to work for a labour
hire company and chooses to take a casual
assignment —
Ms Thomas — Chooses!
Mr WAKELING — Well, there are lots of people
who choose to work in labour hire. My family works in
labour hire.
Mr Pakula — There are lots that do not.
Mr WAKELING — Can I just say that is part of
where we are coming from with this piece of
legislation. History will tell us that in 2004 the Labor
Party committed to setting up an inquiry under the
Economic Development Committee chaired by Tony
Robinson with the explicit intention of regulating
labour hire. The report that was handed down by that
committee did not support the introduction of the
regulation of the sector and the then government did not
proceed with licensing.
Ms Thomas — That was 14 years ago.
Mr WAKELING — Exactly right. As I said, this is
all about unfinished business — unfinished business for
the purposes of regulating a sector for which no
evidence could be found that clearly demonstrated that
there was a need to regulate the hundreds and hundreds
of businesses in this state that are now going to have
situations where they are going to face a significant cost
burden and face having an administrative burden placed
upon them. There is no evidence that those businesses
have in fact been committing acts that warrant the
establishment of this body.
If evidence has been found of companies operating in
the state of Victoria that have underpaid their staff —
not paid them the appropriate award rates, not paid
them the appropriate penalty rates or not paid them the
appropriate enterprise bargaining agreement
loadings — then under the federal law those companies
are obliged to pay that back pay and, if appropriate,
they can be fined. I support that, because that is what
the federal legislation says. That is what the federal
legislation does and that is what has occurred under the
federal system since 1901. In the state of Victoria we
used to regulate the private sector until those powers
were ceded to the federal government back in 1996. If
those opposite do not like the fact that it is governed by
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the federal government, well, then they can seek to
re-regulate the state system.
But none of that leads to any evidence as to why we are
seeking to impose a regulatory burden on businesses
across Victoria that are going to be required to not only
pay a licensing fee, to not only face situations where
you are going to have inspectors entering their
workplace and entering the workplace of their close
clients, but also where they are going to have to
produce evidence and records regarding the thousands
of employees that work for them when there is no
evidence that demonstrates that those businesses are in
fact doing anything wrong.
The simple fact is that when I was working in the
labour hire sector, the Attorney-General or Mr Melhem
or others in this place and others who worked in the
union movement at that point in time would raise with
me any concerns they had. We dealt with the issue, and
if they were of the view that my organisation had
breached the legislation, they could have taken a course
of action by going to the Fair Work Commission. They
had that legal opportunity.
Often many of the issues — my learned friend here
would often be on the phone —
Ms Thomas — You’re not in the court, you’re not
in the commission.
Mr WAKELING — in a heated discussion about a
National Union of Workers member who had not been
paid, and rightly so. He would raise his voice a little
when he raised the issue. But the simple fact is that in
those circumstances we investigated the matter, and
often it was a situation where the person had not
submitted a time sheet so obviously they had not been
paid. We then rectified that matter and the person was
paid. But the point of the example is that if a person
has not been paid appropriately by a labour hire
company, there is recourse available to employees in
the state of Victoria.
Clearly there are people who are not members of a
union and they have the opportunity to exercise their
rights through the Fair Work Commission. But no
evidence has been led to explain why the hundreds or
thousands of businesses across Australia who are
going to supply labour into Victoria need to be
regulated under a labour hire licensing system when in
effect they are operating no differently than businesses
elsewhere in the state of Victoria. Are we now talking
about setting up a licensing system for milk bars? Are
we going to have a licensing system for hairdressers?
Are we going to have a licensing system for butchers
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to deal with these exact same issues? There is no
evidence that has been demonstrated by the
government to say the labour hire sector needs to be
regulated over and above any other sector.
Professor Forsyth, whom I know, who operated in the
industrial relations area for many years, undertook the
inquiry and came up with a series of recommendations,
but the legislation before the house is not what he
recommended. Again, you have to ask yourself the
question: why is it that businesses across Victoria are
now going to have to pay a licensing fee, provide
information annually on hundreds, if not thousands, of
their employees and could face the consequence of
having an inspector enter the workplace of their clients
unannounced when there is no evidence that these
companies have done anything wrong in the first place?
That is why we are opposing this legislation.
This bill says nothing about the wages and conditions
of employees because, as I said from the start, if a
company in the state of Victoria underpays their staff,
they cannot get away with it under federal legislation.
Even if I wanted to change that, I could not do it in this
house because it can only happen in the federal
Parliament. In the state of Victoria, if you work in the
private sector, your wages and conditions are regulated
by federal legislation, and this new authority, as much
as those opposite will stand up and say, ‘This will be a
panacea for the protection of employees across the state
of Victoria in terms of their wages and conditions’, will
not have the power to do anything.
I hate to break it to those opposite, but that body cannot
impose a wage claim on a business to reimburse the
wages and conditions of employees. They do not have
the capacity to investigate a wage claim. They do not
have the capacity to impose a fine on a business for an
underpayment, because that is all regulated by federal
legislation. This bill falls within the state of Victoria
and was introduced by the Victorian government. Don’t
stand up in this place and pretend it is something that it
is not. That is why we are opposed to it.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (17:52) — Having just
listened to the member for Ferntree Gully give us his
industrial relations lecture again — he has done it a
number of times in this place — only confirms for me
why people in this state have chosen to elect Labor
governments time and time again. When they let that
mob in, they made sure they were only in for one
term. Because the people of Victoria are smart. The
people of Victoria are compassionate and the people
of Victoria, like the Labor Party, are interested in job
security and looking after the most vulnerable workers
out there in our community and those at the greatest
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risk of exploitation. It is for this reason the bill is
before the house.
This is a government that is very proud to stand here
and introduce legislation that is about protecting the
most vulnerable workers in our state. I will talk a little
bit more about it later on, but those most vulnerable
workers are predominantly from regional Victoria and
they are predominantly women. It is a disgrace to see
the National Party once again sell out working people
in regional Victoria. They do it time and time again.
The exploitation of rural workers is right in front of
their very noses and yet they just dismiss it out of
hand, because they will do whatever grubby deal it
takes with big business to stay where they are in this
place. I can tell you, and I am very, very sure about
this, your numbers are going to continue to decrease in
each election cycle because you stand for nothing and
the people of regional Victoria are very, very clear
about that.
I am very pleased to speak on the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017. The Minister for Industrial
Relations is a person whom I have known for many
decades. She is a woman who has spent her entire
working life in the pursuit of fairness for working
people and this is a bill that she will be very proud of. I
did want to say this. I want to acknowledge that her late
husband, the Honourable Steve Hutchins, was another
lifelong champion of working people, and I know that
he would also be very proud of what his wife is
achieving and has achieved in her role as Minister for
Industrial Relations. We on this side of the house are all
very saddened that he is not here to see this bill make
its way through both houses.
We went to the election with a promise to implement a
labour hire licensing scheme and this bill delivers on
that commitment to the people of Victoria who voted
us in in 2014. In developing the bill, the minister
commissioned an inquiry into labour hire and insecure
work, chaired of course by Professor Anthony
Forsyth. The inquiry discovered a culture of
exploitation in an industry that has been left
unregulated for far too long. The inquiry found rogue
operators were underpaying workers, not ensuring
proper safety standards, abusing work visas and
undermining the minimum standards of employment.
The inquiry was extremely well received in the
community. In total 695 written submissions were
received: 604 of these were from individuals with the
remaining 91 from organisations. There were public
hearings and the inquiry heard from 221 individual
witnesses. Importantly this inquiry travelled across the
state of Victoria — to Mildura, Dandenong, Geelong,
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Melbourne, Shepparton, Melton, Ballarat and Morwell.
The problem is huge and it cuts across every part of
Victoria, but as I said it disproportionately impacts on
workers in regional Victoria.
To understand the importance of this bill, to hear some
of the evidence that the member for Ferntree Gully
would tell us was non-existent, I want to share some of
the stories of directly impacted workers with you. This
story is from an anonymous contributor to the inquiry
working in the construction industry:
Being a casual, I had 1 hour’s notice of work termination.
Because you could have work terminated in an hour, I was
always stressed it could be my last hour. If you worked too
fast to look good it could be unsafe work practices. It could
also lead you to finishing the job quickly hence ending
employment. If you work slowly, you may end up
unemployed. This happened in the construction industry.

Or the story of this person from Swan Hill:
I was employed through a labour hire agency in Swan Hill a
year ago. In 2011, I got a job through labour hire contractor, I
am a packer in vegetable shed. The pay were way below
minimum wages, $13 an hour, the working hours were
irregular, sometimes the contractor just phoned me and say I
don’t have to work in the morning, it’s all depends on the
shed orders. Due to the irregular working hours, and no
penalty rate, my weekly wages were so unstable.

Or here is another one from a worker in a call centre.
I spent the last two years trying to plan a visit overseas. Fell
apart each time due to no holiday pay, no idea how to budget.
This workplace has existed for 50 years and some staff have
been on labour hire for 17 years. The host employer hasn’t
decided if they will tender for the work again in 2016. They
took over 20 staff in 2014 and put them on one-year contracts.
The other 40-odd people may go with a few days notice …
and the directly hired staff may not get much more time.

Here is one from Sale:
I used to work under payment (AUD15 per hour) and
insecure working environment. Some machines have
potential dangerous but no-one cares. We have to protect by
yourself. I was working holiday visa holder. But I realised
that was too much work, sometimes I had have to work for
15 hours per day. Its means from 5.00 a.m. till to 10.00 p.m.
I was in the workplace, and next day have to start at
5.00 a.m. again!!

This happened in Sale.
I could go on and on. The stories that workers told the
inquiry are absolutely heartbreaking. To think that
such exploitation of such vulnerable people is
happening in our state is shameful, and it is enough to
make you weep. These stories were collected by the
Victorian Trades Hall Council, and I thank them for
their work in doing that. I also thank the Women’s
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Information and Referral Exchange (WIRE) for their
contribution to the inquiry.
What WIRE knows, and what we on this side of the
house know, is that a growth in insecure employment
and unscrupulous labour hire operators condemns
women to a lifetime of poverty and reduced
opportunity. I see this every day in my electorate,
where the impact of casualised labour means that
women are struggling without sick leave, without
annual leave and without permanent hours and rosters.
The impact on women and their children and families is
profound, and it is compounding. Without regular work
women cannot afford child care. Without child care
women cannot get work. Without sick or carers leave
women cannot take care of themselves or their children,
while having sick children means losing casual hours or
not getting called again. These are the stories that were
told to WIRE and that were reported to the inquiry.
The features of this scheme are quite clear and simple
and will be effective. This scheme will apply
universally to the whole labour hire industry. It will be
managed by an independent authority headed by a
statutorily appointed commissioner. It will require
labour hire providers to hold a licence. It will require
hosts to only use a licensed provider. It will permit
regulations to exclude certain businesses and activities
from the scope of the scheme, and it will require licence
applicants to provide information establishing that they
are suitable to hold a licence. It will require the
licensing authority to publish a register of licensed
providers and will provide for strong and flexible
information gathering, inspection and compliance tools.
It will impose penalties for certain contraventions of the
act, including operating as a labour hire provider
without a licence or using a non-licensed provider.
Finally, I note that the vast majority of industry players
impacted by this bill are in support of it. Ausveg have
said themselves that better regulation of labour hire
companies was well overdue. In fact what Ausveg have
to say is:
At the moment, it’s a free-for-all, you’ve got very little
regulation, if any.

The Victorian Farmers Federation have slammed
unscrupulous labour hire contractors and supported
labour hire regulation. Peter Tuohey is quoted as
supporting it. Given that there is a failure of national
leadership in this area, and indeed primary producers
across the state recognise that this is a sector that needs
to be regulated to wipe out those unscrupulous
operators — people who give everyone a bad name and
who exploit the most vulnerable members in this state,
workers — I commend the bill to the house.
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Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (18:02) — I
just want to make a brief comment about the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. Like so much that we see
from those opposite, the government of the day, this
bill has potentially noble intentions but reflects the
typical overreach that we see from this government
and particularly, I think, from the union movement in
this country. If there are bad practices that occur, if
there are unscrupulous operators, they should indeed
be stamped out.
There is no case, no justification whatsoever, for any
worker to be abused or to be underpaid or to be in any
way badly dealt with by their employer, but I take
offence at the member for Macedon’s commentary that
those of us on this side actually somehow support that
in favour of our big business mates. It is quite offensive
for the member for Macedon to suggest that. She can sit
there and laugh and think it is funny, but it is that sort of
ridiculous rhetoric that does her no good.
I think it is quite simple: if you do something wrong as
an employer — if you do the wrong thing by your
employees, if you do not pay them, if you do not
provide back pay when required to, if you do not pay
the right overtime, if you are paying under the
minimum legally legislated wage — then there are
ramifications for you, and the federal system will
cover this.
I find some of the commentary I have heard from those
opposite about this — such as, ‘We have to bring this in
because there are all these terrible cases’ — interesting,
and the member for Macedon just went through quite a
number of them. Each and every one of the stories that
I was listening to would be illegal under the Fair Work
Act 2009, so I fail to see how introducing this
legislation is going to change that. It is like saying,
‘Someone robbed a bank, so we’ve got to shut down all
the banks’. If someone is doing something wrong or
illegal, then you pursue those people and you pursue
them to the full force of the law.
What I find interesting, both in this bill and in recent
commentary and campaigns that are coming from the
ACTU in particular, is this increasing criticism — I call
it ‘creeping criticism’ — of the Fair Work
arrangements federally and of Fair Work Australia. I
find this perplexing. This is Labor’s Fair Work Act.
This was written by Julia Gillard and Bill Shorten. This
is something that the Labor Party, the supposed party
and political arm of the unions, actually wrote. Yet we
hear constantly now from the ACTU that it is unfair. I
caught Sally McManus on the TV the other night,
saying the Fair Work Act is effectively outlawing strike
action. This has not been changed by the current federal
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government. This was introduced by Bill Shorten and
Julia Gillard. I do not know whether that suggests
perhaps that the ACTU is being misleading, but I would
suggest that this is the case.
I did hear the member for Eltham praising unions. She
made the comment that unions are going nowhere.
Actually the figures suggest otherwise. Unions are
going backwards at a great rate of knots, so much so
that last year, when the latest figures came out in 2017,
only 9.3 per cent of the private sector were actually
members of unions. Now, I am not actually here to
cheer that. I do not think that is necessarily a good
thing. I think over the centuries unions have played a
good role and have done good things for our society.
But I think people are voting with their feet. They have
seen that unions now are more stalking horses for shop
stewards and union officials to get their way into the
Parliament.
Ms Hutchins — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I think the member might be straying from
the bill quite considerably. Could you bring him back
to the bill?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dimopoulos) — I
do uphold the point of order. I ask the member to get
back onto the bill.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — It is interesting, whenever you
try and talk about the unions and particularly highlight
how few — and I might say again, 9.3 per cent — of
the private sector are now members of the unions, that
the Labor Party does not want to talk about it. It is
interesting that the allegation is that I am straying from
the bill by talking about unions. This is a bill that
ultimately comes back to being all about unions; that is
what it is. To give one example, the notion that any
person or agency can object to someone who is
applying to be registered under this bill is just an open
door for the entire union movement to wage a
campaign against a particular labour hire company that
they do not like. They will use that to its fullest extent, I
am sure. As I say, I do not think necessarily that it is a
good thing that the unions are going backwards, but it is
in fact people voting with their feet because the unions
have lost sight, just like the Labor Party, of what their
original raison d’être was.
I want to talk about farmers and especially horticulture
because this is largely where this issue arose from the
Four Corners investigation a few years ago. I have to
say I feel a great deal of sympathy with many of our
farmers, particularly those in the horticulture sector.
They are squeezed at one end by Labor. They are
squeezed at the other end by the big supermarkets, by
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big businesses and by global markets, and they are
squeezed frankly by a consumer who expects quality
food at cheap prices.
I would never, ever support anyone doing the wrong
thing — illegal or otherwise, or immoral or
unscrupulous — when it comes to their employees. But
when the crop has to be harvested or in my case, and in
much of my electorate as well, the cows milked and
they cannot get labour, what do they do? It is a very
difficult situation. I have got farmers in my
electorate — big vegetable growers and salad
growers — who employ 300 to 400 people throughout
the year, which is the equivalent of 200 to 300 full-time
staff. When the vegies are ready to be harvested, they
simply cannot find the staff to do it, so they have often
turned in the past to labour hire firms because they are
busy enough themselves growing the crop. In light of
these sorts of reports, I hear regularly they are bringing
in illegal foreign workers.
While I am not suggesting that has not happened — it
has of course happened in the past — we cannot get
Australians to do that work. I know a number of
employers in my electorate and indeed right around the
country who go above and beyond in their attempts to
encourage Australians to come and do work, not just
the tough field work of picking spuds or salad veggies
or carrots or whatever it might be, but even jobs in the
factory, in the cool stores driving a forklift. They
advertise, they go out of their way and they get
someone who does take the job. They last two or three
days and they do not turn up again. It makes it very,
very difficult for our farmers, the people who feed us,
and I have a great deal of sympathy for the difficulty
they go through, because they simply cannot get local
people to do the job. That is often the root of why they
turn to other employers like labour hire companies.
As I said from the start, while the notion of this bill and
perhaps the purported reasoning behind it has merit, as
usual it goes way over the top. Previous speakers have
outlined the huge and unnecessary paperwork and
administrative cost burden that would be imposed on
decent, reputable labour hire businesses, exposing them
to arbitrary and unpredictable demands and burdens
from a commissioner, as yet unnamed, opening them to
anyone objecting to their registration as a labour hire
business. Most notably that will include, I am sure, a
number of the unions. As the member for Gippsland
East spoke about earlier, there is the concern about
costs, given that it has not been explained anywhere yet
what the licence fees will be. When the government
says this is to be fully self-funded, obviously there will
need to be a level of costs commensurate with that, and
I hate to think what that might mean and whether it will
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actually mean that reputable businesses may not be able
to survive and continue to offer the services they do.
Mr LIM (Clarinda) (18:12) — I am very happy to
rise today to join in this deliberation on the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017. The issue of exploitation of
vulnerable workers by labour hire agencies is an issue
that is close to the heart of many of my constituents in
my culturally diverse electorate. Workers from cultural
and linguistically diverse communities are particularly
vulnerable to exploitation by labour hire agencies, and
many examples of this were exposed in the Victorian
inquiry into the labour hire industry and insecure work.
The Forsyth inquiry uncovered widespread abuse and
exploitation of workers across Victoria. This included
‘rogue operators’ underpaying workers, not ensuring
proper safety standards, abusing worker visas and
undermining minimum standards of employment. The
inquiry also identified a problem with ‘invisible’ labour
hire agencies and arrangements, operating almost
entirely outside of the existing regulatory frameworks.
The comprehensive inquiry report which was tabled in
Parliament in October 2017 received almost
700 submissions. Many of these submissions were
from workers and stakeholders from the south-east,
and I was very happy to see that public hearings took
place in Dandenong and involved many of my
constituents. One such submission was from an
anonymous worker in a chocolate packing business in
Clayton. That submission reads:
I was employed by labour hire as casual worker less than a
year ago, it’s a cash in hand job, $10 per hour. More than
8 hours a day, no double pay for Saturdays. It was a
dangerous working environment, no-one wear safety vest, the
forklift was driving around the factory without any warning.
Once the forklift were crush my friend’s feet and the
company asked him to pay his own medical bills. The wage is
way below minimum and not stable.

This is completely unacceptable, and this is one of the
many reasons this bill is here now before us. Under this
bill, a person providing labour hire services in the
course of business will be required to hold a licence.
Labour hire services involve the supply of a worker to
another person to do work. It applies to the supply of
independent contractors and to supply through
intermediaries.
To get a licence under the Victorian bill, labour hire
providers and key personnel will need to show that they
are fit and proper persons and are complying with their
legal obligations. The bill goes to great lengths to
protect vulnerable workers, like those on farms and in
the horticultural industry — an industry that is being
controlled by layers and layers of people from the
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farmer down to the main contractor, down to the
subcontractor, down to the recruiter and so on. With all
these layers it is very hard to see how anyone could
make any money by the time wages make it to the
actual person doing the work.
The Forsyth inquiry also heard from workers at Covino
Farms, for example, sourced by labour contractor Sam
Huor, which is very much a Cambodian name. Covino
Farms is one of Australia’s biggest salad and vegetable
growers, supplying supermarket chains and fast-food
outlets including KFC, Red Rooster and Subway. The
inquiry heard that until mid-2015 around 100 migrant
workers engaged at Covino Farms through Sam Huor
were grossly underpaid, worked excessive hours and
did not receive superannuation. The National Union of
Workers estimates that these 100 workers are owed at
least $1.2 million in unpaid wages. Ironically we know
of the many snakeheads who take people to farms, and
they earn a minimum of at least $500 000 a year. They
have been continuing to exploit people for all these
many years, and nobody seemed to be detecting it or
doing anything about it.
I do not even want to stray into the area of how
international students have been so exploited when they
do casual work. It is so much so that I want to draw to
your attention that we were made aware of it before the
last election and our government has gone out of its
way to come up with an international student welfare
grant — $4 million for four years — so that small
agencies or big agencies that are catering for
international students can look after them. We have
heard of so much exploitation in the workplace by
unscrupulous employers. Because they are international
students, they do not know the system, process and
procedures in our country and so may be subject to
exploitation. They never want to raise any objections or
complaints because they think they could be in trouble
at the campus or whatever.
Union members also provided the inquiry with a large
number of advertisements for work at below award
rates in foreign language publications and on social
media sites. They also referred the inquiry to foreign
language blogs relating to the availability of work at
$10 to $13 per hour in Gippsland, Sale, Bairnsdale,
Swan Hill, Robinvale and Shepparton. Workers can
also be required to pay between $800 and $1500 to
secure these positions. This is not limited to regional
Victoria. I have heard from community representatives
in my electorate of multiple cases where farmers in the
south-east were contracting workers for $32 an hour but
by the time that money reached those doing the work it
was often below the minimum wage and sometimes as
low as $13 or even $10 an hour.
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This exploitation had to end, and I am delighted to see
this bill here before us today. Under this bill licensed
providers — those which meet the fit and proper
person test and show compliance with workplace
laws, labour hire laws and minimum accommodation
standards — will be listed on a publicly accessible
register. An inspectorate within the authority will
monitor and investigate compliance with the scheme,
and rogue operators that do not comply or that attempt
to flout the scheme will be liable for hefty civil and
criminal penalties.
I am proud to see Victoria joining South Australia and
Queensland, which have similar legislation, as we push
forward towards a national scheme to protect
vulnerable labour hire workers. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (18:20) — I am pleased
to make a contribution on the Labour Hire Licensing
Bill 2017, an expansive and extensive piece of work by
the Andrews government brought before this
Parliament that I hope will get its endorsement. In my
opening remarks can I say that a lot of people in their
working lives can sometimes take for granted the
conditions they have in their workplace, won over time
through the sacrifices, commitments and advocacy of
many people — either union members or others in a
workplace — over many generations. For example,
certainly in the public sector many of us can go to work
knowing we are going to get paid, and we can almost
assume those rates of pay are going to be correct. We
know we have employment conditions. We know that
if we have concerns or issues about our treatment, there
are procedures and guidelines and people employed to
manage a whole range of issues that deal with our
employment, our superannuation and other conditions,
our leave entitlements and a host of other issues that are
fundamental to our employment. That is something that
is not the case for everyone, and certainly not for those
people who work for labour hire firms.
The stories we have heard through some
700 submissions have been detailed again and again
with the consistent theme of how people are
undervalued, exploited, ripped off, underpaid and poorly
treated. When we are starting out our working lives,
whether it is part-time or casual work while we have got
our eyes on the bigger prize of where we might want to
end up, many of us have done a bit of call centre work
or taken other jobs which are just about earning a few
dollars, getting us through study or a tight scrape or
working to a larger agenda. So we probably do not
anchor ourselves in making sure we are getting a just
outcome in our workplace. We put a time limit on how
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long we want to be there and do not embed ourselves
and make sure that it is a just and fair workplace.
Some people have the opportunity to walk away from
those environments and take their labour elsewhere, but
of course what we have heard in terms of the inquiry
and the broader work is that there are many people for
whom working for labour hire agencies and firms is
their fundamental employment, their number one job
and ultimately their lifelong career. We have heard of
people working for labour hire firms for decades in
some instances, so the conditions of their employment
in these places are fundamental — something that they
are living with every day of their working lives. That is
very different to the experience of some of us who may
have worked in call centres, agricultural industries or
some of these other places, whether it be in holiday jobs
or otherwise, where we pass through and then think,
‘Well, jeez, that helped pay a few bills or provide an
experience, but I’m glad that’s not my lifetime
employment’.
In a lot of ways over many years the transient nature of
labour hire employment has also been exploited by
labour hire firms, because that transient workforce has
not potentially been able to provide a collective and
continued advocacy for social justice for people in that
employment. So it is critically important, I think, as the
stories that have come to light here demonstrate, that
what this legislation seeks to do is right so many
wrongs that have developed over time. The sorts of
issues I have outlined really have allowed the predatory
nature to develop in the way in which many labour hire
firms have operated. They see advantages in exploiting
workers, not just those who have been there for a long
time but also those of us who have passed through,
particularly young people, who perhaps have allowed
themselves to be exploited and taken advantage of
because of their circumstances. As we get older and
more experienced in workplaces, we have a more
fundamental understanding of what we think we should
expect and what we are prepared to pursue that we feel
is right and just in the workplace.
They are some of the issues that I think are particularly
important and highlight why a labour hire licensing bill
is so fundamental to change in an area of the workforce.
It is fundamental to the way in which services are
offered in the community but also has a fundamental
effect on so many Victorians’ working lives and the
lives of their families.
I want to outline a couple of the key aspects of the new
scheme. I am taking this from a media release of
13 December 2017 by the Premier. Under the new
scheme providers of labour hire services will be
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required to hold a licence, and hosts will be required to
only use licensed providers. To obtain a licence
providers will be required to pass ‘a fit and proper
person test’ and show compliance with workplace laws,
labour hire laws and minimum accommodation
standards. Licensed providers will be listed on a
publicly accessible register. An inspectorate within the
authority will monitor and investigate compliance with
the scheme, and rogue operators that do not comply or
attempt to flout the scheme will be liable for hefty civil
and criminal penalties.
As the Premier said, these laws will make things fair for
labour hire workers in Victoria. The inquiry exposed a
culture of exploitation in an industry that has been left
unregulated for far too long. We are changing that to
crack down on dodgy operators and protect Victorian
workers. I am sure the following comments made by
the acting Minister for Industrial Relations at the time,
the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, would be
affirmed by the minister at the table, the actual Minister
for Industrial Relations:
Under the new scheme businesses will need to be licensed
and treat their workers fairly or face hefty penalties.

On Four Corners and in other exposés we saw some of
the atrocities committed by labour hire firms and the
way in which people have been exploited and taken
advantage of. As gruesome as all that is and as terrible
as all that is, we want to make sure this is not just an
experience where we say, ‘Gee, I’m glad I’m not doing
that work’. It is incumbent on us as legislators to say
‘That’s just not acceptable’.
It has been interesting listening to the member for
Clarinda and some of my other colleagues who
represent electorates where there are significant labour
hire practices operating and also where they have
communities and demographics for whom that work is
their sole source of income. I thought the member for
Clarinda’s contribution in relation to these matters
showed a very clear understanding of why it is a
Labor government that seeks to bring forward these
amendments and changes to provide protections to
workers.
The comments made earlier by the Attorney-General
also reflected a desire for us to see those opposite grasp
the opportunity to demonstrate a willingness to provide
fairness for Victorian workers. Also, in many cases it is
fairness for people’s families, whether it is their
children, their spouse or a sibling who is suffering
because of the work they are required to do for unjust
labour hire firms. It puts great pressure and strain on
families and individuals.
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I think this bill provides great guidance and protection
for employers, for businesses and for those in the
community who seek to make a contribution to our
economy but who in doing so need guidance and an
understanding of what are fair practices regarding
people’s toil and labour. These points are made very
clearly in the recommendations. Some 700 written
submissions were received, and 113 public hearings
were held over 17 days in metropolitan and rural
Victoria. There were 221 individual witnesses during
these sessions across Mildura, Dandenong, Geelong,
Melbourne, Shepparton, Melton, Ballarat and Morwell.
They are pretty significant communities. There are a lot
of very hardworking people in those communities.
There are a lot of really great families and great
communities that make a huge contribution to the way
in which our economy in Victoria operates.
But as I have said, for too long the transient nature of
labour hire firms has allowed them to exploit people.
While many of us have been able to move on from our
own work in those industries, it is incumbent on us as
legislators to heed the warnings and to take action. I
commend this bill, and I implore the opposition to
support it.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (18:30) — I am a
very proud member of the Labor Party and a proud
member of the Andrews Labor government today to be
able to get up here and support such important
legislation. I acknowledge the Minister for Industrial
Relations, who is here at the table and has been the
driver in getting this legislation to the Parliament for us
to debate today.
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about, the most vulnerable in many cases — those that
have no bargaining power and are in no position to do
anything to ensure that the conditions that they work
under are fair and reasonable? These are the people that
this legislation is here to support.
The onus or burden on those employers that wish to use
labour hire companies is very tiny. We are talking
about regulation to make sure that they all do the right
thing. As I understand it, we do have members of the
opposition who are opposed to this legislation and who
say that farmers will be worse off. As I understand it,
the Victorian Farmers Federation itself is actually
supportive of some sort of regulation of labour hire
companies because even they have been moved by the
most horrible, horrific, horrendous and appalling stories
that have been exposed on programs such as Four
Corners, and also in the inquiry that gave rise to this
legislation in the first place.
There were something like 600 submissions from
individuals — in the main mostly individuals but a
small proportion of organisations, including unions and
employers — that provided information about some of
the most horrific and appalling conditions in which
people were working for labour hire companies not just
in the agricultural or horticultural industry but across
the board. These are the things that we have to stop.

When listening to some of the members of the
opposition, you would think that we were trying to
attack and change the world as we know it. Apparently
the Free World is under attack because we are
regulating labour hire companies in Victoria. But what
are we really talking about here? We are talking about a
regulatory system that means that labour hire
companies must be licensed, that people who run
labour hire companies should be fit and proper people
to hold such a licence and that they should be required
to comply with minimum employment standards and
health and safety standards. Is this really too much to
ask? Because that is what this legislation is all about.

From my own experience with the Australian
Manufacturing Workers Union, I know that there was a
case where a welder, I think he was, had come to
Australia on a temporary visa through a labour hire
company. He contracted cancer, and it was soon
discovered that the labour hire company had not paid
the insurance that it was required to pay under his
contract. He was left in a situation where he could not
afford health care in Victoria as a result of the terrible
behaviour of the labour hire company that he was
working for. That the host employer is in no way
responsible for the workers who are making their
profits by working at the business by somehow
contracting out that responsibility to a labour hire
company is just not the way I think Victorians or
indeed Australians believe the system should work.
This is legislation that is really needed. It is going to be
legislation that helps those that are working for labour
hire companies.

I hear different excuses and reasons from the opposition
about why they oppose this legislation. I think one
person was saying they oppose it because it is not going
to work. Another member of the opposition said they
oppose it because it is going to place a burden on
farmers. But what about the people that this is about to
protect? What about those workers that we have heard

Again, when we are talking labour hire companies,
employers do not need to use a labour hire company
when they employ labour. Another thing that I think the
opposition seem to confuse is casual labour versus
labour hire. It is still possible for employers to employ
people on a seasonal basis — for example, in the fruit
industry — and to employ people on a casual basis, but
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they choose in some circumstances to hire out that
responsibility or contract out that responsibility to
another company. Then that labour company charges
the host or employer a fee to provide workers for their
business. It is not something that they have to do, but
this bill is something that certainly is absolutely
necessary to ensure that people are treated properly and
to allow for an even playing field. It is not right that
some labour companies that are unscrupulous and
ripping people off should be able to operate unhindered
while other labour companies are at a disadvantage
because they pay the proper rates and conditions for the
workers who work for them that they then provide to
host companies.
As I said, I think there is some confusion on the other
side at best and just a downright nastiness when it
comes to their lack of interest or lack of support or
concern for the welfare of working people. It is
debating legislation like this that, I think, really shows
the true colours of the opposition, the National and
Liberal members in this chamber, because they just do
not seem to care about people and their conditions or
that they have a right to a healthy and safe working
environment and a right to actually get paid the
minimum wage at a minimum — and of course it is
always better if their wages can be negotiated with the
employer in a fair and reasonable way.
As I understand, submissions from over 600 people and
organisations went through. Most of those were
examples of how terribly people had been employed
and of people in the most disadvantaged and vulnerable
situations, whether they were on temporary visas with
the threat of deportation if they complained or raised a
concern with the way they were working, whether it
was because of their language and not being able to
fully know their rights because they were not aware of
the system in Victoria, or whether it was just a matter of
needing to provide food and shelter for their family and
so they felt that they were in a situation where they
could not speak up and do anything for themselves.
These are the people the Labor Party wants to protect.
This is purely about making sure that companies do
what they should do and what I would have thought
everybody in this chamber would think companies
should do when it comes to the fair and reasonable
treatment of working people.
There is another fairly recent example — it was late
2016, so when this issue was still being debated and the
inquiry was still going through. We are not even talking
about little backyard employers and companies; we
have got some of the biggest farms in Victoria that
were actually using labour hire companies that were
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treating people in appalling ways and not providing
proper wages and conditions. For example, I
understand on the Mornington Peninsula A & G
Lamattina & Sons was dramatically raided by a union
after orders from the Fair Work Commission because
of their improper treatment of workers working on their
farm. There was also another one up in Swan Hill, the
Cutri Fruit company. They were, again, using
underpaid and illegal migration workers hired through
labour hire contractors.
When we hear from the opposition their opposition to
this legislation, we have to ask, ‘Why is that?’ when
right on their own doorstep — Swan Hill, the
Mornington Peninsula — we have seen some of the
biggest companies, the biggest farms, exploiting
workers through the use of dodgy labour hire
companies.
So this is about weeding those companies out and
making sure there are minimum standards in the
industry to protect workers and their rights. I think on
this side of the house at least we believe that everybody
should be treated in a fair and respectful way. If you
need to have regulation to do that then that is not to the
shame of this Parliament or this government; it is to the
shame of those companies that treat people in such an
appalling and despicable way.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (18:40) — It is with a
great sense of pride that I rise to speak on the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. I have a great sense of pride
because this was an issue that I raised in my inaugural
speech in this place, and I have a great sense of pride
because the union that I am proudly associated with and
have been for many years, the National Union of
Workers, has championed this issue for many years. I
will be referring to their submission to the inquiry a
little later in my contribution.
I also have a great sense of pride because I think over
the past three years the mission of this government can
best be summarised as trying to give people a sense of
dignity. In this case it is giving vulnerable workers not
just protection but a sense of dignity — a sense of
dignity when it comes to the dignity of work as well
as being able to have a secure job, being able to draw
a wage from that job and being able to enjoy the
minimum requirements from employment that many
of us take for granted, such as sick leave, annual leave
and all of those protections that so many of us take
for granted.
There is a statistic out there, and it is in the National
Union of Workers submission, that currently around
40 per cent of Australians are in insecure work. That
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really is a national shame that many people in our
country would not know about: 40 per cent of
Australian workers are in insecure work and do not
have a job that they can take to the bank and convert
into a mortgage to put a roof over their head and their
family members’ heads. They do not have that level of
security that many of us take for granted. That has been
the mission of the union movement and the mission of
this government: to give those vulnerable workers that
level of security.
I am not surprised that the opposition are opposing this
bill, but it does sadden me that they are opposing it. I
would have hoped that giving a sense of security, a
sense of protection and a sense of dignity to vulnerable
workers would not be a partisan issue and that it could
rise above the partisanship that we see in this place day
in and day out. Sadly, those of us who were hoping that
this debate would be any different have been absolutely
mistaken.
I did listen to bits and pieces of some of the opposition
speakers, but they exhausted their list of speakers some
time ago I see. Some of the things they were saying
were just so ideological and idiotic. They could not see
past blatant ideology. I am also very, very disappointed
in The Nationals, because of course a lot of the issues
that we are trying to address —
Ms Kealy — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
would like to bring your attention to the state of the
house.
Quorum formed.
Mr STAIKOS — Isn’t it interesting that as soon as
I began to point out the hypocrisy of The Nationals, the
sole opposition member in the house at the time, the
member for Lowan, got up to call a quorum? I will
continue where I left off, because their position has
been very disappointing. We did expect a little bit more
from The Nationals. We did in fact expect a lot more
from The Nationals because I read the member for
Mildura’s submission. It was an excellent submission. I
also looked at some past comments from the Leader of
The Nationals, and I have to say there is real
inconsistency between what they have said in the past
and what they are saying today.
Of course at one point they were saying, ‘We want a
national scheme’. The point is the Turnbull government
is not interested in a national scheme, so what this
government has had to do is work closely with other
Labor state governments in Australia and come up with
a scheme that we know will work here in Victoria. Our
government can be trusted to do this because we can be
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trusted to provide jobs and to provide secure jobs. Since
our government was elected in November 2014 we
have created more than 300 000 jobs for Victorians,
and of those more than 200 000 jobs are full-time
jobs — that is, jobs that can be converted to mortgages,
give people security and give people protection.
I wholeheartedly support this bill because it is long
overdue. When you read some of the submissions,
many of them are from vulnerable workers employed in
companies located in regional Victoria and located in
Nationals seats. You notice that a lot of these
submissions are in very poor English, and that is
because many of the vulnerable people who we are
seeking to protect are migrant workers and people on
temporary visas. I will read from some of them. One
person in Wodonga said:
Not having money to do things on the holidays. Not accruing
any holiday, sick or long service leave.

That is heartbreaking, not being able to take any time
off because you will be left with no money. Then when
you look at another submission from a person from
Swan Hill who was paid below minimum wages, they
were making $13 an hour and of course were too afraid
to ask for a pay rise because it would just mean no
work. And then there is this person from a call centre
who said:
I spent the last two years trying to plan a visit overseas. Fell
apart each time due to no holiday pay, no idea how to
budget. This workplace has existed for 50 years and some
staff have been on labour hire for 17 years. The host
employer hasn’t decided if they will tender for the work
again in 2016. They took over 20 staff in 2014 and put them
on one-year contracts. The other 40-odd people may go with
a few days notice in mid-2016 and the directly hired staff
may not get much more time.

We can go on and on and on. In Clayton, which is next
to my electorate, somebody was employed for $10 per
hour cash in hand.
It is these unscrupulous operators that, through this
legislation, we are seeking to go after. What this
legislation will do is ensure that we exclude people who
are not fit and proper persons, and why would the
opposition have a problem with that? Could it be
because they associate with people who are both unfit
and improper? I do note that one of the companies
caught up in all of this is A & G Lamattina & Sons, and
where have we heard that name before? I have a feeling
they were part of that infamous lobster dinner that you
will never live down, those of you on that side of the
house. You will never live it down.
I support this legislation because it has been carefully
crafted and led by our fantastic Minister for Industrial
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Relations, who is in the house tonight probably just to
hear my contribution on this bill.
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elected them. This is called biting the hand that feeds
you. Liberals are always there to safeguard the interests
of the top end of town.

Ms Hutchins interjected.
Mr STAIKOS — Absolutely, Minister. It is
legislation that has the support of Ausveg. The
Victorian Farmers Federation has also said that it
supports the regulation of these labour hire companies
because it recognises the sort of damage they do to our
international reputation.
I want in the 30 seconds left to me to again congratulate
the National Union of Workers. I was rather hoping that
I would have time to touch on its submission but, alas,
time has escaped me. This is long overdue legislation. I
am proud of the leadership that this government has
shown, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) (18:50) — This is a bill
that supports the many who are being exploited against
the few who are exploiting. A government that does not
look after the workers, who are the majority of their
constituents, is morally corrupt and does not deserve to
govern or to be re-elected. This is a typical Labor bill of
course that once again displays the legacy of the
Australian Labor movement. It reaffirms the
significance of having Labor governments across all
Australian jurisdictions. The Queensland and South
Australian Labor governments have also moved to
establish their own systems of labour hire licensing.
Victoria has referred most of our workplace laws to the
commonwealth, and still we have to establish our own
labour hire licensing system. What a pity. It is definitely
because the Turnbull federal government has no
intention of at least trying to put an end to the
exploitation of workers by setting up a national labour
hire licensing system. This is in spite of a Victorian
inquiry recommending that Victoria advocate a national
approach to labour hire licensing.
It was none other than the Deputy Prime Minister of the
federal conservative government who said that state
governments should be able to regulate the labour hire
industry because ‘states have got to have a purpose to
exist’. Does that mean that the conservative
governments of New South Wales and Tasmania do not
have a purpose to exist? What a load of rubbish.
It is unfortunate that the right-wing Turnbull federal
government has shown no interest in standing up for
working people, and they will not take a stand against
their rampant exploitation. It is now evident that their
state counterparts follow suit. This again proves that
neoliberal governments are comfortable with lining up
with the exploiters but not with the very people who

Worker exploitation has been here for centuries in one
form or another. This initiative will not eliminate
exploitation of workers completely; however, it is a
step in the right direction in combatting exploitation in
the labour hire space.
The Andrews government set up an inquiry into labour
hire and insecure work, chaired by Professor Anthony
Forsyth. The inquiry discovered a culture of
exploitation in an industry that has been left
unregulated for too long. The bill will change that. It
will crack down on dodgy operators and protect
Victorian workers. The inquiry received a total of
695 written submissions. There were 113 public
hearing sessions over 17 days of hearings in
metropolitan and regional Victoria, where
221 individual witnesses gave evidence. Very high
public interest was displayed. Workers risked their jobs
to give evidence to the inquiry. The inquiry found that
rogue operators were underpaying workers, not
ensuring proper safety standards, abusing working visas
and undermining the minimum standards of
employment. To minimise exploitation by labour hire
companies the Victorian Labor government introduced
a universal licensing scheme to protect workers across
all sectors. The following are what some of the
witnesses said to the inquiry.
A construction worker said that being a casual
worker he had just one hour’s notice of work
termination. He always stressed it could be his last
hour because his work could have been terminated
in the next hour. A manufacturing worker said that
he did not know from week to week how many
shifts he would get and that he was on standby on
the days he was not rostered on.
A packer in a vegetable shed said he was employed
through a labour hire contractor in 2011. He said the
pay was way below minimum wages — $13 an hour —
and the working hours were irregular. Sometimes the
contractor just phoned him and said he did not have to
work in the morning. He said that due to the irregular
working hours and there being no penalty rates his
weekly wages were very unstable.
A warehouse worker said, and I quote:
After one year I was promised full-time by the host employer,
but I was kept on as an agency casual and was then told that I
was no longer required at work but was not given a reason.

He said he was extremely disappointed and sad about
this. He also said that he was trying to take out a loan at
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the time and that that could not happen now. He said he
had previously had regular hours and shifts, but all of a
sudden he was told there was no work for him.
My colleagues mentioned A & G Lamattina and Sons,
which was the site of a dramatic raid by the National
Union of Workers following allegations of systemic
underpayment and exploitation of workers. This business
is associated with Frank Lamattina, Tony Madafferi’s
cousin and a prominent Liberal Party donor, who also
attended the infamous lobster dinner. Now we can see
why the opposition is opposing this bill.
Some underpayment practices were so exploitative
that workers were told they owed money after
performing work. Is that the society we have to
tolerate? These conditions are worse than in a feudal
society. They are not much different from slavery. We
boast that under capitalism, established about
300 years ago, we have a much more progressive
society than previous societies, even though it gives us
a recession every four to seven years. Is this what we
have to experience under modern capitalism?
I am not suggesting all workers at all levels across
Victoria are treated in this manner. However, if all the
workers are treated in this manner across Victoria or
even across Australia, obviously workers will have
barely enough money to spend on the basic things
they need just to survive. If these malpractices are
widespread, it can certainly have a drastic effect on
the economy.
The workers are many and collectively consume more,
and the owners are few and collectively consume less,
even if their profit share goes through the roof as a
result of exploitation. When the buying power of many
workers is decimated, these exploitative companies will
see the market shrink as the workers collectively reduce
their consumption of the goods and services produced
by those companies. The companies will have to either
lay off staff or reduce the wages and conditions of the
employees to maintain their high profits. This will have
a compounding negative effect on wages and
employment, creating a recessionary situation.
In the UK for a period of time corporate taxes were
reduced progressively but real wages did not go up. In
Australia we know that when profits go up by 20 per
cent, wages go up by barely 2 per cent. Employers will
collectively lobby for penalty rate cuts and lower
company taxes. Right-wing conservative governments
are more than happy to respond positively to these
demands by big businesses. That aggravates the
problem in two ways — further reducing the buying
power of these workers and hitting the budget bottom
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line, resulting in public services being cut and reduced
employment.
Therefore this legislation is extremely important. The
legislative framework set up by the bill brings some
much-needed transparency to the labour hire industry.
Under the new scheme, businesses will need to be
licensed and they must treat their workers fairly or face
hefty penalties, which they will thoroughly deserve if
they flout these laws.
This bill is not designed to impose additional workplace
laws or taxes, or superannuation or health and safety
obligations on labour hire businesses. This is strictly
aimed at allowing compliance with existing laws to be
examined and verified.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Springfield Reserve, Croydon
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (19:00) — (13 936)
This evening I raise a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Sport, and the action I seek is for
consideration to be given to funding an upgrade of the
Springfield Reserve pavilion and clubrooms in
Croydon. I draw the minister’s attention to the Croydon
Rangers Gridiron Club and their home ground,
Springfield Reserve in Croydon, which requires a
financial contribution from the state government to kick
off the redevelopment of their clubrooms.
The facilities at Springfield Reserve are grossly
outdated and undersized, having first been constructed
as a base for the Croydon National Soccer League team
in the 1970s. The Croydon Rangers have been utilising
the facilities for almost 30 years. With the consistent
increase in gridiron participants, the facilities are
incredibly undersized and no longer sufficient for a club
of this size. New facilities at Springfield Reserve would
complement the recently developed playing surface and
highlight Croydon Rangers on the map. The precinct in
Croydon stands to become the centre of gridiron in the
region. I believe Gridiron Victoria are in discussions
about making the new facility their headquarters. An
upgraded facility will likely result in Croydon hosting
state matches and even the national championship.
The Croydon Rangers have teams in Gridiron
Victoria’s junior, women’s and men’s competitions
and took the initiative to establish a flag football
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league — a non-contact derivative of gridiron — for
under-13 and under-15 teams, which was launched in
October last year. This year the club is looking to
launch a veterans league.
Springfield Reserve is co-shared with the Eastern
Football League Umpires Association, which uses the
facilities for their training sessions. They have had to
turn people away, with the facilities unable to cater for
increased numbers, particularly female umpires, due to
the lack of gender-specific changing rooms. In addition
to this, the Croydon City Arrows Soccer Club also use
the facilities for their junior training programs.
Local sporting clubs and organisations are important to
all communities, and support for them from each level
of government is paramount. The current facilities at
Springfield Reserve are substandard and at some point
will significantly affect the growth of the club and user
groups. The current facilities do not offer a viewing
window, so during the cold, wet months all spectators
are required to watch the games out in the open. As
previously stated, the rooms do not offer enough
changing rooms for the growing range of participants,
both in age as well as gender. I again call on the
minister to fund the upgrade of Springfield Reserve for
the Croydon Rangers Gridiron Club, the Eastern
Football League Umpires Association and the Croydon
City Arrows Soccer Club.

Neighbourhood houses
Ms WARD (Eltham) (19:03) — (13 937) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Families and
Children, and the action I seek is for the minister to
look into ways the Andrews government can further
support our fantastic neighbourhood houses. I thank the
minister for her strong interest in neighbourhood
houses, including those in my electorate of Eltham, and
acknowledge the important role they play as places of
inclusion and in providing education and training
pathways and opportunities for volunteering.
Greenhills Neighbourhood House provides my
community with important health and wellbeing
opportunities for local people, a base for local
community groups, pre-accredited training and links to
other services. Living and Learning Nillumbik has a
history dating back more than 40 years of providing
education and inclusion in Diamond Valley, helping
thousands of locals access education and creating
pathways. The Diamond Valley Learning Centre, of
which I was once a committee member, is also a
fantastic place of inclusion, support and learning. I ask
the minister to look into ways the Andrews government
can further support our fantastic neighbourhood houses.
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VicRoads
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (19:03) — (13 938) I raise a
matter for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and
the action I seek is that the minister reinstate services
and adequately compensate VicRoads service agencies
in rural Victoria. VicRoads service agencies provide
registration, licensing and other services vital to rural
communities. Without these services residents in my
electorate have to travel to Mildura, Horsham or
Swan Hill.
I have received some correspondence from various local
governments. I would like the minister to look into the
VicRoads service agencies issues that have been raised
over the last 12 months. To recap, there are various
issues that have gone on and some correspondence. In
April 2017 there was a meeting in Mildura with
VicRoads officers where a promise was made to contact
other agencies the following week. That did not happen.
On 4 May an email from VicRoads was received to say
it had progressed internally and they would be in touch
the next week. That did not happen. In June a letter was
received to notify that VicRoads was planning, in the
months prior to the new agreements being finalised in
July–August, to consult with independent agencies and
councils. That did not happen. On 31 July an email was
received stating an intention to consult in September and
extend the agreement to give time to consult, aiming to
have new agreements in place by November. This did
not happen.
The correspondence has been going backwards and
forwards. This needs to be resolved as a matter of
urgency. These are vital services for those rural
communities. The letter has been signed off by CEOs
from Mildura, West Wimmera, Swan Hill, East
Gippsland and Northern Grampians councils as well as
Gateway BEET in Hopetoun. This is a matter that is too
important to remain unresolved. These rural
communities need access to these services, and the
minister must now intervene to ensure that VicRoads
completes what it said it would do in a timely manner
so that these services can be maintained and retained
for those communities.

Yan Yean electorate schools
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (19:06) — (13 939) I wish
to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Education. The action I seek is that he provide funding
for the construction of a new school at Beveridge West.
I was really pleased that in last year’s budget there was
an allocation for land to build a school for this
community. It is a rapidly growing community and
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needs that support. Education is Labor’s number one
priority, and this is in stark contrast to those opposite.

the green arrow for those turning right to head east on
the Maroondah Highway.

The existing Beveridge Primary School has great
leadership under the principal, Steve Fernando. It came
into my electorate only at the last election. A number of
students from the City of Whittlesea side that was
previously in my electorate attended that school, so I had
visited it over the years prior to actually representing that
area. The school has very, very old buildings, and the
student population has grown incredibly. It beggars
belief that upon taking office those opposite actually
cancelled an $850 000 rural school upgrade that had
been allocated to this school in Labor’s final budget in
2010. Not only did they cancel that upgrade, but to add
insult to injury the then Minister for Planning, now the
Leader of the Opposition, extended the urban growth
boundary to include the school. Then those opposite said,
‘You’ll no longer get your rurality bonus’. So a school
that does not have reticulated water, does not have
sewerage and has to provide its own water for
firefighting had its budget cut when its student numbers
had increased by about a third.

In recent years population growth in the area has
increased the volume of cars travelling through the
area, with drivers seeking alternate thoroughfares to
avoid a choked Maroondah Highway intersection. For
example, Beresford Road, Chirnside Park, has become
a major alternate thoroughfare for cars. I have asked in
the past that traffic lights be installed at the intersection
of Beresford Road and Victoria Road.

We are not standing still on the ground under our feet.
We are actually responding to the growth in Beveridge,
Wallan and that corridor. With the funding that we
provided for Wallan Secondary College, that upgrade is
going along swimmingly. We have a new children’s
centre in Wallan that is going really well. The education
minister has paid a lot of attention to my community.
We have had new schools built, the P–12 Mernda
Secondary College and Mernda Park Primary School,
and in fact we have a new one under construction right
now in South Doreen, the Yarrambat Park primary
school. I have every faith in this minister’s knowledge
of the education needs in my community, and I look
forward to when we receive funding to build this
much-needed school.

Maroondah Highway, Chirnside Park
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) (19:09) — (13 940) My
request for action is to the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety. The action I seek is that the minister direct
VicRoads to investigate the safety and traffic flow of
vehicles trying to access the Maroondah Highway in
Chirnside Park during peak hours. The minister may
not be familiar with these intersections. However,
responses to a recent survey indicate significant
concern about traffic congestion affecting the ability of
motorists to enter and exit Maroondah Highway at
Kimberley Drive, Edward Road, Mooroolbark Road
and Victoria Road. Every morning Victoria Road traffic
is banked up over the hill and almost back to the school.
Constituents have told me there is not enough time on

The story is similar at Edward Road and Kimberly
Drive. The number of cars will only increase as more
people move into the area because of townhouse
developments and future changes to the Chirnside
Park shopping centre. Local residents have reported to
me that commuters trying to avoid the traffic are
clogging up roads like Vista Drive and Sugarloaf
Drive, Chirnside — roads that were not designed to
take the traffic currently passing through, but drivers
are being seen using these as alternative routes to the
shopping centre.
During peak hour and school pick-up times the
situation is getting intolerable. As anyone can imagine,
this is becoming very frustrating for motorists who are
trapped on Beresford Road, Victoria Road, Edward
Road, Kimberly Drive and Mooroolbark Road. Vista
Drive residents are worried about their safety with the
flow-through traffic. I ask the minister to direct
VicRoads to investigate the traffic flow at these
Maroondah Highway intersections in Chirnside Park
and to improve the flow of traffic to accommodate our
increasing population and subsequently increased
volume of traffic.

Yuroke electorate ministerial visit
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (19:11) — (13 941) My
adjournment is for the Minister for Early Childhood
Education, and the action I seek is that the minister visit
the Yuroke electorate to join me in a tour of new
kindergarten facilities funded by the Andrews Labor
government. These new relocatable buildings will
provide 130 sessional kindergarten places for families
in Craigieburn and Roxburgh Park, ensuring that local
kids get the best start in life with affordable access to
learning that is close to home.
Local access to quality learning is a top priority for
parents who have chosen to raise their kids in the
Yuroke electorate, which is both a growth area and
home to one of the largest populations of young
families. This latest investment follows three years of
significant investment and improved early childhood
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education infrastructure right across the Yuroke
electorate. I thank the minister for delivering these
new facilities, and I look forward to her joining me to
see firsthand how our community is benefiting from
this investment.

LGBTI equality
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (19:12) — (13 942) My
adjournment matter is for the Premier, and the action I
seek is that the Premier protect lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and intersex Victorians from
discrimination.
It was terrific to attend the first Midsumma Festival
since marriage equality became a reality, including
Carnival Day and the Pride March with the Queer
Greens and Senator Janet Rice, and Pride Shabbat at
Temple Beth Israel in the Prahran electorate. But there
is still unfinished business when it comes to LGBTI
equality in Victoria. We still have in this state
exemptions in anti-discrimination laws that allow
faith-based organisations to discriminate against
LGBTI workers, students and service users on the basis
of their sexuality and gender identity.
Now it is one thing to say Victoria is the most
progressive state, but just across in Tasmania you will
find that they do not have these discriminatory laws in
place and you will see that Victoria is still behind some
states when it comes to LGBTI equality. Whilst I am
sure many, if not most, faith-based schools and services
are welcoming and inclusive of LGBTI people, these
laws are insidious. We have had recent reports of a
teacher being fired for being gay in Western Australia
where they have similar laws. We have got examples of
LGBTI young people who have been kicked out of
home not going to a faith-based homelessness service
for fear of experiencing the same discrimination that
they did at home.
A local constituent of mine told me that they do not
apply for jobs at non-government schools because they
may be faced with discrimination. We have got reports
of teachers and workers having to hide their sexuality
lest they be fired. We had threats by a Catholic
archbishop during the marriage equality debate to fire
teachers, nurses and other employees who marry their
same-sex partners.
Of course change is not easy. The Greens introduced a
private members bill in the upper house to protect
LGBTI students, but unfortunately the government and
the opposition voted that down. We have moved
amendments in this place that the government refused to
bring on for debate. We have only had two bills in this
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Parliament that were knocked off in the upper house by
the Liberals and conservative minor parties, and they
both were in relation to LGBTI equality. But if the
Premier wants to make good on his ‘equality is not
negotiable’ slogan, on his promise that every bit of
bigotry will be removed from the Victorian statute book,
then he needs to act this year to protect LGBTI workers,
students and service users from discrimination.

Frankston Dolphins
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (19:14) — (13 943)
My adjournment debate matter is for the Premier of
Victoria. The action I seek is for the Premier to join me
at a Frankston Dolphins game at Frankston Park to
celebrate the 2018 season return of the Dolphins to the
VFL. From the beginning I made it clear that losing the
Dolphins was not an option. This is a proud club with
an even stronger, prouder community. No-one wins
when local clubs lose. I am proud the government could
help the Dolphins with their debt and get them back on
track to rejoin the VFL in 2018. I am overjoyed that the
club is back in the VFL this year and look forward to
some great footy from the team. I cannot wait to get out
there and support them, together with the locals, and
watch some great footy this season.
The club now has 1200 paid members, making it the
second-largest membership club in the VFL. This
shows the incredible standing the club has in the
Frankston community. This club is more than a footy
club for our community; it is an elite sporting club that
Frankston is proud of and that is a part of who we are.
A special thanks to everyone in the community who got
behind them and never, ever gave up. The club has
access to premium facilities like new clubrooms, which
the previous state Labor government and Frankston
City Council invested millions in. These facilities have
only just been opened for use.
As the local member for Frankston, I am proud to be
part of a government that supports local sporting clubs
like the Dolphins, which can contribute so much to the
Frankston community. The Dolphins provide a group
of fantastic young role models that our Frankston youth
can aspire to. It gives local kids the opportunity of a
pathway to play AFL football just like their heroes do.
Superstars Nic Newman, Michael Hibberd and Mark
Baguley and 2016 premiership players Matthew Boyd
and Tory Dickson and their coach, Luke Beveridge,
provide that inspiration.
I would like to acknowledge the community’s
unwavering support; the hard work of the Frankston
City Council CEO and his staff and the members of the
Save the Frankston Dolphins Steering Committee; and
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the work of former Hawthorn champion Gary
Buckenara in his new role as general manager and Tina
Bremert in her role as operations manager. I look
forward to the Premier’s reply.
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convene a meeting between the City of Moonee
Valley, the Friends of the Maribyrnong Valley,
Melbourne Water and her department to discuss
improving water quality in both the Maribyrnong
River and the Moonee Ponds Creek.

Neighbourhood houses
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (19:16) — (13 944) My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Families and Children. The action I seek is for the
minister, in the coming budget, to provide recurrent
funds from the neighbourhood house coordination
program to the Yarra Glen and District Living and
Learning Centre. They are one of 35 centres in the state
that do not receive any recurrents funding. Having
visited the centre on a number of occasions, I recently
met again with manager Debra Traill and committee
member Rosalie Collie to hear of their current plight.
The neighbourhood house needs funding to continue to
operate at its current capacity. The centre is vibrant and
active, with a strong community presence. It offers a
wideranging program, and they are able to source many
program leaders and facilitators locally.
Most impressive, though, is that over the last three to
four years they have had a great story of strong growth,
which has actually seen them triple their membership.
This is as a result of their strong governance and
management as well as their devotion to the centre.
They scrimp and save, and now run on the smell of an
oily rag. I know the manager now has to do many
volunteer hours on top of what is allocated to keep up
the centre’s presence in the community. It is stressful
and very time-consuming for those at the heart of the
centre’s operations to continue to seek out and then
apply for grants to stay afloat. This also impacts on the
optimism and enthusiasm of all involved.
The Continuing Education and Arts Centre of
Alexandra (CEACA), is in a similar boat. CEACA has
a number of hats — it is a neighbourhood house, a
Learn Local organisation and a registered training
organisation. Despite operating as a neighbourhood
house, it does not receive any funds from the
Department of Health and Human Services. I have met
with former CEO Charlie Bisset and current CEO
David Williams to discuss their issues as well. Minister,
you need to deliver on your 2014 election commitment
to support neighbourhood houses so they can meet their
communities’ needs.

Essendon electorate water quality
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (19:18) — (13 945) I
direct my adjournment debate matter to the Minister
for Water. The action I seek is for the minister to

Responses
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) (19:19) —
In relation to the member for Mildura, I will get to the
bottom of that. Obviously there is a need to engage with
the local councils, and there is an extensive list of
councils that are seeking engagement, so accordingly I
will seek advice from VicRoads in the north-west and
ask them to engage and get to the bottom of that. That
is fine. I am very happy to do that.
To the member for Evelyn in relation to Chirnside Park,
I know the area very well. Having been up to the
Strathbogies on the Australia Day long weekend and
having travelled past the Chirnside Park shopping
centre many times, I know the intersection with
Mooroolbark Road very well. Accordingly I will get
VicRoads to look at that.
The member for Croydon had an issue in relation to the
Minister for Sport, which will accordingly be sent off
there. The member for Eltham had an issue for the
Minister for Families and Children in relation to
neighbourhood houses, and that will accordingly be
sent off to that minister. The member for Yan Yean had
an issue in relation to the Minister for Education for a
new school in Beveridge West, and accordingly that
will be sent off. The member for Yuroke had an issue in
relation to early childhood education, and that will be
sent off to the appropriate minister.
The member for Prahran had an issue in relation to
LGBTI communities which he wanted the Premier to
address, and the Premier will do that. The member for
Frankston wishes to have the Premier visit his
electorate, so accordingly that will go to the Premier for
response. The member for Eildon had an issue for the
Minister for Families and Children and Minister for
Youth Affairs, again in relation to neighbourhood
houses and related learning, and that will accordingly
go to the minister. The member for Essendon had the
shortest adjournment I think I have ever heard — short,
sharp and sweet — and it was just a simple request for
a meeting, bless his soul. Accordingly that will be sent
off to the Minister for Water.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The house now
stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.21 p.m.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

Adjournment

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notice of motion given.

Removal
The SPEAKER (09:34) — Notices of motion 5 to 8
will be removed from the notice paper unless members
wishing their notice to remain advise the Acting Clerk
in writing before 2.00 p.m. today.

PETITIONS
Following petition presented to house:

Mansfield Secondary College
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws to
the attention of the house the importance of providing modern
facilities for students at Mansfield Secondary College.
In particular we note:
1.

Mansfield Secondary College is the only secondary
school in the entire Mansfield Shire Council.

2.

Rapid population growth in Mansfield is creating
unprecedented challenges for education services in the
region.

3.

Additional funding for upgrades is required urgently to
allow works to be completed on the back of current
works at the school.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly urges the Victorian government to provide the
additional funding required to complete modernisation of
Mansfield Secondary College.

By Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (340 signatures).
Tabled.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Primary Return December 2017 and Summary
of Variations Notified between 30 November 2017 and
6 February 2018 — Ordered to be published
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rule 6.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(09:35) — I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourns until Tuesday,
20 February 2018.

Motion agreed to.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Questions without notice and ministers
statements
The SPEAKER (09:35) — In reporting back to the
house, I wish to advise the member for Burwood,
following a point of order that he raised both yesterday
and on Tuesday in relation to unanswered constituency
questions and a number of questions on notice, I wrote
to the ministers involved on Tuesday seeking an answer
to his questions.
Also on Tuesday the member for Box Hill raised a
point of order about the responsiveness of the Premier’s
answer to the Leader of the Opposition’s first
supplementary question. After reviewing the transcript I
consider the answer to be responsive.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
The SPEAKER (09:36) — Before calling the first
members statement, I wish to advise the house that a
member has sought approval to make a contribution
today in the Greek language during question time. It
will be performed in the Greek language.

Australia Day awards
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (09:36) — It is
with pleasure that I take this opportunity to congratulate
four Bellarine residents who received 2018 Australia
Day Honours. Dr Paul Hemming was made an Officer
of the Order of Australia for his lifetime commitment to
education, medicine and the wider community.
Dr Hemming has provided strong leadership on a vast
array of medical and education bodies and was a
founding member of Beyondblue.
Diana Allen was awarded a Medal of the Order of
Australia for her contribution to jazz music. She has,
over many decades, been involved in numerous
festivals and was the founder and principal of Jazz
Australia. Locally Diana has contributed to
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organisations like the Queenscliffe Historical Museum
and the Barwon Heads Arts Council.
Therese McKenney received a Medal of the Order of
Australia for her untiring work for various business and
community organisations in Newport and now in her
new home of Portarlington.
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successful Pink Stumps Day in support of breast
cancer awareness. I pay tribute to all the work of the
club. They have done some great work for all our
local community. Well done and congratulations
to all involved.

Templeton Cricket Club

Barrie Provan received his much-deserved Order of
Australia Medal for services to the community of
Queenscliff. Barrie has been involved in many
organisations, including the Queenscliff-Point Lonsdale
Community Enterprise, the Good Shepherd nursing
home and the Uniting Church.

Mr WAKELING — I also had the pleasure of
visiting Templeton Cricket Club to see their newly
refurbished oval. I would like to pay tribute to the work
of Knox City Council as well as the federal government
for funding this important upgrade. Congratulations to
all involved at the Templeton club.

I also congratulate the recipients of the Borough of
Queenscliffe Australia Day awards. Citizen of the Year
went to Rob Hurley for his outstanding contribution to
the community. I have known and worked with Rob for
many years, and it is a well-deserved award. Belle Kidd
and Alexandra Scorgie were the joint winners of the
Young Citizen of the Year award, and Queenscliff
Primary School received the community event award
for their efforts in organising this year’s Biggest
Morning Tea.

Michael Dragwidge

My congratulations to all of them, and I thank them for
their contributions to our community.

Australia Day awards
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (09:38) — I
recently had the pleasure of attending Knox City
Council’s Australia Day awards ceremony. I would like
to pay tribute to those who were recognised for their
work in our local community: Beryl Renton was
recognised as a Local Hero and has done great work with
Knox Women’s Football Club as well as for our returned
servicemen; Deidre Loveless was recognised as
Environmentalist of the Year; Bryce Prissmann was
awarded Young Citizen of the Year and is an active
member of the Scoresby Secondary College and the
Scoresby Country Fire Authority; Jane Meehan was
awarded Volunteer of the Year for her great work with
Girl Guides Victoria and can often be seen running the
canteen at the Ferntree Gully Eagles Junior Football
Club; and Hurtle Lupton, a former member of this house,
was recognised as the Elder Citizen of the Year for his
ongoing work since leaving the Parliament in helping our
local community. I also pay tribute to Darren Wallace, a
tireless environmental campaigner in the Knox
community, who was recognised as Citizen of the Year.

Ferntree Gully Cricket Club
Mr WAKELING — Congratulations to the
Ferntree Gully Cricket Club, which ran a very

Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (09:39) — I rise today to acknowledge
the life of a great man, Michael Noel Dragwidge. Born
on 24 February 1976, Michael lived a full life until he
was taken away far too young at only 41 years of age
on 20 December last year. Michael is survived by his
parents, Lynette and Kevin Dragwidge, his sister, Amy,
and his own beloved family — his wife, Georgina
Dragwidge, and children, Maxwell and Matina.
I first met Michael at St Bernard’s College when I was a
younger man. He was always a source of enthusiasm
and encouragement with a mind and personality beyond
his years. He was a leader within the college through his
charisma, decency and care for fellow students. We both
shared a passion for politics, in particular the Labor
Party. It was no coincidence we both embarked on arts
degrees with majors in politics at La Trobe University.
As Georgina, his wife, eloquently explained in her
eulogy, Michael chose La Trobe because it had
Australia’s best political thinkers, including Robert
Manne and Judith Brett. La Trobe would also bring
Georgina and Michael together as fellow students and
political activists. Outside of study Michael and I both
joined the local Niddrie Labor branch. Indeed it was
Michael who helped recruit me. For my 21st birthday
Michael gave me the late veteran Fairfax journalist
Michael Gordon’s biography of Prime Minister Paul
Keating with a nice message written inside, which I
will always treasure. Michael loved Paul Keating. As
Georgina explained at his funeral, Keating’s big-picture
ideals, from Aboriginal reconciliation to the republican
movement and greater engagement with Asia, were all
ideals Michael believed in. He also admired Keating’s
quick wit and snappy dress sense.
Michael was farewelled at the packed Church of
St Margaret Mary in Spotswood on 4 January. Such
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was Michael’s impact through his 41 years that in the
church it was standing room only. Indeed the ceremony
was broadcast outside. To his family I send my deepest
condolences.
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major roads has indeed been a project that has been
warmly welcomed by my community. The project aims
to make the traffic flow more efficient, allowing
Victorians to get to school, work and home — to their
families — safely and in time for dinner.

Wire rope barriers
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (09:41) —
Yesterday morning at about 5.30 there was a very
serious accident just to the east of Sale on the Princes
Highway between Sale and Stratford, where a large
truck went straight through a new centre-line barrier
that has been installed recently as part of the rollout of
these wire rope and other centre-line safety barriers.
I am calling today on the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety to fully investigate this particular accident
because there is serious concern about whether this new
centre-line barrier that has only just been installed was
in fact part of the problem rather than part of the
solution with this accident. Of course the truck went
straight through the new centre-line barrier, where the
barrier began, and went straight across and hit a power
pole on the other side of the road. In this case the
barrier did not serve its purpose because it has been
obliterated by the truck.
I am calling on the Minister for Roads and Road Safety
to stop calling people names. We have had senior
Country Fire Authority officers in Gippsland, we have
had volunteers, we have had truckies and we have had
motorcyclists and many others, including the vast
majority of the public, worried about the rollout of
these barriers and in particular where they have been
placed. They cannot all be, as the minister said,
‘banjo-playing dingbats’. This accident needs full
investigation to ascertain whether the centre-line barrier
helped, hindered or was indeed part of the cause of the
accident. In the interests of full transparency the
government must investigate.

Plenty Road upgrade
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (09:42) — Last
Friday I had the pleasure of attending the
commencement of the Plenty Road widening between
McKimmies Road and Bush Boulevard. This is the first
of two stages in this enormous $139.4 million
infrastructure project brought to you by our
government, the Andrews Labor government.
It is a busy road. Approximately 52 000 vehicles use
Plenty Road between these two points daily. This will
dramatically benefit Mill Park’s significant population
growth. This infrastructure makeover on one of our

Specifically, five major intersections will be revamped,
safety barriers will be installed to improve safety for
cyclists and drivers, and of course the project will
widen the road with a new lane in each direction. Big
projects take consideration and time to make sure we
get everything right, and this is no different. It is going
ahead, and that is why we have done extensive
consultation to make sure every member of our
community knows what is happening every step of the
way. The project continues the great track record of our
government of considering funding infrastructure
projects for the areas that need it the most.
With two other projects around my electorate on the
way to being completed it is clear that only a Labor
government can deliver for Victorians, and for my
community in the north especially. I look forward to
seeing stage 2 of this project progressing further down
the track. Certainly it is one that will make a
significant difference to the people in my electorate.
Only Labor governments deliver these projects for
people in my community.

High Street, Belmont
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (09:44) — On
24 January the member for South Barwon and I met
with many Belmont small businesses following the
announcement of the Andrews Labor government that
it will fund the imposition of bike lanes through one of
Geelong’s great local shopping strips and the removal
of 70 vital car parking spaces in High Street, Belmont,
in the process. The Labor member for Geelong has
completely ignored the concerns of these local
businesses which, less than a decade ago, invested
more than $200 000 of their own money to create a
similar number of desperately needed car parks.
Removal of these 70 important car parking spaces will
hit these family businesses hard by driving many of
their regular customers away to areas where parking is
more readily available.

Tyabb Cricket Club
Mr BURGESS — On 13 January I was pleased to
attend a function at the Tyabb community hall to
celebrate 125 years of the Tyabb Cricket Club. This
magnificent achievement recognises the long and proud
history of a remarkable club; it was a milestone well
worth celebrating.
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Hastings electorate visit

Australia Day awards

Mr BURGESS — It was great to see the state
Liberal opposition leader in Frankston on 19 January
speaking at a luncheon hosted by the enormously
effective Committee for Greater Frankston. He took the
opportunity to speak on many topics, including the
importance of the development of the port of Hastings
and the electrification and duplication of the Stony
Point railway line, and to emphasise the
Liberal-Nationals commitment to both.

Mr T. SMITH (Kew) (09:47) — I rise to
congratulate the following constituents of mine who
received orders of Australia on Australia Day: Emeritus
Professor David Ames for an Officer of the Order of
Australia (AO) for services to dementia and psychiatry;
Mr Jeffrey Whittle for an AO for services to the mining
sector and technology; Mr Peter Barker for a Member
of the Order of Australia (AM) for representing
Australia as an interpreter at the highest levels of
diplomacy; Mr Jon Hickman for an AM for services to
education and heritage; Mr Russell Scott for an AM for
services to chemical engineering; Mr David Singleton
for an AM for services to the engineering sector; and
Mr Ian Rickards for a Medal of the Order of Australia
for services to the Australian Air League. I would also
like to congratulate Mr Andrew Michelmore, a great
personal friend of my family, who was awarded an AO
for his contribution to the mining industry, education
and rowing.

Crib Point fire brigade
Mr BURGESS — I was pleased to be able to join
the team at Crib Point fire brigade and other emergency
service personnel at their support day at Hastings
Bunnings on 20 January. Sincere thanks to Bunnings for
their great support for our emergency services workers.

Police in schools program
Mr BURGESS — I was very pleased about this
week’s announcement that a Guy Liberal government
will bring back the police in schools program that
was scrapped, as were many under Labor and
Christine Nixon.

Janet McCalman
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) (09:45) — I
rise to acknowledge an Australia Day award to a great
Australian, Professor Janet McCalman, who was
awarded the Companion of the Order of Australia —
one of only 14 recipients nationally. Janet richly
deserves this magnificent award. She is a highly
decorated award-winning writer and historian.
Professor McCalman was born in Richmond, studied at
nearby Methodist Ladies College and penned the
renowned account of inner-Melbourne’s working-class
history, Struggletown: The Public and Private Life in
Richmond 1900–1965. It is an Australian classic — a
story of great Australian determination and courage in
the face of monumental challenges. Struggletown is
really an eye-opener as it is raw and it draws on the
lived experiences of residents and ex-residents of Tiger
Territory. It is an enduring book. It suggests that
Richmond was one of the cradles of the labour
movement. The book throws new light on
working-class reactions to World War I and the great
Labor split of 1955. Richmond also earned notoriety for
its temperance hall politics at a municipal level.
Congratulations to a great academic, activist and social
historian, Professor Janet McCalman.

I also congratulate Mrs Vivienne Harkness, Boroondara
Citizen of the Year, for her services to the Boroondara
Stroke Support Group; Mr Bernie Smith, the
Boroondara Volunteer of the Year, for his work on the
North Balwyn Men’s Shed in my electorate; and
Mrs Anne Brown for her volunteer contribution to
Guide Dogs Victoria and Rotary.

North Balwyn Bowls Club
Mr T. SMITH — In the time that I have left, can I
congratulate the North Balwyn Bowls Club on their
70th anniversary. They had a wonderful function on
Sunday. There were 160 people present. It is a great
community club, and the work that they do with senior
citizens in particular at that wonderful club is a great
benefit to our local community.

Cambodia
Mr LIM (Clarinda) (09:48) — I am saddened to
report that attacks on civil society continue in
Cambodia. In late January another three prominent civil
society members were hit with trumped-up criminal
charges. Labor activist, Mr Moeun Tola, independent
radio director, Mr Pa Nguong Teang, and political
monk, Venerable But Buntenh, are all staunch critics of
Cambodia’s Prime Minister, Hun Sen. The first two
have visited our Parliament and have spoken to many
members. The three men are now facing laughable
charges for ‘breach of trust’ — charges which Human
Rights Watch’s Asia division categorises as ‘politically
motivated legal harassment’.
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The three activists are now in exile and in hiding and
join a long list of political dissidents either exiled or
imprisoned. More than 20 political prisoners languish
behind bars, including the now-dissolved opposition
party, members of Parliament, senators, political
commentators and human rights defenders.
The justice system under Hun Sen holds similarities to
the justice system under Pol Pot. There is no
independent judiciary process and no independent
arbitrator. The judges, juries and executioners again do
the bidding of a mad dictator, Hun Sen. My
constituents from the Cambodian Victorian community
appeal to the Australian government to take a leading
role again in condemning Hun Sen and his increasing
authoritarianism. In response to Cambodia’s —
The SPEAKER — The member’s time has expired.

Latrobe Valley quarries
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (09:50) — In December
2017, by way of an adjournment debate, I requested
that the Minister for Resources meet with local Latrobe
Valley quarry owners to discuss a number of issues the
quarry industry is currently facing. However, this
request has fallen on deaf ears. The minister needs to
understand that local quarries such as Maryvale Sand &
Trading Supplies, Matthews Quarries, Latrobe Valley
Blue Metal and Latrobe Valley Sands have a limited
life and their futures are at risk right now. Our region
has already seen the recent closure of major coal and
timber businesses in the Latrobe Valley, causing the
loss of hundreds of jobs. It appears the minister is not
interested in sustaining the quarry industry either.

John and Norma Bellerby
Mr NORTHE — On a more positive note I would
like to take the opportunity to congratulate John and
Norma Bellerby for their service to our community.
John and Norma will soon enjoy retirement after
decades of working and owning businesses in the
pharmacy sector in the Latrobe Valley. They have
helped literally thousands of customers in times of need
and employed so many caring staff over the journey.
They are two of the most kind and gentle people one
could ever meet, and what a positive difference they
have made in our community. Enjoy your retirement,
John and Norma.

Latrobe Valley Street Machiners Car Club and
Royal Exchange Hotel Cork Club
Mr NORTHE — Last weekend the Latrobe Valley
Street Machiners Car Club joined forces with the Royal
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Exchange Hotel Cork Club to help raise funds for the
Royal Children’s Hospital appeal. The car show event
was a resounding success with more than 400 vehicles
entered in the show and an estimated 3000 people
attending. Approximately $13 000 was raised for such a
worthy cause. Congratulations must go to Matt Turnbull
and his army of volunteers for their amazing efforts.

Eltham Wildcats Basketball Club
Ms WARD (Eltham) (09:51) — Congratulations to
the Eltham Wildcats Basketball Club on another
successful Eltham Dandenong Junior Basketball
Tournament over the Australia Day weekend. The
tournament, which has been going since 1974, this year
featured 1354 teams, including two from China, 15
from New Zealand and hundreds from interstate, with
girls and boys ranging from under 12 to 21, as well as
all-abilities teams involved across the competition. The
tournament hosted over 13 000 players and
50 000 spectators across the weekend. This amazing
event has grown over the years and it now employs
more than 150 local people, with more than 100 of
them being under 23.
I thank and congratulate all involved in organising the
tournament, especially Jordan Canovan, Connor
Matthews, Alicia Vengust, Adam Currie, Jacob
Burnham, Ryan Gardiner, Sophie Foote, Sue Cross,
Norm Cross, David Hickman, Bianca Ananiev, Shane
Palmer, Sharon Halden, Merryn Brown, Peter Meehan,
Marcia Velo, Megan Velo, Anthea Cochrane, Des
Buchan, Steve Chadd, Leighton Lewis, Darren
Anderson, Molly Townsend, Ange and Tony Bearzatto,
Lorraine Harris, Carly Stones, David Wightman, Susan
Holst, Rachel Gill, Laurie Walker, Rhonda Lewis and
Trevor vanden Driesen, as well as a big thankyou to
Eltham Wildcats CEO Greg Jeffers.

Matthew O’Brien
Ms WARD — It is with sadness that I inform the
house of the passing of a loved local identity, Matt
O’Brien, who passed away last week. Matt was a
well-known and loved member of the Eltham and
Research communities. Sadly he died last week
following a short illness. Matt and I were at primary
school together. Matt was a very respected member of
Eltham Country Fire Authority (CFA), volunteering in
his teens and progressing over the years to hold many
positions of leadership with the CFA, serving our
community for more than 30 years. He also had a long
association with Eltham Football Club, the Panthers,
playing as a junior and being a long-time member and
supporter of the senior club, where he was a staunch
friend and mentor to many younger players. He was
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known for always having a kind and encouraging word.
Vale, Matt.

Powerline Replacement Fund
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (09:53) — The Powerline
Replacement Fund program provides financial support
to assist with the removal of dangerous private
overhead powerlines in high fire-risk areas of Victoria,
but inexplicably Labor has excluded Northern
Grampians Shire Council from the last round of
funding. The Grampians is a known high bushfire-risk
area and has experienced a number of significant
bushfire events in recent years. Halls Gap itself is full
of overhead powerlines. There is absolutely no sound
reason for Northern Grampians to be excluded from the
latest round of this important fire-risk management
program. With the application deadline of 28 February
looming, the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change must immediately admit she got it
wrong and urgently include Northern Grampians as an
eligible region to apply for the Powerline Replacement
Fund.

Wire rope barriers
Ms KEALY — It is an absolute disgrace that the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety has dismissed the
valid concerns of country people regarding the poor
rollout of wire rope barriers as ‘banjo-playing dingbats’.
No wonder our country roads are in such a disgraceful
state when this is Labor’s position on the views of
country people.
Concerns raised with me include wire rope barriers being
built far too close to the road edge, much closer than
4 metres. The Country Fire Authority have raised
concerns regarding lengthy stretches of barrier that make
it extremely difficult to judge when to stop to deal with a
vehicle accident, and the volume of grass to be managed
around barriers creates a huge fire risk on road corridors.
Truck drivers have raised concerns that they have
nowhere to stop to fix a blown tyre for 500 metres,
resulting in ruined rims and extremely dangerous driving
conditions for these heavy vehicles. Motorcyclists are
deeply concerned about the placement of these barriers
and the risk of serious injury. These people are not
‘banjo-playing dingbats’.
I also have concerns about the extensive installation of
barriers. Transport Accident Commission funding is
used to build these barriers, but any damage will have
to be funded from the VicRoads roads budget. Taking
more funding from country roads —
The SPEAKER — The member’s time has expired.
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Peter Gordon
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (09:55) — He
is red, white and blue through and through. He has the
generous heart of a broad-chested bulldog and a
Churchillian fighting spirit, and now he is being
honoured as a Member of the Order of Australia for
significant service to the community through support
for AFL, health promotion, youth social welfare and the
law. Congratulations, Peter Gordon, AM. Peter’s
contribution to and passion for Melbourne, Victoria,
and especially the people of the western suburbs, is
both honourable and inspiring. He certainly deserves a
gong. Many will know Peter as the president of the
mighty Western Bulldogs Football Club who helped
bring the premiership cup back to Footscray after
62 years. I would make him a knight for that alone.
There is no clearer example of his passion and
determination to fight for what others would call a lost
cause than his successful push to fight back and save
the Western Bulldogs from a merger with Fitzroy in
1989. He rallied the community against all odds and
raised $5 million. We could not have done it without
his leadership. Peter’s integrity is evident throughout
all his pursuits. He is truly a man of the people. Peter
spent 30 years fighting for workers at the law firm
Slater and Gordon. During that time he spearheaded
developments in class action litigation in some of the
toughest cases. He once said he wanted to practise law
on behalf of the poor.
Throughout his stellar career Peter has always remained
grounded, never forgetting where he grew up and
always maintaining his dedication to the workers and
the people in the mighty west. His support for the
Western Bulldogs Community Foundation assisted
young people to get educated and get a job. The
foundation changes people’s lives. Thank you, Peter,
for all that you have done throughout the years. I am
sure there is more to come. He is a man that you
certainly want on your side and is an extremely worthy
recipient of this honour. Go, Dogs!

Energy security
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (09:56) — Much has
been made of the horrendous situation that left some
60 000 homes without power in Melbourne recently.
The Premier was quoted as saying he would look to
compel the distributors to compensate those home
owners. Well, here is a shock for Premier Andrews and
his ALP administration: this is not just a Melbourne
issue. Lengthy power failures are now a regular event
in regional Victoria, and my constituents believe they
too need to be compensated.
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Premier, if you are considering compensating
Melburnians who could not turn on their air
conditioners, spare a thought for Robert McVean, a
dairy farmer near Corryong. In early January he lost
power for 20 hours. It was the second outage in less
than a month. It meant he could not milk his 180 Jersey
cows — not once but three times. Two of those cows
died from mastitis, the result of full udders, and another
lost a calf. Mr McVean also lost the money he would
have received for his milk and is now awaiting a
decision on whether Murray Goulburn will reduce his
subsequent milk supplies because they were of a lesser
quality. Last month he spent $15 000 on diesel
generators for the dairy and family farmhouse to avoid
a recurrence. Premier, if you are going to compensate
city folk, I would suggest you also look further afield.
You would do well to start with Mr McVean and his
neighbouring farmers.

Australia Day awards
Mr TILLEY — On another note, congratulations to
those recipients of Australia Day awards: Colin
Campbell for his service to the wine industry; Bill
Baxter, AM; and Frances Walsh for her local service.

Australian Vietnamese Women’s Association
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (09:58) — I was
delighted to attend the 2018 Year of the Dog Lunar
New Year Tet Festival on 30 January, hosted by the
Australian Vietnamese Women’s Association
(AVWA). The AVWA is a community group that does
fantastic work in the Vietnamese community by
providing social support, activity groups, home care
package programs, domestic violence prevention, a
community visitors scheme, playgroups and sustainable
living programs. They also provide training,
employment assistance, drug and alcohol and gambling
treatment counselling and a prisoner support program
for the Vietnamese community.
The AVWA is supported by the Whittlesea and
Darebin city councils’ community support programs.
Although they are based in Springvale, Richmond and
Braybrook, this group provides important services all
over Melbourne. In fact last June I attended the official
opening of their Springvale office, so this year I was
pleased that the Lalor Living and Learning Centre in
my own electorate was the chosen location for the Tet
festival. It was a great celebration. I enjoyed the dance
performances and the great talent of those singing
traditional spring and love songs.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the AVWA
committee, team and volunteers, and in particular the
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secretary and CEO, Ms Cam Nguyen, as well as
Mr John Thuy, for working hard to put together this
fantastic celebration in the seat of Thomastown. The
Australian Vietnamese Women’s Association do
amazing work, and this year they will be celebrating
their 35th anniversary. I congratulate them on this great
achievement. I would like to wish members of my
electorate a happy lunar new year: chúc mừng năm mới.

Queen Victoria Market development
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (09:59) — The Queen
Victoria Market is the largest open-air market in the
Southern Hemisphere, servicing our city since 1878. As
most Victorians would know, the market is a wonderful
sensory experience due to its beautiful heritage
buildings and excellent traders selling fruit, vegies,
fresh food and more. But now, because this Melbourne
icon has been allowed to become run-down, the City of
Melbourne with the support of the state government
have decided to redevelop the site.
I have some serious concerns with this redevelopment,
as do many people who have contacted me about it. We
do not want the market to turn into just a food court or a
place to buy expensive gifts, as has happened to so
many markets around the world. We do not want
traditional traders pushed out for chain-type stores. We
want our market to remain an affordable and lively
fresh food market with incredible heritage value.
I would like to thank the Greens councillors on the
Melbourne City Council for vastly improving the
original plans for the market, but this plan being pushed
by the state government and previous Lord Mayor still
raises significant concerns. Today I call upon the
Minister for Planning and the Premier to explain to
Victorians how they will guarantee that any change to
the market will not impact negatively on its heritage or
its nature as a fresh food market. What we love about
this market must be protected. We cannot lose yet
another Melbourne icon to the greed of developers or
the lack of vision of some of our political leaders.

International Greek Language Day
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (10:00) — With
the indulgence of the house, a few words in Greek to
recognise that the international day for the Greek
language is tomorrow.
Πρόσφατα είχα την χαρά να επισκεφθώ σχολεία όπου
διδάσκεται η Ελληνική γλώσσα.
Κάθε εβδομάδα, χιλιάδες παιδιά στη Βικτώρια
αφιερώνουν λίγες ώρες για να μάθουν την Ελληνική
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γλώσσα. Είναι κάτι που έκανα κι εγώ από παιδί, και
αυτό με βοήθησε αρκετά στη ζωή μου.
Συγχαίρω όλους τους δασκάλους, τους γονείς και τους
παππούδες και γιαγιάδες που κρατούν ζωντανή την
ελληνική γλώσσα στα παιδιά.
Αύριο είναι η Διεθνής Ημέρα της Ελληνικής Γλώσσας.
Υπολογίζεται ότι 150.000 Αγγλικές λέξεις περιέχονται
απο την Ελληνική γλώσσα. Όλοι γνωρίζουμε τις
συνηθισμένες λέξεις όπως: τηλέφωνο, διάλογος,
δημοκρατία, αλλά υπάρχουν και χιλιάδες άλλες που
είναι λιγότερο γνωστές, όπως: βούτυρο, παθητικός,
άγγελος και ηλεκτρικό, για παράδειγμα.
Πρόκειται για μια γλώσσα και έναν πολιτισμό, που έχει
διαμορφώσει ένα μεγάλο μέρος της πολιτιστικής μας
κληρονομιάς.
Αύριο γιορτάζουμε αυτό το γεγονός.
Τον Δεκέμβριο, ο βουλευτής του Bentleigh και εγώ
κάναμε μια επίσκεψη στην Ελλάδα, με δικά μας έξοδα,
για να συνοδεύσουμε, τον Πρωθυπουργό της
Βικτώριας στο ταξίδι του. Ηταν η πρώτη φορά, μετά
από 20 χρόνια, που o Πρωθυπουργός της Βικτώριας
επισκέφθηκε την Ελλάδα.
Όταν ρώτησα τον Πρωθυπουργό της Βικτώριας τί τον
εντυπωσίασε περισσότερο σε αυτό το ταξίδι, μου
απάντησε, με μια λάμψη στα μάτια του: ‘Η επίσκεψη,
εκείνο το τυπικό χειμωνιάτικό πρωινό, στην μαγευτική
Ακρόπολη θα μου μείνει αξέχαστη’.

Camelot Rise Primary School
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (10:02) — Earlier this
week I had the great pleasure of attending a Camelot
Rise Primary School morning assembly to present the
school leadership badges, including to the school
captains, house captains and other school leaders. I
congratulate all the school leaders on their important
appointments and wish them and their fellow students,
school principal Ms Kirrily George, the school staff and
the wider school community well for the 2018 year.

Uniting East Burwood
Mr ANGUS — I want to place on record my thanks
and congratulations to all the volunteers and staff at
Uniting East Burwood (UEB) for another amazing
effort in preparing and distributing 170 Christmas
hampers to local residents last December. Once again I
had the privilege of attending UEB and assisting on
hamper distribution day. As always, it was a very
impactful experience. All those involved in this annual
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project, led by Pam Young and Denise Femino,
including donors, volunteers, staff and parishioners, are
to be commended on their outstanding work in and for
our local community.

Government performance
Mr ANGUS — As we enter the second month of
this new year, residents in the Forest Hill district are
continuing to feel the financial pressure on household
and business budgets as a result of the dreadful policies
of the current state government. Whether that is
ever-increasing electricity prices as a result of the
Hazelwood power station effectively being taxed out of
business, whether that is driving gas prices up by
restricting supply in Victoria by banning any onshore
exploration or whether it is various detrimental
consequences for Victorian residents and businesses as
a result of the 12 new and increased taxes imposed by
this government, all Victorians are feeling the financial
pressures created by this financially irresponsible
government. The obscene waste exhibited by the
Premier when he stopped the much-needed east–west
link at a cost to all Victorians of around $1.3 billion is
just one example of this government’s gross financial
and strategic mismanagement. The outrageous
multibillion-dollar financial blowouts so far on various
infrastructure projects are symptomatic of a
government that is completely financially incompetent.

Level crossing removals
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (10:03) — I rise to
share with the house some exciting news, and that is
that the boom gates at Heatherton Road, Corrigan Road
and Chandler Road in Noble Park are all gone. Traffic
is flowing, and it will not be long before trains are up
and running too. We are currently in the midst of the
final intensive works to power up and connect the new
and old tracks. Trains will literally be up and running
over the road from the middle of this month, and
passengers will be able to board trains at the brand-new
elevated Noble Park station. The removal of these level
crossings will make a huge difference to Noble Park
and surrounding communities, revitalising and
reconnecting a suburb that has for too long been cut in
half by the rail line. What is even better is that we have
delivered ahead of schedule.
The contrast with those opposite could not be more
stark. They sat on their hands for four years. They did
not fund level crossing removals, although they did
inherit some projects from previous Labor
governments, because we all know only Labor gets
things done. The Liberal-National record on public
transport infrastructure is limp at best and full of empty
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promises. They promised lines for Doncaster, Rowville,
Mernda, Melbourne Airport, Avalon Airport and the
Melbourne rail link, yet they did not deliver a single
kilometre of track.
In contrast we will be on the way to building the
Melbourne Metro Tunnel, Victoria’s biggest ever
public transport project. We are doing this while also
building the Mernda rail extension, upgrading the
Cranbourne-Pakenham line and completing the partial
duplication of the Altona loop. We have also introduced
local content requirements, ensuring that the benefits of
our state’s investment in major projects are maximised
for all Victorians. Local content was not even on the
radar of those opposite, who snubbed local suppliers
and local jobs. This is a wonderful project, and I
commend all those who have worked on it.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines)
(10:06) — Before calling the minister, the house
acknowledges Mr Dimitrios Michalopoulos, the Consul
General of Greece for Melbourne, in the gallery. We
welcome you.

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Message from Council relating to following
amendments considered:
1.

‘(1) For section 101(1) and (2) of the Principal Act
substitute—

Woolamai Beach Surf Life Saving Club

“(1) A person must not publish or cause to be
published an advertisement which advertises
that a firearm is offered for sale unless—

Mr PAYNTER (Bass) (10:05) — The Christmas
and new year period is always a busy time in the Bass
electorate, with many community groups going that
extra yard and providing valuable contributions that we
all enjoy. Whilst we relaxed and took some time out in
one of the better summers in recent years, spare a
thought for our brave and dedicated volunteer surf
lifesavers, in particular the Woolamai Beach Surf Life
Saving Club, which endured a challenging season to
say the least.

(a) the person is a licensed firearms dealer
and the advertisement contains the
person’s dealers licence number; or
(b) the advertisement contains a statement
that the proposed sale is to be arranged
by or through a licensed firearms dealer.
Penalty:

As I arrived back on the island on Christmas Day the
club and our emergency services were in full swing
attempting to locate a missing swimmer, presumed
drowned. Tragically another life was lost a week later
when a man was seen in the water just before 5.00 p.m.
at Woolamai Surf Beach, but attempts to rescue him
were unsuccessful. He was found dead about
20 minutes later. In a further twist of fate, a man
suffered a heart attack and died whilst competing in the
Phillip Island Penguin Swim Classic just last weekend.
All of these incidents were attended by the volunteers
from the lifesaving club. On each occasion the training
and dedication of the volunteers was on display for all
to see. I applaud and acknowledge their wonderful
efforts. The first two incidents were avoidable. Our surf
lifesaving clubs continually raise the issues of water
safety, awareness of rips and the importance of
swimming between the flags. People just need to listen
and heed their advice. There is no such thing as safe
water. What we do know is there is safer water, and that
is due to our surf lifesavers. For this, I say thank you.

Clause 20, lines 26 to 32, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert—

40 penalty units.”.

(2) For section 101(3) of the Principal Act
substitute—
“(3) A person must not publish or cause to be
published an advertisement which advertises
that a firearm is offered for sale unless the
advertisement contains—
(a) the serial number of the firearm; and
(b) where the firearm is being offered for
sale by, or on behalf of, a person who is
not a licensed firearms dealer— the
firearms licence number of that person.
Penalty:

10 penalty units.”.

(3) Section 101(5) of the Principal Act is repealed.’.
2.

Clause 22, page 15, lines 7 and 8, omit “an order under
this section” and insert “a firearm prohibition order”.

Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (10:08) — I
move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

I take the opportunity to talk to the house about why it
is so critical to support these amendments that are
contained in this bill. I think it is really important to put
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them in context because one of the amendments — the
government amendment — is to ensure that the
appropriate delegations are really clearly understood in
the bill. There was an area in the bill that just created
potential for some oversight or some misinterpretation
of how the delegations of the Chief Commissioner of
Police might work. That was a government
amendment, and we have accepted that. That goes to
the heart of this bill, which is about really focusing on
making sure that Victoria Police have the powers they
need to reduce crime and harm in our community.
What we do know is that the people who are subject to
this legislation are the people causing the most harm in
our community, and that would be organised crime. It is
the youth offenders who are part of that, and we have
got some serious youth offenders who are sitting under
that organised crime category. You have got your
bikies, you have got your Middle Eastern crime
groups and you have got your persons of interest,
particularly those in relation to terrorism. They are the
people that are the focus of this bill — the main
provisions around the firearm prohibition orders
(FPOs), which is subject to one of the amendments
that the government has accepted here. Those firearm
prohibition orders are absolutely critical for us to
ensure that Victoria Police is able to continue to
disrupt the activities of organised crime in our
community, and disrupt and reduce the harm that
organised crime is causing.
We have got to be absolutely clear that these groups are
responsible for the overwhelming number of high-harm
crimes in our state. They are responsible for gun crime,
they are responsible for drug crime, they are responsible
for thefts of motor vehicles, they are responsible for
aggravated burglaries and they are responsible for
encouraging some of our serious youth offenders to
participate in and earn income out of stealing, robbing,
carjackings, home invasions et cetera. There is
absolutely no doubt that this is being driven by these
gangs, by this organised crime. Be in absolutely no
doubt about it. If you spend any time with the gang
squad of Victoria Police and you look at the intelligence
and the work that Victoria Police have done in
understanding all of this, you can be in absolutely no
doubt that there is a link between some of this serious
youth offending and organised crime in our state.
We have worked with Victoria Police. We are
determined to give them the powers and resources they
need to tackle crime. I have said this a number of times,
as has the Chief Commissioner of Police: if you look at
the crime stats, we have seen a six-year increase in
crime except for the 12-month period from September
to September, where we saw the first decline in crime
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in over a decade. I just want to be clear. I heard the
Leader of the Opposition yesterday ranting at Jon
Faine, yelling out, ‘15 per cent! 15 per cent! 15 per
cent!’. He was clearly not interested in the facts. It is
useful as we consider these amendments today to look
at what the facts actually are — why we need these
changes, why we need these amendments, why we
need this bill that is in front of us for consideration. We
need it because during the 2011–14 period we saw an
increase in offences in Victoria of 21.4 per cent. We
saw also in that period an increase in the crime rate of
13.6 per cent.
Interestingly what we now see is that trend coming
down. The growth in the number of offences is
slowing. Under this government we are actually seeing
a decline in the number of offences for the first time.
The increase in the crime rate, which under them was
13.6 per cent, is now sitting at 6.7 per cent under us,
and it is coming down because Victoria Police have the
resources they need to make a dent in the crime rate.
This bill before us is absolutely focused on making sure
that we can do that even more quickly by stopping that
driver of crime, which is organised crime in our state.
People say, ‘Why do we need these amendments? Why
do we need to be focused on firearm prohibition
orders?’. I want to remind people what these orders do.
Our legislation is based on that of New South Wales,
although I point out to those opposite, who really tried
to weaken this legislation, that we actually have tougher
oversight than New South Wales does, both in terms of
having IBAC oversight and in terms of having less
people able to issue the firearm prohibition orders. We
saw in some communities, like western Sydney, an
80 per cent decline in firearms. Across New South
Wales there has been a 45 per cent decline since these
laws were introduced. That speaks for itself, and it
makes clear that these changes we are making are
absolutely critical.
It just seems to me to be absolutely incomprehensible
why anyone would want to weaken these laws. There
were unfortunately attempts to weaken these laws. I am
just not sure why anyone would want to make these
provisions — I think this was the language — ‘fairer’
for anyone. If you think about it, and I have just made it
very clear, these laws are absolutely focused on the
worst of the worst criminals in our state, those criminals
who are absolutely driving the crime in our state.
Organised crime, Middle Eastern gangs, bikies and
some of these youth offenders are driving the crime rate
in our state. Most significantly they are causing
significant harm in our community. I am not sure why
on earth anyone would think it is appropriate to make it
fairer to protect those groups of people. Unbelievably
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the opposition were the ones who were trying to do
that, trying to weaken these laws to make it fairer for
organised crime in our state — extraordinary. We have
had months and months of ‘We’ve got to be tough on
crime; we’ve got to give Victoria Police more powers;
walk the talk’. But then, after a dinner — was it dinner
or lunch?
An honourable member — Dinner.
Ms NEVILLE — After dinner with some expensive
wine and a bit of lobster, apparently we can work with
organised crime. We can do a bit of a deal over here.
I have spoken in this house before about how organised
crime works. I think it probably tells the story of that
dinner, actually. They basically seek to corrupt public
officials. That is how they get ahead; that is how they
are able to continue to survive. They know that if they
corrupt those public officials, they will not have the
police with the powers they need to do the job they
need to do to tackle them. They are money laundering,
they are illicit drug manufacturing, they are trafficking
firearms, they are sitting down with public officials
trying to promise — I do not know whether it is
donations or some other assistance, dirt, maybe —
Mr Pakula — They would have talked about
rezoning as well.
Ms NEVILLE — Yes, rezoning. You know, a little
bit of quid pro quo — and the laws that will absolutely
have the biggest impact in disrupting these groups of
people, these organised crime figures, were attempted
to be blocked, to be weakened, by those opposite. It is
incomprehensible to me, and I spent quite a bit of time
when we first introduced the bill attempting to provide
additional information, genuinely attempting to get
bipartisan support on laws that not only I but most
importantly Victoria Police thought were absolute game
changers, something that they had been wanting to have
for years and had not been able to achieve.
I took the time with the shadow minister and with the
shadow Attorney-General, providing additional
information to them about these issues, and Victoria
Police did as well, about the impact that those
amendments would have, which was absolutely to
weaken the powers of Victoria Police and weaken the
effectiveness of these laws. I provided opportunities for
them to change their minds. I offered, ‘Let’s not have
this as a public debate. Let’s get this done because we
know it’s going to work’ — rejected. Again, it was just
incomprehensible. I think there are probably two things
it goes to. One is, again, that someone is in the pocket
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of organised crime; someone in this house is in the
pocket of organised crime. Secondly —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the minister is impugning quite disgracefully and
dishonestly members of this house in breach of
standing order 118. She has not named anybody but she
has made a specific allegation that members of this
house are in the pockets of organised crime. If the
minister wants to make such an outrageous and untrue
accusation, she needs to do so by means of substantive
motion. I ask you to instruct her to comply with
standing orders.
Mr Eren — On the point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member for Box Hill himself has indicated that
there were no names mentioned in the minister’s speech
on this bill, so I ask you to rule it out of order, as the
minister has not named anybody.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) — I do
not uphold the point of order at this time. However,
members are aware that if they take offence to any
matters that are raised by another member, they can
seek those particular imputations to be withdrawn if
they refer to them directly. I understand the point of
order that is raised by the manager of opposition
business. While I call on the minister to continue and I
do not uphold the point of order, I ask members to
reflect on the way in which they conduct their debates
in the chamber.
Ms NEVILLE — Thank you, Acting Speaker. We
have somebody or people — in fact, the opposition —
really putting victims’ needs second and the needs of
alleged organised crime figures first. But let us be in no
doubt: the FPOs are absolutely focused on organised
criminals. There is no doubt about that. This is not
about legitimate shooters or licensed firearm dealers. It
is not focused on them at all.
Let us have a look at this week. We had the Thornbury
gun shop robbery last week. In the end it turned out that
37 guns had been stolen. There is absolutely no
question about it. They were stolen, as organised by
Middle Eastern crime gangs, no question about it. They
were guns that were going to end up in the hands,
potentially, of some of our youth offenders and
potentially in the hands of some of our other organised
crime figures, who would have caused serious,
significant harm with those firearms.
As police would advise me, these are exactly the people
you would want to have a firearm prohibition order
over in order to provide police with the powers to
search without a warrant whenever. This is what has
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worked in New South Wales. It has worked to disrupt
those groups, because all of a sudden a whole lot of
other people do not want to hang around with them
because they also are subject to a warrantless search if
they are with somebody who has a firearm prohibition
order. It is about significant jail time, relentless
searching and intervention in their lives, and it disrupts
their activities. That is how it has worked in New South
Wales. You can clearly look at what has happened in
New South Wales. It has been focused on that group of
people — the Middle Eastern groups, the potential
terrorists, the persons of interest, some of the serious
youth offenders up there and bike gangs et cetera. It has
been used to do that.
As I said — and I am speculating here, because I was
not at a particular dinner having lobster — there are
particular deals that are being had with particular
organised crime figures just to ease the way a bit for
their business model, a bit of quid pro quo.
The other part of this, and what I found disturbing
while looking at some of the debate around
amendments in the upper house, is that those opposite
actually do not back the police. They actually do not
support them. They do not trust them. Let us have a
little look at what was said in the upper house. They
wanted to —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! The member for Ripon is out of her place and is
being disorderly.
Ms NEVILLE — One of the amendments that was
contemplated was the number of people who could
issue these — we were limiting it to around 50 to 100.
In New South Wales it is 1000.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Ms NEVILLE — Well, we offered a deal.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms NEVILLE — Sorry, we offered a deal to you,
but you turned it down, because you were in the
pockets of organised crime. You turned down the deal
to reduce it.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! The member for Hawthorn on a point of order,
but before he does the member for Warrandyte needs to
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give the opportunity for the member for Hawthorn to
make his point of order.
Mr Pesutto — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I, my family, my parents and my relatives are very
proud of our Italian background. I take great offence at
the suggestion from the minister that I am somehow in
the pockets of organised crime. I find that disgraceful,
and I ask her to withdraw.
Ms NEVILLE — Acting Speaker, I will withdraw
that if the member has taken offence. I withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) — The
minister has withdrawn, and the minister will continue.
Ms NEVILLE — Those opposite do not back our
police. Let us have a look at some quotes. The shadow
spokesperson for police basically suggested that we
have to get the right balance because we cannot trust
superintendents with this power. I trust our
superintendents. They are the ones who made the arrest
the other day. Let us not give the gang squad the
powers — that was their suggestion. Do you know
why? Because they would actually be effective. The
gang squad would be effective. Those opposite clearly
do not want to make sure our Victoria Police members
are effective in disrupting this crime.
Let us have a look at the comments from the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition in the other place who
believes Victoria Police officers, who swear an oath to
protect the community, will use FPOs — and I
quote — ‘inappropriately and vexatiously against a
whole other cohort for inappropriate purposes’. Again,
they clearly do not trust the police or back them in,
because last time they were in government they cut the
Victoria Police budget and they did not give them any
of these laws. They go on about law and order, they go
on about tougher sentencing — well guess what? Every
single time their laws had a get-out clause, and we have
seen that. We have got a get-out clause on assaulting a
police officer. We are getting on and fixing it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms NEVILLE — You had a get-out clause, because
you do not really support our Victoria Police
members — you just do not. A member for Eastern
Victoria Region in her contribution was more interested
in the cultural enrichment of criminals than community
safety. The shadow spokesperson for
counterterrorism — sloppy on the firearm legislation —
thinks it is legal for anyone to walk down a street
openly carrying a loaded firearm. That was from his
contribution. It is absolutely clear there are a number of
things happening here: again those opposite will not
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back our police, they will not give them the powers and
they will not give them the resources. They bought
some lockers — that was the only increase in funding
when they were in government. No new police — zero
police — when they were in government.
We have right now 1068 recruits at the academy, and it
will be like that each and every year going forward,
because we give police the numbers, the resources and
the power. So let us look at how they have been able to
actually make a dent, a significant dent, in the crime
rate in this state for the first time in six years. It was a
disgrace — a 21 per cent increase in offences under
your time.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms NEVILLE — And we are continuing with the
first decline — a 6 per cent decline in the crime rate —
the first in a decade, and Victoria Police are continuing
their incredible efforts to bring that down. But we have
provided them with the gang squad, an intelligence
system, mobile technology, custody officers, new
special operations group (SOG) members, new
equipment, new bomb robots and with a new air wing
coming, and we have provided them with more people
on the ground — 300 extra out there now on top of the
600 we have funded since we came to government. We
are giving them the power and the resources — whether
it is in our local communities, whether it is in our
highly specialised units or highly specialised
equipment — in order to tackle crime.
Let us be in no doubt, and can I just repeat: the biggest
driver of crime in this state is absolutely — there is no
question about it — organised crime figures. They are
driving gun crime, they are driving drug crime, they are
driving theft, they are driving youth offending, they are
driving aggravated burglaries and home invasions.
There is absolutely no doubt about it; they are the
people that require and are the target of Victoria Police.
Victoria Police have been extremely successful through
various operations, but the biggest single, significant
power that Victoria Police have wanted and needed to
absolutely disrupt this group of people and to absolutely
make inroads into this is through the firearm prohibition
order. And what do we get from those opposite?
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Ms NEVILLE — Let us go back again. It is
incomprehensible. I still do not understand why —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! I have reminded members that it is disorderly to
interject and that members need to be in their
designated place in the chamber if they want to
contribute to the debate. I remind members to make
their contributions to the debate when they have the call
and also from their allocated seat in the house. The
minister to continue.
Ms NEVILLE — So again, let us go back. It is
incomprehensible to me because there is clear-cut
evidence that we need these laws; it is clear-cut that
they work. I just thank those members in the upper
house who saw sense on these amendments. They saw
that this could be a game changer, as the deputy
commissioner has said a number of times, in how we
respond to and disrupt crime in this state. It will
absolutely result in crime coming down even further in
this state.
Honourable members interjecting
Ms NEVILLE — For those yelling out, ‘When is it
coming in?’ You know what? If you had got your
amendments up to have the Magistrates Court do it —
firstly, it is not even clear from the solicitor-general
whether it is legal — it would have been an absolute
nightmare. We have been working with VCAT to get
them ready —
Mr Pesutto — So when is the date?
Ms NEVILLE — Victoria Police have said to us
that they can absolutely do it no later than three months
from this point, and they are working to two months. So
as you might understand, people actually might need to
be trained, but you know there was a great deal of
uncertainty —
Mr Pesutto — So 8 May, is that right?
Ms NEVILLE — I had said early May at the
absolute latest.
Mr Pesutto — You said three months. We will hold
you to that.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms NEVILLE — There is absolutely no doubt that
those opposite made every attempt to weaken those
laws; there is absolutely no question about it. And why?
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms NEVILLE — But I actually asked Victoria
Police. They will implement this act, and they are
determined to get it in as quickly as possible, because
they know the absolute impact of this. If your
amendments were to get up, it would not be by this year
at all, and we would have had an ineffective bill. Your
Liberal Party organised crime friends would have been
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able to go away feeling very happy that they could
continue to steal guns, they could continue to get away
with driving crime in this state in the future, money
laundering — all of the above. That is what your
amendments were trying to do — make their life a little
bit easier, a little bit fairer. We need to make it a little
bit fairer for those involved in organised crime — the
mobsters, basically. If the Leader of the Opposition
wants to talk about being tough on crime, I think this is
clear evidence that he does not care at all. This law and
order issue is not about bringing down the incidence of
or really significantly changing harm in our
community. It is just him trying to create headlines and
mislead communities. He was yelling out at Jon Faine,
‘Fifteen per cent!’. Maybe he should yell out the
21.4 per cent increase in offences that occurred under
the Liberal Party. Seriously, 21.4 per cent!
Do those opposite know why that happens? That
happens because you undermine a Chief Commissioner
of Police. Even in opposition, last year you criticised
our specialist police who went in for the hijacking and
you criticised our police who did the Brighton siege —
every single one. If you go and speak to the SOG and
the safety and emergency response team (SERT), it is
clear what they think of those opposite. They do not
respect you at all — and nor should they, given the
treatment they get and given that you were attempting
to make sure that organised crime figures, the ones that
the SOG and the SERT put their lives at risk to fight,
had an easy ride. Again I thank those in the upper house
who had the sense and the commitment to make sure
that police had the powers they needed, because they
are the ones who care about fighting crime in this state
and reducing harm in this state.
I want to thank Victoria Police because they have kept
their passion for this legislation. They have pushed hard
for it despite those opposite wanting to give an easy ride
to mobsters — not just lobster and Grange but a fairer
ride on those things that matter, such as easier access to
firearms, making it harder for Victoria Police to disrupt
those crimes. Luckily their views did not prevail.
I want now to talk briefly about the amendment that
we are also accepting from Mr Bourman in the upper
house, who moved the amendment. We have agreed to
that amendment. It relates to advertising firearms for
sale. In this particular bill we had made our own
amendment to provide some opening of the door
around advertising, and I know we had had a number
of conversations about making that even broader. We
had opposed it when Mr Bourman originally moved
the amendment. There are still some little concerns
about it, but we have been in conversation and worked
with Victoria Police and we feel confident and they
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feel confident that we can make it work and overcome
any of the small risks that they thought might be an
issue in relation to the theft et cetera of firearms and
opening up licensed and legitimate firearm owners to
theft because of online advertising. They are
committed to working with the shooters community to
make sure it is as safe as possible, so we will accept
that particular amendment.
Let us now go back and look at some of the facts. Let
us look at the period between 2011 and 2014. There
were no new police, the police budget was cut and they
got rid of people like our forensic specialists, who
disrupt drug crime. Maybe there was a bit of organised
crime dealing happening then as well. If you have a
look at the debates at the time, they were all about how
they did not quite trust the police and had to be careful
about human rights and have a get-out clause like the
assault on our emergency workers get-out clause that
they put in their bill, which we are fixing. I think we
have fixed a lot of their bills. That was their record.
What have we done? We have given $3 billion in
resources to Victoria Police — to our specialist squads,
to our frontline staff and for new equipment. But not
only that, at every opportunity we have given them and
we are giving them some of the toughest and strongest
laws. When they have come to us and said, ‘We need
this’, we have supported them. The firearm prohibition
order regime is exactly that. We were asked by Victoria
Police to deliver this. We committed to deliver it
because it is the right thing to do. It will disrupt the
most serious criminals in our state. Unlike those
opposite, unlike the Leader of the Opposition, who is
clearly friends with the mobsters out there, clearly
doing deals with alleged organised crime figures —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the minister has again dishonestly infringed standing
order 118 in making allegations against the Leader of
the Opposition. You have already cautioned the
minister against doing that. It is a gross infringement of
standing orders and the practices of this house as well
as being completely untrue, and I ask you to instruct the
minister not to infringe standing orders. Furthermore, I
invite you to consider whether or not you should
require the minister to make an apology for those words
in accordance with standing order 120(3).
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Standing order 118, for the information of members,
states:
Imputations of improper motives and personal reflections on
the Sovereign, the Governor, a judicial officer or members of
the Assembly or the Council are disorderly other than by
substantive motion.
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I uphold the point of order from the manager of
opposition business. The minister’s time has expired,
and I call the manager of opposition business.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (10:38) — Let me put on
record from the outset that the opposition supports the
amendments that are before the house, as indeed we
have sought all along, contrary to the allegations of the
minister, to achieve an effective and workable bill that
will help tackle serious and organised crime. The
average Victorian citizen, living in fear of gang attacks,
home invasions and being bashed when they are out on
the street, living with the shutters down in their homes
in broad daylight because of their fear of crime and
seeing violent crime rates soar during the term of the
current government, would be wondering exactly what
the Minister for Police was on about, spending as she
did almost the entirety of her 30-minute contribution
engaging in wild and spurious attacks on the opposition
rather than addressing the concerns of Victorians and
engaging in constructive dialogue to try to achieve
better legislation to better protect Victorians.
What was striking from the minister’s contribution is
that she seems to be following the old adage that when
your own performance is in disarray, when you
yourself have failed abysmally to live up to your
responsibilities, do not try to fix it, do not try to explain
what you have been up to; instead make some series of
wild and outrageous allegations against other people in
order to distract attention from your own shortcomings.
Certainly that seems to have been the approach of the
minister in the house today and even more so the
approach of the minister, the Premier and the entire
government over recent days.
One of the things that was noteworthy about the
minister’s contribution to the house today was that we
did not hear much about delays and the previous
allegations that she made, quite outrageously and
untruthfully, against the opposition in media
conferences — that the opposition had been holding up
this bill — and we must wonder why that is. The
answer is of course that it has been proven to be a
patently untrue allegation, where we have had the
minister in the upper house, Ms Tierney, in fact
admitting that the bill was not in a position to be
brought into immediate operation. Indeed that was
confirmed by the Minister for Police in her own
remarks today, the minister having gone out previously
to tell the community that, one, the opposition is
holding up the bill and, two, if they had not been
holding up the passage of the bill, then it could be in
operation. Both of those allegations have now been
demonstrated to be patently untrue.
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As Mr Rich-Phillips pointed out in the debate in the
Legislative Council, the bill was first introduced into
this house on 19 September last year. In this house the
government did not bring it on for debate until some
three sitting weeks later. Debate did not conclude in this
house until 2 November. The bill then sat around in the
upper house until the end of November, and then on
30 November we had Ms Tierney, the minister in the
upper house, saying that she was hoping that it would
be brought into committee consideration later that day.
Then, lo and behold, it was not dealt with last year. It
was held over to this year. A whole series of other bills
were dealt with in its stead.
These allegations that the opposition had been holding
up the bill were patently untrue. And then, as I say, we
had the minister in the other place having to be drawn
step by step into admission that in fact the bill was not
ready to come into operation anyway. The Age
newspaper, amongst others, to their credit picked up
on that fact in a report by Noel Towell dated
7 February. I quote:
But despite Ms Neville’s claims that the laws, which would
allow police to slap gun ownership bans on criminals and
their associates, are urgently needed, the government
admitted on Tuesday that it would take another eight months
to get the system in place.

Mr Pesutto — Eight months! Not three months.
Mr CLARK — Eight months, as the member for
Hawthorn interjects. Clearly the government has been
incredibly embarrassed about this, and now the minister
has pulled out every stop and presumably read the riot
act within her department and had some words to
Victoria Police so that she can come into this house and
say, ‘No, no. Don’t worry. It will be in operation by the
end of May’. For heaven’s sake, where was this
argument about urgency and the opposition holding up
the bill?
The second half of her argument is that the opposition
was seeking to weaken the bill, and she seemed to take
some objection to reference to the word ‘fairness’.
What the minister has repeatedly refused to
acknowledge is that this is a bill that not only applies to
organised crime with illegal guns, but it is also a bill
that is going to apply to legitimate, licensed owners of
firearms — law-abiding citizens who possess their
firearms for legitimate purposes such as hunting or
target shooting.
I would have thought the minister would expect and
uphold the idea that the law should be fair to
law-abiding citizens. By all means throw the book at
crooks and organised crime — we are fully supportive
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of that. Indeed we have had to drag the government
kicking and screaming to strengthen sentencing
throughout their term in office, but for heaven’s sake,
every member of the community should support the
law being fair to law-abiding citizens not only for
fairness’s sake, because if it is not, the law risks being
counterproductive by undermining respect for it and
compliance with it, even amongst those who want to be
law-abiding. So it is quite extraordinary that the
minister takes exception to the objective that a law
should be fair.
And then she had the nerve to suggest that the
amendments that the opposition had put forward were
attempts to weaken the law. They were attempts by us
to seek to make it operate more effectively to achieve
its objectives, and as we made clear all along, we were
going to put forward those amendments because we
wanted to work with the government and put forward
proposals within the Parliament to make this law work
more effectively. But if the Parliament did not agree
with our amendments, then we would let the bill go
through and let the government do its best to achieve
the outcomes that it sought to achieve, and we hoped
that the bill would do so.
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gloss on crime figures over recent years and on police
numbers over recent years, but when you stand back
and look at the facts of the situation it is very clear
indeed. Under the previous Labor government there
was a dramatic increase in crimes of violence against
individuals. There was strong and justified community
concern about weak and ineffective sentencing. Those
were issues that the coalition government moved to
tackle by introducing a range of stronger sentences,
abolishing charades such as suspended sentences and
deploying a dramatic increase in police numbers. In
consequence the surge in violent crime was restrained
and police were freed up. That meant more police were
made available to start tackling crimes that are not
reported but are detected crimes, such as drug offences.
As I think I have observed this house before you do not
often get drugs vendors or drug purchasers going along
to the police to report the fact that an illegal drug
transaction has occurred. To tackle drug offending
requires enough police with enough time and resources
to go out and detect that offending. When you can
make available more police, then more of those
offences can be detected and acted upon. That was the
trend during the course of the coalition government.

I put that very clearly in summing up the opposition
parties’ position in the second-reading debate in this
house, when I said that we on this side of the house
were fully willing to support the government’s attempt
to implement a workable firearm prohibition order
regime but that there were a wide number of concerns
and issues that had been legitimately raised about it. I
went on to urge government speakers in the debate in
this house to address those concerns, and I then went on
to say that if the matters remained unresolved at the
conclusion of the debate in this house, we were happy
to work with the government between the houses to try
to resolve matters and come up with amendments,
because it is important that we get legislation on a
subject such as this as right as possible, both to get
unlawful firearms out of the community and try and
keep the community safer, and to make sure that the
legislation does not have unintended and unfair adverse
consequences for legitimate firearm owners.

Regrettably after the change of government and the
election of the current government, there were a
number of crucial failings. The government failed to
respond to some very poor decisions by the Court of
Appeal that failed to give effect to the laws of this
Parliament in accordance with the intentions of the
Parliament, and weakened sentencing laws as a result.
When courts get it wrong, it is a responsibility of the
government to bring legislation to Parliament to
reaffirm the intentions of Parliament on behalf the
community, to make the position absolutely clear and in
this case to strengthen sentencing in the way that was
intended. But the government failed to do that, and so
there has been a collapse in confidence in and respect
for the justice system and sentencing as a result. Crims
think they can get away with it, and once that mentality
has been allowed to spread in the community, it is very
difficult indeed to reverse it. That is what we are
struggling with at the moment.

That is what we have been striving to do all along. We
put forward amendments constructively seeking to
achieve that result, and yet the minister takes exception
to them, misrepresents and impugns them and makes all
sorts of disgraceful and untrue imputations against them.
As I said at the outset, when ministers and governments
start making wild and untrue allegations against others,
it is a very strong sign that they are trying to cover up
for their own shortcomings, and that is exactly the
situation here. We have the minister seeking to put a

The government has also failed to legislate in a timely
and effective manner to tackle emerging deficiencies in
the law and emerging crime trends. Probably the bill
that we are now dealing with is an example of that.
Many aspects of it were urged and proposed by the
opposition months before this bill was brought to the
house. As we have seen in the course of debate in this
place and the other place, there are many questions to
be asked about how well and effectively it is going to
operate, notwithstanding, of course, that there is a
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general recognition now by the government and for a
long time by the opposition that the prevalence of
illegal firearms in the community is a problem that
needs to be tackled.
The third critical area of failure in upholding the justice
system and protecting the community under the current
government has been the long period of time in which
they allowed police numbers to be static. Indeed they
allowed them to fall in per capita terms and allowed an
absolute reduction in the number of frontline police.
The convergence of those factors — the falling
effective numbers of police on the streets and the failure
to strengthen the justice system — is what has
contributed to an explosion of violent crime and
offending now. Notwithstanding that there have been
reductions in some classifications of crime in most
recent times, violent crime is continuing to increase and
indeed the overall level of crime is still substantially
higher now than it was when the Andrews government
was elected.
This is the truth of the context. This is the situation in
which this bill has come before the Parliament and in
which it needs to be assessed by this house and indeed
by the other house. Anyone who reads the committee
stage in the Legislative Council will see that the
government was struggling time and time again to
answer many of the concerns that were raised about the
practical operation of this bill. One can see the issues
that were raised by Mr O’Donohue, the shadow
Minister for Police; Mr Rich-Phillips, the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council;
and by Mr Jeff Bourman of the Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party to realise that there are a lot of aspects of
the detail of this bill about which there are legitimate
concerns: how well-informed those aspects are and how
well-drafted they are. I would have thought it is the role
of any Parliament, the role of any opposition and
indeed should be the role of government backbenchers
to do their utmost to make sure that a bill such as this
can work as effectively as possible. That is certainly
what we on this side of the house have sought to do. It
is regrettable that the government has not engaged
constructively to resolve those problems, and so we
have a bill that is probably not as good as it could be or
as good as it should be. But certainly we do need to
tackle the issue of illegal guns in the community,
because it has been a growing problem for some time
that they are being used by organised crime. We are
seeing that in the number of reported incidents.
The bill is, as I said at the outset, one that the opposition
parties are happy to see passed. We hope it is going to
work effectively, even though we have a number of
concerns about it, but it could have been a much better
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bill than it is. It is regrettable that the government has
failed to engage to make the improvements that are
necessary and instead has resorted to a series of wild
and spurious attacks on the opposition. I would have
thought in a climate where many members of the
community are living in justified fear of organised
crime that, instead of attacking the opposition, the
government would be working with us, working with
the entire Parliament to do what needs to be done to
better protect the community.
Nonetheless, the bill is as it is. It needs to be brought
into operation as soon as possible. Police need to be
able to use the powers that are being given to them as
soon as possible. For that reason, we support the
Council amendments that are before the house. We will
certainly be watching this bill and looking for
opportunities to make further improvements to it, but
we do indeed hope that Victoria Police will be able to
make use of those powers to help stem the flood of
illegal guns within our community.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (10:55) — It should be of
no surprise to anyone on this side of the house or
indeed to Victorians more broadly that the opposition is
today in this Parliament trying to do all they can to
weaken the powers of Victoria Police in their fight
against organised crime. Of course this is no surprise to
us on this side of the house because this is a party — let
us not forget, on the other side, the Liberal Party of
Victoria — whose leader had dinner with a known
organised crime figure. This is a party that has no
credibility on this issue. Their leader, the Leader of the
Opposition — lobster with a mobster down at the
Lobster Cave — had dinner at the expense of known
crime figures. As the Attorney-General noted, this is a
person who is not allowed on any of our racecourses
here in Victoria.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! I call the member’s attention to the fact that
while there has been some latitude given to the lead
speaker, the minister and obviously the manager of
opposition business in relation to the Firearms
Amendment Bill 2017, it is required of members who
wish to contribute to this debate to confine their
comments and their contributions to the amendments
before the house that have been circulated to members.
We are not re-running the second-reading debate now. I
remind members to limit their comments and their
contributions to the amendments to the Firearms
Amendment Bill before the house.
Ms THOMAS — Thank you very much, Acting
Speaker. I think it is important to note that the
amendments being proposed by those on the other side
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seek to restrict the powers of the Chief Commissioner
of Police to delegate the ability to make firearm
prohibition orders to only deputy commissioners and
assistant commissioners. This is a ridiculous
amendment. What is it that those on the other side have
against commanders or superintendents? Why should
they not also have this power? Because on this of the
house we are serious in our commitment to tackle
organised crime. We know that those on the other side
are much less so.
You have spoken to me, Acting Speaker, so I will
refrain from further talking about the relationships that
those on the other side of the house have with organised
crime in this state. But let me say this: this is a
government that is putting more than 3000 police on
our streets. This is a government that gives its absolute
support to the work of our chief commissioner, Graham
Ashton. This is in great contrast again to those on the
other side who take every opportunity they can to attack
Victoria Police. We have seen it time and time again.
We saw it only last year when, despite Victoria Police
very calmly and assuredly making sure that people
were safely off an aeroplane where there had been a
bomb threat, their actions were ridiculed by the
opposition leader for doing that. We saw that under the
previous government, where the undermining of the
chief commissioner was outrageous and was happening
out of the Minister for Police’s office with the adviser
Tristan Weston, and the member for Benambra of
course was implicated in all of that.
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60 000 volunteers, you have even managed to have the
union campaign against your proposals. Premier, with
everyone from volunteers to management to boards and
now to even the union all against you, how do you
intend to fix the crisis in our fire services that you said
you had fixed 600 days ago?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the members for
Bass, South-West Coast and the Deputy Premier to
cease shouting across the chamber or they will be
removed from the chamber.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:02) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. In answer to
his question, the first thing I can assure him is we will
not be cutting $66 million out of our fire services. We
will leave that —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members in this place
need to be able to hear the answers being provided.
That level of shouting does not allow us to hear the
answer being provided by the Premier. I will remove
members without warning from the chamber if they
shout across the chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, Speaker, we
will not be cutting funding for our fire services. We will
not be denying —
Honourable members interjecting.

This is a government that is very keen to do all that it
can to make sure that Victoria Police have all the
powers that they need — not just the powers but also
that they have police on the street. As the Premier noted
yesterday, head out to the police academy. It is a place I
have been to many times. It is chock-a-block. It is full
of recruits, and it is fantastic to see some of the very
best people in Victoria putting their hands up to join
Victoria Police.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
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Fire services
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:01) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, more than 600 days
ago you said there was a crisis in the fire services that
had to end and you had ended it. Six hundred days later
not only is it ongoing, not only have you lost decades of
fire experience, not only have you disrespected

The SPEAKER (11:03) — The member for Bass
will leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour. He has
already been warned.
Honourable member for Bass withdrew from
chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — We will not be denying that
there is a clear link between some forms of cancer and
firefighting. We will not be ignoring —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Essendon is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — the completely unacceptable
risk posed by the Fiskville training centre or any other
like it. We will instead continue to invest in equipment
and recruitment and support for brigades, volunteer as
well as career staff. An enterprise bargaining agreement
has been approved by the board. It is going to go out for
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a vote. I recommend all paid firefighters support this
agreement, because it is one that is worthy of support.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
South-West Coast has already been warned. I will not
warn her again.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:04) —
Premier, it has been crisis to crisis under your
administration of our fire services: two CEOs gone, the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) board, the CFA CEO,
the CFA and Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) chief
fire officers, the CFA and MFB deputy chiefs, the
acting MFB chief, the MFB president, the acting MFB
CEO and, bizarrely, even the firefighters union has now
turned against you as well. Isn’t this proof that you and
James Merlino are utterly incapable of fixing the fire
services fiasco you created and it is now time to bring
back Jane Garrett to fix it?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:05) — The member for
South-West Coast will leave the chamber for the period
of 1 hour. The Leader of the House will assist the
running of the house.
Honourable member for South-West Coast
withdrew from chamber.
The SPEAKER — I warn the Leader of the
Opposition to use correct titles. I will not hear further
questions where members’ correct titles are not used.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:05) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. That seems
to be the best he has got. The answer to your question is
no. Those opposite have found their voice on these
matters. They did not shout in cabinet or in the party
room when their government cut resources for
firefighters. They had nothing to say then.
We support our firefighters to do the job that they are so
well trained for and that we are so grateful they do. We
do not play these sorts of political games. Frankly, I
thought you could do better. Having had a whole
summer to write these questions, that is the best you
can do?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The members for
Hastings and Hawthorn are both warned, as is the
member for Footscray.
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Ministers statements: health funding
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:06) — I am
delighted to be able to update the house on the fact that
there will be a Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) meeting tomorrow, and we will attend both —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — And you will not be at it, so that
is good news for everybody who will be, I expect. We
will be at the COAG meeting to deal with a number of
important matters — first of all, the update on the
Closing the Gap process with Indigenous Victorians
and indeed Indigenous Australians. That is a very
important commitment and a very important part of our
national reform and national meeting of all
governments across Australia.
There will be other matters: early childhood education,
where the commonwealth government have extended
funding for a year, but only a year, which is nowhere
near good enough, I would say. But the main issue that
will probably be the focus of our attention and indeed
debate and argument I expect is the fact that the
commonwealth government are intent on consolidating
the cuts that Tony Abbott made to our hospitals and
locking in a deal that takes $2.1 billion out of the hands
of our doctors and nurses, compromising care —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:07) — Order! The members for
Essendon and Geelong will leave the chamber. I will
not have members using props in the chamber. I know
that there were more members holding props up.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Without the assistance of
members opposite. I will not have members shouting
across the chamber when I am on my feet. I warn
members not to use props in this place. Those members
will leave the chamber for 1 hour.
Honourable members for Essendon and Geelong
withdrew from chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — Essentially a deal that cuts
$2.1 billion out of Victorian hospitals will not be
supported by Victoria’s Labor government. There may
be others who would support such an arrangement, but
not this government.
On the issue of health funding, though, it is hardly
surprising that the Prime Minister would put forward a
plan that grossly underfunds our health system when he
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will not even make the payments that are ours and
owed to Victorian patients under the current agreement.
There is a pattern here. Conservatives at every level of
government always refuse to fund health properly.
They always cut health funding, and what does that
mean? They always hurt patients. That is what health
cuts do, and we will always stand up against them.

Fire services
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (11:09) — My question
is to the Minister for Emergency Services. Your
solution to the turmoil you have created in our fire
services is a bill stuck in the Legislative Council that
nobody supports plus an enterprise bargaining
agreement the United Firefighters Union now rejects.
Your government has had three years to get it sorted
and has failed comprehensively. Minister, what do you
intend to do now?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Macedon.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Emergency Services)
(11:10) — I thank the member for Gembrook for his
question asking me what I will do now. I tell you what:
the day after the Black Saturday anniversary, has the
member for Gembrook apologised to career
firefighters? I will tell you what I will do now: we will
be investing in our fire services, but we will not be
going to war with our firefighters. We will not be
denying presumptive rights like those opposite — they
did it for four years.
Let me go through a list. In October last year we
announced an additional $60 million for our fire
services — that is a bit better than cutting
$66 million — $11.6 million for volunteer training and
capability, $11 million additional for upgrades to
Country Fire Authority (CFA) infrastructure, a
$10 million grants program and $2 million for
volunteer recruitment and retention focused on
diversity. Just last week we released a recruitment
campaign, the first time ever that the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade (MFB) and the CFA have worked together,
and front and centre of that recruitment campaign is a
campaign to recruit additional female career
firefighters, because we are not waiting for the
Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission. We are not waiting —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Malvern! The
member for Hawthorn has already been warned.
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Mr MERLINO — We have made a commitment to
quadruple the number of female career firefighters in
our services. We have made a commitment to increase
to well over 900 the number of women in brigade
leadership roles, a commitment that the National Party
oppose, to their discredit. They oppose having more
women in brigade leadership roles. We will continue to
support our fire services. We will not lie to them about
Black Saturday. An agreement has been reached
between the MFB and the union. There are some
matters being resolved in the Fair Work Commission.
Once that has happened it will be rolled out to a vote of
the workforce.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Before calling the
member for Gembrook to ask a supplementary question
I do warn the member for Narre Warren South, the
member for Frankston, the member for Kew and the
member for Nepean.
Supplementary question
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (11:13) — After all the
turmoil, the multiple sackings and resignations of staff
and boards, the bullying out of a minister, the disrespect
to volunteers, the threats and intimidation and,
unbelievably, paying a $3000 sign-on bonus before the
enterprise bargaining agreement was signed, this
pathetic soap opera that has so distracted your
government and the fire services is still going on.
Minister, is it not true after all this, and now with even
the union opposing you, that you are now back at
square one?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eildon
is warned.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Emergency Services)
(11:14) — I thank the member for Gembrook for his
statement. One thing you can be sure of: out of all the
bile that we hear from the opposition, you never hear
these —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to assist with the running of the house.
Mr MERLINO — Out of all the bile that we hear
out of the opposition, there are two words you never
hear: community safety. They do not care that there are
communities that are not as protected as they should be.
Our fire services reforms —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will come to order.
Ms Staley — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Deputy Premier is debating the question. I ask you to
bring him back to answering it.
The SPEAKER — I do not uphold the point of
order. It was a very broad question. The minister to
come back to answering the question.
Mr MERLINO — They do not care that there are
some parts of Victoria —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Yan
Yean is warned.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I
understand you have not upheld that point of order, but
the fact that the minister is actually attacking the
opposition is not within the standing orders and he
clearly should actually answer the question rather than
cast aspersions on members of the opposition.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Burwood for that guidance. I did ask the minister to
come back to answering the question.
Mr MERLINO — There are parts of Melbourne
and Victoria that do not receive the service that they
should, where volunteers do not receive the support that
they should. Our fire services reforms are about
improving community safety, and it is about time those
opposite got —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has
completed his answer.

Ministers statements: health funding
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) (11:16) — I
rise to update the house about the billions of dollars that
the Turnbull government is short-changing Victorian
hospitals. These funds actually fund direct services that
our hospitals provide. They impact on things like
dialysis, hip replacements and chemotherapy. They
impact how many nurses and doctors health services
are able to employ, so the impact of these cuts is
absolutely real. But the Turnbull government are
refusing to pay their bills.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — The member for Forest Hill!
The member for Mount Waverley!
Ms HENNESSY — The Turnbull government owe
Victoria $104 million for hospital services provided in
2015–16, and still in 2018 we are waiting for our
money. This does not really augur well for constructive
negotiations for a new health care funding agreement,
but notwithstanding that what the federal government
have done is they have lobbed up a draft agreement that
is absolutely inadequate and insulting to the needs of
the Victorian community. This deal proposes once
again that hospital funding is cut and that Victorians are
dudded and short-changed. It will effectively mean that
Victorians miss out on $113.5 million per year, and that
would be $2.1 billion over the five-year life of the
agreement.
Our position is very simple. We stand up for Victorians
and their healthcare needs. We stand up for investment
in health. We understand that there are growing costs
and needs in our healthcare needs, simply because of
the fact that we have got things like a growing
population, an ageing population, chronic disease,
fantastic medical research that opens up wonderful new
treatments and technological advances, and a system
that can perform and deliver the best clinical outcomes
for Victorian patients. But once again we see the
Liberal-Nationals in Canberra retreating to form and
cutting healthcare funding, with not one word from the
state opposition about the need for greater investment in
our healthcare system. We will stand up for Victorians
while they do not.

Energy security
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (11:18) — My
question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. In just 12 months Victorian wholesale
electricity costs have doubled from $62 per megawatt
hour in January last year to $133 last month. This is in
stark contrast to falls in New South Wales and
Queensland to around $75. Minister, if everything is
going to plan, why have electricity costs doubled under
your watch while they have fallen in other states such
as New South Wales and Queensland?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (11:19) — I thank
the member for their question. Their assumptions are
absolutely and totally wrong. They do not understand
that the consequences of their actions when they were
last in government, privatising all of our assets and
handing them over with a nice ribbon on top at a fire
sale rate, has led to a —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will resume
her seat.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO — That is our policy — to
grow more generation supply for our state through a
Victorian renewable energy target.
Mr Hodgett interjected.

Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question was very clear. It is not about what happened
decades ago; it is what is happening right now. What is
the minister doing about these costs that have doubled
under her watch in 12 months — not a few years ago
but in 12 months? What is the minister doing about it?
Seriously, answer the question. This is a joke. This is
your responsibility, not the former government’s —
your responsibility. Fix it.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Before calling the
Attorney-General on the point of order, I have already
warned the member for Narre Warren South, and I take
this opportunity to warn the member for Ringwood.
Mr Pakula — On the point of order, Speaker, the
member does not have the opportunity on the point of
order to change the question. The question was not
‘What was the minister doing about it?’; the question
was ‘Why?’. The minister is giving historical context
about the national energy market. When the question is
‘Why?’, she is more than entitled to do that. If he
wanted to ask, ‘What is the minister doing about it?’, he
should have asked that question, but he did not.
Mr Hodgett — On the point of order, Speaker, the
question was not about what the minister is doing about
it. The question was about why costs have doubled
under her watch when they have fallen in other states,
so I ask you to uphold the point of order and bring the
minister back to answering the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The question was on why costs have
apparently doubled, and I ask the minister to come back
to answering the question.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — Thank you very much,
Speaker. The fact is that those opposite are totally
irrelevant. They do not really care about rising energy
prices for Victorians. We do. That is why we have got a
clear plan. They will not stand up to Malcolm Turnbull,
who has allowed gas to be exported for the benefit of
global markets, at the expense of our own consumers
domestically. Our plan is clear. More supply —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — The member for Hastings is
warned!

The SPEAKER — The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is warned!
Ms D’AMBROSIO — This is precisely the solution
that those people are opposed to. They are irrelevant.
They have no plan. Their plan is simply to stand by and
do nothing whilst energy prices go up. Our plan is quite
clear: grow more generation supply for our state —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will resume
her seat. The member for Gembrook!
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now proceeding to debate the question. I ask
you to bring her back to answering it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has
concluded her answer.
Supplementary question
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (11:22) — A
growing number of Tasmanians are calling for the state
to break away from the national energy market, and
even the Tasmanian leader said:
We recognise that Tasmanians aren’t getting a good deal
being linked to Victorian wholesale prices …

With Victoria now relying on other states such as
Tasmania to keep the lights on, Minister, what plans do
you have to maintain energy security if Tasmania pulls
out of the national energy market?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (11:23) — I thank
the member for the supplementary question. This is a
hypothetical by those opposite. Does this mean that
they actually want to do that — that they want to cut us
off from the national market? The point is this: the
national market was established after massive
privatisation across all of the states. In particular, first
running off there was Victoria, selling off its assets —
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, I
ask you to bring the minister back to answering the
question. This is not about us wanting to cut anyone
from the national market. This is the Tasmanian Labor
leader, whom the Premier did a fundraiser for only a
week or so ago, who said:
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We recognise that Tasmanians aren’t getting a good deal
being linked to Victorian wholesale prices …

They want to break away from the national energy
market. What is this minister going to do to fix the
problem?
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Caulfield, when raising a point of order, should only
raise the matter that is a point of order and not add
further material, but I do uphold his point of order. I ask
the minister to come back to answering the question.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — The member of the
opposition is totally irrelevant. The fact is this: we have
more than sufficient supply in our state to meet all of
our needs. The market operator has made that
absolutely clear. Our plan is to grow more renewable
energy, which will bring down the price of energy for
all Victorians. They should get on board, support the
jobs and support the Victorian renewable energy target.
They have got no plan. They are irrelevant.

Ministers statements: perinatal anxiety and
depression
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Mental Health)
(11:24) — I rise to update the house on one of the
most important areas of the state’s 10-year mental
health plan — that is, how we as a community
respond to perinatal anxiety and depression. Up to one
in five expectant or new mothers will experience
perinatal anxiety and depression. Every new parent
needs to be aware of the serious nature of this mental
illness, they need to know that there are services and
support for them when and where they need them and
they also need to know how to get these services and
support quickly.
So it came as a bit of a shock when the national
perinatal depression initiative was cut overnight by the
Turnbull government and the Abbott government
before it. But it comes as no shock that that $1.6 million
cut to these critical services is now embedded in the
totally inadequate offer from the commonwealth
government that is before the states at the moment.
Whether it is families in Barwon, in Sunshine, in
Warrnambool or in Wodonga who had programs ripped
from under them overnight, these are the kind of
programs that the most vulnerable mothers and children
should have when they absolutely need them. This
saves lives. This program shapes new lives, and it fell
as it always does to the Labor government to reverse
that cut and to provide those vital services.
I would ask the commonwealth to not embed cuts to
these important services in the inadequate health
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funding offers to the states. I would plead with the
federal government to move beyond the petty politics
of health funding and to support these important mental
health services. But I will give this guarantee to those
health services that have stepped up in partnership with
the Victorian Andrews government: we will stick with
them, and we will see these services through.

Energy security
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (11:27) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, the power outages
of 28 and 29 January impacted thousands of Victorian
households. You declared the next day that you would
compel energy companies to pay compensation to these
families and businesses. Premier, will compensation be
paid to these households and businesses, and how much
should they expect to get?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:27) — I do thank the
member for Caulfield for his question, and he is right to
say that I have made it very clear that it is the position
of the government that these energy distribution
businesses should do a number of important things: fix
those localised faults that caused —
An honourable member — It’s not a supply issue.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, if one was to listen to the
Australian Energy Market Operator, as opposed to
those opposite, one would know the facts about
localised faults, and I will come to some further
localised faults in just a moment. They need to be fixed.
We have made that very clear to the energy distribution
businesses. We have also indicated to them that there
are existing policies in place for, in essence, insurance
claims and they should be honoured, and that should be
done as quickly as possible.
Thirdly, we have also made it clear that, given the
extreme nature of this outage, those businesses should
go above and beyond the legislated, if you like, or the
current and agreed compensation arrangements or
support arrangements. That is why at a meeting that the
minister and I had with the relevant distribution
businesses on Monday this week we made it very, very
clear to those businesses that they need to provide
support to all affected customers. There will be
announcements made in due course as to the nature of
that support. I would hope that we would not need to
argue about those matters but that instead all of us in
this place would be united in our view that very, very
profitable businesses should support customers who are
impacted by unacceptable local outages. That is
something we should all be able to agree on —
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Mr Guy — To compel.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, the Leader of the
Opposition can play word games.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS — Well, an announcement will be
made.
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition.

The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition
can be assured that those businesses will pay and give
support to every affected customer, consistent with two
things: one, the existing framework; and, over and
above that existing framework, support that I think is
properly owed to affected customers, both households
and businesses.
Mr Guy — Tough talk.
Mr ANDREWS — Indeed.
Mr Guy — It’s all tough talk.
Mr ANDREWS — Well —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition,
really. Unhappy with the answer? Well, you were not at
the meeting, Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Premier to
ignore interjections.
Mr ANDREWS — All those affected ought to be
supported, and they will be.
Supplementary question
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (11:30) — There
have been guaranteed service level payments in place
for some time that specify compensation of only $80 or
so for a customer who is left without power for up to
20 hours. This is despite some businesses losing
thousands of dollars in stock and many losing
everything in their fridges and freezers. Premier, when
you told Victorians that you would force energy
companies to pay compensation, was $80 all you were
talking about?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:31) — Clearly the
shadow minister was not listening. No, not at all. There
is an existing framework, and what I am indicating to
the member for Caulfield is that following discussions
that the government has had with the relevant
businesses, over and above their existing obligations —
Mr Guy — How much?

Mr ANDREWS — An announcement will be made
in due course, and those opposite will be in no way
connected to those payments because, as the greatest
fans of privatisation going round — and as those who
are not in government — they will be completely
irrelevant to those payments and that support. If
businesses agree to pay over and above their obligations,
then there will be no need to compel them. There will be
no need to compel them if they make payments over and
above their obligations, and I expect they will.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, I refer to
sessional order 9 and your capacity to require a written
response to be provided when an answer is
non-responsive. The Premier in the substantive question
was asked: when will compensation be paid to these
households and how much will they get? The Premier
has had two opportunities to answer that. All he has said
is: in due course some announcement will be made and
no commitment has been given as to how much extra
they will be paid. So I ask you to rule that the Premier’s
answer to the substantive question was non-responsive
and require him to provide a written answer.
The SPEAKER — I will consider that matter and
report back to the house.

Ministers statements: federal budget
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) (11:33) — I would like to
update the house on the work that this government is
doing to insulate Victorians from the greatest risk to our
health system: the federal Liberal-National government
and their acolytes and apologists.
Victoria is the fastest growing state in the nation,
meaning that we have increasing demand on our health
services. It is why we are making a record investment
in health and in our ambulance system as well, of
course. Those opposite really sat on their hands for four
years and did nothing. Our great state has subsidised the
commonwealth each and every year since Federation.
We are the only state in the nation that can make that
claim. Yet again, of course, Malcolm Turnbull has
found another way to short-change Victorians and
eclipse Billy McMahon’s ineptitude. Malcolm Turnbull
may not be much, but at least he is consistent as he
again tries to palm off his government’s responsibilities
to the states and to cut vital services.
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While we roll out the largest infrastructure investment
this state has ever seen, Malcolm Turnbull allocates just
9 per cent of federal funding to the state of Victoria.
Meanwhile, the Prime Minister of Sydney gives his
home state a whopping 45 per cent. Sartre once said,
‘Every word has consequences. Every silence, too’ —
and it is the silence from those opposite, the obsequious
shadows that they are, as the Prime Minister targets
vulnerable Victorians, that speaks volumes.
If the federal government worked half as hard at doing
their job as they did at attacking the vulnerable and
taking credit where none is due, they would be as
impressive as Malcolm Turnbull’s Cayman Islands
accounts. Whether it is funding for health, TAFE,
schools or tackling the scourge of mental illness, the
Liberals know what to cut. They will check your wallet
before they check your pulse.

AusNet Services
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (11:35) — My question is
to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change. Can I get the Deputy Premier to move just a
bit so I can see and make sure she is listening?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr TILLEY — Minister, why are you doing
nothing, why are you doing zero to help almost
300 people, many of them families, in Wodonga and
also throughout north-eastern and eastern Victoria who
have been unable to move into their new homes since
August last year due to union work bans by the
Electrical Trades Union targeting AusNet networks in
country Victoria?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc is warned. The member for Ringwood has
already been warned.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (11:36) — I thank
the member for their question. We always encourage all
parties concerned in any industrial dispute to sit down
and work through the issues and resolve them so that
communities can receive the benefits of the services
that are being provided. This case is no different, and
certainly we have been encouraging the parties to do
just that.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn has already been warned.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — We encourage them to do
that. Certainly these matters can be very frustrating for
some Victorians who are caught up in this. We
encourage them to do that. Our services are always
available through the industrial relations portfolio and
the minister to be able to assist with this matter, and we
encourage the parties to sit down and resolve this
matter as soon as possible.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern has already been warned. I will not have a
minister shouted down while providing an answer.
Supplementary question
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (11:37) — My
supplementary question is: Robyn King of
Yackandandah now faces the prospect of homelessness
with her three school-aged children because of this
dispute. Nilesh Singh of Benalla will now have to pay
both the mortgage for a house he cannot move into as
well as rent on a home that is not large enough for his
family, including his 82-year-old father and 76-year-old
mother. Minister, can you tell these families and all
other families who are suffering from these union work
bans: when will you finally do something, when will
you finally act to end this dispute and when will their
power be connected?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Footscray has already been warned.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (11:38) — I thank
the member for the supplementary question. It is ironic
that those opposite were the ones who actually referred
powers to the federal government many years ago to do
something that now they are suddenly interested in.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook and the member for Kew!
Ms D’AMBROSIO — What I advise all Victorians
who have emergency or extreme cases of difficulties is
that AusNet Services have made it absolutely clear that
they will take action to provide assistance to those
families who are in emergency —
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The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will resume
her seat.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, in
relation to relevance of the minister’s answer, she was
asked very clearly by the member for Benambra:
when is she going to do something to end a dispute
that has been going on since August? When is the
minister for energy going to do something to get these
families’ power connected? It is not for the minister to
talk about any other matters about AusNet; it is about
the question which was directed to her about when
will she do something.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, this
issue was raised by the member for Benambra in this
place on Tuesday evening to the Minister for Industrial
Relations, therefore highlighting the point that these
matters are actually outside of the minister for energy’s
portfolio responsibilities.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:39) — Order! The member for
Hastings will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Hastings withdrew from
chamber.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
is entitled to make a point of order.
Ms Allan — It was demonstrated on Tuesday that
the member for Benambra thought that this is a
matter — and indeed he was right on Tuesday; he may
be incorrect today but he was right on Tuesday — that
is more relevant to the industrial relations portfolio. Of
course, given that when those opposite were in
government they referred the industrial relations
powers of the state to Canberra, it indeed limits
further —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn has been warned.
Ms Allan — the ability of the industrial relations
minister to intervene in this dispute. It therefore limits
the minister —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — What was that about engaging in
abuse? It is a shame we cannot block the Leader of the
Opposition in this place.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
has been warned.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — Yes, we should be respectful,
shouldn’t we?
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — You cannot handle it. Speaker, I would
ask that you rule the point of order out of order, because
clearly the member for Benambra’s own actions have
exposed that he knows he is asking the question to the
wrong minister.
Mr Walsh — On the point of order, Speaker, I
support the point of order by the Leader of the
Opposition. The member for Benambra is very clearly
asking questions on behalf of his community because
he cares about his community. It is obviously pass the
parcel on the other side of the house in that no-one
actually wants to do anything —
Ms Thomson interjected.
The SPEAKER (11:41) — The member for
Footscray will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Footscray withdrew from
chamber.
Mr Walsh — about the community that the member
for Benambra is asking this question about. I ask you to
bring the minister back to actually answering the
question that he asked.
The SPEAKER — Order! I think the matter that
the Leader of the House raised was a separate issue to
the one that was raised in the original point of order by
the Leader of the Opposition. The minister had begun
to answer the question and certainly answered the first
part of the question; therefore I would ask the minister
to answer the question. I do think the minister was
being responsive to the question, so I do not uphold
the original point of order raised by the Leader of the
Opposition.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — I would encourage any
families in any part of Victoria that may be impacted
by this dispute to make contact with AusNet Services,
who have absolutely made it clear that they would
deal with any emergency services so that Victorians
are not adversely affected when they are in an
emergency situation.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to resume
her seat.
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, this
was a clear question about what the minister is doing
about this — not what AusNet is doing but what the
minister is doing. The minister is responsible — or
should be responsible — for turning the lights on and
keeping the lights on. Neither seems to be happening at
the moment. What is the minister doing for those two
families that cannot get connected because the minister
abdicates her responsibility?
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up with global enterprises like Specialisterne, Adam is
now happily working. He is no longer suffering in
silence. His employer is aware of his diagnosis, and he
is making sure that he gets the skills to live a
sustainable life and make a contribution to his employer
and his community.
As Adam says in the article, this is a transformative
program that has transformed his life. What we all
know on this side of the house is that it is just the type
of program those on the other side want to get their
hands on and cut. They are all wanting to be the next
Edward Scissorhands in the next Parliament with their
commission of audit, and that is what they —

The SPEAKER — Order! I heard the question. The
minister has concluded her answer.

The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s statement
has concluded.

Ministers statements: Specialisterne Australia

Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, regarding
question on notice 13 249 on 16 October —

Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (11:43) — I rise to update the house on
how the Andrews government is partnering with the
social enterprise sector to deliver jobs for Victorians, in
particular jobs for Victorians living with autism
spectrum disorder. The evidence is in on the benefits of
a neurodiverse workforce. Employees with autism
bring exceptional skills to the workplace such as pattern
recognition and enhanced memory, and they excel in
repetitive tasks.
I want to pay a special tribute to my parliamentary
secretary, the member for Eltham, along with the
Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing and the
member for Wendouree, who has had a lived experience
with autism, for their advocacy to me as the Minister for
Industry and Employment to do something for people
with disabilities and to provide pathways for them to
live a sustainable life and have the dignity of work.
Last month I was very proud, on behalf of the Andrews
government, to announce $200 000 for social enterprise
Specialisterne Australia. Specialisterne has a goal of
creating 12 000 career pathways for people with autism
by 2025. They have got unique partnerships with the
university sector, Hewlett-Packard, SAP, Westpac and
now the Andrews Labor government. This funding is
very important. It will help people with autism get a
job. It will also break down the stigma and
misconceptions some people have about autism.
This is not a prop. This is the front page of the Preston
Leader this week with Ivanhoe man Adam Walton.
Adam lives with autism, having been diagnosed almost
a decade ago. He has faced many barriers to
employment, but now through the work and partnership
approach of the Andrews Labor government teaming

The SPEAKER — Order! Can I just ask the
member to clarify for the house: are these about matters
that have already been raised?
Mr Watt — Quite possibly. I know that these
questions have not been answered, but I am not exactly
sure that any of the ones that I raised in the last two
days have actually been answered. But yes, I do
specifically have a question for the Minister for Local
Government about Australia Day. I do not know
whether the minister understands Australia Day has
gone, but —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member is entitled
to raise a point of order on these matters, but I will not
allow the member to disrupt the proceedings of the
house by raising these matters in a lengthy way. The
member for Burwood has the call.
Mr Watt — Thank you very much. I have a
question on notice that is unanswered. It was clearly
supposed to be answered by the 16 November.
Australia Day has well and truly passed. It was a
question about Australia Day to the Minister for Local
Government, and she has not answered the question. It
is 13 249. I would ask you to get the minister to answer
the question. I do acknowledge that earlier today you
did tell me that you had instructed ministers to answer,
but it is quite clear that not only are they belligerent
enough to ignore me but they are also belligerent
enough to ignore you as the Speaker.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member not to
reflect on the Chair.
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Mr Watt — I am not reflecting on you; I am
reflecting on ministers who are so belligerent they will
not do what you ask.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Burwood for his point of order.
Mr Watt — I have a further point of order.
The SPEAKER — One more point of order on
these matters? For the assistance of the smooth running
of the house I ask the member for Burwood if he has to
raise further matters to do so in one point of order.
Mr Watt — I will. I have constituency
question 13 593 to the Minister for Planning that is also
unanswered. I will read through the plethora of
questions and the numbers for your benefit, Speaker,
and for the benefit of all of the ministers that have been
so belligerent that they do not bother to answer any
questions. The questions are: 13 637, 13 640, 13 662,
13 663, 13 665. All of these are on the database now.
The reason I am holding my phone is that any person
could check the database to see all of the ministers that
have not answered. Also, questions 13 664, 13 666,
13 667, 13 668, 13 669, 13 670, 13 671, 13 677. There
is someone over there yelling out ‘Bingo!’ No-one in
my electorate is celebrating a win with answers to
questions not being given. Also questions 13 673,
13 674, 13 675, 13 676 —
Mr Richardson — You’re a joke.
Mr Watt — The member for Mordialloc says that I
am a joke, but I tell you what: it is not a joke that these
questions are not being answered.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members will not
interject.
Mr Watt — Questions 13 672, 13 678, 13 679,
13 680, 13 681, 13 682, 13 683, 13 684, 13 685,
13 686, 13 687, 13 688, 13 689, 13 690 —
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr Watt — No, I am not very proud of ministers
not answering genuine questions that I have asked in
this chamber.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc will not interject.
Mr Watt — Questions 13 812, 13 834 and 13 835. I
apologise if I have taken so long to raise the point of
order, but I am not the one that is refusing to answer all
of these questions. There are numerous questions and
numerous ministers — belligerent ministers who refuse
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to answer my questions and refuse to do what you have
asked them, Speaker. I know you have asked them
because you said so earlier today. I ask that you would
follow up with these ministers to get them to answer
these very genuine questions that I have asked on
behalf of my constituents. I deserve an answer, the
Parliament deserves an answer and quite frankly so do
you, Speaker.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Burwood for his point of order.
Mr R. Smith — On the point of order, Speaker, and
in support of the member for Burwood, I refer to the
level of disrespect shown by those opposite. The member
is only raising matters for his constituency. Further, all
the member is asking for is for adherence to the sessional
orders that the government itself brought in.
Mr Richardson interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc!
Mr R. Smith — Those opposite, including the
member for Mordialloc and the member for
Williamstown, might think it bizarre that a member
would get up here and support his community, speak on
behalf of his community and actually advocate for his
community, but the member for Burwood is actually
doing that. The fact that those opposite think their
ministers, their ministers from their own party and
government, should be let off the hook in not adhering
to these sessional orders that the government themselves
put up. Are we are getting to the final year of a very
long term and deciding that ministers do not have to
worry about this stuff anymore? This is all superfluous,
is it? Ministers should do their job. When the member
for Burwood is pointing out that ministers should do
their job there is ongoing criticism from those opposite.
Maybe those opposite do not think their ministers are up
to it. I can certainly understand that, and if that is what
they think, then they should just say so.
The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Warrandyte for his point of order.
Ms Ryall — On a point of order, Speaker, I raise
constituency questions 13 696 and 13 808. The first one
was raised on 28 November 2017 and the second on
13 December 2017. Question 13 154 is an adjournment
matter that was raised on 21 September 2017. I ask that
urgent responses be provided to the constituency
questions and certainly to the adjournment matter that
was raised in September last year.
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The SPEAKER — I thank the member for
Ringwood for raising that matter. We will follow up
with the relevant ministers.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Ferntree Gully electorate
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (11:52) —
(13 955) My constituency question is for the Treasurer.
It is in regard to a land tax assessment from one of my
constituents who has spoken to me and is gravely
concerned about this situation where her land tax
assessment when compared from 2015 to 2017 has seen
an increase in the land valuation of around 30 per cent,
but the increase in land tax that she is having to pay has
increased from $3255 to $5775, which is a 77 per cent
increase. Can the Treasurer provide an answer as to
why it is that this constituent’s land assessment has
seen an increase in the valuation of their property by
over 30 per cent, but has seen a land tax payment
increase of 77 per cent?

Thomastown electorate
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (11:53) —
(13 956) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Education regarding the new Edgars Creek
Secondary College. My question is: how many
students are enrolled at Edgars Creek Secondary
College to start the 2018 school year and are more
student enrolments expected later this year? Thanks to
the Victorian Labor government’s 2016–17 state
budget the Epping North community was allocated
$12 million to build Edgars Creek college. This was
an election commitment and I am proud to be a
member of the Labor government that gets things
done. This brings state Labor’s spend on infrastructure
in the safe seat of Thomastown to over $340 million
over the last three and half years, in comparison to the
Liberals’ paltry $25 million in four years from 2010 to
2014. The new school will help our community to
meet rapidly increasing demand for education
infrastructure. I am delighted that the school has
recently opened for term one in 2018 under the strong
leadership of inaugural principal Joanne Camozzato.

Gippsland East electorate
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (11:54) — (13 957)
My constituency question is to the Minister for
Industrial Relations. It probably could go to the minister
for jobs or energy but I am directing it to the Minister
for Industrial Relations. The information I seek is: what
is she doing to resolve the industrial dispute between the
Electrical Trades Union and AusNet Services which is
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impacting on jobs in East Gippsland? At present the
stalemate means that there are no connections occurring
to any homes. One contractor alone has eight homes
between Stratford and Lakes Entrance that are awaiting
connection. The majority of the works were requested
by November 2017. Normally a connection would take
two weeks, but it has blown out much beyond that as a
result of this dispute and many of these properties
remain without power. This is impacting not only on
those businesses directly but also on people moving into
their homes and employment. I ask the Minister for
Industrial Relations for an update on what she is doing
to resolve this matter.

Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (11:55) — (13 958) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Education.
What information can the minister provide to update
Yuroke residents on the acquisition of land for the future
Greenvale north-west primary school? The acquisition
of this land was funded in the 2017–18 budget and it
will help to address population growth by providing a
second public primary school for Greenvale residents.
This is in addition to Labor’s massive investment in
education for Yuroke families, including additional
resources for schools; new and upgraded facilities; one
new school completed, another underway and two more
on the way — in contrast to the lack of investment by
the former Liberal government who failed to fund land
acquisitions, failed to provide any new schools and left
local schools under extreme pressure in this rapidly
growing area. I know that Greenvale residents are eager
to hear from the minister about how the first steps
towards this future facility are progressing, and I look
forward to sharing his response with them.

Warrandyte electorate
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) (11:55) — (13 959)
My question is to the Minister for Veterans Affairs.
Warrandyte RSL has recently alerted me to the need for
capital works on a retaining wall on their grounds,
which is crumbling away, leaving the area unsafe.
Despite the minister’s direct and personal assurance to
me that he would be able to assist in providing the
$7500 needed to repair the retaining wall, after repeated
requests and follow-ups, his office has now refused to
provide any support at all. Last year’s Anzac Day saw
the Warrandyte RSL having to pay to have their war
memorial cleaned and restored after mindless
vandalism. Now this government is denying them a
small amount of funding to deal with some minor
works. I am asking the minister to review his
department’s denial of these funds and ensure these
funds are made available so the Warrandyte RSL has a
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safe environment for our local diggers in Warrandyte
and the broader Warrandyte community to be able to
commemorate Anzac Day 2018.

Macedon electorate
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (11:56) — (13 960) My
question is for the Minister for Innovation and the
Digital Economy. Minister, how will the Andrews
government’s new blackspot program support
communities in my electorate who have been let down
by the Turnbull government’s botched mobile blackspot
program? Minister, as you well know, Victorians have
been comprehensively dudded by the Turnbull Liberal
government’s failed program. In the last round only one
location in my electorate, Benloch, was funded and that
was after intensive lobbying by me, the local
community, federal member Rob Mitchell and of course
a visit from federal opposition leader Bill Shorten. This
too was after the devastating impact of the
Lancefield-Cobaw fires on this small community.
Now that the tower is built, I am disappointed to say it
has failed to meet community expectations, with poor to
no coverage throughout the area. This is a federal
responsibility and one they have botched. While I have
written to Telstra seeking an explanation of this situation
I am hopeful the Victorian government’s own program
will address blackspots in a far more effective way.

Northcote electorate
Ms THORPE (Northcote) (11:57) — (13 961) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Consumer
Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation. In October last
year the government announced its commitment to
making renting fair policy reforms. Since that time
many residents have approached me, asking when these
changes will happen — for example, the case of the
daughter of Dr Jaquie Kelly, who had an asbestos wall
in her rental property cut into by a plumber, exposing
her and all her possessions to asbestos. This resulted in
her daughter becoming homeless and many of her
possessions being confiscated for asbestos cleaning.
She had little recourse to support and compensation,
other than going all the way to VCAT.
My question for the minister is: when will we see the
draft bill for the government’s making renting fair
policy, and will the government make every effort to
pass this legislation in this 58th Parliament to make
renting fair for the residents of Northcote?
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Williamstown electorate
Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (11:58) — (13 962)
My question is for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety and it relates to the critically important West
Gate tunnel project. Despite the Liberal-Greens
coalition wanting to consign the people of the inner
west to years of pain as truck numbers build on local
roads, I am extremely pleased that construction has now
started on this vital piece of infrastructure. Any project
of this size is bound to have some impact on local
residents during the construction phase, so my question
to the minister is: what disruptions and changes should
residents in the Williamstown electorate expect as part
of the early works in 2018?

Ripon electorate
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (11:59) — (13 963) My
question is to the Minister for Education. Will the
minister act urgently to improve the safety of students,
staff and parents at Miners Rest Primary School? I have
been contacted by the president of the school council,
David Harris, and multiple parents in relation to how
dangerous Dundas Street is and the lack of parking at
the school. Ballarat City Council has repeatedly agreed
the traffic conditions are not safe, and on at least three
occasions have promised to fix this, but nothing has
happened. The Minister for Education is responsible for
the safety of government school students, so I am
asking if he will act to ensure they are safe.

Dandenong electorate
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (12:00) — (13 964)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport, and I ask: when will the landscaping and
beautification works underneath the new section of
elevated rail in Noble Park be completed? It was
wonderful to see the boom gates removed from the
three Noble Park level crossings last week, and it is
even more exciting that the trains will be running on the
new track in a couple of weeks time. The community is
understandably looking forward to this, but they are
also eager to know when these further landscaping
works will be completed so they can enjoy the new
parkland and community facilities that have been
unlocked through this project.
Mr Katos — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
and it is in regard to the constituency question of the
member for Thomastown. I am not arguing whether it
is in order or not, but I put similar questions on notice
to the Minister for Education with regard to enrolments
at schools in the South Barwon electorate and some in
the neighbouring electorate of Geelong, and the
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minister in his responses point-blank refused to answer
them. If the member for Thomastown is going to get a
response to the question she asked, then the minister
should also be responding to the questions that I asked
about enrolments in schools in South Barwon.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence) — I was
not in the chair when the member for Thomastown
asked her question, but I will refer it to the Speaker for
his consideration.

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Debate resumed.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (12:01) — I just want to
reiterate a few points that I made earlier. This
government is absolutely committed to fighting
organised crime in this state. We are doing that in a
number of ways, including of course record investment
in Victoria Police and 3000 additional police out on our
streets on the front line, and this bill is a very important
part of that. We absolutely reject the amendment
proposed by those on the other side which seeks to
restrict the power of Victoria Police to fight organised
crime. As I was saying earlier, those on the other side
who dine with members of organised crime want to
restrict the power of the Chief Commissioner of Police
to delegate the ability to make firearm prohibition
orders (FPOs) to only deputy commissioners and
assistant commissioners.
The problem with this amendment is quite simple.
Their change would mean less timely issue of firearm
prohibition orders and reduced effectiveness. It would
have an impact on Victoria Police’s operating model
and their ability to keep the community safe. The
reduced delegation would also limit the ability of
Victoria Police to issue an FPO when a shooting occurs
and parties are known to police but are not assisting. As
we know, most of these incidents occur outside
business hours and are quickly followed by retaliatory
shootings. The proposed amendment would mean that a
duty assistant commissioner would have to be rostered
on out of hours to issue an FPO in response.
There are very many reasons why the amendment
proposed by those on the other side should be rejected.
We are rejecting it. We want to introduce strong
legislation that is in the interests of keeping Victorians
safe, not looking after their mates in organised crime.
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (12:03) — It is
pleasing to rise to speak on the amendments that are
actually before the house, not the ones that have already
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been dealt with by the Legislative Council. The
member for Macedon appears to be a little confused
about that fact. What we heard in the debate about the
amendments that are before the house, which have
come from the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party in
the other place, and of course the government itself,
which told us that this bill was perfect, that everything
was fine, was ‘You’re holding it up and you’re such
disgraceful people’, but they actually have their own
amendment to the legislation.
We heard ridiculous rhetoric from the minister on this,
typical of a desperate and panicked government when it
comes to law and order. This government has obviously
lost total control of the law and order debate, and the
statements that we heard from the minister and others
who have spoken on these amendments today, and also
the minister’s press release in the last couple of days,
just bear that out. I must say the minister’s statements
and her press statements in the last couple of days do
her no credit at all. In fact it is the typical overreach of a
government that is panicked on the issue of law and
order. As the member for Box Hill pointed out very
effectively earlier, it is a total fabrication that the
Liberals and Nationals have attempted in any way — or
have in fact in any way — delayed this legislation. It
was in the upper house, it was being debated and it was
adjourned and put off for the entire summer by the
government. To somehow suggest that we are holding
things up by trying to move a couple of very practical,
simple amendments is just absurd, and I think the
government stands condemned on it.
Another matter that the member for Box Hill
mentioned that I would like to take up — one of our
concerns and the concerns that have come to me and to
many in The Nationals — is how this law is actually to
be applied. It is easy to stand up or to put out a press
release that says we are cracking down on criminals,
and that is of course what the intention of this
legislation is, but the concern from many in the firearms
community is that the bill in its original form was so
broad and so punitive that it could potentially have been
applied to law-abiding firearms owners as well, which
was the basis for the amendments that Edward
O’Donohue put forward in the upper house, which were
simply to reduce the period of the firearm prohibition
order from 10 to five years, change the avenue of
appeal from VCAT to the Magistrates Court and,
importantly, limit the delegation for issuing a firearm
prohibition order to assistant commissioners or above to
ensure that it simply could not be done by those at a
local level, who may or may not have a particular gripe
against a particular firearm owner.
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As I said, I have been contacted by a number of people
about this legislation. Indeed I received a letter only a
week or so ago from the Sale branch of Field and Game
Australia. The Sale branch is I believe at the
moment — it depends on what they are counting — the
biggest Field and Game branch in the state. It is locked
in a battle with the Melbourne branch, I know, but it
has over 1000 members, and they wrote to me urging
support for the amendments that went to the upper
house. Those amendments, as I said, were fair, simple
and straightforward and in no way gut the bill, in no
way reduce the impact of this bill, which is about
targeting organised crime. They are the concerns of
legitimate firearms owners that do need to be addressed
through this legislation and that the government has
simply ignored, although it sounded from the minister’s
commentary before about the amendments that are
before the house that they have been sort of dragged
kicking and screaming into some other related
amendments that the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers
Party has put forward.
I just wanted to make a point regarding my concern
about kneejerk responses when it comes to firearms.
We obviously had a high-profile theft of firearms in
Thornbury a week or so ago, and there were calls in the
media and from the government. Of course the
government saw it as an opportunity to somehow try to
belt our side of politics when in fact the two issues are
completely unrelated with respect to this legislation. I
understand, though, with respect to that theft of
handguns, that the alleged perpetrators have been
arrested and the guns recovered. That is as it should be.
If someone does the wrong thing and breaks the law,
making a stronger law does not help unless you have
got the resources and the police on the ground to
actually make the arrest. The situation as it now stands
ensures that those people who committed that crime can
be charged, and I am sure they will be.
Of course those on this side are happy to look at any
sensible changes that might be proposed with respect to
storage of firearms in firearm shops, but only if
necessary. I know the establishments in my own
electorate have extraordinary levels of security when it
comes to storage of their firearms, and I go on further to
say, in the vein of warning against kneejerk reactions, I
have many hunters and recreational shooters in my
electorate, indeed right throughout Gippsland. It is one
of the major hunting and shooting locations — that is,
whether you are a deer hunter, a duck shooter or a clay
target shooter.
As I said, the Sale branch of Field and Game has over
1000 members. In the main, they are law-abiding,
decent citizens. They are sick of being subjected to this
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anti-gun rhetoric and being lumped in with criminals all
the time. Certainly there is no question that criminals
get hold of guns illegally, but it is those shooters who
are law-abiding citizens, who have licences, who do the
right thing and who do the training that are too often, as
is the case in the rhetoric coming from the other side of
this debate today, lumped in with organised crime, and
that is absolutely not fair. So I say by all means
strengthen laws on firearms to crack down on the
crooks, but I warn the government: be very careful that
there are not unintended consequences that impinge
unfairly on the rights and activities of law-abiding
firearms owners.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (12:10) — I rise
to support the motion moved by the Minister for
Police and to put on the record a few words in support
of that. This bill is an extremely important bill. As the
minister has previously indicated, this is a bill which
will have the effect of taking out of the hands of
organised criminals the firearms that they use to do so
much damage. It is fantastic that the firearms that
were stolen a week or two ago have now been
recovered, but it is important that we now give
Victoria Police the powers that they need to ensure
that in the future organised crime does not have access
to those weapons with anywhere near the same ease as
they have had in the past.
I listened carefully to parts of the contribution made by
the member for Box Hill. The member for Box Hill
said, ‘The government’s characterisation of our efforts
and our motives is incorrect. All we are trying to do is
make this legislation fair’. It led to some curiosity in my
mind because as I have sat here and listened to the
opposition over the last three years talk about
legislation relating to community safety, never once
before this bill have they had any concern for the
question of fairness in that legislation. It has never been
a factor of anything they have said. When you look at
youth justice, for example, they have at every
opportunity sought to deride and oppose the
government’s attempt, for instance, to ensure that
young offenders are in education, employment or
inside. They would characterise that as being wholly
unacceptable — fairness should not be a consideration
and a heavy hand should be the only approach and the
only consideration. And it applies —
Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
Mr PAKULA — I can see the sensitivity of the
National Party on this matter, and well might they be
sensitive on this matter. When it comes to bail laws, it
is as if they literally no longer believe in the concept of
innocent until proven guilty, so absent is any concept of
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fairness in the way that they have approached these
debates. You could say now as we hear them on
sentencing — as they keep trumpeting Trump-style
mandatory and consecutive sentencing with 75, 80,
150-year sentences, like we are going to turn into Texas
or something — you do not hear any concept of
fairness pass their lips, even though we now know from
the member for Hawthorn that is not quite so
mandatory after all.
All of a sudden when it comes to firearms legislation,
when they have all of these other relationships that are
important to them — and I am not going to speculate
on what those relationships are, but clearly there are
relationships, arrangements and deals which are
important to them — now they are focused on fairness.
When they deny the fact that their proposed
amendments would have watered down this bill, those
denials really ought to be treated with the greatest
scepticism. When you look at the delegation function,
they would have reduced from somewhere around 50 to
somewhere less than 20 the number of police officers
that could have authorised a firearm prohibition order,
substantially delaying the issuance of them particularly
in circumstances where those orders might be urgent.
They wanted to make it easier for those on firearm
prohibition orders to get off those orders. They wanted
to move the appeal rights away from a jurisdiction
where confidentiality and police intelligence can be
protected to a jurisdiction where those sorts of
protections are not in place.
In a number of respects I think the coalition’s claims in
relation to this bill ought to be treated with great
scepticism. I think they ought to be treated with great
scepticism in the same way that their claims around a
whole lot of other elements of community safety ought
to be treated with great scepticism. Even today member
after member of the opposition continues to stand up in
this house and talk about the law and order crisis and
the growing crime rate. It gives me not pleasure but a
degree of satisfaction to be able to inform the house
now that at 11.30 a.m. today the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) released its recorded crime statistics
for offenders 2016–17. Let me provide members of the
opposition with a couple of statistics.
Ms McLeish — The facts!
Mr PAKULA — The facts issued by the ABS.
Remember the organisation that ran the same-sex
marriage plebiscite? They were good enough for that, I
say to the member for Gippsland South. The number of
offenders per 100 000 were: Queensland 2201, New
South Wales 1894, South Australia 3265, the national
average 1949 and Victoria 1392. On the number of
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youth offenders per 100 000, the national figure was
2330, South Australia 2796, Queensland 2452, New
South Wales 2729 and Victoria 1447. So we have had
not just —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the Attorney-General has been quoting from a
document. In the interests of meeting the concerns of
the member for Gippsland South about fullness of
citation I would ask that he make that document
available to the house.
Mr PAKULA — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I was referring to notes, and I would indicate
to the member for Box Hill that these figures were
released on the internet at 11.30 a.m. and if the member
for Gippsland South has concerns, I am sure he knows
how to use a computer.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence) — Thank
you. The Attorney-General was referring to notes. I ask
him to continue.
Mr PAKULA — Thank you, Acting Speaker. I
would say it has not just been the state opposition
making these sorts of claims, although we heard the
Leader of the Opposition in a remarkably unedifying
display on ABC radio the other day repeating the words
‘15 per cent’ — it was like the needle had been stuck
on a record player — just repeating them over and over.
There is a total lack of acknowledgement of the fact
that under their government crime rose by 21.4 per cent
and never fell at any time in the four years. There is a
complete refusal to acknowledge the accuracy of the
Crime Statistics Agency’s statistics, even though they
relied it on every time it suited their political purposes,
and now it appears they refuse to accept the statistics
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics that were
released at 11.30 this morning.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — Well, I say to the member for Box
Hill that if he wants to see them, I am sure that he is as
computer literate as the member for Gippsland South.
Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
Mr PAKULA — I am sure you will. I would now
ask those opposite, rather than talking up fear, rather
than talking down Victoria, rather than supporting
Malcolm Turnbull, Peter Dutton and others when they
seek to trash the reputation of our state, to be Victorians
first and Liberals second. Do not allow some of these
horrendous false impressions to be created. Do not
allow some of these scare campaigns to run. Do not
allow our small businesses to be damaged, our
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reputation to be damaged and our young people to be
victimised unnecessarily. Celebrate the fact that
Victoria Police have done a great job in getting this
situation under control. Celebrate the fact that after six
years of crime rising, it has started to decline.

We will not be supporting these amendments. It would
be our preference for this house to send these
amendments back to the Legislative Council and ask
those parties to consider their position and support this
legislation unwatered-down.

We do not for a moment suggest that the job is
anywhere near done, but we do suggest that the trend is
in the right direction and the statistics support that. Do
what we are doing. Support Victoria Police with the
resources that they need and with the powers that they
need as outlined in this legislation. Support them to
continue to do the great job they are doing in starting to
get this issue under control, to protect community
safety and enhance it. Do not come into this place
trying to water down important laws which are about
helping Victoria Police take firearms off our streets and
out of the hands of organised crime.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (12:20) — I rise to speak to
the amendments made by the Legislative Council to the
Firearms Amendment Bill 2017. The Greens support
the original bill, particularly the firearm prohibition
orders. We certainly strongly support the bill. What we
do not support is the amendment put forward by the
Shooters and Fishers Party.

Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (12:22) — I take great
pleasure in joining the debate on the Firearms
Amendment Bill 2017 and the amendments in the
message that has come back from the other place. I am
pleased to add my contribution to this bill, because I
was scheduled to speak on it in the second-reading
debate before it passed this place originally and I was
not able to at the time. I am particularly pleased to join
the debate now when we have seen the absolute abject
hypocrisy of those opposite, particularly after having
heard the interview that the Leader of the Opposition
did on the ABC radio program earlier this week where
he was in absolute denial about the facts of crime
statistics in this state, because the trend downward does
not fit with his narrative. It also does not fit with his
absolutely and abjectly shameful fear campaign,
particularly targeting the outer suburbs and repeating
over and over that there are crime issues there. I
proudly live in the outer suburbs, and I proudly
represent the outer suburbs.

To go to the detail of the amendment, essentially the
current situation is if someone wishes to advertise their
firearm for sale in a newspaper or online, they must go
through a dealer, who places that advertisement on their
behalf. This amendment, I understand, would remove
that requirement on the advertisements of people
wishing to sell their firearms. This is problematic for a
couple of reasons. One is that it would add to the wider
publication of firearm sales, but it also adds to the issue
of stolen guns, which are the major source of illegal
firearms. I know that there has been some conjecture
that that is not the case, and that the source is imported
firearms. My understanding is that stolen guns within
our state are the major source of illegal firearms. This
further adds to that problem by allowing details of the
location of those firearms to be published online.

Before the Leader of the Opposition scuttled off to the
leafy eastern suburbs, he represented the outer suburbs.
He attempted to represent the outer suburbs in this
place in 2002, but I am pleased to say that the electorate
returned me as a member and not him. He then
contested for Northern Metropolitan Region in 2006
and was elected to the other place. I have got to say we
heard barely a whisper and there was barely anything
that he could concretely say that he ever delivered to
the outer suburbs of Melbourne and particularly the
fantastic outer suburbs of Melbourne’s north when he
had the privilege of representing that community for
eight years. He was absolutely silent. He seeks by
association to decry everyone living in an outer
suburban community by putting out the lie that there is
an unaddressed crisis of crime in the outer suburbs.

We do not support these amendments. We certainly do
not support the watering down of gun laws, and the
watering down of this legislation was very
disappointing to see. The Liberals and the conservative
minor parties, and even the Reason Victoria party,
supported this amendment and other amendments to
water down these laws. It was certainly very surprising
to see it from the Reason party. They are the No Rhyme
or Reason party, I would suggest. You just do not know
where they are going to land and how they are going to
vote. It is very disappointing that they have taken this
approach to watering down gun legislation.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member has had a substantial amount of time to set
her context and come to the bill. Instead of doing that,
she is now proceeding to infringe standing orders and
accuse other members of deliberate dishonesty. I ask
you to instruct her to cease doing so and come back to
addressing the bill and the amendments before us.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence) — I do ask
the member to come back to the bill and the
amendments.
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Ms GREEN — I am pleased to continue. Thank
you, Acting Speaker. The member for Box Hill said
correctly that I was setting a context. There is a long
lead time to the context of where the opposition finds
itself in relation to firearms. It is a position of the
emperor having no clothes. To be working hand in
glove with a criminal element to try and reduce the
power of this bill —
Mr Wakeling — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member has been advised by you to return
to the bill. I understand she probably does not have a
copy of the bill report. Perhaps the member for
Williamstown could provide her with a copy of that. I
would ask that she return to the bill at hand.
Ms Hutchins — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member was referring to the bill. In fact
she said the word ‘bill’ as the point of order was taken.
She was giving background, and she was referring to
the bill. I think she should continue.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence) — I ask
the member to continue.
Ms GREEN — I know why those opposite would
try to interrupt my contribution on this bill. They should
be ashamed that they have sought to water down this
bill and that they have sought to curtail this
government’s efforts to control the availability of
firearms in this community. I want to commend the
work of Victoria Police, who are constantly
undermined by those opposite, for their hasty arresting
and charging of those involved in — and I will not go
into detail, but I think everyone is aware — a very
public theft of firearms in Melbourne’s northern
suburbs in recent weeks. I think Victoria Police need to
be absolutely commended on the fact that they speedily
made arrests.
To have the member for Box Hill in this place earlier
this week casting doubt on the number of arrests that
Victoria Police have been making of the perpetrators of
crime in this place is a disgrace, and —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member for Yan Yean has been misrepresenting
and misstating what I have said to the Parliament. In the
course of doing so she is making improper imputations
against me, in breach of standing order 118. I ask you
to instruct her to cease making untrue imputations and
to return to debating the motion before the house.
Ms GREEN — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I fail to see how the member for Box Hill
could claim that I am making imputations against him
when he in fact asked a question in this place that
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questioned the number of arrests that have been made
by Victoria Police. I was addressing that in relation to
this bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — Order! I
ask the member to get back to the amendments that are
before us so we can continue the debate.
Ms GREEN — There have been house amendments
moved by Edward O’Donohue, a member in the other
place, and there have also been amendments moved by
Mr Bourman, a member of the Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party in the Council. They propose the
removal of the prohibition of the advertising of the sale
of firearms by a person other than a licensed firearms
dealer. This would allow any person with a firearms
licence to advertise their firearms for sale online.
Under the Firearms Act 1996 as it stands a person who
wishes to advertise a firearm for sale online or in a
newspaper can do so by asking a dealer to place online
an advertisement on their behalf. A private individual
can place an advertisement in club magazines or
commercial shooting sports magazines. The
government’s bill, prior to these amendments, stated
that individuals would also be able to advertise in any
such magazines that are published online. I think this
addresses the criticisms made earlier by the member for
Gippsland South, who tried to present that this
government is opposed to recreational sporting
shooters, who are actually very much respected by
members on this side of the house. The changes are not
addressed to those members at all.
I absolutely support the contribution that the
Attorney-General, the government speaker prior to
myself, made earlier. He went into great detail about
the facts from the Australian Bureau of Statistics about
recorded crime offenders in 2016 and 2017, which is
comparative data across Australia. It shows that the rate
of offences per 100 000 people in Victoria is 1392 —
some 500 less than New South Wales and some 900
less than Queensland. It is more than two-thirds less
than that of South Australia. In youth offences Victoria
has the second lowest rate of offences in this country.
I call on the opposition to get on board. I call on the
conservative side of Parliament to stop talking down
this great state, to get on board with the changes we are
making, to support Victoria Police, to support these
reasonable changes and to not support these
amendments.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (12:32) — I rise now to
make a contribution to the Firearms Amendment Bill
2017, which has come back to this chamber. The
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Attorney-General said just a moment ago that this is an
extremely important bill, and indeed it is. Setting a bit
of context around that, we need to understand firearms.
Firearms can be used for good or evil. Very clearly
shooting is a legitimate sport. Primary producers and
others need to have firearms. Licensed people may be
hunters. I have many, many hunters in my electorate.
But we also know that firearms can be used for
ill-gotten gains. Those involved in organised crime, for
example, are often trying to get their hands on illegal
firearms and to conceal the ones that they have.
It is very important to understand that the coalition’s
position through this is to make sure that these
amendments that have been introduced do not in any
way penalise legitimate firearms users. There needs to
be a sense of fairness and understanding, reflecting that
there is a legitimate need for people to have and own
firearms.
Talking about the amendment that we have before us, I
want to paint a little bit of a picture of the commentary
during the passage of the bill through this Parliament. I
take exception to a couple of points that have been
made. Comments have been made by the minister that
the coalition was working to slow down this bill and to
weaken the amendments. That is entirely untrue.
Looking at the introduction of this bill to the Parliament,
it was introduced in the Legislative Assembly on
19 September 2017 and second read on 21 September. I
think it is important to reflect on the comments that were
made by the lead speaker for the opposition, the member
for Box Hill. He said, and I quote:
In conclusion, we on this side of the house are fully willing to
support the government’s attempt to implement a workable
firearm prohibition order regime, but there are a wide number
of concerns and issues that have legitimately been raised
about it.

This bill passed the Assembly without division on
2 November. It was introduced in the Legislative
Council on the same day and then debated on
30 November. I wish to quote the shadow Minister for
Police, Mr Ed O’Donohue, in the other place. He
moved amendments which were going to improve the
way the bill operates. In summation he said:
The opposition welcomes any move by the government to
strengthen community safety and to tackle the crime issue …
We welcome the appropriate powers being given to Victoria
Police, giving them the tools they need to disrupt this type of
organised, sophisticated criminal activity.

In no way are we looking or were we looking to
weaken this bill.
There were three amendments put forward by the
shadow minister, and they came about through
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extensive consultation with stakeholders, who raised
legitimate and sensible concerns — quite the opposite
of what has been peddled, which is that we were trying
to water down the bill. We were not at all. We are very
firm in our opposition to organised crime and in our
support of Victoria Police while at the same time
ensuring that there is a sense of fairness for legitimate
firearms owners.
On 30 November the minister with carriage of the bill,
the Honourable Gayle Tierney, said during the
second-reading debate on the bill:
I thank other members for their contributions so far, and I
look forward to discussions in committee. I understand that
there are a number of amendments from the coalition and the
Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party. I am sure that we will
work through those matters in a time-effective way.

The bill was ordered to be considered in committee later
that day, but the government failed to bring that bill
back on for debate and went on to other bills instead.
What I find most extraordinary is that the Minister for
Police then widely distributed to media outlets a media
release on the afternoon of 29 November, which was
officially issued on the government’s media site the next
day, 30 November, saying the opposition was ‘trying to
water down laws that directly target organised crime’.
This was prior to any debate on the bill and despite
concurrent discussions being had with the opposition
on proposed amendments, so it seems the right hand did
not know what the left hand was doing. Remarkably the
government failed to bring back the bill to
consideration in detail during the final sitting week,
choosing instead to debate other bills, so it was the
government’s own actions or lack of action that
actually held up the bill proceeding in the Legislative
Council, no-one else’s. They tried to very unfairly shift
blame for this to the coalition. While they were
working on the one hand, on the other hand, in their
ineptitude in choosing not to prioritise this over the
bills, they did not bring this forward in November to
perhaps deal with this then. We have remained since
that time very prepared to conclude the debate, and in
fact that is what happened yesterday, which has seen
this bill come back to the Assembly today.
The amendments that have been put forward for debate
and are supported by the government today are not those
put forward by the shadow minister for the coalition
opposition in the upper house; in fact the amendment
today is one put forward by the Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party, which the government I think opposed at
the time but have now decided for whatever reason to
support and bring forward.
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Of course the opposition is not opposing this position
either — we want to see this bill pass through the
Parliament quickly. The amendment is about online
advertising so that legitimate persons with firearms
licences can actually advertise firearms for sale in
magazines or on the internet and do not need to go
through a broker or a dealer. With those comments I
have sought to clarify our position to members of the
government in the Legislative Assembly who are
choosing to be blind and believe a particular story when
the facts actually show something quite different. We
will be supporting this bill going forward today and also
remain steadfast in our desire to see that legitimate
firearms licence-holders are not penalised in the process.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (12:40) — It is a
pleasure to rise and speak on the Firearms Amendment
Bill 2017 and the amendments that have been brought
back to this place. It was an interesting contribution
from the manager of opposition business, the member
for Box Hill, when he talked about the opposition
wanting to be conciliatory in assisting to strengthen a
bill by not playing politics on an issue to try to fix up
the bill’s operation. Well, wasn’t that an extraordinary
about-face? Goodness me, the member for Box Hill
stating that the opposition wants to work
collaboratively to try to strengthen bills, to do the right
thing. Has he had an epiphany? I tell you what, he has
had an epiphany this week. He said that he now wants
to be conciliatory. He is the only one on that side who
started 2018 with a bit of enthusiasm about doing the
right thing in trying to be conciliatory, but in reality it is
an about-face.
This is about toughening some of our weakest laws and
giving the police commissioner additional powers,
something that is consistent with the Andrews Labor
government’s approach to tackling crime in our
community. It goes to our landmark agreement with
Victoria Police on resourcing, providing those
3000 extra police officers. That is an example of
providing the resources that are needed, and this is
another step in going to the police commissioner,
removing the politics and asking, ‘How can you better
deal with these challenges in our community?’. The
amendments put forward by Edward O’Donohue, a
member for Eastern Victoria Region in the other place,
talk about restricting the chief commissioner’s power to
delegate the ability to make firearm prohibition orders
to only deputy commissioners and assistant
commissioners. This flew in the face of what was
requested. It would have added additional challenges to
the police force and it was opposed by Victoria Police.
Then there is also the lessening of the time frame for a
firearm prohibition order from 10 years to five years
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and removing the additional right of review at the
halfway mark. One has to ask: what is the motivation?
Why would anyone attempt to fly in the face of
Victoria Police? Is it simply a matter of error? Maybe a
shadow minister was given a little bit too much leeway,
was doing a little bit more freewheeling, and it was not
brought back into the Leader of the Opposition’s office.
Did they get it wrong? They have got 25 shadow
ministers over there. Three took pay cuts — good on
them. They are good people with good constituents;
good on you. But are those shadow ministers
completely out of their depth? Because they have
created in the early part of this week a real wedge for
the opposition leader. So maybe there is a little bit of a
lack of shadow ministerial talent. Maybe there was a
lack of execution. Sometimes when you let shadow
ministers freewheel you have these consequences.
Or the alternative could be that this was a direction
from the opposition leader’s office — that this was
actual opposition policy to weaken the firearm
prohibition orders, to halve that time frame where we
restrict people from having access to firearms. We are
not talking about a simple licence; we are talking access
to firearms, a serious thing that has had bipartisan
support in states and territories across the board since
that landmark decision for firearm buybacks made by
former Prime Minister John Howard. This is a
diversion, and this is a serious thing that needs further
investigation. Was it up until that point opposition
policy to weaken firearm prohibition orders?
If that is the case, then there are some serious questions,
but not for the member for Box Hill. He has had to go
out today and make a save to fix up the problem or
wedge that has been created. The optics of this are
really poor for the opposition. If that was policy, it
undermines everything that has been talked about in
this law and order space. You have the tough-on-crime
stance that the Leader of the Opposition is trying to put
forward, and then when the Victoria Police chief
commissioner puts forward the need for additional
powers, the need for these orders to be strengthened, it
is then opposed by the opposition.
This is the question to put to the Leader of the
Opposition today: was it simply your minister who was
freewheeling, who was in error, who put forward these
three amendments in error, who freewheeled and got it
wrong? If that is the case, the Leader of the Opposition
should tell Victorians that that shadow minister should
apologise and needs to say they got it wrong. Or — and
I think this is more of a question for the Leader of the
Opposition to answer today — was his team, was his
private office or was he involved in these amendments
which greatly undermine the powers that Victoria
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Police officers requested? That is the question the
Leader of the Opposition needs to answer. You can say
that now they are supporting amendments and they
have backed away, but that decision-making in that
instance is critical because, to get to the point, the optics
of this are really bad.
Who are the firearm prohibition orders mainly
targeting? What is the overarching source of crime in
our state? It is organised crime. With those links,
organised crime is a big threat to our state. We have got
Victoria Police chasing them down. Victoria Police
officers are working night and day to keep our
community safe and to smash these organised crime
outfits. These firearm prohibition orders ensure that the
profits of organised crime are smashed due to these
people not being able to have access to those firearms
and not being able to put our community at risk. So one
has to ask why on earth you would be wanting to put
someone at risk? If there is someone who might be
subject to a firearm prohibition order, why on earth
would you would be wanting to give them an early five
years? Why would you want to give them five years
sooner to have access to a firearm again?
That is the key question for the Leader of the
Opposition. Why should those people who have
breached those regulations be entitled to a five-year
grace period courtesy of the Leader of the Opposition?
That is what was afforded in these amendments by his
shadow minister, and that is the key question that he
has to answer today. Was it him? Was it his private
office, his advisers or he as the Leader of the
Opposition who proposed this, or did his minister err
and overreach? If his minister erred and overreached,
then they should be counselled, they should be asked to
apologise and they should say to the Victorian
people — and be honest with the Victorian people —
that they have significantly once again undermined
their tough-on-crime stance.
First, it was sitting around the table down the road from
my electorate at the Lobster Cave. I have said before
that my constituents cannot afford the sparkling water,
let alone a bit of the lobster down there. Was it seven,
was it 12, was it 24 people? That was the first big hit to
the Leader of the Opposition’s credibility. He could not
count numbers, and now it seems he cannot count years.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the house has been pretty indulgent in allowing the
honourable member to range widely, but he is now well
and truly off the topic of the motion and the
amendments before the house. I ask you to bring him
back to debating that motion.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — I uphold
the point of order. Stick to the amendments, please,
member for Mordialloc.
Mr RICHARDSON — It goes to credibility, it goes
to the intention of those amendments being put forward,
and so those are the questions that I am sure, if the press
gallery is listening today, should be put to the Leader of
the Opposition about the decision-making that went
behind these amendments and what briefings occurred.
He should counsel his shadow minister or be up-front
with the Victorian people that his law-and-order
rhetoric is nothing more than show. The amendments
that were put forward went directly to undermining
what was requested by Victoria Police.
In addition to this bill coming back, I think the minister
touched on the fact that a member of the Shooters,
Fishers and Farmers Party in the Legislative Council,
Jeff Bourman, moved the amendments that relate to the
removal of the prohibition on the advertising of sale of
firearms by a person other than a licensed firearm
dealer and that they will be accepted if they are voted
on in the Parliament. It would allow any person with a
firearm licence to advertise their firearm when it is
offered for sale online, so that is a change that has been
made to the bill. It was originally not accepted by the
government, but after negotiations it was determined
that that kind of amendment is quite minor as opposed
to lessening the time that firearm prohibition orders are
put on people who should not be entitled to a gun.
Again we are not talking about a parking ticket or a
minor fine; we are talking about a five-year grace
period for people, some of whom could be connected to
organised crime, and giving them a five-year free kick
to get a firearm. It is extraordinary. I commend the
amendments that have been moved. Thank goodness
our government did not accept the Leader of the
Opposition’s amendments.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (12:50) — I rise
briefly to speak to the amendments to the Firearms
Amendment Bill 2017 and, in doing so, to put on the
record that, as the chamber knows, there have been
amendments in the upper house from both the
Liberal-National coalition and the Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party. I guess these are the two lots of
amendments that I would like to talk about along with
the reasons for opposing and not opposing those
amendments.
When looking through the amendments that were raised
by the Liberal-National parties in the upper house, you
wonder if they are really just there to frustrate. They do
not want to say, ‘The Labor government is doing a good
job on these issues and in this space’. They just cannot
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quite bring themselves to think that it may be a good
piece of legislation that has been proposed by the
Andrews Labor government, and therefore they come
up with all sorts of things to frustrate, delay or obstruct
any sort of legislation that we are trying to put through
the Parliament. In this case of course you would think,
with all the opposition carry-on about law and order and
community safety and how there is not enough of it, that
they would be wanting to support Victoria Police in the
things they are requesting when it comes to orders for
particular people to prevent them having firearms.
But, no, if you look at some of the amendments, it
seems that they are really just about not being able to
say yes. It is very obvious that the proposals put
forward by the government in this legislation are much
more practical and contain much more common sense
than the amendments moved in the upper house by the
Liberal-National coalition.
Under the government’s legislation, if there is a dispute
or decision that needs to be reviewed, it will go to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, whereas
the Liberal-National coalition are arguing that it ought
to go to the Magistrates Court. Why would you load
more work onto the courts when there is a very
practical mechanism already available through VCAT?
While it might be argued that this takes a bit of time,
VCAT has the mechanisms in place to review and
determine issues of this nature in an administrative
way, because these are administrative decisions and this
is an administrative part of the law that we are
considering. It is for the best that it is in the hands of the
representatives of VCAT rather than the courts, which
are already overworked in terms of their
responsibilities.
In our legislation we are proposing that the Chief
Commissioner of Police, who has many duties, should
be able to delegate the authority to make decisions
around who can have firearms or who can be prohibited
or prevented from having firearms to other senior
members of the police force. The Liberal-National
coalition is trying to frustrate and bog down this issue
by saying that such a decision ought not to be able to be
delegated to other police, even if they are very senior,
responsible and capable members of Victoria Police.
These are just a couple of examples that show that for
the coalition it is not about genuinely trying to make the
legislation better; it is about trying to frustrate the
government and make this process more difficult. It
seems that for those opposite this is all about politics
and nothing to do with people.
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There have been delays in this legislation. It could have
been gazetted and become law quickly, but if there are
amendments and if there is to-ing and fro-ing between
the upper and lower houses, this causes all sorts of
delays. What will happen if, because this legislation is
not in place, an incident occurs in relation to this issue?
I am sure the opposition will be the first to jump up and
down and say that the Andrews Labor government is at
fault and that it ought to be brought to task for that.
In terms of the amendments from the Shooters, Fishers
and Farmers Party, the Andrews Labor government
genuinely wants to consult on this issue with people
who are directly affected by it. We are not saying that
nobody should have a gun. We genuinely want to
consult with people who have a legitimate use for
firearms, such as people who like to go hunting. We
want to make sure that the legislation is in a workable
form and will not make it prohibitively difficult for
genuine people who are not a risk to the community
and who do have good reasons for owning guns,
whether they be farmers or recreational shooters.
The amendments from the Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party in the upper house seem to be reasonable
amendments. At the moment there is a total prohibition
on anybody advertising firearms for sale. An
amendment from the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers
Party allows legitimate owners of firearms, if they no
longer have use for a gun or particular guns, to sell
those guns. Of course in order to sell a gun you need a
buyer and you need to be able to tell people that you
have a gun for sale. For example, a person may want to
advertise in a gun club magazine or that sort of thing, so
in that instance people will know where to go if they
are looking for a firearm. These amendments seem very
reasonable. Hopefully they will assist people who are
genuine owners of guns and who own guns for genuine,
lawful and reasonable purposes.
We know that the police have concerns about this issue.
They believe that if people advertise a gun, others will
see it and the advertiser may be a target of burglary.
However, the government is dealing with this issue by
making sure there are safeguards in place.
This legislation has gone through the lower house and it
is now just a matter of dealing with the upper house
amendments, some of which are good and some are bad.
Once this legislation has passed it will be an important
additional step in making sure that people are safe. We
introduced this legislation without prejudice and without
any desire to either look after or offend any individual
group. You can only wonder whether some of the
frustrations with regard to this issue are because of that
infamous dinner between the Leader of the Opposition
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and people who, according to Victoria Police, were not
of good character. This legislation may result in putting
in place certain bans and prohibitions when it comes to
the places they can go and where they can do their
business. These amendments ought to be supported, and
I look forward to their passage through the house.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (12:59) — I am
delighted to make a contribution this afternoon on the
Legislative Council’s amendments to the Firearms
Amendment Bill 2017. Members before me have
spoken about the flawed thinking behind the
amendments that were being pursued by
Mr O’Donohue, who is a member in the other place. I
do find it curious that the opposition would seek to have
a decision in relation to the issuing of a firearms —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — Order!
The time has come to break for lunch.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:02) — Before the
luncheon break I was indicating why the government is
not supportive of those amendments moved by
Mr O’Donohue in the other place. I was beginning to
talk a bit about the fact that Mr O’Donohue had moved
a proposed amendment to the Firearms Amendment
Bill that related to the way in which a dispute about a
firearm prohibition order should be dealt with.
Mr O’Donohue in one of his amendments sought that
those sorts of reviews should be performed by the
Magistrates Court. This proposed amendment is a quite
curious amendment that was being pursued by
Mr O’Donohue, and I think it goes to a wider, more
systemic problem which I will illustrate further.
There are approximately 51 Magistrates Courts
throughout the state of Victoria and there are 46 VCAT
locations throughout Victoria. So at one level you could
argue that because there is a greater spread, although it
is marginal, of Magistrates Courts versus VCAT
hearing locations, that provides more opportunity for a
firearm prohibition order to be reviewed. However, the
reality is that the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal was set up to resolve disputes. It has that
regulatory oversight and regulatory review. As
members of this place, many of us would know about
the role that VCAT plays in adjudicating on planning
disputes. The tribunal members of VCAT do this on a
daily basis. They have great expertise in the way in
which disputes are managed, and more so than those
who sit in the Magistrates Courts. I would question why
you would ask a magistrate who does not do this on a
daily basis to do this when a panel member of VCAT
would be better placed to do it.
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I am also curious as to why Mr O’Donohue sought to
move this amendment, given the fact that it would put
additional strain and burden on the Magistrates Courts.
It is basically saying to the magistrates of Victoria,
‘Look, we know you don’t really have a great deal of
competency or skill in this particular area, but we are
going to ask you to go into this area even though there
is another body that is perfectly capable of doing that,
and we’re going to put even more of a workload on you
rather than having you dealing with your
bread-and-butter cases’. That is the position put forward
by the opposition.
What I find more curious is how this came about. How
was this allowed to occur? Mr O’Donohue is a member
of the Liberal Party and of shadow cabinet. He would
not have unilaterally thought to introduce these sorts of
amendments on his own. I can only assume that these
matters were canvassed in shadow cabinet. Obviously it
is not for me, as a member of the government, to have
any insight as to the ongoing internal machinations of
shadow cabinet, nor do I wish to have that level of
insight. But this does go to the question of what is
going on in the shadow cabinet. Was the member for
Box Hill, who is a former Attorney-General and the
longest serving member of the Legislative Assembly,
present when these discussions were occurring? I am
not sure if the member for Box Hill would have thought
this was a particularly good idea. That would be my
sense of it. Obviously he is bound by shadow cabinet
solidarity and of course he is in duty bound to support
any such decision.
What was the conversation that went on in shadow
cabinet when these amendments were canvassed? Did
nobody in there think, ‘Well, we’ve got VCAT and
VCAT is established to deal with these sorts of
negotiations and disputes. Its members have got
competency and expertise in administrative law. Let’s
get them to do that, rather than the magistrates’? It does
not appear that those conversations occurred, or if they
did occur, they were probably the most cursory
conversations. Why were there not conversations about
the impact this might have on the workflow of
magistrates? Why were there not conversations around
whether magistrates have the appropriate skilling and
resourcing to be able to do this sort of work?
Obviously the government is not supportive of such a
foolish amendment. Those opposite will present
themselves as an alternative government. They will go
to the voters later this year and profess that they are fit,
ready, proper and able to govern this state. When they
decide through their own internal processes to put
forward an amendment that is so questionable, not only
in relation to its impact and effect but the very thought
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process that went into putting forward this amendment,
it shows that they are clearly not capable of governing
this state.
I also note that Mr O’Donohue sought to restrict the
Chief Commissioner of Police’s ability to make firearm
prohibition orders and sought to allow that power to go
to only deputy commissioners and assistant
commissioners. Again, I find this a very, very curious
decision. I would have thought that deputy
commissioners and assistant commissioners would
have more pressing matters to deal with, frankly, than
resolving a dispute over a firearm prohibition order.
When you are looking at force command, when you are
looking at the broader picture of policing in the
21st century, when you are looking at a police academy
that is absolutely full to the brim with recruits — part of
the 3135 additional sworn officers that are committed
to by this government — when you are looking at the
rollout and the implementation of 400 custody officers,
when you are looking at trying to find the best ways
forward to bringing in modern, 21st century policing,
when you are looking at trying to find a more efficient
way to administer justice in the state of Victoria, would
you really think it is a good idea that the people
grappling with the very, very big policy questions of the
day in relation to policing should be having to resolve
whether a firearm prohibition order should be imposed
upon John Smith? Is that really what we are asking
force command to do?
Moreover, it does lead to an interesting question. If it is
being restricted to deputy commissioners and assistant
commissioners, not only do they have a lot on their
plate — and I would defer to the advice of my good
friend the Minister for Police on this matter — but I
would assume that all deputy commissioners and
assistant commissioners would be working within the
Hoddle grid; that would be my guess. If there is a
dispute on a firearm prohibition order, people who have
the insight and knowledge on the ground are not going
to be there. They are going to be out in the field.
Effectively what Mr O’Donohue was seeking to do was
to say, ‘You know what? If you’re a deputy secretary,
we don’t think you’re an appropriate person to review a
firearm prohibition order. If you are a commander, we
don’t think that you are a fit and proper person to
review a firearm prohibition order. If you’re a
superintendent’ — and these are people who might be,
for example, operating in a transit and public sector
command support position or in crime, intelligence
covert support, counterterrorism or family violence —
‘we don’t think that you are a fit and proper person to
determine whether a firearm prohibition order should
be in place’.
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I will just repeat that for the benefit of those opposite.
The opposition have determined that if you are a
superintendent involved in and working for the
counterterrorism squad in a command position, you are
not a fit and proper person to review a decision around
a firearm prohibition order. What an extraordinary
position that is. It is incomprehensible. It is absolutely
incomprehensible. Again, these topics would have been
canvassed in the shadow cabinet. At some point
somebody should have asked the question, ‘If we are
restricting the number of people who can review a
firearm prohibition order, who are we ruling out?’. It is
not like those opposite have been languishing in
opposition for 10 years and therefore are unaware and
do not know about the way in which a government
functions and operates. It was only three years ago that
they were in government, yet they somehow are
incapable of doing the work and applying themselves in
a disciplined, coherent and consistent manner when
looking at moving amendments.
Again, I restate: those opposite are saying that a
superintendent from counterterrorism is not a fit and
proper person to review a firearm prohibition order.
What an absolute disgrace. They have no credibility
when it comes to community safety in this state, and
they will have absolutely no credibility when it comes
to occupying the Treasury bench post-November.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (14:12) — I rise to
join in this debate about the amendments. I just want to
begin by looking at the amendments that the
government will support. Mr Bourman’s house
amendments propose to do one thing, and that is to
remove the prohibition on the advertising of the sale of
firearms by a person other than a licensed firearms
dealer. It would allow any person with a firearms
licence to advertise that their firearm is offered for
sale online.
I just want to clarify the reasons behind the government
supporting this amendment as I have been advised.
Under the Firearms Act 1996 as it stands a person who
wishes to advertise a firearm for sale online or in a
newspaper can do so by asking a dealer to place an
online advertisement on their behalf. A private
individual can place an advertisement in a club
magazine or commercial shooting sports magazine. The
government’s bill prior to these amendments states that
individuals will also be able to advertise in any such
magazines that are published online.
The government opposed Mr Bourman’s amendments
in the Council on the basis that there are risks
associated with allowing detailed information about the
location of firearms to be widely posted online. But I
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am advised that the government is prepared to support
Mr Bourman’s amendments in order to get these
important reforms through Victoria’s Parliament.
Mr Bourman has noted that these amendments will
bring Victoria’s laws on the advertising of firearms into
line with laws in other states and territories. I note his
observation that the existing safeguards are in place to
ensure that firearms are only sold to licensed
individuals and appropriately registered individuals,
including the permit to acquire a system, and they
require that all sales occur through a dealer. These
safeguards will continue to apply following the change.
That is an important proposition to make sure that the
safeguards are still in place.
The government does not, however, dismiss the
concerns raised by Victoria Police about the potential
for an increased risk of firearm theft associated with the
broader online advertising of gun sales. Victoria Police
are concerned that this amendment could lead to people
being identified through their personal online
advertisements and result in people with firearms being
the target of burglary. I know that just in recent times
that has been an issue, and I am glad to see that that has
been resolved.
The Victorian government will continue to work with
Victoria Police to ensure that the licensed firearm
community is educated on the risks of advertising
online and on how to protect themselves against theft
and break-ins when using online services. That is an
important further program to make sure that people
know and understand what the level of risk is and how
to appropriately respond to that. Victoria Police already
works to educate licensed users about how to protect
themselves against firearm theft, which includes being
careful online in how they position themselves.
Following these changes the government is confident
this proactive community engagement will continue.
That is the government’s position, as I am advised, on
the amendments that will be accepted.
I turn now to the amendments that the government does
not support. These were the house amendments moved
by Edward O’Donohue in the other place. He was
seeking to move the reviewing of the chief
commissioner’s decision to issue a firearm prohibition
order (FPO) from VCAT to the Magistrates Court and
then further to restrict the chief commissioner’s power
to delegate the ability to make a firearm prohibition
order. The third point was to reduce the duration of a
firearm prohibition order from 10 to five years and
remove the additional right of review at the halfway
mark of a firearm prohibition order.
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To go into a bit more detail on that, what the bill
currently provides is that deputy commissioners,
assistant commissioners, Victoria Police executives,
Victorian public service staff, commanders and select
superintendents will be able to make firearm
prohibition orders. The house amendments 2 to 4
propose to restrict this to only deputy commissioners
and assistant commissioners. Regarding the third
amendment proposed by Mr O’Donohue, the bill
currently provides for a firearm prohibition order to last
for 10 years for an adult and five years for a child.
House amendment 10 moved by the opposition in the
other place would make the duration five years for
anyone. The bill also provides that after more than half
of that time has elapsed the person can reapply to VCAT
to review the decision to make the order. In connection
with reducing the duration, the amendments would
remove this halfway mark review, and that is done in a
number of detailed clauses. I will not go into the
specifics on that, but that is the key point to be made.
On the review of the chief commissioner’s decision to
issue a firearm prohibition order from VCAT to the
Magistrates Court, VCAT is a more appropriate body
than a Magistrates Court to review the decisions to issue
FPOs in the government’s opinion. VCAT commonly
reviews administrative decisions; that is its core
function. So this is the proposition here: that this is the
more appropriate body to actually address this matter.
As a result it has a legislative framework in place which
makes clear how reviews will be handled. By contrast
the Magistrates Court is rarely provided with the power
to review decisions like these and does not have such
laws and procedures in place. Were the opposition’s
amendments to proceed, great uncertainty would be
created regarding how such reviews would operate.
There would be uncertainty on critical issues, including
the type of review, the powers of the court and what
evidence it can rely on. So they are the critical points.
While the risk to make it constitutionally invalid is low,
making the Magistrates Court the Court of Appeal
would significantly undermine the functions of the bill.
That is the government’s response to that proposition.
Another point is that some decisions to be made on an
FPO will be based on criminal intelligence, such as the
identity of police informants, police methodologies and
instructions and information regarding ongoing
investigations or the prosecution of an offence. It is not
unusual for VCAT to deal with sensitive, confidential
or intelligence information across the broad range of
application types it deals with, and it is therefore
already equipped to review sensitive information in the
context of an FPO. That is obviously a sensitive and
significant delineation there as well. Such a framework
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is not in place for reviews by the Magistrates Court and
the house amendments would not create any.
The house amendments would need significant
consequential amendments to clarify the nature of the
review, the orders the Magistrates Court of Victoria can
make, whether the rules of evidence apply and a regime
for dealing with confidential information. As it stands
under the house amendments, the only way to protect
that information would be a special claim which would
mean that the decision-maker — that is, the
magistrate — would not have access to it. This would
mean it is less fair for the applicant than the Crown
privilege certificate mechanisms under the VCAT act.
VCAT still gets the information. Providing for review
by VCAT does not exclude the courts from reviewing
FPO decisions. Review decisions by VCAT can be
appealed to the Supreme Court, and judicial review is
also available. Also, several senior members of VCAT
are also judges of the County and Supreme courts.
I hope by providing that level of detail I have been able
to explain the differences between the government’s
position on which amendments it will accept, and why,
and which amendments it does not find agreeable. This
is an important bill to get passed by the Parliament to
help with the overall law and order strategy that the
government has. The Minister for Police is at the table.
We know about the proposition that there has been
$2 billion invested, there have been 3000 police
recruited and there is a whole strategy on how we look
at this from a criminal justice level, from a social level
and in terms of how Labor is protecting the community.
This bill and the amendments that the government
supports are critical to that.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 79
Allan, Ms
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr J.
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Clark, Mr
Couzens, Ms
Crisp, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr

McLeish, Ms
Merlino, Mr
Morris, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Paynter, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.

Fyffe, Mrs
Garrett, Ms
Gidley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Guy, Mr
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Hodgett, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McGuire, Mr
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Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Staley, Ms
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Ward, Ms
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 3
Hibbins, Mr
Sandell, Ms

Thorpe, Ms

Motion agreed to.
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Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 February; motion of
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety).
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (14:28) — It is
a pleasure to rise this afternoon to speak on the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. At the outset I would like to
commend the minister for all her hard work and
dedication in bringing this landmark bill to the house.
This morning I got up and was having my breakfast —
a cup of tea and toast — and found on page 5 of the
Age an article headed ‘Brandis takes parting swipe’.
George Brandis, as members may remember, is the
man who said that people have the right to be bigots.
The Age reports that in his parting speech he said:
… ‘powerful elements of right-wing politics’ had abandoned
the liberal tradition in favour of ‘a belligerent, intolerant
populism which shows no respect for either the rights of
individual citizens or the traditional institutions which protect
them’.

An honourable member interjected.
Ms GRALEY — Take that, over there.
So far in this debate — I have had a good look at it and
I listened to it yesterday afternoon — we have seen
elements of that crass populism, a lack of respect for the
rights of the individual and attacks on institutions that
seek to protect people. We have seen lots of
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flag-waving happening in this chamber recently and out
there in the community too, trying to whip up the
battlers to make them think that maybe the Liberal
Party has something to offer them. In the course of
debate on this bill, when members have said they were
opposing this bill, which is absolutely unbelievable as
far as I can see, looking at it from the perspective of the
good people of Narre Warren South, they have thrown
up a whole lot of lame excuses.
They have had the union bogeymen running around and
they have expressed that big fear of red tape. Every
time I hear that too much red tape argument, I look
across the chamber and see a whole lot of failed
businessmen who love to blame red tape or to take a
whack at an interventionist government — we have
heard about that too — as an excuse for not being
successful or not being willing to pay a fair wage for a
good day’s work. We have heard all these arguments
about the burden on business. In fact we have also
heard that it is none of our business, that this is a federal
matter. Yet today in this chamber and on Tuesday night
we heard the member for Benambra get on his feet and
ask questions about it, asking our Minister for Industrial
Relations to intervene.
This is exactly the sort of space our industrial relations
minister should be in, because this is well and truly
about what most Australians believe should be
happening when they go to work — that they are not
going to be ripped off, that when they go to work and
work hard they get paid a fair wage. That is an
Australian value; that when you turn up for work you
have a First World workplace and your family knows
that you are going to come home at the end of your
shift and that equality and equity are practised at your
workplace. You get a fair go, and you have some
security around your employment so you can live that
Australian dream, the Australian dream that everybody
in my electorate wants to live. They want to own a
home, they want to provide for their families and, most
of all, like my parents and me and I imagine at least
everybody on this side of the house, but I will be
generous and say those people opposite too, wants the
next generation — our kids — to have better
opportunities.
I refer to a submission to the Forsyth inquiry, which
has provided such good material for this legislation, an
inquiry that went right across the state and had
113 public hearings and 695 written submissions.
There are some who do not agree with it and there are
a lot who do agree that this is the way that we should
go. I have heard criticism of this bill that it is not
everything that the Forsyth inquiry said; we have gone
a step further. Well, lo and behold, that is what you
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can do when you are in government. That is what you
can do when you get elected with a mandate. That is
what you can do when you get elected with a part of
your platform that says you are actually going to have
this inquiry.
I looked through some of the submissions and I saw one
from the National Union of Workers (NUW), a very
good union that really does look after a lot of low-paid
workers. I hear the scoffing and laughter from The
Nationals over there, but there are a lot of places in your
electorates where I know the National Union of
Workers are very active and for good reason. In ‘Section
one: insecure work today’, the submission says:
It is estimated that 40 per cent of work in Australia is
insecure.

That is a stunning statistic. You can look around your
community and think that 40 per cent of the people that
go to work every day may not have secure
employment. I would say that is un-Australian. Then
the NUW comes to the conclusion in this part of the
submission that:
This comes at a cost to the public good. Insecure work
discourages long-term investment in people, and detracts
from our common prosperity.

The public good — that is what I would like to hear
more about, us politicians working for the public good.
I can see there will always be some people who will
want — prefer — casual labour. There will be some
labour hire firms that actually provide seasonal work
that is paid at a fair wage. They are not our target. It
would be very good if more people, that 40 per cent of
Australians, could have secure work and get paid. They
are losing at the moment, and we need them to be back
in a winning situation, because as that comment relays,
if they are losing, we all lose.
The second point I would like to make is that I too
have seen that documentary on the ABC, ‘Slaving
away’. It reminded me of a novel I read about a year
ago, The Year of the Runaways by Sunjeev Sahota. It
tells the story of immigrants who are going to the UK
in search of a job, in search of a better future and of
course hoping to provide for their families. It is a
novel of extraordinary ambition. It is like one of those
19th century epic novels with a cast of characters
who keep getting into trouble or getting let down by
things. What is really frightening is that this is
21st century Britain.
Following that I actually saw ‘Slaving away’, and I
have got to say, it was like seeing that book located in
an Australian environment where people are just being
exploited by contractors. They are being paid less than
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the minimum wage. They are being denied
superannuation. We are proud as a country that we have
a universal superannuation scheme, and yet a
significant proportion of Australians cannot access that
if they are being put on by a labour hire firm that
refuses to provide superannuation, which is in fact
illegal. They are forced to work excessive hours, and
sometimes, if they decide that they cannot make it to
work that day for family reasons or sickness, they are
given a bit of a hurry on or a bit of a grilling and a bit of
pressure, and really, either they lose their job or they are
very fearful of losing their job. This can create all sorts
of stresses and strains on their family.
If you want to be convinced of just what we should be
doing here or you need to be further convinced that
what we are doing here is correct, return to some of
these workers’ stories. A worker was getting $12.50 per
hour in precarious employment at a site where minor
injuries were happening — so not really a nice place to
turn up to every day to get $12.50 per hour. This is
what that worker said:
The government should put themselves in those
disadvantaged workers’ shoes, and learn about the difficulties
they might face especially those treated unfairly by the
factory owners as well as the contractors or agents. I would
then set laws, implement them, and enforce the law
effectively. A severe fine should be imposed on those who
fail to comply with the laws.

Thank you to that National Union of Workers member,
because that sort of material has been good information
that has informed this legislation, that has empowered
the minister and that makes us all on this side of the
chamber very proud supporters of a bill that will
actually provide security, a good wage and a future for
the families of the workers. It is a highly commendable
bill, and again I would like to say thank you to the
minister for bringing it to the house. Without further
ado, I commend it to the house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Suleyman) — The
member for Frankston.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (14:38) — Thank
you, Acting Speaker, and it is lovely to see you in the
big seat at this moment. I rise to speak on this landmark
bill very proudly. I am very proud to support this bill.
This is indeed the kind of bill that I think is the reason I
first became interested in politics and had a hunger to
be in Parliament — it is for bills like this.
First of all I want to issue some congratulations to my
colleague the Minister for Industrial Relations and her
very hardworking team, and I want to congratulate
Professor Anthony Forsyth for the labour hire licensing
review that he conducted and the recommendations that
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he provided to government. Those who have been
listening to my friend from Narre Warren North —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr EDBROOKE — Narre Warren South, excuse
me. They will know that there were over
695 individuals and organisations that made
submissions to that review, and I thank them for their
passionate stories about insecure work, about
underpayment of wages and about never being able to
get a mortgage because of the precarious nature of their
employment and also for the examples they offered of
the shonky practices that are all too common in the
labour hire sector. I would also congratulate the many,
many workers and unions that provided testimony to
that review.
It is the unions that I would say pushed hardest for this
legislation, and that is entirely appropriate seeing as
they are the people who have to act and have probably
got the deepest experience of dealing with these issues
and with the individuals experiencing these issues.
In my great electorate of Frankston I hear at least once
or twice a week that people are having issues with their
employment. We heard that up to 40 per cent of people
are actually in insecure employment around the state,
and certainly in Frankston I would say that we are on
par with that. This is because of an explosion, I guess,
of labour hire, where wages have been suppressed at
the same time. People feel insecure in their
employment. They are on casual rates. People are
feeling that their jobs are very precarious, that they
could be fired at any time and that they have no job
security. They do not spend money in the community
and contribute in that way, and as I have said, they find
it hard to get a mortgage. Of course our economy
suffers as a result of that.
It is true to note, though, that many of those labour hire
agencies only get business by exploiting workers. They
would not be here without exploiting workers and
peddling in the fact that they can do it more cheaply
than anyone else, and therefore they get the contracts by
exploiting workers. We do hear very often in the
chamber from supposed small business people in the
opposition. If they were in small business, I guess they
would not be here. We hear about the inability of
businesses to survive through wage rises, and I would
say that there is a balance that can be struck. At the
moment we are well out of kilter and we need to fix it,
and this bill does that.
So to the opposition I would say, after having heard
people talk on this subject previously: put aside that
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passion you have that is anti-union and anti-Labor, and
have a look at how much common sense is involved in
this bill. Have a look at the fact that this bill was put to
our public, the Victorian people, in the form of an
inquiry and that out of that inquiry came some
recommendations. That is what we are acting on. Put
aside that ignorance of people’s disadvantage, which
we certainly see in Frankston, and the lack of passion to
actually want to do something about it.
As we know, at the moment earnings are stagnant and
not in keeping with the cost of living, and that is hurting
a lot of people. For anybody in this place to think it is
reasonable to argue for people to have reduced wages
and for people’s wages not to have security and be
protected, it is absolutely ridiculous and it shows that
the opposition are so out of touch it is not funny.
It is true that we have seen many, many shonky work
practices brought to light, whether it be on social media
or on the ABC recently. The Fair Work ombudsman
has commenced litigation in the Federal Court against a
Brisbane labour hire business that has allegedly
underpaid 10 employees more than $14 000 through an
unlawful, unpaid work experience program. We have
heard that the Victorian Trades Hall Council has been
looking into this lately, and that what they have found
is quite horrific.
What this labour hire business did was get people,
including two 19-year-olds, to go out to businesses and
work anywhere from three to 24 days. The firm
regarded it as work experience, so the workers were not
receiving payment for it; instead the firm was receiving
payment for it. These are the kinds of things we want to
protect Victorians against. These are the kinds of things
that those opposite do not actually consider a problem,
which says a lot in itself.
Legitimate labour hire companies are not a problem. I
think if you have got something to hide, then yes, you
would be worried about how this bill might impact you,
but for the people who are doing the right thing out
there, I do not think they would see any problem with
this bill if they are not exploiting people. We are talking
about people like the workers in places like A & G
Lamattina & Sons, which was raided by the Fair Work
Commission.
Allow me to segue just for a second. There was a story
from 15 November 2016 about workers in the
vegetable industry, at a company which grows broccoli,
carrots, celery, parsnips, silverbeet and lettuce. The Fair
Work Commission allowed a raid of that company
because the workers were so transparently and horribly
being exploited — very overtly. Now, I am not a large
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believer in coincidence either, but I think it is
something to look into — that A & G Lamattina &
Sons were raided for exploiting workers and, just by
coincidence, the opposition opposes labour hire
licensing, while their leader dines on lobster and drinks
Grange with and possibly seeks donations from alleged
Mafia bosses and the owners of these farms. Could it
be — and bear with me here; I do not think it is too far
of a stretch — that they are seeking to corrupt elected
officials by promising donations and dirt in return for
rezoning? Could it be that they are not liking being
justifiably raided by the Fair Work Commission?
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
whilst this is a wideranging debate, I cannot see how
this has any relevance at all to the bill. It is totally off
track. The member needs to go back to where the bill is
actually heading.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Suleyman) — I
would say there is no point of order.
Mr EDBROOKE — I think we have struck a nerve
there. I just ask the opposition to consider the fact that
at the moment we have some decent bills before the
house — bills that will change our community for the
better. When good policy like this is brought into this
house or presented to our community for their opinion,
and when recommendations are made essentially by our
community, it is pooh-poohed by opposition members.
But do they actually ask their shadow cabinet what they
are doing when they come out with thought bubble
policies that they would like to bring into this house? I
might talk about their new education curriculum that has
been spoken about. The President of the Australian
Education Union has said it is out of touch and a thought
bubble, and others have said it is absurd. We are hearing
that the 55 intersections policy undercuts livability.
Legal experts are saying that mandatory sentencing for
ice dealers is unenforceable. When we have —
Mr Battin — I draw your attention to the state of
the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr EDBROOKE — We hear that the opposition
desperately wants to be an alternative government, but
they do not support our most vulnerable workers. We
do, and for this reason I commend the bill to the house.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (14:48) — It gives
me great pleasure to not only follow my good friend the
member for Frankston but also speak on the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. It gives me pleasure because it
is, as the member for Narre Warren South and others
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have said, something that we are committed to and we
are delivering. It is always with a sense of
accomplishment and justice to the people we serve
when we do the things we say we are going to do, and
this is one of those things. We are committed to this
legislation and we are committed to it in a very strong
way. It follows a two-year robust inquiry, which
received almost 700 submissions and was headed by a
very talented man, Professor Anthony Forsyth, who is
excellent. It has a very good foundation, a foundation
that was built out of the atrocious stories of many, many
disenfranchised and vulnerable workers across Victoria.
It almost beggars belief that we need to restate the
problem, because you would imagine that it is quite a
clear problem that has not only been exposed in the
media but also in the debate here. I will, as other
colleagues have done, read a submission from one of
these hardworking Victorians from Mulgrave, either in
my electorate or the Premier’s electorate, because we
overlap a bit. This person worked through a labour hire
agency Skilled Group and worked at Peters Ice Cream.
This person said:
I was employed through a labour hire agency in my current
job. Called to work then cancelled the agency won’t pay
4 hours … Roster change dramatically from day to day. One
week I only got 14 hours or less than 4 hours a week. I was
employed through a labour hire agency more than 13 years
ago as a casual worker trying to find full-time work. Three
months ago company hired new workers full-time. Be very
nice if we could have a chance to apply. We can’t afford to
pay for our mortgage, pay for our bills and put food on the
table for our children.

There are literally thousands and thousands of those
stories. Imagine working in the same place for 13 years
and then somebody comes in on top of you and gets a
full-time job and you have to go to the bank with your
casual pay slips for 13 years. As the member for
Bentleigh stated very articulately, it is about dignity and
it is about access to the ladder of opportunity. This is an
enormous problem.
I remember a conversation I had with the national
secretary of the National Union of Workers, a union
that I am very proudly associated with. He gave me an
example, and I do not want to quote him verbatim, but
it was around the following circumstances. Some
middle-aged women working in, I think, a warehouse
of a logistics firm through a light labour hire agency
were called into the tearoom one day and they were told
without any notice, ‘We need to check your fitness
levels, so get on the floor and do 20 push-ups’. Just like
that! Those who failed were requested to exit with no
obligations on the part of that company or any rights
provided in terms of redundancies — absolutely
appalling behaviour. There are thousands of stories that
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do not get told, and this is a problem that we have been
dealing with.
There is a range of things that came out of the inquiry.
Professor Forsyth’s inquiry found that labour hire
workers are treated less favourably than direct hire
workers in ways ranging from differential treatment in
respect of rostering and health and safety to outright
exploitation. That is not just anyone saying that; that is
from an absolutely thorough two-year inquiry. The
inquiry also found that current federal workplace
relations laws have not been effective in stamping out
exploitation because so many labour hire providers
operate in a black economy out of the view of
regulators.
This is a genuine and real problem. The other side are
talking about federal regulation and industrial relations.
Clearly in this area it is not working. The Victorian
inquiry recommended, however, that Victoria advocate
for a national approach to labour hire licensing, which
would make sense, and we have done that. The minister
in her second-reading speech said:
But it has become clear that the current federal government
has no intention of protecting workers and developing a
national labour hire licensing scheme. On 22 May this year,
the then federal Minister for Agriculture, the Honourable
Barnaby Joyce, dismissed calls for a national labour hire
licensing scheme, stating that state governments should be
able to regulate the labour hire industry because, and I quote
‘states have got to have a purpose to exist’.

As others have said, with that kind of attitude from the
federal government there is no way they can come and
create a public policy response that counts in the space,
so we have to.
There is clearly market failure in this area of public
policy and worker rights. I am not denying the need of
the market and global capital to employ labour in the
way it needs to employ labour, and that could be
absolutely, in the employers’ terms, flexibly. They
could say, ‘I only need 6 hours of labour today. I might
need 60 tomorrow. I need to be able to be provided
with labour flexibly’. I get that. I understand that. We
understand that.
What should happen normally in those circumstances is
that the human dignity and the rights a worker has
should be transferred to the labour hire agency from the
customer, which was formerly the employer but is now
the customer, because they are procuring that service
from a labour hire agency. But what has happened in
many, many situations is that those rights and the
dignity of those workers have not been transferred; they
have actually been dumped altogether, with low wages,
with no superannuation, with no leave entitlements and,
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as with the type of example I described before, with
completely unethical treatment. That was never the
intention of flexible labour — never. I do not think that
is anything that any one of us would accept.
Just to go briefly to the clauses of the bill, they are so
inoffensive I cannot understand why anyone would not
be voting for this. Let us look at the objects of the act.
Tell me how insidious this is — obviously, it is not for
us, but those on the other side find something insidious
in it. The bill says:
The objects of this Act are—
(a) to protect workers from being exploited by
providers of labour hire services and hosts; and
(b) to improve the transparency and integrity of the
labour hire industry.

I could never argue with that.
There is another clause, which I think is very important,
that states that for any person who proposes to enter
into an arrangement with another person for labour hire,
if that person:
… has reasonable grounds to suspect, that the proposed
arrangement is for the purpose of avoiding or circumventing
an obligation that would otherwise be imposed upon the
client, the supplier … by this Act.

That is what we are trying to avoid. These are the
obligations that should ordinarily be paid to workers
and to human beings. These are not robots; these are
people.
The other clause that is very material, and I cannot
think of why anyone would object to this, but of course
we have found those on the other side objecting to it, is
the fit and proper person test if you want to run a labour
hire agency. All that this bill is asking, for example, is
that a person who:
(a) within the preceding 10 years, the person or a body
corporate of which the person was an officer, has been
found guilty of—
(i)

an indictable offence against the person, or an
offence involving fraud, dishonesty or drug
trafficking that was punishable by a term of
imprisonment of 3 months or more at the time the
person was found guilty …

should not be entitled to receive a licence for labour
hire. That is entirely and eminently reasonable. We are
not dealing with widgets; we are dealing with human
beings who have mortgages, who have children to feed,
who have a whole range of life chances that they should
have access to for the dignity of a job that pays and
provides some security.
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This bill is very timely. In fact it was probably due
years ago, but it takes of course a reformist
government, as this government is, to implement that
change. In speaking to the workers of Victoria, those
vulnerable workers, you have always got to worry
about a party of the establishment, a government of the
establishment, that does not want to change things.
Because when you do not change things, you miss an
entire cohort of people who get into trouble and are at
risk because the economy changes. We have not
ignored those people that are at risk because they are
the people who put us in this very Parliament to look
after them. So I am immensely proud that it is an
Andrews Labor government that is directly saying, ‘We
will take a load off your life and your work life by
looking after you and by forcing labour hire agencies to
treat you the way every reasonable employer should
treat their employees’. There are fantastic labour hire
companies, but there are too many that do not do the
right thing.
I want to thank the minister. I want to thank the
National Union of Workers, which made a fantastic
submission. It is a union that looks after many of these
people, who, without it and without a Labor
government, would not have a voice. I could not be
prouder of this piece of legislation. I absolutely know
that it will make a material difference to the daily lives
of thousands of workers in Victoria who get up every
morning and have to deal with bosses and unscrupulous
employers that this bill seeks to address. I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:58) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017. I listened to many contributions
yesterday and today. It has been a wideranging debate
and a very good debate. It is notable on many levels
that very few opposition members have spoken, but
some of their contributions were interesting. I listened
with great interest to the member for Ferntree Gully’s
contribution. It was a very detailed contribution because
the member for Ferntree Gully is an industrial relations
practitioner. He spoke at length about his understanding
of the federal industrial relations system. It was an
interesting contribution because he said that where
there are examples of illegal behaviour it is clearly a
matter for the Fair Work Commission and legal action
can be taken. It reminded me of that great quote by
Anatole France who, in the 19th century, wrote:
… the law, in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as
the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets and to
steal bread.

Mr Wynne — How many languages do you speak,
brother?
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Mr PEARSON — Sadly I am only perfectly fluent
in bogan. But it was this notion that of course everyone
is equal before the law, and that all of us have got the
right to pursue legal action without fear of
consequence. I think there was a bit of banter across the
table between the member for Ferntree Gully and the
Attorney-General. The member for Ferntree Gully
seemed to be implying that there were instances where
he had in a past life reason to contact the now
Attorney-General when he was the state secretary of the
National Union of Workers to deal with these
anomalies which would occur from time to time. But it
does not reflect reality, because the reality is that there
are people who are isolated, who are vulnerable and
who have been exploited. There might be women,
people on 457 visas, people who do not know the laws
of our nation, people who are impoverished, people
who are vulnerable, people who might not be members
of a trade union or people who will not have those
opportunities.
In a perfect world of course you would not regulate, but
we are not living in a perfect world. We are living in a
world where people are being routinely exploited and
where people who are vulnerable are being taken
advantage of. When you see that happening, it is
incumbent upon the government of the day to act and
respond, and that is exactly what we are doing.
I, like many members of this place, am extremely proud
to be a member of a trade union. One of the proudest
moments in my life happened when I was 14 and I got a
union card. I was able to become a member of the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association. I have
still got my union card from all those years ago. For me
becoming a member of a trade union was a proud
moment; I felt like I had come of age. A debate like this
is interesting because those on this side of the house
have declared our love for the union movement, our
love for the labour movement and our desire to use the
power of the state to protect the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged members of our community. I checked
the speaking list last night, and by my reckoning there
are only Labor members left to speak on this bill. You
would probably say that that is not surprising, because
we are of course a labour party; we have been defending
the interests of working Australians since 1891.
But it is more important and relevant to note that there
are three members of the Greens political party who
reside in this place, and not one of them has got to their
feet to defend workers. That great commissar of Chapel
Street, the comrade from Prahran, is nowhere to be
seen. When it comes to defending the rights of
convicted drug dealers and cop killers, he will rise to
his feet every time to defend those people. But is he
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interested in defending women? No. Is he interested in
defending those vulnerable workers who have been
ripped off and exploited? He is nowhere to be seen. He
is conspicuously absent. He has an opportunity to come
here and say, ‘I am proud to join you in this great
labour cause, in this great labour crusade. I stand with
you on the picket line to defend the isolated, the
disadvantaged and the vulnerable’. Where is he? He is
probably having a chai latte down in his office. That is
where he is. He has an opportunity to stand up and
defend the working class, but like the coward that he is,
he will scurry over to the member for Box Hill to seek
his instructions on doing over a Labor government at
every single opportunity. At every single opportunity
he is there, side by side with the member for Box Hill,
sticking it to a Labor government. But when it comes to
standing up for working people and defending the
rights of vulnerable, disadvantaged people, he is
nowhere to be seen. He is an absolute disgrace.
I also note that the National Party have been very vocal
on this bill. I know that the member for Murray Plains
in his contribution yesterday indicated very clearly that
he had no interest in supporting this bill. I had never
heard of Emma Field before today, but I understand
that she is a journalist of some repute in regional
Victoria. On Twitter she said:
Very disappointing, @PeterWalshMP. As a journo who has
covered the widespread exploitation of farm workers in Vic
and beyond, I would have thought you had a responsibility to
make sure all labour hire firms are legit, and farm
owners/workers are protected.

Again, why wouldn’t The Nationals support vulnerable
rural workers? Why would they allow vulnerable rural
workers to be exploited in this way? It is just
extraordinary that they seem to be so happy to throw
their lot in with the side of capital and not Labor and to
basically reach a conclusion that they are quite happy
for vulnerable workers in regional Victoria to be
exploited in this way. It is disgraceful.
The bill that is before the house is the result of
extensive work and consultation. We recognise that
where there is market failure, the state is obliged to
intervene, and that is what we are doing. You should
not have a situation where dodgy companies are being
set up and are exploiting the most vulnerable workers.
It is the right thing to do. It is the appropriate policy
response. Going to the comments made yesterday by
the member for Ferntree Gully, of course in a perfect
word you would not regulate. You would have no need
to because you would have reputable, responsible
employers who would pay their workers fairly and
appropriately, who would make sure that they had their
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superannuation paid and who would make sure that
they had decent entitlements.

through their union were highlighting some of the
issues that this bill will address.

It seems to be lost on those opposite that the reason
why we have these conditions in our industrial relations
framework is not because of the generosity of the
employers; it is a result of the labour movement being
organised, being established and working for the
interests of its members. In many ways it is the
perennial battle between labour and capital, and it is
about making sure that there is a fair, reasonable and
equitable distribution of the profits of enterprise and
about making sure that the workers who work in these
industries are protected and are not exploited because
they might not speak English or because they are a
single parent or a single mother trying to raise their
children on their own and are desperate for the work.

I think it is important that we understand the impact on
workers who are affected by these dodgy labour hire
companies. It was not just the unions and their
members; it was also businesses that were coming to
Trades Hall complaining about the issues around these
dodgy labour hire companies because they were
actually undercutting genuine, honest businesses that
were just trying to get on with their job. They were
being done over by these dodgy businesses. So this was
an issue not just for workers but for businesses as well
and for the Geelong community. As I said, it has been
around for a lot of years in Geelong, so we are very
pleased that this bill has been brought before the house
and of course by the work done by the minister.

It is also worth noting that we are living in an
environment where the middle class is being hollowed
out. We are seeing a low-wages-growth environment in
which it is a lot harder for people to get ahead. That is
why it is even more important to have appropriate
protections put in place to ensure that people are
properly protected. I fear the days when we see regular
significant wages growth at 4 per cent or 5 per cent
compounding per annum are gone; I think we are
looking at a low-wage-growth, low-inflation
environment, and that would seem to be the way of the
world for probably the next decade. When we are
looking at that downward pressure on wages and
income — and, okay, it is welcome that inflation is not
out of control — we need to make sure there are
appropriate protections in place.

There were a number of submissions that were lodged
by Geelong, and we also had the inquiry visit Geelong.
It was made very clear that there were some serious
issues in our local community. The Textile, Clothing
and Footwear Union of Australia also made a
submission, which impacted on some of the dodgy
labour hire contractors in Geelong. But I want to refer
to the Geelong Trades Hall submission, because they
outlined many, many serious issues in a lot of different
industries. It was not just hospitality, it was not just
some of the issues that we hear about in different
industries; it was a whole range of industries.

I am really proud to be a member of the labour
movement. I am proud to be a member of the
Australian Workers Union. I am proud to belong to a
government that is putting people first and is defending
the interests of working Victorians. Shame on the
Greens political party for being conspicuously absent
when they should be standing with us, defending the
rights of the working class.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (15:09) — I am pleased
to rise to speak on the Labour Hire Licensing Bill
2017. I want to begin by congratulating the Minister
for Industrial Relations for her work. She should be
proud of the work she has put into this bill. This has
been an issue in Geelong for many, many years. Like
the member for Essendon, I am very proud to have
been a union member — and I am still a union
member — but in my time as president of the Geelong
Trades Hall this was an issue that we continually dealt
with. Vulnerable workers coming into Trades Hall or

One common complaint that Geelong Trades Hall and
unions were hearing about from workers engaged by
labour hire firms with rising employment and safety
issues was that employers or host companies were not
providing any more work if they complained. There
was the opportunity for those dodgy businesses to not
give those workers any more work if they raised issues,
particularly around safety concerns. When they tried to
lodge a complaint with the Fair Work Ombudsman,
their complaint was not accepted because their
employment had not been terminated; they were just
not being given any more work. This also made it
difficult for them to apply for unemployment benefits
without the normal separation certificate one receives
when employment ceases, so a lot of these people
found themselves without any income.
There are some employers who deliberately attempt to
increase their profits by avoiding paying employees in
accordance with the law. There is a secondary objective
by some employers who enter into illegal employment
arrangements to create a subservient workforce that do
not raise safety issues or demand their employment
rights. This arrangement is particularly common in the
labour hire sector. The office of Fair Work closed in
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Geelong several years ago and was replaced by a hotline
that does not provide an advocacy service. Young
workers are not educated at school about employment
law or their rights in the workplace. This is leading to
more and more exploitation of workers in Geelong.
A lot of these issues were raised, and while there was a
lot of attention given to unscrupulous operators in the
horticultural, cleaning and meat sectors around our
region, it became apparent that there were problems
across many other industries as well, such as the retail,
demolition, hospitality, nursing home, construction,
manufacturing, dental and beauty industries. Geelong
Trades Hall raised a lot of these in their submission and
talked particularly about cleaners being contracted to
clean some of our big retail stores and the impact that it
had on them:
The contractor employed local asylum seekers and paid cash
in hand. The scam relies on paying one person, who has a
work permit, who was then required to pay three other
workers cash from his account. Thus creating a paper trail that
only leads to one worker and appears to be above award
payments. When Trades Hall attempted to contact the
employer about the breaches he filed for insolvency and has
not been seen since.

That case was ongoing at the time.
In the demolition area the Geelong Trades Hall Council
writes:
A demolition recycling yard set up in Corio two years ago
and recruited workers through MatchWorks with government
subsidies. When the subsidies ran out the employer would
recruit more workers to replace them. The workers were
threatened not to speak to the Australian Workers Union or
they would be sacked. About 20 workers were underpaid
wages and no superannuation. Claims for both have since
been lodged with Fair Work and the Australian Tax Office.

And it goes on to a number of others. There were some
issues raised in local government surprisingly and in the
hospitality industry.
Some secondary school students doing the vocational
education and training program reported to Trades Hall
so they could find out about their workers rights, and as
part of the discussion it was revealed that some of the
students were working for a local hotel and being paid
$10 per hour, cash in hand, which further meant they
received no superannuation and probably no workers
compensation either.
In the medical area:
Two young women complained that their employer had
sacked them after claiming he lost investments and could not
pay them …

the four weeks wages they were owed.
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Fortunately, one woman was in the Health Workers Union
and the local industrial officer …

was able to get the money back for her.
In areas like farming there were many issues raised.
Private nursing homes, small retail hospitality areas and
a nail and foot area were also highlighted in their
submission. I think these are a really clear indication
that we have a serious problem. I met with a number of
small business operators, particularly in the
construction area, who felt they were being continually
undercut by these dodgy hire companies. We then saw
a number of companies in Geelong make their workers
redundant and then get a labour hire firm to re-employ
them under much lower conditions, and that happened
in a number of places across the region.
In Geelong we have had vast experience around dodgy
labour hire firms. The union movement has been very
strong in advocating on behalf of workers. I know that
they have pushed for this bill for quite some years, and
as I say, I am very pleased that the minister has taken
that seriously. She conducted the inquiry. She looked at
the recommendations and has looked at what can be put
in place to assist those workers. Those on the other side
can bang on about unions and union thugs, and a lot of
it is just telling stories. That is just not true in Geelong,
and we know that it is not true. There are some serious
problems there. Workers in Geelong want the
government to ensure that they are protected from these
dodgy labour hire firms, and the more we allow those to
continue, the worse the situation will become.
They do prey on vulnerable workers. In Geelong we
have had some real challenges with the loss of Ford
and the loss of Alcoa. Those workers who have been
made redundant and lost their jobs want to know that
they are secure in going into new employment not
through some dodgy hire company but through
genuine employers who do the right thing and pay the
right wages. Of course we do have many of those in
Geelong, but we have to get rid of these dodgy labour
hire firms that are having a significant impact on
vulnerable workers in our community. So I really do
commend this bill to the house. I think it is an
important bill, and it is one that we should all be
supporting. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) (15:19) — I
am delighted to follow the member for Geelong in
making a contribution to the Labour Hire Licensing
Bill 2017, a bill that could only have been created by a
Labor government. I am immensely proud to join with
my colleagues today to make a contribution and to
acknowledge the extraordinary work that has been
undertaken by the Minister for Industrial Relations both
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in her steadfast attention to the detail required to bring
this bill to the house but also in a different context. As a
former Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, I must say that
the work the minister is doing in that space, particularly
around shaping opportunities for a much more
consistent articulation of the voice of Aboriginal people
in the life of the Victorian community, has been quite
extraordinary and is leading towards what we hope will
be a treaty between Aboriginal Victorians and the
Victorian government. She is really doing a superb job.
In that context we have seen over the last three years a
catalogue of stories, including by the ABC and other
journalists, who have really revealed the dark
underbelly of the exploitation of workers in Australia.
Our government of course set up the inquiry into labour
hire and insecure work, which was chaired by
Professor Anthony Forsyth, to investigate these things.
The inquiry of course discovered an endemic culture of
exploitation in an industry that has been left
unregulated for far too long. Today, can I say, with this
bill we are changing that and we are righting what has
been a fundamental wrong done to some of the most
vulnerable workers in this state.
I am reminded of that particularly today because we
had a delegation today that came to see members of
Parliament about long service leave. The
representatives of United Voice brought along workers
who are in the cleaning industry and in the security
industry, and they spoke of a catalogue of lost
opportunities simply because of the way contracting
worked in their industry and the way contracting almost
ensured that there was not a possibility for them to
trigger their long service leave. These are people who
may have been employed through successive contracts,
in one case over 30 years, who have not had one day of
long service leave available to them. Again this is a
fundamental wrong that only a Labor government will
right, and I look forward to that legislation coming
before the Parliament in the future.
Today’s bill is a corollary of that. What the inquiry
found was that rogue operators were underpaying
workers, not ensuring proper safety standards, abusing
worker visas and undermining the minimum standards
of employment. To stop this exploitation we have
introduced and are now debating a universal licensing
scheme to protect workers across all sectors from
labour hire providers that have been operating, frankly,
in the shadows of workplace laws.
Not surprisingly, the inquiry had an enormous level of
engagement. There were nearly 700 submissions, more
than 600 from individuals with the remaining
submissions coming from a number of organisations,
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including employer organisations and also obviously
our colleagues in the trade union movement. There
were a huge number of public hearings over 17 days
and in excess of 220 witnesses. We know the problem
is huge and that it cuts across every electorate in
Victoria. It particularly affects regional Victoria, and I
will come to that in a moment.
The new scheme will bring much-needed transparency
to the labour hire industry, and under the new scheme
businesses will need to be licensed and treat their
workers fairly or face significant penalties. Importantly
the bill is not designed to impose either additional
workplace laws, tax, superannuation or health and
safety obligations on labour hire businesses; rather it is
aimed at allowing compliance with existing laws to be
examined and verified and at excluding non-compliant
operators from industry. The Victorian bill, I am
pleased to say, is similar to the Queensland and South
Australian bills in many ways in order to provide a
harmonised licensing system.
I draw your attention to some seminal work that, not
surprisingly, was undertaken by the ACTU and, in
particular, by my former boss, Brian Howe. He
undertook a review of insecure work on behalf of the
trade union movement. The title of his seminal work
was Lives on Hold. This was an important initiative by
the ACTU, and whilst I do not want to cover it in great
detail I do want to acknowledge the important and
groundbreaking work of the ACTU, which of course
Brian authored. I just want to read out a couple of his
recommendations, which were that:
… we must ensure that labour law provides protection to all
workers, rather than legally sanctioning exceptionalism by
removing a whole range of securities and entitlements from
certain workers.
We have made a number of recommendations setting out how
we believe this might be achieved.
First, labour law must be reformed to provide a universal set
of protections to all Australian workers.

What does that speak to? It speaks to the need for a
national approach. What do we have from the current
federal government? Complete silence, complete
apathy, a complete lack of interest in ensuring that the
most vulnerable workers in our community are afforded
a level of protection — not just in Queensland but also
in other states. Obviously such protections will exist in
Victoria with the passage of this bill, but we need a
national approach to addressing these questions because
workers are often itinerant; they often move from state
to state. Protections that would be afforded to them in
this state are not necessarily available to them in other
jurisdictions.
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I listened very carefully to the contribution of my
colleague the member for Yan Yean, who spoke of her
experiences in the Mildura region. She spoke of how
difficult it was for her as a young woman working in the
fruit-picking industry there and the exploitation that she
experienced as a young woman starting off her career.
I was also interested to read about the contribution that
was made by the member for Mildura in his submission
to the inquiry. According to an article in the Weekly
Times, the member for Mildura was:
…’supporting some form of regulation of labour hire
contractors’, which he believed should be handled by the
federal government.

Sure, but there is silence on their part. According to the
article, the member for Mildura said:
I support registration … (which) should be displayed and
made available to workers …

The article also says that:
Victorian Nationals leader Peter Walsh said labour hire
regulation was a federal matter, but ‘it is important that
people who work for labour hire contractors are treated
fairly’.

I note that the Leader of The Nationals has declared that
the position of the National Party and indeed the Liberal
Party is that they will oppose this legislation. But I do
not think you could find a more representative sample of
exploitation right across regional Victoria than what we
see in a number of National Party seats. The National
Party representatives in those seats have not listened to
either the Victorian Farmers Federation, which supports
this legislation going forward, or indeed the workers and
communities that they were elected to serve.
In conclusion, can I say that I do underline the
commentary of my colleague the member for Essendon
in his contribution when he pointed out that there has
been an opportunity during the last two days for the
Greens political party to make a contribution to this
debate and to actually stand with us.
An honourable member — Where is Melbourne?
Mr WYNNE — Where is the member for
Northcote, where is the member for Melbourne and
indeed where is the member for Prahran in this crucial
debate? They are lacking, and by their lack of
participation in this debate they stand condemned.
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) (15:29) — I
am really delighted to stand and make a contribution on
the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, particularly
following the irrepressible Minister for Planning. I
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commend him for his erudite, compelling, engaging yet
informed contribution, as his contributions always are.
In the course of my contribution I will make some
reflections — not adverse reflections, but reflections —
upon the contributions of other people.
One of the less-than-wonderful, I suppose, human
characteristics that I have observed is that generally
people and communities are very interested in looking
up and perhaps aspiring to have the resources that other
people have. What we do not do so well is look across
and down at the circumstances of many who live with
and around us, at what they are encountering and
enduring. What I think is one of the most important
aspects of the policy sitting behind this bill is the fact
that it actually looks at that. The process that has been
used in developing this bill brings light to and has put a
spotlight on what some of the most vulnerable people
in our state have been experiencing. There are those
who are employed — and I use the term ‘employed’
loosely, because we know from the evidence to the
labour hire inquiry that people are in fact not given the
standard conditions of employment — and who got up
to go to work. They might have got a phone call and
they might have come out of a rooming house where
30 people live in a three-bedroom house to go to a
workplace where they are not given appropriate health
and safety protection, where they are not paid
appropriately and where they are not paid a wage that
any human being could ever possibly live on.
That was part of the evidence that was given to this
inquiry and was part of the genesis of this bill. Those
are experiences that in my view no public policy or
legislative leader should ever be ignoring. I will talk
about the position of other political parties in this
chamber in a moment. One of the great issues that we
have to confront, not just as a Parliament but as a
community and a society, is the incredible growing
disparity between the haves and the have-nots. The
member for Essendon gave a fantastic contribution, in
my view, around the growing inequality, the lack of
wages growth that we see and the fact that so many
people in our community are doing it tough. That is
indeed in fact the case.
When we look to the evidence given to this inquiry —
and I would like to reflect upon some of that
evidence — we should be hearing the voices, hearing
those experiences and feeling a rock-solid obligation to
make sure that we do better by these people, because
we can. One of the anonymous contributors said:
Safety? What safety? Only provided a flimsy paper mask
provided despite using an angle grinder on concrete. Digging
trenches by hand. Carrying unreasonably heavy things with
no trolley or safe lifting measures in place. Operating power
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tools with no training or gloves provided. The only safety
gear is what I pick up around the worksite. No WorkSafe
training or information. Bullied and yelled at. I’m depressed,
suicidal, hungry all the time because I can’t afford food.

This is the voice of a 21-year-old who lives in our state.
We have an obligation to look at that experience and
that set of circumstances and provide a better option. It
is indeed my view that the Labour Hire Licensing Bill
provides that very option. I do want to commend
Mr Forsyth for the work that he led but particularly the
Minister for Industrial Relations, who has really
pursued this issue with vim and vigour, never being
sidetracked by some of the hoary chestnut arguments
that we constantly hear in this space. Some of those
arguments are ones that I have heard trotted out by the
Liberal and National parties in the course of this debate.
I would like to be able to understand what the Greens
position is on this, but of course we have not heard a
contribution about the Greens position on this.
Some of those hoary chestnut arguments have the old,
‘Well, we’re concerned about red tape’ — the old red
tape argument. What I would point to for those who
hide behind that fig leaf, that poor excuse of an
argument to ignore the voices of these vulnerable
workers who deserve better from all of us, is the fact
that we should not be supporting businesses that
essentially profiteer, that make their profits and exist by
virtue of the deep exploitation of the people who
provide that labour. It is as simple as that. I say to
anyone concerned about red tape and the cost to
businesses that ultimately we live in a civilised society,
and a business where someone cannot afford to get to
work, where they are not provided with the appropriate
safety equipment and where they cannot put food on
the table to feed their family is not a business that in a
pure economic sense can afford to exist. These are
human beings we are talking about. They are people
who deserve to be paid appropriately and to be
protected, not to be ignored by those who refuse to take
their responsibilities in this Parliament seriously.
I would absolutely urge those on the other side of this
chamber to reflect upon this, to reflect upon the fact that
any unscrupulous employer that effectively feels the
need to operate off slave labour conditions is not in a
business that ought to exist. These are not pieces of
equipment; they are human beings, and we support a
regulatory approach that acknowledges that.
I would say to any employers out there: this is not a bill
to be afraid of. This is a bill to be embraced. I say to
those that make their profits honourably, that
understand that their workforce is the key to their
success, not a cost to their profits: this is a bill that puts
a very simple regulatory regime in place. Those that
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operate labour hire appropriately, with respect for their
workforce, have absolutely nothing to hide.
What we do know is that there are unscrupulous
employers out there that do exploit people, that do
exploit people who are not taking up these jobs because
they want them but are taking them up because they
have nothing else. It is beholden on us to ensure, when
they are forced by virtue of their economic vulnerability
into those positions, that we do not simply sit back and
admire the market failing. We have an obligation to
intervene, and that is exactly what this bill does. It does
so in an informed and appropriate way. It does so in a
humane way. It does so in a way that is cognisant and
reflective of the very needs that many good operators in
the labour hire industry have outlined in the course of
this debate.
We should not allow corporate shells to exist that use
human beings as cannon fodder for the purposes of
profiteering in their business. We say that there is a
need to meet a standard, a standard of safety, a standard
of economic security, a standard of respect for the
people who are doing this work. That is what this bill
seeks to do.
Again, the Minister for Industrial Relations has done an
outstanding job in ensuring that we move from these
working people being in the shadows. We should not sit
back in our luxury Jason recliners on a Monday night
and watch Four Corners and feel appalled at what
appears before us on the television or ignore the stories
of exploitation and not be prepared to do anything
about them. That is precisely the position that the
Liberals and The Nationals — and potentially the
Greens — have adopted. I would like them to go and
look in the eyes of some of the people that have
honourably and bravely made testimony in the course
of this inquiry and explain that they are concerned
about red tape and not about the inherent human dignity
of the people whose stories were so compellingly told.
This is our obligation. We do have an obligation to not
let the market fail. We do have an obligation to actually
understand and proportionately regulate. I do not buy
the argument that the free market economy with its chill
winds has delivered these people anything. It has
delivered indignity, it has delivered them injury, it has
delivered them entrenched poverty, it has put them in
housing circumstances that are both unsafe and
inhumane and it has had a drastic effect on their mental
health and wellbeing. Let us give people that are in
those situations the support that they deserve, the hope
that they deserve and the dignity that they deserve. I
commend the bill to the house.
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Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (15:38) — I too am
very pleased to follow on after the Minister for Health
and a long line of members from this side of the
house — the Labor side of the house, the government
side of the house — to speak in favour of this Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. We know that over a long
period of time, but particularly more recently, the
number of people being indirectly hired through labour
hire firms has increased and therefore employers do not
have that direct relationship with the people they are
employing on either a regular or temporary basis to
undertake their work. We know that as a result of this
there have been a number of complaints raised by
people to each of us in our electorates and to a range of
other people. A number of us have seen the episode of
Four Corners that has been much talked about
throughout this debate that showed examples of people
who have been abused when employed in an indirect
manner of employment by labour hire firms.
We know, though, that there are a number of labour
hire firms that are doing appropriate jobs and linking up
people who need employees with those who are
available for employment, that the process is working
appropriately in a number of cases. But clearly we have
seen in the horticulture industry, the meat industry, the
cleaning industry or a number of industries that seem to
particularly use the labour hire process to meet their
needs a number of cases of abuse. And we know that
these people are generally lower paid people and people
who are vulnerable. Sometimes they are new to our
country and looking to make a fresh start. Sometimes
they are young people looking to get into the workforce
on a more regular basis and to make a start in the
workforce. Sometimes they are older people who have
been displaced from other forms of employment. They
are clearly vulnerable individuals looking to get on, to
get some income and to get a reliable income source to
keep them and their families, in many cases, supported.
Then they find that they are being abused, that the
conditions of their labour cannot be relied upon to
provide them with the money they should earn as a
result of their work, that the employer is not following
through on health and safety precautions that should be
part of their working conditions and that they are not
being supported in a range of other ways that people
who are directly employed by their employer are.
So this government has acted. It has acted very
appropriately, first of all, by engaging
Professor Forsyth to undertake an inquiry into this
matter to inform the government. The Forsyth inquiry
received 700 submissions, and in its 17 days of public
hearings across Victoria it gained some staggering
feedback that showed we need a good government to
respond to the issue. It made a number of
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recommendations to the government that it is following
through on.
One of those recommendations was that all
employment hire companies be registered. It was
suggested, quite sensibly, that this should be a national
registration process. The inquiry’s recommendation
was for the state government to lobby the federal
government, which should see that we need to take an
appropriate approach and register labour hire
organisations across the country on a standard basis.
But sadly we know that the Turnbull government was
totally unreceptive to this concept and simply threw it
back at the state government and said, ‘You’ve got the
authority to do this. You get on and do it yourself.
We’re not interested in supporting a national system.
We don’t care, really, to get into this area’.
We learned in the early part of this debate from a few
contributors from the coalition that clearly they do not
support this either. They are beholden to some
employers who say, ‘No, we like this way of employing
people. We don’t want to put at risk our ability to
undercut hire costs. We like the ability to undercut
health and safety regimes’, and so on. The coalition has
no interest in supporting this legislation and the need to
protect vulnerable workers. In fact it is not just that they
do not support it; they spoke quite aggressively against
it initially and then faded out pretty early on in this
debate so that only Labor MPs have stood up and said,
‘We want to support vulnerable workers’.
What is in this legislation that we are being told to fear
or not support, according to the opposition? It is hard to
understand because this bill does not impose any
additional workplace laws and it does not impose any
additional taxes, superannuation or health and safety
obligations on people who are in the labour hire
business. It merely requires the applicant to be fully
licensed and to meet the existing obligations. It is not as
though it is putting a great regime in place that is to be
feared and that is going to put in place further
requirements upon those who are doing the right thing
in the labour hire area. Clearly those who are not doing
the right thing in the labour hire area do need to fear
this legislation because they will be brought to account.
They will need to be registered, and there is the
opportunity, of course, through this process to vet them
properly and to do it on an ongoing basis.
This is very sound legislation. It is simply putting in
place a process by which people will be appropriately
registered if they are in the labour hire business to
ensure that they do meet the basic requirements that are
set out at the moment. They will be paying all staff
appropriately, they will be paying all staff the other
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additional payments that they might need in terms of
superannuation and they will be meeting health and
safety obligations. Those obligations will not simply be
sidestepped because of a lack of clarity about who is
actually the employer.
This is a very important piece of legislation. I am really
pleased that the Minister for Industrial Relations has
worked through this process, as we committed to doing
before we came to office. Through the Forsyth inquiry
we have shown that this is necessary and important
legislation to provide the safeguards for those
vulnerable people across the state. It shows that this is a
government that cares for these sorts of people. Clearly,
I think, that is why people on this side of the house do
become members of the Labor Party. They want to see
those who are vulnerable in our community
appropriately supported. And it perhaps does show a
very defining difference between those on this side of
the house and those on the other side of the house, who
clearly just cannot deal with these issues. They do not
seem to think that they need to support vulnerable
workers in our community, and clearly, in fact, they
like this system of having contract staff or staff who are
employed via a third party, where it does get a bit more
unclear as to who has responsibility for supporting the
staff, because they see that as an opportunity to
undercut agreements and so on in the workplace.
I am certainly pleased to be standing here with my
Labor colleagues supporting this bill. It has been
soundly worked through, as other people have said. We
have been listening to those awful cases of people who
have been abused when they are vulnerable, hoping to
get into the workforce and looking forward to getting
reliable work and being treated appropriately as
workers. We heard from The Nationals, and the Leader
of the National Party spoke most vociferously against
this legislation, because it is going to challenge those in
the horticulture sector or in the meat sector, whereas
this should not be the case. In fact we have heard from
the Victorian Farmers Federation that they are generally
supportive of this legislation — especially I suppose in
relation to the horticulture sector, where they need
people regularly at particular times through the year —
because they want to show that they are good
employers so that they can continue to attract people to
work for them. So those who are doing the right thing
can appreciate this bill; those who are doing the wrong
things need to beware.
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (15:48) — I am very proud
to have the opportunity to speak on the Labour Hire
Licensing Bill 2017 and to follow on from the fantastic
contribution from my friend the member for
Buninyong. It is and always has been the Labor Party
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who stands up and fights for workers. It is and always
has been the Labor Party who advances the rights, the
protections and the safeguards of those who need them
the most. I am very proud to be a unionist and proud to
say that workers and their rights are always, each and
every day, worth fighting for.
When our workers’ rights are improved, we as a society
improve and our social fabric improves. The Liberals
want to have a culture war and talk about what is
un-Australian. I will tell you what is un-Australian: it is
selling out workers, not putting workers and their
families first and not supporting the workers that need
support the most. It is un-Australian to know that
workers are being exploited, they are being hurt, they
are being bullied, they are being harassed. A number of
members this afternoon have spoken about stories
which have been highlighted through this inquiry. The
Andrews Labor government refuses to do nothing. We
will fight for workers today, tomorrow and every day
after, because we know that a person’s working rights
are fundamental for their health and for their happiness.
I did listen yesterday quite closely to a number of
contributions, and I listened to the member for Ivanhoe,
who spoke very well on the legislation. He spoke about
our ability as individuals to forget about those that are
exploited when we ourselves are not at that time being
exploited. I thought that the member’s comments were
absolutely spot on. If you work in an environment
where you are safe, where you are protected, where you
are supported and where you are happy, it is quite easy
to disregard or forget about those workers who are
doing it incredibly tough as a result of weak laws and as
a result of really poor operators. I would ask each
member in the house to imagine how they would feel if
they were being exploited at work. If it was their son,
their daughter, a member of their family or their friends,
I have no doubt that all members would be in agreeance
that they would be fighting for the conditions and the
support for the individual that was subject to such
exploitation. That is why this piece of legislation before
the house this afternoon is so important.
Think about your first job. I know that I got mine at the
age of 14 and nine months at IGA in Sunbury, of all
places. I was nervous, I was wanting to do everything
right, I did not want to upset the boss, I did not want the
boss to fire up, get angry or yell at me — all the things
that I think are natural emotions, all the things that we
as employees are concerned about. I was incredibly
fortunate that it was a supportive place to work, it was
somewhere you were valued. I think if you put yourself
in the position of not being valued, if you put yourself
in the position of being fearful of that boss and, even
more so, of being targeted and bullied by that employer,
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that must be an incredibly traumatic experience, and
many experiences like this have been highlighted by
other members through the process of this legislation
and certainly through the inquiry. It is a position of
power to be in an employer’s situation, and it is a
position where often the employer will take advantage
of that.
We as a society can and must be better than that. The
measure of a fair society and the measure of a decent
and kind society is how it treats its most vulnerable.
There will always be disparity — always difference,
always those that are more wealthy and those that are
better off — but this does not have to remain a
constant; this can be improved. Those who need
support and those who need an equal chance should be
a priority. They are a priority for the Andrews Labor
government, a government of which I am incredibly
proud to be a member. I hope that all members on this
side of the house, all members supporting this
legislation, will sleep better knowing that they are part
of a team that is working hard to close the gap on those
that are disadvantaged and working hard to put in place
a range of safeguards and protections that provide help
to those who need it most.
I mentioned the inquiry earlier on, and it was a
significant piece of work. I do want to take this
opportunity to thank Professor Anthony Forsyth and all
of those that contributed to a fundamentally important
inquiry. In total 695 written submissions were received;
604 of those were from individuals and the remaining
91 from organisations themselves. There were
113 public hearing sessions over 17 days both in metro
and regional Victoria, and the inquiry heard from
221 individual witnesses during these sessions.
Importantly, hearings were held in Mildura,
Dandenong, Geelong, Melbourne, Shepparton, Melton,
Ballarat and Morwell, so in a good cross-section of
towns and regional cities right across Victoria. We
know that this is a huge problem that cuts across each
and every electorate, but in particular there are specific
issues in regional Victoria.
Other members have mentioned the importance of what
the scheme will do. The key features include universal
coverage across the whole labour hire industry,
management by an independent authority headed by a
statutorily appointed commissioner, a requirement for
labour hire providers to hold a licence, a requirement
for hosts to use only a licensed provider, a range of
regulations — which have been mentioned — and a
requirement for licence applicants to provide
information establishing that they are suitable to hold
such a licence. We know that this will include a whole
range of other factors, such as that key personnel are fit
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and proper persons and the establishment of
compliance with workplace laws — all of those
protections that I mentioned earlier in my contribution.
We also know that this bill will provide strong and
flexible information-gathering, inspection and
compliance tools, and these are particularly important
going forward in evaluating the compliance of those
operators in managing staff.
If we look at who will require a licence, we see that a
person providing labour hire services in the course of a
business will be required to hold a licence. Labour hire
services involve the supply of a worker to another
person to do the work. Under the bill, to get a licence in
the first place we know that providers and key
personnel will need to show, as I previously mentioned,
that they are both fit and proper persons.
It is very much the case that there are traumatic and
highly concerning incidents that happen through work,
and the public as a whole are not aware of them. People
are powerless. In many cases they are afraid. They are
not willing or able to come forward and report many of
these issues or they do not have the capacity to do so.
They are underpaid, they are overworked, they are
bullied, they are threatened, they are harassed and they
are marginalised. What was incredibly concerning
throughout the inquiry was the number of people who
were being forced to work in conditions that are
un-Australian.
I go back to the point that I believe makes our society,
our state and our nation so strong, which is the
knowledge, the support and the laws around who we
are and what we are able to be. What support is around
us? What conditions do we experience at work? What
are the things that you take home at the end of the day?
Are you able to come home to your family and your
friends with a smile on your face? Are you able to live a
decent, happy and healthy life? These are the things that
make our state great and our nation great. I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms GARRETT (Brunswick) (15:58) — I am most
pleased, as members on this side of the house are, to
have this profoundly solemn opportunity and privilege
to speak on the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017.
Dignity at work is one of those core values that we on
this side of the house strive all of our working lives to
achieve. How people are treated at work from the
moment they walk through the door to the pay cheque
that they take home to whether or not they make it
home at all due to unsafe workplaces are what drive so
many of us in the Labor Party. This bill, as a result of
the outstanding work of the Minister for Industrial
Relations, is a really important component of our life’s
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work to provide dignity and respect for people in their
places of work.
It is perhaps not a surprise to people in this house, given
the history of those of us in this party, that I used to
work with Professor Anthony Forsyth at the Transport
Workers Union (TWU). In fact he was the one who
gave me one of my first-ever jobs. Back then I
remember us working tirelessly on the huge amount of
exploitation that goes on in the trucking industry and
the owner-driver industry, and I know how important
and critical the work of the TWU is in ensuring that that
sort of exploitation is called out and stamped out. It is
very fitting that a man with his immense knowledge —
he is now a professor and a practising lawyer as well —
was appointed by the minister to head up this inquiry. I
know he had an outstanding team that assisted him in
that process, because he knows firsthand the amazing,
important, fundamental role that our union movement
plays in keeping people’s terms and conditions at
work — and most critically their safety at work —
protected and at the forefront of people’s minds.
Another shout-out to the many unions which we are
proudly associated with, including our friends at the
CFMEU, the Maritime Union of Australia and many
other unions, that every day, day in, day out, go in and
make sure that the people who are working in their
industries get the best possible protections, that they get
paid well, that they get treated with respect and that
they go home alive.
It also brought me to thinking about those great
warriors on our side of the fence who come through
with us. When I was researching my speech and I was
thinking about the TWU and Anthony Forsyth, I came
across a speech by Ged Kearney, which was on the
TWU website. It was her thoughts on insecure work. Of
course she has most recently been preselected as the
Labor candidate for the federal seat of Batman. I
thought I would just read some of her words when she
spoke about this issue. She said:
Hundreds of thousands of other workers are employed
through labour hire agencies, many without job security and
not knowing when or where they will work next. And for
thousands of others, insecure work is experienced in the form
of irregular or unpredictable hours of work which mean
fluctuating incomes and difficulties planning for their lives
outside work.
…
There is a genuine risk that we are witnessing the emergence
of a permanent working poor in Australia — people who do
not know what hours they will work from week to week, and
often juggle multiple jobs to attempt to earn what they need.
…
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For them flexibility is not knowing when and where they will
work, facing the risk of being laid off with no warning, and
being required to fit family responsibilities around
unpredictable periods of work. They cannot even afford to
take time off when they or a family member is sick, because
of the impact this has on their income and job security.

This bill, on which we are all very proud to speak, has
numerous features that will go a long way to protecting
the most vulnerable in their workplaces — those people
who, when their work is so insecure and can be snuffed
out at the drop of a hat, are the same people who find it
very frightening to raise with their boss issues such as
workplace health and safety, issues of fairness, issues of
hours of work, issues of overwork or issues of
underwork, because they know that at any given
moment they may simply not be called again. How will
they pay the rent or the mortgage or feed their kids?
The key features of the scheme that is provided for in
this bill mean there will be universal coverage across the
entire labour hire industry and, crucially, the scheme
will be managed by an independent authority headed up
by a statutorily appointed commissioner. This shows the
seriousness with which the Andrews Labor government
has taken this issue and the seriousness with which they
are going to ensure its success. It will require labour hire
providers to hold a licence, and it will require hosts to
only use a licensed provider. This is a really important
component of the scheme and, most importantly I
believe, it also rewards those players in the industry
who have been doing the right thing, who do rock up
and make sure that the terms and conditions and safety
of their employees are paramount. This scheme will
make sure that those good guys and girls are recognised
for that and, quite rightly, rewarded for it. That will
assist in weeding out those dodgy, dodgy providers
who have caused so much damage and destruction for
so many good working Victorians.
There are many other features of this scheme, but the
persons providing labour hire services in the course of a
business will be required to hold a licence, and to get a
licence under the Victorian bill labour hire providers
and key personnel will need to show that they are fit
and proper persons and are complying with their legal
obligations.
If the house will indulge me, I digress slightly given
that the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing is
at the table and I worked with him closely on a similar
scheme — not as extensive a scheme as this —
regarding rooming house providers and making sure
that they were licensed. He did fine, fine work over
many years to ensure that that scheme came through.
Again, like this scheme, it is Labor governments who
deliver these things and deliver them for those people
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who do not have a voice themselves or who find it very,
very hard to be heard.
It is no surprise to anyone in this house that the inquiry
had huge amounts of participation and interest, and I
really think it is worth highlighting those things because
this is not a piece of legislation that can be done hastily.
It is not something that can be done half-baked because
that can lead to worse circumstances. These are difficult
regulatory environments to get right to make sure that
you are protecting workers and those who are most
vulnerable but you are not destroying businesses. It is
an important balancing act, and the Andrews Labor
government has taken that tightrope very well thanks to
the work of the very good people involved in this and
of course in particular the minister.
There were hundreds and hundreds of written
submissions that were sent in to the inquiry, and
interestingly over 600 of those were from individuals
telling their stories, telling their experiences. I could
talk all night on some of these stories of what people
have experienced. I am sure everyone would be
delighted with that, but apparently we have a 10-minute
cut-off. I quote from one:
Safety? What safety? Only provided a flimsy paper mask
provided despite using an angle grinder on concrete. Digging
trenches by hand. Carrying unreasonably heavy things with
no trolley or safe lifting measures in place.

Consider having to expose yourself to all of that, not
knowing whether you are going home to your kids and
then not having the capacity to have your voice heard,
not being able to go to a safety rep or go to a union and
say, ‘This is an unsafe work practice’. If you raise it
with the boss, you are not coming back the next day —
story after story. Those are the voices that this
government has heard. They are the voices that this
government has listened to, and they are the voices,
along with the union movement that represents them,
that have led to the creation of this scheme. It is on their
shoulders and on their behalf that this scheme will
operate for the protection of all. I commend people who
had the courage to participate, and I commend the
government, which had the courage to follow it through.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (16:08) — We
cannot be wilfully blind to exploitation. When all you
have in life is your time and your labour, you are
vulnerable. We hope that the Australian fair go will
prevail, but when it does not, we have to step up and we
have to protect people who are left in such vulnerable
circumstances, where they have a precarious lifestyle,
to be able to get work, raise their families and have the
dignity that that brings to their lives. Preventing
exploitation is in the public interest, it is good for
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workers and it is also good for business. If you are a
reputable firm, you have nothing to be concerned about.
What this legislation does — and I want to commend
the minister for all of her work in delivering this
comprehensive bill — is get rid of the dodgy operators.
The evidence that this needs to happen is
incontrovertible.
What we have seen, particularly during the media
exposure on these issues for a number of years now, is
that workers have been exploited. Four Corners, the
ABC program that I used to work for, my former
employer, exposed the dark side of the local food
industry particularly, in which thousands of young
workers were kept in, and I quote, ‘slave-like
conditions’, grossly underpaid and subjected to abuse.
Then we had the Andrews Labor government setting up
the inquiry into labour hire and insecure work, and it
conducted a rigorous investigation. The inquiry
discovered a culture of exploitation in an industry that
has been left unregulated for too long, and this bill
redresses that situation. It cracks down on the dodgy
operators, and it protects Victorian workers. This is the
heart of the issue. The inquiry found that rogue
operators were underpaying workers, not ensuring
proper safety standards, abusing worker visas and
undermining the minimum standards of employment.
So I say to the coalition you should be supporting this.
This is clearly in the public interest. By not being here,
by not making contributions and by voting against it do
you not understand what is going on in our community?
Do you not understand the issues about the working
poor, people who are struggling? What is happening
has been raised with the National Party by the people in
rural communities, where you are vulnerable, just the
same as you are in the city.
That is why this bill matters, and that is why it is an
important piece of legislation. The arguments that have
been proffered by opposition members miss the key
point. It is not to be ideological; it is to be practical. It is
not to be driven by a view that might help your
factional advancement. It is to look after the
advancement of the people who need good government
and who need protection. I want to again emphasise the
role that this government plays in protecting people,
taking care of their best interests, helping them when
they are vulnerable, giving them a hand up, not a
handout, and giving them a better chance in life. That is
why we have government. That is why we are here.
The Victorian inquiry recommended that the Victorian
government advocate for a national approach, and this
is what has been done. It has become clear that the
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federal government has no intention of developing a
national labour hire licensing scheme. It is a sorry day
when they do not see what is going on, because the case
is well-established. There have not been arguments
against the facts of the matter.
The Andrews government has raised this with the
Turnbull federal government repeatedly, but they still
refuse to act. They have no interest in standing up for
working people, and they will not take a stand against
exploitation. This goes to the critical issue of the public
interest and of mutual obligation. Many a time I have
heard mutual obligation being recited by the Australian
government. What are the obligations of individuals and
the requirements? By definition, it cuts both ways. What
is the Australian government doing to actually stop
exploitation? What are they doing for areas like the area
I represent, Broadmeadows, where there are people who
have underwritten prosperity for generations with their
will and their wit and their manufacturing nous and
where we are going through deindustrialisation? I have
identified an unspent $1.324 billion in one of the
automotive transformation schemes, and they still do not
want to reinvest any of that in the area where it is
needed the most. When they talk about a jobs and
growth election strategy, here is where we want you to
be a participant and not a bystander.
This goes to the ideological barriers that everyday
people do not want to know about and do not care
about. They just want to be able to get a good job, get
fair pay, take care of their children and give them a
better opportunity in life. These are the fundamental
core values that define a fair go within this country,
which has been a hallmark that has stood us in good
stead. You can compare and contrast that with what
happens in the US, where you have gated communities.
In Melbourne we do not want to see the Yarra and the
Maribyrnong as moats. We do not want to see people
being in different positions, whether they come from
the south and the east or the north and the west. We do
not want our community divided in this way, as we
have seen in other countries. These are fundamental
core values that this piece of legislation addresses.
I say to the National Party, there have been major
industry players who acknowledge that there is a
problem, like Ausveg. They have said that better
regulation of labour hire companies is well overdue.
The deputy chief executive, Andrew White, said:
At the moment, it’s a free-for-all, you’ve got very little
regulation, if any …
Labour hire contractors constantly provide a vital service for
the horticultural sector but unscrupulous firms damage the
entire industry.
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That is the rub, right there. That is what this legislation
does. It puts new scrutiny, accountability and
compliance on the dodgy people who are unscrupulous
and are damaging entire industries.
I say to the Liberal Party, even if you see yourself as a
party of business rather than the whole community, you
should be governing — if you ever win the right to
govern again — for the entire community. There is the
point. If you were sticking up for business, you would
be supporting this bill. That is the clear logic of it. You
want to get rid of the unscrupulous operators who give
industries a bad name.
Likewise the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) has
also gone after the unscrupulous labour hire contractors
and they support labour hire regulation. I quote again
from Peter Tuohey:
The Victorian government has pledged to regulate all labour
hire companies, a move supported by the VFF.

The logic is clear. The case has been made. The
evidence is incontrovertible. There has not been an
argument from the opposition. In fact, if you have a
look, they have effectively vacated the Parliament for
this debate. As I look across the chamber, there is not
one member of the Liberal Party in this chamber. This
is a disgrace. They are not here. They need to be here,
and they need to address it. They need to have
somebody representing them in the chamber.
I do want to also in the remaining time address an
issue that has happened in my electorate. I want to
look at what happens when big companies leave a
community. Woolworths have said that they are going
to leave Broadmeadows after having had a
long-established relationship there with a distribution
centre, and that is going to shed up to 680 full-time,
part-time and casual jobs. I have spoken to
Woolworths executives about the way that that was
done as well. They held a meeting on a Friday — they
flew in from Sydney — and if you were not at that
meeting, you got an SMS message that you were
going to be made redundant. I think we need to
actually look at how we treat the relationships, how
we take care of workers and how we give people a fair
go, because this will be the making of the future for
our country.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (16:18) — I wish to say
a few words about the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017.
I am probably one of the few people in this house who
has actually been hired out to a number of companies in
a labour hire sense when I was a tradesman’s assistant
working at V. P. Hawthorne in Sunshine. We did a
range of work, and many of my friends and colleagues
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were hired out to a number of companies ranging from
CSR in Yarraville to Mobil in Yarraville. Some of these
people were hired out for long periods of time. I
worked at BASF in one of my first jobs in 1977 and
1978 under labour hire through V. P. Hawthorne. So I
have got direct experience of the labour hire industry
within the metal industry and of some of the problems
that were experienced back then in the late 1970s and
early 1980s when I was on the tools. David Lloyd
owned the company and Ron Stembridge was one of
the managers there. They looked after the workers,
because they made sure that we worked and that we got
paid appropriately. Just for the record, Ron Stembridge
was a lovely bloke. He passed away a number of years
ago. We got paid properly, our conditions of work were
correct, and the health and safety was correct. They did
send a couple of us out to Deer Park to de-lag some
asbestos, but in the main they looked after us.
They were competing against other labour hire
companies. It was very unionised. The labour hire
companies in the metal trades industry were quite
regulated because of the strong trade union presence in
those companies. But there are instances where some
labour hire companies undercut the very good
companies. The good companies that are providing the
conditions, the payments and the wages for their people
cannot compete because the shonks come into the
industry and they undercut all that. They make their
people work in very unsafe conditions, underpay them
and genuinely do not treat them right, which is not what
we should be about. It is not what a Parliament should
be about in a First World country.
You find that in a number of areas where unless you
have this floor you have other companies and other
people coming in — unscrupulous people — doing the
wrong thing by their workers. Particularly in this day of
de-unionisation where a lot of people are not in unions,
do not understand the role of unions and are not
covered by unions, you actually need a floor to protect,
as my friend from Broadmeadows has said, the workers
that are being hired by labour hire.
I have been listening to the debate over the last two
days and I do not take the Ayn Rand view of the world.
I do not think that that is appropriate for this type of
legislation, which is balanced and measured, whereas
the laissez faire system is one of going for the lowest
common denominator. If companies are contracted to
do a job and provide people to do that job, then there
must be a system of regulation that protects not only the
people working at the coalface but a system that also
protects the companies. That is the thing that I do not
understand about the Liberal Party or the National Party
in this sense, because it is actually about providing that
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floor and providing the standards for companies to
operate within a market that is regulated and is not
corrupted. Within a purely laissez-faire system, a purely
capitalist system, you do not have that floor. You do not
have that oversight and regulation. You have a system
where people will just undercut each other for the
purpose of getting a contract and then abusing their
workers. I do not think that is what our society and our
community are about.
I also heard that this is about the trade unions taking
control. As I said, the issue certainly in the metal
trades industry is that it is quite strongly regulated, but
this bill is not about providing memberships or
preference for union members. This is about providing
protections for people that are in these particular
situations. You can bring up a straw man argument all
the way through as a conservative Tory, but when you
actually have a look at the legislation and read it, there
is nothing in there that says that people will have to be
unionised. They should be unionised to protect
themselves, but there is nothing in this legislation to
say that they should be unionised. There is nothing in
this legislation that says that it gives preference to
union members. It is about providing that level
playing field for the good operators, the good
companies, in the industry. That balance is
extremely important.
Clause 22 even goes further in terms of the
requirements for a fit and proper person. It talks about
indictable offences, fraud, dishonesty and drug
trafficking. Why wouldn’t you want to support a piece
of legislation that says that companies or people that are
involved in this industry ought to be fit and proper
people? Why would you want drug traffickers,
fraudsters, people with a dishonest background running
these types of companies? It is beyond me.
VCAT is the jurisdiction for the matters in this
particular piece of legislation. It is a low-cost
jurisdiction. It is a quick jurisdiction. Again it assists the
companies and it assists the licensing authority when
there may be disputes.
Clause 50 defines the Labour Hire Licensing Authority
and also talks about developing the industry code of
conduct. When you are looking at a laissez-faire
capitalist system, if the industry itself can work through
these issues, we are all much better for it, and it means
that that floor is agreed to by the companies and the
people that operate within the industry. That is what
this legislation encourages. On that basis I support the
legislation before the house. I think it is necessary. The
evidence that honourable members have talked about is
overwhelming, and I think it will assist people working
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in the labour hire area into the future, so I support the
bill before the house.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (16:28) — I rise this
afternoon to speak on the Labour Hire Licensing
Bill 2017. It has been an interesting couple of days
listening to some of the arguments from both sides of
the house. Firstly, even though we did not catch up,
thank you to Madeleine from the minister’s office for
providing me with some information on the bill. That
was most helpful.
As many members have outlined, way back in
October 2015 Professor Anthony Forsyth began a
pretty comprehensive analysis of the labour hire sector
in Victoria. As I understand it, there were around
695 submissions. A number of public hearings were
held across the state, including in the good electorate of
Morwell. There were around 221 individual witnesses,
and the inquiry culminated in 35 recommendations.
I will put on record at the start that anyone who
deliberately exploits workers should be held fully
accountable and receive appropriate punishment. It is an
open argument on both sides of the house, with one side
saying they look after workers, but I think everybody in
the chamber sincerely agrees that any exploitation of
workers crosses the line for every single member of this
house and each person in the community.
Whilst the bill provides one way to make improvements
to the current situation, there are a diverse range of
views and opinions on how that should be done. I think
when you have a look at the submissions that came
through to this particular inquiry that was undertaken by
Professor Forsyth, there is no doubt that there are
workers in our state who unfortunately have some
horrible stories to tell. I repeat that any business or
enterprise that does wrong by those workers should be
held fully accountable before the law.
Whilst this bill puts in place a licensing regime and a
legal framework around that, it is interesting to learn,
whether you are an employee, whether you are part of a
union or whether you are a business, what your feelings
and sentiments are about. I will go into that in a bit
more detail during my contribution.
In her contribution the member for Brunswick talked
about balance, and that is a thing that I will speak about
a little bit. As members of Parliament you get feedback
on various parts of legislation, good, bad or otherwise,
and this is probably one piece of legislation on which I
have had workers and unions contact me and ask for
support. Businesses, and particularly very credible
labour hire businesses, expressed some concern about
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the arrangements that are put in place. I support any
legislation that provides improvement to workers,
whether that is regarding health and safety or whether
that is regarding work and pay conditions.
In legislation we put through we have also got to make
sure there are no unintended consequences. I am not in
favour of over-regulating businesses, because I think at
the end of the day it can have an adverse effect. We do
not want to over-regulate business so that they simply
do not employ people because it is too onerous for them.
In his contribution the member for Broadmeadows
talked about the government helping workers and
helping people. That is all good, but I think if you live
in the Morwell electorate at the moment you will
understand the irony in that. When we are talking about
workers and employment, unfortunately what we have
seen in the Morwell electorate is a massive increase in
unemployment in the last three years or so. With the
closure of Hazelwood power station and the Carter Holt
Harvey timber mill it is probably a bit grating for many
people and workers in the Latrobe Valley when they
hear some of the commentary about how we stand up
for workers. The fact is that we have had two major
businesses close. Many blue-collar workers and many
low-income people who are relatively low skilled when
you talk about Carter Holt Harvey workers have lost
their jobs. That impact is being felt in our community
right now, and not just directly by those workers at the
power station or the timber mill but also within the
community of timber and coal-related businesses that
relied upon those operations to continue.
I have listened to contributions from all sides, and I
understand Labor members and others are talking about
the virtues of the bill, but at the same time from my
personal perspective within my electorate it is a very,
very challenging time for people to find work.
Unemployment is a massive issue.
As I said before, when you have legislation that people
might have different views on, it is interesting to hear
some of the comments. I did have some feedback from
local unions and local workers who asked for support
for the bill and also from a labour hire business. They
posed a number of relevant questions that went to the
core of the bill. I quote:
Why hasn’t the current government done more to ensure all
employers are paying their employees correctly if this is such
a problem?
There is current a Fair Work ombudsman to ensure workplace
harmony, is this —

what we are doing in Victoria —
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a double-up of resources?
Will the impact of licensing diminish employment within the
Latrobe Valley? Horticulture, mining, cleaning,
manufacturing and transport are all high labour hire
industries, these are also industries that the valley cannot
afford to shrink, will the added cost of labour hire licensing
have an impact on jobs?
If the current government is so passionate about ensuring
casual employment is limited, are they prepared for an
increase in unemployment rates when employers choose to
not increase their workforce during peak times due to the
added costs of licensing?
A cheaper way to protect workers being exploited is to
enforce the current employment laws that are already in place
for all Victorian employers!

There you go. As I said, I understand the intentions of
the government. There are some horror stories for
workers across the state, and nobody can deny that. I
support any improvement to legislation that protects
workers, but on the other hand I remain a little bit
concerned about the impact it might have on businesses
and also their ability to employ people.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) (16:36) — It gives me great pleasure to rise to
make a brief contribution, given the level of enthusiasm
on this side of the chamber to speak, on this
groundbreaking, millennium-making bill, the Labour
Hire Licensing Bill 2017. This bill, as members of this
side have reflected on, comes about through an
exhaustive and thoroughly consultative process for
which I congratulate the Minister for Industrial
Relations on her work and her leadership. This bill
reflects some deep-seated changes in the labour
market — changes that are not new and changes that
fortunately the Andrews Labor government has shown
leadership on in catching up with the regulatory frame
that we should bring to this vast, sprawling and largely
beyond the pale area of labour hire regulation.
As the member for Melton indicated, many labour hire
organisations do the right thing. But far too many do
not because of the disaggregation of what was once a
thoroughly comprehensive safety net of minimum
conditions. This has been progressively unwound by a
series of arrangements which, under the guise of
workplace efficiency and flexibility, have largely seen
the powerless, the unorganised and those in economic
or geographically vulnerable professions, organisations
and workplaces have their employment conditions put
at risk as the tidal wave of labour deregulation has
engulfed us over the last generation.
It is in labour hire particularly that we see this play
out — it is in labour hire that we see the worst excesses
play out. Many members on this side have pointed in
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particular to the issues in the food and food production
sectors, particularly in regional and peri-urban Victoria,
and we have seen raids on all sorts of organisations,
whether it be through immigration processes or indeed
by unions — indeed in some cases the regulatory
agencies of the federal wage-setting bodies. But those
organisations are so thinly stretched, so vast in their
call, that the role for the state when the market fails has
been well and truly established. This bill screams to be
passed in what should be a civilised 21st century
Victoria when we seek to raise the safety net, when we
seek to raise the bar under which the most vulnerable
and exploited workers are potentially at risk.
So when we see some opposition to this bill, we
wonder why. We wonder why you could oppose, in this
21st century, those kinds of safety nets for the most
vulnerable. Is it because there is self-interest at play? Is
it because of raids on particular primary producers that
may or may not have very close relationships with, for
instance, prominent Liberal Party donors or those that
would seek to host prominent leaders of the opposition?
Is that in fact a motivation?
We would hope not. We would hope that in a civilised
21st century there would be a much better arrangement
that we could come to as a Parliament. And this
Parliament has a long and proud tradition of setting the
benchmarks here. In the early 20th century it set the
benchmarks around minimum award conditions well
before the commonwealth moved into the area. In the
19th century it made similar arrangements. Now in the
21st century it falls to us to show that leadership, to
show that commitment to protecting those who have a
changing, globalised work environment. Whether it is
immigration, whether it is vulnerable workers or
whether indeed it is people with disabilities in some of
my own portfolio areas, when people are exposed to
exploitation it is up to the regulatory agency of the state
to act. If the commonwealth declines to act in a case
that should be a national approach, then it is only right
and proper that the state fills that gap.
This is a very good bill. It is one of which I am
immensely proud, and I just despair, frankly, as to why
those opposite are not supporting it. I just hope raids on
very significant primary producers that have links to
prominent Liberal Party donors and allegedly serious
organised crime figures are not a motivating factor. But
sometimes silence is deafening, and all we are hearing
in this debate from those opposite is that silence, and
that speaks volumes as to how perhaps we need to
frame this particular debate, not just in this place but in
the wider community. It is with those few brief
comments that I might leave my contribution there,
knowing that there are many others in this place who
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are very keen to add their contributions to this
important bill.

transport into town — arrangements that are just
wholly unacceptable at this time.

Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (16:41) — I rise to make
my contribution to the Labour Hire Licensing Bill
2017. This is a bill that will establish a universal
licensing system for labour hire service providers in
order to provide transparency and integrity for the
labour hire industry, and it aims to protect vulnerable
workers from exploitative practices by ensuring labour
hire providers meet a fit and proper person test, comply
fully with their legal obligations and face criminal
charges for alleged breaches. I note this bill was drafted
in response to the final report of the Victorian inquiry
into labour hire and insecure work, which was tabled in
Parliament in October 2016. This inquiry achieved
significant engagement during the consultation, with
almost 700 written submissions, more than 100 public
hearing sessions and evidence from more than
200 individual witnesses. A number of these
submissions took place in my electorate of Shepparton.
It is a region well known for its horticultural industry
and in particular its use of seasonal workers for tasks
such as fruit picking, packing and other farm work
responsibilities.

One submission alleged a Goulburn Valley labour hire
contractor had underpaid 13 people almost $3000 after
they had worked on a tomato farm near Tatura in 2015.
The information was provided to the inquiry by a
Tallygaroopna farmer on behalf of workers who were
of African descent. Some of them really could not
speak English that well, and they did not feel
comfortable giving that evidence on their own behalf,
but the farmer did it for them. Speaking to a local
newspaper, the Shepparton News, three of the workers
said that they were contracted by the contractor and that
they had been in a situation where they had been
contracted and had not been paid for several days of
their work. The contractor came to their house and said
that he would pay them. He had an argument with them
about how much they were paid, and he never showed
up again, so they were left high and dry.

I will say at the outset that I will be supporting the
passage of this bill through this place, and I am pleased
to see the government address many of the issues that
have arisen. The problems that we have been trying to
solve have created a significant impact in regional
areas. While it is a concern to me as someone who ran a
business for a long time that we are actually creating a
layer of red tape here, on balance I think it is one that is
necessary to protect vulnerable workers. I know
employers have the burden of payroll, of WorkSafe, of
superannuation — a whole range of things that create a
great deal of red tape, and a lot of work has been done
in that area to try and mitigate that, to try and reduce the
red tape — and here we are creating a new licensing
authority as a way of licensing these contractors but, as
I say, I think it is necessary.
In my electorate of Shepparton, while they are mostly
law-abiding farmers and contract providers, it is not
uncommon to hear whispers of dodgy practices.
Several of these experiences were detailed in the
inquiry, giving a welcome voice to those who for a
long time felt that they had not been helped in any
way with their predicament. I have had young people
come into my office in recent years talking about the
requirement that they had to have their
accommodation deducted from their wages and saying
they were required to live in really gross physical
circumstances that are crowded and difficult with no

Another submission detailed the experience of two
Taiwanese workers who were paid $14 an hour, cash in
hand, at a farm in Shepparton, and that was some $7.62
less than the legal minimum in the horticulture industry
at that time. Evidence given by the National Union of
Workers also alleged questionable visa practices by
labour hire companies, suggesting it was quite common
for contractors to offer to sign off on extending working
holiday-maker visas to lure people to the region, only to
disappear after the work was completed and in some
cases not have the authority to do what they said they
would do.
It should be pointed out, as other members have already
done, that this is a problem across the state, and it is
certainly not unique to Shepparton. In the past several
years stories have emerged of systematic worker
exploitation in farming communities, and we have seen
a number of raids and enforcement of the law in this
area in recent years, which I think have had some
impact on perhaps reducing the extent of that abuse.
The stories tell of workers being dudded by contractors
stitching them up for rent and transport fees, which are
often deducted from their low wages before the money
even hits their pockets, and of workers who are packed
to the rafters in old houses or shabby rooms above local
pubs, waiting to be ferried to and from farm worksites,
and who are often working long days — longer than
they should. They are charged often exorbitantly for the
accommodation arrangements that they get. Quite
frankly this is the thing you hear about happening in
other countries, not in Australia, and certainly it should
not be happening here. Most workers do not complain
about it. They tolerate bad conditions because they fear
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the consequences. They could often be really stranded
if they were to complain and find themselves in a
situation where they are not being paid. They are often
trying to send money home to their families who are
totally reliant on it for their wellbeing.
It is important to protect the rights of these vulnerable
workers, and they are entitled to the same working
conditions as all Australians when they are in our
country. It is the way it is. I know the horticultural
industry certainly faces a great deal of competition
internationally and in other countries. These
horticultural workers are paid a pittance, and it does
create issues of competition for Australian farmers to
have to be in a position where they are paying a full and
decent wage and then selling on a market where people
are being paid a couple of dollars an hour in Chile, in
Mexico and in countries throughout Asia that they are
in competition with. That can be a real challenge, but it
is the law of this country that people are entitled to that
level of protection.
The nature of contracting often means that farmers
themselves are at arms-length from the really
unsatisfactory arrangements, and I believe that this law
really creates a measure of protection not only for the
worker but also for the farmers. Generally speaking, it
is safe to say they do not want to be associated with
those sorts of exploitative practices.
It is also important to look at the knock-on effect of
these sorts of practices, and there is a knock-on effect to
farming industries and that is another reason to remedy
it. The agriculture and horticulture industry, in
particular, is inherently reliant on seasonal workers, and
reputational damage by stories such as we heard before
the inquiry and more broadly should not be
underestimated. We saw the damage that was done
during the backpackers debate in federal Parliament,
and I can say from my own personal experience that it
is apparent that that did have an impact on getting the
number of workers into this country that we need at
times. That sort of reputational damage does us no
good. Similarly the exploitation of workers would
easily have the same effect.
We are often referred to as the food bowl of Australia
in the Goulburn Valley. In terms of fruit production, we
produce 86 per cent of pears, 28 per cent of the nation’s
apple harvest and 70 per cent of the national peach
crop. While for most of the year the fruit is growing
quietly on the trees and farming families or just a few
employees are needed to look after it, when the fruit
ripens you need a whole lot of people there to pick it, to
pick it quickly and to get it to market, so reliance on
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that particular seasonal workforce is really very
important and essential.
As I said before, in Shepparton I remember many years
of walking through the supermarket and seeing so
many young backpackers. They are tanned, they are up
early in the morning, they are out working in the hot
sun and they are often swimming in the lake in the late
afternoon and camping around the lake. It is a sort of
culture that was a very lovely culture for Shepparton to
have, and I am sure that extended throughout many
other communities that rely on seasonal workers. There
has been a lot of change. The countries that they come
from now are different countries, and I think we have
lost a lot of European backpackers for a number of
reasons. I do not doubt that the backpacker tax issue
contributed to that in some way.
The consequences for the economic future of our
communities if farmers are left high and dry, in terms
of not getting that group of people to come in and do
the seasonal work, would be really drastic. Of course
agriculture is not the only industry that is impacted by
concerns around labour hire, so I am pleased that the
recommendations actually extend to other sectors. It is
not only horticulture, but it is also contract cleaning and
the meat industries. They experience some of the same
issues. I support the bill.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (16:52) — A
significant number of bills come into this house each
and every year, and some of those bills reveal the
values of particular political movements. This bill today
shows exactly how the oldest political party, the
Australian Labor Party, puts workers at the forefront of
everything we do. The exploitation of workers, the
systemic abuse of those who are among the most
vulnerable people in our society, cannot go unchecked.
This legislation, the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017,
corrects horrific wrongs.
All people, whether they be international workers or
Australian citizens, are entitled to work that is secure
and safe, and this should be the paramount focus of
every government. But the opposition in opposing this
bill have shown that they care more about politics. The
paucity of the points put forward by the member for
Box Hill and the member of the Murray Plains and their
use of rhetoric when speaking on this bill have revealed
their values.
I listened to the contribution of the member for Box
Hill yesterday, and I want to contest the point he made
when he said there should not be widespread
application of regulation over the labour hire industry.
That statement does not stand up to logic. It is the same
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as saying, ‘We only regulate speeding offences for
those who speed’. There needs to be widespread
coverage. How else can you guarantee that no industry
has exploitation? The notion of a piecemeal approach to
this issue is absurd. It needs to be widespread, and it
needs to be consistent. Then there will be a level
playing field for all labour hire businesses. I think that
was an error in judgement by the member for Box Hill,
although it was in the context of a speech that was
attempting to demonise unions.
The work of the union movement and its representation
of people across Victoria and across Australia is borne
out in this bill. I want to put on record my appreciation
of the work of the National Union of Workers, which
represents some of these communities. If you look at
the speeches made by the member for Box Hill and the
member for Murray Plains, much of their time was
spent on union bashing rather than reflecting on the
severe abuse of workers, whether it be through
exploitation, whether it be through a failure to provide
them with adequate pay and conditions or whether it be
through offences relating to sexual misconduct. The
absence of any comment on these issues is in stark
contrast to the values of the Australian Labor Party, and
that is why the workers movement can only ever be
represented by the Australian Labor Party.
The member for Essendon also revealed the hypocrisy
of the Greens political party. They are no friends of
workers, and the fact that they have not made any
contribution on this legislation is greatly disappointing.
They should have contributed to the debate. This is a
very serious issue, and there are widespread concerns.
Media coverage of the issue has revealed that organised
crime is involved in labour hire companies that have
exploited workers. You could not get any more serious
than this. This is a systemic problem, and the fact that
the third most dominant party in this Parliament has
been absent from the debate on it is something that
people should reflect on. The Greens should do better.
We will protect these workers, and we will protect
future migrants to our country who are looking for an
opportunity to work. Some of them hope that eventually
they will gain work visas and they will go on to live in
Australia permanently. That is the Australian dream,
and a number of migrants have followed work visas
through to becoming permanent residents. The notion
that that dream and that aspiration would be exploited
by criminal gangs or unscrupulous businesses is
abhorrent. Those opposite should reflect on how
important this legislation is rather than indulging in their
traditional and predictable tactics of union bashing.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Ms THOMSON (Footscray) (16:56) — It is
actually with sadness that I rise to speak on this bill,
because this legislation should actually be before the
federal Parliament. The federal government should
have stood up with pride and said, ‘We will defend the
rights of workers’. If ever you needed a justification for
trade unions, this is it. The work of the National Union
of Workers to ensure that this issue was uncovered was
seminal, and the work of the ABC in exposing the issue
was also very important. All credit to the Minister for
Industrial Relations for acting on it so swiftly by setting
up the Forsyth review. She made sure this issue was out
in the open once and for all.
This is an issue that we have all known about but some
people have not been prepared to confront: the
exploitation of workers, not just monetarily and not just
in occupational health and safety but through depriving
them of proper housing and proper transport and in
many cases involving abuse. No worker should have to
put up with that, and particularly no worker in
Australia. The fact that this legislation is in this
Parliament is an absolute indictment of the federal
government. This legislation also mirrors the legislation
in Queensland and South Australia to deal with these
issues. I am so proud to be part of a Labor government
that recognises we have a responsibility to workers who
are vulnerable.
I have heard this notion about the additional regulation
of employers. Let us be clear about this: this is a
licensing scheme that puts no additional regulation on
employers. What it is requiring them to do is meet the
regulations that they are supposed to do under
legislation now — nothing more, nothing less. That is
why it is so important that this legislation is passed. We
need to ensure that the shonks and the rogues and the
criminals are no longer in the labour hire business and
that people who actually undertake to work under labour
hire do so knowing that they have got the full weight of
the law behind them. They are going to have the full
weight of the state government behind them, and we are
going to make sure that their rights are protected.
If the federal government really cared about the
workers of this country, they would be legislating
tomorrow to ensure that they are protecting the rights of
workers under the legislation that already exists. All we
are asking for is that workers are able to live under the
conditions set by federal and state laws and that they
are not abused — that they are living safe, productive
lives, knowing they are getting the right wage and they
have got the right occupational health and safety
conditions to work in so they can go home safe at night,
that they do not have the added expense of transport
and housing costs that they were told would be covered
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by their employer and that they are not facing abuse
within the workplace. That is what this bill does.

Third reading
Motion agreed to.

I am very proud to be part of a Labor government that
has brought this legislation into the house. I fully
support the legislation.
The SPEAKER — The time set down for
consideration of items on the government business
program has arrived and I am required to interrupt
business.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr

McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Read third time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(VICTIMS) BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 February; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

BAIL AMENDMENT (STAGE TWO)
BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 February; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading

Noes, 33
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Bull, Mr T.
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(VICTIMS) BILL 2017
Clerk’s amendment
The SPEAKER (17:06) — I advise the house that,
under standing order 81, I have received a report from
the Acting Clerk that she has made the following
correction in the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Victims) Bill 2017:
In clause 23, subsection (1), delete ‘(3)’ and insert ‘(3B)’.

Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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designed to accommodate the future duplication of
Barwon Heads Road.

The SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Barwon Heads Road duplication
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (17:07) — (13 965)
My adjournment matter is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. The action that I seek is for the minister to
immediately intervene in VicRoads’ intention to
remove $6 million worth of existing signalised
intersections as part of the future Barwon Heads Road
duplication. There are times as a politician when you
get things that come across your desk that really make
you think it is April Fools’ Day, and this proposal by
VicRoads is certainly one of them.
The present intersections of Barwon Heads Road and
Warralily Boulevard, Armstrong Creek and Barwon
Heads Road, and the entry to Warralily Village
shopping centre are presently signalised and allow for
the future duplication of Barwon Heads Road at those
intersections. Both these intersections were previously
approved by the City of Greater Geelong and
VicRoads and were installed by the developers at a
cost of $6 million. Now, in an extraordinary decision
by VicRoads from their desktops in Kew, they wish to
rip up and remove these $6 million worth of signalised
intersections and replace them with two roundabouts as
part of a future duplicated Barwon Heads Road at a
cost of an additional $5 million.
To make this proposal even more ridiculous, the
proposed roundabout at the entry to the Warralily
shopping centre actually cuts through the corner of
an existing building. This is the artist’s impression
that I am holding, but it is actually built now. It will
actually have the corner acquired and have to be
ripped up as well, which is just absurd.
Mr Robert Lane, who is the director of the Catarina
Property Group, has written to me highlighting how
ridiculous this proposal is. In the letter he wrote:
Local residents, developers, the business community and
investors are astonished at this proposal …

He has listed some of the concerns, which I have raised.
Basically, the precinct structure plan approved in 2010
showed that these intersections are signalised
intersections, and the developers have adhered to
everything. Now we have VicRoads extraordinarily
wanting to rip up these intersections. It is just quite
incredible. These signalised intersections are certainly
serving the community well, and they were already

This proposal by VicRoads to rip up existing traffic
lights and replace them with roundabouts would have to
be one of the silliest proposals I have seen in my time
as an elected official. It is something befitting, really, of
a Monty Python sketch. This is the sort of government
waste that taxpayers absolutely loathe. Minister, I ask
you to immediately intervene and stop VicRoads’s plan
to rip up $6 million of existing traffic lights to replace
them with roundabouts.

Ballarat Road, Albion, traffic lights
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (17:10) — (13 966)
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety. The action I seek is that the minister
give serious consideration to providing funding for the
installation of traffic lights at Perth Avenue, Chatsworth
Avenue and Hulett Street along Ballarat Road, Albion,
in the upcoming budget cycle. These intersections are a
safety concern not only for motorists but also for locals,
pedestrians and the school community. I have listened
to the concerns of my residents, and I have also
attended a public rally. I have met with VicRoads on a
number of occasions to discuss the potential safety
issues at these intersections. VicRoads has investigated
and agrees that the lack of traffic lights is a safety issue
and supports the proposed installation. I know that the
minister is deeply concerned for the safety of all
Victorians on our roads.
The action I seek, as I said, is for favourable
consideration to be given to the proposal. It will not
only address the safety concerns, which I previously
outlined, for the school community but also for the
local traders and local community, and that includes the
Sunshine mosque, the retirement village on Ballarat
Road and of course the many community centres in
Albion. These three intersections in particular are at the
moment very dangerous. The ability not only for
motorists but also for pedestrians to access public
transport is of particular high concern. I call on the
minister, as I have previously stated, to make funds
available in the upcoming Victorian budget.

Ouyen railway sidings
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (17:12) — (13 967) I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Public
Transport. The action I seek is for her to commit to
providing a container siding at the Ouyen railyards. The
history of this is that Ouyen was a major rail junction
and major rail town in the past, and there were six
sidings in the Ouyen rail yards. As part of the Murray
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Basin rail project, that was reduced to four sidings.
Because of the long lead times of the project, the
consultation occurred some years ago about the siding
needs, which have in fact now changed with the
changes that have occurred within the 50 or more
kilometres of the Ouyen yards. There has been
correspondence with the minister about this particular
issue, in particular to request that the minister not
remove one of the two sidings that were scheduled for
removal. That removal has now occurred.
It is also interesting to note that Ouyen Inc., which is
the representative for the Ouyen community in this
matter, has also written to Darren Chester, the federal
member for Gippsland, who suggested that there ought
to be discussions with V/Line and the other partners of
the Murray Basin rail project. So certainly I want to pay
tribute to the work done in this area by Ouyen Inc. and
Michael O’Callaghan, who have been working with the
community to promote this.
Now that the sidings have been removed, those
involved want to get the minister to facilitate enhancing
one of the remaining sidings for container loading. The
opportunity for container traffic, which has changed in
recent years, is grain. Grain marketing has become less
centralised, and there are now large operations
containerising grain. There are a couple of operators in
the Ouyen area that have expressed interest in this.
The almond industry is going very well. It is
considerable in its exports. There is a very large almond
orchard that is planning a hulling and shelling plant that
will be closer to Ouyen than to Mildura, so it could well
load its export almonds there. And of course there are
some mineral sands left in the area, which often go
overseas for processing, and that has been known to
happen at Ouyen. Also in Robinvale table grapes is
very much a growing industry.
What they are asking for is something that can hold up
to twelve 80-foot wagons on a siding. They have
identified the east side as being preferable. They really
think that now would be an ideal time to undertake this
work while the Murray Basin rail project is active in the
area and the contractors are available. This would be a
minor but valuable addition to that project, which
would move our product overseas via our ports as
effectively and economically as possible.

Broadmeadows electorate employment
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (17:15) —
(13 968) My adjournment matter is directed to the
Minister for Industry and Employment. The action I
seek is for the minister to provide advice on how the
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Andrews Labor government’s $68 million Jobs
Victoria initiative can be used to assist the unemployed
people of the Broadmeadows electorate under my local
jobs for local people strategy.
I have identified an estimated 266 jobs predicted to be
needed in the next year. They are jobs in the booming
caravan construction industry, including caravan
assemblers, electricians, plumbers, production
managers, engineers and administrative workers — that
is according to a key industry representative with whom
I have had a meeting and then further discussions about
why this is not just important for the industry but also
as a locally based proposition. The caravan industry’s
epicentre is Campbellfield, where of course the Ford
Motor Company’s once iconic assembly lines
producing passenger vehicles have fallen silent, so there
could also be an opportunity there for new jobs for
ex-auto workers.
In the same vein, I want to raise the proposition that
another locally based company, Kingspan, have
commissioned an innovative approach to water
management in Melbourne called the Greater
Melbourne Alternative Water Plan. The plan is an
innovative approach to efficient service delivery and
employment growth in Melbourne. This is an Irish
company that has relocated its headquarters to the
suburb of Somerton. Again, this could help create
good jobs for a local community where jobs are
needed most. The plan has been commissioned by
Kingspan Environmental, an international building
materials company providing rainwater tanks,
wastewater systems and insulation materials in
Australia. They also export, using the location in
Somerton as their hub for the Asia-Pacific region.
The plan is based on the values of fairness,
transparency and public benefit. The key concern is that
households and businesses have borne the cost of
inefficient infrastructure decisions and have suffered as
a result, and the plan is about providing better options
for the future. The recommendation of the alternative
plan is for new buildings in Victoria to meet energy and
water-saving performance targets, and they have got a
detailed plan to make that happen. This would be
creating jobs where they are needed most. What
Kingspan is doing is environmentally sensitive and for
the public benefit.
Broadmeadows is also delivering new caravans and
really good blue-collar and white-collar jobs in an area
that is undergoing deindustrialisation and needs to get
the benefit from it. I know this is a great strategy that
the Andrews government has set up, and I just want to
harness that.
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Mentone railway station

African-Australian community

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (17:18) —
(13 969) My adjournment debate matter is for the
attention of the Minister for Police. The action I seek is
for protective services officers to forthwith commence
work at the Mentone railway station at 3.00 p.m. during
the school year. Local secondary school principals have
written to me in the following terms: Mentone station is
a hub of activity at the end of the school day and is the
central point for hundreds of students to gather and
embark on transport home. The approximate enrolment
numbers of the secondary schools in this area are as
follows: Kilbreda College, 973 students; Mentone Girls
Grammar, 840 students; Mentone Girls Secondary
College, 1100 students; Mentone Grammar,
1600 students; Parkdale Secondary College,
1300 students; and St Bede’s College, 1564 students.
Effectively there are over 6000 secondary students
within a short distance of each other.

Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (17:21) — (13 970) I
direct my adjournment debate matter to the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, and the action I seek is for the
minister to convene a meeting between his department,
his office, myself and the local African-Australian
community leaders from the state district of Essendon
to discuss how the adoption of the African action plan
will assist African-Australian communities in my
electorate.

Melton electorate roads
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (17:21) — (13 971) My
adjournment is for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety, and the action I seek is that the intersection of
Melton Highway, Sunshine Avenue and the Old Calder
Highway be signalised and the roundabouts at these
intersections removed. The Melway reference is
map 14A2.

With large volumes of students and members of the
public using Mentone station from 3.00 p.m. to
4.30 p.m. it has been reported to me that safety at times
can be compromised. For many years Kilbreda College
has allocated staff members to assist with moving
students on to avoid congestion and for student safety.
There have been some incidents involving undesirable
behaviour from members of the public and also times
when Kilbreda staff have assisted students from other
schools. I am advised that it is not the college’s
responsibility to do this, and out of concern for the
safety and wellbeing of staff members Kilbreda will no
longer have a staff presence at the station.

Many of my residents use the Melton Highway, which
used to be called the Keilor-Melton Road, for work or
social connections. The road has been upgraded by
Labor governments — and only Labor governments —
with the latest upgrade being the terrific bridge and
level crossing removal at the Sydenham railway
crossing, which opened last week. This dangerous level
crossing was totally removed. Now we still have the
dangerous set of intersections where motorists come off
the Calder Freeway into the roundabout or from
Melton, Sydenham and Taylors Lakes where it is just
jams up, especially in peak times.

Due to the extremely large volume of students utilising
Mentone station and congregating in its vicinity, it is
requested that the Victorian government provide
protective services officers at Mentone station from
3.00 p.m. onwards on school days. This is a matter of
student and public safety. This request is supported and
endorsed by the principals of the local secondary
schools, who share similar concerns about student and
public safety at Mentone station at the end of the school
day. The schools supporting this measure include
Kilbreda College, Mentone Girls Grammar, Mentone
Grammar, Parkdale Secondary College and St Bede’s
College. My support has been sought to make this
request on behalf of the schools to the Victorian
government and to the minister. The principals believe
that this issue deserves immediate attention to ensure
the safety of students and members of the public using
Mentone station.

There have been numerous accidents and near misses at
these intersections because of the amount of traffic and
the schools in the area, including the Catholic Regional
College. You have also got the shopping centre there
and McDonald’s as well. The dangerous nature of the
intersection has hit home to me with my electorate
officer having had two accidents. Luckily she was not
injured, but there are a lot more accidents that occur
there on a daily basis. There is also the pedestrian
crossing on the western side of the roundabout on the
Melton Highway that just jams up the traffic and causes
problems for motorists and pedestrians as it is too close
to the roundabout. It is also not coordinated and I fear
for the kids and their parents who use it. There is
another pedestrian crossing between the Old Calder
Highway and the Melton Highway that also jams up.
Between the two roundabouts it jams up the motorists
and the intersections as well.
There have been petitions with over 40 000 signatures
to get these roundabouts signalised due to their
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dangerous nature and the congestion that they cause. In
the morning motorists can get a good run, relatively, all
the way from Melton until they hit the Sunshine
Avenue–Melton Highway roundabout, where it banks
up through Taylors Lakes and even back to Sydenham. I
know that my honourable friends for St Albans and
Sydenham would also support the signalisation of these
two intersections and the removal of the roundabouts for
the safety and the congestion-busting measure that it is.
I urge the Minister for Roads and Road Safety to have a
look at this and get VicRoads to do some work. The
roundabout, when it was put in place a couple of
decades ago, was appropriate at the time, but now it has
outlived its usefulness. It needs to go because it is a
safety problem.

Early childhood education
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (17:24) —
(13 972) My adjournment matter this evening is for
the Minister for Early Childhood Education, and the
action I seek is for the minister to detail how the
Victorian government is investing in early childhood
education in my electorate and how the federal
government, with the uncertainty around longer term
education funding, is putting some of those policies at
risk. Of course there was a landmark report that was
handed down just recently called Lifting Our Game. It
made some astonishing findings about the benefits of
investing in some of the littlest Victorians in our
community. It said that every dollar invested in early
childhood education could derive a benefit in the
longer term of between $2 and $4.
It also talked about the fact that having uncertainty
around the contribution from the commonwealth to
early childhood education — this relates to the 5 hours
and 15 hours that were mandated under the national
quality framework back in 2009 — hampers early
childhood providers such as local kindergartens, both
volunteer and private providers, and there needs to be
greater funding certainty. Extraordinarily, the federal
government a day later only committed to 12 months of
early education funding, once again requiring those
kindergartens, including those in my electorate, to plead
and beg for that funding certainty in 12 months time.
This has happened for years, where kinders contact me
and say, ‘We can’t plan out our staffing, we can’t plan
out what we will pay our educators with this
uncertainty. It has to end’. It flies in the face of some of
the contributions that we are making such as funding of
over $200 million for early childhood education, better
preparing our youngest for their first year in school that
is so fundamental. And of course there is the 15 hours
mandated four-year-old kinder.
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We need to do better in this space. The federal
government needs to properly invest in the youngest
people in our community. As the father of an
18-month-old baby — toddler; a toddler after
12 months, I am told — this is something that is at the
forefront of my mind, and I share the concerns of local
families in my community who expect better. We
should be investing in our early childhood education
where you see that every dollar invested returns $2 to
$4 in economic outcome longer term. The fact that we
are lagging behind international benchmarks in other
countries means we need to do better. We see the
investments in Chelsea Kindergarten, in Chelsea
Heights Kindergarten and in Acacia Avenue
Kindergarten and the investments we are making in
educators. The Victorian government is doing well. We
need the commonwealth to come on board. In
conclusion, my adjournment matter is: how is the
Victorian government investing in early childhood
education in my electorate, and how is that put at risk
by the federal government?

Bass electorate roads
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) (17:27) — (13 973) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and the action that I seek is for the
minister to fund a roundabout at Back Beach Road on
Phillip Island. Back Beach Road heads down to Smiths
Beach and also to the MotoGP track. It is a dangerous
intersection, particularly in the heavy traffic at times of
major events during the year. If the last 12 months are
anything to go by, VicRoads seems to have a fixation
on tinkering with traffic through San Remo and
Newhaven, much to the amusement, or frustration, of
local residents and businesses.
It is acknowledged that traffic is a problem around the
island at peak periods and when major events are held.
Attempting to make alterations through San Remo and
Newhaven will make absolutely no difference to the
traffic flow in those particular areas. They are talking
about dual lanes through Newhaven and adding a
roundabout, which will cut off traffic turning right as it
heads east to the businesses, so the businesses are
unhappy. They are talking about taking up to 10 metres
off the frontage of some residences and businesses,
which are obviously clearly unhappy with that proposal.
They have come up with some options through San
Remo, again with some notion that they will fix the
traffic problems in the peak periods. That is simply not
the case. They are making it a left-hand turn only
option into San Remo and out of San Remo. If you are
heading east and are attempting to use the businesses in
San Remo, you will be forced to travel about
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8200 metres along the road to a set of traffic lights and
then make a U-turn. That is simply not going to happen.
The traffic will continue on out of the area and not use
the businesses in San Remo. There does not seem to be
any consensus at all that these proposals are a positive
move forward for San Remo and Newhaven. VicRoads
seem to be wasting taxpayers time and money by
working on these proposals.
What really does need to be done is the roundabout at
Back Beach Road, Smiths Beach, heading towards
Smiths Beach needs to be funded. They also need to get
on with building the roundabout which has been funded
at Woolamai Beach Road and Back Beach Road, to
stop messing around and creating issues that do not
need to be fixed, and to get on with building the
roundabout and the two traffic areas with problems that
do exist. That is what the residents want and that is
what the businesses want. What this government needs
to do is to simply get on with fixing the problems that
currently exist and to stop looking for problems that do
not exist. They cut the country roads and bridges
program, which is a problem for the entire state of
Victoria. What they need to do is focus on getting on
with business and improving our roads.

Thursday, 8 February 2018

at this location. I have appreciated the meetings and
discussions with the minister over the last couple of
years and his diligence in ensuring that a change could
be made at this location. Because it is a change, it will
make a real difference.
In December it was fantastic to announce with a
member for Southern Metropolitan Region, Philip
Dalidakis, that electronic speed signs will be installed
here, with a permanent 40-kilometre speed limit
between 8.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on school days. I
would also like to pay tribute to the school principal,
Sheereen Kindler, and her team, and the Glen Eira
College school council, led very ably by the terrific
Ruth Gordon. And I would like to thank the member
for Caulfield, whose electorate this falls in, for his
advocacy, including in this place. I also thank Glen Eira
council and Victoria Police for assisting the
government with this change. I look forward again to
welcoming the minister in a few months time to see
what this road safety fix means for our community and
also perhaps to see the results of our Labor
government’s significant upgrade to Glen Eira College.
Mr Southwick — Hear, hear!

Glen Eira College

Responses

Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (17:30) —
(13 974) I wish to raise a matter for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and the action that I seek is for
the minister to visit my local community to meet with
the Glen Eira College leadership group and students
and to see firsthand the positive impact of the electronic
speed signs which are scheduled to be installed outside
the school on Booran Road in the next couple of
months. From the outset I would like to thank the
minister for his work in the road safety area. Most of
the work is done without publicity but it is work that
actually saves people’s lives. The minister should be
applauded for having a real passion in this space.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(17:32) — I thank the member for Mildura for raising
in the adjournment tonight the matter of increased
infrastructure around the Ouyen rail yards, and I do
acknowledge that the member for Mildura has also
written to me on this matter. I do understand the reason
why he is very keen to capitalise on the Murray Basin
rail freight project. It is a great project, a project that is
being delivered by this Labor government, being
further investment in upgrading the rail freight network
across regional Victoria.

Glen Eira College is located on Booran Road in
Caulfield East. It is a road that carries some
11 000 vehicles every weekday, so it is a very busy
road. The school is growing, and we have invested over
$10 million in a major upgrade here too, so it is likely
that there will be even more pedestrian movements in
the future. The school is quite unique in that the school
grounds exist on both sides of Booran Road, which
means students need to cross from one side to the other
throughout the school day. While there are pedestrian
lights and 40-kilometre speed limits during the morning
drop-off and afternoon pick-up, research has shown that
many vehicles regularly exceed the speed limit. There
have been numerous reports of pedestrian near misses

Of course it is only Labor governments that invest in
the rail freight network across regional Victoria. For
those of us with longer memories, we had to of course
buy the network back when we were last in government
after the failed privatisation of the rail freight network
by the former Kennett Liberal-National government,
which brought the network to its knees actually — for
the member for Mordialloc’s benefit. The network was
in significant decline. We brought it back, pumped in
investment and got Tim Fischer on board to undertake a
review. We saw the upgrade of a number of lines under
our previous government, and now it is this Labor
government that is supporting and delivering the
Murray Basin rail freight project.
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Of course this is a great project, and the member for
Mildura mentioned the almond industry and the table
grape industry in his local area in particular. These are
two good examples of why we need this project. We
need this project so we can support our primary
producers to get their product to market more quickly
and more efficiently. Upgrading the lines to standard
gauge and increasing the axle loading mean we can
deliver those outcomes. We can deliver those outcomes
where product gets to port. Whether it is the port of
Melbourne, the port of Geelong or the port of Portland,
it can get there more quickly and efficiently. We know
in this game, in this industry, time is money, and this
will provide significant efficiencies and returns for our
primary producers and in turn also give them the
opportunity to make increased investments in their local
areas like that in the almond industry which the
member referred to.
Also this is a project that is going to take
20 000 trucks off local roads. That is also a great
outcome for local government as many of those roads
are their responsibility. It is a terrific project, and I
was very pleased to be standing in Avoca just at the
start of last week celebrating the opening and the
return of freight trains to the Maryborough to Ararat
line. As part of this project this line has been
reopened, bringing back freight trains for the first time
on that line in nearly 20 years.
The member for Mildura wants to see the capitalisation
on this investment. That is absolutely the aim of this
project, and that is what the Andrews Labor
government wants to see in terms of the economic
development opportunities that come from this project.
V/Line, as the project manager for this project as well
as having responsibility for the line, is meeting next
week, I understand — sorry; I should have said in
coming weeks — with Ouyen Inc. regarding these
issues. We will continue to work with Ouyen Inc. and
other stakeholders, including the freight industry, in this
local area so we can capitalise on the benefits that we
know the Murray Basin rail freight project will deliver
for communities like Ouyen, communities across the
western part of Victoria.
Another nine members raised matters for various
ministers for their attention, and they will be referred
for their action and response.
The SPEAKER — The house now stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 5.37 p.m. until Tuesday,
20 February.
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Condolences
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MERLINO, Mr (Monbulk) (Minister for Education and Minister
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Fire services, 192
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MORRIS, Mr (Mornington)
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NARDELLA, Mr (Melton)
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AusNet Services, 66
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Firearms Amendment Bill 2017, 204
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Points of order, 194, 205

Members statements
Australia Day awards, 173
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PAYNTER, Mr (Bass)
Adjournment
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Firearms Amendment Bill 2017, 209
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 237
Members statements
Beaumaris Secondary College, 34

PEARSON, Mr (Essendon)
Adjournment
African-Australian community, 242
Essendon electorate water quality, 172
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Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 110
Firearms Amendment Bill 2017, 212
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017, 52
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 220
Condolences
Hon. Arthur Andrew McCutcheon, 8

RIORDAN, Mr (Polwarth)
Grievances
Western Victoria, 121
Members statements
Wire rope barriers, 74
RYALL, Ms (Ringwood)
Members statements
Government performance, 36
Points of order, 200

Constituency questions
Essendon electorate, 110
Grievances
Public sector funding and employment, 132
Members statements
African-Australian community, 35
Alan Murphy, 35
Rulings, 48

RYAN, Ms (Euroa)
Adjournment
North-east rail line, 63
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Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 115
Members statements
Wire rope barriers, 69

Statements on reports
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee: budget estimates
2017–18, 79

SANDELL, Ms (Melbourne)
Members statements

PERERA, Mr (Cranbourne)
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 167
PESUTTO, Mr (Hawthorn)
Bills
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 54
Integrity and Accountability Legislation Amendment (Public
Interest Disclosures, Oversight and Independence) Bill 2018, 19
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017, 37
Points of order, 104, 184
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Mandatory sentencing, 104
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Privatisation policy, 14
SCOTT, Mr (Preston) (Minister for Finance and Minister for
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Points of order, 48
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Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 118
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RICHARDSON, Mr (Mordialloc)
Adjournment
Early childhood education, 243

Constituency questions
Shepparton electorate, 109
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SMITH, Mr R. (Warrandyte)
Constituency questions
Warrandyte electorate, 201

Member for South-West Coast, 191
Member for Warrandyte, 12, 101
Member for Williamstown, 101

Points of order, 10, 200

Victorian Inspectorate and Independent Broad-based
Anti-Corruption Commission, 19

SMITH, Mr T. (Kew)

SPENCE, Ms (Yuroke)

Members statements

Adjournment

Australia Day awards, 176
North Balwyn Bowls Club, 176
SOUTHWICK, Mr (Caulfield)
Bills
Electricity Safety Amendment (Electrical Equipment Safety
Scheme) Bill 2018, 19
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Constituency questions
Yuroke electorate, 108, 201
Rulings, 203, 205, 206, 207
STAIKOS, Mr (Bentleigh)
Adjournment
Bentleigh electorate schools, 63
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 165

SPEAKER, The (Hon. Colin Brooks)
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Membership, 23

Members statements
Bentleigh electorate schools, 73
Southmoor Primary School, 37

Acknowledgement of country, 1
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STALEY, Ms (Ripon)
Adjournment
Maryborough courthouse, 66
Constituency questions
Ripon electorate, 202
Members statements
Wire rope barriers, 73
Points of order, 193
SULEYMAN, Ms (St Albans)
Adjournment
Ballarat Road, Albion, traffic lights, 240
Members statements
Andrzej Korab, 72
Rulings, 218
THOMAS, Ms (Macedon)
Adjournment
Macedon electorate employment, 62
Bills
Firearms Amendment Bill 2017, 189, 203
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Macedon electorate, 202
Members statements
Carmel Clemson, 74
Taradale and Castlemaine emergency services brigades, 74

WAKELING, Mr (Ferntree Gully)
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 156
Constituency questions
Ferntree Gully electorate, 201
Members statements

THOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)
Adjournment
Mentone railway station, 242
Bills
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 139
Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017, 49
Constituency questions
Sandringham electorate, 17
Members statements
Life Saving Victoria, 36
Points of order, 34

Australia Day awards, 174
Ferntree Gully Cricket Club, 174
Templeton Cricket Club, 174
Points of order, 207
WALSH, Mr (Murray Plains)
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 147
Condolences
Hon. Arthur Andrew McCutcheon, 4
Members statements
Hon. Stuart Richard McDonald, AM, 31

THOMSON, Ms (Footscray)

Points of order, 198

Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 238

WARD, Ms (Eltham)
Adjournment

THORPE, Ms (Northcote)
Constituency questions
Northcote electorate, 202
Grievances
26 January, 131

Neighbourhood houses, 169
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 154
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Opposition performance, 128
Members statements

TILLEY, Mr (Benambra)
Adjournment
AusNet Services, 65

Eltham Wildcats Basketball Club, 177
Matthew O’Brien, 177
Rulings, 207, 210
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Australia Day awards, 179
Energy security, 178
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AusNet Services, 197

WATT, Mr (Burwood)
Bills
Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017, 150
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Government performance, 135

VICTORIA, Ms (Bayswater)

Points of order, 13, 16, 17, 103, 108, 193, 199, 200

Adjournment
Populous place permits, 62
Bills
Bail Amendment (Stage Two) Bill 2017, 97
Points of order, 17

WELLS, Mr (Rowville)
Constituency questions
Rowville electorate, 18, 108
Members statements
Prison capacity, 34
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Bills
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Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Bill 2017, 49
Constituency questions
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WYNNE, Mr (Richmond) (Minister for Planning)
Bills
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Condolences
Hon. Arthur Andrew McCutcheon, 2
Members statements
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